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Of Course You Intend
To See

PASADENA=THE ORANGE GROVES==LONQ BEACH==LOS ANGELES

HARBOR [SAN PEDRO,]—CAWSTON'S FAMOUS

I OSTRICH FARM—SAN GABRIEL MISSION

> '' The best way to do so is to

Take Tilton's Trolley Trip
'A

',:
I uivv iiiiuiio iiuuvj "PI

^^
The Only Trip Visiting These Points, Saving You 100 Pennies Per Table Below.

>,, Points Visited. Reg. Cost to Public.

^^
Pasadena and Orange Groves Fare $ .25 ^

>f Cawston's Famous Ostrich Farm Fare and Admission - .25 >''

San Gabriel Mission Fare and Admission .55 >r

Los .\ngeles to Naples Fare .35

Naples to Long Beach (Long Stop) Fare - .10 ^
Long Beach to San Pedro (L. A. Harbor ) Fare .15

San Pedro to Los Angeles Fare .35
^ ^

BUT ALL FOR Tilfnn'c Trnlloi/ Trin '^^^ ^^^^ '^^^^

$1.00 ON 1 II lUn S I rUIiey l rip with reserved chairs

CARS LEAVE EVERY DAY—9 to 9:30 a. m. FROM PACIFIC ELECTRIC DEPOT, CORNER 6th

AND MAIN STREETS
Lo.s Angeles, Cal.

Seats can be reserved in advance Phones Main 8980

no extra charge
F 2444

Total Individual Cost j. $2.00 >^

We have Imitators] Don't Be Mishd. J

ASK FOR AND INSIST ON TILT O N ^ S
The Only and Original 100 Miles for 100 Cents.

^.<^<^KKK<««<<<««<««<«<««<«<<<<<«««<<<<««<«<^««<<«-

Please mention "Out West" when writing to advertisers.
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California Oii
^

investments are to-day's greatest profit

producers. During the past eight months
our clients have made from 100% to 1000%
profit on their investments, and no one
has ever lost a dollar through any oil in-

vestment advised by us. For the infor-

mation of our clients we issue semi-monthly
the

California Oii Bulletin

which gives reliable information about all

the oil fields and oil companies of Califor-

nia. It will be sent to you for six months
absolutely free upon request.
We have also just compiled the only

accurate map ever issued of the great Mid-

way oil field. A copy of this map may be
had free upon request.

The G. S. Johnson Co.
800 PHELAN BLDQ.

San Francisco, California

4><<<<<<<<< <<<<<< < <<<<<<<<<<<<<<
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;; Tlie Men's "r^oo
;: Store 342.



OUT WEST
PubUshing "THE SPECTATOR" under lease.

Volume 1 DECEMBER, 1910 Number 23

Monthly, New Series, Vol. 1, No. 1.

TABLE OF CONTENTS:
1. Save the Hetch-Hetchy. Cora Calvert Foy.

19. The Tragedy of "The Times."

21. Dawn on the Desert-— ....-Robert McCheyne.
23. Artistic Homes of Southern CaUfornia Elva Elliott Sayford.

26. Municipal Ownership in Pasadena.

37. Theatrical.

41. Around the TroUey'Trail Del Reynolds.

49. The Groover Arthur P. Hankins.

69. Maria of the Springs Alfred D. Robinson,

63. A Comer in Pompano Bait Mary H. Coates.

68. Charles Amadon Moody, the ]\Ian and the Citizen . William E. Smythe.

EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT
69. Significance of the Pacific Electric Deal.

70. A Million in 1920.

71. Wage Earners as Home Owners.

72. Commemorating Gold Discovery.

73. Divide the State University.

75. Inwardness of Hetch-Hetchy Deal.

77. Womens' Suffrage as an Issue.

78. Two Sides to Automobile Buying.
79. Deadlock a Possibility.

80. Peace, Peace, There is no Peace.

Published weekly by the Western Publishing Company, 643 Citizens National Bank

Building, Los Angeles, California. Regular weekly numbers Ten Cents. Magazine num-
bers { Fourth issue of each month) Fijteen Cents. Yearly subscriptions

—
fifty-two issues—

$2.50 per year in advance. Magazine numbers, $1.50 per year in advance. Entered as

Second Class Matter at the Los Angeles Postoffice.

POSTAGE is prepaid on subscriptions in the United States, Hawaiian Islands, Philippine Islaads, Guam
Porto Rico, Tutuila [SamoaUCanal Zone, Cuba and Mexico.

HOW TO REMIT. Remittances sliould be sent by Cneck, Express Order, or Postal Money Order, pay-
able to the Western Publishing Company. Currency, unless mailed in a registered letter, is at the

sender's risk.

CHANGE IN ADDRESS. Notice of change in address should be sent One Week before the dat« of issue

on which the change is to take effect. The change cannot be made imless the subscriber s Old Address

is clearly indicatea in addition to the .New .\ddres8.

ADVERTISING. Orders , final instructions, and cuts for advertising in the Magazine must be received

Ten Days before the Saturday on wh'cn the advertisement is intended to appear.

CONTRIBUTIONS. All manuscripts, drawings and photograph? are received with the underst&ndi^ that

the Exlitors are not responsible lor their loss or injury while in their possession or in U-ansit. Return

postage should be inclosed with each manuscript submitted, and a copy should be retained by it«

autnor.

WESTERN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
643 CITIZENS NATIONAL BANK BUILDING,

LOS ANQELES, CAL.



A DOG'S FOOT
Has a number of raised cushions which prevent shppmg

and take up the concussion over hard surfaces.

BAILEY'S "WON'T SLIP" RUBBER HEELS
Embody this principle and insure ease and safety over

all surfaces. The tread surface formed with "U" shaped
ribs, together with flat ended rubber studs, form a sur-

face that is positively non-slipping on ice or other slip-

pery surfaces. Mailed upon receipt of price.

35 cents per pair. For Men or Women.
When ordering send a correct outline drawing of the bot-
tom of the heel of your boot. Order from your shoe
dealer. Dealers write for prices. 100-page Catalogue of.

Everything in Ritbber Goods Free.

C. J. BAILEY & CO.
22 Boylston Street, BOSTON, MASS

LOS ANGELES

BREWING COMPANY»S

PURE AND WHOLESOME

LAGER BEERS
Arc a Home Product not excell<'

ed by any of Eastern

Manufacture

WHY NOT TRY THEM?

PHONES

Sunset East 820 Home 10857

Get Him a Bike

For Christmas

IT WILL LAST HIM

ALL THE YEAR

AND THEN SOME

.\11 HOEGEE Goods are

Chri.stma.s Goods

THE
Wni. H. HOEGEE
COniPANY, Inc.

GREATEST SPORTING
GOODS HOUSE ON

THE PACIFIC COAST

Home 10087 Main 8447

1 38- 140 South Main St.

LOS ANGELES

How French Women
Develop Their Busts
First Opportunity Ever Given to the Ladies of America to

Profit by the Mdme. DuBarrie Positive French
Method of Bust Development

Many women believe that
the buiit cannot be developed
or brouglit back to its forme-
vigorous condition. Thou-
sands of women have va;nly
used massage, electricity,
pump instruments, creams,
ointments, general tonics,
constitutional treatments
exercises' and otner metnods
without results.

ANY WOMAN MAY NOW
DEVELOP HER BUST
Mdme. Du Barrie will ex-

plain to any woman the plain
truth in regard to bust devel-
opment, the reason for fail-
ure and the way to success
The Mdme. Du Barrie
Positive French Method
is different from any-
thing else ever brough
before American wo-L
men. By this method, any lady—young, middle aged
or elderly—may develop her bust from 2 to 8 inches in
30 days, and see definite re;>ults in 3 to 5 days, no matter
Wiiat the cause of the lack of developm.ent. It is based
on scientific facts, absolutely safe and lasting. For com-
plete illustrated information, sent sealed, secure from diser-

vation, send your name and address, with a two-cent stamp.
Communications strUtly confidential.

Mdme Du Barrie,
1 766 Quinlln Building, Chicago, Illinois



I
Bui for your raw I UTS

Experienced trappers and fur collectors are never
In doubt as to where to ship their furs. They all
kno\t' that St, Louis beins the f;reatest fur market fn
the world. Is the place the best returns come from.

F. C. Taylor * Co,, who own and control the
Great Fnr Kxchan^e Building, have more

money invested in building and equip-
ment than all the other St. Louis fur
houses combined. They have better
facilities, enjoy a greater demand and
handle more furs thau any other con-
cern in America.

F. C. Taylor &, Co. are therefore In
position to send yon onicker and bet-
ter net results for furs than yon can
get anywhere else.

Trapper's Guide, Market Reports
and other valuable infonnation Fiee.
Write at once for Latest Price List

and shipping tags. Yon need no in-
troduction—just ship.

F. C. TAYLOR & CO., Greatest Fur Hoose In ttie World
74U Fur Exchange Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.

^^JUST HOMEPHONE''
NO MATTER WHAT YOU WANT—OR WHERE—OR

WHEN

^'JUST HOMEPHOME''

Home Telephone & Telegraph Co.

716 SOUTH OLIVE ST.

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

Third and Main Sts. Los Angeles, Cal.

TABLES RESERVED

A BRAND NEW FEATURE— Every
day except Sunday, we serve in

our main dining room a dainty
and appetising

SPECIAL NOON LUNCHEON 50c—
This should appeal especially to

ladies, and will be found very
attractive before attending the

matinees.

CAFE CHANTANT
3 to 5:30—6:30 to 10—10:30 to 12:30'

SPECIAL SIX O'CLOCK DINNER $1

LosAfl|^eles
eal Estate
Wonderful Opportunity

for profitable investment
in City and Suburban property.
We can locate owner and save
you money on any property in

(^C^^^^fK^

3ny locality. Nothing handled but

•^^^J^P^^ exceptional values, showing clej r

title. Guarantee satisfaction or will

re-feri withoi't less to >ou. Call for copy of our big
'double map, "Los Angeles and Suburbs." Let us help
you locate best bargains.

McClung & MeClure Realty Co.
222 Exchange Bldg., 3rd & Hill Sts., Los Angeles, Cal-

Arizona Ruby
To Introduce Our
Genuine lin ported

FREE
Mexican Diamonds

We -will Bend you FREE a Kenuine Arleona Ruby In the
rough with Illustrated Catalogue of GENUINE MEXICAN
DIAMONDS and other geing. Mexican Diamonds exactly
resemble finest genuine bltie-vhite diamonds, stand acid
tests ; are cut by experts, and yet we sellat one-fortieth the
eost. Only gem of Its kind araaraateed penaanently
krlllUaU SPECIAL OrFEK. For 600 depoelt as Kuar-
•ntee of good faith, we send on approral, registered,
either >< or 1 carat Mexican Diamond at special price.

Money back if desired. Write today. Catalog FREK.
MEXICAN DIAMOND IMP. CO.. 0*Pt 8 .LMCnwM,I.M.

VALLEY GEMS
^ See Them BEFORE Paying.

TheseGems are chemicalwhite
sapphires. Can"t be told from
diamonds except by an expert.

'Stand acid and lire diamond tests. So
hard they can't be filed and will «ut

glass. Brilliancy guaranteed 25 years, AH
mounted in UK solid gold diamond mountings. Wlll'send
you any style ring, pin or stud on approval—all charges
prepaid

— no money in advance. «^g=- Write for Free
illustrated booklet, special prices and ring measure.
WHITE VALLEY GEN CO.. 720 BoUday Bide.. UdiuipsUs, Ud.

*J»«5*^^»4»<M'^^4*^^*^4*4*^^4»<*<^

"New Century Path"

POINT LOMA, CAL

Published with the co-operation

of the UNIVERSAL BROTHER-
HOOD. An ideal publication

for discriminating readers ....

SEND FOR SAMPLE COPY ^*:



^COhat will I do toith my
To^i Cards?

A HANDSOME CHRISTMAS GIFT. A beautiful POST CARD
ALBUM FREE. Substantial inside and out. Will last years. Holds

400 Post Cards. Just the present that will be appreciated by all.

Hotv to obtain the aho'Ve.

SEND 'us two (2) Annual Subscriptions to OUT WEST Weekly and

Monthly with $5.00 for same and we will deliver to you at OUT WEST office, 1 of

these Elegant Post Card Books FREE.

SEND us three (3 ) Annual Subscriptions to OUT WEST Monthly with $4.50
for same and we will deliver to you at OUT WEST office, I of these elegant Post
Card Books FREE.

Will A. Kistler Co.
::

We are REAL PRINTERS, Publishers and Bookbinders.

BIG JOBS. SMALL JOBS.

We print and bind everything from the modest pamphlet to
the most elaborate Book you may desire. Rare books
repaired.

We make a specialty of Commercial Printing: letter heads,
bill heads, cards, envelopes, wedding stationery, etc.

n ! €y New High
Street



OUT WEST
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Bring Buyer and Seller Together
In this classified department will be inserted advertisements of a clean and reliable character up

14 lines, at the rate of 50 cents per line. None vnU. be inserted of less than 4 lines. No illustratio

to

per une. ivone vnu oe mseri«a oi less tnan 4 lines. iNo uiustrations
nor display features will be permitted in tliis department. Our policy, which excludes medical, palmistry,
fortune-tailing or misleading advertisements, or advertisements of unreliable parties or commodities,
also prevails in this department, and the business management will appreciate prompt notice from Out
West readers of any such that may get in by false pretense. Address all letters pertaining to this depart-
ment to

OUT WEST,
CLASSIFIED DEPARTMENT, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

AMUSEMENTS-

AUDITORIUM

"THEATER BEAUTIFUL"—Fifth and Olive

streets, L. E. Behymer, manager. For winter

bookings of the Shuberts see daily newspapers for

attractions of each week.

BELASCO THEATER

AL\IN STREET, Belasco-Blackwood Company,
proprietors and managers. Lewis S. Stone and
company in stock. The recognized first class

stock house of Los Angeles.

HAMBURGER'S MAJESTIC THEATER

BROADWAY NEAR NINTH. OUver Morosco
Manager. Shubert attractions. Theater fireproof
and modem.

LOS ANGELES THEATER

SPRING STREET NEAR FOURTH. E. J.

Donnellan Manager. Vaudeville. Sullivan & C!on-

sidine circuit. Eight star acts daily. Performances
at 2:30, 7:30 and 9 P. M.

MOROSCO'S BURBANK

MAIN BET\\^EN FIFTH AND SIXTH.
IjOS Angeles' leading stock company. See announce-
ments in daily newspapers for attractions of each
week.

ORPHEUM THEATER

SPRING STREET BETWEEN SECOND AND
Third. Clarence Drown Manager. Vaudeville.

Orpheum attractions, the standard everj-where.

BANKS-

BANK OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

SEVENTH AND BROADWAY, Los Angeles.
A general banking business transacted, commer-
cial and savings. Letters of credit. Investment
bonds.

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK

MORE THAN 61,000 depositors. Resources

exceed $29,000,000. Special ordinary deposits. 3

per cent. Term deposits. 4 per cent. Largest
safe deposit vaults in the west. Security Bldg.
Fifth and Spring streets.

SOUTHERN TRUST COMPANY.

114 WEST FOURTH street, Los Angeles. Cap-
ital $1,000,000. Surplus and profits $205,000.

Resources, $6,200,000. Commercial, trust and

sa\'ings business transacted. Safe deposit and

storage vaults.

BREWERS-
RAINIER BOTTLING CO.

ENTERPRISE STREET, Los Angeles. _
lers of Rainier Beer, Seattle's most famous pro^
duct. $1 per dozen, net. Phone Main 52 or

F 2032.

ANYVO THEATRICAL COLD CREAM
Prevents early wrinkles. It is not a freckle coating: it re-

j

moves them. ANYVO CO., 427 North Main St., Los Anpelee j



"SAN DIEGO"
THE BEER for particular people. Family

trade solicited. Iroquois Bottling Co. F 1646,
Main 431.

WrELAND'S BEER
EXTRA PALE and Culmbacher (a dark beer).

Family trade solicited. Krempel-Preston Co.,

agents, Los Angeles. Main 468, Home 10579.

BUNGALOW BOOKS-

HOME BUILDERS

129 SOUTH BROADWAY, Los Angeles. Send
60 cents for Wilson's Original Dollar Bungalow
Book. 100 correct plans. A limited number of

these books remain. Post paid on receipt of 60
cents.

RE.4L ESTATE-
MINES & PARISH

353 SOUTH HILL STREET, Los Angeles.
Business property and high class residence property.
Rental department. Home 10673. Sxmset Main
1457.

LANDS IN THE FAMOUS TURLOCK IRRIGATION
DISTRICT

Tracts of from 10 to 500 Acres

$100 Per Acre Upward—Very Liberal Terms.

Climate, quality of soil (no alkali ) water con-
ditions and transportation facilities unsurpassed
in the state.

Adjoining and adjacent to Denair, a thriving
young town on the main line of the largest and
most complete and cheapest irrigation systems
in the United States.
For all kinds of deciduous fruits, alfalfa, dairying

and general farming these lands cannot be beaten.
TATUM-WINSTANLEY CO.

636-7 H. W. Hellman Rldg. Los Angeles, Cal.

MEXICO Do Not Overlook MEXICO
The development has started and the American

farmers are going to the WEST COAST of Mexico
in large numbers.
We can offer 100 ACRE FARMS for $500.00

cash. You cannot duplicate the SOIL the CLI-
MATE or the MARKETS in the United States for
$100.00 per acre.

We are pioneer dealers in this country and stand
behind our land and our titles. We can also offer

large tracts of land (20,000 acres and up) at pri-
mary prices. Call or write

C. M. WOOSTER CO.
312 Laughlin Bldg. LOS ANGELES

RESTAURANTS AND RESORTS—
CAFE BRISTOL

^
Basement H. W. Helhnan building, Fourth and

Spring. High class appointments, perfect service,
unexcelled menu.

JAMES F. MORLEY
now at the

(Baldwin's Ranch)
15 MILES FROM LOS ANGELES. HIGH
CLASS ENTERTAINERS. GOOD CAFE,
OPEN ALL NIGHT. BEST AUTO ROAD
OUT OF LOS ANGELES.

"The Cafe of a Thottsand Songs."

"SHIP CAFE"
VENICE. Ward McFadden Proprietor. 5

entertainers.

STUDIO BUILDINQS-

BLANCHARD HALL
STUDIO BUILDING devoted exclusively to

Music, Art and Science. Largest Studio building
in the West. F. W. Blanchard, 233 S. Broadway,
Los Angeles.

WINES-

MISTLETOE VINEYARD COMPANY WINES

CALIFORNIA'S highest type vintages, especially
selected for eastern trade. Send a case to your
eastern friends. C. F. A. Last Company, pro-

prietors, Los Angeles.

FINGER NAIL POLISH
SEND 10 CENTS for a 25 cent package of

Finger Nail Polish. A trial order of just what
you want. 218 New High St., Los Angeles, Cal.

FOR RENT
For Rent, Unfurnished Apartment. Chalet to be

completed December 15. The latest thing in high
class and convenient living. Five large rooms, hand-

somely finished. Hardwood floors. Built-in bed
and buffet. Best of plumbing and electrics. Screen

sleeping porch. Near beautiful Echo Park. Ten
minutes from downtown; four car lines. Comer
West Edgeware Road and Calumet St. Price $30
per month ;

terms on lease. Phone Temple 668.



Mission Indian Grill

Hotel Alexandria

DINNER

AFTER THE TRIP

AFTER THEATER SUPPER

Famous for its unique en-

vironment, prompt and ex-

cellent service and its

music.

AFTERNOON TEA
GRAND SALON. 4 to 6

MUSIC 50 CENTS

Los Angeles
Railway
(Lompany

Operate yellow car lines reaching beautiful

city parks and Eagle Rock Valley. Garvan=

za. Griffin Avenue and Eagle Rock lines to

Elysian Park. East Main and Downey
Avenue lines to Eastlake Park. West Seventh
and West Second Street lines to Westlake
Park. Cummings Street line to tiollenbeck

Park.
Cars also reach all cemeteries in citj'.

Rates on funeral car Paraiso, specially
fitted for this purpose, to any cemetery in

the city (round trip ), with or without casket,

SI 5.00,

Special cars for outings, day and even-

ing parties, etc., S5.00 for first hour and
S3.00 for each additional hour.

Telephone E. L. Lewis, Main 4187, or call

at Room 703, Pacific Electric Building,
Sixth and Main Streets.

>^«**«^>^»^«^>^M{»^>^MjM{>^>^M{Mj>^Mj*^M{M{»^MjM{>^>^>^>^»^M{>^«^Mj>^MjMjM{Mj>^Mj>^>^»^Mjr
'
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Los Angeles, Cal., May 18, 1909.

The Mathie Brewing Company,
1834-1858 East Main St., Los .\ngeles, Cal.

Gentlemen:

For several years I tried different doctors and medicines for

indigestion, sleeplessness and nervousness, but to no avail. My
father asked me to try MATHIE'S MALT TONIC, and after

using it for some time I felt much better and my general health

was much improved, and I still continue to use it. .

Yours truly,

PEARL ALDERETE.

MATHIE MALT TONIC
.50 PER DOZEN DELIVERED

The Mathie Brewing Co. los angeles, cal.

Home Phone Ex. 942 Sunset Phone East 66

Hiiiiiiiici tiT^js <x Co., turnish best help. 116-118 E. Second.

 



REOPENING OF

THE ORIGINAL

CASA VERDUGO
RESTAURANT AND PARK

REMODELED AND REFURNISHED

Excellent Table d' Hote

SPANISH AND AMERICAN DINNERS
Service the Best Cuisine unexcelled

Take GLENDALE cars from 6th and Main Sts. to Park Entrance

Pacific Electric Railway
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LOS ANGELES PACIFIC COMPANY
Electric Railway

THE SHORTEST AND QUICKEST LINE BETWEEN ±

Los Angeles and the Ocean
TO SANTA MONICA, OCEAN PARK, VENICE, REDONDO BEACH,

SOLDIERS' HOME, SAWTELLE, SHERMAN,

HOLLYWOOD and COLEGROVE
>r

>r

t Rolnnn Rmito pYf^iirelnne

;l 101 Miles One Day One Dollar I
\r
\r

yr

Showing some of California's finest scenery includ-

ing 36 miles right along the ocean. A reserved

seat for every patron and an Experienced Guide
with each car. > r

A >'

J< >'•

J<  \r

Ji .
\r

FREE ATTRACTIONS—An Ocean Voyage on Wheels. At Santa

Monica, free admission to the Camera Obscura, an exclusive attrac-

tion for Baloon Route Excursionists only. FREE ADMISSION to

the $20,000 Aquarium, and a FREE RIDE ON THE L. A.

THOMPSON SCENIC RAILWAY, the longest in the world, at

Venice (Sunday excepted during July, August and September) .

Last car leaves Hill Street Station, between Fourth and Fifth Streets, LOS ^
ANGELES, at 9:40 A. M. DAILY.

<<<<<<<«<<<<^<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< <<<<<<< <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<«< <<<< <
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SOITHERN PACinC

the

direct
y quick and safe

way

EAST
Insist on your ticket reading via

Southern Pacific

Write or call on agents

Los Angeles offices: 600 SOUTH SPRING STREET and

ARCADE STATION, 5th St. and Central Avenue

Pasadena office: 108 EAST COLORADO STREET

^<w{»«̂ l^<>ltM>.}«^»|.|}ll>^.^»4.4H{>^»^»^M^...j»^».i»^»^;^.^.^.^M}»^.^»^»4M$.^Mi»^^

Hummel Bros. & Co. furnish best help. 116-118 E. Second.



I

Southern Pacific
TO AND THROUGH=

CALIFORNIA
The only road in the whole United States having four highways
through California, and affording its patrons maximum latitude in

the selection of routes of travel in the great State, as well as the

greatest variety of scenery and opportunities for pleasure and sight=

seeing trips, coupled with comfortable, high=class equipment, first=

class service, attentive employees, miles of track protected by

ELECTRIC SAFETY BLOCK SIGNAL SYSTEM

If you are contemplating a visit to

California, consult our nearest agent
as to lines of travel, what you should
do and how to do it when here

LITERATURE ON REQUEST

THIRTY SEVEN HUNDRED MILES OF

J^AILROAD IN CALIFORNIA ALONE

TRAFFIC OFFICES:

1158=366-1 Broadway, New York

120 Jacks 3n Boulevard, Chicago
Flood Building, San Francisco, California

600 South Spring Street, Los Angeles, California

Hummel Bros. & Co. "HKLP CKNTKR." 116 K. Second St., Tel. Main 509



TM RE. &
EVE. RYDAY

Los Angeles to the East
LOS ANQELES LIMITED—SOLID TO CHICAGO.

Leaves at 10:30 A. M. with Electric Lighted De Luxe' Sleeping, Dining
and Observation Cars. Runs via Salt Lal<e City and Omaha and Arrives

at Chicago third day at 1 1 :20 A. M., also has through|sleeper|^to Denver
in two days.

AMERICAN EXPRESS—A LIMITED TRAIN
Leaves at 2:00 P. M. with through sleepers to Chicago, Denver and

Kansas City. Through American Express car to New York.

OVERLAND EXPRESS—MAKES ALL LOCAL STOPS.

Leaves at 8:00 P. M. with through sleepers to Chicago and once a^week
to St. Paul. Chair Cars, Coaches and Diner to Salt Lake. Your pat=

ronage will be appreciated and ticket agents at 601 S. Spring St., Los An-
geles and elsewhere will be glad to give you full information relative to

a trip East.

Via the Salt Lake Route
Hummel Bros. & Co., "HELP CENTER." 116 E. Second St. Tel. Main 509.



OUT WEST
(WEEKLY)

A Review of Current
Southern
California
Affairs

$2.50 per Year
including

I

OUT WEST
(MONTHLY)

Monthly Alone, $1.50 Year



NEWBERRY'S
SEVEN RETAIL STORES IN LOS ANGELES

612=614 SOUTH BROADWAY
554=558 SOUTH MAIN STREET

PICO AND CATALINA STREETS

HOOVER AND 25th STREETS

2106 EAST FIRST STREET

126 WEST AVENUE 50

EUCLID AND STEPHENSON AVENUES

Warehouse and Shipping Department, FIRST AND VIGNES STS.

Buy Your Groceries

At Lowest Possible Prices

based on store delivery. We save you money by

purchasing ninety-five per cent of our goods direct,

giving you the profit of the jobber.

THE LARGEST GROCERY ESTABLISHMENT IN THE WORLD
NOT HANDLING WINES AND LIQUORS

NEWBERRY'S
HOME 10421 Sunset Main 8945



178th MONTHLY STATEMENT, NOVEMBER I, 1910.

Los Angeles Investment Company
333-335-337 South Hill St.,

'^°""*'^"' '''' Los Angeles, California
INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF CALIFORNIA, MAY 29, 1899.

RESOURCES
Balance due on houses sold on monthly installments, mortgages, secured loans and

houses under construction. 1 $2,666,727.96
Building Material Co. stock, including two lumber yards, lumber and planing mills,

warehouses, shops, factories, wagons, etc 164,740.00
Stock in Globe Savings Bank at par (market value $95,100,00) 63,400.00
Stock in City & County Bank 3,000.00
Real Estate (market value $2,093,325.00 ) 1,685,300.28
Fixtures 5,487.32
Cash on hand - 228,888.53

NET ASSETS: $4,817,544.09
Capital Stock paid in cash 1,901,452.00
Reserve 2,697,743.82 4,599,195.82

LIABILITIES:
Dividends payable (uncalled for) 2,592.61
Home Certificates and Mortgages on property purchased (not a legal

liability) 215,755.66 218,348.27
No unpaid bills —
The last annual report showed the principal profits for the year to be:

Real Estate 1 - $261,319.69
Interest 180,000.00
Building Construction 10,191.89
There were also miscellaneous profits from architecture, legal, insurance and rental departments.

Quarterly Cash Dividends were divided among stockholders amounting to $355,640.52.
NO INVESTOR IN THIS COMPANY HAS EVER FAILED TO RECEIVE ALL OF HIS MONEY

ON DEMAND

Al Southern California Story,

El Elstranjera
"THE STRANGER"

By RUSSELL JUDSON WATERS,
The California "BanK'r and tOriler

Pictures by Will E. Chapin
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ON SALE AT

CUNNINGHAM, CURTISS AND WELCH CO.

"THE BIG BOOK STORE" 252 S. Spring St., Los Angeles, Gal.
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Save the Hetch-Hetchy.

A Story of San Francisco's Vandalism.
By Cora Calvert Foi/.

[At the request of the publishers of Out West, this a-ti^le wis prepxrei by Miss Cira Calvert Foy, one of the staunch
and enthusiast ic members of the S'erra Club. Miss Foy is thoroughly familiar with the beauty spKJt in the Yo
Semite National Park, which would b3 destroyed if San Fransisco is Dermittel to use Hetch-Hetchy for reservoir

purposes. The reservoir, if it is ever permittei to ba C9nstructe-i, will flood all of the meadow and forest land of

the valley. This must be borne in mind in e.^aminmg the illustrations in this article.—Editor Out West.]

From the shores of the Pacific to the

snow-topped heights of the Sierras the

cry, "Save the Hetch-Hetchy" rings
loud and clear. It is no uncertain
sound and the new arrival in California

soons learns that it is the battle cry
of those who are fighting to preserve
from eternal destruction one little corner
on this great earth, a corner high upon
the mountains and far from the madding
crowd, but where the Maker of all things
did some of His most perfect work.

The Hetch-Hetchy is a part of the Yo
Semite National Park about fifteen

miles northwest of Yo Semite as the

crow flies, an almost perfect replica
of the Merced Yo Semite; there is the

same flat valley floor with meadow,
gardens and park-like forests, river,

(the Tuolumne), falls and cataracts,
and granite walls rising sheer two
thousand feet, exactly the same scenic

features that have made the sister

valley over the ridge to be proclaimed
the Queen of Queens by the people of

the whole world, and to be protected and
preserved inviolate forever by the Govern-
ment of the United States for these

same people of the whole wide world.

The chief point of difference is that the

Hetch-Hetchv is somewhat smaller and

the walls not quite so high, but even
this is turned to emphasize Hetch-

Hetchy's beauty, for it brings the walls

nearer to the visitor. One feels a certain

friendly intimacy with them despite
their forbidding steepness,' while their

very nearness apparently raises them
hundreds of feet. The second point
is that, though the Hetch-Hetchy has

not the Vernal and Nevada Falls at

its head, it has the "Grand Canyon
of the Tuolumne," another link in the

great chain of wonders which here adorns

^lother Earth and which make the

Yo Semite National Park the greatest

pleasure asset in the possession of this

government.
But, you ask, from what should this

Hetch-Hetchy be saved? From drown-

ing. The city of San Francisco is in

need of a much larger water supply
than it at present possesses and has

hit upon the Hetch-Hetchy as the most

suitable site for a great storage reservoir,

a part of the greater system to be ac-

quired and developed for the use of the

people of San Francisco and the bay
cities. The extreme narrowness of the

gorge at the lower end of the valley
makes the building of a dam there

a comparatively easy matter. The rest
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is already done, but with the build-

ing of the dam will be destroyed forever

that masterpiece of the Master Crafts-

man, built not for an age but for all

time, belonging not to a people but to

the peoples of the earth and given over
into our keeping for a little while.

But, you say, the government has

already saved this whole wonderful

region from mutilation or destruction

by the creation of the Yo Semite National

Park; that the government appreciates
this heritage and will be true to its

trust. But what is meant by being
true to its trust and ivhose opinion
is the court of last resort in the matter?

Congress, on February 15, 1901, provided
specifically "The Secretary of the In-

terior * * * is authorized * *

* to permit the use of rights of way
through

* * * the Y^o Semite, Se-

quoia, and General Grant National Parks,

California, for * * * water conduits
and for water plants, dams and reser-

voirs used to promote * * * the

water supply for domestic, public or

other beneficial uses,
* * *

provided
that such permits shall be allowed
within or through any of said

parks
* * * *

only upon the

approval of the chief officer of the

department under whose supervision
such parks or reservation falls, and upon
a finding by him that the same is not

incompatible with the public interest."

By these words Congress has given
power to the Secretary of the Interior

to grant the rights applied for by the

city of San Francisco if he finds that
the permit "is not incompatible with
the public interest." In 1903 Secretary
Hitchcock denied this application after

two hearings, but in 1908 Secretary
Garfield granted the permit applied for

by the city of San Francisco to build

the Hetch-Hetchy reservoir, it being
his opinion that the granting of the
same was not "incompatible with the

public interest," that the "public in-

terest" was better served by the delivery
of the waters of this valley to the people
of San Francisco than by the preserva-
tion of the valley intact as one of the

great natural wonders of the park
for the people of the whole state and

country.
The application from San Francisco

RANCHERIA FALLS, Hetch-lletchy Valley.

One of the many falls of the Tuolumne or its tributaries.
So numerous that many falls are not even named.

Photo by Rodney L Glisan

asked that Lake Eleanor be made into

a reservoir as well as Hetch-Hetchy,
and it must be remembered that there

is absolutely no objection by any one
to that being done, though this beautiful

body of water is also a part of Yo Semite
National Park. Lake Eleanor lies to

the north of the Hetch-Hetchy in the

midst of thick forests and receives

its waters from the snow-clad mountains

surrounding it. The storage capacity
of this lake can be increased without
destruction or desecration, sufficiently
to serve San Francisco for fifty years
to come.
On February 25, 1910, Secretary

Ballinger sent the following letter to

the Mayor and Supervisors of San
Francisco.
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RELATIVE POSITIONS—HETCH-HETCHY VALLEY.
1 . Sunrise Point. 2, Cliffs corresponding to Bridal Veil Cliff. 3, Kolana Rock. 4, Ca.scade Cliffs. 5, Grand Canyon
of the Tuolumne. 6, Royal Arches. 7, Wapama or Hetch-Hetcliy Falls. 8, Tueeulala Falls. 9, Tioga Road. 14.

Tuolumne Meadows. L5, El Capitan. Dam Site in approximately correct position.
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RELATIVE POSITION—YO SEMITE VALLEY
I. Inspiration Point. 2, Bridal Veil l«'all8 and Cliffs. 3, Cathedral Rocks. 4, Glacier Point. 5, Vernal and Nevada
Falls. 6, Royal Arches. 7,Yo Semite Falls. 8. Ribbon Falls. 10, Trail to Tuolumne Meadows and Hetch-Hetchy.
II, Proposed trail through Tenaya Canyon connecting Yo Semite Valley and Lake Tenaya. 12, Sunrise Trail. 13,
Trail from Upper Merced Canyon to Upper Tuolumne Meadows. 14, Tuolumne Meadows. 15, El Capitan.
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Scene looking down the Valley. Kolana Cliffs on the left. "The upper forested part is charmingly diversified with
groves of the large and picturesque California live oak and tlie noble yellow pine, which here attains a height of more
than two hundred feet. The wonderful forest growth and garden floor of ferns and flowers surpass tlie Yo Semite itself."

Photo by Joseph Le Conte.

"Department of the Interior,

Washington, Feb. 25, 1910.
Gentlemen :

My predecessor, Hon. Jas. R. Garfield, here-

tofore, on the 11th day of May, 1908, granted
a permit to the City of San Francisco, containing
the following provision.

3. The city and county of San Francisco
will develop the Lake P-leanor site to its full

capacity before beginning the development
of the Hetch-Hetchy site, and the development
of the latter will be begun only when the needs
of the city and county of San Francisco and
adjacent cities which may join with it in ob-

taining a common water supply may require
such further development.

This permit contemplates the contingent use
of the Hetch-Hetchy Valley in the Yo Semite
National Park as a source of water supply
for the City of San Francisco. I have just
received reports from the Director of the

Geological Survey and Engineers Hill and
Hopson, of the Reclamation Service, who were
directed by me in October last to investigate
and report upon the sources of water supply
involved in said permit, and the necessity
for the retention of the Hetch-Hetchy Valley
within the terms thereof.

In view of the conclusions of Director Smith,
a copy of whose report is herewith attached

as to the sufficiency of the Lake Eleanor reser-

voir site when fully developed, and in view of
the importance of the public interests involved
in this matter, and the Government's obligation
in connection therewith, I feel it my duty
to call upon you to show why the Hetch-Hetchy
Valley and reservoir site should not be eliminated
from said permit.
You are accordingly notified to submit the

showing above indicated on or before the 1st

day of May of this year.

Very Respectfully,
(Signed ) R. A. Ballinger,

Secretary."
The Mayor and Supervisors,

City and County of San Francisco, Cal.

Hearing postponed until May 25, 1910

Clearly and definitely the permit reads
that "San Francisco will develop the
Lake Eleanor site to its ]'>dl capacity
before beginning the development of

the Hetch-Hetchy site." There is no

mistaking the meaning of the words
"the development of the latter will

be begun ovly when the needs of the

city and county of San Francisco and

adjacent cities

require further development."
may
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The report of Mr. George Otis Smith,
director United States Geological Survey,

upon whose report Secretary Ballinger
based his letter to the Mayor of San

Francisco, is well worth careful reading.
To quote, "Under its application for

the right to acquire and develop a

municipal water supply in the Lake
Eleanor and Hetch-Hetchy valleys and
the drainage areas tributary thereto,

the city sets up two claims:

"First. That the Tuolumne River

constitutes the only practical and reason-

able source of water supply for San
Francisco; and,
"Second. That the city could not

afford to develop the Lake Eleanor
site alone, without every assurance pos-
sible to be given l)y the government
that the Hetch-Hetchy site will be

available as soon as the needs of the

city exceed the Lake Eleanor storage

capacity."
As to the first claim, there are other

available sources of supply, reasonable

and practicable, admitted so even by
the engineers who appeared on behalf

of San Francisco before the Senate
and House committees and later by the

engineers who appeared at the hear-

ing of the case held in May, 1010, in

Washington before the Secretary of

the Interior following the call for such
a meeting in his letter of February
25th, their "preference for Hetch-Hetchy
being based upon the consideration

that it is the only source free from

conflicting private claims * * * *

and that 'this source must forever remain
free from habitation by virtue of the

natural condition and by virtue of the

fact that it is in the hands of the Nation-
al Government which will maintain
it as a reservation' ". See report of

(Commissioner Smith. )

The second claim is justified if it is

]3roved that there cannot be developed
fiom the Lake Eleanor basin a supply
ample to meet the present and pros-

pective needs of the city. This question
has received most careful consideration
at the hands of these three government
engineers referred to and their conclusion
is "that the Lake Eleanor project
is amply sufficient to meet the present
and prospective needs of the city, and
that it is not necessarv that the Hetch-

Hetchy Valley should be available to

San Francisco for the purpose of munici-

pal water supply." (See report of Com-
missioner Smith. )

And this brings us up to the hearing
held last May before the Secretary of

the Interior and board of officers of

the corps of Army Engineers appointed
at the request of the Secretary to act

as an Advisory Board. There were

present representing San Francisco, its

Mayor, attorneys and engineers. Pro-

testing against the permit were repre-
sentatives of the American Civic Associa-

tion, the Sierra Club of California,
the Association for the Preservation
of National Parks and the American
Scenic and Historic Preservation Society.
It is not my purpose to argue the techni-

cal questions discussed by the eminent

attorneys and engineers who pleaded
their case at this meeting. Suffice it to

say that the representatives of San
Francisco pleaded for more time to

l^repare their case and an adjournment
was taken to June 1, 1911. In the

meantime, the Board of Army Engineers
has charge of the matter and is busy
securing data and information regarding
these other sources on which to make
its report and about which the represen-
tatives of San Francisco either had no
information or else what they had
was insufficient. If it is a question
of elimination, "the question the govern-
ment wants to know and the question
the American people want to know,
is whether it is a matter of absolute

necessity for the people of that state

to have this source of water supply.
Otherwise it belongs to the people
for the purpose for which it has been
set aside."

The Hetch-Hetchy Valley is not to

be eliminated unless San Francisco can
show that she has no other sources

of water supply. That there are other

available sources is not denied by
San Francisco. That they are not ob-

tainable she has not proved. That
she has not even investigated them to

any extent was the testimony of her

engineers before Secretary Ballinger.

Regarding these other sources the testi-

mony of San Francisco's engineers and
of others is most interesting.
"When you consider the matter of
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J
W APAMA OR HETCH-HETCHY FALI^

"It is the counterpart of the Yosemite Fall, but has a much greater volume of water, is about

1.700 feet in height, and appears to be nearly vertical thoiigh considerably incline<l, antl is dasiie<l into

hiigh outbounding bosses of foam on the projecting shelves and knobs of its jagKnl gut^e.
—John

.Vuir. Photo by Herbert V\ . (.leason

m
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money alone, there are available quite
a number of sites and a number of sources,

probably more than a dozen."—Marsden

Manson, City Engineer of San Francisco,
Senate Hearings, Page 123.

C. E. Grunsky, former City Engineer
of San Francisco and sometimes referred

to as 'the father of the Hetch-Hetchy
system" says:

''In the case of San Francisco there

is no single source of supply so pre-

eminently available that it could without

question, rule out others from com-

parison." Page 15, Reports on Water

Supplies for San Francisco, 1908, Page
38.")^ House Committee Hearings, Januarv

21, 1909.

"Without doubt the city can obtain
water from half a dozen other sources

which are now owned by private inter-

ests." Page 36, Secretary Garfield in

hearing before Public Lands Committee
of House, January 9, 1909.

"It is simply a cjuestion of which
of the various sources of supply is the

best one for the City of San Francisco
to take." Page 38, Ibid.

James D. Schuyler, hydraulic engineer
says: "There are a number of other
available sources of water supply for

San Francisco." Hearings, January 20,

1908, page 307.

"It is feasible to provide an ample
supply of pure water for San Francisco
from nearer sources, (than the Hetch-

Hetchy) by works which would be much
more economical, efficient and reliable."—Frederick P. Stearns, Chief Engineer
of the Metropolitan Water Board that

supplies Boston, pages 308, 311, Journal
of the Association of Engineering So-

cieties, December, 1908.

Messrs. Schuyler and Stearns were

consulting engineers on the Panama
Canal.

Colonel W. H. Heuer, of the United
States Army, engineer and chairman
of the executive committee of the
Federated Water Committee of San
Francisco, states that the present near-by
sources "can be increased by additional
dams and raising some existing dams,
so as to supply considerably more than

100,000,000 gallons per day, or more
than enough to more than supply the
wants of San Francisco during the next

forty years, and at reasonable cost,
* * *

Engineers who made sur-

veys of Lake Eleanor and Hetch-Hetchy
inform me that there are other Sierra

supplies which can be brought here
at much less cost than Hetch-

Hetchy." San Francisco Merchants'
Association Review, July, 1908.

Herbert Parsons, member of Congress
from New York State, and a fearless

defender of Hetch-Hetchy says: "The
undersigned admits that if this source
is essential to San Francisco the grant
should be made. But San Francisco
has not made out a case showing that
it is essential. The testimony indicates

that there are a number of othe'" sources.
* * * San Francisco is in an

enviable . situation for water supply.
It has all the Sierras, with their mountain
snows and lakes to draw upon. There
are no less than sixteen different systems.
* * * * The fact of the matter is that

San Francisco, having its eye on the

Hetch-Hetchy, has not thoroughly in-

vestigated other systems.
* * *

Certainly the Federal Government is

not bound to give up to San Francisco

two-fifths of a National Park simply
because it is cheaper. Why is it cheaper?
It is cheaper because, having been
made a National Park, it has not been

possible for private interests to file

upon the water in the same manner that

they could have if there had not been
a National Park. Had private interests

been allowed to file upon the water,
San Francisco would not have thought
of going to Hetch-Hetchy any more than
to any other place. It would have chosen
the place that it could have most cheaply
condemned. It goes to Hetch-Hetchy
mainly because it is cheapest. Hetch-

Hetchy is cheapest because it belongs
to all of the people, instead of to some
of the people. It has been preserved
and made cheap because the purpose
was to use it as a National Park. Having
been made cheap in that manner, San
Francisco now desires to use it for

itself by spoiling the very purpose
which has made it cheap.

* * *

I believe that we owe it to all of the

people to preserve Hetch-Hetchy un inter-

fered with for the use and enjoyment
of all the people and carry out the poHcy
intended when it was included within
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the boundaries of the Yo Semite National
Park."

In addition to those clubs represented
at the May hearing, the unnecessary
destruction of Hetch-Hetchy Valley is

being opposed by
The Playground Club of America
American Alpine Club
Mazamas of Portland
Mountaineers of Seattle

Chicago Geographical Society
Saturday Walking Club of Chicago
California, and other state federations

of Women's Clubs, and other clubs through
the country.

These mountaineering clubs have been
the great missionaries who have preached
to the benighted thousands in the cities

the gospel to "climb the mountains and

get their good tidings."
The Sierra Club, organized primarily

"to preserve and to explore the high
Sierras of California," has led not only
in this present fight to save the Hetch-

Hetchy, but by its annual summer outings
has been the means of taking hundreds
into these ordinarily inaccessible moun-
tain regions, who otherwise could not

have seen and come to love these beauti-

ful wilds. The people in general have

just a hint of the glories beyond the
Yo Semite. The outings of the Sierra

Club into the regions of the Tuolumne
have been the greatest power for good
bringing this wonderful region to the
intimate knowledge and appreciation
of hundreds.

I shall never forget my first view of

the Hetch-Hetchy, where, as one of

the Sierrans, on their annual outing,
T stood on the bluff at the west end
of the valley and looked down on the
scene below. In the three or four weeks

preceding, I had tramped pretty well

over the whole of the Yo Semite National
Park. Every trail in the Yo Semite
itself I knew, a three days' tramp
found us in the Tuolumne Meadows
from where I had made side trips to
the summits of Mounts Hoffman, Lyell
and Dana, through Mono Pass and
Bloody Canyon down to the desert
and Mono Lake, and explored the upper
regions of the Grand Canyon of the
Tuolumne. Three weeks of strenuous

tramping and climbing and now, after

three more days trailing through beauti-
ful forests, over more or less rolling
country, mostly more, we had almost
reached the last camp of the outing.
The view that suddenly confronted us
seemed the climax of all that had gone
before. The great chain of mountain
peaks with their miles of rocky surface
and fields of eternal snow told us what
would seem to have been the hard
work, the tremendous work in the making
of the world. There one feels also
that all the hard work of keeping this
old world going right is still going on.
We Californians enjoy our glorious
climate and our matchless soil forgetful,

perhaps, that far up upon these heights
is God's great workshop for it all. But
standing on the edge at Sunrise Point
in the soft light of that late July after-

noon, I looked down on that which ever
remains in my memory as the most
beautiful spot I have ever seen. No
suggestion of the hard struggle of the

creation, no suggestion of the ceaseless

working of the elements. But here,
God's perfect work, God's perfect peace,
the curtain of the centuries drawn sud-

denly aside and Eden lay before us. The
great granite walls rose majestically
protecting and encircling the emerald
vale below. The winds brought per-
fume from the pines, sweet music from
the many waters. God was in His
heaven and all was well with the world.
Four days we lingered in the valley

"exploring and enjoying. We seemed
miles and miles from civilization though
the Yo Semite was only over the ridge.
But the Yo Semite was teeming with

people. That is one of the great ques-
tions to be reckoned with in the future—the crowding of the Yo Semite.
With the elimination of the two days'
stage ride by the building of the rail-

road up the Merced Canyon, the valley
is practically at our doors and is open
all the year round.

If possible, however, one's first visit

to the Yo Semite Valley should be by
the old stage road, via the Big Trees
and Wawona. Then Inspiration Point
will be a real inspiration, and from this

great height one receives a life-long

im.pression of beauty and grandeur and
loveliness, only half given if one drives
from below up to the Point and impossible
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t strikingly picturesque rock in Hetch-Hetcliy valley is a majestic pyramid over 2,000

hieh is called by the Indians 'Kolana.' It is the outermost of a group l>ke the Cathed-
"The most ;

feet in height whiw.. .- — «^ ; . . ^ r, „ -
i l tr  

ral Rocks of Yo Semite and occupies the same relative position on tlie south wall. —John Mwr.
Photo by Herbert W. Gleason.
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to receive if entering from the flat road

on the Valley. floor leading from the rail-

road terminal. However, we are thank-

ful for the railroad's nearness and thous-

ands are now able to go to the valley
who could not before and many return

there season after season for a little

run in, who could not afford the loss

of four days given to stage travel.

Not only that, but the valley being
accessible and hotels open during the

winter, travel is increasing continually
and it will not be long before the horde
of winter tourists will include the Yo
Semite in its itinerary just as surely
as it does the cities by the sea. Califor-

nians themselves sometimes have a

surfeit of warmth and sunshine and

long for a bit of the cold, snappy east.

They find the climatic change they want
in the snow covered valley. They also

find the valley more glorious in its

winter wrap of frost and snow than

they had ever dreamed of.

With the Yo Semite at our doors,
as it were, Hetch-Hetchy is brought
miles nearer and in that not so far off

fifty years, when San Francisco thinks

it will be time to dam (n) the Hetch-

Hetchy, travel to the park will have
increased a hundred fold. Within the

last ten years, without the railroad, the

travel into the Yo Semite has increased

ten times over. Now with the railroad

and the improved and increased trails

and roads bringing this nation's greatest

playground close to her children, who
can say what the travel will be fifty

jears hence? What of the hundreds
and thousands who are settling in the

great agricultural valleys below? What
of the other hundreds and thousands
who are making new homes in our
towns and cities, yes, who are making
absolutely new cities all over our state?

The census enumerators in the east

are puzzled over the returns from Calif-

ornia. They think there must be some

mistake in our reports, say press dis-

patches. No, there is no mistake as

to our increased populatic n and we

sympathize with our puzzled friends,

for we can hardly realize this increase

ourselves.

With the increase of the regular summer

travel into the Yo Semite and the

consequent overflow of the people into

the upper regions, there has come a

great demand for the government to

build more trails and roads. A road
should be built into Hetch-Hetchy con-

necting with the present wagon road
now terminating about nine miles from
the Valley. Next to the Yo Semite

itself, the Hetch-Hetchy is the greatest
attraction in the Park and will be
visited by countless thousands when
once made easily accessible. The
Tuolumne Meadows are the largest and
most beautiful in all the high Sierra

being about fifteen miles long and two
or three miles wide through which
flows the Tuolumne River, surrounded
on all sides by forests of pine and high
snow covered mountains. A trail up
Tenaya Canyon to Lake Tenaya would
be a great cut-off to the Meadows,
besides opening to the public that natur-

ally impassable gorge. Sunrise Trail

follows the ridge from Cloud's Rest
Trail directly into the Tuolumne Meadows.
This most fascinating trail will come to

be a most popular route in time on
account of its great beauty and variety
of scene. A complete trail directly up
to the head waters of the Merced over

the divide into the Tuolumne Meadows,
where lie the great range of peaks
so grandly visible from Glacier Point,
Mounts Lyell, Dana, Florence, Cathedral,

etc., down the Grand Canyon of the

Tuolumne into the Hetch-Hetchy and
back to the Yo Semite, would make
a scenic trip unequalled in the known
world. Turn Hetch-Hetchy into a reser-

voir and this wondrous circle is im-

possible. Then there is the old Tioga
mining road built by the pioneers of

the fifties. This road runs along the

divide between Hetch-Hetchy and Yo
Semite and on through the Tuolumne
Meadows to the old mining country
near Lake Tioga on the extreme east

of the range, where a road leads on
down to the desert. This road should

be owned by the government, and con-

nected with others of these old ridge
roads of the early days, could easily
run from Tahoe to Tuolumne, making
a mountain highway through the highest,

grandest part of the Sierras.

These and many other things should
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MUIR GORGE—GRAND CANON OF THE TUOLIMNK

From photograph by Herbert W. Oleasoii. 1909.
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be done, and gradually are being done, so

as to make it easy for the people to

reach these places. We do not ask

the electric light, the telephone and

grand government hotels in this fuller

development, but the camp fire, the

bed of boughs, and a chance to develop
that sixth "mountain sense" by which
we just know the happenings in the hills

and whose possession by the thorough
mountaineer makes him the hero and
the envy of the tenderfoot.

Civilization with its conventions and
its responsibilities, is fast crowding the

Yo Semite, and the building of the

new hotel is necessary to accommodate
the ever-increasing travel. But let the

Hetch-Hetchy remain as it is as long as

possible
—another Yo Semite only one

"where bells don't ring nor whistles

blow."
If a person owned two priceless jewels

what would we think of him if he de-

liberately destroyed one because he had
two? The fact that the Merced Yo

Is it right for the government to give

away to a corporation one of the greatest

natural wonders of the world, possibly

to save this corporation a few millions

in money and trouble? No, not so long

as there is other water to be had, not

so long as fern and forest, granite-wall
and water fall proclaim this valley

great Yo Semite's rival.

To-day the Hetch-Hetchy is nearer

to the people, is easier to reach than the

Yo Semite has been in all the years ,

since its discovery and this simply i

by the building of a few miles of railroad!

How much nearer still will the work of

man bring it in the next half century!
A few more miles of road building
and Hetch-Hetchy will rival Yo Semite
in accessibility as well as beauty.
To sum up, San Francisco was called

upon to show why the permit should

not be revoked. This she failed to do,

pleaded for more time, and was granted
a continuance until June, 1911. A

Semite exists is no reason to destroy special board of Arm}- Engineers with

the Yo Semite of the Tuolumne, Mr
(larfield to the contrary. Advocates
of the scheme are greatly mistaken
in thinking that the valley will only
be changed, not spoiled. That the

waters of the reservoir may not reach
the foot of the falls is no argument
for the reservoir; the height of the falls

and of the reservoir will vary v/ith

the seasons. The chief destruction will

be wrought by the flooding of the floor

of the valley and in the swamping
and consequent obliteration of the

forests. The fight to save this play-
ground for this huge coming population
was made and won years ago. Even
a part of it should not be lost now.
The meadow land in the valley already

bought by San Francisco from private
owners, should be bought or condemned

headquarters at San Francisco, working
under orders from the Department of

the Interior is making a thorough in-

vestigation of other sources of supply
and will report to the Secretary of the

Interior. Here the case rests and we
are content to leave it.

Many of the most zealous fighters

against this reservoir project are residents

of the bay cities and among their most

loyal citizens. The sons and daughters
of the pioneers, whether from the moun-
tain mining towns or from the great

valleys love San Francisco. To them
it has always been and always will b4
"The City" no matter how large n^^en
grow the other cities of Califoijhey
It is not that the defenders of the "^'^m in

love San Francisco less, nor that therefore

Hetch-Hetchy more. It is not ^re was
by the government. The government tion of sentiment, but one of the/en shop
should tighten its hold rather than ment's duty to the people, T there is

loosen it. from the view-point of fifty yea'jiat under
Jonism rule

^isco, to the

.nity.
that property

Read George Otis Smith's Report in gthe EditorMlion dollars more
ore the explosion.

'*Out West." immensely valuable

.erstood that the profits
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vmite and Fire had completed their work on the building of the Lob A ngcks Times

Scene on the morning of October 2, 1010. Photo by Gratiam.
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in the year preceding the disaster were

approximately $750,000. This explosion

merely places the newspaper in a position
to increase its profits, once the equip-
ment is in position to produce the work.
At the request of Out West Mr. Harry

Ellington Brook, who was one of the

founders of the "Land of Sunshine"
and who is now connected with the

editorial staff of "The Times," has
written some reflections on the disaster,
and concerning the influence which the
crime will have on the newspaper and
the community. Mr. Brook writes:

'When I first went on 'The Times,'

twenty four years ago, its size and its

circulation were both small. To-day
'The Times' boasts of being the largest

paper in the world, with a Sunday circu-

lation rapidly crawling up toward the
hundred thousand mark.
" 'The Times' was then published only

six times a week, missing Mondays,
thus giving all hands a day of rest.

The publication office was in the Downey

block, on the site of the new post office,
a rickety old rat-trap of a building,
with entrances on Spring street and
New^ High street. AVhen, about a year
later, we moved to the corner of First

and Fort streets—now Broadway—the
new location was regarded as being
a long way down town—quite 'out in

the countrj',' indeed, as far as the busi-

ness section was concerned, long lines

of pepper trees stretching from 'The
Times' office down Fort street.

"When I went on 'The Times', the
editorial staff, in addition to General—
then Colonel—Otis, consisted of Charles
F. Lummis, city editor, one telegraph
editor, and one able bodied reporter.

They were not overworked either.

"The recent horrible, brutal and
lamentable destruction of 'The Times'

building and its entire contents by
explosion is the culmination of a long
era of bitter warfare between 'The
Times' and the union labor organizations,
in which the former has been fighting

"The Timea"iap to October 1, 1910
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for industrial freedom and the latter

for the closed shop. The trouble began
with a walk-out of the union printers
that greatly inconvenienced 'The Times'
for a week or two, as in those days printers
were not so numerous in Los Angeles
as they are to-day. Even General Otis

took ofT his coat and attacked a type
case. Soon, however, a number of mem-
bers of the Printers' Fraternity were

brought from Kansas City. They proved
capable and faithful workers, and many
of them are still with 'The Times.'
Some of them gave up their lives in the

tragedy in the early hours of October 1.

"As is true of so many of these strikes,

the cause of the walk-out of the union

printers was a trifling one. If I remem-
ber, the trouble arose over the refusal

of the Los Angeles Typographical Union
to permit 'The Times' to use what is

known as 'boiler plate,' to help fill up
its pages. To show how absurdly unjust
this refusal was, it may be mentioned

that the use of such material was then

permitted in San Diego and Oakland.

"Apart from the sad loss of life,

which nothing can replace, this event
was a benefit to

' The Times' rather than
a loss. It has caused a great revulsion
of feeling on the part of some who
were beginning to drift away from the

paper on account of divergence of politi-

cal views. On all sides one hears the

expression: 'This will make 'The
Times' stronger than ever.' The act

was not only wicked. It was foolish."

Dawn on the Desert.

By Robert McCheyne.

The pagan beauty of a houri's glance,
The mute allurement of half-hidden grace,

Suggested charms, carnation tints thro^ lace.
And jeweled ankles in the twinkling dance.
The temptress knows her treasures to enhance.
And coyly veils the beauty of her face.

She bids Desire the cherished form to trace

In lines that vanish as desires advance.

Nor does the desert openly invite.
But lures with promises her victims on.

And 0, the soft seduction of her snare!

Her cru'lties hidden in the uncertain light !

The golden girdle at her breasts the dawn,
And Jupiter a jewel in her hair.
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Home of Mr. Carl Leonardt, Chester Place. Photo by Graham.

Drawing Room and Lihrar>- with a glimpi* of the Hall and Stairway beyond Photo by tirahaui.
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Artistic Homes of Southern California.

Residence of Carl Leonardt, Chester Place,
Los Angeles.

By Mrs. Elva Elliott Sayford.

Chester Place is the most beautiful

spot in the world in which to live—
people from everywhere, from every
country and every clime, have said so.

Symmetrical development to the meas-
ure of perfection marks its confines,

broad stretches of velvet green, dotted
with stately palms and conifers and

spreading evergreens, many of them
of sentimental or historical interest,

others brought from foreign lands, form
the setting for the classic homes within

its iron gates.

Many styles of architecture have been

developed in this choice residence park,
from the European to the truly Calif-

ornian—the Mission; there are others

built on lines distinctly individual in

taste, in which the comfort of the interior

has been the subject of as much consider-
ation as the beauty of the lines ex-
terior.

Mr. and Mrs. Carl Leonardt have one
of the most charming homes in the

park. Their spacious house stands near
the northern entrance, facing the west.
Its generous outlines, its hospitable
piazzas, indicate truly the comfort and

beauty that are to be found within.

An adaption of the German Renais-

sance, its contour and its coloring of

light and dark tones, form a striking
contrast to the background of tropical

greenery. Within, the entrance or

main hall, with its furnishings of maho-
gany and deep crimson fabrics, has for

The Keception Koom with its exquisite Louis XV Frieze Photo by Graham.
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The Holland Grey of the dining room is brightened with Dutch Scenes, handpainted on burlap. Photo by Graham.

its chief feature a massive fireplace of

deep red, hard-burned brick. Great

lounging chairs and rich hangings add
a further cheerful note.

This same atmosphere of cheer per-
vades the drawing room and library—

separated only by a shallow arch—
who.se wide windows look out from walls

done in old-gold and deep-toned crim.son,

shading into brown. The important
part played by wall and ceiling decora-

tion, in the scheme of home adornment,
is keenly recognized by all interior

decorators. Mr. Joseph Evans MacKay,
who designed the walls and ceilings in

the Leonardt home, surely agrees with
the late William Morris, England's
greatest decorative artist and craftsman,
who said: "Whatever you have in

your rooms, think first of your walls,

for they make your house and home."
The wall and ceiling decorations of these

rooms certainly are their making. Over-
laid with gold leaf, a design is stencilled

in, in deep, autumn tones, the con-
ventional figure being repeated in various

forms from the single pattern unit.

The rooms are not crowded with supei"-
fluous bric-a-brac, but filled with hand-
some furniture and well-chosen hangings,
suited to practical living and comfort.

The reception room is charmingly
done in the style of Louis XV. the mo.ss

green walls and Old Ivory fittings

harmonizing with the delicate pastel
shades of the hand painted frieze and

ceiling.
With its beautifully marked wood

work stained to resemble the soft grey
still to be seen in the old houses of

Holland, a fine background was secured
for the frieze of Dutch scenes, hand-

painted on burlap, that circles the dining
room. The wall panels of grey are

finished at the top with an exquisite
bit of stained glass, and above the glass

doors an artistic effect is secured with

horizontal panels of leaded glass, unusual
in design and coloring. The handsome
chandelier of dull brass was designed

especially for this room, as were the

dining and serving tables and the chairs.
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The MuRic Room with decoration of the Empire Period.

The morning sun reaches this room
through a lovely, old fashioned garden,
laid out on the English-American plan,
and there is no garden so real, so appealing
in its Southern California summer-winter

beauty.
An Empire effect is striven for in

the wall and ceiling decoration of the
music room. A mantel of glass mosaic,
with a Greek fret in gilt, Empire torches
at the sides and a perfectly designed
lyre encircled with a wreath, adds to

the decorative scheme. In the Empire
frieze, each medallion carries a different

string or reed instrument, of the Old and
the New, and quotations relating to

Photo by Graham.

the theme are lettered at its lower edge.
The upper floor contains a large

central hall, used as a general sitting

room, and the sleeping rooms of the
house. The latter are done in soft,

pastel shades of blue and pink and the
wood work is enameled in white. Three
bath rooms connect with the bed rooms.

Interiorally, there is in this house

something of pleasant charm through-

out; exteriorally, there never was seen

a view more inviting, thrilling the eye
with its pastoral beauty—steeping the

senses with the perfume of growing

things.
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Municipal Ownership in Pasadena.

A Study of the Failure of an Ambitious Scheme.

Herewith is an extract from the
official stenographer's attested transcript
of an address by Mayor Earley of Pasadena
dehvered at the council chamber at

Los Angeles, the night of October 13.

The meeting was presided over by Mayor
Alexander and attended by members of

the Los Angeles City Administration
and the public. The meeting was called

for the discussion of the Owens River

power question
•

"/ believe, now we have had quite a
little experience in ?nunicipal ownership
and I presume the city of Los Angeles
may have the same thing, especially if

she goes into the electric lighting business,
and if it would not be out of place and

if it would not be an intrusion, I would
like to point out to you some of the snags
that I think you will want to guard against,
so as not to run against them as we did.

"
Now, we voted to put in an electric

light plant, without having a first class

man, in order to investigate as to what
it would cost to handle a first class—to

install a first class plant. We did that

with a little guess, and we didn't guess
close to the cost, so the result was that we
had to have a couple of bond issues.

Now. one of the things I think is essential

in every city that goes into municijMl
lighting is, that they should control abso-

lutely all the light and all the power
that is in that city if they go into the business

and I want to say to-day I would think

that Pasadena ivould be away ahead if

they would have given the Edison Company
$100,000 and not received a cent in return,

only just to say to them,
* We would like

to do all the business of our city,' and
I think we would be money ahead by

doing it, and while I am not here to say

anything about it, but it seems to me that

the—and of the first things for the City of

Los Angeles to do would be, if they are

going into it, to buy out the different

companies.''
—Mayor Thomas Earley.

Probably never before in the history
of American municipalities has a city
of the size of Pasadena been confronted
at the same time with two vital and

perplexing municipal problems relating
to light and water. A rapidly growing
city of a few hundred over 30,000 people,
as shown by the last census, and with
an unused bonding capacity of $6,000,000,
its people obtain their water from three

privately owned companies. In the face

of a shortage of water, amounting almost
to famine in certain sections of the

city, committees are at work trying to

solve what is admittedly an urgent

question. Consolidation of the existing
water companies, their absorption under

municipal management, and the adoption
of a policy of water development was

rejected by the voters some years ago.
In consequence there has been no con-

siderable development of new water

supplies for several years past. City
authorities and municipal committees
alike are looking toward Los Angeles
for a permanent supply of water, hoping
to obtain this from the Owens River

when the aqueduct now building by
Los Angeles from that source of supply
is completed. Already it is evident

that Los Angeles cannot be depended
upon as a source of permanent supph',
because the people of that city are not

impressed with a proposition which

involves the perpetual diversion of a

supply of water obtained at the cost and

risk of the property owners of that city.

The people of the water soaked eastern

section of the United States can scarcely

realize the imperative nature of the water

problems of Southern California, and

nowhere is the problem more pressing
than it is in Pasadena at this moment.
With this question of water supply

still unanswered, Pasadena has a lighting

problem to settle. According to the

figures that are given out from time to

time, the municipal electric plant of
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The City of Pasadena and ihe Edison Company-
should unite on a plan to stop fighting and should
co-operate. There has been a bitter war and the

people have gained what they fought for--lower
rates. There should be a commission of three (3)
or five (5) men to operate under lease to the com-
mission, the plants of the Cit*y and the Edison
Company. Power should come from the water power
system of the Edison Company, on account of its
cheapness, but the steam plant of the City should
be held in reserve for emergencies. The over-head
work should not be duplicated any longer, to the
dis- f igurement of the City and danger to linemen;
and the territory and net revenues should be ap-
portioned between the City and the Edison Company
with regard to present investment. The commission
should fix rates at a fair figure.

This struggle in Pasadena is having a ruinous
effect on electrical development everywhere in
the South.

There should be no politics involved. This
is essential. The commission should be non-
partisan and all powerful.

.^^ ..-^- ĈX^^'

that city is a paj'ing enterprise, but to

the present time its finances have never
been in a satisfactory condition, and
there are indications that another call

for funds upon the city treasury will

soon be made by the nnanagers of the

plant.
This municipally owned electric plant

in Pasadena affords an opportunity
for a careful study of the desirability

extending the policy of municipal
ownership so as to include electric

lighting as well as other public utilities.

The latest intimation that more money
will be needed comes in the shape of the

preparation of the public mind for

another bond issue or special tax to

provide money for making connections

with prospective consumers who have

signed for light and power. In August
of this year the manager applied for a

loan of $15,000 from the General Fund
to connect 1,600 new consumers, thus

placing the average cost of connecting
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each consumer at about $9. Now it

so happens that on August 31, the plant
claimed to have 2.928 consumers with
a total investment of $438,388.50, or

an average cost of above $149 per con-

sumer. If the average cost of generating
and connecting remains the same—
$149 per consumer—the total will not

be $15,000 for connecting these 1600

consumers but about $238,000. How-
ever the manager of the plant will

claim this does not follow. Practice

shows that after a generating plant is

installed, the cost per consumer for

overhead work and connections is ap-

proximately $60 per consumer. At this

rate it will require $96,000 to connect

the 1600 additional customers which

the municipal plant expects, or claims

to expect, to connect.

The estimate of $15,000 consequently
looks pitifully small, and will be found

to be small when the connections are

actually made. However this manner
of procedure is typical of the manage-
ment of the plant. The municipal

management, in other words, is la3ang
itself open to the charge of playing with

the public, leading the taxpa3'ers along
from one expenditure to another.

It is time that Pasadena should take

stock, and that the lessons which have

been learned at a rather high cost to

that city, should be absorbed in other

cities which contemplate embarking in

municipal ownership other than the

ownership of the water supply.
Pasadena has expended a total of

over $449,000 for this lighting plant.

Of this sum $52,000 is represented by
a direct tax, $325,000 in bond issues

and the remainder was taken from the

book earnings and applied to extensions

and pole lines—moneys which should

properly have been set aside for interest,

sinking fund, and depreciation. The

plant is worth approximately $300,000.

Although almost entirely a city of

homes, partisanship of a peculiarly

virulent nature runs through every

political and economic movement of

Pasadena. Not long ago one of the

oldest residents of the city said to

the writer: "Pasadena wil 1 beat .tny-

thing that is proposed. If a new
water company amalgamation is project-

ed and municipal ownership and control

is offered, somebody will jump in and
defeat it. They have lately beaten two

proposed bond issues for new school-

houses; if We get water from Los Angeles
and if the ratification requires the consent

of the voters, somebody will rise up and

fight. Politics and partisanship have
been the ruination of the hopes we
entertained about the electric lighting

plant. Politics is the curse and bane
of the municipality. Personally I am
in favor of consolidating with Los Angeles
because we would then be a part of a

city that knows its own mind. This

will be impossible, because the news-

papers in Pasadena will encompass the

defeat of that plan, being actuated bj*

purely selfish reasons."

Just at the moment the control of

the municipal lighting plant rests with

a triumvirate consisting of Mayor
Thomas Earley, Municipal Lighting
Plant Superintendent C. W. Koiner

and City Attorney J. Perry Wood.
There is another city election next

April. Involved in the election will

be other issues than that of municipal

lighting. These issues will probably

bring about in a complete upset of the

present administration. That means, if

history and precedent count for any-

thing, a reversal of the city's policy
as to the plans and m.anagement of the

plant.
In general terms it may be stated that

municipal ownership of the plant has

proved a costly experiment in Pasadena,

not on account of any purely economic

reason but because there has never been

any settled policy as to plan and manage-

ment, to be followed through thick and

thin. City administrations and plans

change. On the other hand a privately

owned public utility corporation, lays

its plans not only for to-day and to-

morrow, but with reference to develop-
ment five and ten years hence. Once

decided these plans are pursued as

steadily and relentlessly as fate. Men

may come and go, new managements
may rise, directors may die, but the

settled policy remains. City plans and

policies are almost always at the whim
of every new administration. This has

certainly been true as to the Pasadena

electric plant. Corporation policy—the
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Cnief among the obstacles to the successful
managjment of tne Pasadena municipal plant is the
lacK of a coherent and settled policy. The plant
has been pullnd this way and that at the demand of
politicians. Extensions have besn made which no
private company would have made in the pursuit of
a definite aim. The plant at the present time has
no settled policy, except that directed by Mayor
Earley and Attorney J. Perry Wood, which seems to be
to wreak vengeance on the Edison Company. Re-
cently in a talk with J. Perry Wood, he said to me
in sabstance as nearly as I can remember :

* 'Glass,
W3 shall exterminate the Edison Company. We will
teach the citizens of Pasadena the meaning of Civic
Pride, even if we have to cut the price of elec-
tricity to one cent per kilowatt hour, and take
the loss out of them by taxation, ' ' He is an old
acquaintance of mine, and I know him well. It is
fortunate that he lacks the backing to carry out
his will. Mayor Earley's position however, is
more distressing than that of Mr. Wood. When
the failure of political management comes, as come
it must, shifty as the Mayor is he must stand re-
sponsible for his inexperienced and hasty advisors.
Mr. Wood's policy seems to be directed more by malice
against the Edison Company that to do what is best
for the people of Pasadena.

^-£^^,- ĉ.-^.

modern corporation policy
—is to get

all the business it can at the lowest

possible cost; to give the best possible

service; to pay interest on bonds and
current expenses with unfailing regu-

larity; to create in the minds of the

people it serves and the people from
whom it must obtain funds for extensions

and improvements, the feeling that the

corporation is founded on a rock; to

mark out a policy and adhere to it.

Corporation success in these days is

won in no other fashion, but the manage-
ment of the Pasadena municipal electric

lighting plant appears to have lost sight
of more than one of these principles
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while competing with a well established

and entrenched public service corpor-
ation.

Five Unes of action, all opposed to

w^hat is considered good practice in

managing a lighting plant, have charac-

terized the course of the Pasadena politi-

cal managers.

First: There is no definite and per-

manently established policy.
Second: The plant represents an ex-

penditure of approximately $449,000,
whereas the people of Pasadena were
assured when . the project was started

that the total expenditure for perma-
nent plant would not exceed $125,000.

Third: The original policy established

by the administration prior to that now
in control, was abandoned because the

present management lost sight of the

purpose for which the city embarked
in the enterprise. The original plan
was to install a good working plant and
to extend the overhead and underground
work onlj' to the most productive
sections, revenue considered. After this

was done, the Southern CaUfornia

Edison Company which had hitherto

monopolized the lighting and power field

was to be told to reduce rates all over

the city, or else find its system dupli-
cated or improved upon. The theor}'
of the Waterhouse administration then
in power in Pasadena, was that the

municipal system was to be created

and used as a club to compel the Edison

company to reduce its rates. Farther

it was not proposed to go. Now, how-

ever, all trace of the original plan
has been lost.

Fourth: A vital mistake was made

by the city authorities in declining to

take advantage of the offer of the Sunset

Telephone Company, now the Pacific

States, to use the poles and one under-

ground duct of that company, for the

municipal lighting sj'stem. This right.

by a careful computation, would have

been worth $329,000, covering a

period of fifty years. Failure to avail

itself of this offer has cost Pasadena
an outlay of nearly $200,000 for over-

head work of its own.

Fifth: The city finds itself in a bitter

battle with the Edison Company, which

has }'et to be driven from any electric

field it has once entered.

The municipal plant of Pasadena is

modern and is well equipped. The

machinery is all good, although it was
lessened in efficiency when the generators
were changed from sixty cycle to fifty

cycle. Coming with the Earley admin-

istration, this change involved the

expenditure of about $5,000. Pre-

sumably the change was made to enable

the municipal system to connect with

that of the Edison Company. At the

time it was made, Mayor Earley was

making almost daily visits to the office

of the Edison Company in Los Angeles,

expecting, or rather hoping, to sell

the municipal system to that company.
At all events the change was a costly

one, both from the expense of making
it and from the lessened efficiency of

the plant. However it is fair to say that

at a cost of $449,000, Pasadena has a

good electric plant, which is worth

$300,000. To complete the connections

alone with prospective customers, will

cost $96,000 additional judging by the

expense hitherto incurred in this work.

Even then the cost of installing machin-

ery will not be at an end. The Pasa-

dena plant of the Edison Company
represents an expenditure of about $500,-

000, and the share charged to Pasadena
in the generating plants of the company
located elsewhere, is upward of $500,000

more. Stated otherwise Pasadena has

just about begun this enterprise, if

the object is to compete everywhere
with the Edison. Sooner or later the

scheme to oust the Edison Company,
if persisted in, mav cost the city upward
of $1,000,000.

Just now there is talk in Pasadena of

trying to buy power for the plant from

the city of Los Angeles when the power

plant to be built in conjunction with

the Owens River conduit is completed.
If power is purchased from this source

the generation plant of the Pasadena

works becomes junk; it will not be used

although it represents an outlay of

nearly half of all the money that has

been spent on this enterprise. Electrical

energy will not cost Pasadena the price

that Los Angeles will charge, but that

price plus interest and sinking fund on
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The original plan was to construct a compact
plant, with facilities for giving service to the
oest revenue producing section of Pasadena. With
this done the city could have compelled its com-
petitor to reduce rates all over the city, by the
mere threat to extend to every quarter, ^e would
have completed the plant to this extent with a

total expenditure of |2£5,000. We could have
reached the best customers, both private and in
commercial work, for this amount. Then the com-
peting public service company would have been
at the mercy of the municipality. But no; it was
of more importance for the politicians to fight a

battle to the finish which is not by any means In

sight than it was to use the municipal plant as
a club over the shoulders of the competing plant.

The duplicating of equipment all over the
city was an unnecessary waste of money as the
people must ultimately pay the bill.

^^^^- &̂^<v.

the bonds. There is noj,certainty|that«
Los Angeles will allow^this energy to

be sold. From experience with the
water question it is more than likely
that Los Angeles will insist on^having
its own for its own use.

The history of this enterprise is inter-

esting as it brings to the surface many
of the points developed from time to
time showing where vital mistakes were
made. The plant may be said to be
the conception of former Mayor Water-
house, and it was brought into existence

by Mr. Charles C. Glass, one of the

really able electrical engineers of Southern
California. He is now in Escondido
where he has established and controls

one f; of the most compact electrical

plants in this section of the state. Early
in^l906 Mayor Waterhouse when in

Chicago, went quietly to the offices of

the Westinghouse Electric Company,
and without revealing the identity of

the city, asked what it would cost to

install a plant for a city the size of

Pasadena, He was told that $125,000
would be sufficient—and perhaps it

would be in a closely built industrial

city, free from political control. The
peculiar conditions which prevail in

Pasadena, not only as regards politics
and politicians, but as to the character
of the population and the wide expanse
of territory to be served, were not known
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to the Westinghouse people when they
made this estimate. There were many
conferences behind closed doors when
Mayor Waterhouse returned, the up-
shot of which was that Maj'or Water-
house made this statement to the city
council:

"From the figures in my possession
from the Westinghouse people in Chicago,
and reliable engineers who have person-
ally investigated the situation. I feel

certain that the $125,000 called for will

install and equip a 1,000 horse power
lighting plant and distributing system
that will be ample for the needs of Pasa-
dena."

Every member of the council favored
the expenditure of this much mone}'.
Bonds were voted, and after some liti-

gation, were sold. Mr. Glass who was
then in Prescott, Arizona, where he had

superintended the expenditure of $700,-
000 for a plant for a private company,
was brought to Pasadena and placed
in charge. Right here it is pertinent to

say that Mr. Glass never committed
himself to the statement or theory that

$125,000 w^ould be sufficient. ^Other

engineers did. Mr. Glass contented him-
self with the assertion that a safe charge
for electricity would be 8 cents per
kilowatt hour for residences and 5 cents

for business. Experience in Pasadena
has demonstrated that at this rate the

plant would have made money and the

city would have obtained electricity
for its street lighting free of charge.

Mayor W^aterhouse and his advisers

soon learned that $125,000 was inade-

quate. At the instance of Mr. J. Perry
Wood, then as now cit)' attorney of

Pasadena, another financial expedient
was devised. The bonds were sold in

July, 1906 and in August the city
assessment was raised 15 cents. This

added $52,700 to the funds for the plant.
There were the usual delays about getting
wire and supplies from Chicago.

Just as the project was well under

way, there was a disturbing factor in

the shape of a city election.

The candidates for Mayor were the

incumbent, Waterhouse, and Thomas
Earley. The struggle was bitter. Mr.

Earley was elected.

The new administration apparently
started on the theory that ever\'thing

the Waterhouse administration had done,
was wrong. There was to be a new deal
all around, and there was a new deal.

The eventual end of this policy was
that the city was launched into a struggle
with a company capitalized at $10,000,-
000 and of practically limitless resources.
Where the Waterhouse plan was to coerce
the Edison Compam- into a reduction
of rates, the Earley program soon be-
came simplified into a death struggle
with the company.

But, first, Maj-or Earley tried to sell

the plant to the Edison Company.
The authorit}' for this statement is

the Los Angeles "Times" of August 3,

1910. Mr. R. H. Ballard of the Edison

compam' is quoted as saying: "When
Mayor Earley first became Mayor, he
came over to our office nearly every
day for two weeks working on a pro-
position whereby we were to take
over the city plant." Mayor Earley,
at that time, seemed to think that in-

asmuch as the Waterhouse adminis-
tration had brought the electrical plant
to the city, the first thing to be done was
to dispose of it.

About that time many of the stock-

holders of the Edison Company who
live in Pasadena attempted to bring
about an end of the warfare. They
proposed that the city and the company
agree, Pasadena to have the same
rates for light and power as prevail in

Los Angeles whatever these might be;
that the plant should be taken over
b\' the Edison compan}' at a stipulated

price; the streets and municipal buildings
to be lighted for less than the amount

charged against the city by the municipal
lighting department . This was pronounc-
ed by J. Perry Wood a "direct affront

to the city" and not long afterward
Mr. Wood, who has been a leader in the

contest made the statement: "I'll show
them what we mean by civic pride.
We will make it (the rate) one cent,

and we will put the Edison out of busi-

ness."

When Mayor Earley's negotiations
with the Edison Company fell through,
the Perry Wood spirit was adopted su^

the policy of the Earley administration.

Right there the principal object foi-

which the municipal plant was established

was abandoned; the plant became the
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A most vital error was the refusal of the
present city administration to accept the terms of
the Pacific States Telephone Company to use the
poles and one underground duct, in extending the
municipal system. This represented a value of
$329,000 in a period of fifty years. The proffer
was rejected because the Earley administration
thought it could collect a tax of $2.00 per annum
on the poles of the company. Pasadena has not col-
lected a cent of this pole tax, nor has it com-
pelled the company to get a franchise.

;^^-^€^.

instrument of the administration for

punishing the Edison company.
Almost immediately the Earley ad-

ministration rejected the proposition of

Mr. Glass to force a reduction of rates

by completing the service through the
most productive district of the city.

Instead, overhead work not in harmony
with the original plan was done to please
various and sundry persons. Mr. Glass

wanted to complete a loop through the
best district, but it was not done. At
that time, May 1907 the expenditures
and obligations of the plant were $170,-
572.10 and there was a balance avail-

able ofi^$6,427. An additional $23,072

would have completed the Glass^loop,
and placed the city in exactly the posi-
tion desired by ,the Waterhouse adminis-
tration. The city authorities could

then have said to the Edison Company:
"Come to our terms, or we will take
the best business in Pasadena." The
chance was lost.

The next step of the Earley adminis-
tration was to depose Mr. Glass from
the management. The charges against

Glass, in effect, amount to incompetency.
Yet it so happens that every figure and
statement that Mr. Glass gave out in

the early days of the enterprise have been
substantiated by experience,' and Mr.
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Glass has a reputation in Arizona and
in California as an electrical engineer
that cannot be dissipated by the state-

ment of politicians. Mr. Glass himself

holds that his judgment has been vindi-

cated. "I believe that ever}' cent ex-

pended above about $200,000 has been

uselessly spent," he says. ''Pasadena
wanted low electric rates and that loop
would have forced the issue. The last

two bond issues of $50,000 and $150,000
were not necessary. Even if the city
had been compelled to go farther than
the construction of that loop in order

to force low rates, the issues were not

necessary. There was still available the

proffer of the Sunset Telephone Company,
giving the city the right to use its poles."
Still another mistake of the management,
under the Earley administration, was
the delay of nine months in completing
the commercial plant and making it a

revenue producer.
The episode of the attempted deal

with the Sunset Telephone Company
is typical as showing how inexperienced

city officials are frequently worsted in

transactions with public service corpor-
ations.

Pasadena enacted an ordinance charg-

ing a tax of $2 per annum on poles within

the city limits. There was—and is—a law

requiring the Sunset Company to pur-
chase a franchise to do business within
the city limits.

The Sunset Company offered to give
Pasadena the free use of the telephone

poles for fifty j'ears, and the use of one

underground duct, in return for exemp-
tion from the pole tax, and from further

demands that the company buy a fran-

chise to do business. It was shown by
figures that were not questioned that

the right which the Sunset Company
offered would be worth in the course of

fifty years $329,000. Meetings were

held, at one of which Mr. Alfred Sutro,
the attorney for the Sunset Company,
told the people of Pasadena that there

was grave doubt whether the tax on poles
could ever be collected; neither did he

believe that the company could be

compelled to buy a franchise. The

mayor and the council rejected that

proposition of the Sunset Company.
There was some spectacular corporation

baiting, and then the matter went to

the courts. There it remains. Pasa-
dena has not collected the pole tax.

and neither has the Sunset Company
been compelled to secure a franchise.

The salary of J. Perry Wood was increased

so that he could more effectually com-
bat the Company, but to date this has
been the only tangible result of the

Sunset contest.

This estimate of the value of the poles
and duct to the city is made on the basis

of an equipment of 3.000 poles, the cost

of installing and maintaining which
for fifty years is placed at $93 per pole,

paying five per cent interest on borrowed

money. The value of the underground
duct was placed at $50,000 original cost

and interest considered.

Since rejecting that proposal of the

Sunset Company, Pasadena has sold

two bond issues, aggregating $200,000.
and most of the money has gone into

overhead work. There were some bright

politicians and corporation baiters

directing affairs in Pasadena when that

proposition was declined.

Of course there has to be a scapegoat
for men who think that they need one.

In the case of this
'

Pasadena plant, the

Earley administration would make Mr.

Glass occupy this unenviable position.

Having refused to complete the essential

portion of the plant in accordance with

the plans of Mr. Glass, everything is laid

at his door. He is responsible to hear

them tell it, for every failure. When
Mr. Glass left his position in January
190S he sent a torrid letter to the mayor
and city council, defining his position.
Since then more than two years have

elapsed. Every statement and asser-

tion then made by Mr. Glass has been

sustained. His figures and estimates

have been closely substantiated by
practice. And at the present time Mr.

Glass has friends who would make him
an issue at the coming campaign. He
himself wishes to stay out of the

Pasadena political pool.
Before the next Pasadena city election

comes around, the city administration

will have to make a much better showing
of its wardship of the plant, if it is to

continue in power.
According to the annual report of

the financial condition of the plant, it

has made money, and yet it is no secret
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There was a settled plan of action early in
the history of the municipal plant when Mr. Water-
house was mayor, but a city election retired him
from office. Soon thereafter Mayor Earley and
City Attorney J. Perry Wood appeared to act
on the theory that everything that the Waterhouse
Administration had done, was wrong. I believe
that practically all of the expenditure of
$200,000 by the Earley administration in permanent
plant the money realized from the last two
bond sales was unnecessary. What Pasadena people
desired was the reduction of rates. T>iis could
have been accomplished without the expenditure of
this money .

in Pasadena that its finances have been

replenished from time to time by the

well-\\ orn expedient of shifting municipal
funds. Municipal high financiers call

this "borrowing" from one fund for the
benefit of another. In spite of the paper
profits shown, the funds of the municipal
plant are almost invariably at a low ebb.

Unless there is a speedy improvement in

the management, the Earley adminis-
tration will be called upon to defend
more than one of its policies.

It must explain why the original pro-

position of coercing the Edison Company
into reducing its rates, was abandoned.

It must explain why the machinery
has cost more than would have been

charged a private corporation.
It must explain what was gained

by declining the proposal of the Sunset

Telephone Company; why it was "good
business" to refuse to use poles and duct
worth $329,000 and to spend $200,000
for overhead work instead.

^^^^-^̂w:
It must explain why the commercial

lighting plant was not used for several

months and one of the best revenue

producers thus neglected.
It must explain why it was necessary

to deface the landscape with a new set

of poles.
It must explain a peculiar system of

book-keeping by which every possible

charge is made to the "construction

account," including part of the salaries

paid; and why the "maintenance"
account is kept whittled down to the
lowest possible notch. This system of

accounting is resorted to so that the

people of Pasadena may think a large
amount of money, relatively, is going
into permanent work, and likewise that

the apparent cost of producing and

marketing electricity may be stated at

a low figure. In consequence it will

be found, when the plant is completed,
if it ever is, that there is a good deal of

wind in its value, on account of this
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mode of making charges to "construc-

tion" and to "maintenance."
It must explain the difference of book

value and actual value of the plant.
It has cost about $449,000 and it is

worth about $300,000. The difference

is what would be called "water" were a

private company operating the plant.
It must explain wh}^ there was such

a burning anxiety to sell out to the

Edison Company.
It must explain why overhead work

has been carried to isolated districts,

apparently for the benefit of favored

individuals.

It must explain why Pasadena has no
settled policy as to the conduct of the

plant; why such a polic}' has not been
outlined and accepted, the consent of

the people gained, and an understanding,

express or implied that this policy
shall not be interfered with by every

change in the political complexion of

the city.

It is a stock argument of municipal ow-

nership advocates to point to the manage-
ment of the Los Angeles City Water De-

partment as a shining example of what

municipal ownership can accomplish.

The principal reason for the success of

the water department of Los Angeles
is that the city has never deviated one
handbreadth from the original policy

adopted when the City Water Company
was removed from the Los Angeles .

field by purchase. Never since the

water department became a part of the

city's possessions, has there heen a

suspicion of politics in its affairs. There
have been several city administrations

in the interim—some good, some not so

good, and some bad—but no matter
who has been in control, the affairs of

the Los Angeles water department have
been in the hands of experts, the depart-
ment has gone about its business in a

business like way, has provided for the

enormously increasing demand for water
and has made money for the munici-

pality. Whether an electrical plant could

be operated as well by a municipality
is altogether another problem, because

the production and transmission of

electricity have not been standardized.

But it seems beyond the power of the

city of Pasadena to divorce business

and politics and give the municipal

ownership idea a fair chance.
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Every prediction and estimaie wnicn i iiiaae

during the time that I was in charge of the plant,
has been verified, as to the cost of producing
current and as to a fair charge to consumers.
These estimates and predictions were noL guess
work but were founded on actual experience gaired
in other electrical enterprises. Yet because I

did not desire to depart from the original plan, I

was sacrificed. Time has proved that I was right
in every instance.

.--^^3^ <^, ^"5^^^xvy:
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MARJORIE RAMBEAU, Leading Lady at the Burbank

Among theatrical men it has at last

been recognized that Los Angeles is

what they call the "best show town"
west of Chicago. Up to the time of

the San Francisco fire in 1906 the two
cities were about even in the matter of

drawing crowds to the various theatrical

attractions, those sent from the east as
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J08IE HART, at the Grand.

well as the productions of local com-

panies. But the San Francisco fire

scattered the theaters of that city,
and there is no center to which theater

patrons go, content to attend any house
if the one selected for an evening's
amusement happens to have sold out

every seat. Los Angeles theater owners
and managers possess the additional

advantage of having a large transient

clientele both winter and summer. In

the winter they get a fair share of

business from the tens of thousands of

eastern visitors who have come to Calif-

ornia to escape the eastern weather;
in the summer they draw heavily from
the other thousands who come to South-
ern California to escape the hot weather
that prevails in Arizona, New Mexico
and northern Mexico.
December will afford all theater goers

who will be in Los Angeles during the

month, a wide range for selection. The
Mason Opera House which plays the

attractions, of the Klaw & Erlanger

syndicate will have two weeks of first
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RUSSIAN DANCERS, at the Orpheum.

class attractions. Blanche Walsh and
her company on the 12th with "The
Other Woman/' and Lillian Russell will

l)e in Los Angeles Christmas M'eek with
"In Search of a Sinner." Miss Russell,
who is a grandmother, is described as

being more svelte and charming than
ever. She seems to have been the only
discoverer of Ponce de Leon's fountain
of which the theatrical world has any
record.

The Shuberts, who book for the Majes-
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tic theater, are having a fine run of busi-

ness for their first real season in Southern
California. On the 5th,, "Mrs. Wiggs
of the Cabbage Patch" opens at that

house, and the attractions for the suc-

ceeding weeks are: week of the 12th.,

De Wolf Hopper and Louise Dresser in

"A Matinee Idol;" week of the 19th,
"The Kissing Girl;" Christmas week.

Mary Mannering in "A Man's World."

The Burbank theater stock company
opens the month with "An American

Widow," and later attractions will be
found announced in the daily newspapers
throughout the month. This company
has been playing at the same theater

for many years, and it one of the theatri-

cal institutions of Southern California.

At the Orpheum vaudeville will rule

the boards the same as it has for years.
The December numbers at the Orpheum
are always above the average and among
the attractions for the month are:

The Imperial Russian dancers, who are

announced to have been selected by the

Czar to represent Russia in the United

States; Mile. Camille Ober, the noted
French comedienne; George Beban and
his company in "The Sign of the Rose"
which is declared to be the greatest

playlet in vaudeville. William Farnum
who has been with the "Ben Hur"

companies for several years is in vaude-
ville this year with "The Mallet's Master-

piece" and this is among other good
numbers that the Orpheum will have this

month.
The other vaudeville house, the Los

Angeles theater, will continue to present
six or seven and at times eight numbers
three times each day, this house playing
the attractions of the Sullivan & Con-
side concern.

At the Auditorium Manager Behymer
began the month with the record of a

wonderfully successful November to

equal. The Auditorium has just ended
a four weeks' season with the Bevani

Opera company and following them came
the Russian dancers, Anna Pavlowa
and Mikail Mordkin who packed the

house. The December bookings, done

through the Shuberts are exceptionally

good.

The Belasco company, headed by
Lewis S. Stone, will continue its success-

ful stock productions. It is impossible
to give the repertoire for a month in

advance, but the productions of this

company are standard.

Musical comedy holds sway at the

Grand, and at popular prices. The

repertoire for December is as follows:

week of the 4th., "Nearly a Hero:'

week of the 11th., "The Earl and the

Girt;" week of the 18th., "The Man from

China;" Christmas week "Tho Toy-
maker."
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Around the Trolley Trail.

By Del Reynolds.

Nowhere in the world has the enter-

tainment feature of interurban electric

lines been looked after more carefully
than it has in Southern California, where
the Pacific Electric and the Los Angeles
Pacific thread the country around Los

Angeles like the maze of a spider's
web.
At the end of every line is some special

attraction from the tavern at Alpine
on the end of the mountain division

to the boating and fishing offered by
the Coast resorts.

Southward the steel rhreads of the

Pacific Electric reach the harbor of San
Pedro with its crowded shipping, and
its varied pleasure craft, and, from the

black rocks of Point Fermin, where the

lighthouse throws its half minute flashes

across the channel, they skirt the ocean
shore through Long Beach, with its

homes and pleasure piers along forty
miles of breakered coast to the quiet
waters of Balboa.
To the north and east, other lines

sweep through orange and lemon gro\'c>-

past hedges of pomegranates, througl;
the shade of oaks and magnolias, edg;-
into the deep, cool canyons of the Sierra

Madres, and boldly storm the granite

slopes of Echo Mountain and Mount
Lowe.

In all there is a total of more thar.

600 miles of track thrown into a radius
of forty miles from the big Pacific

Electric station in Los Angeles, and.
at twenty places, the engineers, A\itli

their picturesque gangs of Mexican

Cholos," are busy with extensions that
will open to a still greater extent that

country which has become the Mecca
of the whole United States.

In the past ten years a single narrow

gauge line from Los Angeles -to Pasadena,

equipped with antiquated, low power
cars has been built up until it has be-

come a system that covers every section
of the country, and has opened up to

the home builder and the tourist the
most attractive locality in the world;
has brought sleepy Southern California

toot of the Incline, Mt. Lowe.

towns into a realization of their impor-
tance and has made of Los Angeles,

through the linking of the outlying
districts to the city, the most wonderful
of the country's new metropolises.

Through the rapid transit afforded,
it has become possible for hordes of.

Eastern people, who have come to the
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Bird's Eye View from Mt. Lowe.

coast to escape the rigor of the Eastern

climate, to build their homes in the out-

lying districts of cheap lands, and, at

the same time, to carry on business

in the city; it has carried the city's

business to these same outlying districts,

and has given to the tourist the most
beautiful scenic pleasure trip in the world.

The Pacific Electric is admittedly the

best equipped and managed line in the

country. Out from the big ten-story

building, which was erected simply to

act as a station and office building for

the road, an average of a train a minute,
some of them composed of three and even
four cars each, whirls away over the four-

tracked private right of wa\' at the rate

of fifty, and even sixty, miles an hour.

North and south from the city this four-

track system extends, forming main
arteries for entrance and exit, while

at junction points double-tracked lines,

still on private right of way, carry the

trains to every point of the compass.

Southward the road runs on an air

line toward Long Beach, and, as the

huge four motored cars run down the

slight grade from Los Angeles to the

coast, the limit in electric railway

speed is reached. To the right and left

lies historic ground. Here is the old

Dominguez ranch, with a part of the

old adobes of early Spanish settlers

tumbling to ruins, while a more modern
home stands open to the guest in the

same manner as of old, when California

hospitality was a name to conjure with.

Those old adobes, with their battered

walls and caved-in roofs, mark historic

ground. In the days of Fremont and
of Don Pio Pico they were army head-

quarters; their walls heard treaties and
concessions discussed which resulted in

the annexation of California to the

Union, and even before that they with-

stood the troublous times of the Spanish-
Mexican transition.

Here too, history of a later day was
made when, not so long ago, a little

French mechanician leaped into world

prominence in the first of the great
aviation tournaments, b}' setting marks
that were the wonder of the world, and
shrwed to doubting nations the true

value of the new machines when handled

by such a master as Louis Paulhan.

There is a grinding of brakes, a slacken-

ing of speed, and the appearance of wide

paved streets, bordered with shade trees

and well kept lawns; Long Beach has
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Alpine Tavern, Mt. Lowe.

l)(;en reached, for, in the few minutes

past, we have covered twenty miles as

the crow flies and have arrived at the

principal beach resort of the south coast.

Down through the town the car passes
modern office buildings and prosperous
business houses, full of the life that goes
with the up-to-date and thoroughly
modern American city of fifty thousand.

There comes a sharp turn and we run
out along the bluff of the ocean front.

South lies the Pacific; east and west

stretches three unbroken lines of surf

with the blue sea on one side and a wide,

white, gently sloping beach on the other.

I'ar to the west are the San Pedro hills

and Point Fermin, with the tall masts
of the San Pedro shipping in the middle

distance; to the east the long lines of

surf, sand and sea stretch away to the
horizon and along the cliff above runs
the steel rails of the railway.

Grouped along the immediate coast

are the attractions for which Long
Beach is famous. Out to sea from the
Pacific Electric station stretches the

huge double-decked pleasure pier with
its auditorium and pavilion above the

water, where the surf beats time with the

whirling feet of the dancers in accom-

paniment to a famous concert band.
On the sand, to the right of the pier,
lies the Pleasure Pike, where the childrer;

big as well as little, find all amuse-
ments that Fred Thompson ever dreamed
of, from the merry-go-round of other

days to the latest thing in double whirl

and scenic railway. Here is the big

plunge for warm sea-bathing, with the

great tanks kept constantly at even

temperature, and continually fresh from
the water pouring in through the intake

pipes that run out to sea.

Beyond lies the $1,000,000 Virginia
Hotel, with its wide porches, its sun

pavilion and its bright dining rooms;
but after all, the main attraction lies

in the stretches of dazzling white sand,
in the triple line of huge breakers that

roll in continuously and yet never twice

in the same fashion, and in the quiet
water of the blue sea, with its gleaming
sails of the pleasure yachts in the offing,

and the passing smudge of some distant

steamer. It is this that has made
the wonderful growth, which Long
Beach has experienced in the past ten

years, possible, that causes staid business

men to make their homes here and run
back and forth daily to Los Angeles;
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and the advent of these same business
men has, and still is, building up Long
Beach itself, until at the present time,
it is, outside of Los Angeles, the principal
business point on the coast between
San Francisco and San Diego.
When all is said and done, it is to

the north of Los Angeles that the Pacific

Electric has caused the greatest develop-
ment. It is here that the majority of

the new homes have sprung up; that the
winter palaces of the Eastern millionaires

dot the landscape; that Pasadena crowns
the valley with her wide streets and
shaded lawns, and, during the winter

months, shelters, in the corridors of

her great hotels, the fashion of a conti-

nent. Here, tucked away on the edge
of the Arroyo Seco, lies the picturesque
Cawston Ostrich Farm where My Lady's
plumes are hatched, grown, plucked,
cured and turned out as a finished pro-
duct.

Come past the Raymond Hotel, set

like a sentinel on the top of a flower-

crowned hill, past grassy terraces capped
by residences famous for their beauty,
under the arches of Hotel Green, known
for the gaiety of its winter colony.
The car runs through Pasadena with
its busy, widawake business houses.

There is a turn to the right and we pass
the Hotel Maryland, with its famed

pergola walks, its ivy clad, white walls,
its summer gardens and wide verandas.
No stop, and now Pasadena lies behind

us, glimpsed only through the flying

windows, and, because of those glimpses
clamoring for exploration. There is no
time to see the famous sunken gardens
on which Aldolphus Busch has expended
his millions and his energy in a successful

effort to surprise the world, and trans-

plant to Southern California the best

of Italy.
The car climbs the long slope to the

foot of Echo Mountain, where the lower

end of the incline rests above the water-

falls of Rubio Canyon, winds into the

mouth of the canyon and comes to a

stop on a great platform that spans a

gorge; down from the cliffs above glides
another car on a massive cable that is

to carry us up the great Echo Mountain
incline to the top of the first mountain

range.
There is a tremor as the car starts

but we seem to be standing still. Below,
the frees, the pavilion and the waiting
car seem to drop away from us; to the
south the wide valley of the San Gabriel
rises from behind the canyon wall and

spreads out before us. Then the bottom
of the canyon slips behind the hill, and,
in front the rugged mountains rear

before us tier on tier. The world about
us seems to be moving—to be changing
form and shape, enlarging and contracting

becoming more and more weird and
beautiful—we alone are standing still.

Again a tremor—we have reached the

upper landing stage.
Below us the whole southland is spread

out—hills, valleys, canyons, towns, cities,

and orange groves. In the distance is

the Pacific, with the hazy outline of

Catalina Island lying low on its southern
horizon. Over the valley that lies at

our feet, fleecy clouds, carried by the

sea breeze, roll in like surf across the

orange groves, and like the surf, show
white in the California sun. It is an

empire that lies spread out below,

and through it weaves the electric lines,

continuously reaching out to the out-

lying districts, and binding them to-

gether into what is destined to become
a great city that will stretch from the

Sierra ^ladres to the sea.

Then, in the little mountain trolley

cars, we begin our climb again. Around
the great circular bridge, spanning
chasms, edging along a precipice while

the road bed clings to the cliff on ledge;;

blasted from the living rock, as we
twist in the ascent of Mount Lowe.
We have left behind the observatory
where Edgar L. Larkin turned his great

telescope over to the public during the

days of the comet, and contented him-

self with teaching, while other astrono-

mers grubbed for knowledge on their

own account; we have left behind the

barren mountain sides, and a pine appears

clinging to the cliff, its topmost branches

reaching almost to the car steps, its

roots fast in a crevice a hundred feet

below. Other pines appear, and we are

buried in a mountain forest that is snow-
bound in winter, and which even in

the summer months, keeps in itself a

whiff of the winter snows. We thunder
across a bridge, strike a sharp curve,

and the brakes are set. Alpine Tavern!

J
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Circular Bridge, Mt. Lowe Railway.

i

The Tavern is a long, low rustic build-

ing of the Swiss chalet style, perched
here in the pines a mile above the valley:
within is a cosy dining room, and in the

lobby is the great stone fireplace famous
from Maine to Alaska, and from the
sun courts of New Orleans to the walls
of Montreal.

And then, just above the Tavern is

Inspiration Point. From here even a
better view of the valley can be obtained
than from Echo Mountain. Down in

the lower end of the San Gabriel valley,
below the great hill which is capped by
the Raymond Hotel, the yellow walls
of San Gabriel Mission can be seen in

its grove of figs and orange groves,
while running to the very Mission walls,

through the little town of Alhambra,
one can pick out the winding trail of

the Pacific Electric.

Just to the north, at the end of the
four-track system that sweeps out from

Los Angeles in great curves, lies the

junction of Oneonta, with South Pasa-
dena on the north and west, while south
of the line that runs eastward to Mon-
rovia and Arcadia, Alhambra bridges
the distance between Oneonta and the
San Gabriel Mission.

Away to the west, beyond the Arroyo
Seco and the hills that border Los Angeles
to the north, lies Edendale, a suburban
settlement of homes, and low behind
the hills of the San Fernando is Tropico,
its strawberry beds rich ripe even until

Christmas. There, too, are the eucalyp-
tus groves and the heavy orchards that

mark Glendale, where Casa Verdugo,
a little Spanish hostelry, famed for its

Castilian dinners, is a point of interest

that must not be forgotten.

East from Pasadena, and seemingly
close along the base of the mountains,
other lines swing through the orange
groves and vineyards to Arcadia, where
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"Lucky" Baldwin, the turf king, spent

his last days amid the splendor of a

vast estate; beyond, across the white

sands of the San Gabriel, is Monrovia

—one of the "boom" towns of the early

eighties that has stood the test of time

and has grown into a thriving little

city. And there, where the haze of

the valley melts into the dull grey of

the foothills, are the two towns of

Glendora and Azusa, rich in fruit and

flowers, and glorying in the knowledge
that they are called the Twin Cities of

the Afternoon.

In the middle distance, still closer

to the rugged base of the mountains,

lies Sierra Madre, at the foot of the

trail which winds gently up the slopes

of Mount Wilson which stands a sentinel

peak over the whole valley. Here on

the top, the Carnegie Observatory, a

mile above the sea, attracts the savants

of the world, who come to wonder at

the completeness of the equipment
which the Ironmaster has lavished upon
this outpost of the scientific world;

and not only do the astronomers of many
lands bend their steps toward this sum-

mit, but, winter and summer, the trail

is peopled with those of us to whom the

mountain fastnesses call with their

ceaseless charm, and who, having heard,

give heed.

Below, the whole valley is rich with

vineyards and orchards, with oranges
and lemons, and heavy with the scent

of the magnolia and the rose. Life

is easy, and wealth comes with the

California sun in the vineyards. The
value of the land grows great; from day
to day the engineers along the Trolley
Trail extend their lines; from day to

day new homes spring up, and the

great city of the future is a-building.
As we watch, the shadows fall, the

gold of the valley changes to lavender,
the lavender to purple, and at last the

purple to velvet black. Across the void
a myriad lights spring up, marking cities

and towns, and laying out the valley
of the San Gabriel into checkerboards
of light and then, for the first time,
the great valley seems peopled, while
back and forth across the horizon flash

the searchlights of the cars along tho

Trolley Trail.

Come with me again. This time our

way lies along the southern route until,

branching from the Long Beach line

which we have already known, we whirl

into the southwest toward the great

hill at Point Fermin. That, however,
is not our objective point, although a

branch of the Trolley Trail can take

us there where the light house on the

cliff guards the entrance of Los Angeles
harbor. We are bound for San Pedro

—the new harbor of the south, which

the millions of the government are being

expended to build. Across the long,

low trestle in the inner harbor the car

runs without a stop, passing the shipping
that has slipped in from the Pacific,

freighted with lumber from the north,
with sugar from Hawaii, with steel

from around the Horn and with the

riches of the Orient. We pass the great
lines of the coastwise trade that carry
Southern California oranges and lemons

to the northern ports, and in the channel

glimpse a stuttering tug laboring against
the current in the handling of an oil

tanker from Port Harford.

We pass along lines of Pacific Electric

freight cars drawn up along the docks

loading ore for the Los Angeles market,
and other cars rock laden for the work
that goes on ceaselessly on the break-

water— the breakwater that is changing
the harbor from a dirty mud-flatted inlet

into a harbor capable of handling the

shipping of the seas.

Out from the cars on the landing stage
and we find the Cabrillo is waiting for

the cross channel trip to Catalina Island,

thirty miles away—that island that

from Inspiration Point and Echo Moun-
tain we saw as a low haze on the southern
horizon. Avalon, the City of Forgetful-
ness, lies in a little crescent bay in the

lee of the mountain peaks that, breaking
through the broad Pacific, rise ruggedly
from the water's edge to form the island.

Protected by these mountains, Avalon
has that rarity, a dry marine climate,
and in the protection of the land, the

kelp has grown to such an extent thatj

fishing in these waters is world famous.
When the tuna flag is flying, a launch]
is at a fabulous premium, and even!

during the off seasons the sport of rodj
and reel is anything but dull, for yellowj
tail and barracuda, sea bass and albi
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Cai>a Verdugo.

core offer battle for the asking, while
on shore a famous concert band furnishes

the music both for the open air Greek
theater and for the dances in the great

pavilion.

No, there is nothing to be desired

in the way of entertainment at Catalina,
from the glass bottomed boats that ply
among the kelp of the marine gardens
to the golf course in the hills, and for

those inclined to camp life, there is the
Canvas City, and for the diletante there

remains the Metropole.
Back again in San Pedro from our

Catalina trip, we take the car for the
run around the harbor and for the spin

along the ocean front again to Long
Beach and through Naples, Huntington
Beach and Newport to Balboa, forty
miles away. Mile after mile the way
lies along the bluffs that overhang the

sea, past cottages that line the beach

for the whole distance, marking the

great beach resorts that some day will

be built up.

Beyond Naples, comes the great mar-
shes of the gun clubs, where in the fall

Bolsa Chico members pop away merrily
to the huge disgust, if not the permanent
damage, of the waterfowl, and then
with the shooting boxes left behind,
we reach Huntington Beach, with its

summer homes, its children and its

quiet, only to leave it for the landlocked
harbor of Newport, where some day
another great harbor, second only to

that of San Pedro, is to be built.

And at last— it may be just about
sunset—we reach Balboa, the last outpost
of the Trolley Trail, forty miles from
Los Angeles. Again we find the quiet
waters of a landlocked harbor, again
there is the attraction of still water boat-

ing and bathing, and here it is we pause
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awhile to witness another sunset, equaled
only by that on Inspiration Point,
when we saw the night creep over the

valley of the San Gabriel.

The tide is low, the beach deserted,
the sun sweeps down in its great arc,

gilds the water a moment with the last

flash of gold and burnished copper,
the gold changes to silver and from
silver to steel, from steel through grej*
to black, and out of the blackness, the

phosphorescent water curls and breaks
on the beach in lines of living fire, and as

we turn to go, the echo of the surf

follows like the rhythmic thunder of

minute guns.
We have visited the pleasure resorts

on the Trolley Trail, from the mountains
to the sea; we have seen the orange
and lemon groves of the San Gabriel

valley; from Echo Mountain and Mount
Lowe, the vineyards of Southern Calif-

ornia have been spread out before us,

but the heart of Southern California—that part wliich forms the real back-
bone of any community—the agricul-
tural districts have been practically
overlooked.

Inland fi-om Newport to Santa Ana
the Pacific Electric operates a line into

the heart of the farming country. A-
round Santa Ana the soil is rich, level

and in every way adaptable to culti-

vation. The water supply is immense
and as a result, the little crossroads

village of twenty-five years ago has
become one of the richest agricultural
towns of the west. A\ alnuts, deciduous

fruits and vegetables form the mainstay
of Santa Ana products, and all find a

ready market in and around Los Angeles,
because of the rapid freight service

afforded by the Pacific Electric. The
same thing holds good for Orange, which,
as the name implies, is a center for the

eastern market. Valencias form the

staple of shipment, as they ripen late

and command the off season price.
In fact from the main line of the

Pacific Electric eastward through Whit-

tier, Tustin and La Habra, as well as in

Santa Ana and Orange, the land is given
over to the production of immense

crops of oranges, w^alnuts, lemons, grapes
and deciduous fruits. As a result the

country is richer than that of any similar

section in the whole United States,
and through this very riclmess and the

success of the small farmer, the great
tracts of old California ranches are

being cut up at the present time into

small farms that are put on the market
at from SlOO to $300 per acre. AVhat

is more, each offering is snapped up as

rapidly as made, for into this country
the low California rates from the east

are pouring an immense stream of new
residents each year, and to each of the

newcomers Southern California offers

a competency.
Through this rich land with its dair>'

farms, and its oil w-ells, the Pacific Elec-

tric is offering high class freight as well

as passenger service. B> this service

it brings the market within the reach of

every shipper.

On the Summit. Mt. Ix>we,
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The Groover.
By Arthur P. Hankins

The Tenth U. S. Infantry, just return-

ed from two years' foreign service in

the Philippines, was to relieve the Twen-
tieth at Fort Wynne, California; and,
as is customary, the resident command
gave a grand full-dress ball and banquet
to the lean, bronzed, khaki-clad home-
comers.

The long mess-hall was ablaze with

Hght. Hundreds of pretty pink and
white gowned-girls flitted about ex-

pectantly. Bright flags drooped from
the high ceiling.
When the Tenth was dismissed inside,

the cheering Twentieth stood back until

the visitors had swooped down upon
the civilian guests to capture, without

introduction, ceremony or choice, real

white girls as partners for the grand
march. The Twentieth had served in

the Islands and knew what this meant
to the starved wanderers.
At eight o'clock the Twentieth Band

took its post, the tall, helmeted leader at
the head, frozen, poising his bright baton.
Behind the band came the officers of

both regiments, married and unmarried,
with partners and without. Then came
the Tenth, grinning delightedly, mated to
a man; then the Twentieth with a few
girls scattered through their ranks.
The Master of Ceremonies took his

post; a hush followed.

"Forward"—the frozen band leader

spun about, snapped his baton perpen-
dicularly, lowered it,'whirled to the front
and congealed again

—"m'ch!"
A dazzling blur of light, the baton

sprang, whirling, twenty feet in the air;
the resuscitated Sphinx caught it be-
hind his unbendable back and sent it

twinkling aloft again and again. The
band burst into a popular march; the
dull thud of three thousand feet shook
the building.
Then for the first time did First Ser-

geant Big Jim Merrill, of the Tenth,
look dov/n on the flushed, excited girl

holding to his arm with both trembling
hands. For, though just looking at a
white woman is a treat after two years

in the jungles of the Philippines, Big
Jim was a born soldier, and the military

grandeur had held him spellbound.
"How d've like it?" he asked bashfully.

"Oh, it's—it's splendid!" replied the

girl. "I've never seen anything Uke it.

I don't live here, you know. I'm
from Mizoura."

"Oh," said Merrill. He was thinking
how well pink matched dark brown eyes
and hair, and of what a fool a man was
to stay under the thumb of a government
which sent its soldiers to the Philippines.
"You visitin' here?" he asked, leaning

over her so that he might be heard above
the blare of the band.

"Yes—at my aunt's. I expect I'll

stay, though, and go to work in the

steam laundry."

Big Jim looked at the hand on his arm.

Yes, it had known work. But the

laundry!
"What's your name?" he blurted.

"Mabel Moore," she replied shyly.
"What's yours?"
"Jim Merrill."

"You're an officer, ain't you?"
"Oh, Lord! no. First Sergeant of N

Company."
"That's an officer, ain't it?"

He explained to the end of the march
and all through the first waltz. They
danced a two-step then and sat out the

following number. He brought refresh-

ments, and they left the mess-hall to

sit on a bench in the moonlight. After

they had eaten they sat and talked for

an hour, the girl toying with his expert-
rifleman badge, which he had unpinned
at her request.
At eleven o'clock he took her home.

He called at three next day. In less

than a week, against the counsel of her

aunt, who had the usual post-town
inhabitant's prejudice against soldiers,

Mabel had promised to marry Jim and
had gone happily to work in the laundry
till he should be discharged, four months
later.

Merrill stopped his beer and cigars and

added thirty dollars a month to a little
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deposit he had with the paymaster,
the result of a streak of luck at craps.

Every evening after retreat he called

on Mabel, and the two, with heads close

together, sat in the ten by ten parlor
and greedily conned the papers, searching
for a small grocery for sale in some good
locality. They enjoyed this immensely.
Their combined ignorance of what they
wanted and of what they should do with
it when they had it would have filled a

library.
Merrill had been in the army from the

age of eighteen. He had been first

sergeant continuously for nine years.
Mabel was a carpenter's daughter.

Her life she had lived in a Missouri

village; she had never been outside the

state till that memorable visit to Calif-

ornia, the result of two years' baking
and selling pies to the neighbors.

After inspection one morning Merrill

broke the news to his captain in the

orderly room:
" I'm goin' to get married next month,

Captain."
"Bull" Bell swung in his swivel chair

and fixed his first sergeant with cold,
hard eyes.

" You ought to know better,

Sergeant," he said. "You've seen it

fail as often as I have."
"But I'm not reenlisting, sir."

The captain stared at him.
Good first sergeants are not made in

a day. The first sergeant is the connect-

ing link between the officer and the men,
and as such he must possess tact,
besides being an able office man and
drill master. Old soldiers expecting to
reenlist in a new organization study the
first sergeant more carefully than they
do the captain before deciding. Good
captains ask their first sergeants for

advice, and follow it. Besides all this,
"Bull" Bell liked Merrill man to man,
for human nature is stronger than regu-
lations.

He shook his head. "How long have

you thought over it, Sergeant?"
"Three months, sir."

"You have served continuously since

eighteen, I believe."

"Yes, sir."
"
Sergeant, at eighteen a man has form-

ed very few indelible habits. You
haven't a single trait that is not born of

ome influence of the armj'. You're

molded in the groove. What do you
expect to do on the outside?"

"We were thinking of a little grocery,
sir."

"How much money have you?—you
know the motive which prompts the

question, I'm sure."

"Certainly sir; certainly. I thank

you for your interest. I have nearly
eleven hundred on deposit at four per
cent. My finals, exclusive of that, will

run over two hundred. I'll say fourteen
hundred easy, sir."

"M'm-m, I had less than half that

when I married, but I had a Ufetime job.
What do you know about the grocery
business?"

"Well, nothing, you might say."
"The girl?"

"Nothing."
The officer thought silently for a

minute. "Well, if your mind is fully
made up," he said, rising, "I wish you
every success. But I know the service

too well. We're groovers, Sergeant,
from the Lieutenant General down.
Pitiful groovers, every one of us. How-
ever, if you're bound to try it, take this

advice. Get as far away from the

sound of a bugle as the railroads will

permit."
The great day dawned. Merrill

received his discharge at eleven o'clock,
had cashed and deposited his "finals"

by one o'clock, and was married at two
o'clock. At four o'clock the irresponsi-
bles had thanked the captain's wife for

the dining table and the company for

the dishes, and were aboard a train for

Los Angeles to investigate the following:

For Sale—8800 buys a grocery store doing a thriving
business in suburb of Los Angeles. This includes a clean
stock, modem fi-vtures, a horse and a good delivery wa-
gon. Stock alone will invoice S800. Rent of building
including three living rooms upstairs, $14 a month. Ex-
cellent reasons for selling at this great sacrifice. A snap
for the right man. The Horseshoe Grocery, 1824 An-
dale Street.

It was nothing short of providential
that the advertisement had appeared for

the first time that morning. Could

they get there in time? How their

train poked!
They reached the city at ten o'clock

and stopped at a doUar-and-a-half hotel.

Merrill had been for the Angelus, but
the imposing lobby which confronted
them had brought forth Mabel's ahrinking

protest at the entrance.
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Most Boldiers—both officers and men—are extravagant. The Service seems
to breed extravagance through a pro-
vidence which lifts from the shoulders

of her sons all worry of the necessity
for saving money. And Merrill found

delight in augmenting his inclinations

for the sake of the mild scoldings which
were forthcoming. Many newly married

couples play this game industriously
for about three months.

They reached the Horseshoe Grocery
at seven o'clock next morning. It

occupied an old frame building, much in

need of paint, between two modern
structures of brick. Across the street

was a fire-h'ill; one of the firemen sat

in a tilted chair in front of the store and
talked with an old white-headed man.
The old man followed Merrill and his

wife into the store.
" Rack in a minute, Cap," he called to

the fireman. "Something?" he asked of

Merrill, going behind the counter and

collapsing, chin in hands, on a dingy
showcase.
"Just lookin' about a little," replied

Merrill, groping for some of the prelim-

inary tactics which he remembered his

farmer father as using in a harrowing
horse trade.

"Thinkin' of locatin' in the grocery
business?" The old man brightened
and pulled himself erect.

Mabel's fingers tightened on Jim's

sleeve; her womanl}' caution sniffed

something uncanny in the old man's
mind reading.
Jim looked sheepish. "Yes—some,"

he admitted.

"Well, sir; we got the makin's of a

good little business here. Show you
around?"

"Yes; we'll see what you got, I guess."
"We'll start right here. Here's the

bottled goods—jams, preserves, jellies,

olive oil, salad dressing, ketchup, chow-
chow, pickles and so on. Two full cases
of that ketchup in the back room.

"Next, we got the small canned stuff—boneless herrin', sardines, soups,
tongue, corned beef

"

The proprietor was walking behind the
counter pointing out the articles; Mer-
rill was keeping pace with him in front.

Mabel lagged behind and began an in-

vestigation of her own.

She knew nothing about groceries,
but she knew dirt when she saw it.

Back of the flyspecked show-window,
where there should have been an assort-
ment of bright goods, was piled a bushel
or more of flyspecked almonds, held
in place by an unpainted board. She
dug her hand into the pile; a cloud of

dust arose.

Elevating her little nose, she stepped
toward the bottled goods. She selected
a bottle of gherkins; it was covered with
dust on top, and the once white-and-

gold label was covered with flyspecks.
She looked in the candy case and shudder-
ed at thought of eating the hard, faded
chocolates.

She followed slowly in wake of the two
men, critically examining everything—the dirty computing scales, the fly-

specked shelving, the cob-webbed ceiling,
the slimy bulk pickle jars, the evil-

smelling cheese-cutter.

She pulled Jim's head down when she

caught up. "He fibbed about the stock
bein' clean," she whispered.

Merrill smiled superiorly. "Clean
stock means that the goods are all

salable, sweetheart. No dead stock—
see?"

"Oh! But it ought to mean the other,

too, Jim. They ain't salable if they're

dirty, I don't believe."

"You've seen about all of it," said

%he old man, "except the horse and

wagon. Bill's out solicitin' wit' them."
He led the way to a rattletrap desk

and opened a drawer. He took out a

ledger and placed his glasses on his nose.

"Sales yesterday, twenty dollars," he
announced. "Day before, eighteen

thirty. Day before that, twenty-two.
Day before that

"

Mabel clutched Jim's arm. "
Twenty-

two dollars a day\" she whispered excited-

ly.

"That ain't a\\ profit, honey,"' he

returned.

Her face lengthened.
"
O' course not,"

she sighed; "whatum I thinkin' about!"

"What per cent do you figger on?"
asked Jim. f?i^

"Well, with close attention to expenses
and watchin' the accounts and Bill—
especially Bill—you c'n count on from

eighteen to twenty per cent. I pay
Bill seven a week—he's worth two—
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then there's horse feed, lightin', ice,

insurance, taxes, rent, telephone
—

'tain't much. With this suburb buildin'

up the way it is, a young man' 11 double
the sales in no time on the same expense."
"Why do you want to sell?" Nine

years' first-sergeantship had made
Merrill a keen reader of faces, and he
watched the old man closely.

"Well," replied the proprietor
—and

his face satisfied Merrill—"I'm old.

I've been makin' money in a country
grocery all my life back East. I retired

and come to Californy. Had a boy in

the army. When he was discharged I

bought this store for him. He was doin'

well till one day, not two weeks ago,
off he goes and enlists again."
Mabel and Jim exchanged quick

glances.
"So I'm just runnin' it till I c'n get

my money back. I'm runnin' it down,
you might say, in place of buildin' it

up. But the business is here."
"Do you own the building?"
"Yes. Want to see upstairs?"
The fireman watched the store while

they were above. The rooms were large
and very dirty; the plaster was broken
in places. Two large front windows
looked down on Andale street, and two
small ones on the rear court.
A man drove through the passage

between the building and its neighbor
on the left as they came out of the stair-

way.
"That's Bill and Pete," said the pro-

prietor. "We'll look at the horse and
wagon."

Bill was fat and lazy; Pete, the horse,
whose coat was the white of a melting
snowdrift in a switch-yard, was lean and
lazy; the wagon was a good one. Bill

stared brazenly at Mabel as he set the
brake and clambered down.
"Well, you've seen the whole works,"

said the old man.
"We'll see you tomorrow," said Mer-

rill.

"Now look here: This thing went on
the market only yesterday; it'll not
wait long."

"Tomorrow," said Jim, taking Mabel's
arm and starting toward the front.
"Tell you what I'll do," said the pro-

prietor, hobbling after them. "
I'll lease

you this buildin' for five years at four-

teen dollars. You can't rent another on
this street for less'n thirty. I'll do more:
I'll paint the fiont right away."

Merrill hesitated.

"You're sure it'll invoice eight hun-
dred?" he queried.
"Countin' the fixtures at fifty per cent,

she'll run over a thousand."

Bill, who had gone to the front, sudden-

ly appeared in the back room. "Two
fellas want to look over the stock, Mr.

Barlow," he announced.
"Tell 'em in a minute."
For a long, breathless moment Mabel

and Jim looked into each other's eyes.
Indecision the child of their pitiful

ignorance, had at last confronted them.
Jim wheeled suddenly. "We'll take

it," he said.

Mabel breathed fast.

"Tell 'em sold, Bill!" called the old

man.

"Right," said Bill.

After lunch they returned to the store.

Bill had gone out to deliver the farcical

load. Mr. Barlow had his books tied

in a bundle and in his pocket the check,
the signing of which Mabel had witnessed

with round, ceremonious eyes and bated
breath. Jim had not known enough to

demand that Mr. Barlow stay with them
a week or two, so the old man wished
them good luck and left. Hand in hand
in the drowsy afternoon quiet, almost
afraid to look at each other, they stood

in the center of THEIR store.

At last tears cjime to the girl's relief;

she threw herself in her husband's arms.

After five minutes of silent sobbing
—

which is often a woman's way of girding

up her loins—she looked up and smiled

tearfully.
"We got to get to work, Jim," she

said.

She sounded the charge
—some one has

said it is the remedy for all evils.

Jim kissed her. He stepped into the

the back room and laid aside his new forty
dollar tailor-made suit and jumped into

bibb-overalls. Mabel took his place,
and the starched pink dress was laid

carefully on the forty-dollar suit. In an
old calico, with the sleeves rolled up,
she joined him in the front.

"We'll put these old almonds in a
bin first," she said decidedly, "and
clean and decorate this window."
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At four o'clock Bill returned. When
he had stabled Pete he came in and stood,

dumbfounded, in the doorway.
"Just find a rag. Bill," called Merrill.

" We got scouring soap and water. You
can start on the shelving, I guess."

"Hell's afire!" muttered Bill.

Between five and six occasional

homeward-bound buyers dropped in.

Jim changed clothes and was stumblingly
introduced by Bill. Jim was at a loss

what to say, but his pleasant looks and
his neatness created a favorable im-

pression. Many glances were cast at

the little kneeling figure industriously

scrubbing the front of the counter.

At seven they closed, allowing Bill

to go home. They ate graham crackers,
cheese and pickles and drank a bottle
of soda-pop together. Then Jim
smoked one of the dry cigars from the

case, and Mabel nibbled at one of the

chocolates, because it was from their

store more than for any other reason.
After this they went at it again and at
eleven climbed wearily on a street car.

"It's fun, ain't it, dear," said Mabel
sleepily, resting her tousled head on
Jim's shoulder.

The car was deserted save for them,
so he kissed her.

Four willing hands, scouring soap,
water and a painter will work miracles.
" Wouldn't know it for the same place,"

said Barlow's old customers after a week.

How the two had accomplished so
much they themselves could not have
told. For in the week they had not only
cleaned the entire stock, store and fix-

tures, but they had bought and moved
upstairs all the household goods they
needed for immediate use; Jim had made
one soliciting trip with Bill and had
managed to keep his books posted to
date. They were tired but happy when
Sunday came.

On that day they spent the afternoon
in a park, planning.
A neatly dressed old gentleman

approached Merrill at his desk early
Monday morning. He smiled, lifted hfs

hat to Mabel, and extended a card to
Jim.

Jim read:

The Comstock Wholesale Grocery Co.

Presented by John A. Wells

"I heard the place had changed hands,"
said Mr. Wells, offering his hand, "and
thought I'd get acquainted. I used to

sell Mr. Barlow."

"Oh, we don't want anything yet,"
said Jim hurriedly. The very thought
of spending any more money gave the

two a pang.
Mr. Wells smiled pleasantly. "Cer-

tainly not," he said, "I'm just getting

acquainted."
"Oh! My name is Merrill. This is

my wife. Mabel, Mr. Wells, of the

Comstock Wholesale Grocery Company."
Mr. Wells lifted his hat again and shook

hands with Mabel.

"Well, you've got a good location,

Mr. Merrill. This business can be made
to make money," he said.

"Do you think so?" asked the pair

eagerly, in a voice.

"Yes, indeed. You've been in the

business before, Mr. Merrill?"

"No, sir."

"Don't let that worry you. You're

starting right." He glanced approvingly
over the spotless store. "I actually

thought I was in the wrong place when
I entered."

Mr. Wells smiled again. It was an

interested, brotherly smile; and suddenly
Jim and Mabel began poufing out to him

all their hopes, fears and ambitions.

They needed a friend; there was some-

thing about Wells which inspired con-

fidence.

The old salesman seated himself,

listened attentively, and smiled again

at the finish. Wells' smile had sold

many thousand dollars' worth of goods.

"I'm glad you have spoken so candid-

ly," he said earnestly. "I seldom give

advice; poor policy. But you have asked

for it and have given me your confidence.

I shall tell you what forty-one years in

the business has taught me.

"The first thing is this* You have
ventured into the oldest, honestest,

manliest business in the world—the

very mother of supply and demand.

History will show you that the greatest
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business men of to-day got their prelim-

inary training in a corner grocery.
It's a good school. It teaches economy
because the margins are small; cleanliness

because it's so dirty; accuracy because
its details are innumerable; industry
because it requires ever}* moment of

3''our time. It brings you in touch with
all classes of humanity, for all humanity
must live. It draws from the salmon
fisheries of Alaska to the tea plantations
of Ceylon; from the sugar plantations
of Cuba to the date groves of Africa.

"Some people will tell you that any
country jake with a couple of hundred
can start a grocery store. Anj^ country-

jake can start a fight with Jim Jefifries

too. Let me tell you that there is no
business on earth that as thoroughly
brings out what's in a man.
"Go in to the average groceryman.

Ask him what he knows about tapioca,
for instance. 'It's ten cents a pound,'
he'll say.

* But where does it come from?
Does it grow, or is it manufactured?'

you ask. He'll shake his head.
" * How is chocolate prepared for

commerce? Why is white pepper worth
more than black? What is rape seed?'

you ask. 'Don't know.'
" ' Do you know that if you'll throw

a handful of nasturtium seeds in with
those pickles that the seeds will collect

all the sediment and leave your vinegar
clear and your jars clean? Do you know
that if you'll put a teaspoonful of gly-
cerine and a quart of water into a barrel

and shake those dry, hard prunes up in

the mixture they'll come out slick and

shiny, and be none the worse for it?'

you ask. 'Never heard of such things,'
he'll tell you.
"There's the history of your average

groceryman in a nutshell. He doesn't

know his Inisincss.

"Mr. Merrill, how many times have

you stood and watched some skilled

workman—a blacksmith, a carpenter,
a plumber—and wondered at his know-

ledge? And if he answered some question
of yours about the work you accepted
his statement as gospel. Why? Be-
cause you didn't know; and because you
knew it was his business to know.
Shouldn't a groceryman know more than
the price of his goods?
"A woman wants a can of tomatoes.

'Here's a fifteen cent can, and here's

a ten cent can,' >ou say. 'What's the

difference?' she asks. 'Those of the

fifteen-cent variety are whole, the others

are pieces. Do you want them for

stuffing with salad, or something like

that
;
or do you want them for soup?'

"For soup,' she says.
"Then you tell her that the ten-cent

can is just as good for soup because the

quality is the same. Don't try to crowd
the more expensive whole tomatoes
on her when she'll only chop 'em up for

soup. That kind of salesmanship is a

thing of the past.
"Find out what your customer needs;

and there's where your knowledge comes

in, for sometimes he doesn't know what
he needs. When you have found it out

sell him that and no more.
"Take the trade journals and study

your business. Don't throw advertise-

meats in the waste basket without having
read them. Modern advertising is

instructive. Learn from the traveling

men; their business it to teach you.
"Use horse sense. If you call on

a woman and find her cleaning house

talk brooms, mops, soap, scrubbing-

brushes, lye, furniture polish. Don't

talk something to eat which will take her

a long time to prepare.
"You've bought well. This suburb

is growing. Get out and after 'em early.

Cut expenses. Your man Bill is honest,

but he'll have your stock in the garbage
can if you don't watch him. Buy close.

"And don't be afraid to buy. Buy
in big lots and get prices. There's

not a salesman in this territory who
would intentionally overload you. Don't

tie yourself up to one house; make the

boys work against each other for your
business. Keep wholesale prices at your
fingertips.

"Well,"—he rose and extended his

hand,—"that's more than I've said ia

a week at one time. I'll see you next

Friday."
"I—I believe we are out of Diamond

X laundry soap," said Jim haltingly.

"Let's look at your stock," said Wells.

"You need," said Wells, opening his

order-book, "a twenty-five-case assort-

ment; and I've got the finest twenty-
five-case deal yet. Listen here: "We'll

say ten of Diamond X—that's your best
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seller—two of White Bubbles, six Red
Crown, three Golden Horn, two each
of Higgins' Best and Yellow Rose,
both toilet soaps. You get ninety days'
time, and the deal will make you an
extra ten per cent."

"But, My Lord!—twenty-five cases!"

"Last you about six months."
"That's wrapping up about a hundred

dollars in soap!"
"And you're selling it every day,

and your one-hundred-dollar investment
is making you an extra ten dollars."

Merrill drew a long breath. "I'll

risk it," he said, "Now Bill said we
were out of pearl barley. How much
is it?"

"Six cents."

"Fifty pounds will be enough, I guess."
"Divided by five," said Wells grimly,

writing "ten pounds" in his order-book.
And this was the first of a long list

of orders which Wells sold to the Horse-
shoe Grocery.
Monday of the second week Merrill

started soliciting alone, with a list of

addresses and a price memorandum in

his pocket. Gradually he overcame his

backwardness in what he, a soldier,
looked upon as "hand-shaking."

Competition was keen among the gro-

cerymen of the Heights; the big down-
town price cutters were to be fought con-

tinually. Merrill kept a list of vacant
houses and when time permitted he
would drive out of his way to see if

they had become occupied over night.
He got many new customers in this

way.
In three months the sales were about

fifty dollars a day; often there was as

high as twenty dollars in the cash drawer
at one time. Bill received his seven
dollars regularly every Saturday night.

Telephone orders were coming in

during the forenoon with the request that

they be delivered at once. Merrill con-
sulted Wells; they decided that another
horse and a soliciting wagon would have
to be bought so that Bill might deliver
these morning orders while Jim was
soUciting.

In six months Jim was obliged to

telephone to Mabel what orders he had
taken when half-way over the route,
so that she might have them put up
when he arrived with the remainder.

This enabled him to get Bill off with
the regular load by two o'clock.

They worked hard and happily. Even
Bill caught the contagion and was once
apprehended outright in cleaning the

refrigerator without orders. The sales
book showed from sixty to seventy
dollars a day. The store trade was
increasing. The soap was paid for,
sold and forgotten. At the end of the

year they invoiced two thousand dollars,

and, though there was no money in

the bank, every bill was paid.
Then one day Little Jim came to live

upstairs. His price was a hundred dollars

and a boy to take Mabel's place at four
dollars a week. But who could be-

grudge such a happy little "lump of

love," a hundred dollars and a four-

dollar boy?
Not Mabel, at any rate. Her young

heart was so full of living and loving that

there was no room to begrudge anybody
anything.

Jim was downtown one day. As he
walked along Main street he passed a

uniformed sentry pacing back and forth

before the entrance to the U. S. recruiting
office. Jim glanced at him out of the
tail of his eye, noted the neat fit of the
olive drab blouse, the close-cropped
hair, the erect carriage.
The sentry wheeled at the end of his

beat, looked sharply at Jim, halted in

his tracks.

"Big Jim Merrill, er I'm a liar!" he
roared.

"Tincup Sullivan!" gasped Jim.

"Well, Holy Smoke!—what're you
doin' here? Wait—don't tell me! I'll

be relieved in a couple of minutes.''

They sat at a table in a saloon and
drank their beer.

"And the old Tenth's in Riley, you
say?"
"Yes, and old 'Bull' Bell's about to be

made major, I hear. Fifteenth's in

the Islands. Twentieth's in Honolulu.

Lord! Lord!—remember ole Skinny
Dix? Got a bobtail in Sheridan. Pell-

man's dead, and Mitchell's dead. Re-
member the little recruit that bought a

dozen roast chickens in K. C. because the

waiter said chicken was too rich for a

soldier's blood? He's rankin' duty
sergeant in M Company."
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Jim was reminiscent as he rode home.
He had invited Sullivan to dinner the

next evening.
Beer had never been in their home until

that night. Mabel had not objected for

"just this once." They sat up until a

late hour.

After Sullivan left, Jim lay in bed

staring toward the ceiling.
What friends had he? Who would

lend him the last dollar with a smile?

He heard the rattle and roar of men
embarking on a transport. He smelled

the odor of stale water-fcont beer, the

pungent smoke of a campfire, the baking
beans. Across a dream parade ground
floated the music of a dream bugle,
sweet and clear as the tinkle of icicles.

A dream adjutant appeared and called,

"Battal-yon, atten-sAon!" A thousand

bayonets flashed.

God! how he longed for the dash of

the old life, disciplined yet care-free.

For the happy-go-lucky bunkies. And
he was tied, tied, tied to work and a

woman !

At his side Mabel slept peacefully,
the child nestling to her young breast.

Why had he saved that thousand
dollars? It had been his curse. It had
made him a hand-shaker, toadying to

whimsical housewives.
The work didn't worry him—he could

work. But for what? Who cared for

money? What Croesus had ever paid
his tolls?—fifty cents for a paper;
keep the change, kid! Money! He
laughed scornfully.
Too much work and no play, too much

wife and no men friends had been Big
Jim's undoing. And now he wanted
the harsh, exacting life as he had never
wanted anything—even Mabel.
Trade was dull next day. Bill was

slower and sloppier than usual. Merrill

reprimanded him harshly, and when
Bill sulked, told him to "get out if he
didn't like it." Bill sullenly withdrew
into his shell.

Mabel was singing when Jim went up
to lunch.

"For God's sake stop it!" he cried

irritably.
She looked at him with round eyes.

Then she kissed him on the forehead and
went silently about setting the table.

Two davs later Sullivan entered the

store with another uniformed man wear-

ing the chevrons of a sergeant of infantry.

"Oh, Big Jim, look who's here!"

Sullivan shouted.

Merrill rose from the box of dates which
he had been sawing in half. "Skeeter

Conway!" he cried. "You old devil!"

The three men sat behind the desk
and unearthed many a long-forgotten

comedy and tragedy. Once a lady
entered whom Jim had called on for the

first time the day before. She had a

large family and was a high liver; the

Grocers' Bulletin quoted her as A-1.

Jim let the four dollar boy wait on her.

The four-dollar boy missed the sale of

a five dollar clothes wringer.

"Well, we got theater tickets for to-

night," said Sullivan, rising at last.

"We're countin' on you. Big Jim."
At dinner Jim announced: "I'm

goin' to the theater tonight."

"But the baby, Jim; we can't take

him," said Mabel wistfully.
"I'm—er—goin' with Sullivan and

another fella. Conway's his name; he's

reenlisted in the Tenth and is on his way
to Riley." Jim's face was red.

"Oh!" Mabel turned quickly, showing
him a half-profile.

He looked at the curving line over

her left cheek bone. How pretty she

was! But there was something about
that cheek bone which was pathetic.
He had noticed the same line in the faces

of long-suffering Mexican women; to

him it had spelled the brutal history of

the race. And here it was in the face

of his wife!

He rose suddenly and took her in his

arms. "I'll not go, honey," he said.

"Sure, Jim—go ahead." Her brown

eyes smiled through wet lashes. "You
want to be with your friends sometimes.

But I—I kind o' wanted to go, dear.

We've only been once, you know."

Only once! The words cut him.

Why, he had taken the girl for just this
—that they might enjoy life together.
How had he got on the wrong track?
—he who had been pleasure seeking

always when duty was over. The cursed

grind for money had done it! Work,
work, work! Save, save!

"We'll take little Jim over to Bill's

mother and go," he said.
"

I'll telephone
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for tickets now; I can square it with the

fellows all right."

"No, you go with the boys, Jim.

Some other time. Little Jim's not well

to-night ,anyway; I wouldn't dare leave

him."
He could not understand her; he

had heard nothing before of the baby's
sickness.

After the theater the three went to

the Palace Cafe and had oysters and

sparkling burgundy.
"Yes," said Conway, "old Ralston's

made coin in that restaurant. He's

served in a dozen outfits, you know,
and the fellas will walk ten blocks to

spend a nickel in his joint."
"Wonder if he'll sell," said Jim

thoughtfully.
"Dunno. Why? Would you buy that

restaurant?"

"Yes, I would, Skeeter. I'm gettin'

tired of this. Work, work, work all day
and no one to chew the rag with or

spend a dime on when night comes!
These ain't my kind of people, I guess.
I don't know anything but soldiering,

anyway.
"Now if the kid and me had that little

dump in 'Frisco we could make almost
as much as we're makin' here, and I'd

have my own kind of people to drink

a glass of beer with and be sociable

(occasionally. Say, got this Ralston's

address?"
"You c'n put it, The Corner Restau-

rant, near The Presidio; that ought to

get him."
Merrill beckoned a waiter. "Can you

get materials for a letter?" he asked.

"Certainly, sir; certainly," was the

reply.
The waiter mailed the letter when it

was written.

"There, that's off my hands," said

Merrill, with a half-sheepish grin.

"Bring us another quart of burgundy,
waiter, please."
Four days later he handed this brief

letter to Mabel and went downstairs
before she could open it:

Youra received. I will take fifteen hundred dollars
caah for my restaurant.

Henry Ralston

Mabel followed him down. "What
does it mean, Jim?" she asked.

"It means that this store goes on the

market to-day, and that when it's sold
we go to 'Frisco and buy that dump,
that's what it means!"

"Oh, Jim," she wailed, "you won't
do that!"

"Won't I? Watch me! I'm sick
and tired of this eternal 'yer ma'am!
thank you ma'am! come in again, ma'am.'
What do I work for? Nothin'; that's

what! I'm sick of it all!"

"Sick of me, too, I guess," she said,

turning away.
"Yes, sick of you too!" he growled.

Then he stamped into the back room and
discharged the four-dollar boy because
he had spilled molasses on the floor.

It was an easy matter to sell the
Horseshoe Grocery at invoice; and in

two weeks Merrill and his wife and Little

Jim were in San Francisco, stopping at

an expensive hotel. Mabel had cried

a great deal on leaving; the "store"
had been the pride of her life. Jim,
unfettered at last, spent lavishly from
his four thousand dollars, including his

wife in every pleasure. He bought
clothes and jewelry for her; they rode
in autombiles ; they went to theaters and

expensive cafes.

But Mabel's pleasure was not without
its thorn. "We mustn't, Jim; we
mustn't!" she would wail at each new
whim of her husband's.

" We must," he would cheerfully retort.

"We've lived like dogs. We've made our
little pile

—served our enlistment. Now
we're goin' to spend like good soldiers."

Then he would crush her in his arms
and kiss her Hps.
He was doing it all for her. She liked

it; she was human.
At the end of the month they had

spent fifteen hundred dollars. It took
another fifteen hundred to buy the res-

taurant. It had taken three hundred
to move their household goods and pay
the first month's rent of a rather pre-
tentious flat.

Merrill paid his cook sixty dollars a

month, his waiter thirty. He had added
to the fixtures a new hundred-dollar

cash register; he sat behind this and
attended to the business.

He was happy now. The very breath
of the service was all about him. At

any time he might look through the front

window and see a hundred uniformed
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men on the street. There were always
a half-dozen or so in his place, eating
or talking with him.

But the Thirteenth Infantry was
ordered to Jefferson barracks; the men
of the Thirteenth owed Big Jim three

hundred dollars. Of this he collected

thirty dollars by letter. The Sixth

Field Battery moved to Fort Sheridan,

owing him a hundred and fifty dollars.

He collected ten by letter. Men in

the post owed him, but did not pay.

"Big Jim's a good fellow; he's not in a

hurry," was their motto.

But Big Jim was in a desperate hurry.
He owed the cook for last month's

salary, and the cook, never having been
a soldier, was threatening. Jim made a

trip into the post and spoke to the cap-
tains of the men who owed him. The
captains reprimanded the men, which
did not pay the cook.

Jim pawned his watch and paid the

waiter, himself putting on the apron.
Mabel now sat behind the cash register.
Little Jim sat on the floor and pulled
a U. S. belt buckle around with a string.

Happy-go-lucky soldiers who owed Big
Jim tossed Little Jim toward the ceiling.
The crash came. The cash register

was sold to pay the cook, who immediate-

ly left. X Mabel went into the kitchen
in his place.

They worked harder than ever now.

from six in the morning till ten at night.
Mabel stifled her sobs and lay very still

in bed, so that Jim might not know
that her aching legs would not let her

sleep.
One night just before closing time she

dropped, unconscious, across the hot

range. Jim entered the kitchen just in

time to save her from burning to death.

He telephoned for a doctor, got a cab
and took her home.
The restaurant was not opened next

morning; the little cook was sick, tossing
in delirium, moaning over and over that

the "amonds" must be hidden in a bin.

Jim listened heart brokenly. Little Jim,
wide-eyed, sitting on his knee.
That afternoon this telegram was

flashed over the wire:

U. S. Recruiting Office.
San Franciaco, CaJ.

Amos M. Bell, Capt. 10th Inf.,
Com'd Co. N, Fort Riley, Kans.

Sir:—Jamea Merrill, disch'g'd Co. N, 10th Inf., mar-
ried. Requests permission reenlist Co. N, 10th Inf.

Resp'ct.,
Robt. B. Halstead. Capt., 10th CaT., R. O.

The answer came :

Fort Riley, Kans.
Robt. B. Halstead, Capt. 10th Cav.,

R. O., San Fiancisco, Cal.
Sir:—Permission granted James Merrill, married, reen-

list Co. N, 10th Inf. Respectfully,
Amos M. Bell, Capt., 10th Inf., Com'd'g Co. N.

And there was one for Merrill:
Corporalcy open. Expect promoted major soon. Shall

see about sergeant-majorship.
Amos M. Bell, Capt., 10th Inf., Com'd'g Co. N.

To my mind there is a vast difference

between the "quitter" &r.:{ the groover.
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Maria of the Springs.
Alfred D. Robinson.

Maria Moro sat under the shade of a

Cottonwood near her grandmother's
adobe at Warner's Hot Springs and the

changing expressions that passed over

her bronzed face showed that her

thoughts were alternately pleasant and

disagreeable. She was only fourteen

yet her figure was that of a developed
woman, so much so that it looked almost

matronly in her quite American calico

dress. Her blue black hair was gathered
in a puffed roll round her head and the

backs of some pinchbeck combs shone
out from it. When the pleasant thoughts
came her white teeth showed and her

whole face was distinctly good to look

on, in fact she was a comely Indian girl,

and it was but natural that she should

have a lover: she had two.

Jesus Gonzales, her grandmother's
choice,was an Indian through and through,
who clung to the customs and dress of

his race with fanatical zeal. For an
Indian he was thrifty and had become a
man of property. His ranch in the hills

yielded fruits and vegetables in due
season and a band of cattle and horses

wore his brand on their flanks. His

wife, a year since buried in the little

churchyard set in a canyon with the

everlasting hills looking down, her grave
marked by a plain wooden cross that

already had swung over to one side,
had in her time helped towards Gon-
zales' prosperity. Day after day she
had toiled at household duties, in the

garden, or weaving baskets which found
a ready sale among the tourists, and all

her mother love had been lavished on the

only child, a boy, who was just reaching
man's estate as she passed to her well

earned rest in the earth's bosom. For
her son Francisco she had by constant

prayer and entreaty with his father

obtained an education at the Govern-
ment Indian School, and there he learned
with the three R's to adopt the ways
of the whites and despise those of his

father and the Indian people.

At the school, too, he had met Maria,
and it was of him she was thinking
when her teeth showed through parted
lips and her eyes gleamed with a soft

light under the cottonwood trees.

Though Francisco thought he despised
his father, he feared him as he feared

nothing else, so his meetings with
Maria were stolen ones, and they dared

hardly let their thoughts stray into the
future.

That morning the grandmother had
said to Maria: "When the acorns are

ripe for the harvest then shall Jesus
Gonzales take thee home to his cabin."
And Maria had gone to her seat in

the shade with the thought that it was
now the middle of summer and Francisco
and she had no plan to escape the grand-
mother's dictum. Tomorrow her elderly
suitor would ride over from his ranch,
he would bathe in the hot sulphur water
and then come and sit And look at her
with those mysterious eyes that seemed
to make a summary of all her charms
and label them his. He would say
very little and his few words would be
to the grandmother, not to her. It

was an ordeal she had schooled herself

to bear in silence, though at times her

breast with rapid rise and fall showed
the tempest that raged inside. To-day
she felt that she couldn't stand it any-
more, with the awful climax of the

wedding so close at hand. She longed
for Francisco, she would make him

fly with her anywhere, so long as it

freed her from the fate of becoming
his father's wife.

As she sat trying to form some plan
a friend of Francisco's rode up and

having assured himself that they were
not observed, slipped a note into her

hand and passed on with a "Buenos
Dias." The touch of that small piece
of paper gave Maria courage and hope.
Down in the wash house by the stream

she read the letter, just a few Unes.

"The old man will be with you to-
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morrow by noon, but he must leave

before dark to attend to business at

San Ignacio. I will be with you when
the moon rises by the big rock you know
of.—Francisco."

The clouds cleared from Maria's sky,

she returned to the cabin in such a

cheerful mood that the old dame looked

at her with surprise for she had said to

herself when she announced the time

for the marriage: "Maria won't Uke

it now but later on she will understand

it was best."

That night Francisco sat with his

father at home. They were outside

the house under a vine arbor. The
moon had been up for an hour and its

light showed up certain features of the

mountain landscape and put those in

shadow into deeper gloom. The air

was like wine and the least sound seemed
to travel on and on forever. The elder

man pulled at a corn cob pipe, the one

thing in the nature of a luxury he allowed

himself, while his son rolled cigarette

after cigarette with deft fingers, burned
them out with three or four long pulls
till the ground around was littered with

the yellow paper ends.

For an hour they sat in silence, then
Jesus turned and looked at his son.

"Francisco," he began, "your mother
was a good woman, a fine worker, baskets

like hers have been made by no Indian
hereabouts. This home is lonely and
ill kept since we carried her to the church-

yard yonder and the priest said a mass
for her soul."

He stopped and his gaze seemed to

be following the flight of his wife's soul

up among the stars, then it came back
to Francisco. "You have never been
so good a son as your mother was a wife.

That cursed school has made you forget

your people and their ways. What good
to you or me is your writing and your
reading? You work less than you play.

Play poker with the white man. Spend
your money on fancy clothes. Drink
and gamble. Are at home but one night
in the week and then when you have no

money. I have borne with your ways
for your mother's sake, for she was a

good woman and a worker as I have
said. Your play time is over now.
Before three moons have risen and waned
I shall bring a young bride home, and

thou must go. To my ears have come
many a tale that tell me the white man
cares nothing for the marriage bond if

he look on a woman with the eye of

desire, and thou art a white man in all

but skin. My bride to be is young and
comely. She is Maria of The Hot Springs,
and when she comes, thou goest to re-

turn no more."
Francisco knew of his father's inten-

tions towards Maria but had counted
on her coming being his going. He
merely started another cigarette and
said nothing. His father looked at

him fixedly. "Do you hear and under-

stand, before three moons you must find

another camping ground?" "I hear,"

replied Francisco. "Well," said his

father, "you can take the buckskin

horse, you have your saddle and bridle,
and I give thee the big roan steer to
sell for what you can. Take both when
you wish; and be gone by the time I

have set. There is no more to be said.

I shall go to the Springs to-morrow

morning and spend the night at San

Ignacio." Jesus got up and went into

the house.

The next day Jesus paid his visit at

the Springs. Every time he came he
looked at Maria with a more possessory

eye. To-day he found her more pleasing
to look at even than usual, her eyes
were not so veiled, her mouth was not

so set, and she smiled at him as he took
his leave. Surely she was pleased at the

thought of being his. He rode towards

Ignacio in a pleasant mood and forgot

whispers he had heard of another and

younger lover for Maria. He wouldn't
think of that talk with the priest when
the holy man had suggested that Maria
was too young to be his wife, and re-

marked on the virtues of a faded widow
of thirty-five with three children. No!
Maria should be his, should cook his

meals and await his homecoming, per-

haps bear him a son who shouldn't

go to that school to be spoiled like Fran-
cisco. He rode into San Ignacio as the

moon came up.
At the same moment, Francisco was

urging the buckskin to his best pace as

he neared the Springs. Just before he

reached the settlement he pulled up
his mount, got down and examined the

road where the trail led off over the hill
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to San Ignacio. He chuckled as h®

stooped over a hoof mark and said to

himself: "The old man's gone all right,

there's the mare's track going up the

hill."

Getting back in the saddle he skirted

the cluster of adobes on the South and
in a minute or two entered a clump of

oaks, where by a huge granite boulder

Maria stood waiting for him. He slid

from the saddle into her arms, and the

buckskin wandered off to a clearing as

if he realized he were de trop.
The setting for this lover's meeting

was ideal. Giant oaks with great gnarled
trunks and branches that seemed like

spread protecting arms, the tinkling stream
at the bottom of a gentle slope, with
its winding band of trees, a little meadow
to one side in which the buckskin was
now grazing, l)eyond the horse one big
black live oak, and then the towering
mountain peaks rising as it seemed
almost to the stars. The lovers walked
around the big rock to where another
monster block leaned against the first

one, making a tiny cave, the floor all

covered with dead leayes. Into this

they crept and sat with aims entwined.
Both of them were too eager to talk to

spend much time in exchanges of lovers'

currency, and Maria putting a brown
hand on Francisco's knee blurted, "Oh,
Francisco! Your father is going to

marry me in October, grandmother told

me to-day. You must take me away.
I won't marry him. If you love me
let us go, go tonight"

—and she began to

sob.

"Courage, Maria! I know, father told

me last night and I have been thinking,

thinking ever since. Now listen to me
carefully."
The moon mounted higher and higher,

the buckskin stood in its light satisfied

with grazing, but Francisco and Maria
still talked in the hole of the rocks.

At last they came out and with a parting
embrace Francisco walked to his horse,

tightened the girth, jumped into the

saddle, and loped off into the night.
Maria went home, down the stream,
her white teeth showing in the darkness,
and she hummed as she went as if all

her troubles were past.
Two days afterwards Maria's grand-

mother raised the village. Maria was

not to be found, she had not been seen
since the evening before when she clean-
ed up after the family meal. Two
days more spent in scouring the neigh-
borhood and continual conclaves of the
Indians of the Springs, still no Maria,
and to-day Jesus Gonzales was coming
to see her.

He came and heard the story of her

disappearance, then he questioned every-
one that might throw light on the matter,
but couldn't suggest anything. He
took up his quarters with the grand-
mother, he asked her if Maria had other
lovers and learned that she and his son,
his son Francisco, had been accounted
such in months past, but had not been
seen together for some time. He knew
that for the past two days Francisco
had been at home, showing unwonted
diligence about the place. Finally after

three days of useless search and inquiry
he went home, to find that in his absence
Francisco had tended chores with a
care he had never before exhibited.

Though he ascribed his son's mended
way to a desire to obtain a revocation
of the sentence of banishment he had

pronounced, his heart softened a trifle

towards him, and he choked back a
bitter speech he had on his tongue when
they met.

For a week the father and son lived

together and the latter continued on
his good behavior. Reports still failed

to give any news of Maria and Francisco's

bettered behavior made his fatlier al-

most reconciled to her loss. One morning
Francisco saddled his horse saying he
would ride the range and look after the

cattle and horses. After he was gone
Jesus sat thinking pleasantly of his son
and suddenly he had a desire to know
whether he had done anything with the

steer he had given him. Acting on this

idea he went to the corral and got his

mare and started off into the hills in

the wake of Francisco. He found the

horses in an oak grove and noted the

arrival of a sorrel colt. Down in a

damp spot were the cattle, and notice-

able for his size among them grazed the

big steer. He was glad he was there,

just why he didn't stop to think, and was
on the point of turning home when he

saw Francisco as he disappeared going

up a heavily wooded canyon, the loca-
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tion of the only sure spring of water on

his range.

By this spring was a little cabin he

had occupied when he was first married

and punched cattle for another, and
which he had half kept in repair
from some feeling of sentiment. The

sight of Francisco's retreating form

revealed to him an unsuspected interest

in his son's doings; he wanted to know

why he was riding where he was, and the

Indian desire to trail awoke in him.

He turned back as if returning home,
but directly he passed over a rise he

started for the cabin by another route.

Before reaching the crest overlooking
the site of the cabin, he dismounted and
tied his horse, then on foot and com-

pletely hidden by the trees, descended

the slope.

At the bottom he saw the buckskin

tied to a tree, and the door of the cabin

stood half open. His curiosity was now
fully aroused and noiselessly he gUded
to the back of the one room hut where
he knew was a knob hole in a board,
in the act of going through which he
had killed a rattlesnake on his last

visit. Reaching his point of vantage
he put his eye to the hole and directly
started away, while the muscles on his

neck and face knotted with the effort.

to suppress any emotion that might
make known his presence. Steadying
himself he looked again, and this is

what he saw.

On the rough table was a simple but

ample meal and enjoying it to the fullest

sat Francisco and Maria, who gazed
at one another with lovelit eyes. The
cabin showed other signs of occupation,
the bed in the corner had been replenished
with fresh boughs, and some boxes of

crackers and canned goods were on a
shelf by the fireplace.

Jesus's instinct said,
"
Kill them both,"

and time and time again he half drew
his revolver from his belt. But he

always pushed it back and kept on look-

ing. Finally he backed out as he had
come and reaching his horse rode home.
All the rest of the day he sat lost in

thought, except when he went to the

corral and removed the travel marks
from his mare. He never spoke nor

looked at Francisco that evening, and
the next morning still in silence he saddled

up and rode off.

Toward evening he reached Banning
and went to the priest's house and asked
for an interview, which was granted at

once. After the usual greetings Gonzales

said: "You know I was going to

marry Maria Moro and you tried to dis-

suade me. You were right and I was

wrong. I now know that my son Fran-

cisco loves Maria and she loves him.

You will go to Francisco, he is at my
house, and say to him that I know all,

that I followed him yesterday. That for

his mother's sake I forgive him and

approve his marriage with Maria, and
I give him as a free gift my home, my
land, my cattle and my horses, and I

ask him to live there decently like an
Indian and not a white man. You will

celebrate the marriage at once. Tell

Francisco that I am gone on a long

journey, but some day I shall return and
wish to hold his children on my knee.

That's all." And he rose hastily and
left before the surprised priest could

detain him.

The priest fulfilled his trust, Francisco

and Maria were married and the former

became a good Indian and his children

played under the grape arbor. But
Jesus Gonzales never returned. Who
shall say what made this close Indian

give up everything, young bride, worldly

goods, and still more, revenge, to a son

whom he had despised and a woman
who had tricked him? Did he see him-

self and his young bride again as he

gazed through that knothole in the

cabin on Francisco and Maria? But

why speculate on such an unfathomable

problem as the workings of the human
heart?
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A Corner in Pompano Bait.

By Mary H.Coates.

Pedro—or in the phraseology of the

beach, the "bait man,"—had finished

his noon meal of reheated tamale, dry
bread and black coffee. He lighted a

cigarette, blew out several deeply satis-

fying puffs of smoke; then, with the

cigarette deftly secure between two

fingers of his open hand, he reached
that hand up and took down from a
shelf a printed leaflet of tide tables.

Pedro's vocation depended mainly
upon the good will of the ocean; he

supplied fish bait at wholesale rates to

the anglery depot on the White Pier
at Santa Monica; perishable goods which
the proprietors of the anglery distributed
in small quantities with financial gain
to themselves to anglers

—crack sports-

men, amateurs, citizens of town, tourists—anyone that chanced to need bait

while patronizing the fishing at that part
of Santa Monica Bay coast line.

For several weeks, now, the fishing
had been very good—perch of several

species, were running within reach from
the pier; and "yellow-fin" in lesser

numbers, also "surf," (whiting,) and

occasionally a "croaker." The bait used
was principally the "sand crab,"

—a
denizen of the surf-washed sand beach,
a crab by classification; in appearance,
a bluish inch-long oval.

Pedro reaped this marine harvest of

bait by sifting the sand. His sieve

was a yard of quarter-inch, galvanized
screen wire, turned up six inches on the
lower edge, mounted upon a wooden
frame to which was attached two long
handles.

While Pedro was studying the tide

card—a perfunctory pursuit; he knew
the figures perfectly

—he smoked in-

dustriously.
"Time to go crabbing?" asked his old

mother, with casual solicitude.

"Si, Madre," he agreed, glancing from
the tide card to the clock. He must
get himself into his crabbing suit. This

operation meant removing his shoes and
hose and exchanging his overalls for

a semi-bath garment—a pair of his last

year's threadbare wool trousers which
his mother had abbreviated to knicker-

backer length by running the scissors

through them at the knee-bend.
The bait-man made the necessary

substitution in his apparel, then he
added an article, apparently needless,

obviously important, a gay handkerchief,
which he tied with great fastidiousness

into a sailor knot under his chin. Pedro
shouldered his crab sieve, hooked the
handle of a wicker market basket and
the strap of a wire pail over the sieve

handle and started off. But instead

of going down Flecknel street toward
the ocean, he turned directly away
from the crab beach; crossing the trolley

way, he walked onward two blocks.

As he neared the second comer he began
singing La Paloma, softly, yet giving
to the plaintive melody a joyous, sig-

naling accent.

He ceased his singing; eye and ear

were directed toward a house that was
almost hidden under a blossoming
bougainvillea vine. His face grew
sober. No girlish voice from within

the house had repeated his song; and
there was no glimpse of a white shirt

waist and plaid skirt. Instead, appeared
a stolid face framed with hair heavily
streaked with gray, and a stout figure

clad in rusty black.

"Senora Amaya," Pedro accosted her

deferentially.
"Ah—you, Pedro," she greeted him

cordially. "Antonia? Eh! She al-

ready go to the beach,"
—with signi-

ficant emphasis repeating, "Antonia and
the muchacho."

Though to Flecknel street society,
Antonia's mother was simply Mrs.

Amaya whose husband worked on the

railroad, and Pedro's mother, that polite
old Spanish woman whose son caught
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the fish bait,
—those two housewives

themselves observed the ethics of a

distant era: memoried sanctity of

aristocratic Uneage, and for their children—the regime in vogue in their own

girlhood; the discipHne of the vigilant

chaperone. There were no cozy
"
court-

ing corners" in the Amaya cottage;
and Antonia knew naught of eucalyptus-
shaded Lovers' Lane, or of moonlit

strand uncharted by parental attendance.

Ah, no. But!—with seaside resorts

stretched along the street car line down
the southward bayside like beads on

a string, and with the mammas and their

babes disporting on the sands from dawn
to dusk—one should relax a leetle with

the growing girl. There was no harm
in permitting Antonia—always with her

small brother—to go to the beach and
and sit watching while Pedro sifted for

the crabs; and to walk with him—and
the muchacho—to the White Pier to

deliver the crabs and return home.
Pedro accepted Senora Amaya's

message
—Antonia had gone to the beach;

he tilted his old gray felt in a courteous

adieu and wheeled to seaward. Antonia

might have waited. He frowned

slightly. If a fellow would make any-
thing at crabbing he must sift at the

proper time—later every day. The bait

man looked off in the direction of the

White Pier, with its moving throngs
—

women, children and—men!—and his

frown deepened.
At the trolleyway his progress was

barred by a passing car; but Pedro did

not halt. Unconsciously turning a left

angle, he walked along the track toward
Ocean Park. He began singing La Pa-
loma and his expression indicated

pleasant thoughts. Something—a

glimpse of an auto veil upon the head
of a passenger on a car had set him
thinking about gifts for Antonia.
On Antonia's birthday a year and a

month ago, he had given her a shawl,
silk—his mother had advised him in

the selection of the material—long
fringe, red—the richly cool and sedate
red of the bougainvillea blooms over
her home, a tint that shaded wondrously
the purplish gloss of her hair.

He smiled appreciatively. Antonia
was clever! Though she had renounced
the old-time Spanish fashion of wearing

a shawl over the head and shoulders,
she had utilized the gift

—draped even
more artistically than that auto veil

of the passenger on the car. Antonia
twisted it around her throat, the fringe
ends swaying fascinatingly over her
shoulder and under her chin.

This year his gift to her was a white

parasol
—how black her eyes danced

under it!—one of the new kind, with

huge, strong handles, a staff for one's

feet through the yielding sands.

Pedro was still singing La Paloma,
but his voice, in sharp contrast to the

joyous state of his thoughts, was giving
rein to the melancholy of the written

music. Suddenly he ceased his song
and looked upward. The arched sign
of the Hollister street pier loomed large
above his head. He muttered an epithet.
His face flushed angrily. Provoked was

he, that his witless feet had traveled

toward a magnet of hate.

Yet he looked ahead toward the

housetops, all alike, those roofs, but his

mind's eye saw one in particular: and
the picture beneath it—a porch, a
hammock—
"He has a hammock, of course—the

blue-eyed, old swell!" he muttered,

using an adjective signifying age though
he was well aware of the fact that The

Blue-Eyed was as young in manhood's

years as he himself.

Pedro hastened as fast as was possible
with his dangling crab kit to the foot

of Flecknel street. His eye swept the

near strand in vain for a glimpse of

Antonia. As he crossed the wide
Beach Walk, his keen vision, traveling
on to the White Pier, descried the fami-

liar plaid skirt, the white of a parasol
and tassely silk—bougainvillea red!

going up the pier steps.
He sighed lugubriously. Antonia had

not waited for him even on the beach!

The bait man walked disconsolately
down until the water reached nearly
to his knees. He paused for an incoming
wave, and dropped the sieve. The in-

rushing wave stirred up the sand; the

outgoing wave filled his sieve and also

emptied it of all fine particles, leaving
in it the scattered larger pebbles bits

of broken shells and the catch of crabs.

Gently the bait man pinched the

crabs one by one, dropping the "soft
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shelled"—those that had recently cast

their hard carapace
—into the wire pail

swinging from a strap over his shoulder.

He worked industriously but automati-

cally.

He looked toward the White Pier and
scowled. "If Antonia's mother had been
here with us on that day when we first

met The Blue-Eyed, this lamentable
state of affairs would not have come
about," he told himself. And for a

second, Pedro, utterly forgetful of the
truth that on more than one occasion
within the year he had secretly rebelled

against the twentieth century mild rule

of chaperonage— Pedro ardently sighed
for the stringent times of his mother's

girlhood.
A month ago

—the day on which
Antonia had first used the white parasol!—The Blue-Eyed had come into their

world. Pedro was crabbing here as

usual, the while he whistled or sang,
flinging the glad bars over the breakers
to Antonia, who with the muchacho,
sat on the sand. Along came the fellow—

inquisitive of mind, talkative of tongue.
What was this sport

—this search through
the breakers? asking of Pedro, then on
shore, pouring the contents of the wire

pail into the market basket. Crabs!
Pedro had obligingly explained. (He
had made the same answer many times
before to others; these explanations
sometimes dropped a coin into his wire

pail.) Crabs; the bait man continued
his definition—a professor once told
him that they were "Hippa analoga,
etc. Fish bait? Up at the White Pier,
the fishing; very fine sport. And The
Blue-Eyed had listened with kindling
interest, then he looked speculatively
along the Beach Walk, tossed a coin into

the wire pail and sauntered toward the
row of fishing rods which dangled over
the pier rail.

With sorrow Pedro recalled that chance
meeting. Ah, if he had not spoken so

enthusiastically about the utility of

the sand crab, probably The Blue-Eyed
would not have appeared on the beach
the next afternoon, armed with the latest

in tackle and in need of fishing bait!

and waiting until Pedro came out with
a pailful of crabs to be deposited into the

basket; nor have talked to Antonia—
fishing talk!—while his eyes, amused?

mocking? were they?—took in the bait
man's bare legs. Thus it had begun;
and progressed, and every day the tide
a little later and Pedro later with the
crab sieve: One must cast the sieve
when the tide commanded! And—
presently Antonia had suggested < o Pedro
that she go early in the afternoon to
the White Pier—she and the small
brother—and wait there for him, sitting
with the mothers and the children—so

amusing! Pedro had yielded; and now!—lest he forfeit Antonia's beach outing,
he dare not appeal to the Higher Court
at her home.
"Pedro! I say!"

—the cheery voice
of The Blue-Eyed cut into the bait man's

revery. "Pass me out some bait, will

you." With the request was a silver

quarter, tossed neatly into the crab
sieve.

"I got no bait." Pedro retorted, in

brazen defiance of the plainly exposed
evidence to the contrary. "Smith, he

got 'em; go to Smith for your bait.

There, your money!"—flinging the coin

out upon the wet sand. "Take it."

"O don't bother about a small thing
like that!—and The Blue-Eyed, whistling
gaily, strode on toward the White Pier
and—Antonia!

Assiduously Pedro combed the sea:

but from the tail of one eye he "located"
the coin and watched a wave race up
the strand. The wave receded. The
coin had disappeared. But the bait

man could find it by dropping the sieve

a time or two in the next high wave.
" No—I won't! I don't want his money!"
Then he grinned. "The Blue-Eyed pay
something—three prices for his bait this

day!
—

thinking of the submerged coin

and of the price of bait at the anglery.
The bait-man had collected the amount

of his order for crabs for the day. He
waded out, gathered up the basket with
its load of squirming bluish ovals, and
went home to exchange his wet garments
for dry clothing and footwear. The he
carried the bait to the White Pier.

While waiting for his basket again,
Pedro turned to seek Antonia. She was

conversing with The Blue-Eyed. The
inherent gentleman within Pedro's

breast hesitated to interrupt their con-

versation. He leaned idly upon the

guard rail, while waiting Antonia's
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pleasure, and looked wonderingly down
the coast line.

Miles and miles they stretched—the

new seaside resorts. He had never
ceased to marvel at the strange devices

ever springing up for captivating pleasure.
This was the land of his birth—but
what ingenuity the American possessed!

given a Uttle lumber and nails, paint
and canvas, lo—Pedro's eye ran along
the sand— 'horse-shoe" piers and "T"
piers, domed swimming pools, bump-
the-bump, baby railroads and what not.

His gaze rested longest upon a strange
creation—two sierra peaks

—San Jacinto

in summer, San Bernardino in winter

joined to a framework of wood—it

might be the framework of a ten-story

building skidded down into the surf-line

and anchored there, and winding in and
out through the canvas mountains and
the lattice of wood, a baby train. The
whole suggested to Pedro the substantial-

ity of the tamale and the delectable

lightness of a cream soda.

Pedro had once indulged in that ex-

citing trip. Afterwards, he concluded
that he had only half enjoyed it. The
laughing shrieks, the delighted screams
of the girl passengers that had "fellows"

with them. Indeed, so abrupt were
some of the descents that an escort might
be pardoned if he slipped an arm around
her waist. And then, near the end of the

trip
—a tunnel. Oh, the rapturously

scareful dark of that tunnel!

Pedro looked at the canvas sierras

and made a resolution; but he said

nothing about it to Antonia on their

way home from the White Pier. The
next day at about mid afternoon, he
had occasion to go out upon his front

porch. His seaman's critical eye covered
the ocean. Then he uttered a short

ejaculation. That water—the color—
blue yet not blue; gray that was not gray,
but the one muddied with the other!—a sure sign of the presence of the

pompano!
From force of habit, he noted the

line of anglers along the White Pier.

Ah, those fellows would be glad. Already
he had heard some of them complaining
of the monotony of the present sport;
and others had sighed aloud for a glimpse
of the iridescently shining, buttery little

pompano. Smith had blandly bluffed

their complaints; he controled the supply
of bait, but he couldn't corner the

appetites of the fishes.

The next moment the bait-man's

respiration slackened. Bait! Pompano
fishing called for shark flesh bait. And
the supply on hand at the anglery was very
small. Pedro knew this fact, because he
had heard the pardners speaking about
it only the day before. One of them
had remarked that there wasn't a half-

pound of it in the shop; the other had

placidly answered that it didn't matter.
The present sport was good.

So? They knew—and hadn't given
him any orders for more! Pedro's

breath came quaveringly. Then his eye
swiftly measured an airline up coast to

the Japanese wholesale fishery camp
several miles beyond the Long Wharf.
He wheeled about and, while rushing
through the house, flung a command at

his mother:
'

Quick—give me to eat—any old

thing!" When he returned from the

shed, he was rolling up two grain bags
and tying them with a yard of rope.
While his mother was bending over the

stove, he extracted from its hiding

place their little hoard of ready money,
and slipped it into his pocket.

Pedro, the constitutionally slow, ate

his food with surprising celerity; a few
mouthfuls—and away with the roll of

bags to a car bound for the Long Wharf.
At the rock embankment he dropped
from the car. He hastened down hill

and through the miles of dust and sand
to the Japanese village. Here he waited

impatiently for the incoming boats.

Then followed a session of bargaining,
at the close of which he yielded up his

coin; in return he got all the shark that

might come in during the next twenty
four hours.

His treasure carefully stowed into

the two grain bags, and slung over his

shoulders, Pedro, almost staggering under
the weight of his load, plodded back

through sand and dust and up the em-
bankment to the car track; yet, the'trip
had not seemed long; his mind had been

engrossed in doing a sum in arithmetic.

Shark meat purchased at one-and-one-
half cent, and sold at four—perhaps
five cents.

When his car neared the White Pier,
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Pedro looked ahead and saw a flag
at the mast upon the anglery

—the flag
that informed all the angling world that

the pompano had come and were biting;

yet the bait-man remained in his seat

until the car reached Flecknel street.

He deposited his load upon the front

steps of his home, and bade his mother
to watch it closely. And he scarcely
heard his mother's babbled query—
had he gone loco? and did he know that
someone from the White Pier had come
up for him and returned. The bait-

man heeded not; he was dressing again,
this time in his best clothes, his Sunday
suit, white shirt and tie, long, flowing,
red, the color of a ripe tomato.

Up to the cars again, without a murmur
paying double fare on his load; and the

despite the heft of the bags upon his

back, Pedro assumed a swaggering air

as he strode down the pier.
"Hi! Pedro!"—excitedly sang out

Smith. "Where in canopy've you been.
We need bait—shark. The pompano
have come in; they're biting like sixty!
That fellow in the gray sweater hauled in

half a dozen at a lick while his bait

lasted—we hadn't a half-pound on hand.
We sent a man on a motorcycle to the

Jap's camp and got nothing; they're
out of shark. Here, take this tackle
and try to catch a Httle shark or two
right away—do, Pedro. We've 'phoned
to the other places

—all out; no shark.

And, whew! look at the fishermen com-
ing for pompano!"

Pedro tenderly eased down his load.

He stood erect.
" What you pay to-day

for shark bait, Mr. Smith?" His tone
was magnificently independent.

"Pay? The dickens! Don't stop to

argue about pay. Get the goods."
"I have the goods, Mr. Smith, here

by me." Pedro's enunciation was de-
liberate. "What you pay?"

Smith's eyes bulged. A glad light
broke over his face as he untied a bag.
"Shovel-nose!—the best kind!" he ex-
claimed in gratified tones. "Where'd
you get 'em, Pedro?"

Pedro waved his hands widely but

noncommunicatingly.
" What you pay?"

"You've been to the Japs!" Smith's

laugh was a trifle jerky. "What's your
price, Pedro, spit it out! You've cor-

nered the shark meat, all right." Fol-
lowed a brief session of bargaining.
Pedro got his own price.

Nonchalantly the bait-man accepted
the silver coins which Smith poured into

his hands, his eyes flickering toward
The Blue-Eyed who, tackle in hand,
was standing near Antonia, but casting
anxious glances at the bait depot. Pedro
let his gaze roam southward to the canvas
sierras and the tiny railway; then he
noted the cherry red of Antonia's lips,

and he thought of the rapturously dark
tunnel.

He walked boldly over to Antonia.
"I don't go crabbing this afternoon,"
he said to her, and grasping the small

brother's hand. "If we hurry, Antonia,"—nodding toward the street car line—
"we can catch the next car." Opening
a palm, he exposed the shark money,
and, with a sweep of his head toward the
canvas sierras concluded, "I guess we
ride all afternoon on this. Come on,
Antonia."



Charles Amadon Moody.
THE MAN AND THE CITIZEN

By William E. Smyihe

The death of Charles Amadon Moody
comes as a shock to a wide public,
for he was very well-known in the

most influential circles of CaHfornia

life.

He had lived here only about a dozen

years and he has left us in the prime of

vigorous manhood, but he was one of

those men who live more in a few years
than many do in a lifetime, and he
was identified with many channels of

activity.
As the guiding spirit of old "Out West

Magazine" for a number of years
—first

as assistant then as chief—he contributed

very materially to the enrichment of

our literature, not only by his own
occasional writings, but yet more by
the encouragement of other writers.

His book reviews were perhaps the
most luminous work of the kind ever
done on the Pacific Coast. He was a

genuine lover of books and had a way of

grasping the meat of them that ^few
can master. He would read two or three

ordinary books between two suns,
beside transacting a day's business at

his desk and writing lucid and searching
reviews of what he had read.

Few newcomers from the East have
been so completely illuminated by the

optimism of our western spirit, or able
to throw themselves with such joyous
abandon into the full tide of our western
life.

He was one of the pillars of the move-
ment conducted by the Promotion Com-
mittee at San Francisco. His soul ans-
wered the call of the West, and this

movement appealed to him as a practical
means of guiding new hosts to the wide
unoccupied lands and engaging them in

the work of making homes and institu-

tions.

In like manner he took a strong part
in building of the Commonwealth Club,
which brought together at San Francisco
a large proportion of the brains and
civic pride of the state.

He was one of the pioneers of the Good
Government movement in Los Angeles,
taking a heavy part of the work in the

Gates campaign and the three fights of

Mayor Alexander.
In the Los Angeles Fellowship, he

was not only a pioneer, but one of the
earliest officers and contributed power-
fully to its successful establishment.

I think I may say quite deliberately
that the mind of Charles Amadon Moody
was in general respects the most brilliant

I have ever known. It seemed to have
the quality of the X-Ray—it penetrated
to the bones of any subject to which
it was directed. He saw instantly,
he saw clearly, and if you saw differently
it was rare indeed that logical analysis
failed to find you in error.

His learning was considerable, his in-

formation on a great variety of subjects
immense. He absorbed knowledge on

every hand as the earth takes in the
rains. Mentally he was equipped for

almost any task in life, for he had great
talents, sharpened by study and ex-

perience, and his ability was many-
sided to a degree that is rare indeed.
Like many others engaged in the fierce

struggle, he expected to have time
later to do the things best worth while,
and in the meantime his duty lay in

business—in mining. But—the Pale
Horse and his Rider!

I cannot say how we loved him!
That is for our private hearts, but this

must be said :

He was a great, tender soul, too big
to shut a single human being out of his

consciousness or his consideration. Sin-

cerely did he say with Walt Whitman:
"I will have nothing that all cannot

have the counterpart of on the same
terms."
He felt he belonged to the universe.

Whatever he had was yours as much as

his. He believed the race is j'et to be
free. His creed was the very best thing
he knew, though it may have just come
to his knowledge. His religion was
doing all the good within his reach,
and he expected to go on doing it forever.

He had no fear of life and no more fear

of death. He was serene in the conscious-

ness of his fellowship with the Eternal.
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Editorial.

Those
"

pessimists who profess to see
in the purchase of the Huntington interests

in the Pacific

Significance of Electric Railway
Pacific Electric Deal, by the Harriman

interests, an end to

electric railway development in Southern

CaUfornia, are, we think, due for an

agreeable change of mind in the near
future. There is now being planned
an almost complete transformation of

the steam lines of Southern California

into electric roads. This change, it is

understood, will concern all lines of

road now controlled by the Harriman
interests and it will be managed not by
the Southern Pacific Company, but by
the Pacific Electric Railway Company.
Instead of stopping electric railway
development, the change of ownership
will bring about the greatest electric

railway era that Southern California

has ever known.
To understand the situation thoroughly

it must be borne in mind that the Harri-
man interests have had half of the stock
of the Pacific Electric for a number of

j'ears. Not a mile of road could be
constructed since that time without their

consent. It must be remembered that
it takes a two thirds vote of stockholders
to issue bonds. Since the Harriman
interests have been concerned in the
Pacific Electric, the Company has built

the Covina line, the Glendora line and
the Santa Ana line; the road along the
beach from Long Beach to Balboa has
been completed, and every bit of re-

building and improvement has had the
sanction of the Harriman interests.

There were differences between the

Huntington and the Harriman interests,
but these did not concern the general
policy of expansion. Most of the trouble
centered in the policy to be pursued
in handling the sale of lands ahead of

railway construction. There were im-
mense profits in these operations, and
the question as to who should secure

these benefits was always a pressing and
a trying one.
For the past two or three years it

has been well understood among the inner
circle of men who make their head-

quarters in the Pacific Electric building,
that the retirement of Mr. Huntington
would come about at a time deemed
wise by both the Harriman and Hunting-
ton interests. The deal for the change
was begun at least that long ago, and it

was practically consummated last spring.
The recent meetings in Los Angeles,
at which the announcements of the

change were made, were only to bring
about the closing of the final details.

Further than this, the acquirement
of the Pacific Electric Railway by the
Harriman interests is in line with the

policy which steam roads all over the

country have adopted. It has been

recognized by steam road managements
that electric railroading has come to

stay, and that for short haul work there
is nothing in economy and eflficiency

equal to it. The New York Central

management, as an example, has become
heavily interested in electric lines, and
to-day not a steam locomotive approaches
within twenty five miles of New York
over that road.

On this coast the Harriman interests

are developing one of the finest electric

systems in America around Oakland,
Alameda and Berkeley and this enter-

prise may be said to be only fairly begun.
The question now arises: "What of

Southern California?"

We expect to see steam road after

steam road transferred from the manage-
ment of the Southern Pacific to the

Pacific Electric for alteration from steam
to electric lines.

We expect to see every bit of short haul
work in this section of California done by
electricity.
We expect to see the long haul work,

such as traffic to the east and north done

by steam, but the electric lines will
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be used to feed these through lines,

both with passengers and freight.

We expect to see the smoky steam
switch engine a thing of the past in Los

Angeles and in other points of impor-
tance.

And we expect to see these things
within three to five years everywhere in

Southern Caliofrnia.

Most people do not realize that the

electric road has come to stay, and that

it is to be one of the greatest factors in

American transportation. The railroads

know this, however. They know that

they could not stop electric railroad

development if they would; and they
would not if the)' could.

319,198.
Of all the large cities of the United

States, Los Angeles
A Million ahowed the greatest per-
in 1920. centage of growth in

the decade from 1900

to 1910. The rate of increase was over
200 per cent, for the population of Los

Angeles in 1900 was only a trifle over

100,000.
And the enthusiasts of the city, who

number according to the census 319,198,
are talking gravely of sending the popu-
lation to a million by 1920. Most of

this increase they expect to come from

immigration, some of it will come by
consolidation, and possibly a fair share

by the Rooseveltian method.
The next material increase ,however,

will come by consolidation, for at the

present time Los Angeles has two big

propositions in hand which make con-

soHdation, in some form, with the outlying
districts, an imperative necessity.
The first of these is the water problem.

Los Angeles has coming, within the next
two or three years, a supply of 20,000
miner's inches of water from Owens
River. The city to-day

—the city of

319,198 people plus transients—uses
about one eighth of this amount of water.
It appears that if the city sells water to

any one living outside of the corporate
limits, the municipal corporation is

placed in the same position as any other

public service corporation; and that
water can be demanded by any one along
the line of the aqueduct from Owens

River to Los Angeles. There is a remedy
for this—it is in creating a new munici-

pality which will be exceedingly loose

in its organization excepting as to the

management of its water department,
and in another particular yet to be
mentioned. The ideal system is that

of the borough form of government,
leaving to the various boroughs entire

control over their local and police affairs.

It may be taken for granted that Los

Angeles desires no part in the manage-
ment of the affairs of places like Pasa-
dena and Long Beach, nor do the people
of Los Angeles desire the participation
of these cities in the affairs of what
is now Los Angeles. Consequently the

government must be a loose one except
as to water—and one other particular.

This exception is in the management of

electric power. Here the lines must be

strictly and tautly drawn. At the present
time the public service corporations
which are supplying Los Angeles with

electricity are furnishing a total of about

60,000 horse power. The Owens River

aqueduct, in its fall, can be made to

develop about 120,000 horse-power—
double that which the city is using.
This energy cannot be brought to the

city and made useful for perhaps five

years, not only on account of the necessity
of first completing the aqueduct, but
because there is still a bond isuue to

float before the generating works can be
erected.

In the meantime the call upon the
Los Angeles power companies for more
electrical energy is increasing at a rate

of twenty per cent per year. These

companies have been threatened with
the possible competition of a separate
distributing system to be installed by the

municipality, and with this threat

hanging over the heads of the companies,
they \Vill be at their wits' ends to pro-
vide for the demand for energy sure to

be made on them before the Owens River

power is available. Representatives of

the local power companies have been in

conference with the city authorities

asking that some definite policy be

adopted by the city so that the companies
may know what to expect. The solution
of this problem is now in the hands of a

committee of seven citizens of Los An-
geles who are likewise charged with
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drafting the measures which the city
will need at the next session of the

legislature. This will include the settle-

ment of the new lines of the city and

county, the boundaries of the boroughs
within the city and county, and the

adoption of a policy which is to govern
the distribution of power and water with-

in the new and greater city.

However much a certain element
within the city may desire that the muni-

cipality go into the business of distribut-

ing electricity, it appears nearly certain

from financial reasons, that the city will

not undertake to build a distributing

plant and go into competition with the

companies. The reason for the reluc-

tance of the city officials to engage in

this enterprise is that the city is heavily
burdened with debt incident to the

construction of the aqueduct. Then
there are lessons in municipal lighting
to be drawn from the experiment in

Pasadena which has not been altogether
a happy one. The probable solution of

the question is that the city will become
a wholesaler of power, selling it to six

or seven customers, and in return

fixing the charge which these wholesalers

can place against the ultimate consumer.
It has already been recognized that it

is impossible to purchase the distributing

plants of the three large power companies,
t\dthout taking over as well their generat-

ing plants, and this the city is financially
unable to undertake at this time, even

supposing it would be willing to embark
in such a large enterprise.

It may be assumed that the boundaries
of the proposed consolidated city will

go as far east as the San Gabriel river,
will include the entire San Fernando

water-shed, and all of the district to the
south and west of the city. If these

boundaries are fixed, the population of

Los Angeles
—the greater city

—will not
be far from half a million at the present
time. We have not yet received the
returns from the census, but this figure
will be found to be not far from wrong.
That will make Los Angeles by at least

75,000 the largest city in California.

And the future? A one hundred per
cent growth is not at all unreasonable

considering the tracts of land that will

be turned into orchards and gardens with
the coming of the Owens river water.

It is not unreasonable considering the
number of immigrants who may be ex-

pected to come to California direct from

Europe when the Panama canal is com-

pleted. It is not unreasonable consider-

ing the recent marvelous growth of

Southern California, the advertising it

has received and the efforts that are

being made to direct the constant-

ly flowing tide toward the west.

Trades union organizers who have
come to Los Angeles from the outside

at frequent intervals

Wage Earners in the past ten years,
as Home Owners have labored with all

their might and main
in the manner that has built up organiza-
tions elsewhere, and who have seen

union after union disintegrate and lose

virility at the first shock of war, have

apparently never yet learned why Los

Angeles is such a poor field for militant

unionism. They ought to be able to

reason it out to their satisfaction—but

they do not. Giving full value to the

struggle which is waged for the open shop
by the Los Angeles "Times" and by the

Merchants' and Manufacturers' Associa-

tion, there is still another and most

potent reason why the average Los Ange-
les workingman does not propose to g^
on strike.

It is that he owns his own home.
Statistics have never been gathered as

to the extent of this home owning habit

among wage earners. One of the large

building companies places it at fifty

per cent of all workingmen, including
the unmarried men who have yet to

develop ambitions to become property
owners.
Another authority places it at sixty

per cent; another places it at eighty per
cent of the married men.
Not five per cent of the working men

of San Francisco own or ever expect to

own their own homes.
With the San Francisco wage earner

it is a case of room somewhere and eat

elsewhere, or he may be a boarder. If

business slackens, he is ready and willing

to move to some fairer pasture. If he

is married, as a relatively small percentage

are, he lives in a rented flat, or in a rented

cottage out on the hills; he is a fixture
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nowhere. He has few ties to bind him
to any locality.
The Los Angeles wage earner on being

asked to join a union does so from two
or three motives entirely different from

loyalty to the "cause." He may do so

to escape being worried; he may do so,

thinking that if he should by any chance

go to another cit}', a card will be a handy
thing to have in his pocket; the notion
that there is an imending struggle be-

tween labor and capital, labor to raise

wages and capital to keep them do\\Ti,

does not occur to him, because in the
main he is a land-owner, and is thus on
the road to being a capitalist himself.

Most trades unions have not advanced
in the scale to the point reached by the

Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers,
an organization that arbitrates and does
not strike, and when the outside organizer
deems a Los Angeles union ready for a
strike for higher pay, the majority of

members remember that they stilU have

payments to make on "that house."
Self interest, and the desire to reap the

advantages of what Henry George calls

the "unearned increment of land" weigh
more heavily in the scale than orders to

go out on strike.

We do not think that the people of

Los Angeles appreciate what this ten-

dency of Los Angeles workingmen to

own their own homes, has meant in the

past as a conserver of the industrial

peace of the city. As long as a man
can get a house and lot by paying
$100 down and "the balance like rent,"
he Is very prone to join the noble army
of the land-owners; and when he is a

land-owner, he thinks more than a dozen
times before he jeopards his interest in

the property that he is buying, and
follows any union leader.

It is a common assertion of the trades
union leaders of San Francisco that

wages are lower in Los Angeles than in

San Francisco and the only way to equal-
ize conditions between the cities is to

unionize the city where wages are lowest.

It may be that the wages are nominally
from fifty cents to a dollar a day lower
in Los Angeles than in San Francisco,
but on the other hand in reality they
are higher. The Los Angeles wage earner

receiving a trifle less in money, has his

own home on which he is paying perhaps

$25 per month as a permanent invest-

ment; the San Francisco wage earner
of the same class may be paying more
for a cottage or a flat, which he never

expects to own, and never can own.
One lives on a fifty foot lot and has a

garden; the other is cramped in a closely
built city. In the long run, which of

these men gives his famil}'- the most?
Which comes nearer to living the normal
life? Which will leave his family in

the best situation, if sickness or death
comes.
The best guarantee that Los Angeles

has that the open shop principles will

continue is the fact that there are thous-
ands of acres of outlying territorj',

just waiting to be built upon, and that
there are hundreds of men ready and
willing to erect a house for any steady
man of family who has a hundred dollars

in his pocket.
Home owning is a marvelous first

aid to troublesome strike proclivities.

While it is everywhere known that
when James W. Marshall picked up a

few nuggets of gold in

Commemorating the tail race of Sutter's

Gold Discoverif. mill he started the
rush to California, it

is not so generally recognized that

gold was produced in California many
years prior to that time. Marshall's

discovery came in the early part of

1847, and the rush was fairly on in 1840.

Of the previous gold workings, Charles
D. Willard has this to say in his

"
History

of Los Angeles."
"The presence of gold in California

had been known for half a century,
and the metal had been obtained in

commercial quantities in the southern

part of the state. In 1842 a Californian

named Lopez found some fragments of

the precious metal when digging for

wild onions in the San Francisquito
canyon, about thirty five miles northwest
of Los Angeles, and numbers of claims
were staked out; Don Abel Steams
estimated that $6,000 to $8,000 was
secured annually for four years. After
that the work was intermittent, and

finally was abandoned almost entirely."
To commemorate the discovery of the

Mexican, Lopez, and to establish a
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permanent place for the preservation
of early records of Los Angeles county,
the Society of Pioneers, aided by many
of the most influential men of Southern

California, have asked that the Interior

Department of the United States set

aside the scene of this discovery as a

park. The lands are mineralized, and

Secretary Ballinger is having an investi-

gation, made as to the propriety of setting
aside this reservation from the public
domain. The Pioneers feel that there

is no more appropriate place for a histori-

cal park, where monuments could be
erected and a mining building erected.

It will take time to get the preliminar-
ies through, but there appears to be no
reason why the request should not be

granted. True the place has produced
gold, and may produce more, but South-
ern California—at least the country
immediately adjacent to Los Angeles
has never been celebrated as a gold
field. At this time more or less work
is being done in a desultory way in the

Sierra Madre range, although the mass
of the people never hear of it. Further
to the northwest, in Ventura county,
somebody is usually hammering away
on claims of possible value. Indeed,
one of the most bitter feuds in the history
of Ventura county, in the Castaic country,
was waged between the Chormicle and
Jenkins clans over the character of certain

land in that valley —whether it was
more valuable for agricultural or mining
purposes. This feud reached the dig-

nity of an occasional shooting, so that
there may be considerable gold yet to

be uncovered in the mountains.
But by all means the Los Angeles

county pioneers should own that land
in the San Francisquito, It is practi-

cally of no great value but it has histori-

cal associations which should be com-
mitted to the care of the Pioneers.

The Chamber of Commerce has found
a splendid location in New York city for

a permanent exhibit of Southern Calif-

ornia products such as has been maintain-
ed for seA'eral years at Atlantic City.
It will cost about $20,000 annually, but
there can be no returns such as the
Chamber receives in Atlantic City from
the sale of orangeade. Funds must soon
be raised.

We believe that the census, returns
which are being sent almost daily

from Washington, will

Divide the show that the eight
Rtate University southern counties of

CaUfornia will contain
one third of the population of the state.

Certain it is that the people of these
counties are paying approximately forty
per cent of the State taxes.

Consequently we are in hearty accord
with the proposition which has been
advanced by Mark Keppel, the Superin-
tendent of Schools of Los Angeles county,
to have the state establish a second state

university somewhere in this section of

California.

Without in any manner disparaging
the efforts of the worthy and enthusiastic

and self-sacrificing men who have ad-

vanced the cause of higher education
in Southern California, the basic truth

remains that if the best facilities for

higher education are to be obtained

by any institution, that institution

must have mone)'^—and plenty of it.

Whenever any institution is compelled
to economize to the point of penurious-
ness, then proper advantages cannot be

given to the youth whose education
the institution undertakes.

Los Angeles is approximately 500
miles from either the University of

California at Berkeley or the Leland
Stanford University at Palo Alto.

Young men or young women whose

parents are in humble circumstances

practically lave the doors of these in-

stitutions closed in their faces, not only
on account of the expense of living in

Berkeley or in Palo Alto, but because

there is the regular expense incident to

traveling to and from these institutions.

In further consideration of this subject,

we will consider Stanford University

exempt from discussion because it is

not in any manner a state supported

institution, except insofar as its exemp-
tion from state taxation may place it

in this class.

But the University of California is

in another situation. It is state support-

ed, not only by the terms of the land

grant from which it derives a portion
of its income, but because a direct tax

is levied in on every sort of property
for its maintenance and growth.
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This tax the people of Southern Calif-

ornia pay. At last reports the University
of California had 3450 students. Less

than ten per cent of these came from
the counties of Southern California.

The same counties are paying fort}'

per cent of the cost of this institution.

Mr. Keppel says that 11,000 children

are attending high schools of Los Angeles

county alone. The number in the high
schools of Southern California is probably
not far from 1-3,000. Distance and ex-

pense deprives these young men and
women of the right to a higher education

for which the taxpayers of this end of

the state are paying.
To establish a new state institution

in the South will entail time and trouble

but eventually it will be brought about.

There is justice in the proposition,
and justice will win.

To what extent money counts in

providing educational facilities, it may
be said that the University of California

expends an average of $418 annually for

each student enrolled in the institution.

The University of Southern CaUfornia,
a Methodist institution which looms

large in attendance because there is

included in the roster the students of

the professional colleges, expends an

average of $93 per student per annum.
Stanford University spends an average
of $449 annually per student.

A study of the enrollment at the

largest American colleges and universities

suggests that the time has come for the

establishment of a large non-denomina-
tional institution in Southern California.

Experience has proved that the state in-

stitutions have had the largest growth
and have gained most in resources in

the past twenty or thirty years. Many
of the old time denominational insti-

tutions like Harvard and Yale and

Syracuse and the University of Chicago
have dropped the sectarian feature of

their foundation. The non-denomina-
tional schools have grown because they
have had the most money with which
to work. That higher education is

largely to become the province of state

endeavor appears to be firmly established.

We have lately made a study of the

attendance and income of the sectarian

and non-sectarian institutions of the
United States having more than one

thousand students in attendance. Grad-

ing them in this manner and in the order

of attendance, the figures are:

NON SECTARIAN

Institution

No.
of

Students

Columbia University 5887

Universitj' of Chicago 5659

University of Mich 5223
Harvard University 5109

University of Minn 5066

University of Illinois 4967
Cornell University 4859

University of Penn 4800

University of Wisconsin 4500
New York Universitv 4225

CoUege, City of New' York. __ 3736
Pratt Institute 3707

University of Nebraska 3611

University of California 3450
Yale University 3276

Temple College 3255

Syracuse University 3248
Ohio State University 3050

University of Missouri . 2855

University of Georgia 2680
Iowa State CoUege 2634

University of Texas 2573
Rochester A & M Institution.2542
State University of Iowa 2473
Indiana University 2470
Tulane University 2469
Kan. State Ag. College 2300

University of Kansas 2210

Washington University 2093
OberUn College 2040
Purdue University 1942

University of Washington 1846
Drake University 1787
Girard College 1684
Stanford University 1667
Armour Institute Tech 1610
Smith College 1607
Teachers Collgee 1554
Geo. Washington Univesrity_1508
Tuskegee Institute 1494
Mass. Inst, of Tech 1462
Ohio University 1462
Penn. State College 1400

Michigan Agricultural College. 1400

Oregon Agricultural College..1351
West Virginia University 1338

University of Colorado 1320

Wellesley College 1319
Princeton University 1314

Washington State College 1282

University of Pittsburg 1243
Berea CoUege 1221
Howard University 1205

University of .Arkansas 1200
Dartmouth College 1193
Tufts College 1120
Miami University 1076
Hamilton Institute 1050
Vassar CoUege 1036

University of Oregon 1012
Western Reserve University -.1011

Annual
Income

$2,207,000
1,899,000
1,289,000

"

i,266",000

1,093,000

1,417,000
540,000

1,165,000
511,000
584,000
367,000
645,000

1,443,000
1,240,000
118,000
757,000
783,000
625,000
457,000
604,000
341,000
104.000
543,000
250.000

350,000

'"458,000
471,000
290.000

361,000
673,000
137,000

1,909.000
750,000

450,000
173,000
200,000

182,665
326,000
104,000
202,000
264.000
350,000
716,000
560,000
678,000
206,000
87,000
135,000

375^666
235,000
200,000
364,000
855,000
141,000
455,000
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Total number of non-sectarian insti-

tutions with over one thousand students

62, with an average number of 2439
students each.

Reporting income—57 institutions

with 139,369 students and $33,088,000
income. Average income per student—
$237.

Now, compare these figures with the

sectarian universities and colleges having
more than 1000 students. These are:

SECTARIAN
Institution and Students Annual
Denomination Income
Northwestern Univ. (ME)...4808 $1,070,000
Ohio Northern Univ. (ME ).._lf)17 50,000
Univ. of So. Cal. (ME) 1570 145,000
Boston University (ME) 1514 183,000
Kan. Wesleyan Univ. (ME ) 1391 16,000
Univ. of Denver (ME) 1324 125,000

Baylor Univ. (Bap. ) 1296 74,000
Ohio Wesleyan Univ. (ME).. 1248 148,000
St. Louis Univ. (RC) 1169 50,000
J-ames Millikin Univ. (Pres. ).1052 89,000
I)e Pauw Univ. (ME ) 1017 84,000
Univ. of Notre Dame (RC )..1005 364,000

Total number of sectarian institutions

with over 1000 students— 12, with an

average of 1609 students each.

Reporting income— 12 institutions

with 19,311 students and a total income
of $2,398,000. Average income per
sti(dfnt~$124:.

Of all of these sectarian colleges
Notre Dame alone, a Catholic institution,
has a larger income per student, than the

average non-sectarian school. Notre
Dame has an income of $362 per student.

Northwestern has a fair income, consider-

ing the number of students but the
remainder of the sectarian schools appear
poverty stricken in comparison. The
non-denominational schools have more
than twice the income per student than
the sectarian schools. That suggests
a lesson—one for thought and action.

With the election of a new Congress
there has come the necessity of educat-

ing another quota
Immrdness of of government
Hetch-Hetchy Deal officials as to the

inwardness of the

attempt made by the city of San Francis-
co to gather in as its own one half of the
Yo Semite National Park, to destroy
the beauty of the Hetch-Hetchy Valley,
and to deprive the people of the United
States of one of their great scenic won-

ders. The city of San Francisco is now
supplied with water by the Spring
Valley Water Company, This corpor-
ation owns nearly every available source
of water on the peninsulas north and
south of the city, as well as a supply
from Alameda county, across the bay.

Every negotiation looking toward the

acquirement of this supply by the city
has fallen through. Sometimes the

people of the city have refused to accept
the terms of the Company, sometimes
the Company has refused to agree to

terms which the city might have offered.

The Spring Valley Company is furnishing

approximately 40,000,000 gallons of

water a day, to a population of approx-

imately 400,000. The properties of the

Spring Valley Water Company can be

developed to furnish four times this

quantity of water, or we will say, sufficient

for a population Ij'iOOjOOO. There are

likewise other known sources of supply—perhaps as many as fifteen—from
which San Francisco can obtain ample
water.

There is objection to these sources,

however, from San Francisco. To
secure any of them, the city would be

compelled to BUY. Instead, the city

has determined to absorb a supply
of water from the people of the United

States, because it is CHEAP to do so.

It is cheap because the Hetch-Hetchy
Valley, reserved for the people of the

United States for park purposes, has

been free from invasion by private

appropriators. The motives of San Fran-

cisco are succinctly set forth in an article

in this number of Out West written by
Miss Cora Calvert Foy, a member of

the Sierra Club. Miss Foy is as familiar

with every aspect of the Hetch-Hetchy
water proposition as one not an engineer
can be. And it is well to remember that

in reading her study in this issue of

Out West and in examining the photo-

graphs which accompany it, that in

case San Francisco consummates this

grab at the expense of the people of the

United States, the entire floor of the

valley will be destroyed. All of the trees,

all of the meadows, all of the gardens
will be submerged. The valley, one of

Nature's greatest scenic wonders, will

be sacrificed because a rich city so far

refuses to buy its own water supply.
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Oiit West does not care whether San
Francisco buys the holdings of the

Spring Valley Water Company, or

whether the city develops any of the
fifteen or more water locations which

open to it BY PURCHASE. Our posi-
tion is that the cupidity of a munici-

pality never excuses vandalism or

attempted vandalism.

The entire problem is now in the hands
of a board of engineers from the United
States Army. California has on more
than one occasion had reason to be grate-
ful to the United States Army engineer-

ing corps, and we are confident that in

this instance history will repeat itself.

For the further elucidation of

the reader, we take pleasure in re-

printing the latest report of George
Otis Smith, director of the United States

Geological Survey:
Department of the Interior,

United States Geological Survey,
Washington, D. C, February 23, 1910.

Sir: While accompanying you on a personal
inspection of the Yosemite National Park in
October, 1909, I was directed by you, in addi-
tion to making physical examination of that
portion of the park involved in the application
and permit of the city of San Francisco to pro-
cure a water supply from Lake Eleanor and
Hetch Hetchy Valley, to review the govern-
ment records and all other data which might
be available relating to the subject. Pursuant
to similar instructions. Engineers Hill and Hop-
son, of the Reclamation Service, who partici-
pated in said physical examination, have sub-
mitted reports to you. With the conclusions
therein announced I fully concur and submit
the following report, which is based largely
upon the data therein set forth.
Under its application for the right to acquire

and develop a municipal water supply In the
Lake Eleanor and Hetch Hetchy Valleys and
the drainage areas tributary thereto, the city
sets up two claims:

First. That the Tuolumne River constitutes
the only practicable and reasonable source of
water supply for San Francisco; and.
Second. That the city "could not afford to

develop the Lake Eleanor site alone, without
every assurance possible to be g^iven by the
CSovernment that the Hetch Hetchy site will be
available as soon as the needs of the city ex-
ceed the Lake Eleanor storage capacity."
The permit granted by the Secretary of the

Interior on May 11, 1908, specifically" omitted
any consideration of the availability or ade-
quacy of other Sierra sources of water supply.
At the hearings before the Senate and House
committees having under consideration pro-
posed legislation looking to the Congressional
confirmation of the permit accorded the city,
however, the representatives of San Francisco
admitted that there are available other sources
of supply, which sources, in the opinion of
eminent engineers, are reasonable and prac-
ticable. It further appearing that the prefer-
ence for the Hetch Hetchy Valley Is based
primarily upon the considoration that it Is the
only source free from conflicting private claims.
The further advantage claimed in its favor is
that "this one must forever remain free from
habitation by virtue of the natural conditions
and by virtue of the fact that it Is In the
hands of the National Government, which will
maintain It as a reservation."
Other practicable sources of supply being

available, the first claim of the city resolves it-

self into the question of relative cost between
the national park project and the development
of such other sources, and is, in my opinion,
not justified.
The permit now In force provides for the

full development of the Lake Eleanor site, to
which no opposition appears on the part of
the public. If there can not be reasonably
made available, through the development of
this portion of the proposed scheme, a supply
of water ample to meet the present and pros-
pective needs of the city, the second claim
that the city "could not afford to safely de-
velop the Lake Eleanor site alone without every
assurance possible to be given by the Govern-
ment that the Hetch Hetchy site will be avail-
able as soon as the needs of the city exceed
the Lake Eleanor storage capacity" is justi-
fied, and this question has received careful
consideration at the hands of jxiessrs. Hill and
Hopson and myself.
As above indicated, such adequacy must be

measured in the light of the future needs of
San Francisco and the bay cities which may
possibly at some time unite to form a metro-
politan water district. The population and the
water consumption of such a district forty or
fifty years hence are, of course, altogether
matters of conjecture, and there is a wide
divergence between estimates by the city en-
gineers and other engineers, apparently equally
qualified.
There Is an unfortunate dearth of rainfall

and run-off data for the streams tributary to
the Lake Eleanor basin, but a general hydro--
graphic study of the Tuolumne and other Sierra
drainage systems justifies the conclusion that
there is a general diminution in precipitation
and yield as we proceed southward; it is there-
fore practicable, on the basis of relative areas,
to conservatively estimate the proportion of
run-off represented in the long-term gauging
records at La Grange.
Basing his calculations upon the more gen-

erous claims of the city's engineers as to pros-
pective population and water consumption, and
making due allowance for the flow required to
satisfy vested rights of the Modesto and Tur-
lock irrigation districts. Engineer Hopson has
estimated the available supply from the drain-
age areas that can be made tributary to the
Lake Eleanor reservoir, and finds that this

storage w^ill provide an available supply entire-
ly sufBcient to not only satisfy normal demands,
but insure against shortage during even crit-
ical periods of drouth, such as occurred in 1897
to 1899. The margin of safety in every item
of his estimates is large, and it Is confidently
anticipated that actual development will prove
a considerably greater stream flow available
in the several creeks under discussion than
that assumed in his calculations.
The development of the Lake Eleanor reser-

voir site to its full capacity, as provided for
In the decision of the Secretary of May 11.

1908, contemplates the use of the Lake Eleanor
and Cherry Creek drainage basins, the former
comprising 84 square miles and being in the
extreme northwestern portion of the Yosemite
National Park, and the latter comprising 108

square miles of the Stanislaus National Forest,
immediately adjoining the national park. These
northern tributaries of the Tuolumne River
have more prolific drainage areas, both as to
precipitation and run-off. than the southeastern
members of the Tuolumne drainage system,
which are tributary, through the Grand Can-
yon of the Tuolumne, to the Hetch Hetchy
Valley.
The full development of the Lake Eleanor

storage reservoir would Include, of course, the
utilization of the flood waters not only of Cherry
Creek, but eventually also of Jack Main and
Stubblefleld Creeks, whose basins aggregate 93

square miles; and on all of these streams ad-
ditional storage could later be provided as In-
creased demands might warrant the additional
expenditure.
The entire Lake Eleanor region is elevated

and bare, and includes a relatively unattractive
and Inaccessible portion of the High Sierra, be-
ing as a consequence much less liable to in-
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truslotn by tourists or campers. It can there-
fore be devoted to the purposes of a municipal
water supply, and subjected to the necessarily
stringent sanitary control incident thereto
with a minimum of interference with the rights
of the public to the use thereof for park pur-
poses. A collective and storage system, as
above outlined, can be constructed at the Lake
Eleanor site at a cost comparing most favor-
ably with that incurred in providing a munici-
pal supply for other large cities in the country.

The conclusion of the engineers named,
which has my full concurrence, is that the
Lake Eleanor project is amply sufficient to meet
the present and prospective needs of the city,
and that it is not necessary that the Hetch
Hetchy Valley should be available to San Fran-
cieco for the purpose of a municipal water
supply. Very respectfully,

GEORGE OTIS SMITH. Director.
The Secretary of the Interior.

Casual reading of the newspapers of

California shows that the headquarters
of Womens' Suffrage,Womens' Suffrage as a movement, is in

As an Issue. Southern California.

When Mr. Meyer Liss-

ner, the chairman of the Republican
State Central Committee was engaged in

preparing committees to frame measures
to be submitted to the legislature at
its session next month, there was a painful
dearth of northern senators and assem-

blymen elect who desired to figure on
the suffrage committee. The northern
men know that for them to meddle
with this question is very much akin to
a tyro handling a loaded gun, and they
edged away with a unanimity that

speaks well for their discretion.

Neither is the sentiment in favor of

"Votes for Women" nearly as unanimous
in the south as the club women who
have been carrying the banner in Los
Angeles, would have us all believe.

The active preachers of the gospel
of suffrage appear to be confined mostly
to those women who have been prominent
in club affairs. There has been organ-
ized in Los Angeles a militant association

among women to oppose the proposi-
tion before the legislature. If the

legislature insists upon submitting the

question to the voters in the form of a
constitutional amendment, the "antis"
will carry their opposition to the polls.
We are not any too sanguine over the

results of womens' suffrage. Thus far,
wherever it has been tried, it has been

something of a boomerang and a failure.

The chief argument advanced in its favor,
as far as w^e can see, is that "women

will purify politics," and that in any
state which adopts it, the political
millenium has dawned.
Has experience proved this? We

think not. Colorado has tried the ex-

periment, and that state is notoriously
corrupt in all of its internal politics.
In the city of Denver, women have been
the chief instruments for the perpetua-
tion of the most infamous political
machine that any state has endured.

They have been active opponents in

measures of real reform, in evidence of

which there is ample testimony from

Judge Lindsey who has felt the power
of machine opposition.
We are not personally informed as

to the status of affairs in Utah but we
are told on fairly good authority that
the vote of the Mormon women soHdi-

fies the power of the Mormon church
as a determining factor in controlling
the affairs of that state. In discussing
the question of the relations of the
Mormon church and the state it must
never be forgotten that the women,
as elsewhere, are the staunch supporters
of their church. Let no one deceive
himself—Mormon women are not by
any means sturdy opponents of poly-

gamy.
California voted on this proposition

of womens' suffrage in 1896. That

year the state was campaigned from end
to end by Susan B. Anthony. Rev,
Anna Shaw, Carrie Chapman Catt and
other proponents and high priestesses of

the doctrine, every one of them as earnest

supporters of the plan as was Susan B.

Anthony. Not a speech was made
against the amendment, not a public

meeting of any kind was held. When
the votes were counted there was a

clear majority of 29,000 against the

suffrage amendment. San Francisco,
Los Angeles and Alameda counties, then

as now the most populous in California

all registered majorities in opposition.
It was a stunning blow from which

years were required for the suffrage
advocates to recover their breath.

There is no doubt that when the question
is submitted again

—if it is—opposition
of the most effective sort will develop,
and the vote that will be gathered will

be something of a surprise to those who

imagine that the principal part of the
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contest is over when the legislature
has acted.

Persistence often wins against adverse
circumstances. Persistence alone was

responsible for the submission of this

question in 1896. The movement had

gained sufficient strength in 1894 for

the suffrage workers to send a delegation
to the Republican stat« convention of

that year. The platform committee did

not want to see the women, and when
it was in session at the convention,
the women waited until 2 A. M. to get
a hearing before the committee. Away
in the dead of night, the committee
was informed that the women were
still waiting outside. "Oh, let's hear
them and give them their plank in the

platform and get rid of them," said one
tired statesman. "It doesn't mean any-
thing." The plank went in. When the

legislature of 1895 convened the women
were again on hand—talkers like Laura
De Force Gordon l^ing especially in

evidence. Many Republican members
of the legislature did not want to sub-
mit the amendment, but that plank
stared them squarely in the face. We
distinctly remember the anger of one

distinguished member from San Francisco
at being required to vote for submission.
"How can I get out of it?" he inquired.
"I am against this thing from top to

bottom." He never found an avenue
of escape, although he voted against
the amendment in 1896.

There will be plenty of opposition
from Republican members to re-submis-

sion, but next January will find them
looking at that same sort of plank in

the state platform. No doubt plenty of

propositions will be suggested to smother
the question, but it certainly appears
as if there must be taken another state
vote.

You hear a great deal nowadays
about the expenditures of the people

of Los Angeles and
T%vo Sides to Southern California

Automobile Buying in automobile buy-
ing. Staid and

dignified bankers will solemnly assure

you that there are altogether too many
automobiles owned in America. But
there is another side to the automobile

question
—one of which pessimists rare-

ly think, and this side has been excellent-

ly presented in an article in a recent

number of "Outlook." The writer is

E. S. Martin, one of the ablest men in

America who earns his living by his pen.
Mr. Martin's article as a whole is re-

commended for careful reading by those
who see nothing but evil in expenditures
for automobiles. Part of it we shall

take the liberty of re-printing.
"There are those who think that the

Americans have gone crazy about auto-

mobiles," writes Mr. Martin. "A good
many lookers-on have been thinking
so and saying so, and we have all read
the stories about folks who mortgaged
their houses to buy autos, and other

stories about the anxieties, compunctions
and disapprovals of bankers because

people would borrow money to buy
autos, against the bankers' advice. A
good many observers bear a grudge
against this new object of expenditure.
People with bonds to sell have not been
able for some time past to sell them to

their satisfaction. Such persons incline to

think that much of the money that ought
to have gone for the purchase of bonds
has gone into automobiles. Piano
makers report that too many of

the people who ought to be buying
pianos are spending their spare money
on autos. The watchmakers tell a simi-

lar tale, and so on." Mr. Martin esti-

mates that the amount being spent in

the United States on automobiles is

not far from $500,000,000 annually.
The total value of all of our products
is about fifteen billions. We spend
five times as much for tobacco and

liquors as we spend for automobiles.
The automobile has displaced tens of

thousands of grooms, hostlers, coachmen,
cabmen and other workingmen of this

nature. It has relegated half a million

horses from the streets of the cities.

On the other side, it has given the rich

a new avenue for diversion and expen-
diture, and economically, it makes no
difference whether the automobile manu-
facturer or the carriage manufacturer
and the farmer get the money spent for

pleasure vehicles. It has stimulated

among the boys of the land a study of

mechanics. It has brought to hundreds
of thousands of people a vast deal of
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innocent pleasure, pleasures with which

up to its coming, we Americans were
not over well provided. It has brought
the farmer into contact with city life,

and nothing one tenth so effective has

been discovered as a coaxer for good
roads. Concluding Mr. Martin writes*

"No doubt the new vehicle is a mania
to some extent. People have always
been having manias. Now and then

they go crazy about stocks, and very,

very large sums of money change owners.
It is not necessarily scandalous that

people should scrimp on house and
clothes in order to have more to spend
on automobiles. There is nothing
sacredly edifying about having more
house than you need and sweating to

maintain it. Neither is there so very
much santification in store clothes. If

the auto and the house are going to com-

pete, give them both fair play and let

the fittest survive. The house is handy,
but the doctors say that most of us

would be a great deal healthier if we
slept out of doors, and the minimum
of house is often better for us than the
maximum. * * * A vast number
of the machines earn their keep, and
when an Edison or some one gets up a

substitute for rubber, and the builders

succeed in cutting down the cost of

manufacture, the use of them will spread
to poorer people than can have them
now, until perhaps, some time, the

sanguine manufacturer's forecast may
come true and every owner of a horse-

drawn vehicle will be a buyer of a vehicle

driven by a motor."

If the principles of direct legislation
are to mean anything at all in California,

A. G. Spalding must be
Deadlock a elected United States Sen-

Possibiliiy. ator when the legislature
convenes next month. Mr.

Spalding carried more than sixty assem-

bly and senatorial districts in the advisory
vote which was taken at the August
primaries. More than sixty members
of the legislature are thus advised to

vote for him. For any of them to do
otherwise is to abandon the cardinal

theory on which the principles of direct

legislation are built and likewise to

disregard the plain wording of the law

under which the advisory vote was
taken.

Mr. Spalding did not have a majority
of all votes cast, or even a plurality.

Judge Works of Los Angeles had perhaps
fifteen hundred votes more than Mr.

Spalding. Mr. E. A. Meserve, who
carried relatively few districts, received
an exceedingly large popular vote.
Neither Mr. Spalding nor Judge Works
thus received any thing near a majority
of the total votes registered, and neither
can be said to be the choice of the Repub-
lican majority. In the absence of a

majority the arguments that have been
advanced by the friends of Judge Works
for the abandonment of the advisory
vote or else its construction into an
indorsement of their candidate, are,
to say the least, specious.
We voted for neither of these gentle-

men. We voted for Mr. Meserve, be-

lieving him the l>est qualified man of the
three to represent Southern California

in the United States Senate.

Of the three our second choice is

Spalding because we not only have had
occasion to appreciate his abilities as a

man, but because he is more thoroughly
representative of the mass of Republicans
of the South.

Judge Works is a good man, but he
has certain temperamental qualities
which would impair his usefulness in the

Senate. Those who are now urging his

candidacy, it is fair to say, do not expect
to elect him, but are striving to cloud

the issue so that it will be possible for

a new man to appear as a compromise
candidate. They expect to elect either

Mr, Meyer Lissner or Mr. Lee C. Gates.

Unless Mr. Spalding is chosen on the

first joint ballot, as he will be if the sena-

tors and representatives follow the ad-

visory vote, there will be a deadlock

at Sacramento which may end in bringing
still another man to the front. We know

perfectly well that Frank P. Flint has

announced that he desires to go back

to private life, and that he deems it

of more importance to his family that he

should devote his time to private business

rather than to the business of California

at Washington, But, nevertheless, we
believe that were it possible to obtain

a vote in California with him as one of

the candidates, he would sweep the state.
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The members of the legislature are as

keenly advised as to the real conditions

as well as any one, and if a deadlock

is to be a feature of the coming session

of the legislature, we shall not be surprised
if the name of the next Senator is

" FUnt."

Made secure by distance from"^any

probable foreign war, the International

School of Peace,
"
Peace, Peace, which has its princi-

There is no Peace." pal place of business

in Boston, continues

to send out tons of literature directed

against war as a means of adjusting
the differences of nations. The latest

pamphlets to be given out are "War
Not Inevitable" by Hon. John W.
Foster, who figures in American national

history as our only trained diplomat
of twenty years ago; "The Waste of

Militarism," from the report of the Mas-
sachusetts Commission on the Cost of

Living; and "Some Supposed Just
Causes of War," by Jackson H. Ralston.
It is significant that none of these author-
ities are within the shadow of actual

experience with a foreign war. There
was a time, not so far removed, when it

was thought that the next war the
United States would have, would be
with Germany, and that the trouble would
arise over the strict application of the
Monroe doctrine to South America.
The German shadow has been effectually

dissipated, in the past ten years. How
much of the passing of this shadow is

due to the history of the Spanish war
and how much to the subsequent up-
building of the United States navy,
we do not pretend to say, preferring to
leave that for the examination of gentle-
men who are closer in touch with affairs

on the other side of the continent.
But we pretend to know more about

the Pacific Slope than any number of

theorists on the Atlantic Coast. We
know that we have perhaps fifty thousand

Japanese here, a people aggressive, pre-

sumptuous, and reasonably well inflated

by the result of a successful foreign war.
We know that their presence in Califor-

nia and in the states to the north, is

more of a problem than ever was the
Chinese question. While the efforts of

the Japanese government may be to

divert the surplus population of the Island

Empire to Korea and to Manchuria,

there is a constant gain in numbers on

the Pacific Coast. The Japanese are de-

termined to be the commercial masters
of the Pacific, knowing that Seward
was right in predicting that the Pacific is to

be the "theater of action of the next

century." The United States has pos-
sessions in the Pacific which the Japanese
covet and would take tomorrow did they
feel themselves financially able. Their

natural points of attack are the Philip-

pines first, Hawaii second, Alaska third

and the Pacific Coast fourth. We be-

lieve the Japanese physically able at this

moment to capture three out of the four

points of vantage
—the Philippines,

Hawaii, and Alaska—before this country
could move its fleet from the Atlantic

to the Pacific, and that lack of resources

to sustain such a series of captures is

the only deterrent.

The problem will be more difficult

for Japan once the Panama canal is

completed, for then Captain Mahan's

prediction will come true. The defense

of the United States will be in the Carib-

bean. The canal will be the key for

the defeiLse of either coast, the Atlantic

or the Pacific.

If a man had a valuable mine in a

country frequented by outlaws, each of

whom was a law unto himself, what
would be thought of his sanity if he did

not take measures to defend himself and
his possessions? That is analogous the

position into which the amiable gentle-

men of the International School of Peace

would place this nation. Perhaps it

does no harm for them to busy them-
selves with their printing and their

dreaming. The lion may some day
associate with the lamb and the little

child may lead them, but we confess

that we see no sign of it even in times

of peace. Our competitive system places

every individual at war with his fellow

to wrest a living from a more or less

reluctant world. Ambitious and greedy
nations covet what this nation possesses.
We are not for war, but we are for a

fleet on the Pacific Ocean, which will be

the best guarantee that we will not be

disturbed on any pretext.
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To Reduce the Cost of Living.
By J. R. Newberry.

It costs the average retail grocer
six per cent to obtain orders by solici-

tors.

It costs him seven per cent to deliver

tlie goods to the consumer after the
solicitor has made the sale as business is

done today.
I believe that the proper method of

M'lling groceries is to base their price
on what it costs to deliver them to the
consumer who buys at the store and
who carries his goods home with him.

The extreme high cost of living
iri to-day the most portentous subject
before the American people. It is a
niost serious problem and in its solution

rests the material interest and pros-

perity of the people. Until consumers
are satisfied that they are getting the
worth of their money, this question will

never be settled.

It has taken three years for the Ameri-
can consumer to realize that there is

same serious trouble with the machinery
for the distribution of food products.
It required seventeen years of persistent
work to get even the shadow of a national

pure food law. Thirty years of ag-
gressive and hard work were required
before the people were able to advance
railroad legislation as far as it has
been advanced to-day.

Consequently, three j^ears does not
seem an excessively long time for the
education of the people on the question
of the high cost of living.

We can see no immediate and perma-
nent relief in the solution of this great
and all-important question.
The ranks of the producers of food are

being constantly depleted. Millions of

people who have hitherto been producers
of agricultural products have gone into

the ranks of the consumers.
We should have double the number of

producers. Still if we had them we might
not witness any reduction in distributing

charges between the producer and the

consumer. Neither would it be sure

that the producer would have any com-

petition for his products. Therefore,
the ranks of the producers not being

filled, they will not be; until there is some

change for the betterment of the condi-

tion of producers.
The reason that the producer does not

receive a fair and just compensation for

his products is easy to explain. It is

found in the relatively enormous cost

that is exacted by middlemen in bringing
the goods from the producer to the con-

sumer.
The average cost of distributing, by

the commercial methods in vogue to-day,
is OVER SIXTY PER CENT, between
consumer and producer.

This is absorbed by the middlemen—that is the transportation companies,
the brokers, the jobbers and the retailers.

There must be, and at once, some solu-

tion of this great problem.

Being a retailer, being close to the

consumer, knowing the efforts made by
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the retailer to meet competition, it

must be said in truth that the burdens
of the producer have been made heavy
by the middleman and the consumer.

Fully sixty per cent of all of the
food products that are sold in Los Angeles
and Southern California are delivered

by the retailer to the consumer in a
most extravagant and wasteful manner.
To solicit business costs six per cent

of the volume of business—and the con-
sumer paj-s it, indirectly but none the
less surely. To deliver goods costs

seven per cent more and this, too, the
consumer pays.

If the con.sumer who sends in 15.

25 and 50 cent orders understood thor-

oughly that he is paying for this service—and paying heavily
—he would not

demand it.

The only way that the retailer can
meet these excessive charges for delivery,
is to raise the price accordingly to all

buyers including the cash purchasers
at his store. Forty per cent of the gro-

cery business of Los Angeles is done
over the counters; and because such

purchasers carry away their goods, the

people who have their goods delivered
in small lots are favored.

The only fair basis on which to sell

groceries, I believe, is that the price
should be fixed at the grocer's store.

Is it fair and just to the man who goes
to the store, and selects and buys his

own goods and carries them home, that

he should help pay for the service given
to the customer who hasn't sufficient

energy to get his own goods?
There are many advantages in favor

of the man who goes to the store and

buys. He gets what he wants and at

the time he wants it. Very frequently
it happens that when orders are taken

by solicitor or over the telephone, the

goods are not at hand and cannot be

secured in time to suit the customer;
there are frequently misunderstandings
arising out of the inability of the man
who fills orders to gather the meaning
of the pei'son who gave the order or the

solicitor who took the order. Conditions
thus arise not at all to the liking of the

housewife.

A HOME PRODUCT f

::

|Globe Mills!

Exceptional Quality

Always Satisfactory

The greater the manufactured

products of Los Angeles, the greater
the cit}^ will grow.

The right proportion of Eastern
winter hard-wheat blended with
Western white wheat produces the

finest flour, superior in texture and

quahty to flour manufactured in any
other section of the United States.

GLOBE MILLS
Los Angeles, California i

•l'^* *\* 1^1 !» >^' i^i »} i^« 'I* 'j* *»**
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True there are some heavy goods
that the average purchaser cannot carry
to his home, such as flour and hams
and large quantities of sugar, and this

makes it necessary that there should be

a restricted delivery, and a deliver}'
that will give the grocer ample time to

make such deliveries with larg6 loads

and consequently low expense. But
the expense of delivering small quantities
of light goods is so great that the business

is more or less unsatisfactory to the

grocer as well as being a source of expense
to the consumer—indirectly but none
the less certainly.

Still another factor adds to the cost

of the consumer. We are all striving
for quick delivery and attempting to

get goods at a certain place at a certain

hour. In doing these things we are

exhausting horses and wearing out

automobiles. The upkeep of the deliver}

department is twice as much as it would
be if we had a reasonable time to deliver

goods.
It is important that the consumer

should know these facts. Most con-

sumers do not realize them.
There is another source of ex|)ense

in distributing groceries that is met by
the consumers. This in is the collection

and credit departments of any first

class grocer. It is unjust and unfair

that the entire bu) ing public should be
taxed with the ex|)en.se of these depart-
ments, but the buying public pays the

bills, nevertheless.

All of us hope for, exj^ect and need

prosperity. There are but two modes
by which a nation becomes prosperous.
One of these is through the diabolical

influences of war. When two nations
are plunged into war, with the approval
of their loyal people, there is at once an
unusual activity, money is issued in

unusual amounts, and every department
of trade and manufacture is stimulated.
The foundation of the American pros-
perity for the past ten years is to be

sought in the Spanish war, which cost
this nation un-numbered millions. But
may we all be delivered from another war.
The other way to prosperity is slower

and more prosaic. It is through rigid
and strict economy. This process calls

for heroic measures by the mass of people—self denial, thrift, caution, economv

and all of the homely virtues.

The second mode is the only one on
which we should rely, and the only one
we should expect in the normal course
of life.

To be prosperous we mu.st all econo-
mize along intelligent and conservative
lines.

We have determined to reduce the

price of groceries, so that everybody
may buy as cheaply as possible. We
intend to base our prices on store delivery,
so that buj'ers may escape this six

per cent charge for soliciting, and .seven

per cent for delivering.
Therefore I have caused to be .sent

to our trade in Los .\ngeles the following

letter, under the terms of which every
bu>'er will get his goods lower than ever

before :

ANNOUNCEMENT.
On Decemlu'i- 1st next this firm will entirely

roviae its method of doing husiness and intro-
duce a sy.stem under whieh we believe we can
save the people of I^os Angeles 20 per cent on
their grocery bill. This is our answer to the
general complaint about the high cost of liv-

ing, and we ask you carefully to read the fol-

lowing pages and assure you that we have
spared no pains in working out thia system,
which we believe will be for your benefit as
well as for ours.

CASH PLAN.
During the year ending October 1st, it cost

us to maintain a collection and credit depart-
ment, including interest on running accounts,
f)ver $30,000. This was all waste. It produced
nothing for the majority of our customers, but
it was paid for by all of them. We propose to
eliminate this waste absolutely, and from now
on will do strictly a cash husiness, and those
who do businrss witli us will each receive, <iur-

ing the coming years, their share of what is

saved. We deal principally in the necessaries
of life, all of which represent actual cash. You
would not think of drawing a check against
your baid< for cash unless you had cash on de-
posit witli your bank, and there is no sound
reason why a grocery house should deliver
goods which represent cash until the cash is

deposited in payment for them. To accommo-
date those who desire running accounts, we
will inaugurate the deposit plan, but we intend
to put this entire business on as sound a basis
as any bank in Los Angeles.

DEPOSIT PLAN.
.Any person desiring to run an account with

this company in the future may deposit with
us on or before the first of the month, a sum
sufficient to cover their purchases during the
month, and each customer may purchase goods
ngiinst this deposit or withdraw the same at

Pleasure. We will allow interest at the rate of
4 per cent per annum on the average balance
of cash which any customer thus has on deposit
with us. so that no customer can possibly lose

money by leaving the deposit with us rather
than with any bank in the city.

CAPITAL.
The capital and surplus of this companv is

npproximatelv half a million dollars, which is

larger than that of the majority of the banks
in Los Angeles, and we venture the assertion
I hat no bank in the city has a better standing
for financial integrity.

DELIVERY SYSTEM.
Tn our city delivery system we have 107 head

of horses and five automobiles, together with
drivers and equipment which is very expensive
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to maintain. But the expense of tliis delivery
system is paid by all of our customers, vet
more than half of the groceries which we sell
are taken from our various stores by the pur-
chasers and occasion us no expense whatever
for delivery. This is manifestly unfair. We,
therefore, propose in the future, that all peo-
ple who have their groceries delivered shall pay
for the cost of the service and that those who
buy at our stores and take home their own
groceries shall be relieved of this burden. We
believe this will save our customers over $100,-
000 annually. At the same time, those who pre-
fer to have their goods delivered will know that
they are receiving the service at cost, so far as
it is possible for us to ascertain the same. For
the present we shall maintain the following
charges for delivery: On orders of *3 or under a
charge of 15 cents for each deliverv will be
made. On all orders above $3 a charge of 5 per
cent of the price of the goods will be made.
These charges apply to that portion of the city
bounded by Vernon street on the south. Western
avenue on the west, Avenue 60 on the north, and
Evergreen avenue on the east. In the outly-
ing districts a minimum charge of 25 cents
will be made on delivery of orders amounting
to $3 or less, and for those in excess of this
amount a charge of 7 per cent of the price
of the goods will be made.

EXCEPTION.
There are certain goods which we handle on

which the manufacturers have established a
consumers' price, and in handling those goodswe are bound by contract not to sell same
at a price under that established by the manu-
facturei;s, but in establishing prices on this
class of goods the manufacturer has included
in the profit to the retailer sufficient to cover
the cost of delivery. We will, therefore, de-
liver free, articles of this class when orders
amount to $3 or more, with a proportionate re-
duction in deliverj- charges on orders when
this class of goods are ordered in connection
with other goods. The goods here referred to
do not constitute a large element in our busi-
ness, but we could not act in fairness to all
parties without making this exception.

SMALL PROFITS.
That the public may be sure that no exces-

sive profits will be made by this company we
shall incorporate in our charter and by-laws a
provision that in the future no dividends shall
be paid in excess of 10 per cent per annum
on capital invested in the business. This will

remove temptation on our part to charge more
than what any business man would consider a
fair return on invested capital, considering the
possibility of loss, and thus all savings which
will result from our improved methods of doing
business will accrue to our customers.

ONE PRICE.
We shall maintain a strictly one-price estab-

lishment, but all prices will be made for store
or warehouse delivery, and those who prefer to
select their own goods can have the opportunity
to deal with any of our houses in any part of
the city and be sure of getting their goods at
the same price.

BUYING.
We buy for thirty-one stores, and buy al-

most exclusively from the manufacturer or pro-
ducer, thus cutting out all middlemen, com-
mission men, and obtain our goods at the low-
est possible price, fully 10 per cent cheaper
than goods are bought by any other retail
grocery house in Los Angeles.

ECONOMIC HANDLING.
Goods are brought to our warehouse at First

and Vignes Streets in Los Angeles in freight
cars. There they are unloaded into a building
which has been. planned with the greatest care
to save time in handling. In this building the
goods are unpacked and distributed to our vari-
ous stores or delivered to drivers who take
them to your home. There is no unnecessary
handling, and every known device is used that
will simplify and cheapen the process.

A PUBLIC SERVICE CORPORATION.
We have planned to make J. R. Newberry

Company a public service corporation that will
serve the public as perfectly and economically
as is possible, buying the goods either from the
manufacturer or producer, aistriouting them in
the most economical manner and charging every
person, so far as is possible, only for the ser-
vice which he receives, and limiting the profit
on the entire enterprise to a reasonable return
on the investment. We believe that the high
cost of living is due in a large measure to the
fact that the producer and the consumer have
been so far apart and that there have been so
many middlemen's profits. It is our purpose to
eliminate these and render a true service in

distributing the necessaries of life, charging
only a reasonable fee for the service, and we
believe the public will appreciate our efforts
and give us their cordial support.

J. R. NEWBERRY CO.
Los Angeles, Cal., November 21, 1910.

Starch Filled Baking Powder.
By J. R. Newberry.

In making baking powder by putting
cream of tartar and soda together it

has been found necessary that there shall

be a separator between these two sub-
stances—one an acid and the other an
alkali—to prevent chemical action.

The starch that is used in starch
filled baking powder has no leavening
power, but it does have an important
function to perform. While some man-
ufacturers do not use starch, they have
to use some other material, or they
have to separate the alkali and the acid
in some way; this is their secret.

The function of all baking powders
is simply to generate carbonic acid gas.

This leavens dough or batter.

The American people are accus-
tomed to using a starch filled baking
powder. Probably 90 per cent, of the

baking powder sold in America is "starch
filled." People can be a little more
careless with the starch-filled baking
powder than they can with one that does
not carry this amount of bulk, such as

starch or its equal. There are really
three kinds of baking powders (al-

though some claim four) the cream
of tartar, the phosphate and the alum
powders. Alum baking powder costs

from 3 to 5 cents per pound to make;
phosphate from 7 to 8 cents; cream of
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tartar powder from 12 to 16 cents.

This is for the product ready for canning.

Now, I have seen just as good bis-

cuits made from alum baking powder
as I ever did of cream of tartar powder.
The great care is in making. It takes

a better cook to make first class alum

baking powder biscuits than it does

using cream of tartar. Almost any-
body can take cream of tartar baking
powder and make a good pan of bisucits,

if the directions are followed.

Here are some facts in regard to the

highest grade of baking powder that

it is possible to make. It requires 50

per cent, cream of tartar, which costs

about 22 cents a pound for the highest

grade, 99 per cent, pure; 25 per cent,

of bicarbonate of soda, worth 1 cent,

a pound, and about 25 per cent, of starch,
worth from 2 1-2 cents to 3 cents per

pound. The cost of the material in

the highest grade of baking powder
possible to make is thus not to exceed
12 1-2 cents per pound for the material.

To this add the cost of compounding,
and the cans, the label and the cases.

This brings the cost of these goods
up to about 16 cents or 16 1-2 cents.

I do not believe it is possible to make
any higher grade of baking powder than
this—that is as a leavening proposition,
or for general results.

Royal baking powder costs the dealer

on the Pacific Coast $4.80 a dozen, or

40 cents per pound. From this the

jobber gets 10 per cent., making the

goods back to 36 cents per pound.
The difference between 36 cents and 16

1-2 cents is what the manufacturer is

taking out of these goods.
I claim that it is not possible, to make

any baking powder that should sell to

the consumer at 45 cents per pound,
and if it were not for the enormous
sums spent on advertising, the Royal
company could not get it.

I recommend the Sea Foam Baking
Powder, made in New York, and the
Ben Hur Baking Powder, made right
here in Los Angeles. It is as easy to

make a good baking powder right here

in the City ot Los Angeles as anywhere
in the world.

Sea Foam and Ben Hur Baking Pow-
der cost the retailer 27 1-2 cents per pound
and he is asked to sell it to the con-

Free Free

TO CONVINCE YOU

TH.AT

Ben Hur

CREAM OF TARTAR BAKING POWDER and
SPICES are unsurpassed for PURITY and

QUALITY we are making the following liberal

offer for a limited time, believing that the peo-

ple wish to give California goods, rather than

Eastern, the preference, quality being equal:

OUR GUARANTEE—If you do not find
Ben Hur goods equal to the best goods on
the market, your grocer will refund your
money.

Free Free

SPECIAL OFFER
QOOD ONLY IF USED BEFORE JANUARY I, 1911

PRESENT this COUPON to your grocer and up-
on purchasing a 1-lb. can of Ben Hur Bak-

ing powder, you will be given a 10-cent can

of Ben Hur Black Pepper FREE.

N. B. If your Grocer does not sell Ben Hur

goods, mail your order direct to us.

INSTRUCTIONS TO GROCERS:—This coupon
will only be redeemed by us for one 10-cent

can of Ben Hur Black Pepper, providing it

is filled out properly below, and each cou-

pon is accompanied by and order from you
for a 1-lb. can Ben Hur Baking Powder.

THE JOANNES-SPLANE CO.
Los Angeles, CaL

Purchasers Name

Address-

Ratailer's Name.
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sumer at 35 cents per pound. They
are the highest grade baking powders
the world has ever seen. Sea Foam
has been on the market in the East for

over forty years. The Sea Foam com-

pany has not spent milhons for pubhcity ;

the company does not bind the news-

papers with which they advertise that

the newspaper shall not say an\i;hing
detrimental to their interests. In other

words the Sea Foam company does not

l^uck and gag the press. The whole-

salers buy Sea Foam Baking Powder,
laid down, at $2.90 per dozen. The
wholesalers can then very easily sell

to the retailer at 27 1-2 cents per pound
and the retailer sells it to the consumer
for 35 cents. This is giving the re-

tailer a reasonable, honest and square

deal, as well as the consumer.

Ben Hur Baking Powder made in

Los Angeles is just as good as any that

can be manufactured.

Every retail dealer has a guarantee
l^ehind every can of Sea Foam and Ben
Hur Baking Powder that is sold. If

the baking powder does not give perfect

give perfect and equal satisfaction to

any powder made in the world, the money
is ready to be refunded to the consumer.

The consumer is entitled to quality
and quantity; he is entitled to have the

goods with a reasonable compensation
to the manufacturer and distributors.

\\'hen the retailer sells you Royal
baking powder that costs him 40 cents

for 45 cents, and when it costs him
15 per cent, of his sales to do business,
he loses on every can of baking powder
that he delivers to you. He loses fully
3 cents per can, and if he dehvers it to

you at 40 cents, he loses 8 cents per can.

You are not the beneficiary in any
way when he loses money on one article,

because he must of nece.ssity make it

up on something else.

It does seem to me that the time for

educating "grafters" ought to be over
and that retail grocers ought to help

stop it in its first stages.

Any person who will take goods from
a retailer at less than the cost must
know that the retailer selling the goods
is simply bribing or baiting the buyer.
Modern commercialism is teaching

people to be grafters. One prominent
judge upon the Federal Bench recently

said that the
"
higher-ups" in commercial

life are absolutely responsible for the

great demoralization and grafting in

American business, political and com-
mercial life. The articles that I write

for "Things To Eat" will be along the

lines of making the food question plain
and simple. I intend to begin with the

raw materials, unmanufactured, and to

show the stages through which the

materials go, and show, if possible,

why it costs from 65 per cent . on an aver-

age, to get goods from the producer to

the consumer. In this matter of baking
powder (when goods are sold at 35
cents per pound) it costs at least 100

per cent., or three times the value of

the material used in making the goods.
Do not be fooled about baking powder.
Under present conditions the high-

est grade of cream of tartar baking
powder can and should be sold to the

consumers in every point in the United
States at not to exceed 35 cents per

pound, and give a good profit to the

retailer, the wholesaler, the railroad

company and the manufacturing
companies. Let brains assist you in

living and do not depend entirely on

printer's ink. Let the wholesaler and
manufacturer and the trusts explain
the discrepancy between 16 1-2 cents and
40 cents that the retailer pays the Royal
company for these goods.

'COLONIAL" GINGER BREAD.
"Colonial" gingerbread is the name

of a delicious loaf cake which is served

at certain well-known dining resorts

in vSouthern California, and which has

done much to make the place famous

among epicures.
To make this "cake," put a cupful

of New Orleans molasses in a mixing
bowl with a half cupful of butter and
half a cupful of sugar. Over this pour
a cupful of boiling water, in which a

level dessertspoonful of soda has already
been dissolved. Stir well, and let the

mixture cool; then add a cupful of chop-

ped walnuts and a cupful of seeded raisins

and a teaspoonful each of cinnamon and

ginger, two and one-half cupfuls of flour,

and, lastly, two well-l)eaten eggs. Bake
in a shallow pan and serve while still

warm from the oven.
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Use California Storage Eggs.
Sr>fc»'

By J. R. Neil berry.

The season having arrived for the

sale of storage eggs, I want to say
something to emphasize the superiority
of California storage eggs over the Eastern
article.

The yolk is the most nutritious part
of the egg, as it runs high in albumen,
in fats, and in a phosphorous bearing sub-

stance. The "white" is almost entirely
albumen and supplies the leavening

power of the egg. Now the fresher

you can get an egg the better its qualities.
so far as "raising power'' is concerned.
This leavening quality deteriorates verv
much with the age of an egg. Therefore.
a fresh egg, according to the meaning
of the definition laid down by the State

Board of Health, is one that has been
laid no longer than fourteen days.

1 have had a great deal of experience
with storage eggs, for culinary purpos3sas
well as for family consumption. In-

variably I have had difficulty with any
storage egg, for family use, after it has

been three or four days out of storage.
In the common parlance of the grocery
store, "it won't stand up.'" There is

no doubt that once an egg is in storage,
it goes back faster, when taken out.

than would have been the case had it

neAer been in storage at all.

There is great difference between a

California egg that has been stored

when in prime, first-class condition,

and an egg that has been brought here

from Minnesota or Iowa or Kansas or

any of the Eastern States. There are

many good reasons for the superiority
of the California storage egg. In the

first place, eastern eggs seldom come
from grain fed chickens, while all of

our California eggs must of necessity

Log Cabin Frosting.
Boil two cups of Towle's Log Cabin

Syrup, until it strings. Then pour the

boiling syrup into the stiffly beaten
whites of two eggs, and beat continually
with a fork until the right thickness to

spread between the layers and on top of

the cake. Look for another next month.

be "grain fed eggs," because California
chickens do not have the opportunity
to forage that the eastern chickens have.

It costs nearly twice as much, to pro-
duce an egg in California as it does in

the East because our chickens are

necessarily fed grain all the year round.
On account of having this grain, California

eggs are much richer and better than
eggs that come into this country from
the Ea.st.

Added to this the eastern eggs must
go through quite a history before they
reach this niarket, and none of the

stages of this history tend to make them
prime keepers or in prime condition
when they go into storage here, prior
to consumption, let alone after they
came out of storage for sale to the con-
sumer.

Examine the history of the Eastern

eggs. In the first place, after being
gathered and taken to market, they
aie candled and put into cases. Before

shipment westward they must be put
into a pre-cooling house and the tem-

perature is run down to 30 to 32 degrees.
Then they are placed in refrigerator
cars, which are kept as nearly as possible
at a temperature- of 35 to 40 degrees.

They are trundled over the steel rails

for 2000 to 3000 miles, and are shaken

"concessantly," as a boy would say,

every minute of the day and night
for a long ten, twelve, fourteen, or

0*0 o»
^-rrf •» o oobo c

irORXlOLD OR HOTWATERol
FOR^kROOR SOrr.WATER

AT ALL GROCERS
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sixteen days. This, as any one will

understand, does not improve the eggs.
There is a rise in the temperature of

the eggs from 32 degrees or so in the

pre-cooUng house to 35 to 45 degrees
when the eggs are landed in Los Angeles.
After arrival here the eggs are again
candled and put into storage, and again
the temperature runs down to say 32

degrees.
Now such eastern eggs have had three

changes of temperature, a ride across

the continent ,
and they have been shaken

every moment for every foot of their

journey. They may stay in storage here

for two to six months. Do you wonder
that such eggs come out of the storage
in as fair condition as they do, or in

the condition they are? This all relates,

mind you, to the eastern storage eggs.

Compare such eggs with the California
''

grain fed" article. After being gathered
and taken to the stores, they are candled,
and if wanted for storage purposes
go directly to the cold storage houses.
There is but one change of temperature
from the time these eggs are sent to

storage until they come out. There
has been no shaking, no trip of 2000 to

3000 miles.

Which eggs, will you prefer? There
is no doubt in my mind that commercially
the California egg which is sent into

storage, after being candled, at the
earliest possible moment after being
gathered, is far and away ahead of any
eastern storage egg. I believe that such

eggs are worth twice as much as any
eastern eggs that can possibly be brought
to this market.

Alum and Phosphate Powders.
By J. R. Newberry.

Baking powder is a favorite subject
of "Things To Eat." I suppose it is

because in my early days in the grocery
business I attempted to make my
fortune out of baking powder; but like

the average manufacturer in this line,

I sold the goods too cheap, and did not

spend enough in printer's ink.

I have written something about the

baking powder that is made of cream
of tartar from grapes with tartaric

acid as the base, and now for the alum

powder.
Now there is no question but that

any injury that may come from the use
of baking powder is entirely in the
residue that is left by the careless cook
who overloads flour with baking powder.
It must be said for cream of tartar

baking powder that they will naturally
use up their hurtful ingredients by being
wet; and that is one reason why starch-

baking powders are more successful

than those placed on the market that do
not use starch as a filler. While it is

true that the starch has no leavening
power whatever, it does make up for

a good deal of the lack of attention
of the careless housewife. Almost any
ccok can take a starch filled baking
powder and made a good batch of

biscuits, whether he uses too much
baking powder or not, because if one
will only give the starch-filled baking
powders time in the water, and be slow
about baking, it will naturally use

up all the leavening it has in it. How-
ever, we have treated the starch-filled

baking powders very thoroughly in the

previous article, and now come to the
alum phosphate powders.
The difference between the cream of

tartar and the phosphate baking powders
is mainly in the cost. Refined cream of

tartar is worth from 21 to 23 cents a

pound, while equally powerful phosphate,
costs from 4 1-2 to 6 cents a pound.
Soda costs the same whether you put
it into a phosphate or cream of tartar

baking powder. Starch is the same
price. Soda costs about 1 cent a pound
and starch about 2 1-2 cents a pound.
The ordinary price of starch is about
1 1-2 to 2 cents a pound. You can
make a cream of tartar baking powder
at a cost of from 15 to 16 cents a pound
You can make a phosphate powder for

from 6 to 7 cents a pound.
Taking into consideration the tin and

the cases, which runs to about 3 cents
a pound, the Ijest phosphate baking
powders that can possibly be made—
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and we make no exception
—outside of

the advertising and the intermediate

agents, can not exceed 9 or 10 cents a

pound in cost; and by the use of alum

with phosphates a good first class

powder can be made and put in cans for

7 cents per pound.
The celebrated K-C Baking Powder,

which is probably one of the most

economical, and one of the best phosphate-
alum baking powders put up on the

market, sells ordinarily to the consumer
for a cent an ounce. By careful handling

you can make as good a pan of biscuits

and one of the best griddle cakes in the

world by using K-C Baking Powder.
But you must be very economical in

handling these goods. Do not go be-

yond the directions; keep well to the

quantity stated in the recipes and you
will have success. This baking powder
and all other phosphate powders com-
mence to act only when put in the oven
where the heat reaches it. That is

why K-C makes a first class griddle cake.

The ordinary cream of tartar powder
.makes the poorest griddle cake known,
because it exhausts its leavening quality
before you get it onto the iron. So
let me say that if you want to make a
first class griddle cake use a phosphate
baking powder of some kind—and we
do not know of a better baking powder
for this purpose. With anything that

goes on hot iron you can get extraor-

dinary results out of K-C, Rumford's
or any of this class of powders; and it

is about six of one and a half a dozen
of the other. Any other difference

is in printer's ink and the high-class
middlemen who handle these goods.
Of course the ordinary merchant is

in the market to sell that which the

people call for, but my idea is to give

you the absolute facts and let you try
all kinds.

Do not be afraid of an alum baking
powder, because I beheve it is no more
harmful than a phosphate baking pow-
der. You can neither digest alum nor

phosphate.

Some Delicious Hot Breakfast Cakes.

There is no nation whose breakfast

table shows such a variety of novel and
delicious hot cakes, muffins, etc., as the

American. The following recipes give
new and appetizing ways of preparing
some of these dainties.

Parker Cakes:—Cream together one

cupful of sugar and three-quarters of

a cupful of butter, add three beaten

eggs, a compressed yeast cake dissolved

in one cupful of warm water, a teaspoon-
ful of cinnamon, two quarts of flour

and milk sufficient to make a thick batter.

Mix this late at night and in the morning
one-third fill small buttered cups, then

add a layer of chopped tart apple, dust

with sugar, pour in another spoonful
of batter and set to raise for fifteen or

twenty minutes. Bake in a moderate

oven, split open lengthwise, tearing apart
with two forks, drop in a generous

piece of butter, press the two parts

lightly together and serve immediately.

Raspberry Coffee Buns:—Two cupfuls
(f fiour, two cupfuls of potato flour and

two teaspoonfuls of baking powder
sifted together. Add half a cupful of

white sugar to one pint of milk, stir

until the sugar is dissolved, turn into

the sifted ingredients and mix to a soft

dough. Roll out into a sheet half an
inch thick, cover with small pieces of

butter, fold as puff paste is folded and

again roll out. Fold and roll again and

repeat three times, each time adding
butter—use half a cupful in all. The
The last time roll into a thin sheet

and cut in three-inch squares, brush with

ice water, put a teaspoonful of raspberry

jam in the center of each square, bring
the corners together, wash with egg
and water, place in buttered pans and
bake in a moderately hot oven.

Arrowroot Biscuit.—Sift together two

cupfuls of arrowroot and one cupful of

flour. Rub two-thirds of a cupful of

butter into the flour and stir in grad-

ually a little very rich milk, sufficient

to make a stiff dough. Roll out into
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is:
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Silver L.cafi
L»AKD

SWEET AND PURE
Made from Corn-fed Eastern Porkers

Los .Ajigeles stock always fresh because it

reaches us within nine days from the time
it is drawn from the kettle in Kansas City.

SWIFT & COMPANY

Santa Ysabel

Brand
Reg. U. S. I'at. Off.

FIRST QUALITY

PEELED°Rfn!!:CHILE

10 CENTS PER CAN

SIMON LEVI COMPANY
LOS ANGELE^
DISTRIBUTORS

a thick sheet, beat with a rolling pin,

fold, roll out., and beat again, and repeat
the rolling and beating for five minutes.

Roll out the last time about an inch

thick, cut with a round cutter, brush
with egg, sprinkle with sugar and bake
in a moderate oven with a stronger
bottom heat.

Hominy Crumpets:
—These must be

"set'' over night. Beat well together
one pint of milk, one fourth of a cupful
of sugar, tw^o tablespoonfuls of melted

butter, four cupfuls of flour and one

cupful of well boiled hominy. Add one

compressed yeast cake dissolved in four

tablespoonfuls of water and a teaspoon-
ful of salt, and set in a warm place.

Half an hour tefore breakfast is served

add one-fourth of a teaspoonful of soda,

dissolved in a little hot water, beat

thoroughly for five minutes, partly fill

muffin rings and stand in a warm place
for half an hour. Bake quickly and
serve piping hot.

Rice Crusts:— Heat a cupful of milk

in a double boiler, add a pint of cold

boiled rice and cook until the rice is

very soft. Add two spoonfuls of sugar,

two beaten eggs, a dusting of salt and

flour, to make a stiff batter. Spread
on a buttered tin, having the mixture

not over half an inch thick, and bake

in a hot oven until crisp. Split and

eat with butter and grated maple sugar.

Honey Muffins:— Sift together three

cupfuls of flour, three teaspoonfuls of

baking j^owder and half a teaspoonful
of salt. Work in three rounding tables-

spoonfuls of butter, 'add three teaten

eggs, one cupful of milk and one teacup-
ful of strained honey. Bake in muffin

rings or in gem pans in a hot oven.

Irish Potato Biscuit:— Take a cupful of

mashed potatoes and while warm stir

in two tablespoonfuls of butter and half

a teaspoonful of salt. AMien cool beat

in thoroughly two well whisked eggs,

a cupful of milk, in which have been

dissolved a compressed yeast cake and

a tablespoonful of sugar. Work in

a quart of fl^ur and knead well; set in a

Avarm place o\er night. An hour before

breakfast, turn on to the moulding

l)oard, and with just flour enough to

handle, roll out and cut with a biscuit

cutter into rounds. Butter half the

number generously, put them together
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in pairs, sandwich fashion, let them rise

for a short time and bake in a quick
oven.

Breadcrumb and Currant Fritters:—
J^oil a pint of milk and pour over it a

])int of dr}' ,fine breadcrumbs; add
two tablespoonfuls of butter and set away
until cold. Then beat in the beaten

yolks of four eggs, half a cupful of flour,
1 wo teaspoonfuls of baking powder,
the stiffly beaten whites of two eggs and
half a pound of dried currants, which
have been thoroughly washed, dried in

cloth and thickly dredged with flour.

Beat well and fr}- in deep, hot fat. Serve
with maple syrup.

Potato Pancakes:—Peel and grate nice

large potatoes, grating them into a bowl

containing a little cold water, that they
may not become discolored. Drain and

dry them in a cloth, add three-quarters
of a pint of hot milk, teacupful of hot

flour, two beaten eggs and a teaspoonful
of baking powder. Brush a smooth
omelette pan with fresh lard, pour in

a small portion of the batter; when
browned turn, brown the other side,

slip to a hot plate, spread with jelly

and roll as an omelette is rolled. Dust
the cakes with sugar and serve immediate-

ly.

Southern Muffins:—Make two cupfuls
of Indian meal into a mush in the usual

way, adding while it is cooking an egg-
sized piece of butter and a teaspoonful
of salt. Set the mush aside to cool.

Beat four eggs separately until very
light, add to the mush with one cupful
of sour milk, and beat in fine flour

sufficient to bring the batter to the con-

sistency of cup cake. Then add half a

teaspoonful of baking soda dissolved in

a little warm water. Bake in buttered

muffin rings, half fiilling them, that the

muffins may have room to rise.

A New Egg=and=Cheese Dish.

Poach three eggs in a half-pint of

rich cream. Remove the eggs carefully
and place them on slices of buttered

toast. Add a dessertspoonful of Cana-
dian or American cheese to the cream,
with a pinch of salt and a little cayenne
pepper as seasoning. Allow the cream
to simmer until the cheese has dissolved,
then pour it over the eggs and toast,

and serve immediately.

:c*-
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Calmaco Brand
MADE IN LOS ANGELES

I Spaghetti, Vermicelli, Egg Noodles,"Ready Cut" Macaroni, Alphabets

t Besides tasting better than other Macaroni, besides nourishing better than

f other foods, CALMACO, flavory, firm, tender Macaroni is the cleanest

:^ Macaroni, made by the cleanest methods, in the cleanest factory. Get a

t package today and try it. 10 and 25 cents.

California Macaroni Co.
LOS ANGELES

CALIFORNIA

>> ,J«J..J.^mJ..J.^.^..J..J..Jm{..J..JmJ.^.^.^..|..Jm{.^.4mJmJm{..J.^^^
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The Household.

Fertilizer for House Plants.

Dissolve thoroughly in a pint of

boiling water, four ounces of sulphate
of ammonia and two ounces of nitrate

of potash. Bottle the liquid and cork

tightly, use a teaspoonful of it to three

quarts of lukewarm water. It stimulates

growth better than liquid manure and
is entirely inoffensive. A few drops
put into the water of hyacinth glasses
will make the bloom stalks much richer

in color and stronger. The liquid has
the further merit of being obnoxious to

small white worms.

Herbs for Winter.

Begin in Spring to cherish and culti-

vate your herbs. When they have

grown, pick and dry in the shade, then
rub to fine powder, and put in jelly

glasses, putting the name and date out-

side. Don't forget catnip
—so many

FOR GENERAL HOUSECLEANINQ
AND LAUNDRY USE

D D r I C K S DOMESTIC

(^loudy A n^'nonia

MADE IN LOS ANQELES

The standard of excellence. In

quality and efficiency it surpasses

all other makes.

people want it for their cats. The
tumblers sell readily to people who
like fresh, clean herbs.

• •

t

FURNISHED IN OVAL BOTTLES WITH
RUBBER STOPPERS.

PINTS 25c, QUARTS 35c

...AT ALL GROCERS •

To Save Greasing the Griddle.

Beat two or three tablespoonfuls of

melted butter well through the batter
for wheat pancakes and griddle cakes,
and you will not need to grease the

griddle in cooking them.

Cart=Wheel Shades.
A good substitute for missing shade

trees is made as follows: Plant a stout

post, nine feet high, where you want
the shade, setting the post in two feet

of earth; then nail firmly to the top of

it, at right angles, two seven-foot strips
of two by two inch stuff. The next thing
is to get two old tires from cart or wagon
wheels, have the blacksmith weld them
into a big ring, and fasten the ring tightly
to the ends of the cross-pieces. Set a

three-year old grape vine right against
the post, coax it to rapid growth and
the work is done. When the vine ends

lap over the rim, let them hang down
all around it. Seats may be set under-
neath.

To Cut Hot Brown Bread.

Draw a clean, strong, white thread

sharply and firmly across the loaf,

pushing it down equally on either side.

The result will be clean, smooth slices,

free from the stickiness that comes from

knife-cutting.

Hanging Pocket=Bags.
Instead of hanging pocket-bags in

the usual way, from rings sewed to the

corners, use an extension rod, the sort

made for sash-curtains, putting the

fixtures in door and wall, and the rod

through a casing in the top of the bag.
A big bag divided into pockets swung
thus on the back of the kitchen door,

will hold wrapping paper, wash and
dust cloths, string and pretty well

everything else for which it is hard to

find a regular place.
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To Clean Old Brass.

To clean old brass easily, no matter

how discolored, rub it hard, with the

inside of a lemon, let stand a few minutes

then polish with something soft—
flannel or chamois. It will look like

new;

To Keep Eggs.
The eggs must be perfectly fresh,

else the labor is vain. Cut dairy paper—parchment paper
—into squares,

each just big enough to encase an egg,
and wrap the eggs tightly, so as to ex-

clude the air. Lay them in a clean

dry box or barrel, and keep the latter

where it is cool and dark. I put away
thirty dozen eggs last year, and not a

single one of them was bad.

To Fasten a Loose Umbrella Handle.

Fill the cavity in the handle with

melted alum, then instantly press the

stick into it hard, and hold fast until

it sets.

In Place of a Cedar Chest.

Strip off young twigs and the green

prickles of cedar, put the strippings in

iDags preferably made of cheese cloth,

and distribute the bags liberally among
things packed away, such as woolens

and furs. Nothing should be put away
greasy

—moths dote on greasy spots.

Sun, brush, and beat everything —then,
with the help of cedar bags, your mind
will be aesv.

For Your Trees and Shrubs.

This is a western idea, that the East

may well adopt. Set an elbow-pipe
beside the newly planted thing, so that

the top may be level with the ground,
and the crook reach in directly to the

roots. Then water your tree through
the pipe

—
every drop will go where it

will do the most good.

As to Matting.
If you wish to make matting wear

well, and also want to save yourself
trouble in house cleaning, do not tack

it down. Instead sew the breadths

together, using a soft ,coarse, strong
thread and a long, loose stitch. The
ends can be hemmed or tied in fringes.

Either way it lies flat, and can be moved

the same way as any other rug. Further-
more there is no spoiling the floor with
tacks.

For Spotted Gloves.

Gloves spotted from damp weather
can be restored thus: Get a little

gum ammoniac, put it in the bottom
of your glove-box, lay a paper over it,

then the gloves. Close tightly, and
leave undisturbed several days. If the

gum is kept in the glove-box, lay a paper
over it, then the gloves. Close tightly,
and leave undisturbed several days.
If the gum is kept in the glove-box,
it prevents the spotting.

A Soap-Bubble Party for Grown Folks.

I must tell you about a soap-bubble
decoration I saw some time ago. The
idea was so dainty and so original, that

I tucked it away in my head, with the

intention of some day giving it to the

readers of the Things To Eat.

The designer of the soap-bubble party
used a round, bare, mahogany table.

In the^^center she laid a large, flat table-

mirror. Surrounding the mirror, and

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>»

PASTEURIZED
MILK AND CREAM

50,000 POUNDS
DAILY SUPPLY

The "400^' Milk

j< Phones: HOME 21840 Bdwy. 1192

Mutual Dairy

Association
% AN INDEPENDENT PRODUCERS' ASS'N

Wholesale and Retail Dairy Products ^

1236-44 VICTORIA STREET

LOS ANGELES

< '<<<<<<«<<<<<<<< << <<<<<<<<<<<
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around the edge of the table, she placed
five small table-mirrors at about equal
distance apart. The mirrors, by the

way, were hired from a caterer.

All the mirrors were wreathed with
smilax and exquisitely shaded sweet

peas, the colors ranging from white to

pale pink, and from lavender to pastel
blue. Half a dozen or more finger-bowls
of fragile, transparent glass were in-

verted on the surface of the central

mirror, each inverted bowl covering a

dainty little cluster of smilax and shaded
sweet peas.
A long, slender bubble-pipe of white

clay was suspended from the chandelier,

over the table center by garlands of

shaded sweet peas and ribbons in pastel
shades of pink and lavender. The re-

flections thrown back from the trans-

parent finger-bowls below, gave a delight-
ful appearance of perfectly formed soap-
bubbles with fairylike flower centers,
which had just floated down from the

overhanging pipe-bowl. This clever il-

lusion was perfect, and I wish I could

skip over the details of the description
and teH 3'ou how really beautiful the
effect was.

The idea was carried out somewhat
differently, on the small mirrors. A
finger-bowl piled up with pink and white
bonbons Avas placed on each small

mirror, and, to give the appearance of

a bubble, another finger-bowl was invert-

ed over the first one^ the edges of the
two bowls fitting closely together.
When the bon bons were passed, the
inverted finger-bowl which formed the

upper half of the bubble was removed.

Tiny clay bubble-pipes, the bowls
fiilled with sweet peas, were given as

s''>uvenirs, and tender little "pipe-
dream"' prophecies concerning each guest
present, were written on slips of paper
and hidden among the flowers.

Helpful Hints.

In washing laces, when detatched from
the garments, place them to soak in

suds, made from a pure soap. Instead
of wringing them out, or scrubbing them,

THE FRESHEST

SHORTENING

OBTAINABLE IN

LOS ANGELES

IS

SUETENE

30 Days Fresher than

Eastern Shortenings

THE CUDAHY PACKING
COMPANY
LOS ANOELES
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simply ''sop" gently with the hands.

Use no starch, but if a little stiffening
is wanted put a little gum arabic water
with the last rinse. To dry wind upon
a large bottle, which has first been covered
with a piece of clean dry cloth, and pin
the lace carefully, without stretching
the points.

Alcohol may be used to clean black

laces, but the drying process will be the

same, as with the white ones.

Care should be exercised in washing
china which is decorated in gilt. Only
pure white soap should be used, as the
alkali in the commoner varieties, is apt
to injure the gold decorations, by acting

upon it chemically.

If, by evil chance, you have "secured"
a tough piece of meat for your repast,
it may be at least modified, if not made
absolutely tender, by rubbing the surface

with lemon. Some place such meat in

a bath of vinegar, before cooking.
A pretty way to plant sweet peas is

to train them upon a screen. Have
posts set in such position as to form the
frame work of a three-fold screen, using

chicken wire, m the three or four foot

width, for the foundation of the screen.

The sweet peas will quickly grow to
the top, making a truly pretty screen,
and one which will not only add to the

beauty of your yard, and serve to con-
ceal anything unsightly, such as garbage
cans, or the children's sand pile, but

you will have a continuous contribution
to the vases for yourself and also for

your neighbors, if you wish.

If you have an old black voile, or

veiling dress to make over, it is well

to clean it thoroughly, before making
it up. To save the expense of a pro-
fessional cleaning, which one does not

care to bear, for made-overs, you can
do the work yourself. Use vinegar
and water, if the garment be only

dusty; and the loose dirt will drop out

as you gently move the goods about in

the liquid. If the goods shows signs
of being rusty, use strong, clear coffee

in the water in which it is washed;
this will restore the original black,

and at the same time cleanse the goods.
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UNCLE SAM

HEALTH FOOD
25c PER PACKAGE

AT ALL GROCERS

Mr. L. CuuiKlIN, Ulscoverer

Made of Flaxseed, Whole Wheat, Celery Salt.

Will relieve any obstinate case of constipation and will soothe and promote
the action of the stomach.

A Food and a Regulator combined.

Manufactured by the

UNCLE SAM BREAKFAST FOOD COMPANY,
OMAHA, NEBRASKA
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NEWBERRY'S
SEVEN RETAIL STORES IN LOS ANGELES

612=614 SOUTH BROADWAY
554=558 SOUTH MAIN STREET

PICO AND CATALINA STREETS

HOOVER AND 25th STREETS

2106 EAST FIRST STREET

126 WEST AVENUE 50

EUCLID AND STEPHENSON AVENUES

Warehouse and Shipping Department, FIRST AND VIQNES STS.

Buy Your Groceries

At Lowest Possible Prices

based on store delivery. We save you money by

purchasing ninety-five per cent of our goods direct,

giving you the profit of the jobber.

THE LARGEST GROCERY ESTABLISHMENT IN THE WORLD
NOT HANDLING WINES AND LIQUORS

NEWBERRY'S
HOME 10421 Sunset Main 8945
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C/iocol2>wtes
You can enjoy Rough House
Chocolates with all the enthu=
astic appreciation of College
youths and sorority maidens.
Its that flavor of genuine plea=
sure which accompanies each
box.

Our amusing college poster will prove a
welcome addition to your collection. Send
us the small reproduction to be found in

every pound box of "ROUGH HOUSE," to-

gether with ten cents in stamps and secure
the poster by return mail.

Bishops Company of California

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

A PURE PRODUCT OF A PERFECT PROCESS

BAKER'S

BREAKFAST
COCOA

is made from the

best cocoa beans,

scientif ical 1 y
blended.

Absolutely pure,

healthful, and
delicious.

Get the genuine with our trade-maik on the package

52 Highest Awards in Enrope and America

Walter Baker& Co. Limited
|

Established 1780 DORCHESTER, MASS. I

One Oil for All Engines
Don't he confused by the conflicting claims

and tincertain performances of oils that are
"made especially" for different types of cars
and engines or to meet diflferent conditions.
There's one oil that gives perfect lubrication in
a//types ofengines undera/Zconditious. Ask for

lEROLENE
Auto Lubricating Oil
The only oil that is really non-carbouizing, so

pure, free and clear that it feeds regularly under
all conditions of heat or cold. Made in t!ie one
grade only, wliich never varies—produced in
only one place in the world—sold only under
the name Zeroleue.
Put up in cans with patent spout,

that cannot be refilled—also in
barrels for garage trade. Sold by-

dealers everywhere.
Write for booklet,

"21,000 Miles with Zero-
lene." I'ree.

STANDARD OIL COMPANY
(Incorporated)

-t > > > > >>»» > > > > >>>>»>»->>>> >>->y

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND
LOAN SOCIETY

Savings ( The German Bank ) Commercial

(Member of the Associated Savings Banks of San
Francisco. )

526 CALIFORNIA ST.. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Guaranteed Capital $1,200,000.00
Capital actually paid up in cash $1,000,000.00
Reserve and Contingent Funds $1,555,093.05
Deposits June 30th, 1910 $ 40,384,727.21
Total assets $43,108,907.82

Remittance must be made by Draft, Post Office, or
Wells, Fargo & Go's. Money Orders, or coin by
Express.

Office Hours: 10 o'clock A. M. to 3 o'clock P. M.,
except Saturdays to 12 o'clock M. and Saturday
evenings from 6:30 o'clock P. M. to 8 o'clock P. M. for

receipt of deposits only.

OFFICERS—President, N. Ohiandt; First Vice-
President, Daniel Meyer; Second-Vice President and
Manager, George Toumy; Third Vice-President, J. W.
Van Bergen; Cashier, A. H. R. Schmidt; .\s8isiant

Casliier, William Herrmann; Secretary, .\. H. Muller;
.Vssistant Secretaries, G. J. O. Folte and Wm. D.
Npwhouse; Goodfellow & Eeils. General .\ttorneys.

HOAUD OF DIRECTORS—N. Ohlaud!. Daniel
Mever, George Tourny, J. W. Van Bergen, Ign.
Steinhart, I. N. Walter, F. TiUmann, jr., E. T. Kruse,
and W. S. Goodfellow.

"

MISSION BRANCH—2572 Mi.<«siion Street, be-
iween 21 si and 22nd Streets. For receipt and pay-
ment of Deposits only. C. W. Heyer, Manager.
RICHMOND DISTRICT BRANCH. 432 Clement

Street, between 5th and 6th Avenue*. For receipt
and payment of Deposits only. W. C. Heyer,
Manager.
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vose PIANOS
hare been established over 60 years. By onr system
of payments every family in moderate ci.'cumstaacea
can own a VOSE piano. We tai<e old 'nstrnmeuts
in exchansre and deliver the new piaao in yo«r

home free of expense. Write for Catalog'ne D and jzplanatious.
A/r-k«fr s> cr>M^ PI >VM(~<> CO . Bo iton. Maa*



OUTWL5T
January Magazine Number

One season's growth of the Flat Jointed Opuntia, (Spineless Cactus) from the joint at the ground,
pronounced by the United States Department of Agriculture, the finest specimen of spineless cac-

tus in existence. Standing alongside is J. R. Newberry, who is six feet tall. He has made the ex-

periments at Prado possible by financing the enterprise. Photo by Graham.

soc

15 Cents Copy LOS ANGELES, CAL. $L50 Per Year

\ it-f^A 12ii«*Kr>r«l7-'o T cft-£^c-t- IT-v-rtot-im/an+c
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To See

>^

^Of Course You Intend
To See

> ». >r

>J PASADENA==THEORANQEGROVES==LONQBEACH==LOS ANGELES
;;

J J
HARBOR [SAN PEDRO,]—CAWSTON'S FAMOUS

\[

>J OSTRICH FARM—SAN GABRIEL MISSION ^

>^
><

i t
>k If

> ^ >^

> ^ The best way to do so is to ; ^

Take Tilton's Trolley Trip
A '^"^"^"^"^""^ ^^"'''"^^^^^^^^^" ^^^""^^'^^^^^^
-Ik y
^^

The Only Trip Visiting These Points, Saving You 100 Pennies Per Table Below.
^^

j^ Points Visited. Reg. Cost to PubUc. >^

''^ Pasadena and Orange Groves Fare « '^r, t

> k Cawston's Famous Ostrich Farm . Fare and Admission

j^ San Gabriel Mission Fare and Admission.

^^ Los Angeles to Naples Fare •-

Naples to Long Beach (Long Stop) Fare

X Long Beach to San Pedro (L. A. Harbor) Fare

•'^ San Pedro to Los Angeles Fare

Total Individual Cost.

oo \r

35 Y,

10 >''

15 <^

35

00 >^

BUT ALL FOR TiUfXtl^Q TmllpV Trin'^"E ONLY TRIP
$1.00 ON iiiions iroiiey i npwiTH reserved chairs

>^ We have Imitatorsl Don't Be Misled. >''

:: ASK FOR AND INSIST ON TILTON'Si^
The Only and Original lOO^Miles for 100 Cents.

>^ CARS LEAVE EVERY DAY—9 to 9:30 a. m. FROM PACIFIC ELECTRIC DEPOT, CORNER 6th
>^ AND MAIN STREETS
^ ^

Los Angeles, Cal.

> ^ Seats can be reserved in advance Phones Main 8980

^ ^
TU) extra charge F 2444

^ ^

Please mention "Out West" when writing to advertisers.
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California Oil

investments are to-day's greatest profit

producers. During the past eight months
our clients have made from 100% to 1000%
profit on their investments, and no one

r^as ever lost a dollar through any oil in-

vestment advised by us. For the infor-

mation of our clients we issue semi-monthly
the

California Oil Bulletin

which gives reliable information about all

the oil fields and oil companies of Califor-
nia. It will be sent to you for six months
absolutely free upon request.
We have also just compiled the only

accurate map ever issued of the great Mid-
way oil field. A copy of this map may be
had free upon request.

The G. S. Johnson Co.
800 PHELAN BLDQ.

San Francisco, Caiifornia.

'T >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>»>>>»
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The Men's
Store

^ Exclusive clothes

with style, fit and

labrics.

% Latest creations in

haberdashery.

^Correct hats.

Agents for Youmons
New York Hats,

Mullen & Bluett
Los Angeles

^ ^ Broadoadway and Sixth

THE QUALITY SHOP
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JSIAVAJO 'BLAJSIK.ETS
AND INDIAN CURIOS AT WHOLESALE

I have more than 2.50 weavers in my employ, including the most skilful now living,
and have taken the greatest pains to preserve the old colors, patterns, and weaves. Every
blanket sold by me carries my personal guarantee of its quality. In dealing with me,
you will get the very finest blankets at wholesale prices. I also handle the products of

the Hopi (Moqui ) Indians, buying them under contract with the trading posts at Keam's
Canyon and Oraibi and selling them at wholesale.

I have constantly a very fine selection of Navajo silverware and jewelry, Navajo "rubies"
cut and uncut, peridotes and native turquois. Also the choicest modem Moqui pottery,
and a rare collection of preliistoric pottery.

J. L,. HUBBBLL,, INDIAN TRADER
Write for my Catahgue and Price L>ftf. GANADO, APACHE CO., ARIZONA.

PATENTSPATENTS $180,340 00$"^ MADE BY MY CLIENTS "^

YOU Should Have My FREE BOOKS telling HOW OTHERS will do
the same IN THE FUTURE. "What and How to Invent." Book Free!

E. E. VROOMAN, Patent Lawyer 803 F., Washington, D. C.

ANVVn THPATDir'Al r'ni r* r'DPA/U prevents early wnnWes. It is not a freckle coating; it re-
/\1> I VU 1nCA 1 KlV^AU ^ULU L/KCAiYl moves them. ANYVO CO., 427 North Main St, Los Angeles



OUT WEST
Publishing "THE SPECTATOR" under lease.

Volume 1 JANUARY 7, 1911 Number 28

Monthly, New Series, Vol. I, No. 2.

TABLE OF CONTENTS

80. Spineless Cactus ...Alfred Burhank
89. Artistic Homes of Southern California Elva Elliott Sayford
93. The West and the Power Problems Del M. Reynolds

102. Real Solitude Mary E. Kenniston
103. California's Cotton Crop - Wilbur Jay Hall

110. Theatrical.

113. Fate - Hartley Shaw
114. Portuguese Colonies in California Emily Yates Mowry
118. An Extraordinary Funeral in Arizona Henry Christeen Warnack
123. Cupid in a Cassock Phoebe Lowrie

127. An Idyll of the Range Marguerite Stabler

131. The Wooing of Don Teodoro Graham Bates

134. Her Ban upon Stepmothers Zoe Hartman

EDITORIAL

139. Census and the People to Come.
140. Divide the State University.
143. Western Resources for Eastern Pockets.

144. Prison Management and Politics.

145. Local Option Program and Progress..
147. Mrs. Eddy and Her Mission.

148. Mrs. Caswell on Suffrage.
150. Phelan and Koiner to Write.

150. We Cannot "Go Back."
157. "El Estranjero" Worth While.

Published weekly by the Western Publishing Company, 643 Citizens National Bank
Building, Los Angeles, California. Regular weekly numbers Ten Cents. Magazine num-
bers ( Fourth issue of each month) Fifteen Cents. Yearly subscriptions

—
fifty-two issues—

$2.50 per year in advance. Magazine numbers, $1.50 per year in advance. Entered a»

Second Class Matter at the Los Angeles Postoffice.

POSTAGE is prepaid on subHcriptions in the United States, Hawaiian Islands, Philippine Islaads, Goam
Porto Rico, Tutuila [Samoa], Canal Zone, Cuba and Mexico.

HOW TO REMIT. Remittances should be sent by Cneck, Express Order, or Postal Money Order, pay-
able to the Western Publishing Company. Currency, unless mailed in a registered letter, is at the
sender's risk.

CHANQE IN ADDRESS. Notice of change in address should be sent One Week before the date of issue

on whicn the change is to take effect. The change cannot be made unless the subscriber's Old Addreea
is clearly indicated in addition to the New Address.

ADVERTISINQ. Orders , final instructions, and cuts for advertising in the Magazine must be received
Ten Days before the Saturday on wh-cn the advertisement is intended to appear.

CONTRIBUTIONS. All manuscripts, drawings and photographs are received with the understanding that
the Editors are not resp>onsible tor their loss or injury while in their possession or in transit. Return
postage should be inclosed with each manuscript submitted, and a copy should be retained by its

autuor.

WESTERN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
643 CITIZENS NATIONAL BANK BUILDING,

LOS ANQELES, CAL.



THE SOUTHERN TRUST

COMPANY
SAVINGS— COMMERCIAL — TRUST

Paid=up Capital Surplus and Profits

$1,000,000 $205,000

Total Resources

$6,200,000

We transact a General Commercial. Sav-
ings and Trust Business, act as Executor,
Administrator and Guardian of Estates.

Safe Deposit Boxes For Rent
LARQE STORAGE VAULTS

THE SOUTHERN TRUST COMPANY

114 West Fourth Street

Los Angeles, California

LOS ANGELES

BREWING COMPANY'S

PURE AND WHOLESOME

LAGER BEERS
Are a Home Product not excell/"

ed by any of Eastern

Manufacture

WHY NOT TRY THEM?

PHONES

Sunset East 820 Home 10857

;3^
>>»>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>»w

UTFI ITERS
FOR MEN AND

WOMEN
BOYS AND GIRLS

I Sojm^Mii^
Outfitters for

Men. Women. Bot/s asi Cirh
437-439-441-443 SOOTH 5PRIN6
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^^JUST HOIMEPHONE''
Why should shopping be a burden? Why min-

gle with disagreeable crowds? Why spend
hours, when minutes will do the work? Why
drag yourself all over town when thewhole town
is waitiny to hear your orders?

^^JUST HOMEPHONE''
That's the easy, the free-from-care way to do a
lot of your shopping at this busy time of the

year.

Home Telephone & Telegraph Co.

i^ion Indian Grill

6tel Alexandria

LUNCH

DINNER

AFTER THE TRIP

AFTER THEATER SUPPER

Famous for its unique en-

vironment, prompt and ex-

cellent service and its

music.

AFTERNOON TEA

GRAND SALON. 4 to 6

50 CENTSMUSIC



LE\^y *s
Third and Main Sts. Los Angeles, Cat.

TABLES RESERVED

A BRAND NEW FEATURE— Every
day except Sunday, we serve in

our main dining room a dainty
and appetising

SPECIAL NOON LUNCHEON 50c—
This should appeal especially to

ladies, and will be found very
attractive before attending the

matinees.

CAFE CHANTANT
3 to 5:30—6:30 to 10—10:30 to 12:30-

Business Property and High-class Residence Property

MINES S. PARISH
REAL ESTATE AGENTS
353 §. Hill Street

ES

FULLY EQUIPPED RENTAL DEPARTMENT

Holiday Candies
and

CANDY BOXES and BASKETS
IMPORTED NOVELTIES

CHRISTOPHER
CHOCOLATES, BON BONS and

GLACE FRUITS
241 South Spring 321 South Spring

551 South Broadway ( near 6th ).

Arizona Ruby
To Introduce Our
Genuine imported

FREE
c

afe Bristol

The high-class appointments, perfect
service and unexcelled menu of Cafe
Bristol, appeal*^o disc iminating people.

Mexican Diamonds Fourth and Spring Sts. ^%^ n^Z^^miWe win Bend vnu FHEE a genuine Aritona Kuby In the

roneh, with Illustrated Catalogue ot GENUINE MEXICAN
DIAMONDS and other gems. Mexican Diamonds exactly
resemble finest genuine blue-white diamonds, stand acid

tests; are cat by ezpert8,aD(l yet wesellatoDe-fortleth the
cost. Only gem of Ils kind guaranteed permanently
brIllUnt. gPECIALOFFER. Fur 60c deposit as guar-
antee o( good ftilth, we send on approyal, registered,
either H or 1 carat Mexican Diamond at spec-lal price.

Money back If desired. Write today. Catalog FREE.
MEXICAN DIAMOND IMP. CO.. OtpLS . Us Cnus. ..

A BEER FOR PARTICULAR PEOPLE

SHIP CAF&
WARD McFADDEN, Proprietor

VENICE

5 Bnteriaineps

•SanDiego"

FAMILY TRADE SOLICITED

IROQUOIS BOTTLING CO.

F 1646 Main 431



BAILEY'S RUBBER COMPLEXION
BRUSH

FLAT-ENDED TEETH
with circular biting edges that remove dust caps, cleanse
tne skin in the bath, open the pores, and give new life to
the whole body. Mailed 50 cents.

BABY'S TEETH
cut without irritation. The
flat-ended teeth expand the
j::\ims, keeping them soft; the
1 ing comforts and amuses tne
ohild, preventing convultions
and cholera infantum.

Mailed for price, 10c.

BAILEY'S RUBBER
SEWING FINGER

Made to prevent pricking and
disfiguruing the forefinger in sew-
ing or embroidery. Three sizes—
small, medium and large. Mailed
6 cents each.

Cleans the teeth

perfectly and
polishes the e-
namel without
injury. Never
irritates the
gums. Can be

used with any tooth wash or powder. Ideal for chilfl-

ren's use. >Io bristles to come out. No. 1 for 25c.; No,
2. 35c. Mailed on receipt of price.

BAILEY'S
WONT SLIP

TIP

This tip won't slip on
ANY SURFACE, on
smooth ice. or mar the most
highly polished floor. Made
in five sizes, internal diam-
eter: No. 17 5-8 in.; No. 18

i in.; No. 19, 7-8 in.; No.
20, 1 in.; No. 21, 1 18 in.

Mailed upon receipt of price
30c per pair

Agenu Wanted

loo Page Rubber Catalogue Free.
C. J. BAILEY & CO., 22 Boylston St., BOSTON, Mass.

Wieland's Beer
Extra Pale and Culmbacher,

• Dark Beer

Fatnily^Trade Solicited

Krempel, Preston Co.
SOLE AGENTS

'Phones

Main'468

Horns 10579

WHEN, WHERE and
HOW TO TRAP D

pvUR ne.v illustrated Trappers' Guide—yours*-' free for the asking— is the biggest and
most reliable guide published. Reveals valualle
trapping secrets and the carefully guarded metliods
of successful trappers. What we tell you on Animal
Baits is as important to any trapper as traps. Full

"*" '^ "
directions on preparing skins for
shipment and how to get the most
money for them. This book will in-
crease the catch of experienced trap-
pers as well as bring success to the
luexperienced. The Game Laws of
all the States and Canada are given
in concise, unmistakable form, with
the information you want shown at
a glance. We will send you this
book free if you write us before
all the books are gone.

F C. TaTLORS Co., aREATESTFUl HOUSE THE WORUI
74b Fur Exchange Building. St. Louis. Mo.

"Century Path"
(UNSECTARIAN AND NON-POLITICALJ

Edited by KATHERINE TINQLEY

International Theosophical Headquarters,

Point Loma, California

The CENTURY PATH is an up-to-date,

beautifully illustrated weekly, devoted to the

Brotherhood of Humanity, the promulgation
of Theosophy, and the study of ancient and
modem ethics, philosophy, science and art.

Per Year $4.00. Per Copy 10c

% For sale at WHALENS NEWS AGENCY, 233 South
 Spring Street, Loa Angeles, Cat.

Blanchard Hall Studio Building
Devoted exclusively to Music, Art and Science

Studios ami Halls for all purposes for Rent. Largest
Studio Buildinjs in the West. For terms and all infor-

mation apply to

F. W. BLANCHARD
233 South Broadway 232 South Hill St.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

^r^J^^GEMS
llf

See Them BEFORE Paying.
These Gemsare chemicalwhite
sapphires. Can't be tolii from
diamonds except by an expert.

^Stand acid and flre diamond tests. So
hard they can't be filed and will «ut

glass. Brilliancy guaranteed X5 years. All

mounted in UK solid gold diamond mountings. Willsend
you any stvle ring, pin or stud on approval—all charges
prepaid— no money in advance. J9!5=- Write for Free
illustrated booklet, special pri.ces and ring measure.
WUTE VALLEY GEN CO., 720 Saks Bids-. liuluiu<>olis. Ud.



OUT WEST
(MONTHLY)

CONTAINS AN EDITORIAL

Review of Current
Southwestern
and
Pacific Coast
Affairs

The eyes of the World are on the Pacific Coast. If you

wish to be posted on the affairs of the West, read

OUT WEST
(MONTHLY)

$1.50 per Year

WESTERN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
643 Citizens National Bank Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal.



XOhat ttfill I do tefith tny
Tosi Cards?

A HANDSOME CHILDRENS GIFT. A beautiful POST CARD
ALBUM FREE. Substantial inside and out. Will last years. Holds

400 Post Cards. Appreciated by all.

Hotv to obtain the aho'Oe,

SEND us two (2) Annual Subscriptions to OUT WEST Weekly and

Monthly with $5.00 for same and we will deliver to you at OUT WEST office, 1 of

these Elegant Post Card Books FREE.

SEND us three (3) Annual Subscriptions to OUT WEST Monthly with $4.50
for same and we will deliver to you at OUT WEST office, 1 of these elegant Post

Card Books FREE.

.2.^>^.^mJm{.^.^.^.^.4*^*<S*^**}*^*^*^*^*^*^*^>4**S*4*<!*^*^*^*<!**2*'S*^^^

Will A. Kistler Co.

We are REAL PRINTERS, Publishers and Bookbinders.

BIG JOBS. SMALL JOBS.

We print and bind everything from the modest pamphlet to
the most elaborate Book you may desire. Rare books
repaired.

We make a specialty of Commercial Printing: letter heads,
bill heads, cards, envelopes, wedding stationery, etc.

2-1
o New HighAO Street

.*



OUT WEST
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Bring Buyer and Seller Together
In this classified department will be inserted advertisements of a clean and reliable character up to

14 b'nes, at the rate of 50 cents per Une. None will be inserted of less than 4 lines. No illustrations
nor display features will be permitted in this department. Our policy, which excludes medical, palmistry,
fortune-telling or misleading advertisements, or advertisements of unreUable parties or commodities,
also prevails in this department, and the business management will appreciate prompt notice from OtU
West readers of any such that may get in by false pretense. Address all letters pertaining to this depart-
ment to

OUT WEST,
CLASSIFIED DEPARTMENT, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

AMUSEMENTS-

AUDITORIUM

'THEATER BEAUTIFUL"—Fifth and Olive
streets, L. E. Behjoner, manager. For -ninter

bookings of the Shuberts see daily newspapers for
attractions of each week.

BELASCO THEATER
MAIN STREET, Belasco-Blackwood Company,

proprietors and managers. Lewis S. Stone and
company in stock. The recognized first class
stock house of Los Angeles.

HAMBURGER'S MAJESTIC THEATER
BROADWAY NEAR NINTH. OUver Morosco

Manager. Shubert attractions. Theater fireproof
and modem.

LOS ANGELES THEATER
SPRING STREET NEAR FOURTH. E. J.

Donnellan Manager. Vaudeville, SuUivan & Con-
sidine circuit. Eight star acts daily. Performances
at 2:30, 7:30 and 9 P. M.

MOROSCO'S BURBANK

MAIN BETWEEN FIFTH AND SIXTH.
Los Angeles' leading stock company. See announce-
ments in daily newspapers for attractions of each
week.

ORPHEUM THEATER

SPRING STREET BETWEEN SECOND AND
Third. Clarence Drown Manager. Vaudeville.

Orpheum attractions, the standard everywhere.

BANKS-

BANK OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

SEVENTH AND BROADWAY, Los Angeles.
A general banking business transacted, commer-
cial and savings. Letters of credit. Investment
bonds.

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK

MORE THAN 61,000 depositors. Resources
exceed $29,000,000. Special ordinary deposits, 3

per cent. Term deposits, 4 p)er cent. Largest
safe deposit vaults in the west. Security Bldg.
Fifth and Spring streets.

SOUTHERN TRUST COMPANY.

114 WEST FOURTH street, Los Angeles. Cap-
ital 81,000,000. Surplus and profits §205,000.
Resources, S6,200.000. Commercial, trust and

savings business transacted. Safe deposit and

storage vaults.

BREWERS-
RAINIER BOTTLING CO.

ENTERPRISE STREET, Los Angeles. Bot-
lers of Rainier Beer, Seattle's most famous pro-
duct. $1 per dozen, net. Phone Main 52 or

F 2032.

ANYVO THEATRICAL COLD CREAM
Prevents early wrinkles. It is not a freckle coating: it re-

moves them. ANYVO CO., 427 North Main St., Los Angeles



"SAN DIEQO"
THE BEER for particular people. Family

trade solicited. Iroquois Bottling Co. F 1646,
Main 431.

WIELAND'S BEER
EXTRA PALE and Culmbacher (a dark beer).

Family trade solicited. Krempel-Preston Co.,

agents, Los Angeles. Main 468, Home 10579.

BUNGALOW BOOKS

HOME BUILDERS

129 SOUTH BROADWAY, Los Angeles. Send
60 cents for Wilson's Original Dollar Bungalow-
Book. 100 correct plans. A limited number of

these books remain. Post paid on receipt of 60
cents.

RE.\L ESTATE-
MINES & PARISH

353 SOUTH HILL STREET, Los Angeles.
Business property and high class residence property.
Rental department. Home 10673. Sunset Mam
1457.

LANDS IN THE FAMOUS TURLOCK IRRIGATION
DISTRICT

Tracts of from 10 to 500 Acres

$100 Per Acre Upward—Very Liberal Terms

Climate, quality of soil (no alkali ) water con-
ditions and transportation facilities unsurpassed
in the state.

Adjoining and adjacent to Denair, a thriving
young town on the main line of the largest and
most complete and cheapest irrigation systems
in the United States.

For all kinds of deciduous fruits, alfalfa, dairying
and general farming these lands cannot be beaten.

TATUM-WINSTANLEY CO.
636-7 H. W. Hellman BIdg. Los Angeles/ Cal.

MEXICO Do Not Overlook MEXICO
The development has started and the American

farmers are going to the WEST COAST of Mexico
in large numbers.
We can offer 100 ACRE FARMS for $500.00

cash. You cannot duplicate the SOIL the CLI-
MATE or the MARKETS in the United States for

$100.00 per acre.

We are pioneer dealers in this country and stand
behind our land and our titles. We can also offer

large tracts of land (20,000 acres and up) at pri-

mary prices. Call or write
C. M. WOOSTER CO.

312 Laughlin Bldg. LOS ANGELES

HOTEL OAKWOOD
at

(Baldwin's Ranch)
15 MILES FROM LOS ANGELES. HIGH,
CLASS ENTERTAINERS. GOOD CAFE,
OPEN ALL NIGHT. BEST AUTO ROAD
OUT OF LOS ANGELES.

"The Cafe of a Thov^and Songs."

VENICE,
entertainers.

"SHIP CAFE"
Ward McFadden Proprietor. 5

STUDIO BUILDINGS—

BLANCHARD HALL ,

STUDIO BUILDING devoted exclusively to

Music, Art and Science. Largest Studio building
in the West. F. W. Blanchard, 233 S. Broadway,
Los Angeles.

WINES-

MISTLETOE VINEYARD COMPANY WINES

CALIFORNIA'S highest type vintages, especially
selected for eastern trade. Send a case to your
eastern friends. C. F. A. Last Company, pro-

prietors, Los Angeles.

s^'eLWSIlllIIEAll^

FINGER NAIL POLISH

SEND 10 CENTS for a 25 cent package of

Finger Nail Polish. A trial order of just what

you want. 218 New High St., Los Angeles, Cal.

RESTAURANTS AND RESORTS—
CAFE BRISTOL

Basement H. W. Hellman building. Fourth and

Spring. High class appointments, perfect service,-

unexcelled menu.
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LOS ANGELES PACIFIC COMPANY
Electric Railway

THEj SHORTEST AND QUICKEST LINE BETWEEN

Los Angeles and the Ocean
TO SANTA MONICA, OCEAN PARK, VENICE, REDONDO BEACH,

SOLDIERS' HOME, SAWTELLE, SHERMAN,

HOLLYWOOD and COLEGROVE
;;

Baloon Route Excursions I

101 Miles One Day One Dollar

>^ y
J< yr

^ Showing some of California's finest scenery includ- >r

ing 36 miles right along the ocean. A reserved
vK seat for every patron and an Experienced Guide 4'

> ^ with each car. > r

FREE ATTRACTIONS—An Ocean Voyage on Wheels. At Santa

^ Monica, free admission to the Camera Obscura, an exclusive attrac-

tion for Baloon Route Excursionists only. FREE ADIMISSION to

the $20,000 Aquarium, and a FREE RIDE ON THE L. A.

t THOMPSON SCENIC RAILWAY, the longest in the world, at

^^ Venice^ (Sunday excepted during July, August and September).

-f Laat car leaves Hill Street Station, between Fourth and Fifth Streets, LOS
ANGELES, at 9:40 A. M. DAILY.

< <<<<<<<<<<<<<<«<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< <^
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Next Time
You Go Eeist

Your pleasaue and comfort will be assured
if the journey be made on the palatial, elec-

tric lighted

LOS ANGELES
LIMITED

Equipped with the finest of sleeping cars

dining car and observation-library-buffet
car. Leaves Los Angeles at 10:30 a. m.
and runs via Salt Lake Route. Union Paci-
fic and Northwestern.

THREE DAYS
TO CHICAGO

TICKETS AND INFORMATION AT

601 SOUTH SPRING STREET
Los Angeles

and other SALT LAKE ROUTE oflices.

Los Angeles
Railway
Company

Operate yellow car lines reaching beautiful

city parks and Eagle Rock Valley. Qarvan-

za. Griffin Avenue and Eagle Rock lines to

Elysian Park. East Main and Downey
Avenue lines to Eastlake Park. West Seventh
and West Second Street lines to Westlake
Park. Cummings Street line to Hollenbeck
Park.

Cars also reach all cemeteries in city.

Rates on funeral car Paraiso, specially
fitted for this purpose, to any cemetery in

the city (round trip ), with or without casket,

SI 5.00.

Special cars for outings, day and even-

ing parties, etc., SS.OO for first hour and
$3.00 for each additional hour.

Telephone E. L. Lewis, Main 4187, or call

at Room 703, Pacific Electric Building,
Sixth and Main Streets.

-H*'M•^•<H•^»«^4»<^*4•*^•«^*4•4•4^^

•»

::

Los Angeles, Cal., May 18, 1909.

The Mathie Brewing Company,
1834-1858 East Main St., Los Angeles, CaL

Gentlemen:

fFor'severalyears I tried different doctors and medicines for

indigestion, sleeplessness and nervousness, but to no avail. My
father asked me to tr>' MATHIE'S MALT TONIC, and after

using it for some time I felt much better and my general health

was much improved, and I still continue to use it.

Yours truly,

PEARL ALDERETE.

MATHIE MALT TONIC
.50 PER DOZEN DELIVERED

I The Mathie Brewing Co. los anqeles, cal.

Home Phone Ex. 942 Sunset Phone East 66

^l.j..{MH^.^^^^^^^^^'^^^^^^^<'^^ ^^'^^^^^'^'^^l^^^^^^^^^'4><^^
Hummel i^ros & Co., tumish best help. 116-118 E. Second.



Extraordinary
Excursion

Under the auspices of

THE LOS ANGELES CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
to the

WEST COAST OF MEXICO
Leave Los Angeles 5 p. m., Jan. 12th

Return 7 a. m., Jan. 22nd, I9U.

The first sight-seeing and business-getting trip

through the wonderful States of Sonora, Sinaloa
and Tepic, with stops at all the principal cities

and improved sections along the route and on
branch lines to inspect mines, sugar plantations,

sugar mills, cotton mills and other industries;
meet the leading merchants, and study the agri-
cultural development and possibilities of this

land of New Opportunities.

A Special Train and a Special Rate

Including all railway fares, sleeping car fares and

dining car meals, with entertainment at various

points.

For particulars call or write

LOS ANGELES CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
or any agent of the

SOUTHERN PACIFIC

Los Angeles offices: 600 SOUTH SPRING STREET and

ARCADE STATION, 5th St. and Central Avenue

Pasadena office: 108 EAST COLORADO STREET

Hummel Bros. & Co. furnish best help. 116-118 E. Second.



Southern Pacific
:T0 AND THROUGH:

CALIFORNIA
The only road in the whole United States having four highways
through California, and affording its patrons maximum latitude in

the selection of routes of travel in the great State, as well as the

greatest variety of scenery and opportunities for pleasure and sight=

seeing trips, coupled with comfortable, high=class equipment, first-

class service, attentive employees, miles of track protected by

ELECTRIC SAFETY BLOCK SIGNAL SYSTEM

If you are contemplating a visit to

California, consult our nearest agent
as to lines of travel, what you should
do and how to do it when here

LITERATURE ON REQUEST

THIRTY SEVEN HUNDRED MILES OF

RAILROAD IN CALIFORNIA ALONE

TRAFFIC OFFICES:

1158=366-1 Broadway, New York

120 Jackson Boulevard, Chicago
Flood Building, San Francisco, California

600 South Spring Street, Los Angeles, California

Hummel Bros. & Co. "HELP CENTER." 116 E. Second St., Tel. Main 609



THE

REOPENING OF

ORIGINAL
CASA VERDUGO

RESTAURANT AND PARK

REMODELED AND REFURNISHED
Excellent Table d' Hole

SPANISH AND AMERICAN DINNERS
Service the Best Cuisine unexcelled

Take GLENDALE cars from 6th and Main Sts.* to Park Entrance

Pacific Electric Railway
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Los Angeles Investment Company
333-335-337 South Hill St.,Estibrh'e? LosTngeiesisw Los Angeles, California

INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF CALIFORNIA, MAY 29, 1899.

RESOURCES
Balance due on houses sold on montWy installments, mortgages, secured loans and

houses under construction $2,748,865.39

Building Material Co. stock, including two limaber yards, lumber and planing mills,

warehouses, shops, factories, wagons, etc 164,740.00
Stock in Globe Savings Bank at par (market value §95,100,00) 63,400.00

Stock in City & County Bank 5,375.00

Real Estate (market value $2,164,324.00) 1,756,724.48
Fixtures 5.517.17

Cash on hand 201.760.10

NET ASSETS: $4,946,362.14

Capital Stock paid in cash 1,949.071.00
Reserve 2,760,037. 17 4,709,108.17

LIABILITIES:
Di%-idends payable (uncalled for) 3,891.13
Home Certificates and Mortgages on proi>erty purchased (not a legal

Uabihty) 233,382.84 237,273.97
No unpaid bills

j

The last annual rep)ort showed the principal profits for the year to be:
j $4,946,382.14

Real Estate $261,319.69
Interest 180,000.00

Building Construction  10.191.89

There were also miscellaneous profits from architecture." legal, insurance and rental departments.
Quarterly Cash Dividends were divided among stockholders amounting to $355,640.52.

NO INVESTOR IN THIS COMPANY HAS EVER FAILED TO RECEIVE ALL OF HIS MONEY
ON DEMAND

Southern
California

SEVENTH AND BROADWAY

F. H. Haskell, Pres. M. N. Newmark.Vice Pres.

A. C. Hupp, Cashier

A General Banking Business

Transacted

COMMERCIAL SAVINGS
LETTERS OF CREDIT
INVESTMENTS BONDS

Accofwnii of Individuals, Firms and

Corporations Solicited on Favorable Terms.

SECIJRIXY
HAS NOW MORE THAN 61,000

open, active accounts. The number is in

creasing daily. Yours should be among
them. You can start a savings account

with ONE DOLLAR.

TERM DEPOSITS

draw interest at the rate of 4 per cent

Special ( Ordinary ) deposits draw 3 i>er

cent a year.

LARGEST AND OLDEST
savings bank in the Southwest, with

RESOURCES EXCEEDING $29,000,000.00

SECURITY BLDQ., SPRING and Sth ST.

In the baoement are the lan[e*t. itrongMt and beat

afety deposit ami storace vaulta in the West. Boxee
S2 a year and upward.
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"SPINELESS CACTUS"
The latest development in breeding

a most useful plant.

(For nearly two years Professor Alfred

Burbank, formerly one of the members
of the faculty of the University of Calif-

ornia and one of the famous Burbank
brothers of plant breeding fame—
Luther and Alfred—has been engaged
at the ranch of J. R. Newberry at Prado,
in conducting experiments, not only in

the propagation of spineless cactus,
but with other plants, chiefly from Mexi-

co, which it is believed will be of immense
material value to the farmers and
ranchers of Southern California and

Mr. Burbank's introduction to this

line of work in Southern California

was the result of a meeting with ^Ir.

Newberry at one of the northern health

resorts nearly two years ago. At the

time Mr. Burbank had just left the Uni-

versity of California and was intending
to take a rest for a year or more. It

was only after he had inspected the New-

berry ranch at Prado and had noted its

peculiar adaptability to conducting ex-

periments on a large scale, that he con-

sented to come to Southern California

at all. The experiments conducted at

Prado are financed by Mr. Newberry
—Editor Out West.)

By Alfred Burbank

I believe that the time is not far dis-

tant when the American people must

depend upon the cactus as one of the

principal forage plants for stock.

We are beginning to feel a shortage
in our supply of beef. As evidenced by
reports from the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture there are actually
fewer beef cattle in the United States

today than there were ten years ago.
The shortage is further evidenced by

the much higher price which everybody
is paying, not only for meat, but for

all meat products.
Few men reahzethe enormous amount

of forage which can be supplied by the

cactus. Contrary to the common sup-

position the cactus is not a plant which

prefers a poor soil; it does best on good
land. I believe that the spineless cactu.s

will solve the meat problem of the future.

The population of the United States
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ALFRED BLRBANK
Who perfected the Burbank potato. One of the famous brothers whose experiments in Plant BrecdinR have attracted

world-wide attention. Alfred Burbank has been engaged in studies with the flat-jointed Opuntia for the past thirty-

two years.
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The perfect "leal" or joint, of the spineless, flat jointeil Opunlia. Joint about 16 in. long. Photo by Graham.

is increasing at a very rapid rate; this,

also, is true of the population of the
world. The marvelous strides of sani-

tation, and our success in controlling
and stamping out great epidemics and
plagues, have brought an inevitable
increase in population. Plagues and
diseases that formerly wrought death
over whole continents, are repressed.
We have curbed the death rate in fevers.

Children's diseases no longer cause the

mortality once wrought by them; small-

pox, tuberculosis, and cholera are not
feared as once they were. There has
been a cessation of small wars and a

lessening of the number of great wars.
All of these factors make for the decrease
of the death rate, and an increase
in the average duration of life. Not-

withstanding all that has been said to
the contrary, there has been, all over the

world, an increase in the birth rate.

Race suicide, which by the way, is a
new form of vice, cannot long continue
as the families or nations which practice
it will inevitably perish.

The soil of the United States is becom-
ing rapidly exhausted, where there is

an}' to exhaust. We are importing
fresh blood from Europe all the time,
but are exporting that which makes blood.

The soil of the Atlantic States, has been
for years depleted. Its fertility is so

far gone that the old standard farm crops
cannot be successfully grown. Many
of the farms are abandoned and are

brush-covered. The Middle West and
the West are rapidly following in the
same direction. The farmers have been
driven to rotation of crops and to sum-
mer fallowing as a means of obtaining

adequate remuneration for their labors.

There are now in the United States nf»

more great fertile tracts of virgin land

to exploit. True there is a little more
land that can be put under irrigation,

and there are a few more swamps to

drain; this done and the process of soil

exhaustion will be well advanced. The
future agricultural exploitation will not

be in the discover}' of new agricultural

areas, but in helping nature to re-fertilize
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Perfect "leaves," or joints, and fruit of tiie spineless, flat jointed Opuntia. Large joint about 16 inches long.
Photo by Graham.

the barren lands of which there are

already millions of acres, in reclaiming
the worn out soils, in re-forestation,
and in a word, in discovering a greater

agricultural United States under the
surface than we now have in sight.

Most plants, if permitted to return to

the soil, would increase its fertility;
but we do not usually permit them to

return to the soil directly, or even

indirectly. They are usually removed
as farm or forage crops, or used for fuel,
or are burned by devastating forest

fires, which by the way, are a great
source of soil exhaustion.

Another class of plants actually assist

nature in weathering the soil and thus

making it more fertile. Of these plants
the cactus is the most useful. Especially
is this true of the Opuntia and the
Cerevs. The Opuntia is the so-called

prickly pear with which we are all

famihar.

Now the Opuntia, instead of being
a depleter of soil fertility, is actually
a feeder of the soil. As is known.

all soil comes from the
. disintegration

of the rocks. The cactus plant possesses
thousands of tiny rootlets, each of these

tiny rootlets has, in common language,
a "stinger," which can penetrate the
smallest crevice in the rock. Wherever
the rootlet can penetrate it injects a

dissolving fluid which makes the rock

friable, and reduces it to soil. Now,
in gravel and in silt the rootlets will

penetrate the smallest of the stones,
and by chemical action dissolve them
into soil. In the older sections of the

country where the plant food has been

used up, cactus will thrive splendidly
on worn out soils, and if given the

slightest chance will gradually convert

them again into fertile soil.

There is not yet an actually spineless

cactus, and the name is misleading.
No really spineless cactus can be purchas-
ed at any price, as yet. All of the

"spineless varieties," of which there are

many (T have more than thirty in my
collection, all of which are more than

three years old ) are only comparatively.
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Horse eating tne flat jo'nted Opuntia (Spineless cactus) Photo by Graham

or practically so, having scattering or

sometimes deciduous spines such as

would not inconvenience an animal

eating the plant, as much as the beards
on barley and on many other kinds of

hay. To advertise a "spineless" cactus
is to mislead the public. As a matter
of fact there never has been a spineless
cactus sent out by myself, or by anybody
else that would stand more than 8 degrees
Fahrenheit of cold. It is true that there
are Opim/!?a.s that will stand the freezing

of an Alaskan winter, but they are small,

spiculous and practically worthless.

The United States is now sending out

some thrifty growing Opuntias that will

stand many degrees of freezing, but they
are so spiny that they can be utilized

as stock food only after the spines have
been burned or removed in some way.
Up to this year we have been unable

to produce the so-called spineless Opun-
tias, that would endure greater cold than
24 degrees Fahrenheit. This year I have
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a variety that will endure H degrees
Fahrenheit. There are now several

varieties on the market which are of

great economic value as stock food,

and several fast growing spiny varie-

ties from which the spines can be
burned with a common plumber's
torch, or which may be ground in such
a way as to render the spines harmless.

The best of the improved varieties

produce a great quantity of forage to

the acre on arid soils and most enormous

quantities on good soils. Dr. David
Griffith of the United States Agricultural

Department tells me that in trimming
some plants at Riverside, he cut 2.300

pounds from one plant. I myself re-

moved 1,900 pounds of stock food from
one plant, quite recently. Of course

this represents more than one }'ear's

growth, possibly two. This was done
without the slightest injur}^ to the plant,
but leaving it in good shape for another

crop.

One advantage of the cactus as a

forage crop is that it can be gathered
at any time of the year, or it can be
allowed to remain without harvesting
for several j'ears, without injury either

to the plant or to the crop.

We already realize that the meat

shortage in the United States has begun.
The great ranges are being fenced up
and the number of animals on the farm
is diminishing. By supplying a tre-

mendous amount of forage where none
is now produced, the cactus will help
to solve this insistent problem.
There are at least 800 different varie-

ties of cactus, and none of these grow
on the desert, because they prefer it.

They live on the desert because they
cannot live anywhere else. With as

good treatment as is given to corn they
will make a forage resembling alfalfa

and will produce 150 tons and more to

an acre annually after being five years

old, the first crop being fit to harvest

at six months after setting out.

The Newberry ranch at Prado is

especially well adapted to our experiments
on account of the diversity of the soil.

Not only am I working with the cactus,
but my hobby now is providing other-

wise against the coming shortage of the
food crop in this country. There was

a time in the United States—and a

time in CaUfornia—when the stock

ranches were supreme. These were
turned into wheat and barley ranches
which are now pretty well exhausted.
The cattle men and dairymen now tell

me that they cannot keep as many
cattle on any tract of land as they could
in years gone by. Consequently if we
can supply more forage we can supply
more beef.

The flat jointed Opuntia has always
produced a somewhat edible fruit, of

which the Mexicans appear to be very
fond. We have greatly improved it

in size and flavor, but there is still room
for improvement. The Mexicans also

use the joint, which is commonly known
to the Americans as the "leaf," for a

food, but it is not very good. Well

prepared it is fairly palatable. The
fruit can still be greatly improved. We
are now able to produce a large and
fineh' flavored fruit from this variety,
the Opuntia.

Another variety of the cactus, the

Cercus, has been selected for experiment
in improving the fruit, I have produced
a fruit from this variety which is about as

large as the average sized navel orange,
but the shape of a goose egg, with a

glove skin, which is more easily removed
than the skins of most oranges. The
fruit is of several colors, ranging from
white through green, pink, and almost
red. The seeds are small, like the

strawberry, and the consistency of the

flesh is much like that of the strawberry.
It is a rich fruit, inclined to sweetness.

So far it takes on various flavors. They
are all very pleasant, and the fruit can be

eaten as one would eat an enormous

strawberry, but it is richer and sweetei-.

So far as I know no one has hitherto

worked on this variety. 1 think it is

destined to become one of the most

popular market fruits which we can

have, and it is a fairly good keeper,
better than the members of the plum
family, and possesses a fine appearance.
In food value is is about equal to the

banana. This plant grows on most
barren soils, like the flat jointed Opun-
tia, but as yet has not been bred to

stand any great degree of cold. The
fruit, of course, is absolutely spineless and
is as smooth as the smoothest apple.
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Artistic Homes of Southern California.

Home of Mrs. E. M. Neustadt.

By Elva Elliott Sayford

Always the East is giving to the

West and always the West receives—
transplants the treasure-trove of the

more ancient civilization to her fertile

fields, there to take root in the new soil—a composite mingling of all the coun-
tries and nations of the earth, from which
is growing up a new civilization embrac-

ing the highest and best of all types.

Here, we see a house patterned after

a substantial residential structures typical
of the cities of the Altantic Coast;

there, we note, and just next door,

perhaps, a product of the Elizabethan

period and beyond that, most likely,
a California bungalow of the old Mission

type.
And the house of Elizabethan times

may have a Japanese garden, a Califor-

nia Mission cottage a formal row of

brilliant blooms such as is planted to-

day in the town gardens of Mrs. Astor
or Mrs. Vanderbilt on New York's
Fifth Avenue; or, the mistress of the
Colonial mansion may hark back to
the earlier centuries and have a Roman
garden, designed by a professional land-

scape artist, and laid out by line and

rule, breathing order and symmetry
in its straight little alleys and close-

trimmed hedges
—its little beds of old-

fashioned, sweet-scented flowers and

flowering shrubs—its pergola of ancient

days, and its odoriferous herbs—sage,

basil, sweet marjoram, mint and the like—all enclosed and retired from the gaze
of the street.

It is just this that Mrs. E. M. Neustadt
has done out on West Adams Heights.
She has built a handsome dwelling of

pure. Colonial design, placed in bold

relief on the brow of the Heights, where

The Neustadt Home, Adams street and Western Ave. Photo by Graham.
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Porch, Neustadt Home. Photo by Graham

it stands silhouetted against the deep
blue of the sky. On the sloping land

below, she has built her pleasure garden,
after the fashion of old Rome, with its

terraced walls, its close-cropped hedges
of box and its brilliant bloom of roses

and old-fashioned oleander, amaranth,
anemone, cornflower, cyclamen and ver-

bena.

And this blending of the oldest of

the Old World with the oldest of the New,
is, in this case, distinctly attractive.

The house faces the southeast and
from the broad veranda that stretches

across its front, is the view that suggested
this turning of the front from the street—a view so broad, so entrancing, that

even the Southland, with its host of

pleasant spots, can scarcely find its

equal. Immediately below is the green
valley of varied verdure, its meadows
pressing close to the base of the stately

Cienega hills, and on beyond its curving
confines the broad sweep of the blue

Pacific, its azure line marking the West
where the sun is lost to view when twi-

light falls.

The plan of the house is very direct

and formal, consisting, on the lower

floor, of a central hall reaching from front

to back, from which the spacious rooms

open.
The hall is entered immediately, with-

out the interposition of a vestibule,

and the eye is greeted with a true picture
of Ye Old Colonial days

—the trim of

the interior and the furnishings both

in strict keeping with the period.
The stairs at the end of the hall

are very cleverly arranged as a decorative

feature and add greatly to the interest

and beauty of the interior. Beginning
in the center they divide, half way up,
at a platform built below a handsome
window on the upper floor. The light,

delicate handrail is in keeping with the

Colonial character of the house. The

spaces behind the lower and below the

the upper flights serve as a pass pantry,
with entrance to the kitchen and dining-

room.
The rooms that open from the cen-

tral hall are alike in dimensions and so

spacious that the really high ceilings

seem somewhat low. Their length is

thirty feet, with a width of twenty-
two feet, and each room has a mantel

and chimney-piece built in elaborate
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The Stairway, Neustadt Home. Photo by Graham.

detail.

The main rooms of the house are

on the east front, overlooking the garden
and valley below and the pm'ple hills

beyond. Leading from the main hall

at right angles, runs a wide hall entirely

separating the service part of the house
from the living rooms. Potted plants
are freely used in its decoration and

cleverly placed windows give a subdued

light. Into this conservatory-hall, the

formal drawing-room of the house opens
through French doors.

The wood finish throughout the house
is of the glistening white of the old

Colonial mansion and the walls of the

downstair rooms are finished with a

novel and interesting surface cover that

gives an air of distinctiveness yet pre-
serves the quiet note of the period.
These handsome rooms, with their lovely

outlook, contain a wealth of furnishings

Colonial, for Mrs. Neustadt has gathered,
bit by bit from the best markets of the

Atlantic Coast, many rare and ex-

quisitely carved pieces, even the mantels
of the lower floor rooms having been
taken from an Old Dominion home-

stead and brought across the country
and installed in her stately home at the

edge of the other ocean. Exquisite
tapestries and brocaded hangings add
their note of richness to the rooms.
On the second floor the six sleeping

rooms are decorated in conventional

designs in dainty colorings, and each
chamber has its private bath. . A sunny
sewing room is a practical feature of

this floor, and at either end of the house
is a spacious upper veranda, command-

ing a sweeping view of valley and sea.

The third floor is given over to service

rooms—quarters for the servants, a

storage room and a drying room.
And so, in her combining of the Old

and the New, has the builder of this

home in the West made for herself

an abiding place that is not purely of one

type or another, but the product of

what has seemed to her the best in each
—and her windows open to the perfume
of her garden and to the valley below

and the purple hills beyond, and then to

the azure line of the sunset sea where

the sun goes down when twilight steals

upon the land. >
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What Water Power Conservation

Will Effect.

Copyright 1910 by J. Horsburgh, Jr. All rights reserved.
This exhibit shows the growth of one of the Los Angeles public service corporations. Above is a photograph

of tne little frame building on Twenty-second Street near Vermont, in which the Southern California Edison Com-
pany, a ten million dollar corporation, had its birth. Below is shown one of the stations of the company in Los
Angeles. The operations of this company now extend all over Southern California. Opposite page show> office and
central station of the company.
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The West and Its Power Problem.
By Del M. Reynolds

On the eighteenth of August nine

governors of the Pacific Coast and inter-

mountain states, or their representatives,
met in Salt Lake City for the purpose
of definitely outlining the western policy
in regard to the conservation question.

This meeting, with the attitude taken

by the representatives of the various

states, shows that the West is standing
solidly against the east in the manner
in which the policy of conservation shall

be carried out.

Here is the policy of the West as laid

down and unanimously adopted as a

platform of principles:

(1 ) That in legislatively solving the

problems of conservation, the national

Congress adhere to the doctrine of

Abraham Lincoln that the public lands

are an impermanent national possession,
held in trust for the maturing States.

(2 ) That State Government, no less

beneficently than national government,
is capable of devising and administer-

ing laws for the conservation of public

property; and that the national and
state governments should legislatively

co-ordinate, to the end that within a

reasonable period of time the state

governments be conceded the full and

complete administration of such conser-

vation laws as may ^be found adaptable
to the varying conditions of the several

states.

(3) That the experience of the con-

servation states demonstrates that dis-

positions of public property made under

existing national conservation laws and

Office and down town station of the Southern California Edison Company. This company and the Pacific Light & Power Com-
pany and their affiliated companies have been foremost in the conservation of water power in Southern California.
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Virgin land, typical of the foothills of the Sierras. Will be orange orchards when power and water development
go hand in hand.

regulations have tended to intrench

monopoHes and interests menacing the

common welfare; and that modifications

of such laws and regulations should be

promoted by Congress.

(4) That the elimination from the

national forest reserves of all homestead
and untimbered grazing lands is im-

mediately expedient.

(5) That the use and control of all

water power inheres of right in the

States, within restrictions insuring per-

petual freedom from monopoly.
-

(6) That the privilege of American
citizens to seek and develop mineral

wealth wherever it may be found should
be fully amplified and secured by law.

(7) That the idea of deriving Fed-
eral revenue from the physical resources

of the states is repugnant to that ad-

justment of Constitutional powers, which

guarantees the perpetuity of the union.

Why is there a division in the ranks
of those who see the need for the preser-

vation of the nation's resources, and on
what is the doctrine of "State's Rights"
based? It is not my purpose to go into

rights or the wrongs of the argument,
but instead is simply to set down the
western idea which governs the action
taken by the Congress of Governors.

There is not the slightest doubt in

regard to the attitude of the thinking
man of the West on the conservation

question. He believes in it thoroughly.
It is his creed—a creed learned through
close study in the hard school of exper-
ience, and as a result, one that he will

not easily forget.
He has seen the forests of California

so far on the road to destruction that,

now, the freshet waters from the Sierras

flood the lowlands of the Sacramento
and the San Joaquin during the winter
and spring, and, receding in the summer,
leave them to blister in alkali. He knows
the history of the Alaska coal grabs,
and is familiar with the conditions
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Building Crane Valley Dam, South Fork of San Joaquin. Power and water conservation in process of development.

in the once dense forests of Michigan.

This knowledge conies both through the

pubUc press and from personal investi-

gation.

Now he is face to face with the same

question in regard to the oil resources

of the state. From the showing of the

first six months of the year, California

will produce at least 75,000,000 barrels

of oil during 1910, with the promise
of a still greater output in future years.

California has little or no coal; her

forests have been cut away to an alarm-

ing extent, and there remains for future

generations only the water power, and
this must be developed. Already for

lack of this development, two power
companies, operating in and around
Los Angeles, are each burning 40,000
barrels of oil per month and when ad-

ditions to the Pacific Light and Power

Corporation's Redondo plant are com-

plete, the total will reach 65,000 barrels;

through the building of the projected

plant of the Southern California Edison

Company at Long Beach there will be a
further increase in consumption.

This will place the total oil consumption
of the two companies alone at about

100,000 barrels per month, or more than

1,200,000 barrels per year.
At the present time the additional oil

consumption of Los Angeles is about

330,000 barrels per month, outside of

what is required for railway uses. San
Francisco is ahead of Los Angeles in

the amount consuiyied, for the total in

that city reaches 25,000 barrels per day,

making a grand total for the year's
demand for the two cities of 12,000,000
barrels.

These figures have nothing whatever
to do with the immense amount of oil

used in smaller cities, by other power
companies, or by the railways; neither

has it anything to do with that which
is exported from the state. What the

future totals will be is only a matter of

conjecture.
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Needless to say through the use of this—a greater natural resource to the state

than is its gold
—there is a complete

loss to future generations, just as the

cutting of California timber in the past
has resulted in loss to the present
generation.
On the other hand, California, and

in fact every state west of the Colorado-
Kansas line, has millions in water power
going to waste daily, which if harnessed
would act as the greatest possible con-

server for coal and oil.

California alone has 30,000,000 horse-

power on her streams, and of this amount
only some 250,000 horsepower is being
utilized.

The problem is how to bring the

remainder of this power into active

use at the first possible moment, and
at the least expense to the public.
Los Angeles has solved the problem

of her own needs with the Owens River

aqueduct. Here the water is owned

by the municipality, and bonds for the

city's power already have been voted.

In this way the water will be developed
by the people's money for the people's
benefit. There will be no large capitali-

zation upon which to earn dividends,
but the water and power sold will be

turned over at only sufficient cost to

.serve the needs of financing the proposi-
tion.

What Los Angeles is doing is the first

great step, not only in the proper method
for conserving water and power, but also

in the battle to protect the coal, timber

and oil supplies, in that water power
supplants them—without loss to itself

—and preserves them for the use of

future generations.
What Los Angeles is capable of doing

through her bonding power is denied

Aast stretches of agricultural country,

awaiting development.
Take for instance the great, generous

%alley of the Sacramento and the San

Joaquin, fifty miles wide and hundreds

of miles in length, covering an area

of more than 23,000 square miles of

fertile, level floor from Redding to Bakers-

field, equivalent in area to New Hamp-
.shire, Vermont and Massachusetts, and

capable, under cultivation, of producing
a nation's supply of farm products.

At the present time the greater part

of this valley is given over to wheat
farming, producing a return of about
$5.00 per acre, without irrigation, but

capable of returning under development
more than $500.00. In fact, one man
last year, on what was believed to be
waste hillside, and at an expense of

$11.00 per acre for irrigation, produced
in Malaga grapes an average of $1022.20.
On the low lands where the pumping
lift was not excessive his irrigation cost

was but $2.50 per acre for Tokay grapes
that netted $840.35 the acre.

This pumping was done by hydro-
electric power at a point where oil

can be delivered at a ratio, on coal cost

of $2.00 per ton, and yet the cost of

irrigation with anj'thing save electricity
would have been prohibitive.
Here is where the power man er^ters

the field.

In the east, where irrigation is practi-

cally unknown, the field of the power
company is believed to be in furnishing

power to municipalities and to factory
districts. In the West the work is

the furnishing of power for pumping
and irrigation purposes, which means
the development of great stretches of

agricultural country, but carries with
it an attendant high cost of extended

distributing and producing systems.
In the first place this cost of develop-

ing and distributing ranges from $100
to $600 per horsepower, according to

conditions, with the scale graduated
by the amount of power to be harnessed.

Figuring upon the basis of calculation

used by the Edison Company and by
the Pacific Light and Power Corporation,
in work of the magnitude handled by
these companies, $200 per horse power
is about an average figure of cost. This
would fix the total cost of harnessing
California's power alone at about $6,000,-

000,000.

Figuring on the basis that each horse

power developed is worth $5.00 per
annum to the wealth of the state—and
this is a ridiculously low figure

—the

30,000,000 horsepower of California, har-

nessed, would increase the yearly indus-

trial value of the state $150,000,000
without the destruction of one iota of

the natural resources, and on the other

hand, want of this development is an

equal yearly loss.
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Crane Valley Dam. Character of work to be done in harnessing the tremendous power resources of California.

To produce this power money—much
money—must be spent. Under exist-

ing conditions the rural districts have
not the wealth to carry out the project.
Hence the power man's work is good,

necessary, and should be regulated rather

than disparged. This is an accepted
fact, but the manner of regulation is

the rock upon which the power man
and your dyed-in-the-wool conserva-

tionist split.

The conservationist desires to grant
easements for a term of, say, fifty years
to the power corporations, and main-
tains that, at the end of that time, the

franchise should revert with the pri-

vilege of renewal on a basis to be deter-

mined at the time the easement expires.
At the present moment the law per-

mits the revocation of a power permit
at the will of the federal government,
and, in the placing of construction bonds,
the question of title to the property
is one that cannot be answered satis-

factorily on the part of the power man.
Gifford Pinchot, in letters to Wm.

G. Kerckkoff of the Pacific Light and

Power Corporation, shows himself to

be desirous of developing water power
to conserve other resources, and further

puts himself on record as believing in

the fact that certain concessions should

be made to the power man for his work
in developing the country.
Under date of September 24, 1908,

Gifford Pinchot, writing officially from

Washington, said in part: "Although
I shall not be able to be present myself,
nor to send a representative, I am
deeply interested in the Trans-Mississippi

Congress, and share your anxiety that

the Congress may pursue such a course

as will have a positive tendency to

promote the active development and
utilization of water power. The need

of water power to conserve the natural

resources of the country, especially the

mineral fuels, is thoroughly understood

by the Forest Service. Thus the active

development of power sites upon the

National Forests, for which permits
are issued, is always secured by imposing
the condition that work shall be begun
within a definite, specified time, and
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completed within another definite speci-
fied period. The policy of the Forest
Service is to encourage water power
development in every way consistent

with the public interests involved.

"The only
* * * *

grievance
which the power companies have is

that, under the Act of February 15,

1901, (31 Stat., 790) their permits
must of necessity be revocable at the
discretion of the Secretary of Agriculture,
and with reference to this feature, as

you are already well aware, I am in

favor of such a change in existing law
as would authorize the issuance of per-
mits irrevocable, except for breach of

conditions, for a fixed term sufficiently

long in insure security of investment."
The power man's request for a non-

revocable license is a fair demand,
and the results should be fully under-
stood by the consumer. If there is a

question of insufficient title, bonds for

building power plants will be placed
on a very weak market, and at a great

discount, but when they are taken up
they must be repaid at par.
The power man knows this, and, if

he is willing to look the matter squarely
in the face, realizes that this power
grant is a gift of the people, just as a

franchise for a street railway, and goes
into power construction with his eyes

open.
He must place his bonds in the best

possible market, and, in the operation
of his business, must create a sinking
fund which will retire these bonds at

maturity.
If in the first place capital is hard to

interest, and the bonds must be sold below

par, this shortage on the sale of the bonds
must be added to the amount of returns

which is diverted from the profit and loss

account to take care of the bond pay-
ment.

This fact also must be fully under-
stood by the consumer, who will of

necessity bear the burden of this sinking
fund, added, by percentage, to the

charge for each horsepower purchased
of the company.
There is no other way out of the situ-

ation. If the bonds for building the

plant are to be retired before the end of a

fifty year easement, the consumer must
stand the expense, whether or not divi-

dends can be paid on the stock.

If, at the same time, the National
government collects an annual conser-
vation charge from the companies, this
also must be added to the cost of the
power, and must be borne by the con-
sumer.

The manner of collection is simple.
In the first place the power company
is a public service corporation, and as
such is subject to the regulation of the
state in regard to the prices it may charge,
per horsepower, for its product. If

there is a conservation charge levied

by the Federal government, either in

the form of an excise tax, or through a

ruling of the Forestry Bureau, the state,
in figuring upon a reasonable rate to be
charged the consumer, per horsepower,
must accept the books of the company
as a basis of production and operation
expense.

These books will show the forestry

charge collected by the Federal govern-

ment, and this will be added by the state

officials to the amount permitted the

company to collect from the consumer,,
to cover fixed charges, costs, interest

and taxes upon the property.
Here is where the people of the West

disagree from the Forestry Bureau.

The western contention is that the water

of the state belongs to the state and is

held in trust by the government for the

use of that state and for that state alone.

Ergo, any money collected for the use of

this water, should be spent for the bene-

fit of that state, and of no other.

As a statement of this attitude the

Seattle Chamber of Commerce in a

memorial to President Taft under date

of March 21 said in part:

"We believe that hereafter in the

disposal of public lands controlling water

power or containing deposits of coal,

a power to protect the public against

unreasonable prices should be reserved

to the state, where the land is within a

territory, and to pass to the future

state when organized.

"It seems to us that this could best
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Crane Valley Dam. . Another aspect of big work going on in the Sierras.

be accomplished by a law which should

provide, that in every sale of public

lands, controlling water power, the right
to regulate the price of the water power
should be reserved to the state, within

which the lands are situate, and, when
within a territory, to the United States,
to pass to the state to be created out of

such territory.
"In case of a dispute as to what con-

stituted a reasonable price, a court of

competent jurisdiction could be called

upon at the instance of any interested

party to determine the question. This,
with appropriate legislation forbidding

overcapitalization, would, we submit, be
an effectual safe-guard for the public,
while not preventing the needful and
desirable development of the natural

resources of the country.
"The people of the Pacific Northwest

who, by making their homes here, have
made lands and mines and water power
worth while, have a vital interest in

the early development and utilization

of the natural wealth of the country,

and in having the public lands open to

development upon just and equal terms.
It is only by development and use that
the land can be settled and improved
and towns, cities, and commonwealths
built up. Any policy, therefore, that
would seal up, or unnecessarily retard,
the use of nature's wealth would
be a positive injury to both. Full

and free development under wise and
effectual regulation against the abuses
of monopoly is the true policy for this

country.
"We are opposed to the plan of

government ownership and operation,
either directly or upon the landlord

and tenant system. It would be waste-

ful, and sooner or later would lead to

favoritism in leasing and to corruption
in the public service. It would tend
to block the development of the country
without any compensating advantage.
The tenant of a coal mine, for example,
would naturally take out the coal easiest

to mine; that is, in mining parlance,
he would rob the mine; he would be less
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careful in other respects in working
it, and the result would be waste instead

of conservation. An elaborate system
of government supervision might, to

some extent, prevent such wasteful

operation, but in that case the Govern-
ment would practically have to go into

the coal-mining business itself.

"Under the government ownership,
or landlord and tenant plan, it is proposed
to charge annual rental or royalty,
which is to go into the Government

treasury. As these public lands are

all in the West, including Alaska, this

would amount to a discrimination

against this part of the country. It

would be a tax, not upon the people of

the whole country, but upon the people
of the West, where these natural resources

are situate, and who are largely consumers
of these products. Obviously, the con-

sumer must bear the burden of such
rent or royalty. If, therefore, a royalty
is to be charged, it should go to the state

in which the water power is situate.

Should the policy of charging a royalty
on water power be adopted by the older

states, the revenue arising therefrom

will not go into the Government treasury,
but will be kept in the state where the

water power is found for the benefit

of the people of such state. We see

no good reason why the newer states

should not be upon the same footing
in this respect as the older ones.

"Long before pubhc attention through-
out the country was called to the question
of the conservation of water powers,
the State of Washington adopted a

constitution which contains this wise

provision :

" 'The use of the waters of this State

for irrigation, mining and manufacturing

purposes shall be deemed a public use.'

"This brings every water power in

this state within reach of pubUc control.

"The success of the conservation move-

ment, that is, conservation with use,

will, in the long run, depend more upon
the states than upon the General Govern-

ment, because, in the nature of things,
the people of a state are better fitted

by local knowledge and experience to

look after the public interests of their

community than government officials,

however honest and well meaning, in

the City of Washington, thousands of

miles away. A wise co-operation of the

general government with the state govern-
ments will produce the best results.

"Instead therefore of making the gen-
eral government a perpetual landlord
over all the remaining public lands

containing coal or controlling water

power, their management to be directed

by bureau clerks in Washington, thous-
ands of miles away—a system certain

to give rise to wastefulness and corrup-
tion—we would favor the sale of such
lands under laws which reserve the right
to regulate the price of coal and water

power and in that way protect the public
from imposition."
The Forestry Department of the Fed-

eral Government insists upon placing
the following rate of charge on water

power developed on forest resources,
or on plants that in any way use public
lands in this development:

For the 1st year, per thousand kilowatt

hours—2 cents.

For the 2nd year, per thousand kilowatt

hours—4 cents.

For the 3rd year, per thousand kilowatt

hours—6 cents.

For the 4th year, per thousand kilowatt

hours—8 cents.

For the 5th year, per thousand kilowatt

hours—10 cents.

For the 6th to 10th years inclusive

per thousand kilowatt hours—12 1-2 cents

For the 11th to 15th years inclusive

per thousand kilowatt hours— 15 cents.

For the 16th to 20th years inclusive

per thousand kilowatt hours— 17^ cts.

For the 21st to 25th years inclusive

per thousand kilowatt hours—20 cents.

For the 26th to 30th years inclusive

per thousand kilowatt hours—22 1-2 cts.

For the 31st to 35th years inclusive

per thousand kilowatt hours—25 cents.

For the 36th to 40th years inclusive

per thousand kilowatt hours—27 1-2

cents.

For the 41st to 45th years inclusive

per thousand kilowatt hours—30 cents.

For the 46th to 50th years inclusive

per thousand kilowatt hours—32 1-2

cents.

If the 30,000,000 horse power of Calif-

ornia were developed on these terms,

the people of California would be taxed

annually through the increased chargeg
for the power developed at the followins
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Head of water ready for use in developing power. Crane Valley Dam.

1,942,-

rate:

At the end of the first vear—$
000.

At the end of the tenth vear-

620,000.
At the end of the twentieth year

—
$39,240,000.
From the forty-sixth to fiftieth, in-

clusive—$64,057,000.
This would be a tax, indirect it is

true, but nevertheless a tax on the

industries of the state per annum to a

prohibitive amount, especially when it

is remembered that every other western
state would have a like proportionate
tax levied, while east of the Kansas-
Colorado line no such tax could be

collected, for in that territory the gov-
ernment has no power site forest holdings.

It must not be thought that the West
is not in favor of conservation, for no-

thing is farther from the truth. The
West wants development—rapid devel-

opment—and looks to water power
as the quickest and surest means for

this advancement.
The West recognizes in the power

man the strongest natural conserver.

In the first place he enters the market
in direct competition with the oil, coal

and timber producer, and lessens the
market for their wares.

Water that has rushed down to the

sea from barren mountains is lost not

only for to-day, but forever. To con-

serve this lost power it must be harnessed
and used.

Every power dam that is constructed

in the Sierra Nevadas not only stores

up tons of water during the winter

and spring floods, for use in the lowlands

in the hot, dry summer, when irrigation
is needed, but it also does just as much
to prevent the disastrous floods that

every few years sweep over the levees

of the San Joaquin around Stockton
and do millions of dollars damage.

Reforestration saves from five to ten

per cent of flood water during the winter,
and equalizes the flow of the rivers by
allowing seepage during the summer
months, but impounding of water in

power and irrigation dams results in

100 per cent conservation, less evapora-
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Water in ditch, ready for irrigation purposes after de-
veloping power.

tion, according to the figures of the Re-
clamation Service.

The power man must also aid in open-
ing the trails and mountain roads, and
must work alongside the forest ranger

in the prevention of fires. He must

fight with the timber baron for the pre-
servation of the forests, and must battle

side by side with the most ardent con-
servationist for the protection of his

own source of power, and his investment.
The San Joaquin Valley, for instance,

needs millions of horsepower developed
for irrigation purposes, and for the drain-

ing of lowlands that have been flooded

and rendered useless by the old system
of canal irrigation. When this power
is furnished, the great wheat fields of

the valley will give place to vineyards
and to orchards, as now is the case around

Fresno, and the value of the land will

be raised from 200 to 500 per cent.

Water must be provided before the
settler can plant his soil. Power must
be provided before the water can be

obtained, and before the power man
can provide this power he must develop
it in the high mountains of the Sierras,

mostly on land that now is held in reserve

by the government.
Million of acres are waiting the settler

in the West, and millions of settlers are

waiting the acreage. The state stands

ready to regulate the charges that are

made by the power companies to the

consumer, and, while the Federal Gov-
ernment dallies with the situation, the
whole West waits

REAL SOLITUDE

Mary E. Kenniston
The moon and a million stars look down
On desert stretches bold and brown,
Whose trackless wastes have men construed

To mean a mighty solitude.

Yet, in this land of rugged might,

My heart feels not alone to-night.
The freedom, vastness, majesty

—
All these are company to me.

* * * *

The moon and a million stars look down
On the seething life of a mighty town.
Where a million souls in the city's mart
Are crowded close—yet far apart.
Where my heart is filled with a lonesome cry

—
Vast numbers do not satisfy;
To feel alone in a multitude—
This is real solitude.
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California's Cotton Crop.
Success of the First Big Season in the Imperial Valley.

By Wilbur Jay Hall

With almost the first water turned
into the canals of the Imperial Valley
a small patch of cotton, planted as an

experiment, was started in April, 190L
Government experts had sent the seed

and they watched the development
of the plants with the keenest interest.

When the first bolls opened the staple
was removed and sent to Washington
and the return mail brought the news:
"You have raised as fine cotton as is

raised anywhere in the known world."

It is strange that the industry lay
dormant until 1909. But Imperial

Valley was passing through the testing
time and its farmers had so many troubles

that they hesitated about going into

any line they were not certain would

yield steady and certain returns. Be-
sides there was then no market for cotton

hearer than Galveston or the mills of

New England, and it seemed a problem
whether anything short of a large acreage
could be profitably cultivated.

In 1908 several men who had been

experimenting in a small way decided

they would raise patches of the staple
to test their theories that the product
would find a ready market. Water

shortages, lack of care, ignorance of

cotton conditions, and finally complete
lack of information as to how to raise

the plants by irrigation, reduced that

first year's crop to practically nothing,
and no cotton was picked.
Those early experimenters, however,

had demonstrated beyond cavil that

cotton, particularly the Egyptian staple,
could be raised economically and suc-

cessfully, that the plants bore heavily
and that the texture of the cotton was
fine and long. It remained to find a

practical man to organize the move-
ment and reduce theories to facts.

About 1907 Joseph R. Loftus and a

partner, R. P. Burnham of Los Angeles,
became interested in a ranch property
in Imperial Valley. They made two

MRS. S. F. WILES, EL CENTRO, CAL,
Cotton Queen of the Imperial Valley.

or three trips to the district and finally
decided to begin real estate operations
on an extensive scale. They pur-
chased several pieces of land, bought
the control of a townsite and planned
a large business, but Mr. Burnham
concluded later not to stay with the

enterprise and he sold out to Mr. Loftus.

The latter is an aggressive business man
with all the characteristic boldness and

industry of the modern American, and
he began casting about for some specialty
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Some of the men principally responsible for the introduction of cotton growing into Imperial Valley on the first
load of cotton ginned this year.

Reading from the rear of the wagon the growers are Joseph R. Loftus, L. E. Srack, W. E. Wilsie, C. H. Fry.
R. E. Wills, Dr. I. L. Bond and E. E. Bennett. The other three are emplo.vees. Photo by Metz

is evident from the fact that scores of

them came out to the Coast during the
fall and winter of 1909 to investigate.
Some of them never went back and most
of them eventually settled in this new
country. Their experience, while not
with irrigated ground, was invaluable
to the beginners and between the two
it was apparent that great results might
be expected in 1910. A vast amount of

advertising had been done by this time
and cotton became suddenly the leading
topic of conversation. During the
winter it was easy sledding for the men
who had, from the first, pinned their

faith to the staple, as they had good
practical experience on which to base
their arguments. LoftuE continue"' t(>

be the most aggressive leader, although
his natural and legitimate desire to gain
control of the industry for his company
was resisted by many and growers or-

ganized on such a basis that all could
have an equal chance at the market.
This organization Mr. Loftus joined

with the best grace and he proved to

be one of the strongest supporters of

its business.

Every cotton man knows that the by-
products are very valuable. The seed
is crushed for oil and the meal that is

left is great stock food. The two by-
products are said to be sufficiently
valuable to pay all expenses of raising,

leaving the grower for profit the price
received for his staple. Whether this

can be established as a fact in the Valley
remains to be seen but it is conceded
that the oil and meal business is of vast

importance. When it was
'

found that

the industry had taken root in the Valley
it became apparent that both oil and
seed mill and additional ginning facilities

would be required and to that end
an organization of the planters them-
selves was effected which was to own
and control all the gins and an oil mill.

By pledging their crops they raised money
enough to purchase the necessary machin-

ery and in the summer of 1910 gins were
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Waiting their turn at the El Centro gin. Town in background.

erected in Calexico, Brawley and Holt-

ville, a larger gin at El Centro and an

enormous oil and meal mill was begun,
also at El Centro. The gins are finished

at this writing and have turned out over

a thousand of bales of cotton. The oil

and meal mill is still in process of con-

struction but the seed is not hurt by
standing and all of it will be milled later.

' Here is an infant industry for you!
In 1908 probably forty acres of cotton

in the whole district; in 1909 eight hun-

dred acres, or thereabouts; in 1910

15,000 acres, four gins, and a $100,000
mill for handling the by-products!

In reference to this year's crop it

must be stated, in all fairness to the

Valley and the cotton industry therein,

that a water shortage in July
—a crucial

month when the temperature seldom

gets below 80 degrees day or night and
when the maximum is frequently 110

degrees or higher
—cut the probable

tonnage down considerably. Added to

this is the fact still remaining that it

takes time to find out how much and
when to water a plant usually grown

with rain, and it is easy to understand

why the total number of bales to be

ginned and shipped this year from the

district will not exceed ten thousand.

This is not by any means a bale to the

acre and those Doubting Thomases
who have been skeptical as to the pos-
sibilities of cotton are inclined to point
to these figures with a shrug of their

shoulders. As a matter of fact more
than three thousand of the fifteen thous-

and acres planted this year were neglected
or ruined at the time of the water short-

age. This leaves some 12,000 acres.

Remember that very few of the planters
had handled cotton before and only a

handful in an irrigated country and you
will be able fairly to concede that the

returns this year will be no fair argu-
ment against the theory that a bale

can be produced to the acre.

Several growers will exceed that record

this year. Loftus himself has some 1200

acres and he expects to net almost a

bale to the acre. Several of his managers
and foremen are handling cotton for the

first time and most of the labor is un-
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Ellis and Aten got six bales from eight acies on the first picking antl there remains an equal amount in the field
for a later harvest. Their cotton is stored in the back yard. Photo by Metz.

skilled at that. Mrs. S. F. Wiles, a

wealthy Los Angeles women who has been
referred to as the "cotton queen of Im-

perial Valley" has 300 acres which will

yield better than 300 bales and so on

through the list. Hard luck, inability
to get water at exactly the right minute,
or lack of knowledge as to how to handle
the crop would cut a man down appre-
ciably in the final summing up. Laziness
and cotton will not go together in this

country. It may be picturesque in the
South but it is fatal here. Cotton re-

quires cultivation and w^eeds in the

Imperial Valley make the same aston-

ishing growth that cultivated plants do.

It behooves the Valley rancher to stay
on the job, no matter how hot it gets.

Suppose a man stays on the job and
works faithfully and raises a bale to the
acre: what does he get for it all?

Well, last year the growers w-ere anxious
to realize real hard money to prove
to themselves that thev hadn't been

deceived. They couldn't wait for the

Wall street brokers and the Pearl street

handlers to get through with their

regular annual juggling performance and

they sold hurriedly. Some of them

accepted as low as eleven cents for their

cotton. Those who were more patient

got fourteen and the buyers would have
taken more than they did at that price
if it had been available. This year so far

the market has been hanging around

fourteen cents. The entrance of two

Japanese firms into the Imperial game
has added to the gayety of the occasion

and also something to the price of cotton.

But say the average is 12 cents. That's

to silence the skeptic who would balk at

returns on a more liberal basis.

Cotton runs about 500 pounds to the

bale. It can be raised, picked, taken to

the gin and cleaned and compressed there,

for about seven and one half cents a

pound. That is figuring picking at

$1.25 a hundred, which is a little more.
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Raised on the desert by irrigation. Imperial Valley has been called the "Nile of America."
Photo by Metz.

on an average, than is being paid. The
margin of profit per pound is then about
four and one half cents. A^ ith 500

pounds to the acre the planter has

$22.50 for each acre of land for the

cotton staple, clean and clear above all

expenses. Not good enough, you say I

All right: here's the rest of it. Down
South where N. K. F'airbank or some
other corporation owns the oil and seed
mill the planter gets about ten dollars

a ton for the by-products
—

oil, seed and
hulls. In the Imperial Valley, thanks
to the energy of a few growers like L.

E. Srack of El Centro, L. F. Farnsworth
of Imperial, George Carter of Heber and
Mr. Loftus, the farmers themselves own
the mill. They do their own work,
pay their own help, audit their own ac-

counts and pay themselves net about

thirty to thirty-five dollars a ton for

the by-products. There is api')roxi-

mately half a ton of seed to one ton of

cotton staple, which means that the
net to the grower over all expenses
(thofse of operating his seed mill having

been taken out of the returns before the

figure given above are reached ) is about

$16.00 per acre for the by-product and
$22.50 for the staple. Total per acre

approximately $38.70.

Valley growers will maintain that this

is too conservative. Suppose they only
miss it a few cents, isn't the income
worth the effort? It is sure as the

breaking of day after the night. It is

steady, the ground is fresh and new,
there is no boll weevil and seems no

likelihood (if the present vigilance con-

tinues) that they will ever have any,
there are no frosts nor rain storms and
no winds that have thus far affected the

crop. liabor is higher than in the

South but that is figured higher in the

summary above. The statement that

they will have a difficulty in getting
labor in the Valley has yet to be proved.
There are times when the cotton needs

more pickers to handle it, but so far

they have managed to get the help.

None of the growers borrow trouble on

that score. And enough of them think
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Imperial Valley Cotton. The finished bale, averaging 500 pounds. Photo by Metz.

well of that thirty seven dollars an acre,
with possibilities of fifteen dollars more
in a raise in price, in a heavier tonnage
or in more economical management,
so that it is almost certain the Valley
will have 30,000 acres of cotton next

year. Thirty thousand bales of cotton

at twelve cents is nearly two millions

of dollars in money. The cotton in-

dustry means something to Southern

California, aside from its meaning to

the Imperial Valley.
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LUISA TBTRAZZINI, Coloratura Soprano, Auditorium: Jan. 24th, eveninR: Jan. 27th. matinee.

Musically, January will be a brilliant

month for Los Angeles. Tetrazzini will

be in the city and will give two concerts

in the Auditorium, these events perhaps

overshadowing every other musical

attraction of the winter season. The
dates arranged for her appearance are

January 24 and 27, the performance
on the 27th being a matinee. Madame
Tetrazzini comes under the management
of Mr. Behymer, of course. Other musi-

cal attractions of the month of more
than ordinary interest are the recitals

of Kocian at the Simpson Auditorium
on January 5; the Madame Gerville-
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Reache recital at Simpson's on January
17, and the Harry Clifford Lott recital

at Simpson's on January 26. Then
the Los Angeles Symphony gives its

concert on January 13 with Madame

Gerville-Reache as soloists.

During the month'^the stock houses,
the Burbank and Belasco theaters, will

give their usual run of attractions. The

Majestic theater^has some good bookings
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GRACE TRAVERS, at the Burbank.

from the Shuberts, and the same is

true of the Auditorium, which books

through the same agency, although the

dates of the Auditorium cannot now be

given.
The Mason, the Klaw & Erlanger

house, has three weeks of business for

the month, with the fourth week still

uncertain. With the week of January
9 comes "

Polly of the Circus," and the

week of January 16 brings "The Dollar

Princess," about the best attraction

which the house will have this month.
The best of the Klaw & Erlanger shows
will be along in the latter part of the

.season.
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The Orpheum's principal attraction

during January—indeed, its crowning
event of the season—will be the appear-
ance at that house for a fortnight be-

ginning January 23 of the Orpheum
Road Show, under the personal direction

of Mr. Martin Beck. The Orpheum Road
Show is Mr. Beck's personal selection

of the best acts on the circuit, blended
into one complete and perfectly arranged
show. The acts are selected with this

idea in view: To present to the public
the ideal of a well balanced vaudeville

bill, and the selection is often made years
ahead. Any act that can secure a

position on the Road Show roster at

once has the cachet of super-excellence,
and need never seek work thereafter

on other circuits. Equally, the annual
Road Show visit means the culmination
of popularity for the Orpheum house,
and usually the seats for the two weeks
are sold long in advance. This season

the Road Show is headed by the Rigo-
letto brothers, twins, who are a whole
show in themselves, as they do dancing,
tumbling, pantomine, wire walking and
several other stunts. La Pia, a dancer
from Europe, never seen on this side,
is the sensational spectacular feature,

Howard, a Scotch ventriloquist, also

new on this side, is described as a wonder.
Melville & Higgins, with the show last

year, are retained, and Flo Irwin pro-
vides the skit. Ahce Lloyd joins the
show in its second week, and adds that
much to its super-excellence, and other

acts, to make up the allotted 8 here,
are also added. Altogether, the show
will be a "wonder." Among others to

come within the coming month, in

addition, are Mable Hite and Mike

Donlin, prime favorites last season, in

a new skit; "Hymack," a mysterious
quick change artist, and several others

of equal worth. The month promises
to be unusually fine in every detail.

FATE
By Hartley Shepard ^

High among thy peaks sublime,
Mountain by the sea—

Where milk-white clouds suspended climb,
1 long to wander free.

To wander round thy rugged cliffs,

To dririk from trickling stream

That springs from where thy summit sa^s,

And sun-lit glaciers gleam.

To breathe deep breaths of purest air,

To see the sky so blue.

To smell the fragrant spruce and fir.

And feel life's joys anew.

But Mountain, though thy paths I know,

Thy parks and forests too.

And though 'tis true I'd like to go
I ne'er can stay with you.

My life is not for me to spend
Where best it pleases me;

For I to need my toil must lend

Which leads me far from thee.
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Portuguese Colonies in California.

A Problem in Race Amalgamation.

By Emily Yate;s Movrry.

To the student of sociology, the fusion

of races is always an interesting and
instructive study. The person claiming
no knowledge of the science or technical

terms, is also interested when the sub-

ject is brought home to him personally.
In former j'^ears the great tide of im-

migration to America was from northern

Europe—the Germanic people and the
Kelts—a class of people who immediately
felt at home in their new surroundings
and with their new neighbors, largely
because they were of the same class,

holding the same ideals. Their sons

married our daugthers, our sons mar-
ried their daughters, and lo, these people
were Americans without the lapse of

much time.

During the last two decades the tide
of immigration has changed, and we
have to deal with a new class that does
not fuse readily with the American of

to-day. No longer does northern Europe
send us her sturdy peasants, but the

largest per cent of immigration is coming
from southern Europe— the Latin and
Slavic races, people different in class,

type, characteristics and ideals from the

immigrants who came before.

We bar and should bar the Mongolians—between us and them is a great gulf

fixed, and no bridge can span it. Be-
tween the American and the Latin and
Slavic races also is a gulf fixed, but a

bridge may, and will without question
span it, in time.

This study has to deal with a class

of immigrants who have settled in the
counties around the bay of San Francisco,
Alameda Coimty getting by far the

largest share, some going to Contra
Costa County, some to Marin and others

south of the San Francisco peninsula.

They are causing the Californian who
is enjoying the fruits of inherited property
to rub his eyes and take notice. This
class is the Portuguese from the Azores

Islands, not many coming from the
mainland.

The Azores Islands! Those two words

speak volumes to the one who under-
stands. These islands were once set

aside by Portugal as the place for her

undesirables and from these forbears

comes the settler who is now rubbing
elbows with his American neighbor and

demanding recognition, especially in

Alameda County. Here they have be-

come a political factor, and seek politi-

cal office. From only that of constable at

first, now they ask for the office of

Justice of the Peace, and they are

getting it too. Is this class still un-

desirable? Let us see, and go back
to the first generation.

For about forty years the Portuguese
have been coming and during the last

ten years the immigration has had no

perceptible increase,
—the percentage re-

mains the same. It is possible the up-
heaval in Portugal may send more of

them to us in the next few years.
When the Portuguese

—Azores Islands
—immigrant starts for this country
he makes a choice of two places. One
offers better facilities for emplo}Tnent,
but the other is the Promised Land and
toward that land he sets his face. The
first is Massachusetts with its busy hives

of factories. Many Islanders are forced

to stay there, because the immigrant
has little money in his pocket. But
California is the Promised Land, with

its sunny slopes and mild climate making
the newcomer feel at home immediately
in his surroundings.

If California is the Promised Land,
Oakland is the Mecca of his pilgrimage.
We might say, "Why Oakland?" and

find no. direct answer, but Oakland it

is. Your immigrant may know only
one word, and in answer to your questions,
if you try to interrogate him on shipboard,
he will reply with that one word, "Oak-
land."

With Oakland as a center he spreads
out over the surrounding territory,

whi^h is the reason Alameda County
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gets the largest percentage. Massachu-
setts has a Portuguese population of about

seventy thousand to CaUfornia's fifty

thousand, but Massachusetts only gets
the larger number, because of the ex-

pense of the trip to California.

Once at Oakland the immigrant must
get to work, and that immediately.
He has no money, but a large family.
He rents a piece of land, for he knows
the soil, and patiently works for the sure
returns it will give him. Besides his

horses, he keeps cows and pigs. His
wife raises chickens, geese, ducks, turkeys.
The butcher does not call every day.
His children help in the truck garden.
Sometimes the small boy harnesses his

smaller sister to a three prong harrow

and^drives her between the rows of sugar
beets or corn. It's fun. Very soon
he is able to buy a piece of land. There
is no loan required for this, either;
he simply goes down into his pockets
and brings up the required amount,
a thing his California neighbor is not able

to imitate.

And the Californian wonders at it!

He has been living at his ease on the
land his father worked hard to acquire,
and whenever he feels the need of money,
he sells. Maybe it is to make other

investments, improve his property or

pay interest on his mortgage. Any-
way he parts with his land. In many
instances the ranch is large, but not

enough to support a large family. The
acreage held by his new neighbor is small,
but he raises a large family and makes
two blades grow where one grew before.

Many look upon this foreigner, who is

insistent in his demands to be recognized
as an American, as a Philistine who is

crowding out the natural possessors of

the soil. But is this true? Is it not

only history repeating itself? Was not
the Spaniard the possessor of this fair

garden, before the sturdy pioneer arrived
to disturb him in his indolence? The
Spaniard, too, lived at his ease—the
land produced abundantly with little

effort. Why worry? There was al-

ways tomorrow to worry in. In that
section of Alameda County, Washington
Township, which is the southern end,
and the first section of Alameda County
to be settled by the pioneers, the Mission
Fathers themselves were glad to turn

over to the Gringo the management of
their lands. The business then was
conducted in a business-Uke way, the
returns were better, there was no putting
off until tomorrow, and soon from man-
agement the new comer was assuming
possession. Let the children of the second

generation of the new Americans beware
that the same fate does not await them.
The Portuguese farmer may give him-

self over to cash producing crops, but
his wife even with her multitude of

duties makes a garden—she must have
flowers. There the rose, the carnation,
the Saint Joseph lily and the ranunculus
flourish—the loved ranunculus, that
flower brought over from the old country,
which every old country woman loves to

cultivate. Is this an undesirable trait?

Every one of the Portuguese keeps a

snarUng dog. The Portuguese are quiet,

hard-working, tractable, not combative,
law-abiding, but frequently the first

generation have not an appreciable
distinction between " mine" and "thine"
in petty things. And to guard "mine"
he keeps a brute, tied to a dog-house,
that snaps and snarls, jumps and barks

at every intruder. It will be a sign of

progress in them when they do away
with their barking beasts.

While speaking of the undesirable

traits to a good priest who loves and
labors among them, he said: "My
people have not been well instructed."

That is it—not well instructed, and that

paternal guardian, the United States,

must supply the deficit, and is doing it.

But it takes time.

So much for the first generation.

They have come here from a country
whose history is black. They came

poor and with much lack of advantages,
but by their toil and frugality have won
for themselves a competence. They
came at the standing invitation of the

United States and we must assume the

responsibility.
The State is doing its work first of

all through the schools. The natural

instinct of the parent who has suffered

want and deprivation, who has known
what it is to sacrifice and deny himself,

is to desire for his children that which

life has denied him. And so the boy
and girl go to school. And right here

benefit accrues to the parents, as it
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enables them to acquire a better know-
ledge of the language. In many cases

the learning does not amount to much
more than the three "R's," if the means
forbid, but oftentimes they become
proud and puffed up. These are the

sophomores of life's university, and you
can teach them nothing more, because

they know it already, and so they swagger
and strut, swollen with their own impor-
tance. Time will show them otherwise.

Many of these do not remain on the farm
but go to the city. The natural business
of the man raised on the soil seems to
be a seller of the produce thereof, at
which he is successful. When they
are merged into city Ufe, and as the city
life is that of San Francisco, one more
cosmopoUtan makes Uttle difference.

It is in the country that class distinction
is more noticeable.

The lack of opportunity of the first

generation and its attendant results
are visited upon the children of the
second generation. It may possibly
be

. visited upwn the children of the
third generation, but it is not going to
remain there, for they are earning the

right to cast it off. To the school
teachers must be given much of the credit
for the improvement of these children.

Patiently they have worked, teaching
them, training them, developing the best
that is in them and continually raising
their ideals. Ask the teachers if there
is any improvement in the children of the
third generation, and most emphatically
they Tvill say yes. The teachere will tell

you that the schools have some fine

boys and girls who will develop into

splendid men and women. Ask the son
and daughter of the early settler who
first went to school with these new
Americans if there is any improvement
in the race and they will also most
emphatically answer yes. They know
from experience and close contact with
them as neighbors. Each year more
enter the High School, but not so many
graduate. Some are college graduates,
but so scattered one seldom hears of them.
Ask the High School teachers as to

the standing of the pupils and they will

answer fair. Not many of them reach
the excellent mark, but some of the boys
and girls are the most dependable in

the schools. The Portuguese are reaching

out toward a high standing, and if some
can do it, others are not barred out.

These children are so anxious to be-
come real Americans that they would
ignore their Portuguese forbears alto-

gether. Some of them are not able to

speak the Portuguese language. They are
Americans and say so, raising their
heads proudly. AVhen years of dis-

cretion come they will not be ashamed
to acknowledge their ancestry. Yet we
want them to be Americans and assert

themselves as such.

Their elders do not look upon the

dropping of the Portuguese language
with favor, and are casting about for

ways and means, so that those who have

dropped it may acquire it. Some
who have needed it later in their

business have found the way of

the transgressor hard, and they haye
been forced laboriously and painstak-
ingly to acquire what might have been
theirs by early training.
A peculiarity they have in regard to

their names is very confusing to the
outsider and also to the one who lives

among them. Two persons conversing
might be speaking of the same party,

yet neither of them know it. Two
brothers will go under different names
as Manuel Silveria and Joseph George.
Their father in the old country had
three names, the second of which was

George and the third Silveria. One
son stops at the second name and the
other goes on to the third, or maybe
if his name doesn't suit he will change
it altogether. So we have the Silverias

and Souzas, the Bettencourts and Josephs,
the Joaquins and Roses, who are brothers,
until one can get so mixed up on relation-

ships that a Philadelphia lawyer could not

straighten out the tangle. At the gen-
eral stores many of them carry on busi-

ness under several names, a great saving
were one called upon to pay only one of

the bills.

The mingling of the two classes, the

Portuguese and the American, in school

life, in social life and church life, that

was distinct a generation back, will

eventually produce a result that is ex-

pected, and that is intermarriage. The per-

centage, now small, is increasing but the

fusion of the two races has been slow. Why
is this ^ Because the two races have no t
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been on the eame social and educational

plane; and amalgamation, to an appre-
ciable extent, cannot take place until

they are. The Portuguese-American must
raise himself to the social level of his

Californian neighbor; then there will

be no more Portuguese, but they will

be one people.
If the reader lived in the community

where the settlement was large
—

say
Eden or Murray Township, with the

population about one-third Portuguese,
or Washington Township, with a popu-
lation about one-half—townships situated

in the Southern part of Alameda County—he would probably say a prejudice
exists against these people. Yet in

speaking on this supposed prejudice with
a man who came from the Azores Islands

with his father, received little school

education because of lack of means,
worked at his trade of carpenter, read

everything he could lay his hands on,
married an American—and well may she

be proud of him—studied for the bar

after he was thirty, failed and applied
himself again, this time receiving his

law degree, rose to a position of trust

and leadership among his countrymen,
a man filled with brotherly love and
kindness to his neighbor

—this man
says there is no prejudice. Let a man
show himself worthy and his work will

be accepted and he will be received.

He cannot proclaim himself; the recog-
nition must come from others. He added
that Americans that are worth while

are always helpful to the people who
are yet children in many ways. These
are they who believe in the brotherhood
of man and do their part to bring it to

pass.
While many among the second genera-

tion are striving to reach a higher plane
it is not true of all. In a number of

instances the children of parents who have
worked and striven seem not to appre-
ciate it, have no ambition of their own
but prefer loafing around the saloons

of country towns. Maybe we can lay

this to the California climate as we do
so many ills. Nature is kind, so why
exert oneself.

Instances of intermarriage can be
shown to be happy where the marriage
has been based on intelligence. Fre-

quently the wife is of Irish extraction,
but no doubt this is because both nation-
alities are Catholic, and at church the

shy Portuguese lad meets the Irish lassie.

The child will often bear a marked re-

semblance to his father, with the merry
Irish twinkle in his brown eyes. A
good combination one would say, for

who would object to the trace of Irish

in his blood? Also it is usually the
case that the husband is Portuguese
and the wife of some other nationality.
Instances of an American man marrying
a Portuguese girl are rare. The unhappy
marriages are those in which both par-
ties are ignorant.
A contemplated marriage that is

causing much comment, and all adverse,
in the community in which it is to take

place is that of an educated woman,
who is to take for better or for worse
an ignorant Portuguese man. All he
can do is to sign his name. Paradoxical

as it may seem the sympathy of the

American is with the man and that of the

Portuguese with the woman. "What,"
says the intelligent Portuguese, "can

she, an educated woman, find in such a

union?" "How," say his American
friends "will such a marriage bring any
happiness to that boy?" For he is a good

boy who has made his way, and was able

to purchase a home for his bride with

his hard-earned money. Time will tell.

The third and fourth generation?
The third generation is the Junior in

the University of Life—he will do much,
but the fourth generation, the Senior,

is the one from whom results may be

expected. He is commencing to grow,
and the power lies within him, whether

he will stand an equal with his peers,

an American to be proud of and who is

proud of himself.
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An Extraordinary Funeral.

A Tale of Arizona.

By Henry Christeen Warnack

The New Lord of Letters was a Beggar
and a Prince. He was a Beggar because
he couldn't help it, and he was a Prince
for the same reason and because he lived

in the West. Now, the West is bigger
than Rhode Island, though the houses
are scattered more and its church

spires are not so close together, but the
New Lord of Letters was a big man
inside of himself, so he wanted plenty
of room on the outside.

The minute you are thinking or reading
about a man, he is a personage of great

importance, if for no other reason than
that you are giving him your attention.

Therefore it is well to be definite in lo-

cating his Erudite Grace. He was de-

pending upon Douglas, Arizona, for

environment and for bread and butter.

Douglas is enough in the open to afford

no end of environment on easy terms,
but the lords of the commissary there

keep the bread and butter under a some-
what stricter control. With an easier

access to the flesh pots of Arizona the
New Lord of Letters would have been
more comfortable, but less picturesque.

Hunger is tremendously fine kindhng
for the fires of inspiration, but it is not
much for comfort.

The New Lord of Letters owned only
two things in the world, as any beggar
might. He owned a Dream and a
Book. It was a wonderful Dream and
a wonderful Book, but the Dream did

not, and did not, and would not come
true, and the Book was the sort that's

worth a lot when you're dead but which
no publisher on earth will read while you
are alive.

Luckily for him, the New Lord of

Letters was a bhnd man and a fool,
as well as a Beggar and a Prince, so he
believed in the Dream and the Book.
He believed when he was fed and he
believed when he was hungry so much
that mostly he was a corpse. He said

that his soul was great, and maybe it

was, but he was woefully lacking in

shadow and avoirdupois. He hadn't
much more shadow than a herring after

it has been to a Ghetto banquet, and as

for avoirdupois, there hadn't been a
minute in ten years when he wouldn't
have been ashamed to look an honest

pair of scales in the face. You can see

for yourself that a great soul without
meat on its bones is no weighty matter.
He used to tell the Restaurant Man

how famous he would be when he was
dead, but the Restaurant Man was

looking for live ones. He was a mercen-

ary person who respected the integrity
of dollars above posthumous fame and
whose commutation tickets were exchang-
ed on a basis of substantiality incom-

patible with poetry. It often happens
that the distance between meal tickets

and poetry is a gulf not easily bridged.

True, it wasn't the fault of the New Lord
of Letter that his methods differed from
those of the Restaurant Man, any more
than it was the fault of the Restaurant
Man that the New Lord of Letters often

went hungry. It was one of those hap-
pen-so things, like the perversity of

inanimate objects, which nobody
makes it his business to set right, and
which cannot possibly get right by them-
selves. It is perfectly true that hunger
is good for inspiration, but monotony
is not good for inspiration nor for any-
thing else, and nothing gets monotonous

quicker than the habit of not eating.
It palls on one worse than a jack-pot
without openers, and that is a calamity
without palliation.
One day the New Lord of Letter had

an idea, in spite of his soul. Of course

he didn't know he was going to have
the idea or he wouldn't have done so.

Persons of souls often surprise them-
selves by moments of intelligence, which
is a great saving to the state in the

matter of lunacy inquests. When the

New Lord of Letters had his idea he had
a stroke of heart failure at the same time.

The two were too much for h m a a
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concurrency of events, so he fainted

upon six cans of kerosene and two boxes
of spuds in the grocery store at the Post
Office corner. It was the fifth time
he had fainted that day, but before there
had been no potato box corners or oil

can spouts to suggest an idea and a
doctor. The doctor was a wise doctor
and he brought digitaUs. The idea

was a large idea and it brought food for

reflection. The New Lord of Letters
was not afraid of food for reflection

because it was about the only diet he
had enjoyed for a week. It had its

advantages in not producing dyspepsia.
Always he had known in a dim way, that
if ever he could afford another sort

the dyspepsia might come with the

banquet. It does that for everybody
except in some books, and generally
it does in the best sort of books. The
pitiful plight of a prominent kerosene
merchant was always in his mind.
After the New Lord of Letters had taken

the idea and the digitalis the doctor
went away without any pay, which he
hasn't had yet and which he doesn't

expect. You see he was indeed a very
wise doctor and he knew that a Cholo,
at a dollar a day, is a much better
financial risk than an army of the Lords
of Literature. There are more Cholos
than really and truly literateurs, for

which the doctor was duly thankful.
Some doctors have an amazing amount
of good sense.

When the doctor had gone the grocery
man needed his spud boxes with corners
and his oil cans with spouts for other

purposes than hospital paraphernalia
so he called in a big house painter
from the next door saloon and they
carted the New Lord of Letters off to
his luxurious room in the Woodward
hotel. It was the cheerful nature of the

Beggar and the Prince to always obtain
a good room for little money by having
the Prince engage his quarters and the

Beggar settle for them. The delin-

quencies of the Beggar were the perpetual
regret of the Prince. The name of the

big house painter was Jim Welden and
he was as big as the New Lord of Letters
was little, and as clear and as clean as
an iceberg. He was utterly free from
sham because he never lied to himself.
He would fool the whole world if he could,

but when he dealt with Jim Welden
he dealt square and bet the value of
his hand. He had never been to school
more than four days in his life, but
from a logging camp in British Columbia
he wrote for a Boston newspaper the
first criticism favorable to Rudyard
Kipling ever published in America. He
couldn't draw a straight line crooked,
but he knew more architecture of an
unformed sort than anybody in the
world except Michael Angelo, and Angelo
is partly out of present day competition
in the structural business.

You can see for yourself that the big
house painter was exactly the sort of

man the New Lord of Letters required
for a friend to bank on and to borrow
from. It was a part of his economic

system to permit one meal ticket to do
for two people and always it was the
other fellow's ticket which proved the

system. Nobody could see greater pos-
sibilities in a meal ticket than the New
Lord of Letters and he consistently
maintained a blissful impartiality re-

garding a ticket's ownership.
Once in the luxurious and unpaid

apartments, a little more digitalis

brought out the idea with a jerk and the

big house painter had to stand for it

all by himself because he was the only

person present, He knew about the

Book and he had guessed about the

Dream, so he wasn't as shocked as could

be.

"I simply am dying for a funeral,"
the New Lord of Letters began, and when
he had waited for the digitalis to jump
a little more he unfolded the glory of

his idea.

"You see, Welden, the Book is all

that it can be until I have stopped being,
and I haven't any more excuse for keep-

ing an anxious world from a great work
than I have for keeping an honest under-

taker from the pursuit of happiness.
"Now I am a cheerful beggar and I

want a cheerful funeral. There is a

stiffness about the ordinary funeral

which always distressed me. Aside

from the knowledge of how long a young
widow's weeds will not last, the most

depressing thing about the average fun-

eral is the corpse. None of that for mine.

I want the newest thing in funerals,

where the corpse can sit up and take
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notice. The ordinary corpse is too

acquiescent and enthuses too httle.

I am determined not to be that kind.

There is no reason why a corpse should
not be as original as anybody else.

There has been too much of a dead level

about funerals, which I propose to avoid.

Besides, most of the boys I want you
to ask to this party would lie for a friend,
and if they are throwing any bouquets
in my way I want to be there with plenty
of waterworks for the occasion. They
will know that it's not all so, and so will

I, but it's the last lie that I will ever be
told or that I will ever tell. I always
liked being lied to. The truth is a

mighty fine thing, but it's uncomfor-
table. One of the boys might read
an original poem for the occasion. There
would be something exquisitely appro-
priate in the cruelty of this. Poems
should always be read at the funeral of

a poet before the poet is too dead to
suffer. No, by Jove, I'll write and read
the thing myself. I've got a starter for

it now. Write it down for me, will

you? It will begin.
Lord God of Heaven and of Earth,

Forgive a fool a fool's sad birth,

Forgive a fool a fool's mad mirth,
Lord God of Heaven and of Earth.

"Fine!" said the big house painter.
"We'll call it the New Lord of Letters
Pulverized. The funeral is good. I

don't stand in the light of any man
who wants to have an honest funeral.

Douglas doesn't have enough funerals.

No town in Arizona does have. I sit

down and weep sometimes for the want
of the right sort of funeral. I guess
there is no one living who hasn't done
the same thing. Next to twins there
is nothing so healthy for any town as
a funeral. I don't know but that a
funeral is better than twins, because you
cannot import your twins to order, but
funerals must be a strictly home product
to do a place any good. The only hitch
in this program that I can see is what
Ls to happen afterward."
"There is nothing for it," said the

New Lord of Letters, "but just to lay
low until I feel like giving a burial.

You understand that the burial part
will be wholly informal, without weeps
and without flowers. The doctor says
that in this altitude I may last a day

and I may last a week. Any how it's

my last stake and I'm going to play in-

side my limit. We will have the funeral

tonight and the rest can come when it

will. It doesn't count for I will not know,
and if I should know I promise not to
care."

"Hell!" said Welden, with much ardor,
"if it a matter of altitude, why not
take a run down to Yuma to-night
instead of wasting time at a funeral?
If Yuma doesn't do the work, you can
have your funeral there."

"Wouldn't do, for two reasons," said

the New Lord of Letters, who was still

a Beggar and a Prince. "In the first

place, there is the Book, and the world
needs the Book more than I need the
worid."

Then, because he was a sentimental

Beggar, he shut his eyes long enough
to make a mental reservation in favor
of the Dream. Also he remembered
that the Dream had not, and had not,
and would not come true, so he opened
his eyes and banished the mental reser-

vation long enough to add,
" And besides,

I haven't the money."
"Money?" questioned Welden, "I

thought you hit the Store bank for two
hundred yesterday?"
"Welden, you are unreasonable," said

the New Lord of Letters reproachfully,
"That was twenty four hours ago!"

"Well, borrow it then," said Welden.
The writer-man shook his head. He

was a Beggar, but he was still a Prince.

"It would take at least twenty dollars,"
he said, "and the idea that any one's

Ufe could be worth twenty whole dollars

to any other life is a fallacy based on
a mistaken altruism. If I have lived

thirty years without being worth twenty
dollars to myself," to whom else in the
world could I be worth such a sum?
Can't you see, AVelden, that the dollars

of people are real to them? The}' use

dollars to establish their correspondence.
I have failed to correspond with the earth

in the only terms it can understand and
I have no business on it. Why, Welden
I have been dead ever since I came,
only I didn't know it. Maybe I hoped
that the Book would be better than money
and that it would be all right if I kept
a good deal out of the way of the rest

and did not bother them much while
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I tried to make the Book. And it is

so very hard to actually earn real,

wholesome dollars every month for room
rent. Think of having to live on and

on, knowing that you must get up
eight dollars somehow, somewhere, by
the first of every month,"
You see he was still a sentimental

Beggar so he shut his eyes again to

think about the Dream and when
he opened them he forgot about Welden
and looked at his dresser mirror where,
stuck in a corner, was a magazine cover

color-plate of what he thought the
Dream should be like. She was a pretty

color-plate and she had a right to be
a very proud color-plate, for hers was
the only woman's face which ever in

his life had graced his dresser or his

study table. But also she was a sad

color-plate because he had told her

when first he placed her there that

when the Dream came true she must go.
You see, when you are a Beggar and a
Prince there is room for a Dream or for

a fulfillment, but there is never room
for any more than one and sometimes

you must wait nearly always for Dream-
land to become Trueland. That's partly

why the Plan is so good. You see, she
will be so wonderful, then in the end
that you will know exactly how to hold

her fondly and close for always.
The sentimental Beggar might have

gone on thinking about these things
for hours had not Welden reminded
him bluntly of the business in hand.
**If we are going to rib up a friendly
funeral for to-night," he said, "things
must be moving muy pronto."
"I'd like to have the sky-pilot from

Tucson," the New Lord of Letters said,
"but I'll write him a letter and tell

him how unexpectedly for a premeditated
funeral this one blew up. A man in

his line ought to be able to appreciate
how spontaneous a funeral can some-
times be." The writer-man wasn't soft

on the church game, but this Padre
had read the Book and hadn't laughed.
Of course the funeral was a howling

success. Such an enterprise with such
a corpse, and such a gathering of mour-
ners could not have failed. It would
take a book to tell about the little bunch
of people there, of all the lovely things

they said and of the lovely, lovely things

they did not say. There was just one
hitch in it all which was that at the end
of the program nobody seemed to know
what to do about breaking away. It
wasn't exactly an occasion for leave-

taking in the strictly funereal sense of
the word, but, on the other hand,
nobody ever heard of shaking hands
with a corpse. So after the funeral

everybody sat quiet and embarrassed
until the man nearest the door solved
the problem for himself by stealing away
without saying or doing anything.
Then the man who sat next to where
the first man sat followed him and this

continued until the most select aggre-
gation of mourners ever boasted by a

healthy funeral had been entirely de-

pleted except for Welden who lingered
a minute in awkward suspense to see
if there was anything more that the

corpse wanted.
"I am dead now, Welden," said the

New Lord of Letters, "and there probably
is not much for a dead man to say or do.

AVhatever urgent business a man has

ought to be attended before his funeral.

However, you can do me one last service

and that is to take an account of these

obsequies to the newspapers. I'll dic-

tate it myself for fear they will not get
it right."

Right at the bottom of the account
the New Lord of Letter said that the
world had lost a great genius. This
was not modest but he knew that ad-

vertising pays. Besides he wanted Wel-
den to send the piece with the Book,
so that the copy readers would know
that he was too dead to be dangerous
and would give him a reading.

Now, when a man has had a funeral

that is premature he can never tell

what may come of it. People who do
not know that he is dead will call on
him and all sorts of complications are

likely to set in. Welden hadn't been

gone five miuntes before the door opened
and the rear brakeman of the night local

entered. He had a face that was good
to see, and, for a dead man, the New
Lord of Letters gave him an uncommon
welcome.

"Bossin," he cried, "you are a guard-
ian angel."

Bossin modestly disclaimed any inten-

tion of assuming such a heavenly role.
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But the New Lord of Letters had
another idea. It was his day for ideas

and he was not to be defeated by the

modesty of a brakeman.
"You see, Bossin," he explained,

"
I had a funeral tonight, and if daylight

found me in Douglas the artistic effect

would be lost. Besides, my death will

be in the morning papers, and the papers
never print anything that is not true.

Could you smuggle me to Benson before

morning? It will save my life, or rather

my death, if you will. I believe I would
as soon be dead at Benson as at any place
in the world."

Bossin had once saved the hfe of a

friend, but this was his first opportunity
to save the death of one, and he entered

the plan with enthusiasm. If an editor

sends you five dollars for a poem he has

a brain, if he sends you ten he has a

heart, but if he sends you fifteen he has

a soul. If Bossin had been an editor

instead of a brakeman, he would have

been the soul kind. Not an empty ore

car for the Beggar did he find but a

"freezer" with straw on the floor for the

Prince. Afterward the Prince was

sorry that he had been unconscious so

much of the trip that he could not have

enjoyed the straw all of the time. He
remembered the straw hungrily after

he had been left to shiver in an open
flat, loaded with piping, in which he

traveled from Tucson to Yuma. Bossin

had squared him out from Benson
to Tucson without his knowledge, and
as it seemed easier to leave Tucson
than to stay there he had simply clung
to his perch among the pipes.

Just as the heart of him fainted as

his body had so often done that night,
the morning star arose from the desert

with a glory that lighted the empty
chambers of his soul and the Prince,
with a long drawn breath of vibrant,
wonderful air cursed the Beggar for a
Coward and remembered the Dream and
the Book. Taking from his coat's inner

pocket the color-plate girl he searched
her face by the Ught of the great red
star and whispered, "I am grateful to

Life and to God for the Book, but I

wanted the Book and You."
It was nine o'clock when the Beggar

moved painfully and slowly down the
main street of Yuma and felt the warm
sun pouring its generous life about him.

Suddenly he felt a presence which soothed
him like a breath of Spring and sustained
him Uke a draught of wine.

He looked up quickly into a pair of

brown eyes, kind yet laughing. There
was sympathy in them too, but it was
not the kind that hurts, and in that

second of pure knowing the Prince

felt within himself the gladness of re-

turning life. She had not paused and
she had not spoken. It was only a look,
but that was enough. The Prince

straightened, and, drawing from his inner

coat pocket the faded color-plate, he
touched it lightly to his lips. Then
slowly he tore it into bits, and they fell

unheeded at his feet, the while his smiling

eyes rested upon the vanishing form of

the Dream to come true. A few minutes
later a vital, if thin young man, impor-

tantly and impatiently engaged the

attention of the station operator.
" Rush

this quickly, if you please," he said.

Glancing over the telegram, the operator
read:

James Welden, Douglas: Have papers
contradict story of death. Am fearfully
and wonderfully alive.

^ ^
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Cupid in a Cassock.
By Phoebe Lomrie.

Don Jose Moreno was angry. The
flush on his once handsome, but now
rather gross face would have betrayed
this to an observer of sharper and more

worldly wit than shone in the mild
countenance opposite, even though his

tones were controlled and his words
as gravely respectful as usual. He
could control himself on occasion—
such occasion as this. As he afterward

explained to his impetuous young friend,

Ignacio Carillo, "What would you? It

was the Padre.

Yes, the Padre had dared to remon-
strate with him, to suggest that his

judgment was at fault in the selection

of a husband for his daughter. He had
even called to his attention the virtues

of Luis Martinez and urged his desira-

bility as a son-in-law. But Don Jose's

long-accustomed attitude of deference
did not for an instant forsake him as

he replied.

"True, Padre," he said. "Ignacio
spends, and saves nothing, but why
should he? His own broad lands alone
would keep many generations from want,
and when, by his marriage with Juana,
mine are added to them, what more
can be desired? It is a little kingdom.
He drinks much wine, yes, but," and here
the flush deepened a little,

"
is it not the

habit of gentlemen?"
The Padre was gentle but persistent,

and so he sat long in the vine-shaded
veranda of the Moreno rancho and used
all his simple eloquence in the cause of

Luis, sipping the proffered wine, and

leaving to Don Jose the congenial task
of illustrating "the habit of gentlemen."
At length, whether influenced by the
Padre's eloquence or by his own wine,
who shall say?

—Don Jose made a
concession.

"They shall have equal chances,"
he declared, "This Martinez, son of a

peon though he be, rides a good horse.

He and Ignacio shall race, and to the
victor will I give my daughter. It shall

be a grand fiesta and guests shall be
bidden from all the valley, from Santa
Clara, even to San Antonio, the home
of that peon. None shall say that his

friends are not made welcome. And
the race—that shall be the great event,
to be talked of for many a day. The
Coyote shall be the starting place, and
here at Agua Caliente my guests shall

witness the finish. Afterward shall be
the feast."

Thus lost in the contemplation of the

sports he planned, Don Jose forgot the
Padre's interference, forgot even the

daughter whose betrothal he would
celebrate. When it was certain that

nothing could turn him from his purpose,
the Padre mounted his white mule and

slowly climbed the hill trail to Mission

San Jose.

That evening a horseman rode in on
the San Antonio trail and sought the

hospitality of the Mission. As the black

pony passed at the shuffling Spanish
trot, the peons, gathered in groups along
the adobe wall of the Padre's orchard

where the sunset rays fell the warmest,
nodded approval as they recognized
the handsome features and graceful

bearing of the rider. "It is Luis,"

they said. "The Padre will be glad.
However the Padre's gladness was mingl-
ed with regret that it was but a half-

success he had to report to his young
friend; but Luis was undaunted. "Ig-
nacio has many horses," he said, "but
not one that he knows as I know Pedro."

The great day came at last. Up
and down Santa Clara Valley stifling

gray clouds rising along the trails marked
where the horses and mules of Don Jose's

guests plowed through the deep, fine

dust which scarcely settled for a moment
from early dawn till the sun had passed
the meridian. Under the trees at Agua
Caliente, long tables were laid where the

guests freshed themselves at will. Hun-
ters had scoured the hills to good pur-

pose, and many a bear and deer had been
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brought in to grace the feast. Wild
ducks and geese from the marshes flanked
the larger game, and frijoles, tortillas

and sweets filled the minor spaces.
Wine flowed freely, and the glasses were
never left empty. But the real feature
of the feast was found in the trenches
not far off, where whole steers had been
barbecued and were now served warm,
in cuts to suit individual taste.

But in spite of the abundance provided
for the gratification of appetites made
keen by the long morning rides, they
did not linger long at the tables, for now
the time of the race approached. The
carriages were drawn up along the road
for half a mile to serve as a grand stand
and here groups of ladies began to gather
and take their places together with the
more august personages of the sterner

sex. Jaunty young caballeros guided
their prancing cow ponies among the

vehicles, each seeking a pair of bright

eyes that gleamed the brighter for his

coming. Jewels flashed and gay rebo-
sas fluttered in the late September breeze.

Light jests and merry laughter echoed
down the waiting lines and bets were
laid on one or the other champion.
Don Jose, on his sturdy pinto, dashed

here and there attending to the seating
of the spectators. This was a task for

a diplomat, for there were delicate laws
of precedence which must not be vio-

lated; but none knew better than he
how to adjust the general scheme to

individual pride. So though he appeared
to labor without method, disappearing
at random in the press, to emerge
again, after devious threading of the

maze, at a point far up the road, no one
was overlooked, and everywhere order
and satisfaction followed at his pony's
heels.

Far down at the end of the course,
the goal of the race, the Padre's volante

occupied a position apart. From this

point there could not be the shghtest
doubt of the result of the race, and the
Padre was to act as judge. Juana
had bravely taken her place as hostess

through all the long morning, putting
aside as best she could the thought of

what the day meant to her, while she

laughed and chatted with her father's

guests. Now, pale and silent, she sat

by the Padre's side gazing up the long

white stretch of road, or glancing anxious-

ly at the sky, for of all that gay throng,
these two alone took note of the changing
weather. The breeze had shifted from
west to south and came in soft pufifs
and whirls. The clouds that lay along
the mountains beyond Santa Clara were
driven forward till the whole valley was
checkered with their shadows. The day
had dawned so bright and fair that they
had held high hopes of a victory for

Luis, but if the rain came too soon, what
hope was there for his black against the

tough Uttle bay mustang ridden by
Ignacio. Despair settled upon Juana
as the big drops began to fall. Faster
and faster they came till a very deluge
poured from the leaden clouds.

"Courage, my child," murmured the

Padre, though his anxious face betrayed
that his OT^Ti hopes were steadily ebbing.
"The Saints will not desert the right-
eous." But Juana's spirits could not
rise under that merciless downpour.
The guests protected themselves as best

they could but no one sought shelter,
for who could tell at what moment the
riders might appear? Indeed, the rain

but furnished occasion for graceful acts

of chivalry on the part of the gallants
and gayer jests and laughter from their

ladies.

Suddenly a cry from the peons sta-

tioned at the far end of the crowd,
and carrying long w^hips to urge on the

horses as they passed. A hush fell

upon the people while all eyes were strain-

ed to catch the first sight of the race.

Then pandemonium reigned. The hoarse

cheers of men were pierced by the shrill

cries of women as each strove to encour-

age his favorite. Bets were made in

frantic haste. Jewels were stripped from
arms and hands, from hair and ears,

and recklessly wagered upon the result

before the keenest eye could determine
which horse it was that labored heavily
and seemed almost spent, though still

holding his place beside his rival. Show-
ers of mud from the flying hoofs splashed
unheeded over the peons as the horses

ran the gauntlet of their stinging lashes.

Juana covered her face, but even as she

did so, a groan from the Padre told her

that it was Ignacio and not Luis that

crossed the line alone amid the accla-

mations of his friends. The black horse
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had run his best and under the lash,
had put forth one last heroic effort,

distanced his rival for a moment, then
had staggered and fallen.

As the riders passed, horsemen from

among the spectators closed in, crowding
the road, so long kept clear, and in the

confusion, Luis, covered with mud,
discomfited and humiliated, stumbled
from the course and sought a hiding

place in the willow thicket close by the
creek. Here the Padre found him later,

when, the rain having ceased, the
most enthusiastic of his partisans had
taken a hasty departure, leaving the
lukewarm and the friends of Ignacio
and Don Jose to the enjo3'"ment of the
dance. Undisturbed by the distant

music or the nearer babel of the various

retainers of host and guests gathered
about the tables for their share of the

festivities, he administered what com-
fort he could. No doubt he talked

mo§t eloquently on the grace of resigna-

tion, for presently when he returned to

his host, the despair on the face of Luis
had given place to a more buoyant
expression.
Meanwhile within, the dance went

merrily on, and though the pale face of

Juana was remarked by some, more
were there who were so intent upon the

gaiety of the moment, that if they gave
any thought to tlieir quiet little hostess
it was to envy the proud position she

occupied that day. The daughter of

Don Jose, with Ignacio, the hero of the

day, for her lover—was there anything
more to be desired? And truly they
were a handsome pair. She was small
and slight with soft brown eyes and lips
formed for laughter, but now wearing
a sober curve; and though the clear olive

of her cheeks lacked the rose tints they
should have worn, a brilliant dash of

color was suppUed by the pomegranate
blossom that glowed in her dark hair.

Ignacio, tall and lithe, his black eyes
flashing triumph, his white teeth gleam-
ing under his jaunty mustache, scarcely
left her side. The Padre sighed, think-

ing of Luis.

At length Juana was for a moment
left alone and the Padre approached with
a benignant smile. They had exchanged
but a few words, however, when Ignacio
again appeared and with a certain lack

of deference that betrayed itself not in
word or act, but in an elusive, intangible
air of indifference, led her away to the
dance. Nevertheless the Padre's benign
influence had produced its effect, for

Juana brightened visibly from that

moment, and before long appeared the

gayest of the throng.
Night found the enthusiasm of the

revellers uabated, and it was late indeed,
when, at last, Don Jose gathered his

guests together for the feast which
crowned the day. The earlier repast
had been bountiful, but here were spread
delicacies more suited to the betrothal

supper of the daughter of a Moreno.
The choicest cuts from the barbecue,
the finest of the game, the plumpest of

the fowls, together with the daintiest
and most successful dishes which the
kitchen had produced, had all been
reserved for this hour.

Gaily they chose their places, but once

seated, conversation languished owing
at first to the preoccupation of appre-
ciative dinners, and later to the furtive

air of expectation with which it was

pervaded. The ladies, on the alert for

the culmination of a romance, paid
scant heed to pretty speeches as they
waited impatiently for the ceremony of

betrothal. The men, too, betrayed their

interest by the quick attention they
gave to every utterance of Don Jose.

He, nothing loath to prolong the situation,

grew more pompous and oracular with
each additional glass of wine. Juana,
seated at his right, dutifully filled the

glass as often as it was set down empty.
Nor did she neglect her guests, and

especially did she contrive that Ignacio,

conveniently placed at her side, should

always find a full glass at hand.

Halfway down the board the mild

eyes of the Padre beamed complacently

upon the company. "The day will

come," he said, as he turned his glass

to catch its brilliant sparkle, "when
mescal will no longer be drunk in the

valley. In the little valley in Spain
where I was born, each sunny slope
is covered with vines. When the soft

winds come up from the bay yonder,
I have but to close my eyes to view

again the tender green of the vineyards
in spring, touched here and there with

silver as the breeze turns the leaves.
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Again it is midsummer, and the rich

purple clusters hang heavy upon the
vines or overflow the baskets set in the
aisles between. On such a day as this

has been, I see the hillsides glowing with
brilliant reds and yellows, the autumn
tints of the grape leaves. And as often

as I muse thus, the scene shifts of

itself and I seem to be gazing on our
own valley transformed. I remember
the good Padre Juan, how he was wont
to prophesy," he continued, while the

women, devotees as they were, settled

themselves to listen. If the men heard
with less patience the long dissertation

upon which the Padre now entered,
there was good wine to be drunk mean-

while, so they troubled themselves but
little. Placidly he droned away, seem-

ing never to notice the restless impatience
of Ignacio, who would have broken in

upon the prosy tale had he not been
restrained by Don Jose's "What would

you? It is the Padre," muttered across

Juana's demurely bent head. So the

story went monotonously on, and much
more wine was consumed than was noted.

Outside the stars had begun to peep
through the thin clouds and there was

momentary promise of moonlight. The
wet leaves of the willow copse glistened

faintly in the half light and, stirred by
the light night wind, dropped sudden
showers. There in the deep shadows,
three ghostly white figures waited quietly

while a fourth and darker form paced
restlessly back and forth, or venturing
into the open, peered anxiously toward
the lights of the rancho. It was long

past midnight when at last a sense of

motion—it was scarcely a sound—re-

warded the anxious watcher. Under
the olives and fig trees, two figures

approached. The smaller walked timid-

ly, or furtively, with many backward

glances, but the bulkier form strode

boldly, straight toward the willows.

"All is safe," was his greeting as he
entered the shadow, and at the sound
the three quiet ghosts took on a sudden
animation. Their long ears wagged in

unison as the mules turned at the voice

of their master.

"All is ready, Padre," answered Luis,
for it was he who had kept the long night

vigil, and he lifted Juana—for of course

it was she—to the back of one of the

mules while the Padre mounted another.

He sprang upon the third and as the light-

footed creatures filed out upon the high-

way the moon, suddenly triumphing,
flooded their pathway with light.

At dawn a wedding was celebrated

within the adobe walls of the Mission.

At its conclusion it was a question whose
face showed the keenest satisfaction, the

Padre's or those of the lovers, who,
mounted again upon the sturdy mules,
turned northward into the San Antonio
trail. -  "'

tXi X]
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An Idyll of the Range.
By Marguerite Stabler.

"Get up you gol-blamed old fool!"

The swaying little figure stiffened

in the saddle and with the action came
a stiffening of purpose.

"I'll show you who's who," the girl

went on. Whereupon instead of the

incriminating crescendo shrieks for help,
the white lips drew themselves into a

steady line and the reins came up with
a jerk.

"Now, dog-gone you, get up I say!"
while Keeno, recognizing the accom-
panying dig in the flank as meaning
business, obediently got up.
"He's dead easy now," the girl called

to the astonished uncle Potter when,
half an hour later the horse came
cantering back to the bridge, his rider

still un-thrown. "When he thought he
was carrying a scarey girl of course he
tried to get me off, but when I pour the

quirt into him and say
' You gol-blamed

old fool I'll smash your head if you
do that again,' he thinks its Tom and
settles down to business. I'd have said

damn at him if he had tried any more of

his tricks on me."
At nightfall when the red Tam-0'-

Shanter came breaking through the

pines on a docile steed the theory of

Keeno's deception was accepted as prov-
ed. And as Keeno watched the leggings
and sweater disappear around the corner

of the barn he noticed no dissimilarity
to the original Tom.
"But when you are in the house, my

dear, and Keeno is not within hearing,
it isn't necessary to impersonate Tommy,
is it?" the aunt protested mildly.
But the spirit of the absent Tom

still animated his clothes, "Yep," the
counterfeit Tommy answered, "I've got
to practice my part, you know," swing-
ing a lovely length of legging from the
bannister.

"That being the case, suppose you go
and help Bill throw down the bedding
for the horses, Tom always does when he
is here," put in uncle Potter, and off

went the leggings in seven-league strides

carrying the red Tam and lusty strains
of "Babette" out of sight and hearing.
"Its a shame for you to encourage her

in being such a tom-boy," the horrified

aunt expostulated as uncle Potter looked
after the retreating legs with an approv-
ing smile.

"
It was bad enough when she

was a child, but you forget she is grown
up now."
"I'm trying to make her forget it,"

the keen-eyed old uncle answered, who
knew a few things by guessing.

Consequently the girl was dubbed
"Galloping Dick" and given her head on
the range. There was no time now
for playing Schubert or Mendelssohn
and no more singing around the house.

When "Galloping Dick" was not out

riding the range with uncle Potter or

rounding up the herds with the "boys"
she was too tired and sleepy to sing
sentimental songs or embroider center-

pieces on the shady side of the veranda.
But the old uncle, watching the lithe

little figure on Keeno's unaccustomed
back as she bounded across the waste
of prairie that lay between his range
and Barton's, put his little two and two

together as he had picked it up,
and read the whole story right down to

the moment.
"Poor little critter," he sometimes

said to himself, "she's got the bit in her

teeth and she don't know where to stop."
And often when the girl reined in

and brought Keeno down to an easy jog
beside old White-legs, when the winds

whipped the tendrils of hair across her

face and brought a sudden color to her

cheeks, his eyes strayed to Barton's

ranch in questioning wonder. Why had
Archie left home so suddenly? Why
had he accepted and then refused

Tom's invitations? Why had little Mary-
been so droopy and off her feed until

he had gotten her to riding the range?
And what, the devil, had made all the

trouble anyway?
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One day as the two pals rode along in

silence the girl, mistaking the pre-

occupied look in the old uncle's eyes,
broke in with:

"You miss Tom awfully, don't you
uncle?" But as they spoke of Tom,
Tom's success and Tom's next home
coming, uncle Potter tried to veer the

subject around to Archie. Didn't

somebody miss Archie? Wasn't the

ranch quite a different place without

their neighbor?
"It is getting late and we shall have

to hurry," was her only answer as she

cut poor Keeno in the flank and was off

like a shot; and it was when Keeno
revolted at being driven like a circus

horse that uncle Potter came up just
in time to think he was hearing, for an

instant, to his own son and heir.
" What would your aunt say if she heard

that?" imcle Potter managed to ejacu-
late as he listened aghast to the quotations
verbatim et literatum from Tom's not

over-careful vocabulary. "What would

your aunt do to you, you little sinner,

if she caught you cussin' old Keeno
Uke that?"
"Now uncle, don't you get fussed up

at a little thing Uke that," the girl

interrupted. "I have to do it. I just
have to. You saw how it was at the

very start, Keeno understands Tom's

way of putting things and that's the only

thing that convinces him. A horse

knows a lot more English than you think

and he would have broken my neck

long ago if he did not take me for a re-

incarnation of Tom."
Whether it really was the vigor and

accuracy of the girl's quotations from
Tom's persuasive terms or merely the

force of manner that went with the words,
the effect did seem to support her theory.

Keeno, a second time, gave up trying to

unseat his rider and contented himself

with shying at shadows and jumping
over sun-beams.

"
Keeno, you see, misses Tommy too,"

Mary caught her breath to say in excuse

for her untoward behavior.
"
Everything

goes wrong when old Tom is not here."

But uncle Potter did not hear. When
he thought of Tom he had to think of

Archie too, for he had scarcely seen one
without the other since they were old

enough to sit a horse. Finally the

girl's mention of Keeno's hard-mouthed

obstinacy and all-'round cussedness gave
him a chance for wliich he had been

waiting.
"Keeno misses DawTi even more than

he misses Tom," he ventured, then added,
although he knew he was flicking a raw

spot in the girl's heart, "Lord, Lord,
how I miss those two chaps every day
of my Ufe. I've watched them since

they were not much higher than their

stirrups racing over these prairies neck
and neck till Archie turned off at the

bars, and then their horses would take
it up and we'd hear 'em neighing back
and forth like humans. Those horses

are as fond of each other as the boys are."

But again Mary discovered it was

getting late and that they must hurry,
as on they rode into the sunset. Keeno,
now quite vanquished by the remember-
ed fragments of Tom's persuasions,

meekly allowed himself to be forced into

a run, brought down to a canter or reined

into a walk, as his capricious rider willed.

With the turning of the season the

work on the range grew heavy. Uncle

Potter was busy from morning till night

seeing that the branding, dipping and

assorting was done before the yearly

round-up, and "Galloping Dick" con-

tituted herself his roustabout, secretary,

time-keeper and errand boy.
It was therefore with a start the uncle

heard Miss Clary's announcement one

morning at the breakfast table:

"I'm going home in the morning,
aunt. I'm awfully sorry to leave you
and uncle, and I've had a beautiful time,
but I'm going home because—I'm going
home."

'Well, well, yoU know we are always

glad to have you with us and you know

you can always come back when city

life gets on your nerves, "uncle Potter

answered. " We hate to lose you but you
know best what is good for you."

After finishing his breakfast, talking
about the weather, the new branding
iron he had sent for, and the breaker

he had engaged for the season, uncle

Potter took his hat and went off as if

little Mary's departure were of no in-

terest to him at all.

Old White-legs, however, when ho

was saddled, was headed toward Barton's

ranch instead of his usual rounds on the
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range. As uncle Potter had surmised,
Dawn was already saddled and hitched
at the gate which meant Archie was at

home.
"
I see," the old man chuckled to him-

self . "Archie came yesterday, Mary
takes a sudden notion to go tomorrow.

They are both skittish enough, the Lord

knows, but they've got to be broken to

double harness sooner or later, and the
sooner the better."

"I came up last night with a party
of engineers to get the Sobrante Ditch

surveyed," Archie explained. "A little

water on these plains is going to turn
this country into the garden spot of

the earth," he went on,
"

if I can get the
San Joaquin ditched up this far. So
here's your chance to turn out a mil-

lionaire."

"No gol-blamed Sobrante Company
has money enough to buy one acre of

my ranch," Potter broke in, forgetting
for the moment the reason of his visit.

"No sir, no siree, I haven't got a foot

more land than I need," he went on.

"Forty thousand acres is as little as I

can get along with for me and my
critters to roam over and for Tom to

locate claims on and for little Mary to

round up wild flowers on." Then, eye-

ing the young fellow sharply, he added,
"But Mary's quit riding the range."

"Is that because I've come home?"
Archie asked with an unsuccessful

attempt at disinterestedness.

"Looks like it," uncle Potter answered

gravely. "Even a forty-thousand acre

patch doesn't seem quite large enough
when the neighbors are not agreeable."

Then, watching the effect of his words
on Archie's countenance, he added,
"She got in a terrible hurry to quit

yesterday afternoon."

Archie suddenly seemed to forget his

visitor as his eyes strayed across the

patch of timber, while uncle Potter

drew diagrams of his side-bar branding
iron in the dust with the butt of his

whip.
At last:" I noticed that Keeno came in

last night with not a hair turned which
means he bad walked every step of the

way, and that is not the way Mary rides

when she is out alone. I also noticed
his coat was rubbed on the side as if

another horse had been walking along-

side, and Dawn, we all know, is the only
horse Keeno ever allows to get that
close to him."

xj
In spite of himself Archie laughed, at

Potter's sign-reading, although he added
doggedly. "But its all up this time."
"You have no hand whatever with

either horse or a woman," Potter re-

joined contemptuously.
" You're just like

old Keeno. He hates a snaffle and always
obeys it under protest. Some day he
is going to get his dander up a little

too high for Miss Mary and then they'll
understand each other better."

Young Barton's smile was feeble this

time for his indignation was great.
"Let us never mention this subject

again," he said,
"
I suppose if she hadn't

decided to quit the range I would have
done so myself. I did try to explain

things to her yesterday and she wouldn't
hear a word."
"That was when Keeno's coat got

rubbed," uncle Potter said to himself,
but to Archie: "Then I'll bet you went

right on riding the bridle without a

thought of her mouth."
"She wouldn't listen to a word I said,

so I said some things she didn't like

and she said it was off for good and all.

Now I positively have quit. I told her

I would never ask her again and that—"

"That what?" u^cle Potter questioned

quickly.
"That if she ever changed her mind

she would have to be the one to come to

me. I've spent the best part of this

whole year waiting for her to come to

reason."
Mr. Potter looked off across the prairie,

looked an unnecessarily long time it

seemed to the younger man, and when
he brought his eyes back to the trail

they wore an inscrutable smile.

"I might sell a few thousand acres

along the divide, come to think about it,"

he said dropping the subject that was

now forbidden, "ten or a dozen, maybe:
would that do 3^ou any good?"
Ten thousand acres would do him

a great deal of good Archie told Mr.

Potter, and promised to meet him at

sun-up to ride over to the divide to-

gether and talk about terms.

Old White-legs did some high stepping
when uncle Potter turned his face home-

ward. The air was keen, the sun bright
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and the old gray eyes under their bushy
brows winked gaily at every bird and

chip-munk on the trail.

That evening when he met Miss Mary
at the door a trifle pale but very deter-

mined his spirits rose to an imprece-
dented height until Mary began to won-
der whether he was sorry she was going
home. She wondered about many other

things that night before she fell asleep.
After a hurried breakfast the next

morning Mary was kissed and God-
blessed by a tearful aunt and before she
knew it, Keeno and White-legs were

brought around for the start, and this

was her last ride with uncle Potter.

The air was fresh and biting and Keeno
was urged to do his best circus pace.

Just before they reached the Barton

range uncle Potter had to stop to take
a stone out of White-legs' foot.

"Hurry along," he called to Mary.
"I'll overtake you in a minute but you
have no time to lose."

Beyond the Barton bars a gray horse

came cavorting down the trail. Keeno

caught a glimpse of gray through the
bushes and gave a low whinny, at which
Dawn pricked up her ears and answered
with a happy snort. Since they were

two-year-olds whenever they were on
the trail they had been together.
"Whoa! Hold on here! Stop I tell

you!" Miss Mary began when she saw
what was happening. But Dawn was

just ahead and Keeno knew no other

way to do,

"Oh, uncle Potter! Quick! I can't

hold him!" the girl called desperately.

But uncle Potter was 'way behind.
"Whoa! Whoa]" she shrieked, reining

in with main force.

The waiting horseman was too near
for her to dare the magic words from
Tom's vocabulary that had hitherto

brought the horse under subjection.
At last in desperation, recalling Archie

Barton's insufferable threat at their

parting and realizing how her pursuit

might be interpreted, she began to

disengage her foot from the stirrup so

she might jump if necessary. To her
horror the tugging at the stirrup had
borne on the saddle until it began to

turn.

Still uncle Potter did not catch up
with her. At the rate Keeno was tearing

up the trail the only thing left for her
to do was to cling on for dear hfe hoping
a miracle would happen to save her
in the next ten seconds.

Keeno gained Dawn's side with Mary
faint with fright on her turning saddle,

breathless, hatless and speechless.

Explanations might have been smoth-
ered any way, however, for Archie,

manlike, read his own meaning into

Miss Mary's pureuit.
The situation was still entirely one-

sided when uncle Potter rode up slowly.
Then before Mary could explain their

awful mistake he was giving them his

blessing, "As well matched a pair as

ever turned on the home stretch,"
he finished. And before Mary had a

chance to protest she and Archie were

cantering down the trail working double
and steady in their traces. '-

l^fe ^
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The Wooing of Don Teodoro.
By Graham Bates.

"So you're going a wooing La Anita

again, all dressed up in your best, and

you think you want her just because
her father owns the richest copper mines
in Arizona. Ah well! a fool must learn

for himself, but I hate to see a fine fellow

like you make the same mistake my young
master did forty years ago. Before a

man's tried it, he thinks it doesn't matter
much what sort of a woman he marries,

provided she's pretty and makes a good
appearance. Just so thought Don Tao-
doro when he married La Sona."
"Don Teodoro! He's a new one.

I don't believe there's any end to your
yarns about Dons and Senoras. And
the funny thing is you always insist

they are true; they all happened to people
you've worked for. You must think
I'm easy. You couldn't have been
onto your job, Dolores, or you wouldn't
have had to move on so often."

"I didn't move on often, until I began
to grow old. I kept my first place twenty
years, and that was where I learned
el Ingles and all the other things I know.
Don Teodoro 's mother was my patrona
and I've never had so good a one among
you gringos. 1 went to serve her at

fourteen and she taught all of us as much
as we were willing to learn. You
Americanos pay higher wages, but one
must work, work always, the whole

day through, as if there was never an-
other day coming. Don Teodoro and
his family had the spirit of the country;
they knew half a day is long enough to

work in this hot climate, and they weren't
afraid to wait till manana. Ah well,

they came from Spain and this country
is not so different from that as it is from
where you lived—Chicago, you call

it?"

"That's it! And it's a heap more

exciting place than this desert. But
let's hear more about your Don Teodoro.
He never went to a full dress ball with
two orchestras, or raced an auto along
the lake boulevard."

"Como sabe Va? He did go to the

grand balls in Spain
—

parties given by
the King himself, and I have heard
that he had danced with the Queen.
He was no cowboy grown up on the desert.

His father, Don Jose, was a favorite
of the king who had given him many
mines and much fertile land in the
new country. Don Jose prospered here,
but he always said that his son must
go back to la patria to get an education.
So when Don Teodoro was fifteen he

went, and was away from us for three

years. All that time he stayed in Spain,
and attended the court and studied in

the schools, and when he came back
he was the finest caballero that any of

us had ever seen. Ay! Those were
the good times! Don Teodoro must

always be occupied with pleasures.
He made races and bull fights, and friends

came from a hundred miles away to

see them. He had no lack of money,
for el Rey had given mines and terrenos

to him as well as to his father. And he

was no miser! Night after night he

played with his friends, and as often

as not he lost. Yet he was always

gay and light hearted and the handsomest
most daring man in the country. When
the Apaches made raids it was Don
Teodoro that collected the men to fight

them. Dignified Spanish senors, Mexi-

canos, and the friendly tribes of Indians

all gathered around him as their leader

and fought so fiercely that the Apaches
came no more into our valley. Not a

girl in the district but smiled at him
as he galloped by on his great charger
with its saddle of leather like satin all

studded with silver nails.

"His mines yielded better than anyone
else's. Others drilled near by and got
nada. Jealous neighbors said he must

be a favorite of the Evil One, but I think

it more likely that the good St. Francis

Xavier helped him because Don Teodoro

was always kind to those that worked

for him and gave the Fathers enough
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to supply the needs of the Mission.

Even though the envious did claim that
he got his money from the Evil One,
there was not a man who would not have
been glad to marry his sister or his

daughter with Don Teodoro. Yet,
though twenty girls were making eyes
at him, he chose a cripple

—La Lolita,
the second daughter of the Spanish
Administrador of the district,Don Ramon.
La Lolita was not crippled much—just

something wrong with her hip that made
her limp when she walked, but it did not
show when she danced. And her smile
was the loveliest in the wide world!

Perhaps the trouble with her hip made
her feel more for others who were in

pain. But she was small and shy,
not like her tall, haughty sister. Quisas
the same keen sight that showed Don
Teodoro where the copper was made
him prefer La Lolita to her sister.

La Lolita loved him; how could she help
it when every woman she knew adored
him? But when he suggested marriage,
she grew sad and said that her father

would never permit it; at least they
would have to wait mucho tienipo until

her elder sister had been provided with
a husband. Don Teodoro laughed at

her fear, and said though there were

Spaniards this was not Spain, and such
customs of the old world no longer
counted here.

"But La Lolita knew her father's ideas

of propriety which he had brought
from VEspana better than did Don
Teodoro for all his knowledge of men.
Don Ramon said: *I shall be proud to

have you for my son, but to marry
La Lolita is out of the question. La
Sona is a more fitting mate for you.
As my eldest daughter she will inherit

the bulk of our family plate and property.'
" ' In a rage Don Teodoro retorted :

'I am not asking for plate and pro-

perty. I have more of that than you.
I marry for love, and it La Lolita and
not La Sona I desire.'

"'I have told you that La Lolita

is not to be had. You shall marry
La Sona. She is far more beautiful

than La Lolita; a dozen young men have

sought her hand in vain. I offer her to

you. If you refuse, it is an insult to

her and to the family. Who could for-

give that?'

"Unluckily at that moment La Sona
entered, and her father took advantage
of this to say:

' ' 'Don Teodoro and I are discussing
his marriage with you. Do you accept
him?'
"La Sona's proud, cold features grew

radiant and she replied:
*"I would rather be the wife of Don

Teodoro than of any other man I know.'
"It was the most uncomfortable mo-

ment of his life for the poor Don Teodoro.
But he was no coward, and he refused

to be caught by Don Ramon's trap.
" 'You honor me too much, Senorita

Sona,' he said with a great effort.

"You should know that I came to ask
for your sister La Lolita, and it is your
father's wish, not mine, that I should

marry you.'
" 'But you will marry me?* she ques-

tioned eagerly.
"'If you desire it, knowing that I

love your sister,' he answered, trusting
to a generosity La Sona did not possess.
If she had possessed it, it would not
so much have mattered that he married
her instead of La Lolita. Since La
Sona refused to release him, he felt

himself bound as a gentleman to marr}^
her. He tried to find comfort in the

thought that it would be better to have
La Lolita about his home as his sister

than to be forever forbidden her presence.

Besides, all the other caballeros envied
him La Sona with her stately beauty,
and he thought himself honored to have
been given without asking the lady others

had sought in vain.

"Don Ramon hurried on the marriage
and it was muy magnifico I can tell you,

though Don Teodoro made a triste

bridegroom, unlike his usual gay self.

They were married at St. Xavier Mission

and while they knelt at the altar rail,

so beautifully painted red and blue and

yellow, the bridegroom turned half

roimd to gaze entreatingly at the image
of St. Francis Xavier so life-like with

his brown beard, cheeks of roses, and
kind brown eyes. La Lolita knelt

right down on the dirt floor without

even gathering up her white robes

and turned her face to the image of Our

Lady of Sorrows, Now she understood

the suffering and sympathy on the face

of the Mother of the Christ, and she
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vowed to dedicate her whole hfe to

helping those in pain and sorrow, if

only the good Virgin would intercede
to grant her peace.
"A marriage begun like that could

not be happy. Don Teodoro spent
more of his time at the mines and he
dug out much gold as well as copper.
La Sona spent as she wished; built that
adobe mansion on the hill with its patio
and fountain; entertained like those of

Spain and dressed magnifico. Don Teo-
doro never refused her anything, but
he took no interest in what she did.
She was unhappy and pined because of
his coldness, but what could she expect?
"As for La Lolita, she spent more and

more of her time with Padre Juan and
the sisters. They saw into her heart,
poor child, and strove to fill it with

thoughts of those whose sufferings were
less difficult to heal than hers.

"La Sona was a hard mistress. I went
to serve her when Don Teodoro opened
his own house after his marriage. Like
one of the fine ladies from Spain she

expected to be waited upon day and
night. I was not sorry when she died
three years after, Don Teodoro mourned
her formally as a husband should.
But after she was gone he spent more
time at home with his two fittle sons,
and when he romped with them he
seem almost like his old joyous self.

They began to say that now he would
be marrying La Lolita, but some of
the wiser ones said that could not be,
since it is not permitted a man to marry
with his sister-in-law.

"But Don Teodoro was not the man
to be kept from doing the one thing he
most desired just because it was not
the custom. He was rich and he had
always supported the Church. Without
his money St. Xavier could never have
been built. So he went to the Padre
Juan and told him he must have a
dispensa to marry La Lolita. And be-
cause Don Teodoro was such a loyal
son of the church, and because the
Father wrote His Holiness how faith-

fully he had loved La Lolita so long,
and how he had been forced to marry
her sister, after a year of waiting the

dispensa came. Now after Don Teodoro
had received the dispensa, Don Ramon
could not object to a union which His

HoUness himself approved; and besides,
he was eager to keep Don Teodoro's
wealth in his own family. So five

years after he had first sought her hand,
Don Teodoro was betrothed to La Lolita.

"Those were joyous days! The whole
hacienda was awhirl with the prepara-
tions. Long trains of mules with In-
dian drivers came clear from the sea
loaded with silks and laces and embroi-
deries and jewels for La Lolita—for her
whose smile was so bright and gentle
that she needed no other ornaments.
When she objected, Don Teodoro kissed
her and said, 'To the most beautiful

jewel in the world all the lesser jewels
shall do homage.'

"And after Padre Juan had married
them and had stayed for three days of
bull fights and races and dancing, he
was about to ride quietly away on his

black and grey spotted mule—Calico
we called it. Then Don Teodoro called

joyously, 'Padre. I have not yet given
the alms for the dispensa. Wait a little.'

And he had two of his ranchmen carry
out the great scales on which the grain
was always weighed, while he sent others
to bring a heavy chest from his bed-
room. Then he lifted La Lolita into one
side of the scales, and into the other they
heaped the gold nuggets until the beam
tipped. And then he added another

huge nugget for good measure. 'Thus
do I prove to you that my wife is worth
her weight in gold,' he exclaimed,
and such cheers as the crowd gave were
never before heard or since in this valley.
It took a strong mule and a guard of

armed men to carry the alms for the

dispensa to St. Xavier.
' X "Afterwards Don Teodoro was just as

happy as he had expected to be, and La
Lolita's presence was Uke a joyous brook
in the d3sert to all of us. She went

everywhere and found time for every-

thing: planted figs and pomegranates
and all sorts of flowers with her own
hands and turned everything she touched
to a bower of beauty under this blazing
sun. But you see Dona Sona hadn't

done that. And neither will La Anita
if you marry her for her copper mines,
and she marries you because you're
a dandy from Chicago instead of a ranch-

man."
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Her Ban Upon Stepmothers,
By Zoe Hartman

You see, it began at the time of my
mother's death when I was a small

girl. I can remember how Poppy took
me up in his arms to quiet my sobs and
I made him promise never, never to put
anyone in Mommy's place. So for years,
he frowned on all women alike, though
the marriageable female part of the

population never got discouraged and

kept him pretty much in a state of siege.
These creatures always tried to make

up to me, evidently realizing that I had
to be reckoned with. But I wasn't
afraid of any of them except, perhaps,
Mrs. Major, who was handsomer than
the rest, more tactful, and well—better

oiled all round; indeed, she'd have been
more endurable if she had run a little

squeaky. Poppy, however, seemed

proof against her, so I breathed fairly

easy.
I shudder to think what my child-

hood would have been if he hadn't

kept his promise so faithfully. As
it was, the worry put gray hairs into

my head; and I always thought it had

something to do with my ill-health,

though the doctor assured Poppy that

it w^as solely on account of my weak
lungs that he ordered us out of New
England. And wasn't I just glad to

come West and leave the Widows'
and Spinsters' Association in the lurch!

I liked it from the first—this big,

broad, beautiful savage West—big and

savage enough to give you thrills for

the rest of your life; and heaven be

praised!
—there was'nt an eligible widow

or spinster on the horizon—at least

not in the little canyon where we spent
the summer, thirty miles from town
and the prowling places of the eligibles.

To be sure, there was Miss Wessiter,
but fortunately Poppy took a dislike

to her which put her out of the running.
The Wessiters' ranch, tucked away

in a dainty little valley high up among
the mountains, belonged to Miss Wessiter
and her brother, a civil engineer who

was generally away from home, and was
occupied about five months in the year
by Miss Wessiter and her mother; for

they had a big herd of cattle which Miss

Wessiter, with the help of her hired man,
looked after herself.

It was queer how, without being pretty
herself, Hope Wessiter could make or-

dinary prettiness look tawdry; and that
without a single good feature except a

pair of eyes that never had the same
color two minutes in succession! I

remember in my first meeting with her,
she took my hands in both her strong
ones and said in her brisk, cheerful way,
"We'll do our best for you. Miss Lang-
worthy—the climate and I!" Now, I

suppose it's silly, but I really do like

to be called "Miss Langworthy." The
Others never seemed to realize that a

girl of seventeen may possibly have
some such sneaking ambition. Even
Mrs. Major used to speak of me as

"that blessed infant"—as if I were
still sucking a rubber ring!

There was another thing I liked about
Miss Wessiter: she always looked at

Poppy very straight, and sometimes she

forgot that he was around at all. It

was so comforting! At last I could
draw a free breath and enjoy myself.
One of the first things I did was to

tease her to take me up the enticing green
and brown coulee back of the house;
so after she and Poppy had held an

inquest over my health, she put me into

a habit and mounted me upon Thistle-

down, a little jewel of a cow-pony.
You should have seen Poppy's face

when he saw me cantering around the

barnyard, outrageously proud of my-
self in the big Mexican leather saddle.

It had taken Miss Wessiter a good half

hour to convince him that it was quite
the thing here for ladies to ride cross-

saddle; even then, he looked grim and

puckery about the mouth all the way
up the coulee. But Miss Wessiter paid
no more attention to his stiff disappro-
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val than she did to the sulks of Jean

Michelet, the big, swarthy French Cana-

dian who tended the cattle.

I simply revelled in the gipsy life

she opened to me. I could fight one of

those snappy mountain trout till I

was ready to drop, and I got so I could

hit the smallest scrub pine on the moun-
tain side at twenty yards! Jean Michelet

said that was doing fine for a tender-

foot, though of course, it was nothing
to what Miss Wessiter could do; she was
a dead shot at ninety yards, Jean said.

He was a queer specimen
—Jean

Michelet—always so silent that he gave
you the impression of being sullen; and
somehow he never seemed to look any-
one square in the eye. I don't believe

he got along very well with Miss Wessiter,
and one day I saw him give her an ugly

glance that made you creep. When
I wondered about it to her, she only
laughed and said it was just his way.
But I soon had my hands too full

to bother about him. It all began with
a terrible discovery I made one day
while riding with Miss Wessiter and Poppy
up the South Fork trail; it was that

Poppy's eyes were no longer legiti-

mately occupied with the scenery, but
were forever sneaking off to Hope Wes-
siter! And he, too far gone to know
that I saw him! Then I suddenly re-

membered that he hadn't been com-

plaining of her
" mannishness" lately.

A frightful thought seized me. Suppose
Hope Wessiter, without lifting a finger,
was doing what the Others had almost
broken their necks to do! I determined
to find out, so next day I swooped down
upon Poppy as he was coming up the
front walk with the mail.

"Poppy," I said, "we ought to think
about going home."
He stared at me in amazement over

the letter he had just opened. I pricked

up my ears at sight of the envelope,
for I knew the scent and the handwrit-

ing.

"Are you crazy, Bobby?" he deman-
ded. "Or have you had trouble with
Miss Wessiter?"

"
No, but do you think her—mannish

influence just the best thing for me?"
He quailed before that carefully treas-

ured sentiment. Finally he ventured,

"Why, Bobby girl, seems to me you

and I are pretty well off to fall into the
hands of such a fine, capable woman
as Miss Wessiter—"

"Yes, of course, but after all. Poppy
dear, she's nothing to us!" I reminded
him inexorably. "Why," I went on,
pointing to the letter, "is Mrs Major
writing to you?"
"Oh, a little matter of business."'

He seemed glad to change the subject.
Here was a pretty kettle of fish!

Not only was he veering around the
Western interloper, but that Major
woman was writing to him! From
now on, my heart was steeled against
Hope Wessiter, and I wore my brains

almost to a frazzle trying to keep them
apart. We never said much about it,

but I felt Poppy's silent, stealthy op-
position, and began to be frightened.
Never before had I had trouble in

managing him, generally getting what
I wanted by the mere fact of his being
Poppy and I, his sick and motherless

Bobby. Could it be that he was going
to sweep me out of his path now?

Suddenly his tactics mysteriously

changed. In our long rides about the

cattle country, he began to lag behind
Miss Wessiter, tofjlook past her, or

through her, instead of at her, to make
long trips to town and to talk wistfully
of New England. I at once suspected
that abominable Major woman, and
sure enough, one day I came across

two empty perfumed envelopes, of re-

cent date. I took to watching the

mails, but Poppy was up to that, too,

so it soon came to be a race as to which
one should get to the gate first when
the R. F. D. man came. And the let-

ters came rolling in, until I was on

the brink of nervous prostration, es-

pecially when he began to deliver all

sorts of
"
love aad kind messages" from

her to me. That was too much.
"I don't want her love and kind

messages!" I burst out at last. "I

never could endure Mrs. Major and you
know it!"

"Roberta!" cried Poppy, scandalized.

"I'm ashamed of you! Marcella Major
thinks the world of you. And she is

the link that binds us to good old Con-

necticut."

He looked off toward the eastern

mountains with a dreamy, sentimental
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smile that simply drove me wild. I

never supposed I should live to grind

my teeth at the name of "good old

Connecticut." I dashed out of the

house, making straight for the corral,

and, finding Jean gone, saddled Thistle-

down myself, and started off down
the road as hard as I could pelt. I

had an ungodly impulse to ride—
ride—ride—fast and furiously

—I didn't

care where. Fording the South Fork
at the first bend in the road, I turned

up the ravine, plunged into the South
Fork trail which we often took to the
cattle country, and pushed over the

rolling slopes to the higher table-lands,
too much absorbed in my troubles

even to notice that the supper hour
had passed and the sun was setting.

I fairly clubbed my brains for an ex-

planation of that smile of Poppy's—
I could have killed him for it!—those

sickly raptures over New England in

the face of his devotion of Miss Wes-
siter. Could he be losing his mind?

Or, could it be said that Poppy was

coquetting with the problem of "which
to take?" The idea was so utterly
idiotic that I threw it overboard at

once and jerked erect in my saddle,

looking around dazedly.
I was high above the sage-brush

area of the foot-hills in the region of

the 'parks," or wide grassy plateaus

extending to the top of the range and
bordered with pine woods reaching up
from below. I knew the place as the

latest grazing ground of the Wessiter

herd; but where were the cattle?

There was a moon rising and in a
few minutes the whole upland country
was so clearly lighted that I could make
out a mass of moving things emerging
from a shallow coulee off toward the
southwest. The herd, of course, but

why were they going so fast and silently
without the tinkle of bells? Close be-

hind them, two men rode out of the

coulee, distinctly outUned, even to their

long whips. Wondering, I pushed for-

ward, to keep them in sight, till a third

horseman, evidently the rear guard,
bobbed up not fifty yards ahead of

me. It was Jean Michelet.

Then suddenly I understood. Fetch-

ing Thistledown a tremendous kick
in the ribs, I headed him straight for

the pine border ahead, where I knew
a half-broken trail led down the ridge
to the coulee behind the Wessiter house.
I could hear Jean shouting first at the
men and then at me. I could hear
the pounding of his horse's hoofs behind
me. Once I looked back. There was

something diabolical about the way
he was gaining upon me. A shot
whizzed past. My throat was paralyzed;
my heart was flopping about like a fish

out of water, so I could scarcely breathe.
I could only flatten myself out on
Thistledown's neck and dig him with

my heels. At the third shot, I felt

a convulsive shudder beneath me and
the pony lurched forward to his knees.

I landed against a boulder, partly
stunned, but was up almost immediate-

ly, ducking and dodging my way
steadily toward the mouth of the trail

among the pines. Before I could reach

it, a horse came plunging out of its

shadows into the moonlight, bearing
a rider, swift and strong and terrible—
to my excited brain an avenging
angel, with a gleam of steel in her right
hand. Riding straight at Jean Michelet,
who had dismounted and was making
for me, she covered him with the barrel

of the pistol.

"There's really no reason why I

shouldn't blow out your brains," she
said in a tone you'd use to a dog.

" Get
that gun out of sight quick, or I'll do
it."

Crouching in the grass, I saw them
watching each other like two cats,
each waiting for the other's first move.
Once he tried to raise his right hand,
but a movement of her barrel checked
his. He began to back away crouch-

ingly, never taking his eyes from her

face.

"Take yourself off!" Her voice cut

like a whip-lash. "D'ye hear? And
don't you turn around here again."

Still retreating with that snaky look,
he wriggled into his saddle and galloped

away, disappearing in the direction of

the herd had taken.

"The cattle!" 1 wailed, pointing after

him. 'They're driving off the cattle!"

"Never mind the cattle!" She flung
herself from her horse. "Are you badly
hurt? I came as fast as I could—
but he'd turned all the horses loose
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across tke river—I found Blinn by the
Fork. There, there, dear heart, don't

crj\ It's all right now!"
She rocked me to and fro, trying to

quiet me, for I'd gone all to pieces and
was clinging to her hysterically, pouring
out wild, remorseful confessions and

crazy pleas for forgiveness. Somehow,
she got me home, put me to bed, rubbed
me with liniments—for I was one big
black and blue spot from head to foot—and dosed me with nerve-soothing
things until I fell asleep.
When I awoke, I could hear Poppy's

voice in the next room saying some-

thing about a "deputy sheriff" and
an "all-night chase." He soon tiptoed
in to where I lay and laid his cheek
to mine, tremously, without a word.
I began to sob helplessly and putting
up my arms, clasped him close. I

never felt so much like a criminal in

my life. Then the old fierce jealousy
rose in me stronger than ever. He
was mine—mine! Death and defiance
to Mrs. Major!

—but what about Hope
Wessiter? I was miserably at sea.

From that night my troubles multi-

plied, for as I lay there, the next day or

two, I couldn't help seeing that there

was something between Poppy and
Mrs. Major. He talked of her contin-

ually when Mrs. Wessiter wasn't around;
and I found myself silently backing
Hope Wessiter against her,

—I just

simply couldn't help it! Never was
a girl placed in a more intolerable

position!
One day she hurried into my room,

flourishing one of those odiously scented
letters and crying, "Good news, Bobby!
Mrs. Major's on her way to the coast
and will stop off a few days with us.

I shall go to town Wednesday morning
and bring her back. So prepare to

entertain your best, Bobby, for I have

special reasons for wishing her treated
well."

Then he bolted, leaving me stupi-

fied, overwhelmed. Finally, in despair,
I determined to have it out with him
at any cost, but he was too cunning to

give me the chance. Besides, Miss
Wessiter'g brother had come home to

help her catch the cattle thieves and
I just couldn't drag the two men apart,

they were so busy talking of "alibis,"

"indictments" and things. For it

seemed that two of the thieves had
been caught, while Jean Michelet had
disappeared without leaving the slight-
est tract behind. But what did I

care about it? The only thief that

really concerned me was of my own
sex.

After working half the day to corner

Poppy, I gave it up and let Miss Wes-
siter read me to sleep in the hammock
on the front porch. She had a thank-
less task of it that afternoon. My
thoughts wandered and my eyes wand-
ered—down the road toward the town,
up the trail of the coulee, and here

they stopped, arrested by a curious

sight. Something was coming down
the trail—some crouching thing that

clung to the shadows of the quaking-
aspens, more like a beast than a human.
Then I saw a glittering thing in its

hand. I tried to shout.

'What's the matter?" inquired Miss

Wessiter, from the railing where she

sat with her back to the trail.

My scream rang out with the report.
A spasm of wonder crossed her face,

she put out her arms gropingly and

toppled over into my arms. I simply
let myself loose and roared until the

whole house came running; then I

pointed to the two men up the trail

where Jean Michelet had disappeared.
I must say that Poppy behaved like

a real hero. He stopped long enough
to see that she wasn't killed and to

phone to town for a doctor, then grabbed
a gun and tore up the trail after Mr.

Wessiter.

In a short time, he was back, to send

in the alarm to a nearby deputy sheriff

and drum up a posse from among the

ranches down canyon, as well as to stop

a few minutes and help Mrs. Wessiter

and me, as we worked over Hope. I

never saw him so badly upset as he was

that evening while we were waiting

outside the sick-room for the doctor's

verdict. Refusing even the scant com-

fort of knowing that there were blood-

hounds on the trail of Jean Michelet

who would undoubtedly be a prisoner

by morning, he paced the floor like a

caged animal, haggard as he was the

day the doctors ordered me West,

saying over and over, "I might have
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known he'd come back—vicious brute!

She made him cringe, and this was his

revenge! On your account, Roberta!
And if she dies—"

"If she dies," I repeated abjectedly,
"then I suppose you won't go to town
Wednesday to see Mrs. Major?"
"Hang Mrs. Major!"
"Yes, hang her, draw and quarter

her," I was getting excited and tearful,
"but don't marry her! Oh Poppy,
would it do any good if I should with-

draw all opposition to Miss Wessiter?"
He stopped short and gave me the

queerest look.

"Bobby!" he cried, seizing me by the

shoulders, "you're a brick!" and he
was all ready to throw bouquets, when
the doctor came into the room; and

straightaway, my only surviving parent
forgot that I existed!

One glance at his face, while he was

pelting the doctor with questions,
cleared up all my doubts about his

feelings for Miss Wessiter. And when,
after the doctor had gone, he returned
to me with a look in his eyes a thousand
miles away, I began to wonder drearily
what would ever become of me.

"Poppy," I ventured, "hadn't you
better wire Mrs. Major not to stop?"
He turned with a start—a convicted

forger couldn't have looked guiltier
—

and blurted out, "Why, the truth is,

Bobby, I've—er—rather misled you
about Mrs. Major. She isn't coming
this way at all. In fact, she's headed
for the coast by way of Denver, with
er— every intention of taking to her-

self a second Mr. Major, one of the
natives there, I believe."

Bit by bit, I screwed it out of him;
how her letters had all been business

notes about some investments he was

managing for her, and how he had
used these to build up an imaginary
romance, in hopes of driving me to the
standard of Hope Wessiter. I didn't

dream that he was such an incorrigible,

scheming old politician, and told him
so. He said one had to be, living with
me. That made me sorer than ever.

Then the funny side struck me and I

amused myself cross-examing him.
"Then you left those envelopes around

on purpose for me to find?"

He tried to crawl out of it by pro-

testing that I was on the hunt for them
and would have found them anyway.
"Did she send me a single one of those

sickly messages you delivered?" I

pinned him down hard.

"Why not all, of course, Bobby,but—"

"Why didn't you ask her for a new
picture instead of raking up that freaky
old medallion thing taken before the

flood?"

"I did, but she kept forgetting to

send one!"
His wriggles were just beginning to

get nice and interesting, when Mrs.

Wessiter called him from the other

room, to his great relief.

There in the twilight, I spent the

loneliest moments of my life. If I

could have worked up some tears or

even resurrected the old hot jealousy,
it would have been a comfort. But
that empty feeling of desolation!

Soon I heard my name called softly
from the sick-room. As I slipped in,

he was kneeling beside her bed. Very
white, but smiling, she held out her

free hand to me, and drew me down
between them.

^^ Our little girl!" she whispered.
It was amazing how much that eased

the lonely feeling!
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Editorial.

^ California's population as shown by
the census of last July is 2,377,549.

Ten years ago it was
Census and the 1,485,053, a gain of 60.1

People to Come per cent in the decade
that has just closed.

This is the greatest percentage of gain
shown by any state which had more than

1,000,000 population in 1900.

The state is now twelfth in population
being exceeded, in order, by New York,
Pennsylvania, Illinois, Ohio, Texas,
Massachusetts, Wisconsin, Michigan, In-

diana, Georgia and New Jersey.

During the past ten years California

has passed Missouri, Kentucky, Iowa,
North Carolina, Tennessee, Alabama,
Minnesota, Virginia and Mississippi.

Suppose for the sake of looking into

the future that the rate of increase of

the states now ahead of California

be maintained from 1910 to 1920 at the
same rate as the increase from 1900 to
1910. Ten years hence would then see

California the seventh state in the union.
These figures are instructive and inter-

esting because the Valley sections of

California, particularly in Southern Cal-

ifornia are only beginning to have their

growth. Let us prophesy.
State pop. 1910 rate probable

incr. pop.
'00 to '10 1920

New York 9,113,614 25.4 11,428,472
Pennsylvania 7,665,111 21.6 9,320,775
Illinois 5,638,591 16.9 6,591,511
Ohio 4,767,121 14.7 5,467,888
Texas 3,896,543 27.8 4,976,782
Massachusetts 3,366,416 20. 4,039,699
Missouri 3,293,335 6. 3,490,935
Michigan 2,810,173 16.1 3,268,611
Indiana 2,700,876 7.3 2,898,040
Georgia 2,609,121 17.7 3,070,935
New Jersey 2,537,689 34.7 3,418,267
California 2,377,549 60.1 3,806,456
Thus at the present rate of increase,

if maintained until 1920, California will

go ahead of Missouri, Michigan, Indiana,
Georgia and New Jersey and rank after

Massachusetts as the seventh state.

And there is no reason why California

should not so rank. Los Angeles city

grew from 102,000 to 319,000 in the

decade just closed; Los Angeles county
from 170,000 to 504,000 and Los Angeles'
watch word is "A Million in 1920."
It is not impossible, considering the

coming of the water from Owens River,
the opening of the Panama canal and
the breaking up of the big ranches.

Speaking of California's growth gen-
erally, there has been a large increase
in the San Francisco bay district, al-

though not in the city proper. The
Sacramento Valley has not grown very
fast, simply because the big ranches
still exist. The San Joaquin Valley
is just beginning to grow, because there
the big ranch properties are being sub-
divided.

To what extent this tendency of

of selling the land to small holders

operates as an incentive to population
let us examine the statistics.

The figures for the southern counties,

including San Luis Obispo and Inyo—the latter being included because it

is geographically and commerically a

part of the south, are as follows;

County 1910 1900
Los Angeles - 504,131 170,298

Orange - 34,436 19,696
San Diego 61,665 35,090
Riverside 34,696 17,897
San Bernardino .. 56,706 27,929

Imperial - 13,591.—-
Ventura - 18,347 14,367
Santa Barbara 27,738 18,934
San Luis Obispo... 19,383 16,737

Inyo 6,974 4,377

Total - . 777,667 325,325

32% 21%
of state of state

Now there is a reason for the rapid

growth of some of the counties and the

relatively small growth of some other

counties. Los Angeles has grown be-

cause the big ranches have been cut

up in response to the call of the people
for land. The Baldwin estate is in a

fair way to be subdivided. The Domin-

guez ranch on the road to San Pedro

is intact, although the family which
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owns it ia getting bigger and bigger
and that counts for something in the
direction of ultimate subdivision.
Ventura county has grown but httle.

There is no richer county in all Califor-
nia than this same county of Ventura,
but what can be done. when the land is

practically all held in big tracts by
land owners who will not sell?

Riverside and San Bernardino coun-
ties are a striking example of what sub-
division of irrigable land will do. Much
of the land in these counties is desert

yet where water can be brought to the

land, immediately there gathers a large
population. San Diego owes most of
its growth to the rapid increase of the

city bearing the same name. There
is still much land in that county which
can be brought under water, signifying
more people. Imperial, which was carv-
ed out of San Diego since the census
of 1900, is the creation of irrigation.

There is another county which needs
consideration—Orange. Part of that

county is closely populated, another part
of the highly cultivable land is included
in the great Irvine ranch, and in going
from Los Angeles to San Diego on the
Santa Fe the most superficial observer
can tell when he crosses the line from
the small holdings into the Irvine pro-
perty. California never had a better
illustration of the foolishness of some of
its laws relating to taxation than in

this Irvine property. The Irvine assess-

ment is low because the land is set to

barley and beans and hay. Right
alongside, other property owners who
have had the enterprise and the energy
to plant orchards, are taxed for their
efforts. No question exists that the
Irvine acres are about as good as Orange
county boasts, but absentee ownership
and a system of tenant farming cast a

blight over the portion of this county
in which this land monopoly exists.

We would like to be assessor of Orange
county for about six or eight years
and we would guarantee that that
land would be taxed for what it is worth
and the farmers of the adjoining property
would not be taxed for their enterprise.

Nevertheless, Orange county has grown—but not in the Irvine section.

Santa Barbara has also suffered from
large holdings. San Luis Obispo is

too far north to be considered as a typical
southern county, yet it is generally
deemed to belong to the district usu-

ally designated as "Southern Califor-
nia.

The section of California commonly
called "Southern California" pays forty

per cent of the state
Divide the taxes.

State University. In contains a trifle

over thirty two per cent
of the total population.

It certainly contains more high school

pupils than the district around San
Francisco, and about forty per cent
of all the high school pupils of the State.

Southern California students at the

University of California include just
about sixteen per cent of the total.

Paying forty per cent of the taxes, this

section receives sixteen per cent of the
benefits.

Out West, monthly, in its December
issue gave many and cogent reasons

why the University of California should
be divided—no, not divided, exactly,
but why a new University should be
established somewhere in Southern
California.

Since that time the Los Angeles
Investment Company has come forward
with the offer of 100 acres, free, as
a site and $100,000 bonus. The tract
is scarcely large enough. The University
grounds at Berkeley cover about 220
acres, if memory serves, and this tract

of land is none too large.

The matter has been placed forcibly
before the attention of the members
of the legislature from Southern Califor-

nia by Mark Keppel, J. H. Francis and
other leading educators. The Univer-

sity authorities are going before the

legislature this winter with a call for an

extraordinary appropriation of $5,000,000—of which Southern California is ex-

pected to pay approximately $2,000,000
for the benefit of an institution 500 miles

away.
Southern California will not refuse to

spend money where commensurate ben-
fits will accrue, but in this instance we
will be asked to pay forty per oent of
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an appropriation for a sixteen per cent
return.

Statistics are not ordinarily interest-

ing reading but here is the situation at

Berkeley and in the affiUated colleges:
From

To- So. per
tal Cal, cent

Total Students *3860 618 16.0

Graduate- 425 68 16.0

Undergraduate 2953 482 16.2

Art School.-..- - 207 1 .4

Hastings Law College 117 3 2.5

Med. Dept. at S. F. & L. A. 93 56 60.2

Dental College -- 57 1 1.7

College of Pharmacy. 72 7 9.7

*A11 duplicates eliminated.

Summer Courses 810 152 18.7

As far as the San Francisco professional

colleges are concerned, they might as

well not exist, considering benefits re-

turning. There are two medical colleges
affiliated with the State University one
of which is located in Los Angeles. It

is significant that sixty per cent of the
total attendance at these schools is

from Southern California.

This proposition must be approached
with dignity and in order. Mr. Mark
Keppel in addressing the Southern Calif-

ornia legislators said:

"Our two large universities, Leland

Stanford, jr., and California, are crowd-
ed to their limits in an effort to care
for students seeking admission. The
state university needs to be greatly

enlarged, if it is to give admission to
an increased number of students.

"The secretary of that institution,
in his annual report just issued, de-
clares that the state university needs

$5,000,000 at once, properly to care
for its present student body, and the
student body that will seek admission
in 1911 and in 1912. The secretary
of the university is correct in declar-

ing that the University of California

must be greatly enlarged if it is care
for the army of high school pupils

steadily marching toward institutions

of higher education in California. We
challenge the claim that the needed

$5,000,000 should be expended at Berke-

ley. We argue that a university of

equal rank with Stanford and California

should be established in Southern Calif-

ornia, where such a school would be near
to the great body of our high school

graduates, who now must travel from
300 to 630 miles to reach the state

university.
"The distance by railroad from Los

Angeles to Berkeley is 470 miles. When
students are few in number, they may
be sent long distances to a central school,
but when students become numerous
more centers of education are necessary.
Our state has already recognized the

logic of this statement by estabUshing
six state normal schools.

"There seems to be an idea in cir-

culation that to establish several state

universities in one state would be an
educational crime. Such an idea comes
to California from small states whose
educational conditions can never serve
as a precedent to guide California's

action. California is so great in area,
and so long from north to south, that
its educational conditions are unique.

"If California were placed with San
Francisco at Boston, and with its

coast line paralleling the Atlantic

coast line of the United States, Calif-

ornia would cover 13 states wholly,
or in part, as follows : Maine, New
Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts,
Rhode Island, Connecticut, New
York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Del-

aware, Maryland, Virginia and West

Virginia. Beneath its domain would
be found nine great universities, namely,
Virginia, Catholic, Johns Hopkins, Penn-

sylvania, Princeton, Columbia, Cornell,

Yale and Harvard. Those nine univer-

sities are not able to serve the educa-

tional needs of a territory no larger than

California and are supported in their

work by more than 100 smaller uni-

versities, colleges and normal schools.

"If a circle were described, with

Chicago as a center and with the rail-

road distance from Los Angeles to Ber-

keley as a radius, that circle would wholly

encompass Iowa, Wisconsin, Michigan,

Ohio, Indiana and Illinois, besides, en-

compassing portions of 11 other states

and a part of Canada. In the seven states

wholly within the circle there are seven

great universities, namely: Iowa, Wis-

consin, Michigan, Ohio, Indiana, IlUnois

and Chicago. Seconding these seven

great universities are nearly 100 smaller
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universities, colleges and normal schools.

"The foregoing illustrations empha-
size the immensity of California, a state

with an area of 158,360 square miles,
and emphasize equally the fact that

portions of our country not larger than

California, and portions where distances

are not greater than in CaUfornia, re-

quire and are served by many great
universities.

"At the present time there are two

great centers of population in Cali-

fornia, one adjacent to San Francisco,
the other adjacent to Los Angeles.
The San Francisco portion, embrac-

ing 10 counties, with approximately
1,000,000 people, with 1340 high school

graduates in 1910, is served by two

great universities less than 100 miles

away from the home of any pupil re-

siding in those 10 counties.

"The territory adjacent to Los An-

geles, embracing eight counties with a

population of 751,000, with 1698 high
school graduates in 1910, is served by
the same universities as is the San
Francisco group of counties, but its

pupils nearest to the universities are

more than 300 miles away and its

pupils farthest away are more than
600 miles away, and the average dis-

tance of all its pupils is more than
400 miles. The 1698 high school

graduates of Southern California in

1910 is the largest body of high school

graduates in America compelled to

travel even 300 miles to reach a state

university.
"The distance from the South to

Berkeley is prohibitive upon the great

body of our high school graduates.
Less than 200 of our 1698 high school

graduates in 1910 entered the state

university at Berkeley this year.
What became of the others? Some
went to Stanford, some to normal

schools, some to private schools, and
hundreds dropped out because they
were too poor to pay the excessive

cost due to traveling expenses and
incidental expenses which would not

exist if the University were near to

the homes of its pupils.
"These same high school graduates

are shut uut from our local higher

institutions of learning because those

.nststutions must charge heavy tuition

fees.

"These excluded children come
from homes poor in money, but rich

in character. The compulsory ex-
clusion of these children is a great
wrong to them, is a menace to the
state and a crime against posterity.

"California is growing rapidly,
Southern California is growing even
more rapidly than the remainder of

the state, and its needs for adequate
university facilities will increase even
faster in the next ten years than it

has in the past.
"The growth of high schools in Cal-

ifornia in the last ten years is the most
marvelous part of our educational

development. In 1901, 12,167 children

were enrolled in California's high schools

while in 1910, 39,115 were enrolled.

"In 1901 there were 1562 high school

graduates, and in 1910 there were
4267.

"From 1900 to 1910 the enrollment
in the high schools of Southern Cali-

fornia rose from 3167 to 16,042 children.

"In 1910, 4247 children graduated
from California's high schools. Of
that number 1698 graudated from the

high schools of the eight counties of

Southern California, and 2547 grad-
uated from the other 50 counties of

California.

"A careful investigation of the in-

crease in high school enrollment and
in high school graduates for the past
10 years shows a reasonably regular
ratio of increase. The ratio both for

enrollment and for graduates is a trifle

more than 11 per cent per year on the

preceding year's totals.

"Every sign and every reason in-

dicates that the growth of California

will increase rather than decrease or

cease in the next ten years. The higher
education of our high school gradu-
ates will therefore become more and
more a problem.
"This is not a matter for next year.

The problem is here now, and it will

increase enormously from j'^ear to j^ear.

"Beyond all question the state must
and will furnish additional university
facilities for its high school gradu-
ates. The vital question then is this :

Where will those facilities be lo-

cated? Will thev be located at
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Berkeley, inaccessible to the bulk of

our 40 per cent of the high school grad-
uates of the state, or will they be located

in Southern California, thus relieving
the overcrowding at Berkeley, and af-

fording the same fair and just chance
to our children as is now afforded to

those around the bay?
"In any case, we shall be compelled

to pay more than a third of the cost

of all that is done for university edu-
cation in California. If a university
be established in the south we shall

receive our fair share of return for

our payments; but if it be at Berkeley
we shall suffer ever more than we do
now."

"Conservation" is one of those words
which has been and is being fearfully

abused by the pre-
Western Resources sent generation
for Eastern Pockets, reformers, statesmen

and schemers. It

sounds good. "Conservation" is taken
to mean that if followed, somebody is

going to save something and everybody
will be benefitted. The word has been

adopted as the battle cry of the Pinchot
element in the United States. That

being true, it is worth while to examine
how Gilford Pinchot came to employ
the term and what was his original object;
what to-day are the real objects of the
men who are following him.

Gifford Pinchot was the originator
of the plan to re-forest the southern

Appalachian region. It was, and still

is, a good idea. Pinchot's plan was to

have the United States government
set the wheels in motion by a liberal

appropriation. That, too, was and is

a good plan. Any government that could
afford to build the National road from
Cumberland, Maryland to Vandalia,
Illinois, that can afford to build the Pana-
ma canal at a yet uncounted cost, that
can spend millions every year in river

improvements that benefit mighty few

people, and harbor improvements that
are invaluable, could and can afford to

undertake the re-forestation of the
souther Appalachians.

Speaker Cannon scotched that plan.
He would not let the appropriation go
through.
Then Gifford Pinchot set about other

methods for raising the money. He
conceived the notion that the govern-
ment's property in the west should be
utilized as a source of the funds with
which to start and care for these forests.

In other words, the landowners of the
southern Applachians, having robbed
the forests of their wealth, were to have
the re-foresting done at the expense of

another section of the country.
Since then the whole question has taken

on different forms to suit different states
and conditions. But the Pinchot ele-

ment desires that the resources of the
west shall be gathered in for the benefit

of the people of the entire country—that is the basic principle animating
all this talk about "conservation" com-

ing from that source. The north, the
east and the south, having squandered
their own natural resources, would share
in those of the west.

One of the speakers at a recent eastern

conference put the situation in easily
understandable terms, something in this

manner:

Suppose that a father had four sons,
and apportioned to each a reasonable
amount of property. Suppose that three

of these sons should waste their property.
Then the younger son's portion event-

ually becomes of value. Suppose that

the three older sons should unite and
demand from the father that he set

aside the youngest son's share for the
benefit of all four. That is the atti-

tude of the so-called "conservationists"

of the Pinchot school. Extend the

analogy by making the father the United
States government and the three sons

the north, the east and the south, and
the youngest son the west, and you have
what the Pinchotists are trying to do
in the United States to-day.
That tells the story better than it

can be told in any other matter. The

story is as trite and as applicable in its

way as is Lessing's Story of the Three

Rings, told in his immortal " Nathan der

Weise," a story that loses none of its

force from the fact that it was a stealing
from Boccaccio.

The west is as much in favor of real

conservation as any other section—
more so, in fact, because in the con-

servation of its water power lies the

hope of future generations both for power
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and irrigation. But the west does

strenuously object to its natural resources

being considered a part of the possessions
of all of the people of the United States.

The people of the east, and the north
and the south have had their share of

these things for use in the development
of their own districts. These resources

may have been squandered or may have
been allowed to get away from the people
forever, but that is no concern of the

west. What the west wants and must
have is its own. We are willing to

permit the general government to have
a hand in the distribution; we are willing
that men who come into the possession
of power and forests and mines shall

be required to exploit these resources

for the benefit of the people of the west,
as well as of private benefit, but we insist

that the visible returns of the west's

resources belong to the west and not to

other section of the United States.

This issue of Out West contains a

study of the position of the western

power man. It is shown that if the

program of the Pinchot conservationists

is carried into effect, a large and per-
manent tax will be placed on western

enterprise every time a new power pro-

ject is completed. The proceeds of

this tax are to go to the general govern-
ment, and not to the people of the west
whose resources produce the revenue.

It is akin to assessing port charges in

the city of New York and making all

of the people of the United States the
beneficiaries.

CaUfornia has wonderful resources of

water power yet to be developed. To
bring this power into use, it will be

necessary to construct dams in many
portions of the forest reserves. By
what right are the users of this power
to be taxed for the benefit of people in

any other section of the country? That
is the question in a nutshell. It is a

question of just plain ordinary fairness

and right.

On December 1 last, there were
confined at the two state prisons of

California 2874 men
Prison Management and 29 women. Of
and Policies. this number 1000

men were at the
Folsom penitentiary and the others were

at San Quentin—1874 men and 29
women. The number in the peniten-
tiaries has steadily grown with the popu-
lation of the state, and there does not
seem to be any reason to think that there
will be any decrease in the ratio of

convicts to the total population, unless

the provisions of the parole law are

more generally taken advantage of and
unless the state decides to adopt the
indeterminate sentence system.
The State Board of Charities and

Corrections has proposed a somewhat
radical change in the employment of

prisoners at the San Quentin penitentiary,
so radical, in fact that the proposition
is morally certain to bring the antago-
nism of organized labor throughout
the state. That, almost certainly, will

encompass the defeat of the plan. The
board desires that the prisoners be put
to work in producing commodities con-

sumed at other state institutions. Should
this be done, there would be a saving
to the people as a whole, the prisoners
would be given a chance to learn many
lines of useful work, and the expenses
of the various state institutions would
be reduced. But we fear that the unions
will effectually scotch that idea. Cali-

fornia has been rather squeamish about
the employment of convicts ;

we can allow

our state institutions to use prison-made
brooms and brushes and hollow-ware,
and clothes, so long as these eome from
other states, but we stand horrified

at the thought that California convicts

should be put to the task of providing
these things for ourselves.

Naturally there is no demand that there

be any change in the employment of

convicts at Folsom, California owns
there one of the finest granite deposits
within the confines of the state, and

building stone of the best quality could

be quarried, but the state forbids the

production of this; there might be some

competition with free labor. All that

is allowed is the production of road

metal, and some of the best stone in the

state has been so used. Sooner or later

even this use of the convicts will be op-

posed, if history and precedent count for

anything. Still the convicts have the

advantage of open air employment and

they do not come out of Folsom the

wrecks that most of the San Qeuntin
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prisoners become.
The penitentiary at San Quentin is

a standing disgrace to the state which
maintains it. When a man is sent to

the penitentiary the theory is that he
is going to be reformed, not brutalized.

It is presumed that he is to be given an

opportunity to become a useful member
of society. Instead California sets this

man to work in an unhealthy and un-

sanitary jute mill. He is taught to do
work which is done nowhere in the state

or on the coast—the manufacture of

jute bags. When he has served his time,
whether long or short, he is less able to

support himself, less able to get a grip
on the world's life, than when he went in.

The state has brutalized him still further

by the practices in vogue at the peni-

tentiary. Most of the men who go to

San Quentin are "first termers" and are

not beyond help or reclamation. The
state of California by its barbarous

methods, makes the task of bringing
out what is good in the convict, all the
more difficult.

And wherein does the state benefit

materially, if at all, at the cost of seared

and broken lives? Not one penny's
worth. It hardens the men whom it

should attempt to save, and it has lost

money in dollars and cents, which is

the only yardstick with which some
men ever learn to measure their fellows.

The jute mill was operated, at last

accounts, at a loss of $3616.18 in one year,

to^ which must be added the subsistence

account of the prisoners, amounting
to $218,204.50 more. That is more
than $220,000 in one year, the sole

product being jute bags and several

thousand embittered and hardened men.
Neither is there any expectation that

the monetary loss can be appreciably
diminished, because the only competi-
tition which the San Quentin mill has
is competition of the most effective sort.

It is with the jute mills of Calcutta,

India, the average wages in which are

about 16 cents a day, the operative
feeding himself. The cost of feeding
the prisoners at San Quentin is 32.3

cents per day, so that the Indian jute
mill owner has an advantage which can
never be destroyed.
The State Board of Charities comes

forward with a proposition to re-open

the old furniture factory at the prison,
closed several years ago at the demand^of
labor agitators. It will not be done.
The board also repeats its request that
the prisoners be employed in manufact-

turing for other state institutions;
neither will this be done, for the reason

already stated—the contractors and the
labor organizations will not permit.

Perhaps it might be worth while for

the state authorities to investigate the

propriety of employing the convicts on
the state roads, bonds for which were
authorized by the people at the last

state election, but we fear that this,

too, will raise such a terrible hub-bub
that nothing will be done.

Considering that the program laid

out by Mr. Meyer Lissner and Mr. E.

T. Earl for the
Local Option, Legislature
Program and Progress to follow includes

the enactment of

a county local option law, the situation

of various municipalities and counties

with reference to the liquor trade be-

comes of interest. In this connection

Mr. Irving B, Bristol has prepared for

the State Board of Health a statement

regarding the progress of local option

throughout California. It is significant
that within the past five or six years
the movement toward prohibition of the

liquor traffic has gone apace in the north-

ern section of the state with more rapidity,
if anything, than in the south. Particu-

larly has this been true in regard to the

counties of the San Joaquin valley.

According to a letter received a short

time ago from Mr. D. M. Gaudier, who
with Dr. E. S. Chapman manages the

affairs of the Anti-Saloon League in

Southern California, it is not proposed

by the Lissner-Earl combination at this

time to go farther than to enact a law

making it mandatory on boards of

supervisors to call elections on "Ucense"

or "no Ucense" or else to place the ques-
tion before the electors of each precinct

at any general election. Naturally this

is expected to be the opening wedge
for further legislation, for Mr. Gandier

assures us that he has ample arguments
to favor the enactment of county pro-

hibitory laws, even if incorporated cities

with the county prefer and vote for
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license. On this point however, there
is the best evidence that prohibitory
laws can be enforced only where there
is an overwhelming sentiment in their

favor; but this is not at this time the
issue.

At the present time, it may be said

that practically all of Southern California

outside of the incorporated cities and

towns, is ''no hcense." Many of the
cities and towns are also included in

this list of dry districts, the success of

the prohibitory laws being dependent
upon local conditions and sentiment.

The counties which are "dry" outside
of the cities and towns, include Imperial
and its towns. Riverside, Orange, San

Diego and Ventura. Los Angeles is

pretty well "dry," and so are Santa
Barbara and San Bernardino. Inyo,
as a county, went into the "dry" column
about a year ago.

North of the Tehachipi pass, Sutter

county has been "dry" for ten years
but in the incorporated town of Yuba City
in that county one hotel bar is allowed.

Modoc and Plumas, both mountain

counties, have abolished the saloon.

Kings county is "dry" except in the

incorporated cities and towns. Tulare

county has but two saloons outside of

of the city of Visalia. The "no
license" territory in the counties of Mer-

ced, San Joaquin, Lake, Colusa, Yolo
and Mendocino is very extensive.

Turning now to incorporated places,

prior to 1900 these cities were "dry:"
Northern California—Berkeley (by
state law), Loyalton, Pacific Grove,
Palo Alto and Corning. Southern Cal-

ifornia—Alhambra, Claremont, Comp-
ton, Covina, Escondido, Glendale, Holly-
wood, Long Beach, Lordsburg, Monrovia,
Ontario, Orange, Pasadena (has hotel

licenses), Pomona, Redlands, River-
side (has hotel Ucense), Sierra Madre,
South Pasadena and Whittier.

From 1901 to 1904 these places were
added to the "dry" list: Northern
California—Corning, Mayfield, Menlo

Park, Morgan Hill, Potter Valley and
Selma. Southern California—Brawley,
Calexico, El Centro, Hermosa Beach,

Huntington Park, Holtville, Imperial,
Ocean Park, Oceanside. Santa Ana,
Santa Paula and Sawtelle.

From 1905 to 1908 the list was still

further increased as follows: Northern
California—Boulder Creek, Dinuba, East
San Jose, Kingsburg, Los Gatos (has
hotel hcense), Vacaville, Tulare, Win-
ters. Southern California—Azusa, Coro-

na, Elsinore, Fullerton, National City
San Buenaventura and San Jacinto.

In 1909 and 1910 the list was swelled
as follows: Northern California—Bishop,
Fowler, Lindsay, Porterville, and Tur-
lock. Southern CaUfornia—Colton,

Lompoc and Uplands.
The country saloon, we think, is

about a thing of the past in Southern
California. There are a few cities in

this section of the state where saloons

exist, but this is usually due to some
local condition as at Anaheim. The
settled policy of Los Angeles city is for

two hundred saloons, and no more,
which at the present population gives
the city one saloon to every 1905 people,
or stated otherwise one saloon to every
500 men. Los Angeles city has likewise

adopted the poUcy of strict regulation.
The interpretation of this term is what
causes most of the struggles which go
on between the liquor trade and the

city administration.

The casual reader must not think,

however, that the elimination of the

saloon in Southern California has meant
the elimination of drinking habits; the

no-saloon policy has chiefly resulted in

reducing the chances of the poorer

people and the roving element to pro-
cure intoxicants. It is not overstretch-

ing the truth to state that nowhere in

this section of California is it impossible
to obtain alcoholic liquors, usually the

higher intoxicants like whiskey and bran-

dy and to the exclusion of beer and wine.

The quantity of liquor which is shipped
out of Los Angeles to families in the no-

saloon districts, passes belief. It is

enormous. There are perhaps a hun--

dred business houses in Los Angeles

catering more or less to the smaller buyers
all over Southern California. Most of

these concerns are what are known in

local parlance as "bottle houses" although
it is well known that one of the largest

grocery houses in the west, transacts

likewise the largest wholesale liquor
business in Southern California, and
one of the largest businesses in the

entire west, largely on account of con-
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ditions here described. It is also known
in Los Angeles that the major portion
of the entire business of one of the three

of the three breweries is done in bottled

beer, not only in the city but elsewhere

in the southwest.

Consequently if Mr. Meyer Lissner

and Mr. E. T. Earl succeed in securing
the enactment of this portion of their

program, there may be expected a lessen-

ing in the number of saloons in California—not in the south, because the number
is exceedingly small already, but in

the north, where with the exception of

the San Joaquin Valley the liquor trade
is still an exceedingly powerful and
active participant in political affairs,

principally because it thinks that it

has to be.

(At the request of hundreds of Christ-

ian Scientists, Out West, herewith re-

publishes in the monthly edition an
editorial that appeared in Out West

weekly, of December 10. This edition

of the weekly is exhausted.—Editor
Out West. )

Western people have from time im-
memorial displayed a singular lack of

capacity to evolve a
Mrs. Eddy and respectable and en-
Her Mission. during system of re-

Ugion. All of the
world religions

—
Christianity, Mohamme-

danism, Buddhism, Judaism, Confu-
cianism and the many religions of India,
have sprung from Semitic or oriental

peoples. The Aryan does not appear
to have the divine gift, if the term may
be permitted, of creating religious sys-
tems.

Certain it is that not until Joseph
Smith appeared was there a new religious

system in the United States that gave
promise of existing after the death of

the founder. Mormonism, the outgrowth
of Joseph Smith's supposed or real

revelations—just as you prefer to con-
sider it—has every internal evidence of

power to sustain itself.

Christian Science is a later develop-
ment. It may last and again it

may not. With the death of Mrs.

Mary Baker G. Eddy the real test of

the Scientist's may be said to have
begun. It is inevitable that there will

be struggles for the leadership, whether

in name or in fact. It is equally inevit-

able, we think, that the Scientists will

sooner or later depart from the practice
of having no explanation of their faith

at the Sunday morning services. It is

inevitable that that will be schism and

re-organization. Whether the church,
as a whole, can endure is something that
can be answered only by time.

Mark Twain, who was a scoffer at Mrs.

Eddy and her book, gave one vital

reason why the tenets of Christian Science
have spread so rapidly among the read-

ing, thinking, intellectual body of pro-
testants. He said that whereas the older

churches have promised nothing for

good actions in this world, except a

fine time in the world to come. Christian

Science promises freedom from pain and

worry and care in this world. Very many
excellent folks assure us that this promise
is fulfilled, and we are not inclined to

dispute with them. We personally
know one woman, a strong, healthy
individual who suffered for thirty years
under the impression that she was
"tolerable miserable, thank God, and

expected to be worse." There never

was anything the matter with her except
a diseased mentality. The Christian

Scientists came along and told her the

truth—that there was nothing the

matter with her. She believed it, and
Lo! she was cured. Now that woman
would have been suffering for the rest

of her natural life, if the Christian Scien-

tists had not straightened her out.

Whatever it is or is not, we know that

we have a large degree of confidence in

the Christian Science practitioners when
it comes to treating nervous diseases.

It may be only suggestion, as the "re-

gular" physicians assert, and it may be

something else, but whatever there may
be. at the bottom of it, there is no doubt

something of merit present. We have
seen and known of too many cases in

which Christian Science has given direct

benefit—always with the nervous diseases

remember—to scout or to scoff.

On the contrary, we have little faith

in Christian Science as a remedy for

any organic disease. Now, we wiUingly
admit that the Christian Science healers

will point to case after case, for instance,

of typhoid or diphtheria which, they will

assert, they
"
cured," and we will admit
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that perhaps the practitioners assisted

in the cure by giving the patient the

proper frame of mind during the progress
of the disease. But the enthusiastic

advocates of Science usually forget that

Nature^is a great self-curer of disease.

The large majority of people stricken

with such diseases as typhoid and

diphtheria, and small pox, and pneumonia
and the like, recover through the natural

tendency of the body to resist disease

and drive it out. It is always well

to remember that most of us who have

passed the age of twenty or twenty five

years"4ihave had some form of tu-

berculosis, which has been cured with-

out the intervention of physician or

practitioner. It may be that the medical

side of the Christian Science faith has

not reached the stage enabling it to

cope with the anti-toxin treatment of

the medical profession in cases of diph-
theria. In typhoid we would prefer to

see the temperature kept down rather

than to accept the ministrations of any
Science practitioner. We prefer the em-

ployment of vaccination as a preventive
of small pox, rather than the employ-
ment of a practitioner in a case of con-

fluent small pox. And we are skeptical of

the power of Science to cure cancer—
not an ulcer, mind you, which any quack
will call "cancer"—or to cure leprosy.
Stated otherwise and brought to the

latest analysis, the achievements of

Christian Science from a medical stand-

point, appear to us to be limited to

placing the mind of the victim of disease

in such a frame that Nature is assisted

in making a cure, where a cure is possible.

That counts for more than most of us

will admit. We are willing to believe

that we can put any man in ill health

in the course of half a day by sending
ten or fifteen of his friends and acquaint-
ances to him and each of them telling

him how badly he looks; conversely,

why is it not possible to make the sick—
the mentally and to some extent physical-

ly sick—well, by telling them that their

ailments are all as nothing?
Another direct benefit which has come

from the teachings of Mrs. Eddy is that

the doctors themselves are using less

drugs and more "suggestion" in their

practice. Not being prejudiced against
the doctors, we must allow that this is

in itself a wonderful achievement.
Measured by the standard of achieve-

ments, Mrs. Eddy was a great woman,
a very great woman. It is immaterial
whether she invented the general scheme
of the faith, or whether she appropriated
it from Quimby, who went before. She
took a new idea, galvanized it into life,

organized it, spread it throughout the
land and thence throughout the world,
and gathered to herself a following of

people whose intelligence and worth
cannot be questioned. She came upon
the religious, or theological, world at

a time that there was a rising tide of

soul hunger among most of the protestant
sects. She had her personal peculiari-
ties—who has not?—and her theories

about malicious animal magnetism, and

mesmerism, and her notions of mental

poison cannot be counted against her

real innate greatness as a Religious

reformer, any more than can Napoleon's
fear of a mouse be quoted to prove that

he was a coward. Had she possessed
no failings, she would have been divine,
not human, and about the only fear

that we have of her teachings is that in

some future time, maybe a century
hence, if her church lasts that long,

people will begin to spell She with a

capital S and that she will be a subject
for Deification.

She was a Great Woman, no doubt
of that, and had she been a man, she

would have been a Great Man. Any
mortal who can reduce the sum total

of misery and pain and fear and worry
and care and trouble in this world,
as she did, is Great.

Notwithstanding the expressed in-

tention of Mr. Meyer Lissner, who may
now be acclaimed as the

Mrs. Caswell state boss of California,

on Suffrage. to have the next Legis-
lature submit an equal

suffrage amendment to the constitution

to the voters at the next general elec-

tion, the Southern California Association

Opposed to Woman's Suffrage, goes
ahead with its propaganda. The latest

document to appear has been prepared

by Mrs. G. A. Caswell, the President of

the Association, and one of the foremost

and most respected women of the south.

Mrs. Caswell has prepared a document
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which is absolutely beyond the compre-
hension of the ordinary California legis-

lator, a statement which is made with
a full knowledge of the educational
and general qualifications of the average
man who goes to Sacramento. The
language she employs is outside of their

sphere; still the points that she makes
will be understood by them if couched
in different literary garb.

Mrs, Caswell first calls attention to
the fact that the cry of "taxation with-
out representation," so frequently raised

by the proponents of suffrage, is -a false

one. The largest taxpayers in every
city, usually the corporations, have no

vote, but they are taxed; the largest
male tax payer in California could not

vote, unless he could read; a man may
own property in several places in a state,
but can vote in only one; a citizen of

California may not vote in New York
if he happens to own property in that

state; neither can a minor vote, although
he may be taxed on millions of dollars

worth of property. In other words,
the right to vote is not concerned with
the question of taxation. Neither is

there any inherent right on the part of

any male person to vote; he must have

qualifications.
Then Mrs. Caswell refers to Theodore

Roosevelt's frequently quoted sentence:
"A petition with a million signatures
would not move me to recommend
woman's suffrage to Congress."

Out West has contended that in Colo-

rado, where women vote, the sex has
done nothing to "purify politics," which
is one of the arguments given why wo-
men should vote. Judge Lindsay, an

authority that even Mr. Meyer Lissner
and Mr. John H. Braly cannot over-
look or pooh-pooh into submission, says:
"No, I can't say that the woman's
vote has helped things much in Colorado
* * * I have found that women
in politics are no better and no worse
than men * * * If a woman wants
a political job she'll stand for iniquity;
if she is afraid of losing her job, she'll

do the same thing." This seems to
be Judge Lindsay's poHte method of

saying that the appearance of women
in the political arena introduces the
sex question into the political field.

We have seen some things at Sacra-

mento, during the lobbying of women
to secure the passage of a teacher's

pension bill, that convinces us that Judge
Lindsay is not far wrong in this state-

ment.
Added to Judge Lindsay's trite saying,

is the contribution of Richard Barry.
Listen: "I was in Denver at the time of

the last election and had, therefore,
a first hand opportunity to study the

question of woman's honesty in politics.

I saw scores of women accept money for

the election held in Denver on May 7,

1910. An incalcuable amount of money
was spent that day. In my own restrict-

ed sphere I saw about $17,000 paid out

to women in five, ten and twenty dollar

lots." That is no worse than the men.
It is the belief of a good many well

intentioned folks in this country, that

most of the political iniquity of the

country exists in the cities. The truth

is that the farmers —the "honest,

horny handed old farmers"—are the

most corruptible men in this country
in the political sense. Witness the re-

cent arrest by hundreds at West Union,

Ohio; witness the truth of the assertion

that in the districts American for gen-

erations, the greatest amount of vote

buying and selling is done. Wherever
the politically and educationally ig-

norant negro is allowed to vote, as he

is in the border states between the north

and the south, he is the most easily

purchasable element in the community
in which he lives; and will the same not

be true should thousands and hundreds

of thousands of politically ignorant
women voters be added to the electorate.

This does not apply of course, to the

comparatively few politically educated

women who do the talking for the clubs,

but to the hundreds of thousands of

women outside of the pale of these or-

ganizations.
Mrs. Caswell handles the many ar-

guments that have been made in favor

of the proposition, and then refers to

Miss Phoebe Couzins, attorney, once a

United States marshal and one of the

most brilliant women this country has

ever known. After a life-time of en-

deavor for the cause. Miss Couzins turned

the other way. "I do not believe that

women are constructed by nature for

the rough and tumble fight of the poll-
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tical arena," she says. "Women are

easily influenced. They do not stop to

think of the consequences of their acts,
and in their hands the ballot would be-

come a most dangerous weapon. * *

* I am through forever with women's

suffrage."
Mrs. Caswell's efforts will reap their

full value when the campaign opens in

1912, with the individual voter. Her
pamphlet should be re-written to fit

the popular mind
; then it will be a tower

of strength with the average voter.

The editors of Out West fully expect
that whenever there is published an

article such as that

Phelan and written by Miss Cora
Koiner to Foy, concerning the

Write. Hetch-Hetchy and the

attempt of San Francisco

to despoil the people of the United
States of a part of their heritage, that

objectors to the policy of the article

will make themselves heard. In the

past month there has been received a

letter from Mr. James D. Phelan of

San Francisco, formerly mayor of the

northern city, and an active proponent
of the plan to annex the Hetch-Hetchy
to the municipal possessions of San
Francisco. Mr. Phelan has asked to be

heard, and Out West has written him
that he will be given the opportunity,
reservation being made of the right
to make such comments on his work as

Out West deems fit and proper. Out
West hastens to assure Mr. Phelan and
others who have written to us from the

north, that it makes no difference to

us whether San Francisco buys the

property of the Spring Valley Water

Company, or develops any one of the

fifteen or more water systems that can

be made available for the city's use.

We object emphatically to the seques-
tration of a piece of property and a

part of a National playground for the

benefit of a rich and thoughtless city,

which for twenty-five years or more
has talked about escaping "from the

domination of the Spring Valley," and
about "bringing water from the Sierras,"

and after a long period of time, has

hatched out a scheme to take from the

people a portion of their playgrounds.
Mr. C. W. Koiner, the manager of

the municipal lighting plant of Pasadena,
also writes to know whether he can be
heard concerning the analysis of the
Pasadena lighting problem which was

published last month. As in Mr. Phelan's

case, we have replied in the affirmative.

We beUeve that the mismanagement
of the Pasadena plant has been due to

too much politics, in which, however,
Mr. Koiner is not greatly concerned.
We have not said that the plant is not
a good one; we have asserted that it

has no poUcy, no definite aims, and that
it has been a loss to the community
from the time that it succeeded in forcing
down electric rates.

Now and again slang enriches the

language. A trite phrase of the day,

rejected for the time
We Can Not being by the pedants
" Go Back." and purists, forces itself

into permanent use, be-

cause it fills a void theretofore felt but
not occupied. The political field has

given the language such words as

"caucus;" a condition in San Francisco

in years gone by, brought "hoodlum"
into use, and the word has compelled

recognition. Because the Australian

representatives of the American race

of tramps made a practice of arriving
at the sheep ranches late in the after-

noon—too late to do any work—they
were christened "sundowners" and the

term has endured.
The year that has gone has brought

us "come back." This is'^FpugiUstic

slang but it applies to a condition that

may arise in all walks of life. The ques-
tion of the hour seems to be whether a

person can come back—with the accent

on "back."
Whether a man can "come back" or

not, we do not know. It all depends

upon the man.
He can never go back.

That he cannot is one of the saddest

and most depressing aspects of this

life.

We can never go back.

Most of the pleasure in existence is

in discovery. After a woman or man
or a child knows a thing there is^gone
half of the deUght of existence.

Memory carries back to the day when
the little dress was discarded and short
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pants substituted. Is there in late

life anything to equal the joy that

comes with the discovery of this change?
The coming of suspenders, the transition

from short pants to long trousers, the

day we were twelve years old and quite
a man, the time that the grammar
school was left behind—all these things

brought surges of joy and happiness
that later life cannot inspire. We can-

not go back. V V

Then there is the marvelous succession

of pleasurable sensations in discovering
the beauty of flowers; the joy of the
first whiff of the fragrance of the orange;
the pleasure—almost of the pain

— of

listening enraptured for the first time
to a master violinist or an orchestra;
these things have no counterpart. The
exquisite pleasure is gone. We cannot

go back.

What is there to equal in this world
the entrancing delight of clasping in

your arms for the first time her who
comes to each and all of us once in our
lives, and to some of us only once?
How can you ever experience but one
time in this world the rapture of looking
into her blue eyes, while strolling arm
in arm, yes, hand in hand, like children,

through some woodland, and having
returned to you the lovelight of eyes
and a personality that brings food and
drink to the hungry and thirsty soul;
free from intrusions or conventions of

a world that can never know. She
comes like a dream into life, satisfying

every call of a troubled nature for

peace. Clouds gather, there is a tearing
of heart strings, and love, the only thing
worth while, goes. We cannot go back.
The same set of conditions will never
arise. What is left is the memory of

the first kiss, the rosy blush when she
first dropped her head and said "yes,"
and the memory of the incidents small
in themselves but fraught with meaning
for one soul. There is darkness where
there was light. We cannot go back.

It is so in every walk and thing of

life. You have been a student at some
institution of learning. Years pass and
should you have the foolishness to think
of going back, an utter loneliness per-
vades the scene of your happiest and
most sanguine and most satisfactory

years. The faces you think to see are

gone. You may find a few people
about who know you, but they are
concerned chiefly about what you are

doing, and whether you have accumu-
lated more than a fair share of dollars.
You hear that this one has died, that
that one were better off dead. There
is no longer room for you in the busy
and isolated little world of hopes and
dreams that you inhabited in the days
that seem ages, agone. We cannot go
back.

After all is it best that we cannot

go back? "Life is earnest, life is real,"
the poet tells us, but after all, what is

life but a series of co-related incidents
that make for happiness or for the

misery or sorrow of the individual.
If the greatest happiness consists in

recalling the happy incidents of times
that have gone, wherein is the wisdom
of Edward Everett Hale's "Look out-

ward, not in." Wherein is the joy of

going on?

The chief drawback to what is called

"western fiction" is that most of it

is written by men and
El Estranjero women having a lim-

Worth While, ited literary skill, or

that it is produced by
men and women whose knowledge of

the west is gained from a flying trip
of examination or even from a car

window. The masters of story telling

are lamentably few; on the law of

averages which applies everywhere, the

number of men and women who live

in the west and who can tell a story
worth while, is positively fewer. The

country has been flooded of late with

so-called western stories, most of which*

appear to have originated in New York
and New England, and the grade of

the output is dreadfully poor.
Western writers themselves, as a rule,

fail to grasp the spirit of what they
would tell about. There seems to be

a theory abroad in the land that if one
will only ideahze the Indian and grow
mawkish over the disappearing race of

cowboys, throw in a reference or two
to the ranchman's beautiful daughter,
and bring it out so that the hero and
heroine will live happily ever after,

the compound will make a western

story that will sell anywhere. Delusion
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could wander no farther from the truth.
^

Consequently, when we get hold of

a real western story, it is a pleasure
to tell about it. Of all the western out-

put of the past year, no story at all

approaches one which has been pub-
lished by the Rand-McNally Company,
the creation of Russell Judson Waters
of Los Angeles. Now in his ordinary,

every-day life, Mr. Waters is a bank

president, and bank presidents are sup-

posed to be exceedingly prosy individ-

uals. But is happens that in his early
life Mr. Waters was a newspaper man,
and that on coming to California he
lived for a time out in the San Bernar-
dino country, and gained an intimate

knowledge of the life, the aspirations
and the methods of thought of the

West.
His latest story is called El Estranjero

(The Stranger). It concerns the ad-

ventures of an army officer who was
sent West during the early days of the

Civil War to aid in saving the southern

section of California for the Union.

On the way, the party with which he

is traveling, is attacked by Indians,
his wife and young daughter are captured

by the Indians, and he is left for dead.

He drags himself to a ranch house, is

unconscious for days and recovers

slowly. But he cannot remember any-
thing of his past, owing to injuries

received during the Indian attack, and
there is no clue to his identity. He
becomes a fixture with the family and
so remains for years.

Right at this point Mr. Waters begins
a series of sketches of the early life in

California, which reveal the master

hand. El Estranjero becomes a leader

in various enterprises, and the tales

of the chase, of resistance to Indian

forays, of camping trips are vibrant

with life and soul. It so happens that

the ranchman with whom El Estranjero

stays has a daughter, and there is

running through the story a pretty
love romance which concerns El Estran-

jero and her. Years pass, the daughter

goes to an eastern school, returns and

finds that El Estranjero is still the only
man. But he does not speak. Finally
on one of the expeditions against a

raiding party of Utes who have come
into the south, El Estranjero and his

party capture a white girl. She has
in her possession a locket which she
obtained from her mother, a captive
who died years before. The girl does
not know how to open the locket, but
the ranchman's daughter does. There
is found a picture of El Estranjero as
a young man and his young wife, now
dead. Eastern visitors to the ranch

recognize the picture, and El Estran-

jero's history is searched out, but at
the time he knows nothing of these de-

velopments.
Then comes the task of telling him

who he is. Right here Mr. Waters
rises to his opportunity. The ranch-
man's daughter tells him in a chapter
that is alive with subdued dramatic

force, and it will be a difficult matter
to match that chapter anywhere in

fiction. She tells him of his early
history in Virginia, not as his life, but
as the story of a boy that she has heard

about; of his school days, his love

match, his marriage, the birth of his

daughter, and the trip west; she tells

of the Indian attack, the capture of

his wife and daughter and the death
of his wife; but not until she brings the
tale to the point where the injured
man dragged himself to the ranch house,
does El Estranjero realize that she
has been telling him the story of his

own life.

Mr. Waters has dipped somewhat
into telepathy in the course of his story,

through the medium of an old employe
of the ranchman. He closes the story
with the wedding of El Estranjero and
the daughter.

Aside from the interest of the tale

itself and the pictures he draws of

California life and adventure and scenery,
there is a charm in the telling of this

story which comes from simplicity.
"El Estranjero" is worth reading and

possessing.

1^^
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Conducted by J. R. Newberry

Success of the Cash Plan.
By J. R. Newberry

1 know that many of the readers of

Things to Eat are anxious and curious
to know how the new delivery system
and cash system of the J. R. Newberry
Company is progressing. Certainly the
installation of this system has waked
the grocery trade of Southern Calif-

ornia.

First of all, the fairness of a large
number of the old customers of the

house, has proved a gratifying surprise.

Man)'- customers objected to any change
in the manner of doing business; however,
they conceded the point that this was
our business, and that if the company
lost money, it would be the only sufferer.

The object of the J. R. Newberry
Company in making this change, is

apparent. The Company desired to
serve all classes of people with abso-
lute impartiality. An analysis of the

previous plan of making deliveries and
the credit system, demonstrated that
the house was not doing this. It was
making itself conspicuous by giving
special privileges to special people, and
in many instances these specially privi-

leged classes did not want the service
the Company was giving.

All of the customers of the house
conceded the point that the cost of liv-

ing was too high, but they did not know
how to reduce it. The Company has
tried its own way to reduce the price
of groceries. While the plan has proved
ajar to the sensibilities of many-people,
still it is one way of reducing living

cost, and it has proved a better way
than they thought of.

Naturally the charge for making de-

liveries was absolutely unwelcome.
This was because instead of making
it an indirect charge, the company
made it a direct charge. The consumers
did not realize before that such a factor

existed in making up the total cost of

Uving. Many customers could not figure
out at first why it cost the company
15 cents to deliver an 8 cent loaf of

bread, and the same amount—15 cents—to deliver $3 worth of groceries.
However our customers who have

tried this proposition, who have bought
for cash, who have ordered in larger

quantities than heretofore, perhaps, and
less frequently, have seen the wisdom
of making the change. They have

bought their goods at much less, includ-

ing delivery charges, than before.

At the stores of the J. R, Newberry
Company, the trade has more than

doubled; I am confident that the satis-

faction of the trade has been tenfold,

because buyers see what they are getting,
and they get exactly what they want.

It is as much advantage for a buyer
to see the groceries he gets, as it is to

examine dry goods before buying
—

perhaps more so.

The Company has had many compli-
ments from economical buyers, concern-

ing the change. People who have a

care as to what it costs to live, readily
see wherein the change is a benefit.
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A campaign of education has been neces-

sary, but, after all, there is nothing
like lower prices for the best goods
to convince the thrifty and saving man
or woman. For those who do not know
or really care to know what it costs

to live, the new system really offers

little or no advantage.
The careful customer and buyer knows

that one of the chief savings is in quan-
tity buying—in buying by the dozen
and in getting dozen prices. Our cus-

tomer who buys thus, really enjoys
prices as low as the average retail grocer
now owns his goods. We aim to give
the consumer who buys in quantities

prices approximately as low as the

average retail grocer buys from his

wholesaler. This alone means a saving
of twenty per cent in the cost of living.
The J. R. Newberry Company has

sent out the appended letter to its cus-

tomers and friends:

TO OUR CUSTOMERS
We wish to thank our many old customers

as well as our many new ones for their support
and numerous kind remarks upon our new

policy of doing business. The fact that our
store business has more than doubled since
the 1st of December speaks for itself, and shows
that the intelHgent public appreciate a genuine
effort to reduce the cost of living in Los Angeles.We also wish to solicit the indul^nce of our
patrons with our efforts to take care of our
greatly increased business. Every effort will
be made to strengthen our organization to handle
our growing business with courtesy and dis-

patch, and to the satisfaction of all of our
customers.

MISUNDERSTANDINGS
Some people have, through misunderstanding,

been led to criticize what we cal our deposit
plan. We wish it distinctly understood that
we do not solicit a deposit from anyone. We
will sell our goods strictly for cash to be paid
for when delivered. The deposit plan was
ntroduce to accommodate those who did not
wish the annoyance of paying for each article
as purchased. It was, therefore arranged
that any person depositing approximately the
amount of tlieir monthly bill with this Company
could order goods against this deposit and thus
save them some inconvenience. To make
the arrangement perfectly equitable we have
agreed to allow interest at 4% on such deposits.
That our efforts in this connection were appre-
ciated has been demonstrated by the fact that
a large number of deposits have been made in

this way.

A HOME PRODUCT
t

"
m.1

Exceptional Quality

Always Satisfactory

The greater the manufactured

products of Los Angeles, the greater
the city will grow.

The right proportion of Eastern
winter hard-wheat blended with
Western white wheat produces the

finest flour, superior in texture and

quality to flour manufactured in any
other section of the United States.

GLOBE MILLS
Los Angeles, California

TLOUR

Globe Mills
LO$ ANCELEt
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EXPENSE OF CREDFT PLAN
We are conducting a great business on an

extremely narrow margin of profit and cannot,
with present prices, afford to maintain a credit

department and pay interest and other inci-

dental expenses which during the past year
cost us about $30,000 to say nothing of the loss

through bad accounts. To conduct such a
flepartment would necessitate a general raise
in prices which would be unfair to the great
majority of our customers who do not ask for
credit.

bELIVERY CHARGES
A few have objected to pay delivery charges,

but in many cases these people have discovered
that even after paying the delivery charges
they are getting their goods cheaper than at

a/iy other place, and most of our friends who
left us on this account at the first of the month,
are gradually returning and we accord them a
cordial welcome, Everyone should understand
that is costs something to deliver a package
in a city the size of Los Angeles, and those
who wish this service performed for them should
in fairness be willing to pay for the service.
On the other hand those who wish to make pur-
chases at the stores and carry home their own
goods, are entitled to the saving which results
from their disposition to help themselves.
In case we find our delivery charges are in

excess of the actual cost, we shall reduce them,
it being our purpose simply to require those
who have the service of delivery to pay only
what it costs.

NEW STORES—INCREASED CAPITAL
We have had a great number of calls from

different parts of the city requesting us to
establish branch stores that would be more
convenient than any of our present stores
for the great mass of people. We shall, there-
fore, in the near future, establish 7 new stores,
public announcement of which will be shortly
made. We find also in handling a larger busi-

ness, an additional capital is needed, and we
will, therefore, increase the capital of J. R.
Newberry Company to $1,000,000.

SOMETHING FOR NOTHING
Everyone is anxious to obtain something

for nothing, although everyone realizes the

fallacy of the idea. Many merchants, however,
appeal to this human weakness by numerous
devices to get trade, but it is against our policy
to do this. We intend to conduct a public
service corporation on the soundest of busi-
ness principles dealing in honest goods at lowest

prices every day in the year. It will be our
constant effort to serve the people of Los An-
geles honestly and economically, charging
only for the service rendered.

The Trusts and the High Cost of Living.
Bi) J . R. Newberry

There are five great aggiegations of

capital in the line of provisioning the
world that are called trusts, and for

the want of a better name I shall con-

tinue, with public opinion, to call them
trusts, because, in doing so, people will

understand more easily than by any
other explanation that I give. These
are, the sugar, the coal-oil, the packing-
house products people, the flour and
the baking powder trusts.

At the outset I wish to pay my com-
pliments to the Standard Oil Company.
There is no question in my mind that
all of these other trusts have followed
in its wake—that is, they have tried to
imitate the methods and doings of the
Standard Oil Company. The ingenuity
and the fine Italian work of the Standard
Oil Company mark it as one of the
keenest and deepest mercantile insti-

tutions in the world. The foundation
on which the Standard's success is built
has been laid with precision, and all

of^the detail? of the construction of this

mighty organization have been followed

as a builder follows the detail work of

a great architect. The Company shows
the mechanical ingenuity of Satan him-
self. It takes genious to perfect an

organization that will have so few slips,

with its hand so entirely covered in

the workings. In all of the explanations
that have been given by Miss Tarbell,
or by anyone else, investigators have
failed to discover the fine and contin-

uous working of the American people
and the people of the world through
the ingenious handling of mankind.
The Company has carried out its plans
not only with the transportation com-

panies and the wholesaler and the re-

tailer, but has absolutely befogged (with
the assistance of these three factors)
the transportation and railroad com-

panies, the steamship companies of

all descriptions, the wholesalers, the

semi-jobbers and the retailers, and has

successfully worked all of these factors,

in order to get its product to the con-
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sumer. The plan includes that the

90,000,000 odd people of America shall

laud the Standard Oil because of the

economy with which they get the pro-
duct.

There is no question but what the

consuming public is getting a good,
first-class of oil at a lower price than

they are entitled to by 20 per cent to

25 per cent. But how is it obtained?
In the first place, there is no transpor-

tation company, until very lately, if

now, that received over one-half what
it cost to transport the stuff from the

manufacturing center to the destination
of distribution. I know, for a fact,
that the jobbing trade has never received

one-half what it has cost them to dis-

tribute this product; and I know, for

a fact, that the retail trade is in the same
condition. The only way that the re-

tailer has ever made anything out of

this proposition at all is by buying bulk

goods and either giving short measure,
or not following the prices, as set down
by the Standard Oil Company, for the
consumer. In this way he has made
it possible to eke out a little money.
However, when you will take into con-
sideration the loss by leakage, and then
the amount of goods that the retailer

has to exchange or loses, or the amount
of goods that waste, the goods that he
comes in contact with when distributing,
and it all amounts to the central fact

that he has made nothing, although he
at times thinks he is making 3 cents,
or 4 cents, or 5 cents a gallon.

Now, you will say at once, how does
that affect the cost of living?

In the first place, when a merchant
sells one class of goods at less than it

costs him to distribute them, he must
put it upon other lines of goods; and
it does not make any difference how cheap
you buy sugar and coal oil, and hams
and bacon and lard, and flour and

baking powder, if a merchant is losing

money upon the distribution, he must,
of necessity, place an extortionate profit

upon other lines of goods. And it is

now coming to your notice that when
you are obliged to desist from buying
meat you then go to other lines of goods,
and those you find extraordinarily high.
Instead of a profit of 10 per cent or

15 per cent or 20 per cent, you are up

against a line of goods that must bear to

the retailer 40 per cent and 50 per cent

and 60 per cent, because he is handling
fully half of all the goods that he is

handling in such a way that they are

compensated in these five great pro-

positions; and when he loses 5 per cent

and 10 per cent upon 50 per cent of his

sales he must not only make up the

5 per cent, but he must make all the

profit that he expects to make on about
half of the goods that he sells. There-

fore you are obliged to pay from 50 per
cent to 150 per cent profit profit on teas

and coffees, and spices and extracts,
and the hundreds of other articles;

such as canned good, that you ought
to get at a 20 per cent margin.
These trusts have so arranged their

quotations as thoroughly to acquaint
the consuming public, or a certain por-
tion of it, to know just what these goods
are worth. You can take up the daily

papers to-day, and look over the quota-
tions of sugar, and' hams and bacon,
and lard, and flour, and coal-oil, and see

just exactly what the average merchant

pays for these goods in cash. And he

must take them to his store, and must

there break up the packages and dis-

tribute them, and cannot do that for

less than 20 per cent of their cost, or

15 per cent of his sale price.

Now, while it is a fact that you would

be getting 50 per cent of your necessities,

or your purchases, for less than it costs

to manufacture and distribute them,

you would still have but half of your

purchases completed. Therefore, in

buying the other half that you are not

thoroughly posted on, it becomes an

absolute necessity that you should be

taken advantage of. And when a man
does make a success of business, he is

obliged to charge you from 50 per cent

to 100 per cent profit on many of the

articles that you are buying. Now,
doesn't this prove to you conclusively

that it doesn't make any difference how

cheap you get one or two articles that

you buy? If you are taken advantage
of on the balance of your purchases,

you are not the beneficiary at all.

Wouldn't it be better in keeping with

the American spirit of fairness that you
should not be deceived? You under-

stand that when you see some of these
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department stores offering you goods pPeO
for less than the car load price, notably
Fels-Naptha soap at 3 bars for 10 cents,
that this is not done to sell you Fels-

Naptha soap, but is done to deceive

you. And it is a lie on the face of it,

and any man who advertises in that

fashion ought to be prosecuted, because

he is deceiving the public and he is

shattering the confidence that the com-

munity has in its every-day grocery-
man. In doing that he demoralizes

our idea of common honesty. This

policy is the producer of more antagon-
istic spirit than any other school of de-

moralized merchandising in the world.

The time will come when the men who
use these tactics will be ostracised.

Any man who will lie to the public will

steal, and there is no question about
that. It is the most damnable of all

merchandising tricks, of low, contempt-
ible competition. Irresponsible men who
follow out these tactics are not desirable

citizens.

All of this kind of work is just the mere
tinsel of imitation of the methods of

the Standard Oil Company.
Take, for instance, the rates that pnAA

the railroad companies are making
upon the great Sugar Trust's sugar from
California points to the Missouri River—50 cents a hundred. Then you take
their published testimony, which shows
that it costs the railroads from 53 to

63 cents per 100 pounds to haul that

freight, while they are doing it for the

trust for 50 cents. Does that make
any difference to the consumers of sugar
in California? Isn't it true that the

sugar trust, combined with the railroad

company, is selling its product, refined

in California, for from 1-2 to one cent

cheaper in Kansas City than they do

right here in California, where the goods
are made? Is that a square deal?

And under these circumstances, when
sugar factories right in Southern Califor-

nia are paying from 30 per cent to 50

per cent dividends each year, and doing
it out of the exorbitant profit that they
are making their own people pay? p^chasers Name

Why should not we enjoy sugar at as

low a price in Los Angeles, where it is

made, as they do in Kansas City, where
it is shipped at a 50 cent rate? Why
should the railroad company transport Rataiier's Name.

TO CONVINCE YOU

THAT

Ben Hur

CREAM OF TARTAR BAKING POWDER and
SPICES are unsurpassed for PURITY and

QUALITY we are making the following liberal

offer for a limited time, believing that the peo-

ple wish to give California goods, rather than

Eastern, the preference, quality being equal:

OUR GUARANTEE—If you do not find

Ben Hur goods equal to the best goods on
the market, your grocer will refund your
money.

Free

SPECIAL OFFER
aOOD ONLY IF USED BEFORE FEBUARY I, 1911

PRESENT this COUPON to your grocer and up-
on purchasing a 1-lb. can of Ben Hur Bak-

ing powder, you will be given a 10-cent can

of Ben Hur Black Pepper FREE.

N. B. If your Grocer does not sell Ben Hur

goods, mail your order direct to ua.

INSTRUCTIONS TO GROCERS:—This coupon
will only be redeemed by us for one 10-cent

can of Ben Hur Black Pepper, providing it

is filled out properly below, and each cou-

pon is accompanied by and order from you
for a 1-lb. can Ben Hur Baking Powder.

THE JOANNES-SPLANE CO.
Los Angeles, Cal.

Address.
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the great trust's sugar for less than what

ought to be charged and charge the pro-
ducer of oranges and lemons and other

citrus fruits twice what they can afford

to haul it for? The simple reason is

this : they are making up on the producers
of California what they are losing to

the sugar trust.

The fact is that the entire fabric of

distribution, the transportation com-

panies, the wholesalers and the retailers

are continually taking your money,
and deceiving you, and making you
pay an exorbitant price for one line of

goods, in order to shovel the money into

the trust's well-filled coffers. The Stan-

dard Oil Company from the beginning
started this practice of getting the three

factors that are the distributing agents
to do this work for one-half what it

costs them to do it and to charge the con-

sumers twice on other goods. The Stan-

dard Oil Company does not care to what
ends they go, nor where they -get off,

so that they get their wftrk done for half

of a legitimate charge; and they are

putting all of this exorbitant profit
in their own pocket.
What is true of the Standard Oil

Company is true of the sugar refineries,

is true of the flour-trust, is true of the

packing-house people, and it is doubly

true on this pestiferous, outrageous

baking powder proposition. We know
that the baking powder that is made

by the trust to-day does not cost them
to exceed 16 or 17 cents pep pound at

the outside price, and still they charge
the jobber double that amount; and no
retailer, in our years of experience as

retailer, has ever got one-half that
it has cost him to distribute the Royal
Baking Powder. We know for a fact

that the jobbers have made little or

nothing out of this thing. The jobber
and the retailer have continually dis-

tributed the Royal Baking Powder and
its attendant brands, the Price and the

Cleveland, at less than it has cost them.
We do not think that the grocery trade
of the United States has ever made one

penny upon the distribution of the Royal
Baking Powder, and the companies
that it has assumed.

While this is a small proportion of

your purchases, and a small proportion
of our sales, the baking-powder trust

is the most pestiferous, unreasonable
and grasping organization in the United
States. Were it not for the use of

printer's ink, they could not do as they
are doing; but they have completely
befogged the consumer.

Twenty Fish Recipes.

Select perfectly fresh fish, with firm

flesh, bright eyes and gills, and those in

full season. Results are always more

satisfactory, where one kind of fish

is not substituted for another in a given

recipe. For instance, do not use canned
salmon if fresh salmon is called for in

the recipe, and expect good results.

Nor should haddock be substituted for

rock; the flesh is very different both in

texture and flavor. Serve potatoes with

fish, and, when in season, cucumbers,
or lettuce with French dressing.

Salt Mackerel
Wash the fish, soak it over night skin

side up. Next morning dry, put in a
wire broiler, and broil; flesh side down
until a golden brown. Turn and broil

the skin side quickly. Put on a heated

platter, moisten with butter, that has
been rubbed with an equal quantity
of lemon juice, and serve.

Creamed Codfish

Pick apart half a pound of salt cod-

fish, wash it thoroughly in two waters,
soak it over night in cold water. Next
morning drain, cover with boiling water,
and cook below the boiling point for

five minutes. Drain and press. Rub
one tablespoonful of butter and one of

flour together, add half a pint of milk,
stir until boiling; add a dash of pepper
and the codfish; cover and stand over
hot water for ten minutes. Add the

beaten yolk of an egg, a quarter of a

teaspoonful of salt, and serve with plain
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boiled potatoes.

Planked Fish

A fish plank should be made of hard

wood, sixteen inches long and twelve

inches wide. Heat it very hot, place
the fish skin side down, dust with salt

and pepper, baste with melted butter,
and put it under the oven of the gas stove,

or before a wood fire, or on the shelf

in a coal oven. Cook quickly for fifteen

minutes; baste again, decorate with

potatoes a la Duchess, pressed through
a star tube; put it back in the oven and
cook until the pototaes are brown.

Garnish with parsley and lemon and send

to the table.

Deviled Oysters
Wash and drain fifty oysters; shake

them over the fire, until the gills are

curled. Drain, saving the liquor.

Chop the oysters fine. Rub together,
one tablespoonful of butter and one of

flour; add the oyster liquor and sufficient

milk to make half a pint; stir until

boiling. Add the oysters, the yolks
of two eggs slightly beaten, level teaspoon-
ful of salt, a dash of red pepper, a tea-

spoonful of lemon juice, and a tablespoon-
ful of chopped celery. Turn this in a

baking-dish, cover thickly with soft

breadcrumbs and bake in a quick oven
for about ten minutes.

Fillet of Fish

Clean a good sized rock, wash and dry.
Hold the flesh firm and with a sharp
knife, cut it from the bone from tail

to head. Turn the fish on the other side

and do the same, pressing the flesh firm-

ly with your hand. Cut the flesh in

strips about an inch wide; roll each,
fasten with a wooden skewer, dust with
salt and pepper. Cook for thi-ee min-
utes in deep, hot fat, drain on brown

paper, arrange neatly on a napkin.

Log Cabin Fritters

Mix two teaspoonfuls of baking powder
thoroughly with four cups of flour'

Add two cups of sweet milk, one table-

spoonful of sweet cream, half a teaspoon-
ful of salt and ^three well beaten ^eggs.

Fry in hot lard until brown and serve

with warm Towle's Log Cabin Syrup,
adding to the same a little brandy if

desired. Look for another next month.

garnish with parsley and lemon and
send to the table.

Salt Codfish with Macaroni
Break two ounces of macaroni in two-

inch lengths; throw them into boiling
water and boil rapidly for thirty minutes;
drain, blanch for fifteen minutes in cold

water; then cut in pieces half an inch

long. Wash half a pound of boneless
salt cod; cut it in dice, cover with cold
water. Bring just to boiling point,
but do not allow it to boil: drain, cover

again with boiling water and let it stand
for five minutes, then drain. Rub to-

gether one rounding tablespoonful of

butter with one of flour; add half a pint
of strained tomato, a tablespoonful of

grated onion, half a teaspoonful of salt

and a saltspoonful of white or black

pepper. Stir until boiling. Add the
macaroni and fish, stand over hot water
for five minutes and serve in a heated
dish.

Fricassee of Oysters
Drain and wash fifty oysters; cook

until the gills curl; drain, saving the

liquor. Add to it sufficient milk to

make a pint. Put two rounding table-

spoonfuls of butter and two of flour in

a saucepan; mix; add the liquor and milk,
and stir until boiling. Add a rounding
tablespoonful of salt, dash of cayenne,
and the oysters. Heat over hot water.

Beat the yolks of two eggs with four

tablespoonfuls of cream, stir them
quickly in the oysters; take from the

fire, and serve on toast, or in a round

dish, garnished with triangular pieces
of toast; sprinkle finely chopped parsley

over^the top.

AT ALL GROCERS
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To Fry Smelts

Wash the smelts, make a slight open-

ing at the gills, with a very sharp knife

or scissors; draw them between the

thumb and finger, from tail to head;

press the intestines out at the gill open-

ing, keeping the fish whole. Wash and

dry and dust with salt and black pepper.

Beat an egg until the white and yolk
are thoroughly mixed; add a tablespoon-

ful of water and mix again. Dip the

fish in the egg and cover them thoroughly
with seasoned breadcrumbs and fry

quickly in deep, hot fat. Drain on

brown paper; dish on a napkin and

serve with Tartar sauce.

Fish Chowder
Wash and cut in squares one pound of

any white fish; pare, cut in dice, three

medium-sized potatoes; chop fine one

large onion; put in the bottom of a

kettle a layer of the potatoes, then a

layer of fish, then tomatoes; add a

tablespoonful of onion, half a teaspoonful
of powdered thyme, a saltspoonful of salt,

PHOSPHnFOODSU
MON-STAKCH CERCAL

Best Body Building Breakfast Foods

MEAL=FLOUR=RY =LAX

Delicious Nutritious

Economical

All the virtue of grain without digestive
strain.

AT ALL GROCERS

PHOSPHO FOOD CO.

LOS ANGELES. - - CALIFORNI.\

a dash of pepper, half a teaspoonful of

celery seed, and so continue until the
materials are all used. Have the last

layer potatoes. Pour over a pint of

boiling water, cover the kettle and cook
over a moderate fire, without stirring,
for twenty minutes. Meantime heat

a pint of milk in a double boiler; take the

chowder from the fire, and cover the top
with crushed water-crackers. Pour over

the milk, add a tablespoonful of butter

cut in bits, and serve.

Codfish Balls and Codfish Souffle

Pick apart a pound of salt cod, cover

with cold water, bring to boiling point
and drain. Cover it again with boiling
water and let stand for five minutes;
drain and press, add pint of hot mashed

potatoes, a rounding tablespoonful of

butter, a saltspoonful of pepper and the

yolks of two eggs; mix thoroughly;
form in balls, dip in beaten egg, roll in

breadcrumbs and fry in deep, hot fat.

Serv'e plain or with tomato sauce.

Persons who do not eat fried foods

may change the recipe into codfish

souffle, by adding the well-beaten whites

of the eggs, and baking the mixture until

a golden brown.

Jerusalem Fishballs

Carefully remove the skin and then

pick the flesh from a good-sized rock or

haddock. Wash the skin, the head and
the other rough pieces; put them in a

saucepan; add a quart of water, a bay
leaf, a sUce of oninn a blade of mace,
four cloves and tv\o cloves of garUc,

mashed; cover and simmer for one hour.

While this is cooking, chop the flesh of

the fish very fine, adding about twelve

blanched and dried almonds, level tea-

spoonful of salt, a tablespoonful of grated
onion a saltspoonful of black pepper.
Mix thoroughly, form in balls the size

of an English walnut, drop them in

the pot, with the fish that is cooking;
cover and cook for thirty minutes.

Lift the balls with a skimmer and stand

them at once in a very cold place.

Strain the stock. Beat six eggs until

thoroughly mixed, add to them grad-

ually the boiling stock, which should now
measure three-quarters of a pint; stand

the mixture over hot water, stir constant-

ly until thick and jelly-hke, take from
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the fire and press through a fine sieve.

Add gradually the juice of three lemons,
or half lemon juice and half tarragon

vinegar. When ready to serve, roll

each ball in the dressing; form them in a

pyramid on a square dish or plate, put
over the remaining quantity of dressing,

garnish with parsley and serve.

Fish Timbale
Remove the skin and bone from half

a pound of halibut or other white fish.

Put it twice through a meat-chopper.
Add a pint of soft breadcrumbs to a

gill of milk; cook to a smooth paste and
add it gradually to the fish; add six

tablespoonfuls of cream, a level teaspoon-
ful of salt and a saltspoonful of white

pepper. Press this mixture through a

sieve and then stir in carefully the well

beaten whites of five eggs. Grease
a large mould. Garnish the bottom
with chopped parsley or chopped truffles

or mushrooms, or nicely cooked green

peas; fill the mixture in the mould and
stand it in a baking pan half filled with

water; cover with oiled paper and bake
in a moderate oven for three-quarters
of an hour. When done turn out on the

serving-dish. Pour around either cream,
lobster or shrimp sauce.

Halibut a la Flamande
Purchase a small, very thick halibut

steak. Wash it in cold water, . dry,
and dust it with salt and pepper. Cover
the bottom of a baking-dish with two

tablespoonfuls of chopped onion, two of

chopped celery and one tablespoonful
of chopped parsley; put on top the hali-

but slice, brush with melted butter,
and bake in quick oven for thirty min-

utes. When done lift it carefully to a

heated dish. Put two tablespoonfuls
of butter in a pan, and add two table-

spoonfuls of flour, mix; add one pint of

strained tomatoes; stir until boiling;
add "a level teaspoonful of salt, a salt-

spoonful of mace and one of black pepper.
Strain this around the fish, garnish the

top with carefully boiled potato balls,

baste with melted butter, dust with finely

chopped parsley and send to the table.

Oyster Stew

Drain, wash and drain again fifty good
fat oysters; shake over the fire until

the gills curl. Heat a quart of milk in

a double boiler, add it hastily to the

oysters: take from the fire; add a rounding
teaspoonful of salt, twelve whole pepper-
corns, crushed, two level tablespoonfuls
of butter, and, if you like, a dash of

cayenne. Serve with oyster crackers.

If thickening is liked, rub a tablespoonful
of butter with one of flour, and add to

the milk before adding it to the oysters.

"Cleans like Magic"

Keeps the

Hands

Soft and

White

Instantly cleans

kitchen pots,

pans, sinkboards

and brass and

metal wares.

Best toilet soap for mechanics.

BIG CAKE 5c
at Grocers

HOLMES & STOCKARD
351 E. 2d St. Los Angeles, Cal.

A 6257 Main 3363

Stetson's

CALIFORNIA

PORK AND BEANS
FOR CALIFORNIA FOLKS

GIVE THEM A TRIAL

F. F. STETSON & CO.

CALIFORNIA CANNED
FR UITS

Phones: Sunset East 80 Home 31072
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I

Silver Leaf
LARD

SWEET AND PURE
Made from Corn-fed Eastern Porkers

Los Angeles stock always fresh because it

, '', reaches us within nine days from the time

I*
it is drawn from the kettle in KansasC ity

SWIFT & COMPANY
^•«^^«H•<M»4•4•4«H•«^

^?\

Santa Ysabel

Brand
Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

FIRST QUALITY

PEELED fEE!:!CHILE

10 CENTS PER CAN

SIMON LEVI COMPANY
LOS ANGELES
DISTRIBUTORS

Fish, Hawaiian Style
Clean, wash and dry a three-pound

haddock, and dust it with salt and pepper.
Put four tablespoonfuls of oUve oil or
butter in a shallow baking-pan, Whep
hot drop in the fish; brown on both sides,
then place it in a hot oven and cook

slowly for thirty miuntes, turning once.
While this is cooking put two good-sized
potatoes that have been peeled, half a
can of tomatoes, a large onion grated,
a clove of garlic mashed, a saltspoonful
of ground cloves, and a bay leaf in a

saucepan ;
cook for five minutes and press

through a sieve. Add a level teaspoonful
of salt, a dash of cayenne, one sweet
chili chopped fine, and a rounding
tablespoonful of butter. Place the fish

on a heated dish, pour over this mixture,
and send to the table with a plate of

plain boiled potatoes.

Oyster Gumbo
Singe, clean and cut for a fricassee,

one fowl; put it in a baking-pan; add one
onion sliced, half a pint of water, and
bake until tender. VN'ash and cut in

thin slices a quart of young okra; put
it in a saucepan; add a pint of water and
cook slowly for half an hour. Lift

the chicken to a soup-kettle; add a

quart of chicken stock or boiling water
and simmer gently for twenty minutes.
Add a round teaspoonful of salt, a level

teaspoonful of cayenne, and, if you
have it, a teaspoonful of paprika. Add
the okra and fifty oysters: cover the

saucepan, cook for five minutes and send
at once to the table.

Baked Bltefish

Take the intestines out at the gill

opening, wash and dry the fish. Mix
half a pint of breadcrumbs with two

tablespoonfuls of melted butter; add
half a teaspoonful of salt, a saltspoonful
of black pepper, and stuff the fish.

Then put it in a baking pan, baste with
melted butter, and add half a cupful
of boiling wat-er. Dust the fish thickly
with flour and bake in a quick oven for

three-quarters of an hour, basting
several times. Serve with tomato sauce
and potato balls.

Potato and Fish Timbale
Cut large potatoes into halves length-

wise. Scoop out the centers, leaving
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a wall a quarter of an inch in thickness.

Stand the potatoes into a baking-pan,
baste the sides with melted butter, and
bake for twenty minutes. Pick apart
a pound of cold, cooked, fresh codfish.

Dust it with a level teaspoonful of salt

and a saltspoonful of white pepper.
Dust over all, a teaspoonful of white

pepper. Pour over all, a tablespoonful
of carefully melted butter and a few

drops of onion juice. Mix lightly with
a fork. Fill this in the potatoes, dust
the tops with breadcrumbs, place in

the center of each a bit of butter, and
bake in a quick oven for twenty minutes.
Serve cream sauce.

Fish a la Creme
Pick apart sufficient cold boiled fish

to make a pint. Rub together a round-

ing tablespoonful of butter and one of

flour; add half a pint of milk, stir until

boiling; take from the fire, add the
flaked fish, a teaspoonful of salt and a

saltspoonful of pepper; toss gently with-
out breaking the fish and stand it over
hot water until thoroughly heated.
Serve in pate shells or bread boxes.

Sweets.

Stuffed Pineapple

Select a large, fine pineapple and cut
off the top smoothly. Scoop out the

inside, taking care not so break the
sides of the pineapple, cut the pulp
into dice and put with it half as much
orange, also cut small, as much banana
as you have orange, also cut small,
and a dozen Maraschino cherries, each
halved. A few teaspoonfuls of the
Maraschino liquor from the cherries

may be added to the mixture. Return
all to the pineapple shell, set this in

a very cold place and leave it there for

an hour before serving. If possible,
it is well to put the pineapple, thus filled,

into a pail and pack this in ice and salt

for an hour. The contents are thus
chilled thoroughly. Place the top, with
its tufts of leaves upon it, on the stuffed

pineapple when it is sent to the table

Italian Chestnut Pudding

Select large Spanish or Italian chestnuts

Calmaco Brand
MADE IN LOS ANGELES

4 •

Spaghetti, Vermicelli, Egg Noodles,"Ready Cut" Macaroni, Alphabets

Besides tasting better than other Macaroni, besides nourishing better than
other foods, CALMACO, flavory, firm, tender Macaroni is the cleanest

Macaroni, made by the cleanest methods, in the cleanest factory. Get a

package today and try it. 10 and 25 cents.

California Macaroni Co.
LOS ANGELES

CALIFORNIA

..{mH«^»4»4»'H«H***^*^*^********4**4'*****<'****^
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for this, put them over the fire in boihng
water, and cook for ten minutes. Re-
move them from the stove, and the
inner skins will come off easily with the
outer shells. Put the peeled chestnuts

into boiling water again and boil until

tender. By this method they are kept
white, when tender put them through a

vegetable press or "potato ricer," mix
a little white sugar with them and, if

you use wine, moisten them with a couple
of tablespoonfuls of sherry. Mound them
in a dish and heap whipped cream upon
them.

Fruit Syllabub
Line a glass with thin slices of rather

dry sponge cake. Over this pour enough
fruit juice to soften the cake. If it

is made in summer you may use the

juice of ripe berries or peaches, crushing
them to extract the juice; if in winter,
the juice of lemons or oranges may be

used, or syrup from preserved fruit.

Rub six lumps of sugar on the rind

of two large oranges, until the sugar
is yellow with the oil from the orange

J*«l*^^*4*^4'^^^4*^^4*«l*^«M*^^*5*^«i~J»«M»«J*4^

FOR

t

Baby's Gruel
Children's Breakfast

a Change

USE

PRIMROSE

WHEAT

An Ideal Mush for

Your Fireless Cooker

but good cooked any-

way.

J Fifteen Cents At Your Grocers

skin. Then crush the sugar and add
it to a pint of rich cream. Squeeze
the juice of the oranges on two tablespoon-
fuls of granulated sugar and add this,

too, to the cream. Whip it all stiff,

and heap. on the -cake. The top of the
cream may be ornamented with preserved
or fresh berries.

Raspberry Tapioca
Soak one cupful of pearl tapioca in

two eiipfuls of cold water, until the water
is all absorbed. Put over the fire to-

gether with the juice from a pint of can-

ned or preserved raspberries, and cook
for half an hour. Add the berries to

the tapioca and sj'rup, turn the mixture
into a mold, and put on ice, or in a cold

place, to form. Serve with whipped
cream.

Orange Jelly
Soak half a box of gelatine for half

an hour, in enough cold water to cover

it, add to it a cupful of granulated

sugar, pour upon it three cups of boiling

water, and stir until entirely dissolved.

While the gelatine is soaking, grate the

peel of two oranges and squeeze the

juice of them upon the grated peel.

Let them stand together for half an

hour, then strain into the jelly. Turn
into a large mold, or into small molds,
and put into a cold place to form. It

is a prettier dish, if halved orange
skins are used for molds. The jelly

is then served in the skins and whipped
cream may be heaped upon each half

just before sending to the table.

Cranberry Bavarian Cream
Soak a quarter box of gelatine in a

half cup of cold water. Heat two cups
of milk in a double boiler, beat the yolks
of two eggs with a pinch of salt and half

a cup of sugar, pour the hot milk upon
them and return to the double boiler.

Stir until the custard begins to thicken

and then add gelatine. When this is

dissolved, take the custard from the fire

and strain it. Let it become cold,

and then put with it a cupful of cranberry

juice, made by cooking the cranberries

as you would for jell\% and half a pint
of cream beaten stiff with the whites of

two eggs. Turn all into a mold, set on

the ice and leave until cold. Serve

with sweet cream.
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Hints for Young Housekeepers.

There are many young housekeepers,
who step out of well appointed, easily

running establishments, into homes of

their own, with no practical knowledge
of the business they have taken in hand.

Every novice wears away much good
nerve tissue, in a multiplicity of doings,
which come under the head of "Unpro-
fitable Labor." These may be soon
worked out of, and under this head,
let us first consider what simplicity
means in the food line.

Of course the food we desire to place
on our table, shall be of the best.

Why, then, shall we not serve it simply?
If meat, why not boil or roast it per-

fectly and let it go at that?

Why should any food as delicious

and nutritious as chicken be boiled,
and chopped, seasoned and flavored,
breaded and egged and fried in fat?

There are often left over meats which

may^be used, but why cook and re-cook

them till they have about as much nutri-

tion as shoe leather?

Slice them delicately, and serve with
them some hot and appetizing sauce,
either from stock or of some vegetable
composition, and you provide better

and healthier food, than the daintiest

croquet that ever was compounded.
Butter, eggs, cream and sugar, all

are necessary forms of nourishment,
and all must enter into that perfect diet

for which we strive. Butter subjected
to great heat becomes acrid; eggs under
the same condition become hard and
difficult of digestion. Yet we are con-

stantly mixing these four ingredients

together, baking and frying them and

expecting our overworked gastric juices
to take care of them. The same prin-

ciple applies to vegetables; those that

are simply cooked, well seasoned and

daintily served, answer the best purpose
for which we use them.

Every well regulated family should
have a soup-kettle. Into this go all

bones, trimmings and bits of both meat
and vegetables, and out of it cornes a

nutritious and easily digested food,
suitable aUke for invaUds and children.

Besides soup you can draw from this

pot, seasoning which will give flavor

and richness to many dishes which are

greatly improved by using stock instead
of water or milk, in their preparation.
A case in this point is spinach. If

after boiling and seasoning it, you rub
it through a coarse sieve and add a cup
of soup stock, you will not recognize
that insipid vegetable.

Probably your supply of bones will

not keep your kettle running all week.

Vary your menu—use either beans,
black or white, peas, either split or green,
and cook them with a bit of salt pork.
In this way you will add a much needed

supply of nitrogenous substances at

small expense.

Of course our young house-keeper

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

PASTEURIZED
MILK AND CREAM

50,000 POUNDS
DAILY SUPPLY

The "400'' Milk

Phones: HOME 21840 Bdwy. il92

Mutual Dairy

Association
^ AN INDEPENDENT PRODUCERS' ASS'N ^

Wholesale and Retail Dairy Products

1236-44 VICTORIA STREET

LOS ANGELES
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14 THINGS TO EAT

always does her own marketing, sees

her meat cut and weighed, orders bones
and trimming sent home, and notices

that the flesh is pure red and the

fat white and firm. By going herself,

she often gets advantage of the market.
A change of weather, causes a drop in

poultry, a chance seized by the house-

keeper who is on the spot.
Joints of meat not too large and not

over cooked, are more economical than

chops or steaks. In fact, the latter are

the most expensive of all meats, with

the exception of a fillet of beef.

The young house-keeper must learn

the seasons of things, and not order

sweetbreads of veal in the autumn, while

she may indulge in them in the spring.
On the other hand, poultry is generally

cheapest about the holiday season and
late fall, so that taking note of these

things, much variety may be obtained

at small expense.

Many house-keepei-s, preach the

economy of purchasing by the large

quantity. With a small family, say
with two in the dining-room and one in

the kitchen, this is not so.

Superabundance often leads to waste,
and a week's supply generally prevents
extravagance, or loss from food becoming
spoiled.
Of course, with time on her hands,

our house-keeper sees that ever^^hing
is kept up to its point of perfection.
That the furniture is well polished, that

the glass is immaculate, the curtains

fresh, and that no spots are allowed to

remain neglected.
For the furniture, do not go and buy

a bottle of expensive polish, but prepare
and keep on hand, a quantity of the

following, which applied once in a while
with vigor and a flannel, will keep your
furniture, particularly your dining-
table, a miracle of brightness. To one

tablespoonful of linseed oil and one

tablespoonful of turpentine, add a bit of

good soap, about the size of an English
walnut. Put these into a pan, with
a quart of boiling water and stir until

THE FRESHEST

SHORTENING

OBTAINABLE IN

LOS ANGELES

IS

SUETENE

30 Da}'^ Fresher than

Eastern Shortenings

THE CUDAHY PACKING
COMPANY

LOS ANQELES
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they become well mixed. When you
wish to use, warm the mixture slightly,
and rub on with a flannel, taking a
fresh one to polish with, A brisk rub
for a few minutes will work wonders.

Your cut glass of course, is a source
of pride to you, and you use it and take

pleasure in it, even though it does some-
times gets chipped and broken.

If you will take the pains to care for

it yourself, it will doubtless survive
much longer. You may insure its

brilliancy, by treating it as follows:

It should be washed in a wooden tub,
in water that is not too hot for the hands.
Never set it on a marble or stone slab,
and remember that, the deeper the

cutting, the more liable it is to break.
Water bottles and decanters, which

have become stained and discolored,

may be cleaned with muriatic acid.

A tablespoonful to a pint of water,
shaken about in the bottle, with a hand-
ful of small shot, then poured out and
the bottle well rinsed, will clean it per-

fectly.
The interiors of bottles, decanters

and vases may be dried with a wire
wound with cloth.

Wash the outside of glass in warm
suds, and clean the cuttings with a soft

brush. Then polish vigorously with a
soft cloth. Your glass will fairly glisten.
Do not subject it to great extremes of

temperature.

Snowballs with Prunes:—Steam rice

one hour or until tender, then form into

balls, with one large or two small prunes
in the center. Serve with a hot sauce
made by warming for a few minutes,
one-half cup of meltose, to which the

juice of one lemon has been added and
a little prune juice to make it of a con-

sistency to pour easily.
Banana and Nut Salad:—Peel three

bananas and slice thin; and add one-

half cupful, broken (not chopped, )

walnut meats. Pour over this two-
thirds cup of the dressing and mix well.

Serve on platters garnished with lettuce

leaves.

t«<<<<<<<<<<<< <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<  <<<<<<<<<<<<< >f

UNCLE SAM

HEALTH FOOD
25c PER PACKAGE

AT ALL GROCERS

/Vir. L,. CuuiKlIN, Ulscoverer

Made of Flaxseed, Whole Wheat, Celery Salt.

Will relieve any obstinate case of constipation and will soothe and promote
the action of the stomach.

A Food and a Regulator combined.

Manufactured by the

UNCLE SAM BREAKFAST FOOD COMPANY,
OMAHA, NEBRASKA
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NEWBERRY'S
You Can

Buy Your Groceries

for cash at any of the Newberry stores, as cheap as

the average retail grocer buys from the wholesaler.

NEWBERRY'S TWELVE STORES:
612=614 SOUTH BROADWAY
554=558 SOUTH MAIN STREET

. 2652 WEST PICO STREET

HOOVER AND 25th STREETS

2106 EAST FIRST STREET

126 WEST AVENUE 50

EUCLID AND STEPHENSON AVENUES

2513 WEST SEVENTH STREET

1539 TEMPLE STREET

WESTERN AVE. AND FORTY=EIQHTH ST.

MAIN STREET AND SLAUSON AVE.

Warehouse and Shipping Department, FIRST AND VIQNES STS.
j

NEWBERRY'S
HOniE 10421 Sunset Main 8945



HIGH GRADE

BILLIARD AND POOL TABLES
FOR THE HOME

Brunswick=BaIke'=Collender Co.
MANUFACTURERS

33U333 E. I bird St., Los Angeles

A DOG'S FOOT
Has a number of raised cusliions which prevent slipping

and take up the concussion over hard surfaces.

BAILEY'S "WON'T SLIP" RUBBER HEELS
Embody this principle and insure ease and safety over
all surfaces. The tread surface formed with "U" shaped
ribs, together with flat ended rubber studs, form a sur-
face tliat is positively non-slipping on ice or other slip-
pery surfaces. Mailed upon receipt of price.

35 cents per pair. For Men or Women.
When ordering send a correct outline drawing of the bot-
tom of the heel of your boot. Order from your shoe
dealer. Dealers write for prices. 100-page Catalogue of.
Everything in Rubber Goods Free.

C. J. BAFLEY & CO.
22 Boylston Street , BOSTON, MASS

OUTING SUITS
MADE TO MEASURE '.

FOR
MEN AND WOMEN

// you uould see Califor-

nia at its best, you wUl get

into one of our Outing Suits

and hike for the hills.

Government Khaki

Army Duck,

THE

Fustian Cloth

Corduroy

WM. H. HOEQEE COMPANY
INCORPORATED

138-142 South Main Street

Home 10087 Main 8447

>  >>>>>>>> > >>>> >  >>>>>>>>>>>>>>

DO YOU WANT
TO BE CONVINCED

that

Carbon
Briquetes

are beteer than coal or wood? If so let us
send you a trial order of them. We believe

Carbon Briquetes to be the Best Solid Fuel
on the market, and it is the Cheapest.

PRICES:
Per Ton $9.00
Per Half Ton $4.75

Per ^Quarter Ton $2.50

Free delivery, except in outlying districts,

where an extra charge will be made.

LOS ANGELES GAS & ELECTRIC
CORPORATION

645 So. Hill St. Los Angeles, Cal.
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Please mention "Out West" when writing to Advertisers.



A rncb rudicn wiin

Don't miss this excellent op=

portunity to secure a big splen=
did *'Rough House" Poster.

It's a perfect roit of life, color

and laughter.

HOW TO GET IT.

Send in the small reproduction of the poster,
which comas in every box of "ROUGH
HOUSE" chocolates. Send with it 5 cents
for postage and you will receive the big
colored poster by return mail. Size 1 1x28.

Bishops Company of California

LOS ANSELES, CALIFORNIA

A PURE PRODUCT OF A PERFECT PROCESS

BAKER'S

BREAKFAST
COCOA

is made from the

best cocoa beans,

scientif icall y
blended.

Absolutely pure,

healthful, and
delicious.

Get the genuine with our trade-maik on the package

52 Highest Awards in Europe and America

Walter Baker& Co. Lmited

Established 1780 DORCHESTER, MASS.

Registered,
U.S. Pat. Off.

Severe Tests Prove Its Superiority

Although a comparatively new product,
Zerolene has been more severely tested

under all conditions tlian many other lu-

bricants, and, distinctly better than any of

these, has triumphed in every test.

lERDLENE
Auto Lubricating Oil

lubricated the winning Thomas car in the famousNew
York to Paris race, also the Protos and Zust cars
which ran second and third. Zerolene proved its per-
fect lubricating and non-carbonizing qualities, and its

zero-working ability, in the most severe tests to which
a lubricating oil has ever b?en put.

Zerolene is the only "all round" oil that serves all

types of cylinders and bearings. There is only one
kind of Zerolene, produced in only one place in the
world. Put up in sealed cans with patent pouring spout
that cannot be refilled. A'.so in barrels for garage trade.

STANDARD OIL CO.
(Inqorporalod)

Sold by dealers

everywhere.

Write for booklet,

"21.000 miles with

Zerolene.
' '

Free.

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND
LOAN SOCIETY

Savings (The German Baitk) Commercial
(MembtM' of the Associated Savings Banks of San

Francisco. )

526 CALIFORNIA ST.. SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.
Guaranteed Capital 81,200.000.00
Capital actually paid up in cash $1,000,000.00
Reserve and Contingent Funds $1,580,518.99
Employees' Pen.»ion Fund 109.031.35
Deposits Dec. 31st., 1910 $ 42,039,580.06
Total assets $44,775,559.56

Remittance may be made by Draft, Post Office, or

Wells, Fargo «& Go's. Money Orders, or coin by
E.xpress.

Office Hours: 10 o'clock A. M. to 3 o'clock P. ^f..

except Saturdays to 12 o'clock M. and Saturday
evenings from 6f30 o'clock P. M. to 8 o'clock P. M. for

receipt of deposits only.

OFFICERS—President. N. Ohiandt; First Vice-

President, Daniel Meyer; Second^Vice President and
Manager, George Tourny; Third Vice-President, J. W.
Van Bergen; Cashier, A. H. R. Schmidt; Assistant

Casliier, William Herrmann; Secretary, A. H. .M\iller;

.\s.sistant Secretaries, G. .1. O. Folte and Wm. D.
Newhouse; Goodfellow Eells & Orrick, General
Attorneys.
BOARD OF DIRECTORS— -V. Ohiandt. Daniel

Mey.T, George Tourny, J. W. Van Bergen Ign.
Steinhart, I. N. Walter, F, Tillmann, jr., E. T. Kruse,
and \V. S. Goodfellow.

MISSION BRANCH—2572 Mission Street, be-

tween 21st and 22nd Streets. For receipt and pay-
ment of Deposits only. C. W. Heyer. Manager.

RICHMOND DISTRICT BRANCH. 4.32 Clement
Street, between 5tli and Cth .\venues. For receipt
and payment of Deposits only. W. C. Heyer,
Manager.

>»<<<<<<< << <<< <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< >]

vose PIANOS
have been established «ver 60 years. By onr system
of paymentsevery family in moderatecircumstances
can own a VOSE piaoo. We ia.<e old iastruments
in exchange and deliver the new piano in youi

isonii- f'-ee of expense. Write for Catalogue D and .explanations.
VOSE 8* SONS PIANO CO . Boiton. M««»
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OUTWEST
February Magazine Number

u

o

CasaVerdugo. The transformation made in one of the landmarks of Los Angeles county. A

resort tiiat brings back the days of long "KO-^^---—__

u
3^'

15c per copy Lo\^i;i#les^l $1.50 per year |



OUT WEST
PubUshing: "THE SPECTATOR" under lease.

Volume 1 FEBRURY 28, 1911 Number 32

Monthly, New Series, Vol. 1, No. 3.

TABLE OF CONTENTS.

EDITORIAL
153. Splash! Splash!
153a Railroad Rates and the Bandar-log.
153b San Francisco and the Fair.

154. E. T. Earl, the Real Leader.

156. Denominationalism Not True Religion.
156. Minority in a Minority.
157. Native Sons and Others.

158. Institute of Technology.
160. Municipal Projects.
162. Life Insurance Tactics Change.
163. Progressives Want the " Works."
164. Prof. Lowe's Fine Paper.

165. The Insanity of Professor Larkin - Henry Christeen Warn/ick
166. The Money God

"

W. R. Reece

167. In An Old Mission. . Emma L. M. Outlaw
168. Communication . William Rutherford
169. The Hetch-Hetchy and San Francisco..' .James D. Phelan
177. Guayule W. S. Broke
181. A Sigh and A Song. Margaret Marta.

182. Casa Verdugo ..-. ..,..-. Del Reynolds
191. An Era in Pomona College History Arthur M. Dole

195. Theatrical ^

201. Some Paradoxes of Personality Lewis M. Termnn
205. Cupid in Commercialism Lannie Haynes Martin
210. Poet and Maid Elmer D. Ewers
213. Dreams of Youth .- .Robert L. DurUap
214, In the Silent People's Land... Effie McDowell Davies

Pvhlished weekly by the Western Publishing Company, 643 Citizens National Bank
Building, Los Angeles, California. Regular weekly numbers Ten Cents. Magazine num-
bers ( Fourth issue of each month) Fifteen Cents. Yearly subscriptions

—
fifty-two i$»ue»—

$2.50 per year in advance. Magazine numbers, $1.50 per year in advance. Entered a*

Second Class Matter at the Los Angeles Postoffice.

POSTAGE is prepaid on subscriptions in the United States, Hawaiian Islands, Philippine Islaads, Qthmi
Porto Rico, Tutuila- [Samoa], Canal Zone, Cuba and Mexico.

HOW TO REMIT. Remittances should be sent by Cneck, Express Order, or Postal Money Order, par-
able to the Western Publishing Company. Currency, unless mailed in a registered letter, is at the
•ender's risk.

CHANGE IN ADDRESS. Notice of change in address should be sent One Week before the date of isnie

o» which the change is to take efifect. The change cannot be made unless the subscriber's Old Addroa
Im elearly indicated in addition to the New Address.

ADVERTISINQ. Orders , final instructions, and cuts for advertising in the Magasine must b« rsNivad
Tea Days before the Saturday on wh'cn the advertisement is intended to appear.

CONTRIBUTIONS. AH manuscripts, drawings and photographs are received with the understaadiac that
the Editors are not respyonsible for their loss or injury while in their possession or in transit. Retnm
postage should be inclosed with each manuscript submitted, and a copy should be r«taia«d b^f Ita

•atbor.

WESTERN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
643 CITIZENS NATIONAL BANK BUILDING,

LOS ANQELES, CAL.



LEVy^ 'S
Third and Main Sts. Los Angeles, Cal.

TABLES RESERVED

A BRAND NEW FEATURE— Every

day except Sunday, we serve in

our main dining room a dainty
and appetising

SPECIAL NOON LUNCHEON SOc—
This should appeal especially to

ladies, and will be found very
attractive before attending the

matinees.

CAFE CHANTANT
S to 5:30—6:30 to 10—10:30 to 12:30-

SPECIAL SIX O'CLOCK DINNER $1

Mission Indian Grill

Hotel Alexandria

LUNCH

DINNER

AFTER THE TRIP

AFTER THEATER SWPPER

Famous for its uniqoB en-

vironment, prompt and ex-

cellent service and its

music.

AFTERNOON TEA

GRAND SALON. 4 te 6

MUSIC 80 CENTS

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

LOS ANGELES BREWING
COMPANY'S

PURE AND WHOLESOME

LAGER BEERS

Are a Home Product not excelled by any of

Eastern Manufacture, Why not try them?

Phone Sunset East 820 Home 10857
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Southern
California

SEVENTH AND BROADWAY
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

F. H. Haskell, Pres. M. N. Newmark.Vice Pres.

A. C. Hupp, Cashier

A General Banking Business

Transacted

COMMERCIAL SAVINGS
LETTERS OF CREDIT
INVESTMENTS BONDS

Accourds of Individuals, Firyris and

Corporations Solicited on Favorable Terms.

THE SOUTHERN TRUST

COMPANY
SAVINGS— COMMERCIAL — TRUST

Paid=up Capital Surplus and Profits

$1,000,000 $205,000

Total Resources

$6,200, 00

We transact a General Commercial, Sav-
ings and Trust Business, act as Executor,
Administrator and Guardian of Estates.

Safe Deposit Boxes For Rent
LARGE STORAGE VAULTS

THE SOUTHERN TRUST CX)iVlPANY

114 West Fourth Street

Los Angeles. California

S
HAS NOW MORE THAN 62,000

open, active accounts. The number is in

creasing daily. Yours should be among
them. You can start a savings account

with ONE DOLLAR.

TERM DEPOSITS
draw interest at the rate of 4 per cent

Special ( Ordinary ) deposits draw 3 per
cent a year.

LARGEST AND OLDEST
savings bank in the Southwest, with

RESOURCES EXCEEDING $30,000,000.00

SECURITY BLDQ., SPRING and 5th ST.

Los Angeles, Cal.

In the basement are the largest, strongest and best
safety deposit and storage vaults in the West. Boxes
S2 a year and upward.

9*5<,; mm

The confidence felt by farmers and-garden-
ers in Ferry's Seeds to-day would have
been impossible to feel in any seeds
two score-of years ago. We
have made a science -
of seed

growing.

alw.iys
do exactly

what you expect of

them. For sale evervwhere.
FERRY'S 1»U SEED ANNUAL

Free on request.

D. M. FERRY * CO., D«troit, Mich.



BAILEY'S RUBBER COMPLEXION
BRUSH

FLAT-ENDED TEETH
with circular biting edges that remove dust caps, cleanse
the skin in the bath, open the pores, and give new life to
the whole body. Mailed 50 cents.

BABY'S TEETH
cut without irritation. The
ilat-ended teeth expand the

K^\\ Kiims, keeping them soft; the
W'' J ring comforts and amuses the

liild, preventing convultions
nd cholera infantum.

^BAILEY'S RUBBER
SEWING FINGER

Made to prevent pricking and
disfiguruing the forefinger in sew-
ing or embroidery. Three sizes—
small, medium and large. Mailed
6 cents each.

_r 'pat. APPLI CD FOnl

(BAILEY'S RUBBERI
JOOTH BRUSH.

Cleans the teeth
perfectly and
polishes the e-
namel without
injury. Never
irritates the

.
.^.___.r gums. Can be

used witli any tooth wash or powder. Ideal for child-
ren s use. No bristles to come out. No. 1 for 25c.; No.
2. 35c. Mailed on receipt of price.

BAILEY'S
WONT SLIP

TIP

This tip won't slip onANY SURFACE, on
smooth ice, or mar the most
highly pwlished floor. Made
in five sizes, internal diam-
eter: No. 17 5-8 in.; No. 18
i in.; No. 19, 7-8 in.; No.
20, 1 in.; No. 21, 1 1-8 in.
Mailed upon receipt of price

30c pCTpair
Agents Wanted

loo Page Rubber Catalogue Free.
C. J, BAILEY & CO., 22 Boylston St., BOSTON, Mass

Business Property and

High=Class Residence Property

MINES So FARISH
REAL ESTATE AGENTS

^ 353 S.Hill Street

Fully Equipped Rental Department.
Give us a call

HOME 10673 MAIN 1457

'A

>  >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>»

UTFITTERS
FOR MEN AND

WOMEN
BOYS AND GIRLS

Outfitters for
Men. Women. Boys ani Girls

437-439-44/443 SOOTH 5PRINC

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< 

THE EVER=READY
MESSENGER

Noon or Night

Week-days or Sundays
"Always Ready—Never Tired

^^JUST HOMEPHOME''

Home Telephone & Telegraph Co.

Los Angeles, Cal.

SHIPCAF&
WARD McFADDEN, Proprietor

VENICE

5 Bnteriaineps

c
afe Bristol

The high-class appointments, perfect
service and unexcelled menu of Cafe

Bristol, appeal to discriminating people.

Fourth and Spring Sts. ^"*Sf 'H"eSn*Bid

Arizona Ruby CnCC
To Introduce Our 1 I\ L< Iw
Genuine Imported

Mexican Diamonds
We will send yon FREE a genuine Arieona Euby in the

rough, with lUustrated Catalogue of GENUINE MEXICAN
DIAMONDS and othi-r gems. Mexican Diamonds exactly
resemble flnest genuine blue-white diamonds, stand acid

tests; are cut by experts, and yet we sellat one-fortieth the
cost. Only gem of Us kind guaranteed permanently
brUUant. SPECIAL OFFER. For 50o deposit as guar-
antee of good faith, we send on approTal, registered,
either >{ or 1 carat Mexican Diamond at specialjprlca.
Honey back If desired. Write today. Catalog FREE.
MEXICAN DIAMOND IMP. CO.. DtpLS . LuCracn.l.M.



(0)(r[p)lh]©(n][nii] rODcgsiter
SPRING STREET, between Second and Third

MATINEE DAILY
BOTH PHONES 1447

THE
STANDARD

OF
VAUDEVILLE

i Matinee 2:15 Dailv 10, 25, 50c.

Kvery Night 10, 25, 50, 75c.

[y[|®[r(n)g)(£(Q)^g) [E)ai][r[bs][]})[k

MAIN STREET
NEAR SIXTHll[b(g®il'(g[r

LOS ANGELES LEADING STOCK .COMPANY

STOCK

PRODUCTIONS

Nights 25, 50. 75c. Matinees Saturday and Suhday, 10

25. 50c

[Ji](a[Mllfe[L0[rg)'2[r^g)

LOS ANGELES' LEADING PLAY HOUSE
OLIVER MOROSCO. Manager

SHUBERT

ATTRACTIONS

BROADWAY NEAR NINTH STREET

*$* *$*^ *£*^ •
^
*»
^
» ^l* >|»>^< *$*^*$*•$M^mJ»^»4^M^M^»<^»^»4^»«^»4^»<^»<^m|»4^»^M^»^

RAINIER BEER
Seattle's Famous Product

One Dollar per Dozen, .Net.

RAINIER BOTTLING CO.
Phone Main 52 or F 2032

Enterprise Street Los Angeles, Cal

^*'J*^*4*^*^*^**i**i*^*'i*^*"J*^**§*^*^*^**J**S**J*4**J**J*^*^**J*^*^**J~I*^

A DOG'S FOOT
Has a number of raised cushions which prevent sHppingand take up the concussion over hard surfaces.

BAILEY'S "WON'T SLIP" RUBBER HEELS
Embody this principle and insure ease and safety over
all surfaces. The tread surface formed with "U" shaped
ribs, together witn fiat ended rubber studs, form a sur-
face that is positively non-slipping on ice or other 'slip-
pery surfaces. Mailed upon receipt of price.

35 cents per pair. For Men or Women.
When ordering send a correct outlin^drawing of the bot-
tom of the heel of your boot. Order from your shoe
dealer. Dealers write for prices. 100-poffe Catalogue of
Everything in Rubber Goods Free.

22 Boylston Street,

C. J. BAILEY & CO.
BOSTO.N, MASS.

"Century Path"
[UXSECTARIAN AND NON-POLITICAI^

Edited by KATHERINE TINGLEY

international Theosophical Headquarters,
Point Loma, California

The CENTURY PATH is an up-to-date,
beautifully illustrated weekly, devoted to the
Brotherhood of Humanity, the promulgation
of Theosophy, and the study of ancient and
modern ethics, philosophy, science and art.

Per Year $4.00. Per Copy 10c

For sale at WHALENS NEWS AQENCT. 233 South
Spring Street, Lot Angelet, Cal.

^j,,^,^^^^^^.^^^^,,^*,^^^,,^^^^,^.,,^,,^,,^,,^^^

Blanchard Hall Studio Building
Devoted exclusively to Music, Art and Science

Studios and Halls for all purposes for Rent. Lar^e»i Studio
Building in the West. For terras and all informatioo apply to

F. W. BLANCHARD
233 South Broadway 232 South Hill St.

LOS ANOELES. CAL.



OUT WEST
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Bring Buyer and Seller Together
In this classified department will be inserted advertisements of a clean and reliable character up to

14 lines, at the rate of 50 cents per line. None will be inserted of less than 4 lines. No illustrations

nor display features will be permitted in this department. Our policy, which excludes medical, palmistry,
fortune-telling or misleading advertisements, or advertisements of unreliable parties or commodities,
also prevails in this department, and the business management will appreciate prompt notice from Out
West readers of any such that may get in by false pretense. Address all letters pertaining to this depart-
ment to

OUT WEST,
CLASSIFIED DEPARTMENT, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

AMUSEMENTS-
AUDITORIUM

"THEATER BEAUTIFUL"—Fifth and Olive streets,

li. E. Behymer, manager. For winter bookings of the Snu-
berts see daily newspapers for attractions of each week.

HAMBURGER'S MAJESTIC THEATER
BROADWAY NEAR NINTH. Oliver Morosco Manager.

Sliubert attractions. Theater fireproof and modern.

MOROSCO'S BURBANK
MAIN BETWEEN FIFTH AND SIXTH. Los Angeles'

leading stock company. See announcements in dally news-
papers for attractions of each week.

CAFE BRISTOL
Basement H. W. Hellman building, Fourtn and Spring.

Higii class apointraents, perfect service, unexcelled menu'.

REAL ESTATE-

MINES & PARISH
35.3 SOUTH HILL STREET, Los Angeles. Business

property and high class residence property. Rental departs
ment. Home 10673. Sunset Main 1457.

SITUATIONS WANTED—

ORPHEUM THEATER
SPRING STREET BETWEEN SECOND AND THIRD.

Clarence Drown, Manager. Vaudeville. Orpheum attratc-

tions, tne standard everywhere.

CONGENIAL MAN WORKING without gloves desires

farm, ranch work. Tutors cultured French, German and
other languages. Correspondence solicited. Staens, 523
Ninth street, Oakland, California.

BANKS-
BANK OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

SEVENTH AND BROADWAY. Los Angeles. A general
banking business tranacted, commercial and savings. Letters
of credit. Investment bonds.

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK
MORE THAN 61,000 depositors. Resources exceed

$29,000,000. Special ordinary deposits, 3 per cent. Term
deposits, 4 per cent. Largest safe deposit vaults in tne west.
Security Bldg. Fifth and Spring streets.

SOUTHERN TRUST COMPANY
114 WEST FOURTH street, Los Angeles. Capital $1,-

000,000. Surplus and profits $205,000. Resources, $6,200, -

000. Commercial, trust and savings business transacted.
Safe deposit and storage vaults.

STUDIO BUILDINGS—

BLANCHARD HALL
STUDIO BUILDING devoted exclusively to Music, Art

and Science. Largest Studio building in the West. F. W.
Blancnard, 233 S. Broadway, Los Angeles.

WINES-

MISTLETOE VINEYARD COMPANY WINES
CALIFORNIA'S highest type vintages, especially selected

for eastern trade. Send a case to your eastern friends.

C. F. A. Last Company, proprietors, Los Angeles.

TOILET ARTICLES-

RESTAURANTS AND RESORTS-

VENICE.
„SHIP CAFE"

Ward McFadden Proprietor. 5 entertainers.

FINGER NAIL POLISH

SEND 10 CENTS for a 25 cent package of Finger Nai
Polisn. A trial order of just what you want. 218 New
High St., Los Angeles, Cal.

MYVO THEATRICAL COID CRUM Prevents early wrinkles^
moves them

It is not a freckle coating; it re-

ANYVO CO., 427 North Main St., Los Angeles
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Will A Co.

We are REAL PRINTERS, Publishers and Bookbinders.

BIG JOBS. SMALL JOBS.

We print and bind everything from the modest pamphlet to
the most elaborate Book you may desire. Rare books
repaired.

We make a specialty of Commercial Printing: letter heads,
bill heads, cards, envelopes, wedding stationery, etc.

^ ! ^3 New High
Street

*^rivi^\r [ ^i 't-H-]

Jiiiit EAST -

BEER 3™

I'doz. large buttles/Sl.OO; jbolllcs^returnt\l

"2~doz. small bottles, SMO; bottles returncii

At the best dealers or ))iu)ne tlie brewery.
7, or n10857, or Last 820 <

LOS ANORLHSxHRrAMNO CO.
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LOS ANGELES PACIFIC COMPANY
Electric Railway

THE SHORTEST AND QUICKEST LINE BETWEEN

Los Angeles and the Ocean
TO SANTA MONICA, OCEAN PARK, VENICE, REDONDO BEACH,

SOLDIERS' HOME, SAWTELLE, SHERMAN,
HOLLYWOOD and COLEGROVE

Balloon Route Excursions

101 Miles One Day One Dollar

Showing some of California's finest scenery includ-

ing 36 miles right along the ocean. A reserved

seat for every patron and ah Experienced Guide
with each car.

FREE ATTRACTIONS—An Ocean Voyage on Wheels. At Santa

Monica, free admission to the Camera Obscura, an exclusive attrac-

tion for Baloon Route Excursionists only. FREE ADMISSION to
'^< the $20,000 Aquarium, and a FREE RIDE ON THE L. A.

I THOMPSON SCENIC RAILWAY, the longest in the world, at

Venice (Sunday excepted during July, August and September) .

>^ Last oar leaves Hill Street Station, between Fourth and Fifth Streets, LOS
ANGELES, at 9:40 A. M. DAILY.

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<«<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< <<<<<«< <<< «<<<<<<<< <<<<!'



Next Time
You Go Ecist

Your pleasure and comfort will be assured
if the journey be made on the palatial, elec-
tric Ughted

LOS AN6ELES
LIMITED

Equipped with the finest of sleeping cars

dining car and observation-library-bufifet
car. Leaves Los Angeles at 10:30 a. m.
and runs via Salt Lake Route, Union Paci-
fic and Northwestern.

THREE DAYS
TO CHICAGO

TICKETS AND INFORMATION AT

601 SOUTH SPRING STREET
Los Angeles

and other SALT LAKE ROUTE offices.

Los Anodes
Railway
Company

Operate yellow car lines reaching beautiful

city parks and Eagle Rock Valley. Garvan-

za, Griffin Avenue and Eagle Rock lines to

Elysian Park. East Main and Downey
Avenue lines to Eastlake Park. West Seventh
and West Second Street lines to Westlake
Park. Cummings Street line to Hollenbeck
Park.

Cars also reach all cemeteries in city.

Rates on funeral car Paraiso, specially
fitted for this purpose, to any cemetery in

the city (round trip ), with or without casket,

$15.00.

Special cars for outings, day and even-

ing parties, etc., $5.00 for first hour and
$3.00 for each additional hour.

Telephone E. L. Lewis, Main 4187, or call

at Room 703, Pacific Electric Building,
Sixth and Main Streets.

Los Angeles, Cal., May 18, 1909.

The Mathie Brewing Company,
1834-1858 East Main St., Los Angeles, Cal.

Gentlemen :

For several years I tried different doctors and medicines for

indigestion, sleeplessness and nervousness, but to no avail. My
father asked me to try MATHIE'S MALT TONIC, and after

using it for some time I felt much better and my general health

was much improved, and I still continue to use it.

Yours truly,

PEARL ALDERETE.

::

:t MATHIE MALT TONIC
$1.50 PER DOZEN - DELIVERED

I The Mathie Brewing Co. los angeles, cal.

Home Phone Ex. 942 Sunset Phone East 66

,^>,>.>.>.>».->H' i i i^ ^^^^^^<^^t ^l^»^'»»»^^^^^^^I"^^^^^^^^^i'4'^M'H''H''^^^^^^^^^^^'^^^^'^^^^^^^i

Hummel Bros & Co., furnish best help. 116-118 E. Second.



The Missions
of California

form a picturesque historical reminder of the

notable pioneer labors which added an empire
to civilization. Those Missions are scattered

along the line of the

Southern Pacific Coast Line
The "Shore Line Limited" leaving Los An=

geles at 8:00 A. M.; the "Coaster" at 8:10 A.

M.; "San Francisco Passenger" at 2:30 P. M.;

"Sunset Express" at 6:15 P. M.; and the "Lark"

at 8:00 P. M. over the

Road of a Thousand Wonders
afford facilities for travel with comfort and

luxury in striking contrast with the dusty trail

of the Padres who walked El Camino Real from

Mission to Mission.

No one should visit California without taking

I.OS Angeles offices: this trip, taking plenty of time as they journey
600 South Spring Street from Wonder to Wonder—^from Los Angeles to

Arcade Station, Fifth Santa Barbara, Santa Barbara to Paso Robles

and Central Avenue Hot Springs, Paso Robles Hot Springs to Del

Pasadena office: Monte, Del Monte to Santa Cruz, Santa Cruz to

148 East Colorado Street San Jose, and San Jose to San Francisco.

Hummel Bros. & Co. "HELP CENTER." 116 E. Second St., TeL Main 608



Block Signal System
THE SAFE WAY

Perhaps no question of modern railway
operation is receiving as much careful

study and attention as this subject.

Already over

THREE MILLIONS of DOLLARS
have been expended by the

SOUTHERN PACIFIC
in the perfection and installation of over

2275 Miles of Automatic Electric Block Signal System

in its effort to insure the utmost safety in travel

to patrons. Watch them work day or night
form observation cars on

SAN FRANCISCO OVERLAND LIMITED
SHASTA LIMITED

OWL LIMITED
THE LARK

SUNSET EXPRESS
SHORE LINE LIMITED

GOLDEN STATE LIMITED

Los Angeles offices:

600 South Spring Street

Arcade Station, Fifth

and Central Avenue

Pasadena oflSce :

148 East Colorado Street

Hummel Bros. & Co. furnish best help. 116-118 E. Second.



REOPENING OF

THE ORIGINAL

CASA VERDUGO
RESTAURANT AND PARK

REMODELED AND REFURNISHED
Excellent Table d' Hole

SPANISH DINNERS
Service the Best Cuisine unexcelled

Take GLENDALE cars from 6th and Main Sts. to Park Entrance

Paeifio Electric Railway
^
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LOS ANGELES INVESTMENT COMPANY
333-335-337 South Hill St.,Estibrh'edf'LosTngeiesi895 Los Angeles, California

INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF CALIFORNIA, MAY 29, 1899.

RESOURCES

Balance due on houses sold on monthly installments, mortgages, secured loans and
houses imder construction $2,784,129 27

Building Material Co. stock, including two lumber yards, Ivunber and planing mills,

warehouses, shops, factories, wagons, etc 164,740.00 <

Stock in "Home Makers" 39,925.50
Stock in Globe Savings Bank at par (market value §95,100,00 ) 63,300.00
Stock in City & County Bank :. 12,500.00
Real Estate (market value $2,209,365.00 ) 1,888,350.41
Fixtures 5,532.82
Cash on hand 229,519.73

$5,187,997.73

NET ASSETS:

Capital Stock paid in cash 1,995,260.00
Reserve 2,930,494.52

4,925,754.52

LIABILITIES:

Dividends payable (uncalled for) __ ..4,082.78
Home Certificates. Gold Notes and Mortgages on property purchased

(not a legalliabiUty) -.--258,160.43 262,243.21
No unpaid bills

•?5. 187.997.73

The last annual report showed the principal profits for the year to be:

Real Estate $261,319.69
Interest 180,000.00

Building Construction . 10,191.89
There were also miscellaneous profits from architecture, legal, insurance and rental departments.

Quarterly Cash Dividends were divided among stockholders amounting to $355,640.52.

NO INVESTOR IN THIS COMPANY HAS EVER FAILED TO RECEIVE ALL OF HIS MONEY
ON DEMAND

^
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EDITORIAL.

Hiram Johnson has been governor of

California only a little more than one
month. There remains a

Splashl small matter of three years

Splashl and eleven months in which
the people will be enabled to

estimate his caliber. He has assuredly
been sufficiently in the public eye and
mind during the month in which he has
held the office to warrant the prediction
that long before his term has expired
the people will have ample occasion to

know whether they are to have a second
Roosevelt or whether it will be a bad
case of "Too Much Johnson."

Frankly and candidly we are not wholly
in love with the spectacular performances
with which the state is being treated

hourly at Sacramento. There is too
much of the "windy suspiration of the

voice;" too much oratorical flourishing;
too much gallery playing; too much of

the rush and bustle which distinguished
the political careers of such patriots as

James H. Budd and former Congress-
man John J. Lentz and other famous
exponents of the policy of brag and
bluster. We have lived long enough to
see men of this brand come and go and
be forgotten. They make us think of

the fate of a boulder that is dropped
into a deep well. There is a mighty
splash when the stone hits the water,
then a few ripples and then no one ever
remembers that the stone existed. Mr.
Johnson has done everything that we
expected he would do, because we have

had more and better occasion to witness

the salient points of his career, than most
men in Southern California. We knew
him at Berkeley; and it most remark-
able that the men who knew him best

in his college days, opposed him at the

primaries and at the election of Novem-
ber.

Speaking calmly and almost juaicially,
we are not expectant that his admin-
istration will develop anything except
a large cloud of smoke.

It may be that the legislature will

have the moral courage to resume its

legitimate function as the legislative
branch of the state before the session

is over; so far that body has existed

as far as can be judged, merely to exe-

cute the will and wishes of the political
coterie which has control of the party
machinery. One or two members are

in open rebellion and have been threat-

ened with the condign punishment of

having their pet measures given no
attention. More may join the ranks
of the malcontents. It is not the least

remarkable fact that the insurgents'^who
are in control of the legislature are

doing precisely what they condemned in

Speaker Cannon when he sought to

muzzle the insurgents in the National

House of Representatives. But of course

what is being done at Sacramento in

the way of hurrying through the ad-

ministration measures and muzzling the

minority, is orthodox because it is be-

ing done by "our side."
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Hiram Johnson has before him the

prospect of being a big man nationally,
or a nobody. We do not think that he
is a big man or that he can develop into

one. And if he lacks this capability,
he will .be lost in oblivion in the course

of a few short years.

By refusing to re-open the question
of freight rates from San Francisco

and from Los An-
Railroad Rates geles into the San
and the Bandar-log. J(<aquin valley, the

state railroad com-
missioners have made it necessary for

the railroad companies to put in force

a new tariff which w411 equalize the

charges on shipments to valley points
as between the two cities. The rates

into the San Joaquin valley from Los

Angeles were last revised in 1897 when
the railroad companies were burning
coal for fuel. Since that time the fuel

cost has been reduced through the

substitution of oil as fuel. The rail-

road companies
—both the Santa Fe and

the Southern Pacific—recognized the

justice of the request of shippers of Los

Angeles for lower rates, when two or

three years ago, voluntary reductions

were made for a brief period. These
reductionr were withdrawn at the in-

stance of the shippers of San Francisco

who demanded the old rates which gave
them longer hauls at lower figures, and
barred Los Angeles from much of the

trade north of Bakersfield.

The main point of the argument of

the northern jobbers and wholesalers

is that the Tehachipi grade should act

as a bar to Los Angeles enterprise.
Truth to tell, that Tehachipi grade has

always appeared as a nightmare to San
Francisco and the northern portion of

California, except in matters of taxation,

where it has always been possible to

slip easily over the grade and assess

high taxes on Southern California pro-

perty. The position of San Francisco

was and is that the existence of the Te-

hachipi grade should give that city for-

ever a natural monopoly of the San

Joaquin valley business.

The railroad commissioners think

otherwise and there are too many in-

stances where similar grades do not

control freight rates for the Railroad

Commission longer to bother with the

plaint of the shippers of the northern

cit}'.

There is another point in connection
with this proposition which has been
lost to the view of San Francisco. It

is that the southern portion of the San
Joaquin valley has been and is being
almost exclusively developed by Los

Angeles and Southern California enter-

prise and capital. The opportunities
to break up the large holdings of land
in that section and sell them to home
makers, to discover and develop the oil

resources, to secure the dam sites and

develop the water power, have all been
at San Francisco's door since 1850.

Everyone of these chances has been

neglected. Los Angeles men have over-

run the district which San Francisco
has alwaj's demanded and now craves

as a business satrapy. It is natural

that the Southern California men who
have gone in to the San Joaquinjvalley with
their wealth of business projects and
their land deals, should prefer to trade

with their home city. They now have
the opportunity, and they will sieze it

in every department of business en-

deavor.

Of course there will come from San
Francisco one long wail of anguish.
It is expected.
And the burden of that song

will be like that of the Bandar-log of

Kipling.
The Bandar-log remember, were the

monkey people.

Chattering away in the tree-tops,

they said in effect:

We are a great people.
We are the greatest people in the world.

We are the greatest people in the world

because we say we are the greatest people
in the world.

They never harbored a doubt about it.

The average San Franciscan does not

travel enough.
He thinks that the sun rises in the

east, in the bosom of San Francisco Bay,
takes a triumphant course of six miles

over the peninsula and sets in glory in

the Pacific Ocean.
The average San Franciscan is not

alone in being one of the Bandar-log.
He has millions of brothers and sisters

in New York.
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Out West has always been rather

skeptical about the wisdom of holding a

world's fair at San
San Francisco Francisco, but now
and the Fair that the state of Cal-

ifornia is committed
to the project and now that favorable

Congressional action has been obtained,

nothing remains but for California and
all of the West, for that matter, to put
the shoulder to the wheel and make that

exposition worthy of the state and the

nation. There can be no doubt of the

propriety of holding the exposition at

San Francisco in preference to New Or-

leans. The Panama Canal is being built

not particularly for the benefit of New
Orleans, but to provide safe and rapid
water communication between the At-

lantic and the Pacific. New Orleans is

only a by-station, as it were, while the

entire Pacific Coast is a terminus of the

canal. There is reason to believe that

not since the discovery of gold has there

been any single influence in the history
of the Coast comparable to the completion^
of the enterprise.
The canal will shift the lines of immi-

gration, and will bring to the Pacific

coast an enormous and heterogeneous

population from every country of Europe.
It will revolutionize transcontinental

freight carrying. It will bring the Coast

in easy communication with the eastern

centers of manufacture, and similarly

will afford the products of this state an

opportunity to be delivered in the con-

gested centers of eastern population at

a lower cost for freight than is possible

by rail. California is due for a tremen-

dous growth in population and products
once the canal is open; how great no one

can predict. If the population increases

in the next ten years as it has in the

past decade,\ California should be the

seventh state in the union. San Fran-

cisco and Los Angeles should be num-
bered among the really great cities of

the nation.

The Exposition will come with the

middle of the decade. By that time

San Francisco should have straightened
out many of the objections which were
made against the city by the proponents
of New Orleans. The inevitable struggle
between the "

open shop" and the "
closed

shop" will have been fought to a finish

in San Francisco long before that time

comes, and the wounds will have healed
if present signs are worth much. It is

too much, perhaps, to ask an array of

trimming politicians like those congre-
gated at Sacramento at this present
moment, to declare that all industry pre-

paratory for the Fair is not the inalien-

able property of the iron clad union re-

gime that now predominates in San
Francisco. That is a matter that will

be settled by San Francisco itself. If

it is not decided by an open war before

the next city election it will be deter-

mined by the vote of the people at that
time.

Fortunately for San Francisco some
new amendments have been made to

the charter. Under these amendments
it will not be possible to split up the

vote for the control of the city as has
been done repeatedly, to the advantage
of the labor party. By the provisions
of these amendments there may be a

dozen candidates for any office at the

primary election, but when the deciding
election is held, only the men receiving
the two highest votes can run for the

place. There will be no more three and
four cornered fights for the mayoralty,
with the result that the unionists can

slip in by a plurality. Neither will

there be any party designations; John
Smith will run for office on his merits

as John Smith, not John Smith "Repub-
lican," or John Smith "Democrat,"
or John Smith anything else. Every
man elected to office will be chosen by a

majority. That being true there can

be no excuse that the majority does not

rule; neither do we think that there is

any doubt as to how the majority of

San Francisco's voters would decide

between a union administration like

that of P. H. McCarthy, and an adminis-

tration headed by either Dr. Leland or

Crocker who ran against McCarthy at

the last municipal election and were

defeated by a plurality. This question
of labor union rule or open shop rule

has never been squarely presented to

the voters of San Francisco.

It will be now, and there can be no

little doubt as to the result. Funda-

mentally San Francisco is sound, but the

city has been shamelessly traded and

buffeted about by politics and politi-

cians in the past ten years.
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From rather careful reading of the

periodicals of the east and of northern

California, during the
E. T. Earl month that has passed
the Real Leader, it is evident that Calif-

ornia is being closely
watched as an instance of what a state

government which calls itself "reform"
and "progressive" will be able to accom-

plish. With the inauguration of Hiram
W. Johnson as governor and the installa-

tion of the Lincoln-Roosevelt element in

power in every branch of the state govern-
ment, there will be no lack of opportunity
for Mr. Johnson and his adherents to

demonstrate whether they are in earnest

or are only "making believe."

Out West is moved to this declaration

by the appearance of an article written

by Samuel E. Bl}i;he and published in

a recent number of the "Saturday Eve-

ning Post" of Philadelphia. Mr. Blj'^the

makes a business of traveling from place
to place for the "

Saturday Evening Post."
He writes of politics and politicians
as he pleases; he contributes the "Who's
Who and Why" column of that cleverly
edited and influential publication; he
is presumed to write the "Senator's"

Secretary." He has been telling us in

past months about things in Iowa and
in Indiana and in Kansas. Now if

all of his contributions concerning eastern

politics and leaders have the same value
as his contribution regarding affairs in

California we fear that the "Saturday
Evening Post" is the victim of a modest

variety of bunko.
Mr. Blythe has discovered that Calif-

ornia has a new political machine in

control—and in this he is speaking the

truth. He names Mr. Meyer Lissner as

the leader, and so perhaps he is, as far

as the public eye goes. He ascribes to

Governor Johnson some heroic qualities
as a leader of the forces of

"
progression"

and "reform," whereas Governor John-
son is an eleventh hour convert to the

faith of those who made him governor,
if indeed he has ever been converted at

all, which we think is a matter to be

decided by later developments in the

administration. And if Mr. Blythe has

not sufficient acumen to uncover the real

leader and directing influence of the

present regime, he is a much duller

man than his record would indicate him

to be.

The real power and influence behind
the state administration, and behind the

operations of the dominant wing of the

Republican party, we believe to be Mr.
E. T. Earl, who does not figure greatly
in public demonstrations of pomp and
power.

Mr. Earl's character is a study for

any inquiring mind. He has furnished
most of the steam in the cylinders of

the macliine for several years, and it is

fair to him that the credit if any, be

given to him; and it is fair to the public,
as well, that it should know where to

look for the inspiration of the doings of

the present administration.

Mr. Earl sprang into wealth and pro-
minence in the business world as a shipper
of fruit and as the controlling influence

of a refrigerator car line. That was
several years ago and he is not now en-

gaged in either calling, devoting his

talents to other avenues of endeavor.
He is still on the sunny side of fifty,

we should judge. Concerning his record

as a fruit man and as a shipper there are

dozens of stories afloat, some more or

less apocryphal and some reduced to

cold type in the testimony taken at

various hearings ordered by the inter-

state commerce commission. Mr. Earl

eventually sold out his interests, and
retired a rich man. At forty he was a

millionaire, making his fortune at a.

time that the fruit growers of California

were not any too prosperous. He in-

vested largely in Los Angeles real estate,

placing his money so wisely that his

holdings have greatly increased in value.

Then he entered the newspaper field.

How and why he happened to get
into the affairs of the "Express" at a
time that it was a losing proposition and
was struggling for breath, is another
matter. Certain stories are told, as

gossip, which need not be repeated here.

Sufl5ce to say that once in the "Ex-

press," Mr. Earl gave to that newspaper
the consummate ability which he pos-
sesses to organize, to economize, to spend
wisely and to make one dollar develop into

two. He has a property that could be
sold for $650,000 to $750,000 any time,
and perhaps for more. It pays at least

a hundred thousand dollars a year and
in influence is perhaps the strongest
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newspaper property in Los Angeles.
Mr. Earl entered politics. To that

field he devoted the same energy, ruth-

lessness and sheer ability that he has

displayed wherever he has turned his

talents. In the political field he has

won everything that he set his heart

upon with two lone, lorn exceptions.
He was beaten in his anti-saloon cam-

paign in Los Angeles several years ago,
before he was at the crest of his political

power, and he lost a contest over the

district attorneyship of Los Angeles

county at the last election. If there

is anything else that Mr. Earl has not

gained, that he has really wanted,

memory does not now recall it.

Mr. Earl it is who from his office

high in the Central building
—his own—

directs the affairs of the steam roller

and the machine which is popularly

supposed to belong to Mr. Meyer Lissner.

Mr. Earl conducted the Lincoln-Roose-

velt organization through its trying

early days; Mr. Earl dictates who shall

and who shall not hold office in Los An-

geles city and with few exceptions in

Los Angeles county; Mr. Earl it is who
says what the Chairman of the Republi-
cans State Central Committee—his re-

presentative, Mr. Lissner—shall do next.

Mr. Earl it is who has been directing the

campaign against the public service cor-

porations in Southern California, except-

ing corporations in which he is reputed
to hold an interest. Mr. Earl's hand
is the one that pulls the strings and
directs the course of state legislation.

California has heard and read much of

machine domination, but it has never
before had such complete domination
as has been instituted by this adminis-

tration—the Earl-Johnson administra-

tion. The legislature, after electing Mr.
Earl's candidate for the United States

Senate, did nothing for many days
waiting for orders to come from the higher

up, through Mr. Johnson. Mask it

as you will, disguise it as you may try,
use such softening phrases as you please,
the bald fact is that one machine has
succeeded another. Mr. Earl is in the

saddle, for weal or for woe.
Mr. Earl has yet to be studied by the

press of California, and his strength
and weaknesses revealed. Like many
other able men he has both. He is

strong in the possession of organizing
ability such as is given to few men;
in getting at the absolute bottom of

facts concerning any deal he engages in,
whether business or politics; in possess-
ing ample means and a willingness to
use them in any direction that suits his

purpose; in getting results from what
he spends; in possessing a singleness of

purpose in degree given to few men;
in having absolute heartlessness in en-

compassing the undoing of those who
oppose him. All these are elements of

strength in a man who has the lust of

power and who has aims and purposes
clearly defined, as well as the means to

attain his ends.

Mr. Earl is weak—lamentably weak—in personal qualities which attach
men to a leader. He is unimpassioned
and cold to a degree. A ruthless leader
of the type of Mark Hanna had qualities
which really endeared him to his followers

and even attracted his enemies. Hanna
bred enthusiasms; men can no more
enthuse over Mr. Earl than they can

grow eloquent over the warmth of an
icicle. He has perhaps one friend and
few intimates. Nine men in ten in

Los Angeles who have a personal acquain-
tance with him, are prone to abusing
him behind his back. His steel blue

eyes may create confidence that what
the man undertakes he will push to a
successful conclusion, but they do not
breed attachments.

This is something of the man whom
Out West believes to be the animating
force behind the "reform" movement
of California. It is hardly necessary
at this time or in this place to refer to

the many stories extant about his achieve-

ments in the field of railroad rebates;
nor to his conversion from the ways of

the wicked unto the ways of the righteous,
in witness whereof there can be cited

his acquirement of church-going habits.

These things are the by-play of polem-
icists, of scoffers and of the ungodly.
The core of it all is that E. T. Earl

is the high leader of the Republican party
of the state and that he has the sheer

strength to force all of his followers to

his will. A masterful mind of that type
will do much, and it is only fair to the

people that they know something of

what is behind that mind.
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The retirement of Rev. C. C. Pierce
from the pastorate of the Memorial

Baptist Church, a
Denominatwnalism position which he
Not True Religion, had held with honor

and credit to him-
self for about twelve years, and his

determination to enter business w-ith his

brothers, has more than local signifi-

cance. Mr. Pierce has been a minister

for twenty five years, and he has been

pastor of only three congregations. He
has never been a sensational preacher
in any sense of the term; just one of

those conscientious, God-fearing, help-
ful men who go through their lives doing
their full measure of good, and leaving
behind them the record of well directed

endeavor. At the age of fifty or more,
he has concluded that there is too much
denominationalism, too much theology,
too much adherence to form and too

little religion in the churches. While
he will follow another line of life, he says
that he will continue preaching the
doctrine of real religion, and will do so

in his own way.
Whenever the average minister is

asked to assign a reason for the decline

of the protestant churches, as a whole,
he is apt to say "materialism;" if he does

not use that particular w^ord, he will

employ language which signifies as much,
and can be interpreted as such. Rarely
does he penetrate to the real reason.

It is that the mass of protestant men
have lost interest in the churches because
the pastors preach too much doctrine,
because they preach too little toleration,

because the churches depend too much
on what they have or have not done in

the past to keep them going, instead of

reaching out into the future that is

always alive with hope and promise and
realization for those who dare.

The mass of Americans to-day are

starving from soul hunger.
The churches do not satisfy this de-

mand coming from the majority of men.

Admitting this to be true, the wonder
is that the churches do not seek to satis-

fy the demand being made upon them
with increasing vehemence.
Church union among the principal

protestant sects will not meet the call.

Church union, as we see it, will fortify
the strength of a certain class of the

community and inspire a demand for

compliance with their own brand of
belief. The best insurance for the re-

ligious liberty of those who are not in

the church fold is that there is variance
of opinions among the churches. It

is our greatest guarantee for religious
freedom. If one church held full sway
in matters theological, this world would
not be fit for the abiding place of a free

man. The practice would be "think
as we do or get out' even as the Puri-
tans of old expelled Roger Williams,
even as the Established Church of En-
gland practically drove the Puritans and
the Quakers from their homes; even
as the Jews were proscribed by all theo-

logical gentlemen up to about one hun-
dred years ago.

Church Union will not do. The Amer-
ican man cares nothing for theology
either in small or large doses, if it does
not agree with his mental sj'-stem.
How would it be for the pastors

generally to read this from the Epistle
of James :

Pure religion and undefiled before God
and the Father is this: To visit the

fatherless and the widows in their affliction
and to keep himself unspotted from the

world.

And use it as the dominating thought
of all their sermons.

Not naturally pessimistic, we are at

a loss to know where southern California

will find itself with the

Minority in coming of the next Con-
o Minority, gress. There will be a

Democratic majority in the
House and there will be a Democratic
and Insurgent majority in the Senate,
if this alignment is drawn in the matter
of tariff changes. The problem of tariff

revision appears to hinge upon whether
the Democracy will consent to revision

schedule by schedule, instead of fram-

ing an entirely new tariff bill with its

log-rolling and trading. If the Democrats
are in earnest about their declarations

for revision downward or for a scientific

revision free from party considerations,

the proposition will be taken up schedule

by schedule; if, on the other hand, the

Democracy intends to amass a supply
of political capital for 1912, then there

will be a general tariff bill which will
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have only a faint chance of passing the
Senate and no chance at all of obtain-

ing the signature of the President.

The producers of southern California

in particular, and the whole state in

general, are in a peculiar position as

regards any change in the tariff. Speak-
ing frankly, we are in the minority of

a minority. It is bad enough to be in

the minority in any event, but to be
the minority of a minority is rather

appalling. When the fruit and nut
schedules, in which this state is chiefly

interested, are up for consideration,
there will be present and favoring a
reduction a numerous and determined

representation from the New York im-

porters, backed by the big congressional

delegation from that state. It will be

argued that California, in sending an
insurgent to the Senate, and Los Angeles,
in sending an insurgent to the lower

House, have decided for a revision down-
ward. This will be quoted against a

high protective tariff for the peculiar
products of the state. Of course Judge
Works and Mr. Stephens will argue that

they should have high tariff for the pro-
ducts of California and a lower tariff for

the manufactured articles of the east.

It is useless to expect the shoe manufac-
turer of Massachusetts, the iron manu-
facturer of Pennsylvania and the manufac-
turers everywhere to stand for a high tar-
iff on California fruits, if at the same
time the California and Los Angeles
representatives in the Senate and House
are urging lower duties on the manu-
factured articles of the east.

We have a high duty on oranges,
lemons, nuts and fruits and wines be-
cause the Senators and Congressmen
of California have hitherto agreed to
vote for high duties on what eastern
manufacturers desired. There is no
other reason why California has been
favored. And the fact will not rub
out that the Democracy will quote
the state platform of the Republican
party of California to prove that Calif-

ornia wants lower duties.

Candidly we do not envy the position
that Judge Works and Mr. Stephens
will occupy when the tariff revision be-

gins. Both are new members and neither
man has any hold or connections in

Washington among the older members

of Congress. Both have yet to form
their connections to be of value to the
state, and both are new hands at the
game. We trust that they will be able
to explain some things to the satis-

faction of the downward revisionists,
but how they are going to evade the
demand of the revisionists of California,
as expressed in the Republican state

platform is something that is beyond us.

The interpretation which eastern

people give to things Californian some-
times amuses and occasion-

Native Sons ally amazes. We received
and Others, a letter recently from a

well informed lady in Ohio
who wrote among other things:
"This brings me to the story heard

recently to the effect that there is a

boycott, so to speak, in California against
all but native born Californians—that
if you want to get a job, to succeed you
must keep it under your hat that you
were born in the east."

Of course this story which has pene-
trated so far east in this country as Ohio,
has its foundation in the existence of

the organization known as the "Native
Sons of the Golden West." That such
a story has gone abroad in the land is

not to be wondered at considering that

every candidate in northern California

who is a "Native Son" always thinks
it necessary in making his announce-

ments, to parade it before the voters
that he was born in California. In the
south no such flourish of place of birth

is expected or anticipated, because we
of the south are mostly Uitlanders.

If it is any comfort to the lady in question,
we assure her that at last accounts about

5,000 of the voters of Los Angeles county
were born in the Buckeye State.

Of course we know perfectly well

that it is a great merit to have been born

anywhere at all. We had so much to

say about it, as to whether we would
come or not come. We all had the

selection of our parents. The negro
decided to be born a negro, of course,
the Hindoo decided that he would be
one. We all of us had a choice as to

the state and country of our birth;
we all of us decided these things. Logi-

cally then, it is a positive merit to have
'been born anvwhere.
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In Southern California we hear little

of the" Native Sons" as a political factor;
in the north it is different, although not
so bad as our informant thinks. Any
person, born anywhere, can manage to

get along anywhere in California.

The "Native Sons" declare, of course,

that they are not in politics, but we know
of more than one man in San Francisco
who owes much of his success in politi-
cal life to his affiliation w^th the order.

There is Frank H. Dunne, Superior
Judge, as an instance in point, and Percy
V.^ Long, who has occupied several posi-
tions of trust in the northern cit}'.

In his hey-day Abraham Ruef never let

it be forgotten that he was a "Native

Son;" no, nor further the fact that he
is a graduate of the University of Calif-

ornia. Organized for benevolent pur-

poses and for the purpose of keeping
alive the traditions and history of the

state, the "Native Sons" have their place
in the ordinary course of events in Calif-

ornia even as have the Pioneer Societies

which flourish everj'where in the United
States. If some men have sought to

use the order for political ends, and have
succeeded on various occasions, the

same may be asserted of every other

order and society in existence. A con-

sistent and steady "joiner" may gain
for himself considerable local prominence
intany community.

Eventually we think that the "Native
Sons" will simmer down to the position

occupied by such organizations as the

"Sons of Veterans," and the younger
members of the "Military Order of the

Loyal Legion" and the "Society of the

Cincinnati." There is every reason in

the world, in truth, for the existence of

the orders like the "Grand Army of the

Republic," and the "United Confederate

Veterans," and not any at all for the

"Sons of Veterans," the sons of members
of the "Grand Army." There is every
reason for the existence of the "Loyal
Legion," and not any, as we can see,

for the younger members of the order,

the sons of officers who served in the

civil war; neither can any good reason

be given for the continuance of the

"Society of the Cincinnati." The Cin-

cinnati, remember, are descendants of

Revolutionarj'' soldiers, and member-

ship is nice for those who have pride in a

"famih- tree" or for those who plume
themselves on a long American descent.
The others do not care. We believe,
for instance, that we are entitled to

membership in the Cincinnati, and can
read our title clear, but what is the use?
If a man is a good citizen and does his

part in the world's work as well as he
knows how, wherein is the virtue of

pointing to Revolutionar}' descent?

Similarly, after the first flush of pride
among the "Native Sons" is over, and
after the order has done the very neces-

sary and enlightening historical work
which property falls within its domain,
wherein is the usefulness of the order to

continue?
But our eastern friends should not

worry about any "boycott." Nothing
in it, we assure you. Not a chance in

for a "bovcott" of that nature.

Mr. J. H. Francis the head of the

Polytechnic High School and the other

gentlemen who have been
Institute of urging forward the propo-
Technology. sition to establish a branch

of the University of Calif-

ornia somewhere in Southern California,

have concluded that it is best at this

time to ask the state for an Institute of

Technology, based on the lines of the

two famous institutes of that character

in the L^nited States—the Massachusetts

and the Stevens Institute.

Perhaps they know best. They think

the}' can get a million to start with.

We will never be content, however
with less than a university of the same
rank as the university at Berkeley.
We do not expect that much
more can be done during the present
session of the legislature except to lay a

proper foundation for a campaign that

is to come. In any event the seed has

been sown which will bear fruit. An
enterprise of this magnitude is not

brought to fruition without much work
and the expenditure of much time.

Out West, which was the first publi-

cation in California to bring the ad-

vantages of establishing a branch of

the university in the south, is con-

fident that with what has already
been done, the voice of the people of

the south will eventually compel action.

Southern California pays approxi-
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mately forty per cent of the state taxes.

Southern California has sixteen per
cent of the students at the University.

Southern CaHfornia has forty per cent

of the high school pupils of the state.

The injustice of expecting forty per
cent of the high school students to

travel 500 miles for university advan-

tages of the highest class is apparent.
Let us see how this affects the various

counties of Southern California.

Southern California pays approxi-

mately $200,000 a year to the support
of the University of California, besides

being rightly entitled to a share of the

proceeds of the Congressional Land
Grant of 1862. The income of the

University of California is derived from

many sources. The institution has

large permanent investments in low in-

terest mortgages, mostly on San Fran-
cisco property. Southern California has
never been regarded as much of a place
for the investment of University funds
in mortgages. A proportion of all this

permanent endowment, of course, be-

longs to Southern California, but we
imagine that the projectors of the branch

university in the south would forego any
claim upon it.

But there can be no question about
the right of diversion of the tax raised

in Southern California for educational

purposes in the south.

Los Angeles county contributes $159,-
420 this year to the University funds.

That is more than is spent by any insti-

tution in Southern California. In re-

turn Los Angeles county has 315 students
at the university. This is an average
of $506 per student per annum.
Santa Barbara county pays $9342 to

the university this year and has 34
students. This is an average of $273

per student.

Riverside county adds $8077 to the

university funds and has 46 students,
an average of $175 per student.

San Diego county contributes $13,-
912 to the university and sends 46 stu-

dents, an average cost being $302.
San Francisco cnrtibutes about

$152,000 to the University and gets
$224 on each of its 678 students.

Alameda county contributes about

$63,000. The county is represented at

the university by 1056 students at an

average annual cost of

It is interesting to note the comments
that are being made on this enterprise
by several of the men who have been
in the forefront of educational affairs

in Southern California. We refer to
those self sacrificing men who have been
connected with the various denomina-
tional institutions of the South.
One of the most virile sectarian insti-

tutions near Los Angeles is Occidental

College, conducted under Presbyterian
management. The President of this

institution can see only good in the pro-
position.
Pomona College, a Congregational in-

stitution, favors it; favors it to the
extent that there is a movement on foot

to have the branch of the University
located at Claremont or in that vicinity^
if possible.

There is a newly established Baptist

institution|at Redlands. It has not been
heard from. The men in control at

the Quaker institution at Whittier are

understood to be unfavorably disposed.
Ovt West admits to a degree of sur-

prise at the attitude taken by Rev.

George F. Bovard of the University
of Southern California. Dr. Bovard and
Rev. E. A. Healy contribute an article

to "The Courier," published at that

institution, arguing against state edu-

cation and appealing to the friends of

the institution, to oppose the proposi-

tion, politically and socially. Dr.

Bovard holds that the moral status

of- students at denominational schools

is higher than that at state institutions.

He also holds that it would cost too
much.
We do not like to take issue with the

statements of Dr. Bovard but from

personal knowledge we think that the

moral status of the students at Berkeley
is just as good as that at the local insti-

tution. Further, Dr. Bovard is reminded
that if there has been any well defined

trend in higher education in the past

twenty years, throughout the United
States it has been away from the de-

nominational schools and toward the

great state supported institutions.

We are not all Methodists, not all

Baptists, not all Presbyterians, not all

Catholics, not all Quakers, not all

Congregationalists. We have the right
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to demand the best possible facilities

for higher education, free from theo-

logical interference or supervision. To
provide higher education is not a function
of the sects, any more than it is to pro-
vide primary education.

Dr. Bovard's opposition reminds us
of the experience of a much older state,
in which, as it turned out, the establish-

ment of a strong higher state insti-

tution did not cripple the denominational

colleges but absolutely strengthened
them. We refer to the experience of

Ohio.

When the congressional land grant
of 1862 was made, providing for the
establishment of state colleges in which

agriculture and the mechanic arts should
be taught, Ohio was strewn with de-

nominational schools. When the state

established the Ohio State University
at Columbus, the institution became
the target of every denominational and
local college, and for many years, al-

though the State University grew, it

had the more or less concealed opposi-
tion of every denominational college
within the border of the State. But the
State University prospered and out-

stripped all the others in attendance.
The usefulness of the institution com-

pelled recognition from the legislature,
in spite of local influences. The Metho-
dists had the Ohio Wesleyan University
at Delaware; the United Brethern a

"university," Otterbein, at Westerville;
the Baptists were entrenched in Denison

University at Granville; the Presbyterians
in Wooster University at Wooster; the

Congregationalists in Oberlin College
at Oberlin; the Episcopalians in Kenyon
College at Gambler. Besides there were
and are "local pride" colleges at Cincin-

nati, Oxford, Marietta, Scio, Akron,
Cleveland, Athens and other places.
The Ohio State University had hard

sledding against all of these institutions,
in trying to get any facilities worth

while; but it won. And what has been
the upshot? Why each and all of

these colleges is stronger to-day than
ever. The very existence of the Ohio
State University spurred them to better

efiforts.

We think that same will prove true

as to the institution over which Dr.

Bovard presides. The presence of an-

other institution of learning, well

equipped with money and facilities,
will compel Dr. Bovard to a more
strenuous life. When Stanford Univer-

sity was established the University of

California grew by leaps and bounds.
It had competition that counted. We
believe that the University of Califc

nia would not be the tower of strength^
that it is to-day had Stanford never
been started through the instrumenV

talit}' of a Spiritualistic medium of/

San Francisco.

Finally we want that institution

cause we know that it takes mone]^ to
make any institution of learning a real

success. The University of California

at Berkeley spends over $400 per
annum on each and every student within
its walls; the institution of Dr. Bovard
does not spend $100. Which of these

institutions can do the better work?
If the state enters the local field Dr.

Bovard and his trustees will find the

ways and means to provide the facili-

ties demanded. There is nothing like

competition in this world. It has made
every business institution in the United
States that had ever accomplished much,
and the same rule holds true in the edu-
cational world.

Cost? Why that is not material.

Reserve the money Southern California

spends for the University of California

and spend it here. That eliminates

the factor of cost.

All question of the completion of the

Los Angeles aqueduct in the time speci-
fied by Engineer Mulholland

Municipal has been dissipated by the

Projects. decision of the Leach and
Kountze Brothers syndi-

cate to exercise options on this year's

quota of bonds. It is certain that

there will be expended on the project

approximately $5,000,000 in the year to

come. Another $4,000,000 will come

pretty closely to completing the project.
Then there is to be expended about

$3,000,000 in establishing a hydro-elec-
tric power plant. The city of Los

Angeles is also pledged to expend in

the near future about $3,000,000 in

improving the harbor at San Pedro.

With these enormous expenditures
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in sight, there is an element in Los

Angeles which would pledge the city to

expend $6,000,000 more in the creation

of a distributing system by which the

90,000 horsepower to be developed on
the aqueduct will be sold direct to the

consumers of electrical energy. A
"straw vote" designed to commit the

city to municipal distribution will be
taken at the charter election to be held

in Los Angeles early in March. There
is little time for the body of the voters

thoroughly to discuss this expenditure.
Yet we do not think that a vote at this

time is of any consequence. The city
of Los Angeles will dispose of that power
not as the wishes of the group of muni-

cipal ownership zealots may desire, but
as it can, considering the present con-

dition of the city's finances.

Theoretically plenty of arguments can
be made for municipal ownership.
Practically the ownership of utilities by
a community and the distribution of

the utility is usually done at a greater
cost than by a private company. The
only notable exception with which we
are acquainted concerns the water system
of Los Angeles city, and it has been kept
within bounds more bv the personality
and wishes of the engineer in charge
than by any other cause. Were William
Mulholland dead and were the system
to fall into political hands, we do not
like to think of what might happen.
Ordinarily the ownership of a public

utility by a city is followed by the use
of the utility as a part of the dominant

political machine, whatever that may
happen to be at the time. A big elec-

trical plant operated by Los Angeles
would be a tempting bait to politicians,
whether of the "reform" or "perform",
brand.

Consequently we believe that the
best possible solution of the Owens
power proposition at this time is to lease

it for short terms only
—and this pro-

vision of the short term is essential

—to the large consumers of power.
Then the lessees should be required
to distribute it at a figure which would

bring the cost of electricity to the con-

sumer to the lowest possible notch. If

long terms are proposed the city may
find itself in a fearful tangle like that
which marked the close of the thirty

year water works lease in 1898, which
is still a nightmare for those who were
in Los Angeles at that time.

Not content with trying to pledge
the city to the policy of spending $6,-

000,000 for a distributing plant for

electricity, the same group of municipal
ownership are men talking of constructing
a railroad to San Pedro. There is com-

plaint by shippers against the rail rates

between here and the seaport, and the

argument is that the municipal railway
must be built to compel the reduction
of these rates. We doubt the ability
of any one connected with this movement—

they are lawyers and doctors and news-

paper publishers—to successfully con-

duct a railroad to San Pedro under politi-
cal management even at the existing
rates. But the experiment will be tried,

it seems, unless there is a revulsion of

public opinion. One ofH the f eminent

politicians who is advocating]^this pro-

position, suggests that) the^ city shall

not directly engage in*, the f^enterprise,
because he does not

Ji
desire l^that the

city's credit shall be drawn1| upon 'for

financial backing. Instead! he proposes
that the city shall own all the stock in a

company which shall build l^the road,
and that this company and not the

city shall issue the necessary,bonds with
which to do the construction work.

This is ingenious. But suppose that

when the road is opened there is a war
of rates, and suppose that!|^the railroad

is operated at a loss, and suppose that

the company issuing these'lconstruction
bonds defaults on the intwest payments.
The question then arises f^who shall

be taxed to pay the interest and the

deficit? So it all works out in the end
in the same channel.

Rates between this city and San Pedro
are fixed mainly to place San Diego and
San Pedro on a parity in sending goods
to Los Angeles coming in from the sea.

A reduction of the San Pedro rate,

means a sad blow at San Diego. Yet
it appears that there is necessary a

general readjustment of the rates from

the sea coast to Los Angeles, and this

the various transportation companies
are understood to be arranging. But
it will scarcely be necessary for the

city of Los Angeles to become a rail-

road builder and a railroad operator
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to accomplish this end.
The merchants and the shippers have

still another remedy. Feeling them-
selves aggrieved there is nothing to pre-
vent their building the road themselves.
There are several mercantile concerns
in Los Angeles which could, unassisted,
build such a road. But thev will not.

Time was, whenever there was a

gathering of life insurance men of great
or small magnitude.

Ldje Insurance there was uppermost
Tactics Change, in the discussion, ques-

tions relating to se-

curing new business, the proposal and
examination of new schemes to induce

people to patronize the companies, and
not a little was said about the attitude
of state governments toward the busi-

ness. And all this was only a few years
ago.

It is most significant, therefore, that
at the last national assemblage of life

insurance men, at which was present
representatives of about every reputable
company in the United States, the two
topics uppermost were sanitation and
the proper education of future insurance
men.
The political relations of the insurance

companies received only a passing
notice.

The proceedings of this assemblage
have just been published in pamphlet
form. To the mind of the average
man who has nothing to do with insur-

ance companies except to pay premiums
and count on the payment of the poli-
cies aft^r death, this change is most
welcome.
And the insurance companies do not

seem to have lost anything by the change.
The financial statements published by
the leading companies show that they
are all in a satisfactory condition finan-

cially, that all are growing, that the
wiles of the circus man and the induce-
ment of "gold bonds"—we were almost

tempted to sa}' "gold bricks"—need
not be employed in the proper pursuit
of new business. The public seems to_
have waked up to the truth that some-

body has to pay for all of the expense
to which the companies went several

years ago to stimulate the growth of

business; and that this somebody was

not the life insurance company but the

bod}' of the people.
As far as instruction for the rising

generation goes, it is published that
lectures on insurance, in theory and
the practice, are given at many of the
foremost educational institutions of the
United States. Time alone can demon-
strate whether this instruction will

have any practical value. In the incul-

cation of theories, perhaps the idea has
merit, but it is yet too earh' to inquire
whether the result will not be akin to

college instruction in "journalism"
which has failed to achieve anything
worth mentioning in the training of

young men and women. The experi-
ment as to insurance men is at least

worth trying, and there is hope for sub-

stantial results, inasmuch as almost all

of the leading life insurance men of the
United States think well of the idea.

Naturally the life insurance companies
are interested in sanitation and in every-
thing that goes to prolong life, thus

raising the expectation of life of the

people whom thej^ have insured. There
is no single agency in the United States

which can do more through properly
directed effort than these companies
working in conjunction with the press.
It has required a good many years to

bring about a sane and rational treat-

ment of tuberculosis and even at that

a beginning has only been made, so to

speak. Millions of people are still heed-

less in dealing with this disease. And
if the companies are interested in com-

batting tuberculosis, so too are they
equally interested in the prevention of

tj^phoid and small pox and diphtheria
and ever}' preventable disease; and in

the studies which are being made to

learn something about cancer, which

appears just now to be growing stronger
and stronger as a menace to human life.

A. life insurance company is one of

the best assets that any city can have.

The millions that California sends every

year to the east for life insurance can

and should be diverted to home com-

panies. California has one strong home
company and should have three or four

more. Los Angeles and San Francisco

are both gainers by the fact that good
loans on the best security can be obtained

from the home company, thus tending
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to keep down the rate of interest. The
scattering driblets that the eastern com-

panies occasionally loan in California

are but a tithe of the money that they
remove from the state. To show the

value of a home company the case of

the Union Central of Cincinnati may be

given. There is no stronger company
in the country than this institution,

although there are many which show
more assets in dollars and cents. The
company has been a pillar of western
finance and has been the means of devel-

oping the country surrounding Cincinnati

to an unbelieveable degree. Similarly
if the Pacific Mutual Life Insurance

Company had three times its present
income, which it should have, it could

do much more for the development of

Los Angeles and San Francisco.

With the organization of the so

called "progressive" wing of the Re-

publican party into a
"
Progressives" solid and working

Want the Works, body, the indications

are that the control
of the next National Convention will

fall into western hands. It matters
not on what ratio the next Congressional
apportionment is made. The represen-
tation of the west in the National Con-

vention, which is determined by the

congressional representation, will be in-

creased. The "progressives" have con-
trol of thirteen Republican states, and
expect to make inroads into the dele-

gations from other states, the unit rule
never finding favor in Republican con-
ventions. The "solidly progressive''

Republican states counted upon by those
who would thus capture the national

machinery of the party and the Repub-
lican nomination are California, Iowa,
Idaho, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota,
Montana, Nebraska, North Dakota,
South Dakota, Washington, Wyoming
and Wisconsin. The "progressives" are

counting on delegates from every part
of the country

—even as far east as New
Hampshire—and are thinking that there
is a possibility of getting a portion of

the delegates from the South, although
the Republican delegates from the
Southern States, are usually solidly
for the machine which happens to be
in power. Some enthusiastic "progres-

sive" has counted up over 250 votes
in the next National Convention, and
this without knowing in advance what
the apportionment will be.

Of course this is very much in the
nature of the famous proposition of

counting chickens before they are

hatched. As far as California is con-
cerned there is no certainty that the
Earl-Johnson-Lissner wing of the party
will be able to send a solid delegation
to any convention. Flushed with

power the managers, now that they
have something to distribute and some
patronage to pass around, are meeting
with the trouble which besets every
party and every element within a party
so situated. A year and a half must
elapse before the delegation goes east

to attend the National Convention,
and much may occur in a year and a
half that is not at all in line with the

expectations of those in power at the.
moment.

Moreover it is still too early to deter-

mine the precise lines on which the cam-

paign of 1912 will be laid. If the De-

mocracy intends to formulate a general
tariff bill, and risk its expecataions of

success on the measure, then one sort

of campaign will be necessary. If, on
the other hand, the Democracy attempts
to revise the tariff schedule by schedule,
then quite another campaign by the

Republican party will be required.
At this time it is only fair to say tha

not since 1876 has the Democratic party
had such good reason to anticipate suc-

cess as now. Toward the close of Grant's

administration the country was reek-

ing with scandal and graft. The

Democracy was enabled to offer a can-

didate who had made a splendid record

in New York state against the corrupt
forces of Tammany. The south was

wheeling into the Democratic column
as the carpet bag and negro govern-
ments were relegated into oblivion.

The Democracy had every reason to

anticipate success that year.
So with the year to come. The Re-

publican party seems to be hopelessly
divided. The rout of the Rooseveltians

in New York was accomplished by stay-
at-home Republicans rather than by
Democrats. The party in New York

appears to be almost as widely split
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as in the days offthe Stalwarts led by
Conkling and Half Breeds, of whom
James G. Blaine was the idol. - Unless
this chasm is bridged, New 4^York is

gone for the Republican party. ^ If the
Democrats nominate HarmonI for the

presidency, Ohio is lost to the' Repub-
licans. ' Indiana is gone, with present
conditions existing. It is fair to say
that therej is not a Republican who
could bej^ elected president!^were ^^^

election|to be held this year. And the
situation will! be made only the worse
if the so-called "progressives" succeed
in capturing the machinery of the party
and the nominee next year.
With suchU alluring prospects it is

no wonder that there is a sharp contest

among the three leading Democratic

possibilities, Clark, Harmon and Wood-
row/ Wilson. And as the prospects for

the Republican^quarrel are that it will

grow deeper, there will be a correspond-

ing activity^among these leading Demo-
crats who areji hearkening for the call

of the "people."

With California the seat of the most

remarkablejrecent feats in air navigation,
- ^ > quite the most inter-

Pro/. Lowe's] esting article in the

Fine Paper. February magazines is

> - ' ' that of Professor T. S.

C. Lowe inTthe "Review of Reviews,"
giving the history of the use of balloons

in thel Civil UWar. Professor Lowe is

a familiar]^figure on the streets 6f Los

Angelesjand Pasadena, but not many
who 'know him also know that he
was the head of the balloon corps which
was attached It^tol^McClellan's army in

theJ Peninsular campaign of 1862. In
the "Review ofjH Reviews," Professor

Lowe^ gives an *
intensely interesting

account of howp^the observations from
the balloons enabled McClellan to oper-
ate against thej^concentration of the

Confederate Army^north of the Chicka-

hominy,f resulting in the battles of

Beaver^* Damld' Creek and Gaines'

Mill, the\opening struggles of the Seven

Days' { Battles. Professor Lowe has

promised the eastern publication a thor-

oughlyjand carefully written paper on
the use), offballoons in the Civil War,
the first\chapter of the employment of

air navigation in^war. In this con-

nection, it might' be said that^the "Re-
view of Reviews" has also promised a
new series of war papers by men still

living who were in the war. The "Re-
view of Reviews" is twenty-five years
too late for this. Nearly all the leading
men are dead. Only one Union corps
commander. Sickles, is still alive and

nearly everything that he can write
is controversial, affecting the second

day's fight at Gettysburg. The "Cen-

tury" covered all that subject in the
'80s when most of the prominent lead-

ers, north and south, were in the land
of the living. The result is four mag-
nificent volumes, the careful reading
of which is necessary to thorough under-

standing of the campaigns of the Civil

War.

Why the balloon service was aban-
doned by the Federal forces has never
been cleared up. Professor Lowe's
article in the "Review of. Reviews"
demonstrates that it was of inestimable

service to McClellan. Finally there is

this tribute from the "other side,"
written by General E. P. Alexander,
chief of artillery of Longstreet's corps
and one of the best artillerists the war

produced, north or south. Alexander
was a big factor in the crushing blow
which was given the Union Army in

the second day's fight at Gettysburg.
He accompanied Pickett in the final

charge on the third day. Writing of

the abandonment of the Union balloon

service, he says:
I have never understood why the

enemy (the Union Army) abandoned

the use of military balloons early in 1863,

after having used them extensively up
to that time. Even if the observers never

saw anything, they would have been

worth all they cost for the annoyance and

delays they caused us in trying to keep
our movements out of their sight. That

wretched little signal station on Round

Top that day (July 2, 1863) caused one

of our divisions to lose over two hours,

and probably delayed our assault nearly
that long. During that time a Federal

corps arrived near Round Top and be-

came an important factor in the action

which followed.
Professor Lowe demonstrates that the

observers did see something in the

Peninsular campaign.
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The Insanity of Professor Larkin.

By Henry Christeen Warnack

Men say that Edgar Lucien Larkin
is insane. It must be so, since all that

mortals cannot understand does not be-

long to earth, and yet, could it not be
that what is madness is the light of

the Absolute? Over the mind of Pro-

fessor Larkin is a veil; none may peer

beyond it, and whether he is now a

degree higher or a degree less than when
he hurled his thunderbolts of reason
from his place upon Mount Lowe amid
the clouds, to men his great brain is

shrouded in the night. He may, these

long days since, have found himself

making the splendid strides of a giant
intellect somewhere within the kingdom
of the universal mind, but to us who
know nothing of that supernal vibration,
the harmony which a few months since

struck the ear of the world with magical
appeal, to-day is lost in discord.

To build a monument of words to

the memory of a great mind over which
a shadow passes is like writing the obit-

uary of one who is yet alive, and it is

surely the common sorrow of us all

that whether Professor Larkin has placed
his hand within that of the Infinite to

step upon newplanes of light, or whether
the glory of a too splendid imagination
has dared beyond the golden shores of

reason, the effect for us who tarry in

the realms of the normal, remains the
same. In the palace the lights are out
and the music of its chambers is hushed.
The shutters are drawn and the doors
are bolted. The tenant is not there.

Has he ascended too near that Lord
of Light on whom man may not look
and live? Has he followed, step by
step, the gossamer threads of intuition,
or mounted the stairway of a peerless
reason to where he was swallowed up in

that great consciousness which men call

the Absolute? Is there a point in the

spreading vista of thought which leads

man past the portals of the earth out

into the forever of Being? Did Larkin,
like Hoxsey, dare from stratum to stratum
of the invisible until lost to the sight of

man and to man's reason within some
luminous gateway of the Unseen? Did
he perhaps evolve qualities of perception
and resolution which were as a stairway
of light to the stars he studied, so that,
without being aware of the brain in

which he knew the body and its en-

vironment, he lost himself in the wonder
of the Eternal where a day is as a thous-
and years?

It is not Moses alone who ascends the

high hill of the Lord to return with tab-

lets of law in his hands; it is not Peter
alone who is given that knowledge
which flesh and blood cannot reveal;
nor is it only John upon the Isle of Pat-

mos who lifts the mystic veil to wring
the cosmic secret from the skies. Every
age and every land is enriched by the

men who dare.

• An ordinary man has his moments of

inspiration, but a great man walks in

the light. An ordinary man obtains

fleeting glimpses of what is true, but a

great man lives the truth. An ordinary
man knows that an orange is an orange
because it is not an apple, and that an

apple is an apple because it is not a

lemon, but the great man loses sight of

comparison and its vain objective know-

ledge in order that he may come upon
that secret of life which predicates the

spirit and the essence incomparable.
To such a service the great must dedi-

cate their lives. Of this order was Ed-

gar Lucien Larkin and his rank was of

a luster like to the stars he read. Whether
there be conscious qualities of him still

measuring the vast expanses of the skies,

or whether he indeed be represented by
a pitiful handful of broken dust, his

achievements as a man of science com-
mand the gratitude of the world.
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The Money God.
By W. R. Reece.

I, Money, am God of all the Earth.

Worship Me and you shall have all

abundance. I give all that makes life

to be hfe.

I am Strong, Mighty, Powerful.
What I command is done. None can
withstand me.

lam Omnipotent. I have a thousand
eyes. All are my servants obeying my
will. Obey me and follow my commands
and I will give you lands and houses
and all the precious treasures of the earth.

Without me your foot shall have no
resting place. You are, without me,
a usurper, a parasite living on that of

others. I alone can give j'ou land to
dw^ell on that you may call your own and
all men will respect your title. I alone
will provide you habitation.

I command men to go into the mount.-
ains and to hew timbers. I command
them to delve into those mountains for

metals and to fashion these for use.

I send men to the uttermost parts of the
earth for precious woods and stones
wherewith to beautify your dwelling.
I command men to prepare all manner
of food, both common and luxurious—
they work for me day and night that they
may induce more or of more exquisite
taste. I command them to make rai-

ment of alL degrees of perfection and
beauty. I do all these things. I possess
all these things.

Worship me and I will give them you.
Without me you are nothing and can
do nothing.

Neglect the pursuit of me and you shall

suffer for all things. I stand between

you and hunger.
I am the very life blood—the breath

of the lungs
—the warmth of the heart.

I clothe you that your body may be
warm. Without me you shall starve

and freeze and go naked and even lack
for friends.

I provide you with habitation that

you may dwell safely. I give you
security of Ufe for the body.

I, also, provide the mind's enjoyment.
Without me and 3'ou shall grow up
in ignorance and foolishness, and the
labor of the beast shall be your portion.
When- 1 withdraw my favor you shall
lack for teachers and companionship.
Whatever you say shall be lightly es-

teemed, and men shall wag their heads
and say: "He knows but Uttle, and even
that doth lack in weight for he hath
not the favor of our God."
The Enemy will say. that I cannot

give you love, but I give you the means
for love. That I cannot give you wis-

dom, but without me you shall not
know \dsdom. That I cannot give you
friendship, but without me you shall not
know friendship.

I alone can give those things which
make loVe possible. I alone can give
these things which make wisdom possible.
I hold love and wisdom and friendship
and all that contributes to the mind's

enjoyment under my hand. I control
the means to these and thus I rule them
also.

Possess me and you will possess all.

Possess me and you need neither toil nor

spin. I work for my possessors with
ten thousand hands—securing, preparing,
transporting to them all the goods of

life. I work day and night nor ever rest.

No man nor woman, no tribe nor nation
is not at mj- behest.

I am the Inconsistent God. Yet I

am consistent in my inconsistency. I

cause men to love. I, too, cause them to

hate. At my bidding they will he,

and, again, at my bidding they will

speak the truth. With the same motive
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I command them to be honest and to

eschew honesty and they obey—skill-

fully and cunningly. Worship me and
all shall be yours. Neglect me, and I

will curse you with a curse—all men
shall see it and shall spit their contempt
upon you.

I am the Merciless God. I love
whom I love and whom I hate, I hate.

Neither shall any man say that he de-
serves my love or that my hatred of him
is unjust.
Not every one that worships me

shall receive my favor. I do mine own
good pleasure and none shall question
my giving or my withholding. Those
who worship me much 1 often

disappoint most bitterly. Then I laugh
at their discomfiture. I exult over them.
Their agony is my sweetest meat. They
pledge their souls to me—I give them
dust and ashes in return.

Caprice is my lawgiver. I give to
those to whom I will give, whether they
deserve or no. I withhold from those
who need my bounty most. Often
when I give I curse them who receive
and in their wretchedness I find delight.
I forsake them when they need me most.

I am a Terrible God. You cannot

escape me though you go to the ends of

the earth. You shall serve me with,
zeal all the days of your life, and none
shall deliver you out of my hand.

In an Old Mission.

Bp Emma Lyle Monk Outlaw.

The heavy air is redolent
With incense and with sacrament
Of centuries;

While my awakened fancy hears
The priestly voices of the years

In liturgies.

The chantings of harmonious choir

Resound from dome and cross-tipped

spire
In praises known;

While angelus and sanctus-bell

Again ring out in joyous swell

And monotone.

From vaulted roof to empty nave.
Strange tongues long silent in the grave
Are whispering hosts;

From altar-rail to open door,
Unseen processions gone before
Are passing ghosts.

The shadows march along the wall
And on the sacred stations fall

In solemn state;

They lie upon the thorny crown
Of our dear Christ and press it down
With added weight;

They creep about the placid face

Of Mother Mary and displace
Its symmetry;

And mock the silent saints arrayed,
That whispered once to peasant maid

In Domremy.

Here past and present seem to rest

And grant the largess of their quest
And labor done;

Dark yesterday and dim to-day
In memory and fancy play
That they are one.

The marshalled pageantry of Life

In growing pomp and splendid strife

Goes on outside.
But enters not to wake the streams

Of ancient facts and by-gone dreams
That here abide;

The facts and dreams that lie unsought
Afar from fields of modern thought
And Time's distress,

But here may rest in holy calm
And breathe that everlasting balm,—

Forgetfulness!
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Communication
From California Cotton Mills Co.

Oakland, Cal.

Editor Out West
Dear Sir:

In your magazine for Januar}', 1911,
on page 103, we have read your article

on California's cotton crop, by Wilbur

Jay Hall.

Permit us to point out that there is

one serious mistake in this article, which
does us an injustice

—where Mr. Hall
states that there was no market for Calif-

ornia cotton nearer than Galveston or
the mills of New England. The Calif-

ornia Cotton Mills Company established

a large cotton mill in Oakland in 1883
and has been running 27 years. This
mill has been in continuous operation
since it started and uses yearly from 10,-
000 to 15,000 bales of cotton, paying
for it to the cotton growers of Oklahoma,
Texas and Louisiana from $400,000.00
to $600,000.00 annually, according to

the price of the raw material prevail-

ing in the market.
Permit us^also to inform you that this

company spent, in 1886 and 1887, from
$2000 to $3000 for cotton seed which it

imported from Texas and which was
distributed amongst the farmers of Calif-

ornia for the purpose of enabling them
to experiment in the different sections

of this state in raising cotton. But,
partly owing to the scarcity of labor and
the great rush (about that time) of

farmers to fruit growing, cotton grow-
ing gradually became neglected. The
price prevailing for cotton at this early
date was not nearly so high as it is now;
neither was the utilization of the by-
products so well understood, and of

course the prospects for the farmers were
not so encouraging as they are now.

Moreover, in the year 1885 this com-

pany paid to Messrs. Haggin & Carr,
for their cotton crop raised in Kern

County, about $25,000, -buying the crops
also of other growers who grew consider-

able quantities of cotton. We might
mention the Buckley Brothers on Kings
River and Mrs. Strong of Colusa County,
as among those who raised considerable

quantities of cotton about that time.

We tried to induce farmers by every
means in our power to grow cotton, but
without success. But now, with better

prices prevailing for cotton and the

development of irrigation facilities in

many sections of California, we wonder

why the production of cotton is not
more developed. Farmers in Oklaho-

ma, Texas and other cotton growing
sections have grown rich raising cotton.

We think, in justice to ourselves, who
have been using cotton in a variety of

textile fabrics on this Coast for so many
years, and giving employment to from
600 to 700 people and distributing in

wages monthly from $20,000 to $25,000,
that your writer, Mr. Hall, should have
taken some notice of our enterprise.
The products of our mill are well known
in Southern California by merchants
there who buy them and consumers
there who use them.
We bought all the cotton raised in

the Imperial Valley last year and up to

date we have paid for most of the present

crop. The farmers must have received

already fully $150,000 for their cotton

from this company. We may also state

that we have erected at our own expense
on the Southern Pacific road in the cotton

belt of Imperial County, two commo-
dious warehouses and loading platforms.
There the farmers may store their cotton

until sold. This is a convenience which
the farmers appreciate.

Having had some experience (while

visiting the cotton states for 20 years)
in the growing of cotton, we have advised

the cotton planters to plant their cotton

early, so as to market it early, and to

irrigate it with great care—neither to

give it too much water or too little, as

much of the cotton this year in Imperial

County has suffered seriously by some

giving too much water and some growers
too little water.

Very respectfully,
Wm. Rutherford, Sup.

California Cotton Mills Co.
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The Hetch-Hetchy and San Francisco.

By James D. Phelan

(Mr. Phelan was mayor of San Francisco when, in October, 1901, he made
the original filings on the Lake Eleanor and Hetch-Hetchy Valley water rights
which have since, by due process of law, and in compliance with the conditions

imposed by the Secretary of the Interior, ripened into the grant which the city now
holds.—Editor Out West. )

The Out West for December contained
an illustrated article entitled "Save the

Hetch-Hetchy: A Story of San Fran-
cisco's Vandalism," and the points ad-

vanced are first that the Hetch-Hetchy
is a beautiful natural object and that

its use for water supply purposes by
San Francisco and the Jiay cities would

destroy it as such; and, lest San Fran-
cisco should be deprived of a Sierra

water supply, the writer condescendingly
endeavors to show that there are other

good supplies available and that San

Francisco, in coveting the Hetch-Hetchy,
is, in effect, committing an act of van-
dalism. The vandals were the bar-

barians who destroyed the evidences of

Roman civilization out of mere lust of

destruction, and hence, vandalism has
come to mean wanton destruction.

So, the amiable writer in using that very
harsh term practically condemns the

greatest city on the coast as being guilty
of the meanest and least excusable of

of crimes. It is a trite comment that

people who have a bad case use harsh
words.

San Francisco is served with water

by a private corporation in the hands
of stock jobbers who are endeavoring
to dispose of their property at the highest

possible price, having obtained it at

the lowest quoted price after the plant
had suffered serious damage by the earth-

quake. The almost complete destruc-
tion of San Francisco by fire, was due
to the failure of this water supply.
A great city's water supply should

possess the elements of purity, abun-
dance and reliability, and, in all of these,
the Spring Valley Water Works has failed.

and hence the city is seeking a mountain

supply which will possess them; and,
in its quest for water it was found that

the Hetch-Hetchy, or Tuolumne supply,
filled all these requirements. Inas-

much as the Bay of San Francisco is

regarded now as a unit and as the water

supplied on the east side of the Bay
is also inadequate, the application for

the use of Hetch-Hetchy is made not

by San Francisco alone, but practically

by the municipalities of Oakland, Berke-

ley and Alameda. A population of

nearly a million people will therefore

have to be served. They have spoken
officially through their municipal or-

ganizations and when a million people

speak they must be heard.

We will concede that Hetch-Hetchy
Valley is a beautiful natural object;
but that it will be marred by its use

for a water supply we not only dispute,
but aver that its beauty will be enhanced;
and hence, if this contention be true,

San Francisco is not only guiltless of

vandalism, but is entitled to commenda-
tion for its purpose to spend millions of

dollars in making the valley more sightly

and accessible.

The true nature lover, however, looks

upon man, the greatest work of God, as a

defilement, and, on general principles, dis-

putes the ability of him who is made in

the image of his Maker, in any way to en-

hance the order that came out of chaos,

and stoutly contends that "whatever is,

is right." He doesn't love his fellows.

His intimacy with God makes him intol-

erant of human criticism, and, to him, civ-

ihzation is a blight. He is very much at

homej^on Zion. The late John Hay
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in his charming little poem known as

"Little Breeches" puts them gleefully
to scorn when describing the old father

who found his lost child and was inform-
ed that the Guardian Angels must have
saved him. He accepted that version

and exclaimed:
" To save the life of a child and bring him

back his own,
Is a darn sight better business than loafing

'round the throne."

We are pleading for the little children

and the men and women living in the

great, populous cities, and if the God of

Nature were consulted as to the best

uses of his works, He might possibly
decide in favor of His little children;
and if the children cannot come to Him
in the mountains, then He would, like

a good father, come to them in the cities.

Suffice it is to say that it is conceded by
all that the highest use of water is

the domestic use.

The Hetch-Hetchy through which the
Tuolumne River passes ;is a narrow-

gorge in the Sierras about sixty miles dis-

tant from the Yosemite Valley. It is an
ideal reservoir site for the collection

of the storm waters which otherwise
run to waste, and has been so designated
by the Geological Survey. A very nar-
row outlet admits of the construction
of a dam, and when the dam shall have
been constructed, the water will submerge
the meadow lands and form a lake. The
lake will be considerably below the falls

which tumble into it from the heights
above. There can be no question but that
the beauty of the scene, with a dam easily
concealed by grasses and vines, will

be enhanced by the effect of the lake

reflecting all above and about it and
will be in itself a great and attractive

natural object; in combination with

granitic cliffs and splashing cataracts

it will be in beauty without a parallel
in the Sierras, singularly destitute of

mountain lakes. The Valley is now
practically inaccessible. It would be
made accessible to the nature lovers

by wagon roads. It is now when open
(about three months in the year) in-

fested for the most part with mosquitoes,
breeding in the damp and soggy meadow
lands; it will then be rid of them. The
Tuolumne meadows, 20 miles above,
connected bv the turbulent river, will

be untouched, and, by exercising ordin-

ary precautions, now enforced in the

Yosemite, it would be impossible to con-
taminate the water supply by campers
at that distance.

The hue and cry raised by the nature
lovers have led many well meaning per-
sons to believe that the Yosemite Valley
itself is being invaded, whereas, Hetch-

Hetchy is but a corner of the Yosemite
National Park, and no less a man than
President Taft believed that it was the
intention to submerge and blot out the
entire valley from the base to the sum-
mit of the encircling hills. When in

Washington last summer, he was shown
by City Attorney Percy V. Long a photo-
graph of the valley as it is, and a picture
of the valley as it will be, converted into

a lake with the cataracts falling high
above the level of the lake and the
mountains towering in the skies. He said

in astonishment: "Are you not going to

conceal these mountains from view!

Is it possible that this is what it will

look like when converted?" And when
he was assured that the picture before

him, and which is here reproduced, is

a veritable showing of the lake level

he seemed utterly astonished. If Presi-

dent Taft has been misled by the extrava-

gant criticism, what may be said for

others who, no doubt, with great sin-

cerity, have opposed the threatened

"vandalism."
In the December Out West, Mr. C.

E. Grunsky, formerly City Engineer of

San Francisco, and subsequently one

of the commissioners appointed by the

President to construct the Panama
Canal, was quoted, but not in full.

This is his statement to Secretary
Garfield referring to Hetch-Hetchy:
"This source is beyond all question sup-
erior to any other source of water for

the city; so far superior in fact, that it

should be regarded as absolutely essen-

tial to meet the requirements of San
Francisco and neighboring bay cities.

Hetch-Hetchy is a flat meadow extend-

ing some five miles along the river, for

the most part narrow, yet expanding in

its lower portions to a greatest width of

about three-quarters of a mile. The

Valley is enclosed at its lower end by
a narrow gorge. It is at the height of

its attractiveness in June and early
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July
* * * * Owing to the en-

gorgement below, its water cannot es-

cape freely into the lower canyon and
the submersion of the meadow lands is

the result. * * * * ^h^g making a

wet meadow of a part of the valley.
* *

* * The full enjoyment of the scene

when the valley is in its brightest attire

is, however, made, one might almost say,
rendered impossible, by the presence of

mosquitoes, which breed in countless

millions in the grass covered ponds and

pools. The mosquitoes in June, and

usually well into July, are so numerous
in the valley that there is no comfort for

man or beast. They are not alone on
the floor of the valley, but swarm up
the mountain sides and compel the visi-

tor to seek his enjoyment of Nature's
beauties through a veil. In the Valley
itself, he can find no comfort and makes
haste to seek some spot where he and
his animals can rest and eat in peace.
* * * * Let me now for a moment
assume that instead of the beautiful

emerald of the Hetch-Hetchy, there was
in- this vicinity a lake such as San Fran-
cisco wishes to create. Such a lake

would be unique in this country. There
is no other like it. Surrounded by
steep walls towering almost vertically
in heights of 1,500 to 2,000 feet, the
lake of crystal, clear water would be
most picturesque in its setting. Sup-
pose now, such a lake being there in

a National forest reserve, that some one
should discover that by draining it,

a beautiful meadow of some 600 acres

would be uncovered; that this meadow
during the season when accessible,
June to October, would be a delightful

camping place, except of course during
the mosquito period, and that the natural

beauty and attractiveness of the lake

ought to be sacrificed in order to make
valley floor available for private owner-

ship, (most of it is now so owned),
with opportunities for camping out and

incidentally thereby to create a little

Yosemite. Let me ask whether any demon-
stration, however plausible, would lead

any Government Department having
such matters in charge into an assent

to such a scheme. Such action would
be inconceivable."
John Muir, who operated the first

saw-mill in the Yosemite Valley, has

written poetically of the splendors of

the Hetch-Hetchy falls in opposition to

San Francisco. He is now a great
specialist in scenery

—-but nothing else

does he see. He lacks sympathy with

living things, and living things dwell
in cities. Mr. Marsden Manson, also

quoted in the December Out West, dis-

poses of his poetic imagery, in this style:
"It may be comforting to the ad-

mirers of verbal lingerie and frills to be
assured that none of these 'networks,'

'veils,' 'fibres,' 'downy feathers,'

'fabrics,' 'textures,' 'patterns', 'embroid-

eries,' 'tissues,' 'plumes,' nor 'irised

robes' are going to be interfered with in

the least, now nor at any time in the

future, as these features and phenomena,
expressed in terms of millmery, are

far above the highest level of the pro-

posed reservoir."

Grateful is the testimony of the man
who once doubted and satisfying is

the confession of the faith that is in him.

One of the- most distinguished engineers
in the country is John K. Freeman,
who first questioned, but has now freely
volunteered to correct the inclination

of the Eastern public to oppose the use

of Hetch-Hetchy by San Francisco.

He has pointed out that any supply
less than the best for the greatest city

on the Pacific is short sighted when coup-
led with the fact that theengineer and land-

scape gardener, working in harmony,
can make that region what it is not to-

day—an accessible wonderland and gar-
den spot. By treating the dam with

projecting stones, vines and shrubbery,
the water falling over it, like a mountain

cataract, transformed will a barren pros-

pect be into a living and luxuriant land-

scape to gladden the eye of the beholder

and quicken his appreciation of the gifts

of Nature.
The source of Birmingham's water

supply is in the Welsh mountains and

the protest from the aesthetic, which went

up at first against its use, rivaled the

roar of the tramp clubs of the country
led by the Saturday Walking Society
of Chicago before the Senate Committee

on Public Lands. Yet, all are agreed
that the beautiful lake known formerly
to but few, is the pride of Wales and the

resort of the nature lover. The roads

encircling the hills give every facility
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for observation. I have seen at Lake
Katrine, the supply of the city of Glas-

gow, tourists enthusiastic at a glimpse
of the waters reflecting the mountains,
thus adding an additional charm to
the mountains themselves.

Now, as to the other contention that
San Francisco should abandon the best

supply and accept an inferior supply,
of which there are many, we are told,
in the mountains. There is a great deal
of water in the mountains, but very few
reservoir sites and, with the exception
of the Lake Eleanor system and the Hetch-

Hetchy and the Tuolumne running
through it, all others have been taken

up and are now in private ownership
dedicated to beneficial use for mining,
irrigation and power development.
Unless very good reason be shown,
San Faancisco should not be ask-
ed to abandon the best supply
for an inferior supply and interfere at

the same time with the wealth produc-
ing interests which contribute largely
to the prosperity of the city and State.

The whole field has been investigated
and reported upon and the facts are in

in the Congressional Record and in the

Municipal Reports of San Francisco,
which show that eminent engineers in-

cluding Mr. Grunsky above quoted.
Colonel G.H. Mendell, United States Army
Engineer, Marsden Manson and others,
have eliminated from consideration all

other sources and have unanimously
agreed on Hetch-Hetchy. Pursuant to

their recommendation, the City applied
under the law to the Secretary of the
Interior and has secured a permit and
has complied with all the conditions of

that permit, including the purchase of

all lands privately owned on the floor

of the Hetch-Hetchy Valley, embracing
over three-fifths of its area, and has ex-

pended other sums aggregating $600,000
in good faith. It can now in fact fence
its 720 acres of the Valley lands owned
in fee simple, against all vandals who
come to camp or to cavil.

It appears that the United States has
even purchased timber from the City of

San Francisco, located on lands of Lake
Eleanor embraced in the National Park,
the rights to which were acquired by
the same grant which gave the city Hetch-

Hetchy. Even the Secretary of the

Interior can not idly invade rights that
have accrued, possession that is conceded,
ownership that is acknowledged and
good faith that has been observed.

Form 1709
No. 1124.

Office of the Assistant Treasurer, United
States.

I certify that at San Francisco, California,
October 13, 1909, the City and County of
San Francisco, California, through the City
Engineer, Marsden Manson, San Fran-
cisco, California, this day deposited to

the credit of the Treasurer of the United
States Thirteen Thousand One Hundred
Tiventy-eight and 77-100 Dollars on account

of (See back hereof), for which I have

signed duplicate receipts.

$13,128.77

(Signed) Thos. P. Burns

Acting Assistant Treasurer U. S.

Endorsement

Payment in full for timber and forest

growth in the reservoir space of Lake
Eleanor, Tuolumne County, California,
upon the lands under control of the United
States, and to be flooded by the first reser-

voir level constructed under the grant of

May 11, 1908.

The City applied to Congress, not for

a confirmation of the grant, but for an

exchange of lands which it had pur-
chased outside the floor of the Valley,
but in the > National Park and Forest
Reserve for lands owned by the Govern-
ment on the floor of the valley, which
were to be submerged. A full hearing
was had by the House Committee on
Public Lands, which lasted over three

days, and the majority report was favor-

able to the exchange requested by the

city of San Francisco. The whole sub-

ject was then and at that time traversed.

The^ following is the language of the

report of the House Committee in part:
—

"About a dozen sources of water sup-

ply have been examined for San Francisco

by the most eminent water engineers
in the West and there is practical un-

animity in their reports that the Tuol-
umne river furnishes the best opportun-
ity to secure a large, pure and perennial

supply. It would not be correct to say
that this is the only adequate supply
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to be found in those mountains (Sierra

Nevadas), but the expert authorities

are well agreed that it is the most desir •

able one from the standpoint of free-

dom from contamination from human
activities, such as stock raising, mining,
etc., and it also has the advantage of

containing valleys suitable in a marked

degree for reservoir sites."

"After a very full examination of

the whole question it was the judgment
of the committee that the injury to

the Park and the interference with the

pleasures of those who will visit it do
not outweigh the great advantages
accruing to the nation's principal western

seaport city. What are now valleys
or meadows, as they are called, will

become lakes; and if this be a detraction
from the beauty of the Park—a point
about which there is much difference of

opinion
—an inestimable benefit will re-

sult to one of the principal cities of

the nation and to the countless thous-

ands, even millions, who will reside there
in generations to come."
The report points out that fifty

years ago New York's, and only twenty
years ago, Chicago's population was no
more than that now on San Francisco

bay, and that fifty years hence this

nation will have two hundred millions

of population, with a growing propor-
tion of them in California, and hence
the importance of securing at this time
an ample, stable and pure water supply.
Could anything be more important?

It is not therefore "cheapness" but
abundance

"

and purity and reliability
that move the people of the bay of San
Francisco to provide for themselves and
their posterity in time; but if it were

partly a question of reasonable cost,
I think that the people of the country
would consider it no small element in

the petition of a city that has just been

destroyed by fire, due .to a lack of water,
and which is now using her last available

penny under the limitations of taxation,
to re-create a municipal plant, and to

worthily serve the nation at its west-
ern gate. She should not be falsely
condemned for her lack of aesthetic

appreciation of the beauties of nature,
nor reproached for thrift. San Fran-
cisco can afford to pay, however, for what
she needs,if the government exacts a price.

The Government has asked its price
which has been accepted and paid, in

the numerous conditions of the grant,

requiring the city to purchase privately
owned land to protect, the irriga-
tion districts, to submit to all rules made
by the Secretary of the Interior in the
interest of the public, to limit its use of

hydro-power to' the actual municipal
necessities and not to sell surplus elec-

tricity; and to develop first Lake Eleanor,
of smaller capacity, and to defer using

Hetch-Hetchy until there is an actual

need of it, perhaps in fifty years.
It would not pay the city, as a business

proposition to expend 40 million dollars

on Lake Eleanor without Hetch-Hetchy
as a reserve.

Secure in her rights, complying with
all the conditions imposed by the Govern-
ment and formally accepted by a vote
of the people, San Francisco has begun
the work of providing a water supply
for the great population living on San
Francisco Bay. Who shall stop San
Francisco? Certainly not the

" Nature

Lovers," sincere as they may be, but

mistaken, because the beauty of Nature
will not be marred, but be enhanced.

Certainly not the Secretary of the Interior

who after all is a minister of the law and
amenable to it. Having entered into

the possession of its legally acquired

rights and diligently pursuing the work

required of it, entailing the expenditure
of vast sums of money, it seems to be

well established law that unless for a

failure of compliance with the terms of

the grant, the grant vests and the holder

thereof can not be dispossessed. This

position the city will confidently enforce

by an appeal to the Courts, if necessary,
and there is abundant precedent for it.

I served as Chairman of the Citizen's

Committee appointed by Mayor Edward
R. Taylor, which appeared before the

Senate and House Committees in Feb-

ruary, 1909. The House Committee
acted favorably, as we have seen, and

the Senate Committee took no action

due to the adjournment of Congress.
With the incoming Taft administration,

there was a change in the office of the

Secretary of the Interior, Mr. Ballinger

succeeding Mr. Garfield, who had after

a public hearing in San Francisco,

with due deliberation and with the con-
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currence of President Roosevelt and
Forester Gifford Pinchot, granted the

permit,
—the same in character which

had been previoush' granted to the

Stanislaus Electric Company, which had
dammed the river in the same region
and which had expended milHons of

dollars in its work under a right, similarly

granted, w'hich no one has dared to

dispute. A city is as good as a corpor-
ation. Its investment is, like San Fran-

cisco's, entrenched in the law. A Sec-

retary's discretion can only be used in

case of a violation of t he terms of the grant.
I took occasion at this time to officially

call on Secretary- Ballinger to familiarize

him with the application of San Fran-
cisco for an exchange of lands, and he

said, "I am familiar with the situation.

I have gone over the whole matter with

Secretarj^ Garfield, and I will not dis-

turb the rights granted San Francisco,
nor any other rights, unless new evidence

is introduced, which has not yet been

produced, and you may inform the people
of San Francisco that so far as the Hetch-

Hetchy grant is concerned, it is res

adjudicata." This I reported to the

Mayor and gave it to the press at the

same time. Now, Secretary Ballinger

has, without the production of any new
evidence, asked San Francisco to show
cause why its rights should not be revoked,
and the hearing has been postponed to

June 1, 1911.

It is true that an engineer emploj'ed

by the Spring Valley Water Works,
Mr. Harroun, surreptitioush' handed
his report made for his corporation

employers, to Messrs. Hill and Hopson,
and their second-hand "conclusions"

became the basis of George Otis Smith's

report to Secretary Ballinger, which
led to his unprecedented actions. No-

thing that was not previously known
was therein revealed. It was a slender

if not sinister reed on which the Secre-

tary leaned. His action was a breach

of good faith. But San Francisco is

not interested in academic discussions

now; she stands on her legal rights.

But she w^ants an enlightened public

opinion behind her.

Diligently has the water monopoly
of San Francisco been at work endeav-

oring to discredit the plans of San Fran-

cisco and to impair her rights, and its

purpose is obvious—to force San Fran-
cisco to acquire the local inadequate,
unreliable and otherwise questionable
peninsula supply which it owns and has
for sale. San Francisco is disposed
to purchase this property as auxiliary
and supplementary at a valuation that
is fair and one has been alreadv fixed

by the Federal Courts at $32,000,000.
This property has been acquired b}' its

present management at a cost of possibly
less than $23,000,000. It is in the hands
of speculators and they can well afford

to raise an artificial hue and cry and
confound the uninformed people of the

country and put their city falsely in

the position of "vandals" and desecra-

tors of Nature's temples before the world.

Fortunateh', San Francisco does not
stand alone. The greatest proponents
of the policy of the conservation of our
natural resources, Ex-President Roose-
velt, James R. Garfield, and Gifford

Pinchot, having no local interest to

serve, seeking only the public good, far

above the suspicion of interested mo-

tives, have declared for San Francisco.

In an interview with President Roose-
velt during his incumbency, I discovered

that he is justly inclined to believe that

his friends who love nature so ardently
have lost their sense of proportion.
That will best explain the nature lovers

and answer them. The}'^ do not clearly
see that the policy of conservation of

our natural resources, to which the Mr.

Roosevelt, Mr. Garfield and Giflford

Pinchot are devoted, was established

for the largest possible benefit of the

people of this and future generations,
and not merely to gratify idealists

and aesthetic persons. The trees are

conserved to protect not only the tim-

ber, but the water, and the water is

conserved to accommodate the highest
uses of man; and of all the uses—navi-

gation, power-development, mining, and

agriculture
—the very highest is the

domestic use. It is the sine qua non
of existence; and furthermore the com-

parative purity of water is the measure
of public health.

Is there not a danger of a revulsion

of public sentiment, thought the Presi-

dent, and ma\' not the true nature

lovers so think?—against conservation

if the people suspect that the natural
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resources are to be tied up for picturesque
and aesthetic purposes against demands
for reasonable beneficial use? When
no substantial violence is done to a forest

reserve or a wild and vast National

park by serving great populations with

drinking water, must the government
be turned from its purpose and be

stigmatized with bad faith, because,
as in this case, such a policy will inter-

fere with "the rights of campers?"
Is it not true, that some good people
in their zeal for the beautiful have lost as
we have seen, their sense of proportion
and do not sufficiently weigh the rights
of the teeming millions who cannot go
into the mountains for their holidays,
but who are simply content if they be
allowed to live in health in the great in-

dustrial centers of population where
the work of the world is done.

Guayule.
By W. S. Broke

Guayule.
Not one man in a hundred in Calif-

ornia has ever before heard the word.
Yet in that one word is contained the

germ of a rubber industry in California.

The guayule is the only known rubber

producing plant which will thrive in a
white man's country. It will thrive
in California. That much has been

proved. Here too, has been solved one
of the difficult problems connected with
the production of the plant. Alfred
l^urbank at his experimental gardens
at Prado has succeeded in making the

plant re-produce itself; more strictly

speaking he has discovered how this

function of plant life is accomplished.
Down in Old Mexico, the native habitat
of the guayule, no one has ever succeeded
in doing that much. This secret of

the plant has been sought for several

years by the experts engaged for the

purpose by the Mexican government.
The utilitarian will at once ask "

Wh}'
guayule?"
The latest available quotations on

rubber in the New York market give
the price of the best Para rubber at

$1.20 pound. Guayule rubber is quoted
at 60 to 65 cents. Now as the plant in

Mexico yields from 15 to 18 per cent of

rubber, and as Mr. Burbank has succeeded
in getting it to make as much growth here
under cultivation in about eighteen
months as it makes in Mexico in eight or
ten years the question

"
Why guayule?"

answers itself. The first crop of guayule
ruDber from about a hundred plants
is soon to be harvested. Mr. Burbank
believes that there is about an even
chance that a new industry has been
founded in California from the impor-
tation of this modest plant from the

Mesa Central of Mexico.

The history of the experiments and
the conditions under which the guayule
grows in Mexico form an intensely in-

teresting chapter in the story of plant

development.
The home of the guayule has been for

ages the mountains of the almost water-

less Mesa Central of Mexico. Mr. Bur-

bank went to Mexico in the early part
of 1909, and penetrated into the desert

far from the haunts of man, for material

with which to experiment. The mount-
ains where the plant grows, are almost

without animal life, and at times, for sev-

eral consecutive years, no rain falls. The

guayule plants are widely scattered.

The^ specimens secured were pulled from

the ground and without any particular

care were wrapped in gunny sacks and

carried for several days on burro back

through the burning sun to the confines

of human habitation. They were set

out, watered, and again pulled up and

shipped to the experimental farm at

Prado. Mr. Burbank was told that

the plants he obtained had been dormant
for about three years from want of rain.

After being set out a Prado they were
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Parent Quayule, brought from Mexico about two years ago. Age not known. Height about 24 inches.
Photo by Qraham.

dormant from six to fourteen months, rarely grows higher than thirty inches,
The plant itself resembles a miniature in Mexico. The trunk is not over

oak in conformation; an oak that has an inch and a half in diameter. When
been standing for centuries. Yet it thus far matured the plants will average
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Quayule about 18 months old, and about 16 inches high,as It would have grown in Mexico in five or six years.

This plant has grown as much in this period of time
Photo by Qraham.

about six pounds in weight. The time
required for the plant to reach this stage
of development is variously estimated,
but Mr. Burbank thinks that it is from

twenty to thirty years, although guesses
have been made in Mexico ranging from
three to one hundred years. It thrives

best on a loose, sandy soil, underlaid
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Guayule about 6 weeks old, propagated by Alfred Burbank. These plants are fourth generation Quayule
Photo by Graham.

with limestone. At Prado, California,
it has been found to grow on almost any
good soil.

The extraction of the rubber, in Mexico,
is exterminating the guayule. As stated,
no one in the southern republic has dis-

covered how the plant re-produces it-

self, and when the wild crop is gathered,
that is the end. The widely scattered

plants are pulled up, and the gathering
is done by peons, who bundle the plants
on burro back and thus transport the
material many miles to the mills. Root,
branch and all are ground to a pulp.
The rubber is separated from the ground
mass by water. It is pressed into flat

cakes and is ready for shipment.
So much for the guayule in its native

country. Whereas it has never been
found growing thickly in its native

country, in California, under cultiva-

tion, close growing does not seem to

interfere in the least with its growth.
Mr. Burbank never doubted for a

moment that he would be able to wrest

from the plant the secret of its repro-
duction. The plants that he brought
with him were set out, and he had some
seeds which no one had ever been able

to make grow. The first appearance
of life in the plants comes with the

appearance of tiny leaves. These rapidly

expand and young shoots grow rapidly.
Then the plant sends out its blossom

stalk, which is several inches in length,
and as slender as a pin.

 The blossoms

are composite
—less than half an inch in

diameter—and the seed matures in about
four months after the plant sends out
new leaves. In Mexico the ripening
is quicker, as is the case with other plants
on poor and dry soil. Immediately
after the seeds ripen the plant makes
here what would be considered in Mexico
another season of favorable growth. The

process is repeated, in California the plant

making the equivalent of several annual

growths in a year. No one can yet say
how long the plant will continue this

process in California. But enough has

been shown to encourage the belief that

it will grow in California under culti-

vation as much in one year, under favor-

able conditions, as it will in the distant

Mesa Central of Mexico in five or six

years. At Prado the plants continue

to grow during the entire winter—or

rainy
—

season, the colder weather only

retarding their development a little.

Mr. Burbank now has the third and
fourth generation of plants. These

seem to flourish and appear to be as

much at home as were the original

plants in their natural home in Mexico.

They have endured cold equal to 18

degrees above zero.

So well has the plant done, that an

acre of it, closely grown, would be a

source of great revenue.

Finally there comes the problem of

how much rubber producing juice the

plant will yield. The guayule contains
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a large proportion of latex, or milk

juice. This is not the sap of the plant.
For countless ages it has been storing

up this latex so that it can continue its

life through the long and rainless years
in a locality where it could grow undis-

turbed by predatory animals or insects.

Will it continue to secrete this latex

in California? That is yet to be proved.
The first crop is yet to be harvested, for

the plants have hitherto been too valuable
for experimental growth, to sacrifice any
of them.

Reasoning by an analogy that goes

through all of plant life, it will continue
to produce rubber. Does the Norway
pine cease to make pitch, when its

habitat is changed? Does not the sugar
maple still produce sugar when moved
from Vermont to Oregon? Does the

sugar beet cease to produce sugar when
grown under new environments? Simi-

larly there is every reason to believe that
the latex secreting habit formed through
the ages, will continue with the guayule
plants in California.

Mr. Burbank has discovered the secret

of its growth. With rubber in ever in-

creasing demand, is it to be wondered
at that after the first crop is harvested,
the eyes of the agriculturalists of Calif-

ornia will be turned toward Prado after

the first plants are ground and the rubber
extracted?

A SIGH AND A SONG.

By Margaret Murta

A pine tree sighed in the night alone,
And made to the unheeding stars his

moan.
"
// / could speak from the heart of me,

Filled with the ache of things that he,

Of the hitter in joy and the sweetness in

pain.

Of the sound of tears in summer rain,
The cry of the wounded that no one hears,

The ceaseless decay and death of the years
—

Could I hut speak as these things he.

Then would the world he sad with me."

At sunrise the lark rose up and sang;
From 'zon to zenith his clear notes rang:

" Now I must sing from the heart of me.
Filled with the love of things that he,

Of a moment caught in the grey of the mist

Of the gleam of a dew drop sun-heam

kissed.

Of the hidden nest, of the wide, wide,

blue,
Earth so dear and heaven so true-^

Let me hut sing on these things he

And the world shall he glad, he glad
with me."
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Casa Verdugo.
The Renovation of a Famous Hacienda.

By Del M. Reynolds

The bed of the Century plants and cacti sets off the external appearance of the old Spanish home.

I'm not supposed to work on Sunday.
There is nothing in the child labor law
which prevents it, and nothing in my
contract with the big boss that re-

quires it, but somehow the week's work
will slop over a little into Sunday morn-

ing, and, even if that is not the case,

the Girl-Who-Spends-My-Money gener-

ally has a few stoves to set up, or a

violet-bed to weed, or a screen door to

re-hinge
—
any little thing

—
just so it

occupies the hours that otherwise might
hang heavy with temptation to invest

the weekly^pay check^in^riotous living.

Once in a blue moon, I kick over the

traces, trim the edges of my cuffs with
a pair of manicure scissors, decorate my
number tens with stove polish, stick

a geranium in my lapel, tuck my only
glove into the breast pocket of my last

year's overcoat, and with four dollars

and ninety cents in my pocket, slip out

the back way for a day's adventuring.
Ever try *it? Do! Southern Calif-

ornia offers a world of attractions

within the reach of even my bank

book; if it will do that, there is no ques-
tion about vours.
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A veranda at the Casa Verdugo admirably suited for open air dining.

Some place, some where, I ran across
a little book devoted to a large sized

rave over Southern California beauties.

I don't remember much about the book
itself—there are too many like it on the
stands—but once in awhile, after I

get my pipe well going and the conductor
has rung up the five, ten or fifteen cent
fare required for an outside seat in the
Pacific Electric's big red taxicabs, and
the motorman—I mean the chauffeur—has gotten well out into the country,
the words of the preface come back to

me—
"Whether it come to the hand of the

traveler from some far place
—at home

or beyond the sea, or yet be numbered
among the possessions of the dweller
hereabouts—this little brochure carries

with it, we hope, the savor of this sunny
land wherein the art of living takes on

new graces gathered from old-time wis-

dom, just as old-fashioned flowers lend

charm to modern gardens. Amid the

orange and lemon groves, the vineyards
and pasture lands of this fair region we
have laid our lines of steel, and trolley
cars traverse all the smiling valleys,
climb the rugged mountain peaks of the

Sierra Madres to where the great pines
leave off and the bald rock smites the

sun; skirt the seashore for mile after

mile, looking far on tumbled blue water

broken by dim islands. Along these

pathways are many places of renown
—

places of gracious charm, of romantic

interest, of profound grandeur."

Now, the man that wrote that pre-
face knew how to throw English some,
and the more I think it over, the better

I like his statements.

You see the problem of visiting these
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No more beautiful lawn in California than thatiat£thelhistorical Casa with the background of mountains.

places of "gracious charm" is pretty
well settled for a chap like me, by those

"lines of steel," and at the end of each,
a Wise Providence, (or is it the railway

company) has installed a restaurant

where that rapacious individual who is

making continual inroads on the afore-

said pay check—the inner man—can

be satisfied.

At the end of the Mount Lowe divi-

sion, is Alpine Tavern; at Long Beach,
is the Virginia Hotel

;
while at Venice the

Ship Hotel lies anchored conveniently.
All are well enough in their way,

but—when the spirit of Chianti and
Romance goes on a rampage, and I

want to get into the real spirit of Southern

California, there is something in Casa

Verdugo that reaches out and touches

me, either in the heart or stomach,

as the case may be. What matter which
it is? They lie close together and from
all that I have heard, work in close har-

mony.
Be that as it may, Senora Brabo pre-

sides over the fortunes of Casa Verdugo
with grace and skill. Her control over

a skillet and a stew pan is almost un-

canny. This may not sound attractive

on the face of it, but—remember we are

calling things by their right names,
in true Western fashion—and the culin-

ary stunts that she can make a job
lot of vegetables and a conglomeration
of assorted meats perform, is enough
to make the imported French Chefs

from County Cork, that adorn Broad-

way, N. Y., sit up nights in more or less

silent envy.
The last time I held out on the Girl-
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That-Spends-My-Money and worked a

newspaper friend for the necessary Casa

Verdugo transportation, I found that

the hand of time, and a bunch of carpen-
ters were dealing mighty gently with
the old Spanish hacienda. The place
was remodeled throughout, and the fur-

nishings were enough to make me think—though not with regret
—of the old

management.
Square Spanish lamps adorned the

walls; new table linen and service

marked the coming of a new and better

regime, while outside, big, little and
assorted gardeners had worked wonders
with the grounds.
Gone were the old electric light poles

which smacked too much of modernity,
while in their place iron pillars marked
the pathway through the old garden to

the Inn. Scattered under the trees

were little out door tables about which

white aproned
—shall I say

—
"gentlemen

Hebes" flitted.

I found a seat and a muchacho to carry

my card to Senor Brabo, and while I

waited for his friendly counsel in the

selection of the sacrifice scheduled to

appease the aforementioned and now
much disgruntled Inner Man, I looked

out across the valley.
Behind me, an Indiana tourist had

just placed an order for a ''Cholo" con

carne served with frijoles. I didn't

hear whether she wanted him roasted

or fried, for I was mighty busy about

that time with the sunset—and tourists

from Indiana aren't responsible any-

way.
Imagine two ranges of rounded foot-

hills with a broad valley in between.

To the east and west this valley opens

widely with orchards and grain fields,

alfalfa and melons making it green. To
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Inside a comfortable and characteristic dining room is provided.

the south—looking across olive and lemon
orchards—is the slender thread of the

river. Over there, walling out the

desert, is the rugged palisade of the

Mother Mountains. Amid it also is

the Casa Verdugo—meaning the house
of that name. It is a quaint, low place
—built of adobe, with wide, cool ver-

andas. The olive trees bend over it—the green orchards, luscious with

golden and yellow fruit, hem it about.

There is a white aproned cook who
shrugs his shoulders when you speak to

him, a gentle-voiced senora who welcomes
the guest graciously, a few deft waiters,
the tinkle of a guitar, the sound of sib-

ilant Spanish songs that speak of passion
and romance, the soft wind blowing
up the valley.

This is Casa Verdugo and some one
has written its history after this fashion:

"Jose Maria Verdugo came to this

valley early. Governor Pedro Fayes

issued a proclamation, October 20, 1784,.

granting him the right to have and to

hold these lands. The Verdugos had
herds of 'horned and other cattle and
horses' as the petition stated, and they
were soldiers as well—cavaliers who,,

tiring of the alarms of war, settled in

this far land, where the wide, blue sea.

and the implacable mountains seemed
to maroon them. But like faithful

vassals that they were, they never lapsed
in allegiance to church or king. Don
Mariano de la Luzse Verdugo was a

sergeant in the San Diego Company and
served likewise at Monterey. He came
to Los Angeles to live in 1787, and took
such prominent part in the life of the

pueblo that he was elected Alcalde in

1790 and 1802. Manuel Verdugo was
likewise a soldier. At the death of Jose

Maria Verdugo, his son Julio, with several

other sons and daughters, fell heir to

the rich rancho, San Rafael—which, by~
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The guests of the Casa Verdugo are served, if desired, in the open air.

the way, was the third land grant made
in the country, the first being San Pedro,
to Juan Jose Dominguez, the second,
Los Nietos, to Manuel Nieto.

" Don Jose was a man of high character
who filled many important offices, in-

cluding that of Juez de campo, or

"Judge of the plains," from 1833 to

1840. Through life he preserved the
dress as well as the customs of his pro-

genitors, and we must have in mind
a picture of the gallant as he appeared
as a caballero-knee breeches, 'botas'

or leggins, laced and tied at the top,
and the short jaunty bolero. When he
died his funeral was as he requested.
His body was borne on the shoulders
of his sons from the ranch home to the
Mission San Gabriel.

"One of Don Julio's daughters, Dona
Rafaela, a beautiful woman, married
Don Fernando Sepulveda. Dona Ra-

faela was a skilled cook and famous

housekeeper, and in the early days it

was a fine frolic for the young folks

among the best families of Los Angeles
to go out to the hospitable home on

picnic parties, which, of course, always
ended with dancing.

"Only last year was Dona Rafaela

gathered to her fathers."

Now the restored hacienda is a place
of pleasant resort—a mecca for society
and other folk who enjoy Spanish cook-

ery, who cherish some poetic fervor,

who love nature. Here, under the shade
of the great trees, looking out over

wide landscapes of beauty, one may eat

these delicious dishes suggestive of the

land which has given us our traditions

in history, in art, in hospitality and
in cookery.

Cohen, the Indiana tourist, departed
and when my pipe had gone out, the
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Another photograph showing the open air lunching and dining facilities.

muchacho brought Senor Brabo to my
table and we sat about the ordering of a

repast within his experience and my
pocket book. The task was not very
easy, for the reason that his experience
was large and the pocket book was

small, but at last it was over and after

we had dined he took me over the Casa,

presented me to the Senora Brabo who
graciously presides over the quaint re-

sort—and as a heritage to good living
and a peace offering to the Girl-Who-

Spends-My-Money, she gave me these

recipes.
Now the Girl-Who-Spends-My-Money

would have none of me because of my
defections and as I know not what to

do with the wealth of culinary knowledge
learned at the feet of Senora Brabo,
I oflfer her recipes to you.

Calabacitas Con Quezo.
(Sumvier Squash with Cheese)

Slice six summer squashes in slices

a quarter of an inch thick. Boil five

minutes, adding a little salt. Take
out of water, rinse and let cool. Cut
one pound American cheese in slices

one-quarter of an inch thick. Put one
slice of cheese between two slices of

squash. Beat the whites of six eggs,
add two tablespoons flour, put in the

yellow of the eggs and beat a little more.

Dip one by one the calabacitas in the

egg and fry in a pan of hot lard. Fry
brown on both sides. Serve hot.

Frijoles

(Beans )

Wash one quart pink beans thor-

oughly.
X Put to cook in boiling water. Keep
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plenty of water on them and cook until

soft. « Salt to taste. Put on frying pan
with one tablespoon lard, when lard is

hot put beans in pan without the juice.

Fry two or three minutes, then add a

little of the bean juice. Cheese can be
added in place of bean juice if desired.

Tomatoes

( Yorba Style )

Six medium sized, firm, ripe toma-
toes. Boil five minutes and remove
the skins and insides.

Take one bunch of celery, one green
chile, two onions and chop together.

Fry in a little butter. Add a little

chopped cheese, salt and pepper. Fry
ten minutes; when cool fill the tomatoes
one by one. Put a little mayonnaise
on top of each tomato. Serve cold.

This makes a delicious salad.

Chiles Rellenos a la Piedad

Chop fine about two pounds of raw

sirloin, two medium sized onions, one

cup of mushrooms, two peeled apples,
half cup pitted olives, each chopped
separate. Put a frying pan on with

one tablespoon lard, put four cloves

crushed garlic in pan, fry until slightly

browned; then take garlic out and put
meat to fry in a few minutes. Add the

onions, mushrooms, olives, one teacup
of tomato juice, half cup of raisins,

well washed, six stuffed olives, chopped
parsley, half teaspoon oregano, pepper,

salt, one teaspoon fresh butter. Cook

slowly for fifteen minutes, stirring all

the time.

Now prepare the green chiles. Take
two dozen good sized green chiles, roast

on top of hot stove until the skin becomes
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puffy. Roll the chiles up in a damp
cloth for five minutes, which will help to

loosen the skins; then peel off the skins,

and remove the seeds. Now fill one by
one the chiles. When all are filled beat

ten eggs, whites and yolks separately,
add three tablespoons flour and season

with salt. Drop one by one the stuffed

chiles in this batter and fry slighth^

brown in hot lard. Serve hot.

Spanish Omelet
Six eggs, three green chiles, two

tomatoes, two onions. Chop fine the

chiles, tomatoes and onions together.
Put on frying pan with tablespoon lard;

put the chiles, tomatoes and onions into

pan, when very hot, to fry five minutes.

Pepper and salt to taste. Beat the

eggs together, and put in pan with chiles,

etc., stir a few times, turn it over and
it is ready to serve.

Carne Seca.

(Dried Beef)
Two pounds of carne seca (dried beef).

Put in oven and roast for ten minutes.

Mash in mortar or any other way until

soft, then tear in small pieces with hands.

Put to fry in pan with a tablespoon
lard. Add green chiles, tomatoes and

onions chopped fine. Add one whole

egg and three tablespoons water; stir

all together. Cover and cook ten minutes

and serve.

Carne Con Chile

Remove the seeds and part of the

veins from one dozen red chiles. Put

in oven for two minutes, take out, put
in a pan, pour boiling water over them
and leave stand for five minutes. When
cool add two cloves of garlic, one tea-

spoon oregano and grind in a metate

or meat grinder. Now pass it through
a strainer and throw the coarse part

away.
Cut in pieces one pound of beef or

pork (flank meat preferred.) Put on

a stewing pan with one tablespoon

lard, sprinkle with salt and stew fifteen

minutes until it becomes dry, keeping
covered. When meat is nearly done
add one clove of garlic chopped fine,

one tablespoon flour, cook a few minutes
and then put in chile. If too thick add
water. Stir to prevent burning. Let
cook for five minutes, and it is ready to

serve.

Qallina en Pipian
Wash and unjoint one tender chicken.

Put to cook in stew pan and when ten-

der put on back of stove. Cook three

tomatoes until skin loosens, pass through
strainer, throw seeds and coarse part

away. Clean ten red chiles by taking
out the seeds and veins. Fry the chiles

in lard turning the mover a few times, and
take them off the stove. Grind one cup
of toasted peanuts and the tomatoes,
chiles and peanuts together with a meat

grinder or metate. Put a frying pan
on fire with one tablespoon lard and

fry the tomatoes, chiles and peanuts,

adding ten peeled walnuts and one dozen

pine nuts ground fine. When well fried

add sufficient water. Put all of this in

with the chicken and cook fifteen min-
utes and add a pinch of cinnamon
and one teaspoon of vinegar. Just

before serving salt to taste.

"Fricasa De Polios."

(A La Espanola).

(Chicken Fricassee. )

After cleaning a chicken, cut it in

small pieces and put to fry in fresh lard,

at the same time adding two finely

chopped onions and two cloves of garlic.

After it is fried add a half pint of olives,

enough finely chopped parsley, one-half

dozen stuffed olives.
'

Stir well together.
Add one cup of tomato juice, two table-

spoons of toasted bread ground fine,

a little oregano (Spanish sage), salt

and pepper to taste. Stir well and leave

on stove for ten minutes.
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'An Era in Pomona College History.
By Arthur M. Dole.

The inauguaration of Dr. James
Arnold Blaisdell as President of Pomona
College marks an epoch in the history
of this institution of learning. The
ceremonies occurred on January 20 and
21 at the little foothill town of Claremont.

Dr. Blaisdell, formerly of Beloit

College, left there bearing the coveted

reputation of being one of the most

energetic and useful men in the educa-

tional, religious and civic life of Wiscon-

sin, his native state.

Coming to Southern California he faced
a necessary financial campaign for Pomona
College which he strenuously led to a

successful conclusion. Thereby he se-

cured a conditional pledge of $50,000
from Andrew Carnegie, the fulfillment

of which had long been delayed, and by
his brilliant canvass raised the college
endowment to half a million dollars.

Accordingly, Dr. Blaisdell's inaugura-
tion, postponed at his own request for

several months, came as a crowning
event of success rather than the cus-

tomary induction into the office of

president.
Claremont was thronged with a dis-

tinguished company of notables in the
educational world and the occasion mark-
ed an important epoch in the history
of the college.

Many of the visitors were from long
distances. About half a hundred uni-

versities, colleges and other higher edu-
cational institutions were represented
by specially appointed committees or

delegates and the alumni of the New
England and Middle West colleges and
universities, now residing in Los An-
geles, arranged for a special train to

Claremont.
The festivities began wdth an unique

academic dinner served at the College
Inn, on the evening preceding the for-

mal' inauguration, at which Dr. Blais-

dell together with President Edward
D. Eaton, D. D., LL. D., of Beloit College
and President Harry A. Garfield LL.D.,
of Williams College, WiUiamstown, Mass.,

Dr. James A. Blaisdell the new President of
Pomona College.

who came west to attend the inaugura-
tion, were informally welcomed after

the most approved and whole-souled

college manner. Following this function

inspiring addresses were given in the

college church by President Eaton on
''The Historic Service of the College
in the Educational System of the Future."
On inauguration day the academic

procession was assembled at the Inn.

Marshaled by Professor George Sumner,
the numerous prominent educators

formed an imposing line, clad in robes

of different degrees, as they proceeded
to the church. Here, following an address

by George W. Marston of San Diego,

president of the Board of Trustees
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Carnegie Library, Pomona College.

Smiley Hall, Pomona College
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Looking north from the Carnegie Library steps, showing Science Hall and Holmes Hall.

of the college, Dr. Blaisdell participated
in the impressive ceremonies of his in-

auguration. The new president\is a

forceful, convincing speaker and his

inaugural address, revealed the sincerity,
breadth of vision and strong personality
of the man.
The concluding feature of the two

days' celebration was the rendering
of Handel's oratorio "The Messiah"

by the Pomona Choral Union of a hun-
dred voices supporting special soloists,

accompanied by the college orchestra
and Professor Alfred Butler pipe or-

ganist of the college, all under the direct-

ion of Professor A. Bacon of the depart-
ment of music.

President Blaisdell was born in Beloit
in 1867. He comes therefore to Pomona
in the full vigor of intellect and aggres-
sive spirit and the college, the scholastic

standard of which is accredited east and

west, has been placed upon a new level

of service. Though the financial crisis

in the life of the institution has been

squarely and successfully met. President
Blaisdell frankly admits that to raise

funds is not his primary business. He
asserts that a college president is charged
first with the task of guarding the ideals

of genuineness, efficiency and worth and
to him is entrusted the making of quality.
The stress of the financial campaign
being over, his abilities being released for

greater endeavor, President Blaisdell

is already energizing his work as an
educational executive and in his personal

relationship with students where his

influence has been strong for enduring

good.
He sees a great future for Pomona

College
—for Pomona will forever re-

main a college, this being the definite

policy of the trustees. He views its
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Rev. Charles Burt Sumner, the "Father of Pomona Col-
lege" recipient of the first Honorary Degree of

any kind conferred by Pomona College.

destiny as that of a mighty power in

the development of this great Southwest.
With this poUcy and aim well determined,
President Blaisdell believes in prosecut-

ing practical present plans for the attain-

ment of the future ideal campus. He
is a staunch supporter of the compre-
hensive campus arrangement prepared
a while ago by Myron Hunt of Los

Angeles, official architect of the college.
Mr. Hunt's idea provided suitable lo-

cations for administartion, museum,
science, music, art, gymnasium build-

ings, chapel and dormitories. This en-

larged plan has been adopted by the

college authorities and will henceforth
be followed, the campus being gradually
transformed with the lapse of time.
A happy event which occurred follow-

ing the inaugural address was the con-

ferring of the degree of Doctor of Laws
on the Rev. Charles Burt Sumner of

Claremont, who is recognized as the father
of Pomona and who years ago secured
for the college the first endowment
fund of $50,000. It is a matter of

pride at Pomona College that in all its

history of twenty-two years, it has
never before given an honorary degree
of any kind and has always avoided
all ostentation. Therefore, it is the
more noteworthy that on this first occa-
sion of the granting of the degree it was
given with universal approval and en-
thusiasm.

Dr. Sumner is a Phi Beta Kappa
graduate of Yale. Later he graduated
from Andover Theological Seminary.
His earlier life was devoted to the min-

istry, east and west, but for nearly a

quarter of a century he has been one of

the most farseeing and devoted leaders
of educational organization in Califor-

nia. It was because of this service to

western citizenship that the doctorate
of laws was conferred upon him. Men
of many universities and colleges joined
in the ovation of enthusiastic approval
which followed the event.

As an educational institution, Pomona
College ranks with the foremost in the
West and is sending forth men and
women of strength and culture and honor,
who are showing themselves capable
of large things. Pomona is given a

high rank among the smaller colleges
of the country in a late report of the

"Carnegie Foundation for the Advance-
ment of Teaching" in American insti-

tutions for higher education.
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THEATRICAL.

February was remarkable in the his-

tory of the drama in Los Angeles, chiefly

by the production of one very success-
ful play, which is scheduled for an ap-
pearance in New York. "The Fox,"

by Lee Arthur, is a most charming
comedy-drama which keeps the auditors
on the tiptoe of expectancy. After
the first week of its production one of

the daily newspapers made the accusa-
tion that the play was not original in

plot. Whoever wrote that, lost sight
of the fact that the number of plots is

strikingly few. If the author of "The
Fox" transgressed in this direction,

so, too, did the immortal author of

"Hamlet." Shakespeare "who garnered
all the fields of human thought" gar-
nered quite successfulh' in plots as well.

Some he took bodily from old plays,
and one and possibly two he took direct

from Boccaccio. Even his historical

plots were twisted to one side or another
to suit dramatic requirements

—"Belas-
coized" is the modern term—and much
of the ill repute which Richard III is

today held is unquestionably due to

the genious of the bard rather than any
relative wickedness of Richard himself.

Richarcl III is entitled to sympathy
rather than execration, if the whole
truth were known. No worse than the
other rulers of his day he had the misfor-

tune to be on the losing side, and to be
chosen as a horrible example by the
most remarkable dramatist of all time.

Consequently the charges made in con-

nection with "The Fox" may be said

to have blown away the moment they
were made. They are immaterial and

inconsequent, and that is enough to

sav.

1

SAIYFP.
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Old BuildinKs on Broadway between Sixth and Seventh Streets. Site of New Orpheum.
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Miss Alice Lloyd who is one of the

early February attractions at the Or-

pheum has the distinction of being the

only . woman who was ever honored
with being initiated into the Elks.

Miss Lloyd comes from a family of stage
people and with her sister Grace first

appeared on the stage as one of the

"Lloyd Sisters" in England. They went
through the provinces and in panto-
mine and as song and dance artists,

alternating as at the Pavilion theatei',

Whitechapel and the Crown theater,
Peckham. Among the roles she enacted

during this period were Red Riding Hood,
Cinderella, Alice in "Dick Whittington,"
Goody Two Shoes, Jill in

" Jack and Jill,"

Maid Marian in
" Babes in the Woods,"

and Jill in "Mother Goose." She first

came to the United States in 1906

appearing at the Colonial Theater and
her success in this country was instant-
aneous. Miss Lloyd has been in vaude-
ville almost constantly since coming
to this country, and although all of the

family remains British, she is a pretty
thoroughly acclimatized American. The

secret of her
then "work."

success is "work" and

The attractions of Klaw & Erlanger
to be presented at the Mason during the
remainder of the season promise much
better than what has gone before. The
house had a poor line of attractions in

the earlier part of the season, and natur-

ally the management was disgusted.
From now until June the class of pro-
ductions will be much better.

Without doubt the great musical
attraction of the month was Tetrazzini,
and the demand for the third concert
was so great that the management suc-
ceeded in getting the evening assigned
to Salt Lake. This gave to Los Angeles
three of the thirty concerts given in

America by this artist this season;
and the people rose to the fact that a

great singer was here. Not since Patti
has there been such a brilliant exponent
of the Italian school as Tetrazzini. Tet-
razzini is all that Patti was in voice,
but has not the charm of presence that
was Patti's. Rather does she remind

New Orpheum Nearing Completion
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one of the portly and rotund Sofia

Scalchi, one of the great contraltos of
recent years. Once in about a quarter
of a century a singer like Tetrazzini

may be heard, but not more frequently.

Mr. Behymer announces the subjoined
list of musical and other attractions for

February.
Simpson Auditorium, Tuesday evening

February 7, Josef Hofmann, distinguished
Polish pianist in recital.

The Auditorium, Friday matinee Feb-
ruary 10, Los Angeles Symphony or-

chestra, Arnold Krauss concertm'aster,
soloist.

Simpson Auditorium February 11,
matinee, Josef Hofmann farewell.
The Auditorium, February 13, United

Glee Club Concert.
The Auditorium, February 14, Mrs.

Florence Maybrick, Lecturer on "Prison
Reform." Auspices Y. W. C. A.
The Auditorium, February 16, Edna

Darch, Los Angeles girl

^
" Welcome

Home" recital after musical success
abroad.

The Auditorium, February 17, Orpheus
Club Concert.

Gamut Club, February 21, Miss Lillian

Adams, piano recital.

Cumnock Hall, February 26, Second
and last Harry Clifford

"^

Lott recital

"Kipling Program."
Gamut Club, February 26, Lester

Donahue, piano recital with Thilo Becker.

Simpson Auditorium, February 28,
Signor Alessandro Bonci, metropolitan
tenor in recital.

Preparations are already beginning
for the formal opening of the Orpheum,
one of the new theaters being erected
of which Los Angeles and the west has

every reason to be proud. The new
Orpheum, located on Broadway between
Sixth and Seventh streets is in what
now appears will be the permanent
heart of the business section of the

city. While it is true that the present
location was occupied ten years ago
by little stores such as are to be found
on the outskirts of the business section
of every city, the big retail center to-

day is one block south of what was the
extreme northern limit of ten years
ago. In 1901 the Broadway Depart-

ment Store marked the extreme south
line of stores of any considerable size.

The Orpheum as stated will be in the
heart of the retail and shopping district
and it is nearly two blocks south of what
ten years ago was the south limit of
considerable business.

The new Orpheum is in every way
as creditable a theater structure as the
San Francisco Orpheum, the home house
of the Orpheum circuit. After the fire

of 1906 the San Francisco Orpheum
management began the construction of
one of the finest theatrical structures
in the United States. When it was
begun, there was little except brickbats
in the district. Today it is in the best
business section of the northern city.
The same policy has moved the Or-

pheum is choosing the new location for
Los Angeles; in fact the Orpheum has

always been well situated as concerns
the local travel. Wherever people are
the thickest on the streets, there the

Orpheum desires to be. It was so in

the days when the Orpheum was at the
old Grand Opera house on Main street;
it was this desire to be "in the center
of things" which brought about the
removal to Spring street; it was this

policy which has sent the Orpheum to

Broadway.

The new theater is a magnificent
fire proof structure which will stand
as a monument to its builders, for a cen-

tury. Nothing combustible has been
used in its construction. In its equip-
ment the element of danger from fire

has been reduced to a minimum. There
is no convenience thought of and found
desirable by theatrical builders anywhere,
but what has been given a place in the
new quarters of the Orpheum. The
intention of the Meyerfeld-Beck com-
bination has been to give Los Angeles
as fine a theater for its Orpheum as

money can produce. And the public
will be convinced of that when the place
is formally opened.

Out West has a weakness for inviting

comparisons, and consequently there
is given in this issue a comparative
photographic exhibit of the old site of

the Orpheum on South Broadway and
a photograph of the Orpheum as it will

look when completed.
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Oliver Morosco and His Son.

Intimate photographs of men and
women prominent in the theatrical

world are often more welcome than the
set productions of photographers, and
so it is with pleasure that this photo-
graph of Oliver Morosco and his son
is shown. Mr. Morosco, according to

report, has just concluded arrangements
by which he will have a third theater in

Los Angeles. The old Los Angeles
Theater, now the home of the Orpheum,
which is soon to be given up bv the

Orpheum people, is to be re-modelled

and thoroughly renovated; and New
York information is to the effect that
Mr. Morosco is to have this theater for

another line of plays, to which the highest
rate of admission is to be a dollar.

Mr. Morosco himself is saying nothing
about the report, which gives color to

its truth.

His rise in the theatrical profession
has been something remarkable. He
was literally brought up in a theatrical

atmosphere. Coming to Los Angeles
from San Francisco more than a decade
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age, he took the Burbank theater when
it was Hterally out in the country,
although to-day in one of the best theatri-

cal locations in the city for a stock house.
He engaged a stock company, and" stock"
has been the rule at the Burbank ever

since. This house proved a steady money
producer for him, and after a few years
his ambitions soared.

- For years he planned and schemed
to secure control of a fii'st class house
with first class attractions. His desire

to have such a house was for years
the butt of every would-be humorist

along the local Rialto, but nevertheless

he persevered. "When is Morosco going
to build that new theater" eventually
changed from a dream to a reality. His

persistence and the co-operation of the

Hamburgers brought about the con-

truction of the Majestic theater; the
rise of the Shuberts in the theatrical

booking world brought to him a line of

attractions worthy of such a house.

Meanwhile he has branched out. His
connections with San Francisco and with

the Cort syndicate of the northwest are

exceedingly close, and there will be no
dearth of attractions for his new "dollar"
house as well as the iMajestic, if the

arrangement is perfected.
But the original Burbank holds on.

There is a reason, because the Burbank
has always given creditable performances.
It has always had a good company, and
w'hat it has shown has. time and again
proved to be more worthy and better

done than the productions of road com-

panies played at much higher prices.
Some day there will be given in Out

West an appreciation of the work of the

Los Angeles "stock" companies. It is

not generally realized how much the

theater goers are indebted to both of

the leading companies for really good
attractions at . a moderate price. And
in this estimate of their functions in the

amusement world there should not be

forgotten their part in the production
of new plays, some good, some indifferent

and some remarkably successful when
tried on eastern boards.
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Some Paradoxes of Personality
or

Muck Raking in the Psychology of Character.

By Lewis M. Terman, Ph. D., AssH. Prof. Education. Stanford University, California

Personality, whether viewed intro-

spectively or objectively, never reveals

more than a fraction of its full bulk.

It is like an ice-berg, which projects only
one-seventh of its weight above the water
line. And just as the ice-berg derives

its momentum and caprice from the

portion concealed beneath the water,
in like manner the instinctive, sub-con-

scious and hidden elements of personality

impart mysterious antics to those por-
tions which stand revealed to common
gaze. What person severing his connec-
tions with home and friends to embark
on a voyage of self-discovery has not
found himself soon in possession of un-
dreamt-of and astonishing traits of char-

acter?

And yet in popular judgments of

personality these contingencies of human
character are all but universally neglected.
In this, as in all things else, hasty
generalization is our greatest fallacy.
We judge the entire resources of a human
soul by the chance out-cropping ledges
of ores not even assayed. Our popu-
lar psychology of character is still in

the animistic stage. We assume the
existence of a character entity behind

every human act just as primitive man
assumed the existence of a spirit entity
behind each phenomenon of nature,

antedating and causing it "Steal once,

always a thief" is the principle which
has been operative in the formation
of all legal codes, one which modern
penal philosophy is just beginning to

question.

1^

On the contrary, nothing is easier
i to demonstrate than that a personality

is not of simple, elemental quaUty,
but a thing of baffling complexity,
teeming with contradictions irrecon-

cilable; that it can not be determined

altogether by sinking a single exploring
shaft and extracting a few samples;

that indeed nothing in the world, unless
it be a gold mine, is quite as surcharged
with uncertainities as is human nature.
To begin with paradoxes of the in-

tellective functions, modern experi-
mental psychology has demonstrated
the discreteness of all the thinking pro-
cesses. The psychologist no longer des-

cribes a person as having "a good mem-
ory." Laboratory experiments teach us
that a person has as many memories
as there are kinds of things to be remem-
bered. One may have a prodigious

memory for sporting events, but a lam-

entably poor one for events of history.
One may remember figures well, but

poetry hardly at all; or even the memory
for figures may be further specialized
so that it functions well with only a

single system of number concepts, as

for example prices of a particular line

of merchandise.
The same is true of the so-called

"powers" of observation or sense dis-

crimination. They are specific, not

general. The naturalist discriminates

keenly between delicate color markings
which distinguish species and varieties

of insects, but lacks the power of dis-

crimination which enables a miss of

18 summers to tell at a gUmpse of a

woman's cheeks where she purchases
her face powders. The palate of the

professional taster, able to discriminate

unerringly between Old Crow Whiskey
worth $2.00 a quart and Old Ken-

tucky, worth $1.40 a quart, is lost on a

chartless sea if pitted against a young
lady hon bon connoisseur in the discrimi-

nation of sweets.

Likewise with reasoning power.
However logically one reasons about

some things one is equally sure in cer-

tain other matters to act upon the stup-
idest fancy. The archaeologist may pass

authoritatively upon the meaning of
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an ancient inscription ;
the geologist upon

the genuiness of fossil remains; the jurist

upon evidence; the biologist upon hy-
potheses of organic development; the

physicist upon a new theory of the con-

stitution of matter; but each is helpless
in the field of the other. As Le Bon
observes, the decisions of general in-

terest taken by an assembly of distin-

guished men, but of different specialties,
are not appreciably superior to the deci-

sions arrived at by a gathering of im-
beciles. Or to state it mathematically,
reduce the multifarious kinds of genius
to their greatest common divisor and

you have common every day stupidity.
Even the mathematician, who is popu-
larly supposed to be the reasoner par
excellence, often shows himself unable
to draw inferences in matters of practi-
cal every day concern. A tender-

hearted professor of mathematics in

a Southern College once set about pro-

viding a comfortable domicile under
his barn for his favorite cat and her

three young kittens. He accordingly
sawed out of the board foundation a

large round opening through which the

old cat might enter, and at one side three

smaller holes for the kittens! It is

said of Newton that as he lay before the

fire one evening pondering his famous

experience with the apple and complet-

ing the formulation of his epoch making
theory of gravitation, he became grad-

ually aware that his legs were scorching.
Here was a "situation"—a "problem"—in the psychological sense of the term;
this genius solved it by peevishly calling
his servant to come and remove the

fire! The world's greatest "lightning
calculator" is an epileptic bordering on

imbecility. Although as a mere child

he invented, unaided, some of the most

ingenious arithmetical short cuts ever

hit upon, he was found by experimental

psychologists to be incapable of making
ordinary progress in elementary algebra
and geometry. On the other hand,
a great mathematician, Monge, resolved

easily the most difficult problems of a

differential calculus but was embarrassed
in seeking an algebraic root of the second

degree which a school boy might have
found.
To say, therefore, that a man reasons

well is merely equivalent to saying that

there are oases in his stupidity. Indeed,
genius and irrationality so often co-

exist in the same mind as to have given
rise to the insanity theory of genius
i. e., that genius and insanity are but

slight variations of what is essentially
the same neurosis. The friend of a
famous literary man used to say apolo-

getically in his behalf, "Pay no atten-
tion to his lack of common sense; he
is all genius." As the English aphorism
has it, "certainly cracked, but the crack
lets in the hght."
However that may be, the recent

psychological studies of superstition
show that this form of irrationality is

common to many persons above average
intelligence in other respects. Napoleon
believed in presentiments and horoscopes
and accepted the prophecies of any
sorcerer who promised him good fortune.

He was in despair when he broke a

mirror, lived in terror of Friday and
considered the letter M fatal. Schopen-
hauer used to burn off his beard with
a candle because of his morbid fear of

razors. Frederick II was so overcome
with anxiety at the thought of changing
his coat that he wore only two or three
in the course of his whole life. Zola
us6d to count the gas jets on the streets

and the numbers on doors and cabs.

He would then add all the figures of

these numbers together as units and was
reassured if the sum turned out to be
a multiple of three or seven, but was
made nervous if the sum was 17. He
was once thrown out of a cab; and found
when he hastened to add up the numbers
on the vehicle that they amounted to

17! According to Mr. Oscar Hammer-
stein, many famous opera singers are

next to impossible to manage because of

their belief in ill-omens, a performance
being frequently upset because the star,

warned by some presentiment, refuses

to perform. It is interesting that the

largest catalogue of superstitions ever

collected was gleaned from the confessions

of normal school and college students

in a progressive western state. Some
10,000 superstitions were listed and classi-

fied in this study. Almost every student

confessed to at least partial belief in at

least one superstition, while the percent-

age of belief for all the superstitions
named was only a little below 50. Im-
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agi e a school teacher, society's official

agent of civilization—a normal or college

graduate
—rendered nervous for her day's

work by meeting a black cat on her

way to school! At the same time ex-

perience teaches that a person may
subscribe to beliefs of this sort with
the utmost sincerity and at the same
time display reliable judgment in busi-

ness affairs, be an agreeable companion,
a good neighbor, and what Roosevelt
would have called an all round "desirable

citizen." After all, perhaps every one
is entitled to a few streaks of insanity.
At any rate it is manifestly unfair to

adopt the principle of Virgil and "from
one act judge all."

There is such a thing also as moral

unevenness. A person may exhibit neat-

ness, taste and carefulness in dress and
be at the same time a veritable sloven in

matters of business. It is to the last

degree hazardous to infer a woman's
method of house-keeping from the cut

and fashion of her street apparel. In-

deed, a woman may be a model domestic
in other respects, but able to see nothing

objectionable about bathing the baby
in a dish pan or feeding the cat from a

dinner plate. A most active and in-

fluential woman in the promotion of

municipal cleanliness in a western city,

was so notoriously filthy in her domestic
habits that neighbors would not cross

her threshold.

Again, it inaccurate to speak of a
"habit of punctuality," because there

is no reality corresponding to this blan-

ket term. One, for example, may be

punctual in all matters except church
attendance or in church attendance but
in nothing else. A business man at

a tardily served breakfast lectures his

wife on the virtue of punctuality, at

noon forgoes his lunch to keep an in-

significant appointment, and at even-

ing allows the dinner at home to wait
an hour upon his carelessness. The story
is told of a lecturer who appeared on
the platform a half hour late to deliver

his lecture on punctuality.
Not even laziness is altogether simon-

pure. In an Indiana town there lives

a man who is notorious for miles around
because of his indolence. Apparently
well endowed intellectually and physi-

cally, he was never known to work

three days together. For twenty years
his wife supported the family by taking
in sewing. Now this woman insists

that her husband is not at all lazy about
the house; that he is "so good" to thread
her needles for her, pick up her spools
when they fall, to read to her while she
sews and even to tend the fire. Some
unpsychological people consider this good
woman simple hearted and over-appre-
ciative of small favors; let us commend
her rather for open-mindedn6ss to see

and acknowledge traits which others are

too narrow to see and acknowledge
traits which others are too narrow to

appreciate.
And how may we define a cowardl

The soldier most terrified by fear on
the eve of battle may win a medal for

bravery in the conflict that follows.

A woman was once teaching a district

school in a rickety old mouse-eaten
frame building in central Indiana. One
day a wee mousie, encouraged by a

momentary lull in the school murmurs
ventured out of its hole into the school

room. The teacher saw it, jumped in

terror to the top of her desk and screeched

at the top of her voice,
"
Children save

your lives!" But since then this timid

girl has borne herself with almost

superhuman courage through some of

the direst imsfortunes that ever fell

to the lot of womankind. She would

probably face death at the stake like

the martyrs of old. Another woman
was wading out into a lake to drown
herself when a hunter happened along
with his rifle and saved her life by
threatening to kill her if she did not

return ashore.

That cruelty and tenderness may be

hopelessly intermingled in the same

character is attested by the Cinderella

folklore of many races as well as by the

aspersions popularly heaped upon step-

mothers. Many a woman loves her cat

better than she loves her neighbor's

child. There are rabid anti-vivisection-

ists who are apathetic in the last degree

toward the annual waste of tens of thous-

ands of human fives by preventable
sickness. It is said that the cruel

Nero wept Uke a soft-hearted woman
on signing the death warrants of those

whom he had ruthlessly condemned to

death. Is there any really valid evi-
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dence that slaughter house employees
are lees kindly to their wives and child-

ren than are employees of the S. P. C. A.?
The case is not different with truth-

fulness. We never meet with pure un-
adulterated honesty, if we except the
innocent and embarrassing frankness
of little children. The youth soon
learns better than to leave the very
citadel of his personality exposed to

vulgar gaze. On one side he weaves

baffling mazes of polite behavior; on
another side he erects a sohd wall of

prudence; at another angle he barri-

cades with dipl9macy against the ag-

gressions of the wicked; while the fourth
side is already guarded by the formid-
able natural barriers of instinctive dis-

simulation. He is honest who leaves a

secret entrance in his personal defenses

where a few tried and trusted friends are

allowed to cross the inner threshhold
of his personality and see him as he
is.

The pubUc school with its systems of

artificial rewards, abitrary penalties and

unhealthy rivalries, is often in effect

a gigantic conspiracy against the devel-

opment of veracity, so that it has been
said by our greatest student of child-

hood that "an honest child is the rarest

product of the school." On every hand
the child witnesses doings which batter

down his natural moral distinctions.

Sometimes he welcomes the lower stand-

ard, adopts it as a principle of life,

and becomes hopelessly dishonest.

Generally, however, he becomes dis-

honest only in spots. To be sure,
these spots are likely to spread until

they cover most of one's moral anatomy,
but this is not nearly as inevitable as

preachers, straining for a moral, would
have us believe. Sometimes the spots
remain permanently well-defined and

small, as for example, in the unquestion-
ably devout and respectable woman
who, on her way to church of a Sunday
morning, cheats the street car company
out of fare for her seven year old son.

It is hardly necessary to say that

this principle of the fragmentariness

of morality which the rising science of

criminology has so thoroughly estabUsh-
ed offers problems of the utmost diffi-

culty for practical penology. For al-

though we have proved the existence
of the semi-insane and the criminal-
octoroon it is not clear that the situation
can be satisfactorily met by semi-guil-
lotining or fractional electrocution; , an
irate husband of a woman who has been
proved (Hke Ivory soap) only 99.44%
pure, will doubtless remain inconsistently
obstinate in demanding from the court

nothing- less than absolute divorce with-
out alimony.
And finally there is the antinomy be-

tween theory and practice: between ideals

and actual behavior. The social demo-
crat may rule his household by the iron

hand of despotism, and the charity
of the philanthropist may neither begin
at home nor end there. The author
of Emile, with its fervent gospel of

humanity toward children, would not
father his own offspring. Sallust, who
wrote such beautiful tirades on virtue,

passed his life in debaucherv. It has
been said of another genius that he
"wrote like an angel, drank like a fish,

and lived like a beast." Ranan des-

cribed himself as "a romantic protesting

against romanticism, an Utopian preach-
ing materialistic politics, an idealist

giving (him) self useless trouble to

appear bourgois;
—a tangle of contra-

dictions."

So treacherous is the A'irtue of sincer-

ity that a modern cynic has recently
defined the sincere man as "the one who
bluffs only a part of the time." Without

subscribing wholly to this sentiment
we can nevertheless sympathize with

George Sand when she says: "I am sick

of great men; I should like to see them
all in Plutarch. Let them be cut in

marble or cast in bronze and let them be
silent. So long as they live they are

wicked, persecuting, fantastic, despotic,

bitter, suspicious:
—they are worse to

their friends than to their enemies.

God protect us from them; be good—
stupid if you will."
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Cupid in Commercialism.
A Comedy of Drummers.

By Lannie Haynes Martin

In the little town of Santa C. in

Southern California the female popu-
lation was largely in excess of the male.
It is often the case in certain commun-
ities, though not invariably so; for into
this very virgin village came a paper
containing an advertisement which stated
that in the grazing regions of Colorado
a great many young and wealthy bache-
lors wanted wives; a few addresses were

given and a reading notice set forth
the earnest intent, ardor and eligibility
of the forlorn and lonely men.
Now what female heart so hard that

would not be touched by such a story
as this? And who so prudish that
would not lay aside a few conventional-
ities in order to allay the pangs of lone-

liness in these manly breasts? Not
the tender-hearted, romantic-minded
Miss Lizzie Woodside, who for thirty
years had sat up with all the sick babies
fed the stray cats, and read Mrs. Hemans'
poetry to bewildered old ladies when
they were sick—never could she allow
this masculine cry from Macedonia to

go unanswered. So a perfumed note
on gilt-edged paper, paper which had
laid many years in a drawer awaiting
a mission of sufficient importance, a
note fashioned with many flourishes

and quaint wording went to Colorado
to tell that a maiden lady, age not given,
who loved poetry and had very white

hands, who adored flowers and could
make home a paradise, would come
to that far country to adorn the hearth-
stone and cheer the heart of some dis-

consolate bachelor. Nor did this tender
missive flutter forth alone. The out-

going mail from Santa C. that week
materially increased the postal receipts,
not to mention the curiosity of the post-
mistress, and Miss Minnie Maury counted
the days that might possibly elapse
before she could get a reply to the glow-
ing, and not altogether exaggerated,
description she had sent out about her

ruby lips, raven hair, and sylph-like

form. And the widow McCrary, with
an eye to business, bought a remnant of

gray goods on Bargain Friday in Los

Angeles, because she thought it would
make such a nice traveling dress for she
was sure that after the array of virtues

which she had catalogued and posted,
she would soon receive a summons and
railroad fare to Colorado. And she began
to cast about as to how she could best

dispose of her pig and her chickens
and even went so far as to give away her

potted fern and her pet canary bird.

Other important changes were being

contemplated in Santa C. too. School

teaching for fifteen years had grown bur-

densome to little Miss Baird and as the

children had rambled through the ans-

wers to questions she mechanically pro-

pounded, her mind was picturing the

rural deUghts of a ranch home; and,

although there was but one mail a day
in Santa C, Johnnie Hale and Bobby
Jones took turns, much to their delight,

going to the post office every two or

three hours.

Mrs. Amanda Thomas had not taken
off black for her first husband yet, but
then what was the difference if she was

going away from there to live? So she

cut the black borders off of her note

paper and got a package of pink envelopes

and, instead of throwing out merely
one bait into the stream of opportunity,

she, with true widowly thrift, sent half

a dozen notes to different addresses.

Missives from other sources followed

all these and in a couple of weeks the

whole town was in an epidemic of ex-

pectancy, though each victim imagined
her case to be an isolated one. Some

replies had been received and there had
been more than one hint at a temporary
increase of the male population.
One morning the Eastern limited

which usually whizzed by without an

instant's pause, stopped for two whole

minutes, the inquisitive occurence send-

ing many heads out of doors and windows
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to cast inquisitive glances towards the
little yellow station, at the foot of the
hill. There two big trunks were being
taken off and six feet of faultlessly dressed

masculinity, topped by a derby hat,
was striding down the street, carrying a

very small suit case. Stopping at a

grocery store, and at the post office he

gathered, by adroit methods best known
to himself, some names and addresses

and walked straight to the home of the
widow McCrary. The squealings of the

widow's lusty pig had drowned both the
locomotive's rumble and its stop, and
she was too busily engaged with her

morning work to observe the sound of

approaching footsteps till the stranger
walked across the porch and tapped on
the door. Drying her hands on her big
checked apron as she went, she caught
a glimpse of the young man through the

window, and, "swift as the thoughts of

love" she swept to her conclusion.

Rushing to the door all smiles and blushes,
she had scarcely opened it before the

suavest, blandest, most tenderly cadenced
voice in the world began: "Have I the

pleasure of addressing Mrs. McCrary:?"
'

Sure an' ye have, ciptin' the plisure's
all me own. Walk right in an' have a

sate, you're worth two buirds and a

whole famery."
Rather dazed at the unwonted cor-

diality of the reception the young man
followed the widow into her tidy little

sitting room, his glance round at the

floors and things speaking volumes to

his observant eye and quick imagination.
"Its a long journey an ye've had sure"

she began with genuine hospitable solici-

tude. "Yes, I just came in on the 9:30

train, but it does not take long to find

out where a woman of your sense and

importance lives, and I came right up to

talk over a little matter with you and
make a proposition I thought might
interest you."
"Listen to the man," she exclaimed

with more blushes, "do j^ou think it is

a propositioning of the question to me
the first minute you get here that I want?
No sir, I want to hear something about

your business and your house and see

what kind of treatment you'll be givin'

a poor lorn widow like myself."
"Oh Mrs. McCrarj-^, my dear Mrs. Mc-

Crary," and he began to pull down the

apron from her suddenly tearful counte-

nance,
"

I'll give you all the time you
want, and be very easy with you, and

my house is one of the best in the country.
Wait until I show you what I have here,"
and he began to unlock his little square
suit case.

"
Oooh!, Oooh! an' its a prisint

he's bringin' me"—But just here the
front gate clicked, thus saving the be-

wildered young man from the demon-
strative gratitude of the impulsive widow.
"There comes Sarah Ann Johnson, and
don't you sav one word betwixt us before

her."

"Very. well, Mrs. McCrary if you don't

want to talk business before a third party
I will attend to some other matters
and call later in the day." "That's

just it, an I'll have dinner ready"
—

" Oh but Mrs. McCrary I couldn't think of

imposing on you for dinner."

"Yes but ye will, an' I'll show you
what kind of a hand I am at settin' out
vittils." During which conversation the

mystified Sarah Ann Johnson entered

the room and fell into a chair with a

gasp.

Liking nothing better than to occupy
the center of the stage the widow, with

a theatric wave of the hand acquiesced
to the exit of the departing, and acknow-

ledged the entrance of the coming guest;
then with admirable histrionic skill she

made a sudden transition in her tone as

she turned to the intruder and said,

"Now an' its a foine romance ye'U be

spilin'. I had just by me wiles and

coquetry sthaved off the man a proposin'
to me, and he was just a openin' of his

satchel to entice me with a prisint

a dimint, or a green sash, or a box of

sausages, an' in ye walks an' he, that

bashful like, jumpt up an' run—and
oh! aha! aha!" collapsing into a chair

at the humorous picture her own imagina-
tion had conjured up, she allowed her

visitor opportunity to collect enough
breath to exclaim, "Well, he did not

'pear bashful to me! Nivir a bit of

it, he's just as bould as a lion. Twar
all I could do to keep his hands offen me;
an' he said 'my dear, my dear, an' I'll

wait a hundred years if ye'll only have

me an' I've got the loveliest house in the

whoole counthry and I jes let ye do any
thing that plazes ye', sez he, and then sez

he jes' let me show ye what I've brought
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ye', when in you walked"—
"Oh!" shrieked the conscience-smitten

Sarah Ann Johnson, starting up. "Let's
call him back, lets call him back!"
"Niver a bit of it; he'll come back.

He's a comin' back to dinner, and I'll

tell you what Sarah Ann Johnson
I've set here here and listened to your
aches and your stiff jints many's the hour,
but you've got to limber 'em up and help
get this dinner." "And," she added as

an irresistible incentive "you may come
to the widdin'!"

The miracles of this twice and thrice

told fairy tale grew in the telling, and,
as the widow dashed about from pantry
to potato patch in her preparations for

dinner the lame, halting visitor had to

keep up with her to hear the story and
so forgot her rheumatism and remembered
her back misery no more.

Hurrying briskly up the street in no
extra good humor, chewing a snarl under
his black mustache, on account of having
his first venture frustrated by so much
blarney and beating about the bush, he

glanced at his memoranda, turned down
a side street a little way and walked

up the steps of a large and handsome
house. Nothing perhaps will so soon
smooth out the snarls out of a man's
face as to have a young, clear-eyed,
red lipped, pretty girl smile at him;
and, finding himself so favored, he of

course smiled back, with so much of

the spirit and the understanding, that

when he asked if this were Mr. Maury's
house the girl opening the door for him
felt sure she understood his smile and
said in an unnecessarily low, confidential

tone, "Yes, and I'm Minnie." "But
s—h—s—don't say a word before mama
or papa that you've never met me before,
I 1 wouldn't have them know what
I've done for worlds."

"Vv^hy sure. Do you think I'm going
to 'give away' that nice smile you gave
me? And how am I going to know you
are Minnie if you didn't tell me? I

might have thought you were Bessie or

Flora or Mabel."

They were both laughing now and

though following such widely differing
cues they imagined that they were com-

ing on famously and rapidly becoming
acquainted.
"A girl like you," then he paused to

let his meaning glance illustrate his words,
"a girl like you must find it awfully
dull here."

"Oh, 5^es I do, that's why I"—a blush
and a drooping of the eyes completed the
sentence.

"Why you don't think you've done

anything so terrible do you," said he,

referring to her smile and her apparent
forwardness in telling him her name.

"Oh, no, now that I know you and see

you're all right."
He had seen enough of the world to

feel sure of her ingenuousness and he
felt unaccountably flattered at her un-

consciously expressed compliment.
"I wish I had my horses down here.

We'd have some drives. I don't suppose
there's any thing to go to here?" he ven-
tured.

"Oh, yes, there's to be an ice cream

supper at the Church tonight and"—
"Then we'll go

—that is, of course, Miss

Minnie, if you go with me."
"Thank you, I shall be very glad."
"Then you are going to stay here

some time?" she questioned. Visions

of the young Lochinvar riding out of

the west, snatching his bride and swiftly

returning, fading away. "Oh yes I'll

be back and forth for some time I think."

Here the conversation took to the

climate and the weather and the attract-

ions of the surrounding country and

they had progressed quite rapidly in

the estabUshment of friendly relations

when the young man looking at his

watch asked if her father would be in

soon. This was a very pleasant way of

beguiUng a wait but he did not have time

to allow the beguiling to go on indefinitely.

"Now you don't think you've got to

ask papa's consent to talk to me do you?
What do you want to see him for any

way?" she pouted.
"Oh I have a little matter of business

to talk over with him," he said smilingly,

and again she misunderstood the mean-

ing of the smile.

"Well I'll tell him that you are here,"

she said, "but remember when he comes

in I met you at the beach last summer."

"Sure," he said believing he was play-

ing a brave part in an amusing and

innocent flirtation.

Returning a few minutes later she said :

"Papa is busy helping the men fumigate
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the trees and can't come in right now but
he says stay for dinner and he will talk

to you this afternoon."

"That's very good of him, but I have
an invitation to dinner already and be-

sides I couldn't think of imposing on
him that way, but I'll drop round this

afternoon, and remember you have a
date with me for an ice cream supper
this evening." And before the astonish-

ed Minnie could enter an effective pro-
test the young man had made his adieus,

passed down the steps and was gone.
She was both piqued and puzzled that

he would not stay. "Where could he
be going for dinner? Did he know some
one in town? Oh horror, he would ask
about her—he would tell about her!

The thought filled her with embarrass-
ment and terror. She went to the front

gate and looked after him, but an angle
in the street shut him out of sight and
she could not see, luckily for her peace
of mind, that he went straight to the
home of the widow Thomas.
Now the widow Thomas was one of

the wise ones that had watched the train

that had brought the man, that

stopped at the station, that lay at the
foot of the hill, and her house was set

in order, likewise her puffs and pompa-
dour, and her smile-baited scheme-

hinged trap. His delay in arriving was
attributed to his having stopped at the

hotel to array himself perhaps in more

gorgeous apparel, and probably to eat

his dinner, though she hoped not; for

one of the hinges to the trap was the

chicken dinner that was sizzling on the
stove. Calling up by 'phone a deaf

old maid of her acquaintance, who had
made an insinuation that the widow
had been casting eyes at the new minister,
she astonished the splenetic spinster
into speechless amazement with an in-

vitation to dinner. Then she rang up
her lawyer and told him that she might
have some business matters to transact

that day which would require his assis-

tance, and asked him if he could come
over to the house if she sent for him.

The widow had considerable property,
the handling of which gave him a fat

per cent, and then the widow was by
no means bad to look upon, and the

lawyer promised to appear on call.

"Don't let on I sent for you," she said.

"Just pretend you dropped in"—
" What's her game now?" he said to him-
self, never dreaming that he was going
to be both the bait and the victim.
The old maid arrived early. In-

vitations to dinner were too scarce
to allow any of the day to go to waste
and the scent of the savory soup kettle
filled the house with aromatic onion,
and the old m id's heart with joy.
By a combination of cat-like watch-

fulness and Napoleonic calculation, just
as the black mustached young man stood
at the door the widow Thomas was say-
ing "All right Mr. Hendricks I will be at

home if you wish to come over." Then
she hung up the telephone receiver and
turned with a well simulated start of

astonishment to find her visitor at the
door. "Oh! how do you do?" she said,

walking over to him, and then dropping
her voice she continued, "Providence
must have sent you to-day to help me
out of a pickle. I've got a deaf old

prude on my hands that will stay for-

ever unless something shocks her into

leaving, and just now my lawyer 'phoned
me he was coming over to worry me with
some business matters and—oh! say I've

just the thing! You let on to him you want
me to invest some money, my affairs are

so tied up I can't do any thing without
his say-so, and he'll get so excited at

the thought of losing his clutch on my
pocket book that he will leave right off!"

By this time they were in the center of

the widow's cozy parlor, and she in

stentorian tones had announced his

name, and at least he did not deny it,

and the old maid bowed bewilderedly.
With a roughish aside to the young man
the widow said: "I don't know any
thing that will shock her like us makin'

eyes at each other," and she immediately
proceeded to turn on the electricity,

full force, with the look she gave him.

He caught his breath with an inward

exclamation, that for a flag station,

this was about the swiftest town he'd

struck on the road, but he could not fail

to complete the circuit when such a

current as this was touched off, and so

the look he gave in return almost re-

stored the old maid's auditory nerve

strength. After they had exchanged
innumerable volleys of glances and the

enemy was not yet routed, the young
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man, looking anxiously at his suit case
said: "You don't want me to talk busi-
ness before her?"
"Oh! no, not in earnest," she replied

in undertone, she might hear something
you know—I don't want any body here
to know what I am thinking about do-

ing." The man gave a hopeful, investi-

gative, anticipative look at the carpet,
but the widow went on. "If neither
looks nor sighs will do we might try
what virtue there is in—in—"

but
the declarative passed into the dramatic
as she, with a coy look, held out a seem-
ingly reluctant hand, which, like a

magic wand gave telepathic cue to the
other actor, who, dropping on his knees

placed his disengaged hand on his heart,
and, by reason of the widow's whispered
"you'll have to speak loud," the young
man was in the midst of a love declara-
tion whose stentorous accents would
have thrilled the third gallery in the
Grand Opera House, when, with out
knock or notice, the lawyer plunged into
the room and demanded an explanation!

If the young man was fatuous in fall-

ing into traps, he certainly had an equally
agile way of escaping, for with some
smiles and bows and assurances of re-

turning soon he had vanished leaving the
field to the thoroughly in earnest lawyer,
who, from excitement and anxiety,
was in like tones shouting out his serious

intents and explaining that he had only
been waiting till the widow had recovered
from her rather recent bereavement,
before declaring himself.

"A bird in hand" thought the widow
was at least worthy of a chicken in the

pot, so she invited him to stay for dinner,
and the three sat down to a sumptuous
meal, during which the widow learned
from the lawyer what the young man had
asked at the grocery store, and she sud-

denly remembered a little printed cir-

cular she had gotten through the mail
a few days before. Seeing then'that the
"bush" held no real possibilities she be-

gan to take steps to hold fast to that
which was real, lest he too take wings
and fly away.
Up the hill to the rose covered cottage

of Miss Lizzie Woodside strode the still

undaunted young man, suit case in hand.
She too had seen his coming in the early
morning and had been waiting in flutter-

ing excitement, and a pink sprigged
muslin, on the front piazza. Several
times she had gone in to consult her
mirror as to the proper arrangement of
her pendent curls and the satisfied smile
had not yet died from her lips, as she

stepping out the door from one of these

consultations, confronted the undeniably
handsome, smiling young man. Many
years of maiden meditation had not left

Miss Lizzie unprepared for sudden emer-

gency, so laying one of her white hands
over her heart, she bent her head a little

to one side and in rapt tones began:
"

0/^! thou hero of my day dreams
In thine eyes I see the love beams
And my heart it heats with rapture at

the echo of thy steps."

But it was beating wildly now with con-
sternation and alarm, for the echo of his

steps was of retreating steps—rapid,

furiously retreating steps; over the

gravel path, out the banging gate,
down the hill along the street, round the
corner—then a collision, an exclamatory
imprecation, a sudden recognition, two
suit cases dropped with a single thud,
and the young man who had dashed round
the corner exclaimed:" Good Lord Jimmy,
what kind of a bug house borough is

this anyway? I came here to sell car-

pets on the installment plan and every
blessed woman"—but he was interrupted

by a roar of laughter from Jimmy
"What?" he continued with a gasp,
"have you had it too? Is it a new kind

of boycott on agents?"

"Nixey," said Jimmy, "its a matri-

monial bargain-counter rush. Trot out

your side line of face creams and you'll

have to wire for more order books!"

"Not for mine," said the carpet man.
"I'm going to make that 12:40 train for

Los Angeles and get a square meal on
the diner, there's waitresses at that

bloomin' hotel down there—well if you
want to risk it that's your affair—so

long Jimmy, I hear the train!"
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Poet and Maid.

An Ode to Nature's Moods that Turned Out a Love Lyric.

By Elmer D. Ewers

The Poet was quite sure he would
have been very happy in his aerie re-

treat had it not been for the Girl. The
Poet was j^oung

—
only a very young and

inexperienced poet could have con-
ceived and carried out the idea of re-

linquishing a book-keeper's desk and
fifteen real dollars per week and seek-

ing the rather intangible benefits of a
summer's outing in the foothills.

The Poet had anticipated numerous
contingencies which might mar his

plans, but he had not considered the

possibility of being routed by a girl.

His camp was in a secluded spot, shaded

by great trees, near a spring which trick-

led musically down a boulder-streMoi

arroyo. The nearest neighbor was two
miles awa}'. For weeks his only visi-

tor was a boy who brought his mail and

provisions. Even a poet could not have

improved on the scenario.

In the early days of summer the skies,

gray-tinted with high fog, seemed to

exclude the outer world, leaving only
the broad green strip of the valley visible.

Close-drawn, like a gray mantle over
a vivid painting, the somber background
seemed to accentuate the riot of living
color. Live oak and eucalyptus, pepper
and oleander, peach and orange, each
etched in its distinctive shade of green,
blended in a harmonious whole. The
Poet feasted his soul; he was glad in

his heart he had come.
One day the Poet made the disconcert-

ing discovery that his nearest neighbor
varied his occupation as orange grower
by taking summer boarders. On fur-

ther questioning his youthful informant,
he was relieved to learn that the single

guest was a "peach from the city."
The Poet reckoned the two miles of in-

tervening knolls and washes and felt

safe in his seclusion. But even poets
sometimes err in their divinations, and

rocky knolls and sandy washes are not

always invincible against youthful ex-

uberance goaded to desperation by lone-

liness.

One morning the Poet lifted his eyes
to the hills—and sat down suddenly
on his camp stool. The Girl stood in

the foreground. He was on his feet in

a moment, deferentially lifting his cap,
but his cordiality was tempered by a
mental protest. And then the Girl

blushed and started backward with a

little confused exclamation. She was
a very pretty girl; in fact, the Poet con-

ceded in spite of his annoyance that her

general appearance conformed with his

ideal type. And he rather approved
her modesty and the evident sincerity
of her confusion. Yes, that was rather

charming in this day of blase young
women schooled to confidence in every
situation. Indeed, the Poet stared

rather longer than necessary before

stumbling forward with the camp stool.

He even went so far as to blush himself

in true cameraderie.

However, the Poet was not interested

in girls. His object was serious. These

flitting weeks must decide for him
whether he was justified in further pur-
suit of the Muse or should be contented

with his more sordid business prospects.
He had decided on that. So his enter-

tainment was quite formal. In fact,

he seemed restrained and distant, which
served to hasten the Girl's departure,
as well as materially pique her interest.

She did not know he was a Poet intent

on solving the riddle of his future. The

picture she carried away was of a lithe

young figure with a finely chiseled face

set with serious blue eyes and topped

by a tangled mat of black hair. From
her viewpoint, it was rather a symmet-
rical picture; on the whole her im-

pression was a favorable one.

And he was so distant! He had not

asked to call—nor even mentioned her

coming again. The Girl knitted her

brows in perplexity. She carefully

lived over the few moments of her visit.

She decided he had proved quite inter-

esting. Perhaps he was a bit upset by
her sudden appearance. Certainly he
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must be lonely. Probably he would
call soon—if he did not, she wondered
what he would think of her should she

happen that way again. No, that was
out of the question.
The Poet did not call. He was work-

ing harder than ever over his thumb-
marked manuscripts. His ode to

"Nature's Changing Moods" was taking
definite shape, Of late his old spontane-
ity seemed to have evaded him, but
he had often read that the best work
of great writers was done under pressure.
He did not deny that the disturbing
element was the Girl. She had broken
the subtle spell. He reasoned it would
have been the same had the intruder
been a man—anyone who threatened
to become a habitue of his retreat.

And then he wondered if she would come
again and if she would think him queer
that he did not call. Probably he had
not been as cordial as the circumstances
demanded. He hoped she would not
think him a cad.

Gradually as the sun's arc swept north-

ward, the browns and grays of summer
crept across the landscape. The flutter-

ing of new-fledged linnets among the
trees and the call of brooding quail
added their testimony to the arrival of

summertide. From the parched road-

ways a shimmering haze of dust drifted

across the fields, coating the curling
leaves with a film of gray. Along the
farther vistas heat waves danced and
field animals sought the grateful oak
shade.

Through the long weeks the Poet
worked faithfully. As every thinker

must, he found himself developing an
individual philosophy. He was learn-

ing the old lesson that one's definition

of life is determined by his point of view.
At times his complacent aestheticism
was marred by a vague uneasiness, a

scarcely defined yearning he had not
known before. Sensitive to moods and
reactions, the Poet pondered over this

phenomenon. As to some subtle chemi-
cal change, he felt his being respond.
One day the Poet understood. The

freedom he had cherished had turned
to loneliness; his altar fire had burned to

ashes. A strange joy was in his heart;
he was struggling to grasp the signifi-
cance of a new call.

So the Poet plodded away across the
two miles of intervening knolls and
washes. She did not seem surprised
at his coming. In fact, from her manner,
the Poet divined that his visit had been
expected, that it was an event of pleas-
urable anticipation, and that her manner
showed a little grateful warmth of

appreciation. She did not mention his

tardiness, but her hand trembled in his

and her eyes fell when they greeted.

Manlike, the Poet gloated over this

tribute. Somehow it sent a great joy
singing in his heart. What he said

during the two hours he neither cared
nor remembered, for he went back across

the foothills with a mind filled with con-

fusion.

Like many another under similar

circumstances, the Poet resolved to

think the matter over cooly. He did

not mince matters. He knew in his

heart that he was in love, that he had
succumbed almost literally at first sight;

or, at least, if he were not already in

love, that he fully intended to be, that

no power could stop him. Some subtle

virus had fired his veins. The brook
seemed to babble the music of her voice

and the shifting lights and shadows

among the trees to frame her face.

For two interminable days the Poet

avoided the ranch house. He was not

confused by doubts. Neither egotism
nor desire could account for his confi-

dence. He knew that, willingly or not,

her eyes had betrayed their secret.

And then came the letter. It was
from his old "boss."

"Dear Joe —I have been wondering
if you haven't had about enough of

this poet business. I am going to let

Robbins go next week and your old

place will be open. Shall I hold it for

you?
"I don't want to influence you against

your best interests. We old fellows are

pretty much cynics about these
'

artistic

futures' for youngsters. We are all

inclined to the theory that no man
ever lived to see the 'some day when
dreams come true.' If my partners

had their way they wouldn't let you
come back because they have been

finding couplets on the margins of your

ledgers. But I am inclined to
_

think

differently. Anyway, I am willing to
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try my theory. I don't know how
good a poet you are, but if you will

come back here and stick to business

5^ou have a future. I don't see why
you should be any poorer poet for being
a good business man. If I don't miss

my guess the poetry of this generation
isn't songs of birds and trees and babbling
brooks—it's the whirr of w^heels and the
flash and roar and rush of life. Just

the same, I confess I have a good deal

of respect for a man who has the nerve
to be a dreamer nowadays.

" We run a mighty prosperous business

here, but I've a hunch that twenty years
from now the biggest man in this insti-

tution is going to be some dreamer,
some chap with a vision, with an imag-
ination that sees things big years before

the big tilings start to grow. Maybe he
will be a man who writes verses for the

magazines, and has nice little lavender
books on sale every Christmas time.

I don't know as to that. But whoever
he is, it's time he was starting to work
for it. My advice to Mm would be to

pick out the girl and the furniture and
one of those fifty-doUar-dowTi bungalows
and settle down to work. I can't promise
you anything, as it all depends on you,
but I can advise you to thmk this over."

The Poet plodded away across the

two miles to the bungalow among the

orange trees. The Girl was seated on
the porch where he had last seen her—where she had been waiting the greater

part of two days. He handed the

missive across to her and studied her
face eagerly while she read. \Mien
she handed the letter back the light
had faded from her face. A little note
of misery seemed to have crept into her
tone.

" And 5'-ou will tell him?—"
she queried.

Manlike, the Poet prolonged the situ-

ation to excruciating length.

"I will tell him," he answered deliber-

ately, "that I—" he paused and studied

the flushed face before him. And then,

manlike, the Poet became badly confused.

He sprang forward impetuously.
"Shall I tell him that we are coming

back?" he blurted awkwardly.
One day came the first fall rain. The

seared leaves seemed to rustle a wel-

coming chant, and in a moment had

exchanged their lethargic droop for

the crisp freshness of springtime. In a

few days the somber hills began a slow

transformation, the dull brown of summer
giving place to the living green of the

new season. Up the slopes and across

the valley life assumed a new aspect.
Autumn had touched the landscape—not with the blight of the "sear and

yellow leaf" but with the transformation

of the new season. The real springtime
of the year, when all things waken to

the call of new life, was at hand. But
this latest of Nature's changing moods
was unappreciated. The camp in the

foothills was deserted.

The Poet was studying bungalows.
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Dreams of Youth.

By Robert L. Dunlap

Oh dreams of youthl The stars go down
Beyond the western sea

And from his home within the wood
The ring dove calls to me.

On flaming wings the vanished years
Like throbbing pulses flow

And tell their tales of smiles and tears,

The hopes of long ago.

The moonlight falls on scenes of love,

Soft night-winds whisper song,

Angelic choirs from above

Chant forth life's story long.

Strange dreams fed by celestial fire

Forth from vast solitudesl

Dim visions of the heart's desire

As changeful as life's moods.

Unnumbered thousands so have dreamed
And will, in years to come,

As on old Rome the sunlight beamed,
The while her poets sung.

The brave and haughty men of old

Whose names illume the way
Passed from the stage, their story told

Like dreams of yesterday.

Dear dreams fail not when angel hands
From starry fields on high

Shall bear the soul to other lands

Far gleaming in the sky.
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In the Silent People's Land.

Efiie McDowell Davies

"Beth! can this be true, or is it another
Arizona mirage that I am looking through
back to the long ago?"
The girl glanced up hurriedly at the

owner of the voice, while the paper she
was reading fluttered to the floor. "It
is truly, I, and how very natural your
voice sounds," she exclaimed, extending
her hand in glad welcome, and clearing

away the magazines in her section of the

Pullman to make room for him.

"My voice perhaps is the same," he

aughed, "yet you never would have

recognized me had I not spoken. Come,
'fess up, have I not changed woefully?"
" You have not given me time to study

you, nor to look back to the time when
we knew each other," she smiled.

Bruce turned around in his seat and
faced his companion, and looked long
and searchingly at her. It was hard
to meet his eyes and stand the scrutiny.
"You are the same, Beth," came in

low earnest tones. "How long has it

it been? No don't let us speak of years,
nor of the past just now. Are you not

lost away out here miles from San Ber-
nardino?"

"
I have been visiting cousins in Seattle,

then friends in Los Angeles, and am now
homeward bound," she explained.
He nodded,

" 'Home' that's a good
word isn't it? . My home is where my
hat is, and I can generally find it around
some place among the hundred or so

places in Arizona; I am bound for Flag-
staff now."
"This is all new country to me,"

she said, "for I have never been through
Arizona before." In silence they watch-
ed a giant cactus with huge out-spread

arms, lessen in the purple-gray distance.

"Arizona does not impress the major-
ity, pleasingly, I believe, and especially
their introduction to it, but I love this

country. Something about it appeals
to me wonderfully. Perhaps I have
lived out among the sage-brush and sand
so long that I have become unable to

appreciate anything else," he smiled.

then suddenly became quiet, his eyes
upon her face, and the girl found it

difficult to manage any sort of conver-
sation between them.
"Do you know what I have a notion

to do?" he finally voiced, "kidnap you,
when we reach Flagstaff and take you
out to see the Cliff Dwellings. You
would enjoy it, for they are truly inter-

esting. Are you riding on any schedule
time?"
"No."
"Well then let us be lost to the world

for a day, I'll dare you," he teased as

he noted her hesitancy.
"You know I should love to," retorted

the girl, "for that is something that I

have always wanted to do, visit the Cliff

dwellings," she hastily added.
"Then why not? I'll double dare

you," he urged, then in a more com-

manding voice continued. "Come on

Billie, where is your ticket, let us get
it fixed up." And before there was
time to remonstrate Bruce had hailed

the brass buttoned individual, with,
"Here Conductor, this ticket needs a

stop over for Flagstaff please."
At mention of the old familar pet name,

"Billie's" mind flew back to the evening
three years ago, when they had parted,
"never to love but one another" but
that was three years gone by.
At Flagstaff they wended their way

along the station platform gaily adorned
Indian maidens, who were squatted in

groups of three and four, each the pos-
sessor of a small supply of pottery, bas-

kets, some bead-work, and a pile of

small clay birds and animals, all of which
were huddled around their moccasined
feet. The majority of the lesser articles

seemed to be of one commercial value,

"Ten cents," uttered by them in their

short voweled gutteral English.
Beth made several purchases while

Bruce was ordering by 'phone a way to

transport them to the Cliffs. "I have
one bit of business to attend to first,

will 3'ou walk with me to the court-
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house? It will take but a second."
His companion gladly acquiesced, for

the early morning air, laden with sweet
scent of pine saw-dust was refreshing
after being on the close Pullman. On
their return, a neat little buck-board
was awaiting them and the sturdy bays
were pawing the ground in their anxiety
to be started. The road wound pictur-

esquely among tall pines and scrubby
cedars. Upon one of these curves Bruce

brought the horses to a stop, to enable
Beth to have a more perfect view of

the twin peaks of the San Francisco

mountains, the coloring of which was
beautiful in the light clear Arizona at-

mosphere.
The intoxication of it all had entered

the girl's veins as she exclaimed, "Oh,
I am so glad that you made me stop over.

It is perfectly glorious, and I would not
have missed it for worlds!"

"It's not good to know you are not

sorry, Billie, that you stole away for

awhile—lost to the world—with me,'"
he replied, his eyes growing dark as

they rested upon a pin at her throat,
one he had spent much care in selecting,

long ago. It was a simple little heart
in blue forget-me-nots. Then silently

they watched her lips, while an expression
of pleasure, yet too sad for a smile,
shown upon his face. "I am glad too,
and would not have missed it for worlds",
he murmured.

Off the main road they had turned,
and were skirting a small rocky hill.

Nearing a magnificent old cedar, with
low out-spread branches, the buck-
board came to a halt; "Here we are

Billie, this is as far as we can drive,"
and the man tossed the lines over the

ponies' backs, in a reckless fashion.
X His companion sprang to the ground
while he was busy with the halters,
and gazed with pleasure about her.

She broke a cluster of pale pink blossoms
from a thorny mountain bush near by,
when from its shelter sprang a frightened
jack rabbit. Quick as a flash Bruce had
his revolver leveled upon it, all the
hunter's instincts alert in him, but Beth,
with a hand on his arm pleaded, "0,
please don't, I do not want to think of

anything being hurt this day."
"You are right," he agreed, "there

must not be a thing to mar this, our

day alone!" and something in the man's
eyes heightened the color in her cheeks.

" Let me see it. I did not know you had
one of those murderous things with you,"
she hastened to say. "I always carry
one," was the reply. "One needs such
things sometimes."

Together they walked over the rocky
slope, armed with a small lunch basket,
the dust robe, and a pair of field glasses.

Nearing the edge of the deep chasm,
he held her arm in a detaining grasp,
"wait, listen!" and from his magnificent
lungs came part of the Swiss yodler
song, clear and melodious; then in
silence they awaited the echo, which
came distinctly again and again, and
still again, vibrating from the rock-
rimmed walls of the canyon below.

Blue-jays fell silently, in the soft

September air, from one cliff to another,
as though they were bits of torn sky,
fluttering down, and added a dash of
bold coloring to the dull sea-grayness
of the canyon, and also to the miles on
miles of similar gray, far across to the

sloping mesa beyond.
To the girl, who had recently spent

several months in California, where she
had with much interest watched each
week change its coloring from one rich

tone to another, as the different wild
flowers blossomed, the scene before them
was unusually striking. Huddled down
in uneven little nooks could be seen the

tiny doorways of the cliff dwellers;
some quite distinct, others almost ob-

literated. Here one with a clearly de-

fined trail leading to the bottom of the

canyon; there one completely crumbled,
another in almost perfect state of pre-

servation, while its neighboring one was

wholly gone, perhaps. What a feeling
of interest it awakened in the girl's

heart, to gaze down upon those long
silent prehistoric homes!
A gust of wind swept her loosened

veil free, carrying it down the canyon
where it rose and fell in graceful whirls

till a gnarled stunted pine caught it

playfully in its brown fingers and held

it captive. "Don't go after it Will,

its of no consequence," she declared

as he unbuckled a heavy cartridge belt

and slipped it with his 45 Colt into her

lap. "So if I stumble I won't shoot

myself," he explained, and with the
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assurance that it would take but a few
minutes to recover the veil, he proceeded
down the rocky side.

Beth took the fire arm gingerly in

her two plump hands. "They are dread-

fully dangerous things, and I know I

could never learn to shoot one of them,"
she shuddered as she placed it carefully
in the grass, marvelling the while at

her companion's apparently careless man-
ner in which he handled it.

"Como-le-va, how-do Mees?" came
unexpectedly from behind a huge boulder,

frightening Beth to her feet, and she
found herself looking straight into a

smooth, brown not unpleasant face.

"Me no hurt leetle Mees," reassured the

voice, a.s a broad smile disclosed a row
of glistening teeth, "Me no hurt Senor-

ita, but where ees Senor?" questioned
the Mexican. "O j-^ou want to see Mr.

Bruce?" asked the girl, trj-ing hard to

conceal her agitation "Si, si, me got
beesness con Senor Bruce, where iss

he?" he demanded.
"He is in the canyon, he will return

directly."

"Uh," grunted the Mexican, "me wait

here for Senor, sabe?" Beth sidled to

where she had placed the revolver and

glimpsing it at her feet, covered it with
the hem of her skirt, as she looked at

the man, whose restless eyes kept a

constant watch on the trail she had in-

dicated Bruce would come on, and at

the same time seemed to see, without

looking, every slight movement on her

part. The girl's heart beats sounded
to her like terrific cannonading as she

Jcept repeating under her breath, "Come
Will, quick, or I shall scream."
A dry twig fell on the flat rock between

them, like a flash the Mexican's grimy
hand flew to his revolver as he wheeled,

facing the frightened girl. Leaning for-

ward his small snake-like eyes fastened

themselves upon her. "You lie, Senor
Bruce no in de canyon, tell me donde

esta, where iss he, or I keel you, sabe?"

came in a low trembling threat. Beth
scarcely Ijreathed and the time of a

second seemed an eternity before Bruce's
felt hat appeared over the rocky ledge.

Simultaneously a shot sounded from the
Mexican's gun. A marvelous strength
came over the girl as she seized the con-
cealed revolver at her feet and with

steady hands took deliberate aim, and
a clear young voice rang out "Hands
up!" The Mexican faced her a second
time but under different circumstances,
as both hands were lifted toward the

sk>'.

The happenings of the next few mo-
ments were a mystery to Beth. She
knew in a vague way that men came,
men and horses, and that guns and
revolvers were much in evidence. Then
trees and rocks began to swim more
and more around her and when she

opened her e^'es it was to look into two
dark blue ones she had dreamed of so

many times since the night three years
gone by when thej^ had smiled their

good bj'-e to her.

"Do you know what you have done,
little girl? You have captured the very
worst outlaw in all Arizona," announced
her companion. "If the Sheriff and his

posse had not come just when you had
him 'reaching for the sky' you would

probably have had the pleasure of dis-

arming him. They haye been hot on
his trail for weeks," he explained, "and
he has had some wonderful escapes, but
the little 'new deputy sheriff' landed
him all right, and Coconino County should
be proud of her," he exclaimed.

Beth's eyes wandered to Bruce's

right arm where blood was showing
through his shirt sleeve. "It's only a

scratch," he assured her, "and just as

soon as it is well enough I am going to

give the 'deputy sheriff' the biggest

hug she ever received, and urge upon
her a position for life with an Arizona
ranchman,"

Something in Beth's eyes evidently
satisfied the hunger in his, and made him

forget his disabled arm—at any rate he
seemed to have perfect control OTer his

left.
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Short Weights and Measures.
By J . R. Newberry

The city council has for the last year
or so given particular attention to the

short weight of butter, and the council

has done much to correct this proposi-
tion. It is a credit to Mr. Green, who
has proved himself to be one of the most
efficient officers that the consumers
have had to protect them. I do know
that he has done splendid work along the

line of protecting the consuming trade in

getting a fair and square deal as to weights
and especially as to butter.

About a year and a half ago I made
an strenuous effort to have bread stand-

ardized as to weight and price, and the

council did pass an ordinance. The

support was not given to the Weights and
Measures Department that it should

have had, and therefore the ordinance

was repealed. But it does seem
to me to be a very peculiar thing when
there is fully ten times as much bread

sold as there is butter, in pounds, that

there is still such wide opportunity to

rob the people as in the weight of bread.

There are thousands of loaves of 5 cent

bread sold every day in the city of Los

Angeles that do not contain over six

or seven ounces, and the 10

cent loaves run from 18 to 23

ounces. Then look at the glaring poster
notices in the stores of "two 10 cent

loaves for 15 cents," These two loaves

contain less than 12 cents worth of bread.

I do not understand why this great
and important proposition of weight

in bread, which the public is being
taken advantage of every day, should
not be protected as well as butter.

Some of the leading bakers would like

to have bread standardized, but it seems
that there are myriads of small bakers

who wish to continue along their pre-
sent practices, and deceiving the public.

It seems like straining at a gnat and

swallowing a camel. It would be a very

easy matter for the council to obtain

the facts so far as concerns the absolute

material that goes into a loaf of bread.

A 14 ounce loaf of bread can be made

profitably, and afford the manufacturer

a reasonable compensation, and the

retailer a reasonable compensation for

selling the same, and all at a retail price

of 5 cents. This loaf can be made out

of the highest grade of flour manufac-

tured in the United States. I also know
that a loaf of 28 ounces can be baked pro-

fitably, and sold to the consuming trade

for 8 cents if you eliminate the soliciting,

the delivery and the credit part of the

business, allowing the retailer a reason-

able profit and the manufacturer a reason-

able profit for making. That is to say
there is fully 30 per cent between the

manufacturer's cost to the retail price;

and this ought to satisfy any reasonable

merchant. If he will make an equitable

profit on the balance of his goods, he can

readily afford to sell this great necessity

of life at the price we have suggested.

It is clearly within the province of the
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council to pass some ordinance that

will protect the consumers of the great
volume of bread that is now being placed

upon this market. It is true that the

council cannot determine the quality,
or price; but the public will.

Give us a standardized loaf of bread
in two sizes and the council will do one
of the great acts of reducing the high
cost of living. The question of the

shrinkage of bread could not be deter-

mined according to some of the council-

men's ideas; it can be if the councilmen
have succeeded in the standardizing of

the butter proposition where the shrink-

age will be twice or three times as much
as it could possibly be in bread, even

twenty-four hours after it is baked.
A 14-ounce loaf will not shrink to

exceed one quarter of an ounce, and the

28 ounce loaf will not shrink to exceed

a half ounce in twenty-four hours. The

government's standard upon butter is

16 per cent of water. Bread is sold

every day fresh, while butter is car-

ried from three to ten days in refrigera-

tors.

Give us an ordinance standardizing
the weight of these two loaves of bread,
and then give Mr. Green authority to

prosecute the men who deliberately
sell a loaf less than the standard weight,
and I will guarantee you in less than
60 days to save the consumers of the

city of Los Angeles at least 20 per cent
on bread. I ask the councilmen to
consider this; whenthey are properly deal-

ing with this butter proposition not to for-

get the great staff of life^bread—of which
there is fully ten times the weight sold

as of butter.

Fruit Soup:
—Into one cup of warm

water put one rounding tablespoonful
of sago and cook in a double boiler one-
half hour. Then add two or three whole
cooked prunes, one-fourth cup of stewed

raisins, two tablespoonfuls of stewed

cranberries, one tablespoonful of lemon

juice and sugar to suit the taste. Allow
it to heat until the fruit is hot, and
serve. Vermicelli or pearl barley may
be substituted for sago.

A HOME PRODUCT
Exceptional Quality

Always Satisfactory

fe^j^Sfe;

IGlobe Mills!

The greater the manufactured

products of Los Angeles, the greater
the city will grow.

The right proportion of Eastern

winter hard-wheat blended with

Western white wheat produces the

finest flour, superior in texture and

quality to flour manufactured in any
other section of the United States.

GLOBE MILLS
Los Angeles, California

,
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Protected Price Plan and What it Means to the

Consumer, as Well as the Producer.

By J . R. Newberry

The Protected Price theory has been

misinterpreted, and to some extent mis-

understood by the consuming public.

Probably a better word and an easier

understood phrase would be: "The Stan-

dardizing of the Product." In order

for a manufacturer to maintain a high
standard quality or any standard at all,

there must be a reasonable compensa-
tion for the materials and then the

manufacturing charges, and the selling

charges. Therefore the Protected Price

simply enables the manufacturer to

maintain his standard.

It is not an easy matter for a manu-
facturer to maintain a standard price
without a standard quality. The Pro-

tected Price plan seeks the standard-

izing of prices in order that the high
standard of quality may be maintained.

No manufacturer can continuously pro-
duce a high grade of goods, and have
them sold upon the market for less than
the goods are worth. No mercantile in=

stitution can flourish without a reason-

able profit.

The theory that a man can take a

large business, and make up on one class

of goods what he loses on the other,
is one of the great causes of failures

in mercantile life. Look at the history
of the retail grocery business, which has

probably twice as many men engaged
in it as a business proposition than
all of the balance of mercantile

institutions in the United States. There
are in the United States to-day 350,000
retail grocers. The history of the retail

grocery business is that three men
out of 100 make money; 20 per cent,

make a meagre living; while 77 per cent

of all the men engaged in the retail gro-

cery business inside of twelve years
make absolute failures in business, either

n selling out under pressure or through

bankruptcy, or getting out just by the

skin of the teeth, and settling with their

creditors at 25, 50 or 75 cents on a dollar.

Consequently, all the money they have
invested in the business is an absolute

loss. This is a great drain upon the

resources of our country.
It has been but 6 or 7 years since there

has been any concerted attempt to ob-

tain a protected price, or the standard-

izing of the great food products of this

country. Some headway has been made
on the Pacific Coast. With known

high standards and protected prices any
manufacturer can give the high grade
of goods that he starts in to do, pro-
vided he maintains his standard con-

sumer's price. These consumer's prices

are fixed by the manufacturers who
in making them allow a proper profit

to the retailer, and a profit, also, to the

jobber.

During these six short years wonder-

ful success in the line of court decisions

has come to the manufacturers who
have earnestly and honestly given the

public what they agree to, and at a

standard price, giving buyers a standard

article. The courts have invariably sus-

tained manufacturers in their right to

establish a consumer's price. One_ of

the manufacturers which has accomplish-

ed this aim of giving a high standard

of quality with a standard price to the

consumer, is the great N; K. Fairbank

Company of Chicago. Next in line has

been the great California Fruit Canner's

Association. The N. K. Fairbank Com-

pany has given to the Coast consumers

one of the best shortenings in the world;

and that is Cottolene. By maintain-

ing the high standard of quality and

the standard of consumer's price, and

that price protected, the company m
the face of very strong competition has
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maintained high quality.
The same is true as to the Cudahy

Packing Company with Suetene. This
is a locally manufactured article—it

is first-class for the price that is asked,
and it has proved a wonderful success

for the manufacturer because the Cudahy
Company has maintained the original

standard, and has maintained an equit-
able and a fair price.
Now the consumer must take into con-

sideration that with all of these manu-
facturers establishing a consumer's

price, the manufacturer provides for

20 per cent margin for the retail trade.

This enables the retailer to solicit and
deliver and charge the goods upon his

books. It also provides for the jobber
a reasonable compensation.
You will ask at once: "How

can the standardizing of goods, with a

standard price, be beneficial to the con-

sumer?"
In the first place when a manufacturer

standardizes his goods and makes a

protected, or standard price, he does so

with the full knowledge of what class

of goods he puts up under his name.
His objective point is the consumer;
not the wholesaler or retailer. He does

provide for each one of these a compen-
sation for handling his goods. He allows

the retailer a compensation of 20 per
cent, and the wholesaler 10 per cent.

This 10 per cent to the wholesaler

meets his traveling men's expenses,
and his house's expenses

—
extravagant

as he might be—and the 20 per cent pro-
vides the retailer with his entire expenses.
Now the question comes: "How are

we going to give to the consumer in

standardized and standard priced goods
an absolute consideration for his money?"
I have accounted for a margin of 30

per cent between producer and consumer.
The manufacturer, as a rule, gives a

consideration of 5 per cent to a broker;
another consideration of 5 to 8 per cent

for publicity, and then must come in

the freight charges from the manufact-
urer to the jobbing centers. This a-

mounts to from 5 to 10 per cent, depend-
ing upon the goods. You can readily
see where 45 or 50 per cent of the ex-

pense from the producer to the consumer
is located even upon staple goods.
We have three opponents to standard-

izing and the protected prices of goods.
The first is the broker. When a manu-
facturer has thoroughly standardized
his goods, and the people know the stand-
ard and appreciate it, the goods do not

require any introductory work from the

broker, or his persuasiveness to sell to
the jobber. The second opponent is

the jobber himself, who prefers to sell

his private brand so that he can have
a monopoly, and charge whatever he
sees fit for his particular line of goods.
He is not the manufacturer of his brands;
therefore he buys and puts under his

brand the class of goods that he can
make the most money upon. Con-

sequently he is not in favor of standardized

goods, or standardized prices. The
third opponent is the retailer who
wishes to take standard goods which
have known quality, and sell them at

cost, or less than cost, in order

to make the great consuming
public believe that he owns the goods
for less than his competitors, or that

he can afford to sell them for less. There-
fore the "cut rate" man is absolutely

against standardized goods.
The objective point of the manufac-

turer is the consumer. That being the

fact, in standardizing goods and making
a standard price, is it not reasonable

to believe that all honorable and upright
manufacturers who expect to continue
in business will place upon theii-

articles the full and honest value of

their goods? It is only through the con-

sumer's continually calling for their

goods and appreciating the value that

they put in them, that makes their

manufacturing a success.

It is worth more to have a well satis-

fied patron than columns in the news-

paper. Manufacturers are beginning to

realize this more and more every day,
and therefore it is of the utmost interest

to the consumer that he should demand
from his dealer absolutely standard-

ized goods with a standard price, and
that price made by the manufacturer.

There is no interest in California that

has profited so much by standardizing
as the olive oil interest. Without a

question all of the leading brands of

Olive Oil put up in California that are

high grade, are absolutely protected

goods.
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The same is true of canned goods.
The great California Fruit Canners,
Association, one of the largest manufac-
turers of canned goods in the world, in

standardizing their Del Monte Brand
of goods, has placed before the people
the best goods that ever have been put
into a can. On the average, everything
that the Canners' Association has put
up under the Del Monte Brand, and

protected, is at a price that ensures
a first-class article. The people have

appreciated this and in the past two

years this brand has become more favor-

ably known than all other brands put
upon the market. This has disturbed
the jobbing trade because their private
brands upon which they have placed
their labels, and about whose contents

they know practically very little, have
been virtually driven from the market.
How shall consumers know when

goods are standard goods with a standard

price? All you have to do is to ask
the dealer with whom you are trading:
"Is this price made by you, or is made
by the manufacturer who makes the goods
and knows the absolute quality of the
same?" One of the local manufacturers.
Bishop & Co., have standardized their

crackers, as well as their catsup and
their preserves. In standardizing these

goods in quality and price it disarms
the dealer who wishes to de-

moralize for his benefit, an honest value
of honest goods. The standardizing of

the Bishop catsup at 20 cents per bottle

should be known by every consumer on
the Pacific Coast. The goods do pay a

profit to the retailer at the price estab-

lished by Bishop & Co., and there is

no better article of catsup put up—or

can be put up—than this same Bishop's
catsup. Therefore it is growing in favor,
and naturally takes the place of any
goods that may be brought into this

market under the misrepresentation of

either the broker or the wholesaler.

You will naturally ask: ''Why cannot
all of the copyrighted and labeled pro-
tected goods be standardized?" They
could be, but manufacturers prefer

—
some of them—not to standardize their

prices or their quality, because by not

standardizing the two they can put
anything in the bottle that they desire,

t when they have standardized both

Ben Hur
Baking

Powder

A Home Product

for

Discriminating Buyers

Ben Hur Baking Powder

is made of cream of tartar and hi-carhonate

of soda, mih starch filler, according to the

best scientific blends. The blending is per-

fectly done. EQUAL TO ANY
BAKING POWDER MADE ANY-
WHERE.

JOANNES=SPLANE COMPANY,
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

the price and the quality they then must

give the goods, or drop out of the mar-
ket.

The word "cut-rate" s probably as

much abused in merchandizing, I think
—

especially in the grocery line—as

any other word can be, because it is

impossible for any price to be called

"cut," that is not established by
the manufacturer. The price on Royal
Baking Powder at retail has ranged|in
the city of Los Angeles from 28 to 50

cents a pound. Now any price between

28 and 50 cents would not be considered,

or could not be considered as a cut rate

price. The fact is that when Royal
Baking Powder is sold at 35 cents a

pound it is sold at at least 1 cent a can

less than it costs the jobber to buy.
This has been done for advertising effect,

and when men do these things for effect

they simply lose on one article and

make it up on some other. This is an

absolutely wrong principle in business,

and ought not to be tolerated, because

when any one buys goods for less than

they cost it means that the average cost

of their supplies must make up for what-
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ever the merchant loses on any one par-
ticular article. The standardizing of the

price will help dealers to maintain the

standard of quality, and will protect
the consumer against the unjust and
dishonest dealings of merchants who do
follow the piratical idea, or principle,
of selling some goods below their value

and making it up on other lines. I

predict that in the next few years
all of the leading goods that will remain

upon the market will be standardized

as to quality, and will be standardized

as to price, in order to permit the manu-
facturer to continue to make the high

grade of goods that he starts out to

make.

Consequently in buying your supplies

buy only those goods that are standard-

ized as to quality and price. When the

price is standardized it affords the manu-
facturer an opportunity to be honest and

just with his constituent, the consumer.

Returning to the question: "How is

the consumer to be benefited by this

standardizing of the price of goods?"
As we said before, the manufacturer
does provide for fully 10 or 12 per cent

that the consumer is entitled to save if

he will. If the consumer cares to save

monej' he is entitled to save it, and the

retailer should be entitled to give him

fully 10 per cent from any standard price

made, providing that the consumer will

go to the store and buy his goods for

cash and take them home. The manu-
facturers are coming to see that they
cannot afford to insist that the great

majority of consumers to be obliged to

pa)' for soliciting and delivering and the
credit proposition. The time is at hand
when those considerations will be made
to the consumer, to which he is justly
entitled.

Now, in changing our business from
a credit delivery basis to a cash basis

without solicitors, we went carefully
over our entire catalogue and by leaving
the standardized priced, and standard

goods at the price named by the manu-
facturer, we did so cut down the profit
on other goods that we have allowed
the consumer prices that will give
them groceries lower than the regular
established consumer's price as establish-

ed by ourselves or any first-class grocery
store in the city of Los Angeles. This
is not always appreciated by the public
because they do not have the discount

upon every article, and I think some-
times it is a mistake.

In our country stores we have arranged
it differently. Wherever our country
trade, trading with our houses, pay cash

for the goods and carry them home,
and require no solicitation or expense
from us, we give a straight 10 per cent

discount from top to bottom of the full

line of provisions. This has clearly de-

monstrated that the people approve
of the cash buying system.

However, in the city of Los Angeles
we have not carried out that principle,
but we are looking forward to some

change, and when we do we shall give
the people the horizontal discount to

which thev are absolutelv entitled.
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To Make Good Bread.

Approach it as if it were a sacrament.
Come with clean hands and singleness

of purpose.

By clean hands is meant that the hands
should be thoroughly scrubbed with

soap and a brush, and the nails cleaned

just before approaching the task. This
the housewife should always do before

commencing any task in which she is

required to put her hands.

Singleness of purpose is also a main

requisite. During the process of bread

making give it your undivided attention.

Put away anxious cares and distracting

thoughts and you will find yourself

repaid by results. The mental atti-

tude affects even the making of material

things.
If possible use a bread mixer. Buy

an inexpensive one and one simple in

construction, so that it may be easily
cleaned. By the use of a bread mixer,
bread making is reduced to a science,
it is much more sanitary and there is

no waste of flour, items to be considered
if one has careless help.

Ingredients for four loaves:

1 cake compressed yeast or its equiva-
lent in other yeast.

1 tablespoonful sugar.

Shortening if desired.

1 large tablespoon of salt.

1 quart of wetting.
3 pounds of flour.

One yeast cake will make twice this

amount of bread. Tf you wish to save
for rolls next day you may do so. If

you have no use for the yeast cake put
it all in the bread. While getting dinner

Custard Pie with Log Cabin
Make ordinary pie crust, and for filling

use three well beaten eggs, one half

teaspoonful of salt, one pint of milk and
half a cup of Towle's Log Cabin syrup.
Bake in an evenly heated oven. The
same recipe for filling makes an appe-
tizing baked custard.

Look for another next month.

put yeast cake to dissolve in a half cup
of warm water with the sugar, and set

in warm place. Yeast works best when
the temperature is between 70 degrees
and 90 degrees. Hot or boiling water
kills the yeast; cold water does not but
retards its work. Yeast likes sugar to

feed upon and brings about the chemical

changes by which gas is formed. It

is this gas that makes possible the rais-

ing of the dough. When you are ready
to make your bread, stir the yeast jn
the cup to make sure it is all dissolved,
and you will notice the sparkle and

bubbles, which seem to make the yeast
alive, as indeed it is. Any good cook
will tell you if you want good bread you
must have lively yeast. If you do not

give the yeast sugar, the process of bread

making will be a little longer, as the

yeast is then compelled to use the sugar
in the milk and from the starch in the

flour, which takes longer.
For your quart of wetting use whole

milk if you have it; if not use skim milk

half milk and water, or all water as

necessity demands. If you use all water

put in a piece of butter to make it richer.

You can make good bread with all

water, but pure milk makes the nicest

bread. Scald the milk and let it cool

to the right temperature. This kills

all bacteria.

AT ALL GROCERS
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Put the liquids, milk and yeast in

bread pan, add salt, then put in flour,

sifting it, a pound at a time, and beating
the mixture well each time to thoroughly
incorporate the ingredients. If you do
not possess a small household scale

use a quart of flour, before sifting,

for a pound. The object of kneading
is to break the starch cells in the flour.

Knead it in the pan until it forms a
smooth ball, and no flour adheres to

sides and bottom. Five minutes of knead-

ing ought to do the work but do not
think you can hurt the bread by too

much kneading. You are supposed to

knead until air bubbles form. Then
grease the top with either butter, cotto-

lene or lard to keep a hard crust from

forming and cover warmly for the night.
The silence cloth you use on your dining
table is an excellent covering for the

bread.
If you have used a bread machine

three minutes of turning the crank
has done the work. You have not been
forced to put your hands in the bread
and no flour has been wasted. Also

you use the crank for stirring it down

IpHosPHn!
I FOODSU

NON-STARCH CERCAU

Best Body Building Breakfast Foods

MEAL=FLOUR=RY=LAX

Delicious Nutritions

Economical

All tiie virtue of grain without digestive
strain.

AT ALL QROCERS

: PHOSPHO FOOD CO.

LOS ANGELES, - - CALIFORNL\
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in the morning after it has raised enough.
In the morning make out into loaves

for baking. If your dough has raised

too long or at too high a temperature,
the dough will have spread and be flat

on top. It should be taken before it

reaches this stage
—the dough should he

convex in shape
—the top higher than

the sides. Just as soon as it spreads
evenly over the pan, it is raised too

much. Sour bread will not result unless

the yeast is not pure or all conditions

of cleanliness have not been observed.

Sour bread is a result of bacteria, either

from impurity of the yeast, or unclean-

ness in the bread making.
Turn the dough out on the molding

bo^ird, and put as little flour into it as

possible. Knead it until air cells are

broken, which only takes a few minutes.

Divide into of four parts and mold into

loaves.

A secret of good bread making is that

the loaves must be proportioned to the

pan. If the pan is too large for the bread

the loaf spreads in its efforts to fill it—if too small the loaf runs over before

it is ready for the oven, and to prevent
this you will bake the bread

before it is raised enough.
For these four loaves use two bread

tins, each 10 1-2 long, 5 inches wide and
3 inches deep. A pan of this size has

been proved to be proportioned for two
of these loaves. Grease the pans well,

place in one loaf, dip a side of the other

loaf in grease, and place it in pan with

first loaf. Being greased the loaves

will break apart easily when baked.

Do the same with the other two loaves

and put them to rise in a irarm, not hot,

place. It is better to raise your bread

slowly, as quick raising makes it too

porous.

Again do not let your bread raise until

it spreads. In the proportioned pan
that is given it will be ready for the oven

when it rises nearly to the top, and is

still convex in shape, the top higher
than the sides.

Do not have the oven hot enough to

brown the bread immediately. It should

be in the oven about fifteen minutes

before it browns. Bake about three

quarters of an hour, or an hour. It

depends upon the oven, but bake it well.

When baked remove from the oven and
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cool as rapidly as possible. This is to

destroy all yeast growth and bacteria.

Wrapping it in a cloth to soften it en-

courages this growth, and from a Dom-
estic Science point of view is wrong.
If you do not like crusty bread, butter
the crust, which makes it soft, and
attractive in appearance.
When baked your loaves will weigh

a pound and a half apiece and be sweet
and wholesome.

If you wish to set your bread in the

morning, do so. It will be ready for

baking in good season.

You cannot help but make good bread
if you follow these directions, unless

you have made up your mind to failure

in the begininng.

Lady Rolls

Prepare the yeast as in bread-making
using a teaspoon of sugar. A half yeast
cake is enough, but a whole cake will

raise the dough more quickly. Boil

a pint of milk with a piece of butter

the size of an egg. When luke-warm
add yeast and a teaspoon of salt, and
flour enough to make a thick batter.

Beat thoroughly. When light put on

molding board and knead for ten or

fifteen minutes. Put back in bowl and
let it rise a second time. When light

again turn pieces about size of an egg
and mold into balls. When finished

you will have about forty odd. Keep
in two divisions, the same number in

each. The smaller they are the nicer

they are but even if they are large

they are delicious, only not so dainty.
Grease pan well and have an extra
dish of melted butter or cottolene ready.
Pick up roll, stretch it flat with fingers
of both hands, put in pan, take another,
do the same; dip one side in the melted

lard, stand it alongside the first one;
continue until half the rolls are used and
fill one half of pan. Then do the same
with other half. Work quickly and

deftly. A little experience will soon
teach you how to get the rolls quickly
into the pan without their spreading.
If your pan is short and wide and will

teach you how to get the rolls quickly
into the pan without their spreading.
If your pan is short and wide and will

hold three tiers of rolls, divide your rolls

into three parts, and keep the sections

separate. By getting them all ready
before commencing to put in pan, you
are enabled to work much more rapidly
and the rolls will keep their shape.
Very simple and easy to make.

Cinnamon Buns
Boil a pint of milk. Dissolve in it

a cup of lard or cottolene. When cool

add yeast cake previously prepared or
one cup of yeast, 1-2 cup of sugar and
1 quart of flour. Cover warmly and
let raise. In the morning add two eggs
beaten light and a teaspoon of salt.

Make as stiff as for bread. When it

is light divide into two parts, roll out
about an inch thick, long and narrow;

spread with the mixture; roll as for a

jelly, roll and cut off in slices; lay in

pan to rise again. Bake about twenty
minutes.

Mixture:—1-4 lb. of butter, browned
to rich brown; when cool add sugar

enough to absorb the butter, then about
two tablespoons of water; add enough
sugar to absorb both water and butter;
flavor with cinnamon.

Whole Wheat Gems.
One egg, tablespoon sugar, little salt,

1 cup sweet milk, enough flour to make
thin batter, 3 teaspoons baking powder.
Put together in order named. Quick
to make and never fails.

Coffee Cake.

One cup sugar, 3 tablespoon melted

Cleans like Magic'

Keeps the

Hands

Soft and

White

Instantly cleans

kitchen pots,

pans, sinkboards

and brass and

metal wares.

Best toilet soap for mechanics.

BIG CAKE 5c
at Grocers

HOLMES & STOCKARD
351 E. 2d St. Los Angeles, Cal.

A 6257 Main 3363
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butter, 3 eggs, 1 cup sweet milk, 3 cups
flour, 3 teaspoons baking powder, little

salt.

Sprinkle on top a mixture made of

chopped nuts, either walnuts or almonds,
melted butter, sugar to absorb it and
cinnamon. Have mixture dry. If too
wet put in a little flour. This cake is

delicious and light as a feather. One
half the receipt makes a good sized cake.

Some Menus.
Five dainty menus for afternoon re-

freshments at this season of the year.

Pineapple Salad.

Daintv crackers.

Coffee.

For pineapple salad take three small

-crisp lettuce leaves, put on plate, put
slice of pineapple in center and a maras-
chino cherry between each lettuce leaf.

Serve with spoonful of mayonnaise.

Banbury Tarts.

Swiss Cheese.

Coffee.

Banbury Tarts: Cup'^of raisins, half

chopped and halfj|^whole. 2 ounces

silver Ijcaf
LARD

I SWEET AND PURE
Made a from Corn-fed Eastern Porkers

Los Angeles stock always fresh because it

^ reaches us within nine days from the time
it is drawn from the kettle in KansasC ity

SWIFT & COMPANY
•H^

citron; cup of sugar; juice and rind of

one lemon; 1 egg. Cut out pastry rounds
five inches in diameter, wet edge of one

half, put tablespoon of mixture on this

half, fold over and press edges together
using fork to crinkle edges. Prick
tart on top and bake. This will make
about a dozen tarts.

Pineapple Trifle.

Dainty Wafeis.
Chocolate.

Pineapple Trifle; Use one can of sliced

pineapple to half a pound of marsh-
mallows. . Cut pineapple in cubes and
marshmallows in four pieces. Serve
in glasses. Put in pineapple, then
marshmallows and top with large spoon-
ful of whipped cream.

Coffee Cake.
Fanev pats of butter.

Coffee.

Coffee cake as per preceding recipe

piping hot.

Crab Creole.

Bread and butter sandwiches.
Coffee or tea.

^lake crab-creole in chafing dish at

table.

Cakes and Tarts for Children's Parties

Doniinoes.

Bake a sheet of cake, either sponge
or plain, but sponge is preferable. Frost

with white icing, remembering to put
in a few drops of vinegar to prevent
icing from cracking when cut. Cut
cake in oblong strips to represent domi-

noes, and make the lines and dots with
a brush dipped in Baker's melted choco-

late.

Kisses.

To the white of one egg well beaten,
stir in gently one heaping tablespoon
of powdered sugar, 1 of granulated

sugar and a few drops of vanilla extract.

Drop on brown paper and bake slowly.
A little shredded cocoanut may be

sprinkled on top.
Chocolate Kisses.

To the white of one egg well beaten

gently stir in one heaping tablespoon
of granulated sugar and the same of

chocolate. Drop on brown paper and
bake slowly.
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Golden Letters.

Bake small round sponge cakes and
when cold frost with white icing. Beat

up the yolk of an egg, and with a small
brush dipped in the yolk write or print
a name or word on each cake.

Tartlets.

Line patty tins, hearts, shells, scallops,

etc., with rich pie crust, drop in a teas-

spoon of any firm jelly; cut thin strips
of pie crust, 1-8 of an inch if you can do
it, and drop in spirals, circles or any
fancy shapes on top of jelly. Bake in

a quick oven. Use the small tins as

the tartlets are not dainty if too large,
and buy two dozen. It facilitates

matters, as while one dozen is baking,
you can be filling the others and the fire

is not wasted.

A Bolled=Rice Innovation.
Here is a delicious substitute for the

old way of boiling rice: Put one cupful
of rice into a pudding-bag that has a

capacity for about one quart, tie the bag
so as to leave room for the rice to swell

and put this into a kettle containing
a liberal quantity of boiling water. Add

a teaspoonful of salt and boil briskly
for half an hour; then turn from the
bag and serve in cream and sugar.
Rice cooked in this way is far superior
to ordinary boiled rice.

Wedding Cake.

{One hundred and thirty-eight years old.)
One pound each of loaf sugar, pounded

and sifted; of butter, washed three times
dried in a towel, and of dried and sifted

flour; twelve eggs, the whites and yolks
beaten separately; one pound each of

currants, washed in three waters, then
dried in a sieve; of best layer raisins,
seeded and chopped, and of citron, cut
into slips with a pair of sharp scissors;
two teaspoonfuls of nutmeg and one of

pounded cloves; one tablespoonful of

cinnamon and a glass of the best French

brandy. Stir butter and sugar to a

cream; beat in the yolks, whipped smooth
and strained and beat steadily ten min-
utes. Then add, a handful at a time,
half of the flour; next, the spices, by
turns with the other half of the flour.

Mix with a few quick strokes, always
beating upward and in the same direc-

Calmaco Brand
MADE IN LOS ANGELES

Spaghetti, Vermicelli, Egg Noodles,"Ready Cut" Macaroni, Alphabets

Besides tasting better than other Macaroni, besides nourishing better than

other foods, CALMACO, flavory, firm, tender Macaroni is the cleanest

Macaroni, made by the cleanest methods, in the cleanest factory. Get a

package today and try it. 10 and 25 cents.

California Macaroni Co.
LOS ANGELES

CALIFORNIA
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tion. Finally stir in the brandy.
This will make a very large loaf

or two of fair size. Line a deep tin

mould with white paper, well buttered
and bake, covered, for the first hour.

Remove the paper covering then and
bake steadily for another hour. Take
off the paper quickly and shut the oven
door gently and not to jar the cake.

To shake it would make it streaky.
Mem:—The fruit must be dredged

well with dry flour before it goes into

the butter.

N. B. This cake if properly made,
will keep for years, if wrapped in silver

paper and put into a box with a tight
lid.

The wedding cakes cut by our great-

grandmothers when brides, were made
by this recipe, with scarcely a variation.

The great loaf, iced in emblematic

figures and letterings was taken from
its place in the middle of the table,

stripped of the flowers and cut paper
decorations and brought to the bride

upon a broad salver. She must cut

the first slice, and this was bestowed

upon the first bridesmaid to be divided

among other members of the bridal

train—^"to be slept on" that night.
Pieces of the rest of the loaf, were

treasured by the young people for

the like purpose and small boxes of

wedding cake went to friends and rela-

tives who lived at a distance. The
remnant of the mammoth loaf was packed
away as I have described, in silver

paper saturated with brandy, and shut

up in a tin or japaned box.

Pound Cake Recipe.
One jiound of flour, one of sugar,

one of eggs and a scant pound of butter.

A glass of brandy, a grated nutmeg and
a teaspof nful of ground mace.
The butter should be of the very best

and washed three times in ice water,
then a towel should be rolled about it

to absorb the moisture. Warm the

butter ver\' slightlj' and rub it into a

cream with half of the flour, jand, this

done, rub it into the spice and brandy.
Beat the yolks very smooth. Don't

stop as long as they froth. They must
be as smootli as cream. Add the sugar

then, alternately, the whites until they
stand alone and stiff and the rest of

the flour. \A hen you have done this,

put all the ingredients together and beat

steadily for half an hour—not a minute

less.

The last clause lends weight to the

caustic prefatoiy remark: "No servant

can be trusted to do it justice." What

paid servant would beat a cake for half

an hour—not a minute less?

The Sanitary Home.
How to Make the Family Washing Easy.

Fifty-two times a year the housekeeper

has to face the stern fact of a family

wash. No member of the family, from

the baby to the grandma, can get along

without clean clothes, and some one, in

some way, must do the work required.
At its best a washing day is to be dread-

ed. The nature of the work—the muss
and suds and steam—requires one's

undivided attention until completed.
Unlike any other work, it cannot be

put aside and taken up again after a

brief rest. But like every other depart-

ment of house work, there are methods,

by which the washing can be made easy.

W^ashing is not a comphcated process,

and a little intelUgence, in thinking out

the scientific method of removing dirt,

lessens the hard work and makes wash

day comparatively easy.
We all can rememl)er the old wash

bench, the wooden tubs, heavy wash-,

board, and hot stove, that were once the

accompaniments of wa.sh day, and what

an unsightly place the floor was all around,
with its offensive pile of soiled clothes,

sorted and unsorted.

leaning over the wash board, rubbing
and rubbing, and in many cases only

rubbing in the dirt, is hard work. Time
is also lost and clothing needlessly wornJ
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out by the rubbing process. Happily,
modern inventions have made possible
a much better and easier method of

accompHshing the work.
The first thing to be considered, is

the necessary equipment for a home
laundry, whether it be in one's kitchen,
in a basement, or in a room used solely
for that purpose. A washing machine,
a bench, two galvanized iron tubs,
a wringer, a large pan for starch, a

boiler, and clothes poles, clothes bars,
clothes line and clothesline pins are

required. For ironing one needs a

good table, a skirt board, a sleeve and
waist board, and three good-sized
flatirons, and one smaller one. All

of these things are necessary for each
week's general wash. Other things may
be added if very fine laundry work
is to be done.
From the various washing machines,

a choice may be made to suit the theory
and the purse of any housekeeper.
Some machines wash by friction, some
by forcing the water through a container,
as in the cylinder process, others wash
by air suction. Each has its merits.

It is essential that an efficient washing
machine be chosen. Its durability, as

well as its suitability for the kind of

washing required, must be taken into

consideration, in the choice of a machine.
The principle of all washing machines,

is to furnish mechanically some method,
by which the warm suds can be forced

through and through the fibres of cloth,
until the dirt is softened and the impuri-
ties removed without injury. The old

washboard method was radically wrong,
for rubbing never removed dirt. If

so, rubbing when dry would be all that
was necessary. The later idea was to

force the soap and water through the
fabric. The theory was demonstrated

years ago, by the clumsy, old-fashioned

pounder and barrel. These pounders
were hollowed out of a solid piece of

wood. Clothes too heavy and dirty
to be washed by hand, were placed in

a barrel with plenty of soap and water.

Then one grasped an upright handle,
that was fastened to the pounder, and
this was lifted and dropped, forcing the
water up and down through the clothes,

Back-breaking it may have been, but
the theory was correct, for the dirtiest

of clothes were washed clean without
rubbing.

Most washing machines that rub,
have some device to lift the clothes up
and then drop them, thus forcing the
water through. Great care has to be
used or the prongs and forks become
caught in the clothing, and when the
reverse motion is started that fabric
tears. Care must also be exercised,
in placing clothes in those rotary machines
but with proper attention these machines
give excellent service.

One very satisfactory machine for

washing clothes, has an inner cylinder
of galvanized iron, perforated with
holes. The clothes are put into this
inner tube, and the outer cylinder
contains the soapy solution of warm
water. The water forces through and
through the clothes with each turn of
the cyUnder, and the clothes are dropped
and changed at each revolution, merely
by the force of the water. This has

very little opportunity, if any, of tearing
the clothing, and is a thorough cleanser.
Another style, employs the suction

method, embodying the principle of
the old pounder. It consists of a steel

hood, which, lifted and dropped, by a
steel coil spring, generates air-pressure

power to force the suds in circulation.

The suds is the medium of washing,
but it must, by some of these methods
be kept in circulation.

An important item of equipment
in the laundry is the wringer, and as

there are many on the market, one
should be chosen with discrimination.

The main cost of the wringer is for the

rubber rollers. Some wringers are fitted

with composition rollers, and they may
seem cheaper, but are not as durable,
and do not squeeze the water out as

effectually as the rubber ones. It is

economy to buy good rubber rollers

for the wringer; they are not only most

effective, but they are also most durable.

In drying clothes there is nothing better

than the old-fashioned clothesline, with

plenty of sunlight. With good sunlight
and a little wind, the clothes are dried

quickly and absorb the ozone of the

atmosphere. However, this manner of

drying clothes, is a luxury many city

people cannot indulge in; or at least,

many of those dwelling in the congested
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parts of a great city, and living in

flats. If clothes have to be dried

by artificial means, clothes dryers serve

the purpose. These are generally

heated by gas, but great care should be

taken, that the gas fed to the dryers

consumes sufficient air, and that it be

as fresh as possible. It works on the

same principle as a hot-air furnace.

If the air of the basement is used, the

windows should be left open so that

plenty of good, clean air, finds its way
to the dryer, insuring sweet-smelling

clothes.

A clothes boiler that will not rust,

and that does not have to be lifted,

should be selected. One that will last

a Ufetime is of white enameled steel,

finished with a nickel faucet at the

bottom for drawing off the water without

lifting the boiler. This can be kept

as clean as an enameled bath tub, and

it never chips or rusts, so it is practically

an insurance against iron-rusted clothing.

Use the very best of soaps. A cheap

soap will produce very little effect.

In the days past, soap was made from
old grease and lye. All kinds of grease
were saved for the soap kettle, and one
slacked one's wood ashes, to produce the

lye for the same purpose. Soap should
be made from clean, fresh grease, and
not from grease gathered from refuse.

Poor soaps, or those containing a

large amount of dirty, fatty substance,
have a disagreeable odor. These should
never be used. You can let your nose
serve the test of the purity or impurity
of soap. Take a vessel with tightly

fitting cover, wash it with soap, rinse,
and dry. Cover it tightly and let it

,
rest for several hours. Upon removing
the cover the unpleasant odor will

convince you, if the soap is an unsanitary
cleaner.

There are good cleaners and cleansing

powders on the market, that will not

rot or destroy the clothes, and, used in

connection with a pure, sweet soap,

they %vill thoroughly dissolve and carry
off the impure oils and gases and leave

the clothes clean and white.

THE FRESHEST

SHORTENING

OBTAINABLE IN

LOS ANGELES

IS

SUETENE

30 Days Fresher than

Eastern Shortenings

THE CUDAHY PACKING
COMPANY

LOS ANQELES
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HELPFUL HOUSEHOLD HINTS.

If the mother thinks too much pie
is bad for her family, and the family
is fond of squash pie, let her serve it

as squash custard, making it the same
as pie, and baking it in a baking dish
instead. The labor in making squash
pie comes in rubbing the squash through
the colander. Try this: Take a medium
sized potato scrub it clean with brush,
cut off piece to make fiat bottom, thrust
fork in other end and use this to rub

squash or other mixture through colander
or sieve. You can rub it through in

just one half the time.

If you burn a loaf cake do not attempt
to cut the burnt part off on taking it

from the oven. Let the cake get per-

fectly cold, then with your grater,

grate off the burnt portions and any
little irregularities of baking.

Whether it is cheaper to buy in large

quantities or small is a matter of much

discussion at present. But it is cheaper
to buy a whole ham. After slicing it,

dip the ham in paraffine wax. The
wax scrapes off easily and at the next
using this slice is as soft as the next one.
A large jelly cake tin with straight sides
is best for this. Keep it for this purpose
only. Melt some paraffine for next
time. You can always use the scrapings
from the ham each time. The ham is

handy and ready for an emergency,
but not too handy when coated with
the wax.

Save your paraffine from jelly glasses.
Wash and dry it, and put it away for

remelting next year.

After taking up roast and gravy fill

half full warm water, add teaspoon of

soap powder—put on stove to keep
hot, and, when you come to wash it

you will find your work already done.

Remember that almonds will be in

bloom in February so utilize the blos-

soms for table or house decorations.

t«< <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< <<<<<<<-<-<<<-< >f

UNCLE SAM

HEALTH FOOD
25c PER PACKAGE

AT ALL GROCERS

Mr. L. COLTRIN, Discoverer

Made of Flaxseed, Whole Wheat, Celery Salt.

Will relieve any obstinate case of constipation and will soothe and promote
the action of the stomach.

A Food and a Regulator combined.

Manufactured by the

UNCLE SAM BREAKFAST FOOD COMPANY,
OMAHA, NEBRASKA

<<<<<<<<< <<<<<<<<<<<<<< <<<<<<<<<<<<«<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<^^^^
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NEWBERRY'S
You Can

Buy Your Groceries

for cash at any of the Newberry stores, as cheap as

the average retail grocer buys from the wholesaler .

NEWBERRY'S FIFTEEN STORES:
612=614 SOUTH BROADWAY
554=558 SOUTH MAIN STREET

2652 WEST PICO STREET

HOOVER AND 25th STREETS

2106 EAST FIRST STREET

126 WEST AVENUE 50

724 EUCLID AVENUE

2013 WEST SEVENTH STREET

1539 TEMPLE STREET

WESTERN AVE. AND FORTY=EIQHTH ST.

5825 SOUTH MAIN STREET

22nd AND SAN PEDRO STREETS

725 WEST THIRD STREET

HUNTINGTON PARK
Warehouse and Shipping Department, FIRST AND VIQNES STS.

NEWBERRY'S
HOME 10421 Sunset Main 8945



Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co.
. . . MANUI ACTURERS . . .

331-333 E. Third St., Los Angeles

High Grade

BILLIARD
and
POOL
TABLES

For the Home

Have You Investigated

Any of the New Style

of

GAS

WATER
HEATER

This is an appliance which is no longer a

luxury, but a r>ecessity.
Gas to heat sufficient water for a bath

costs less than TWO CENTS, and

boihng hot water for any purpose
may be had at a second's notice if

you have a

GAS WATER HEATER

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS

Los Angeles Gas

and

Electric Corporation

645 SOUTH HILL STREET

Please mention "Out West" when writing to Advertisers.



Bishop- Made

Sugar Wafers
When you want the

utmost in dainti-

ness-confection or des-

sert—
BISHOP'S SUGAR WAFERS

Four different flavors—vanilla,

chocolate, lemon and nut. Noth=

ing more tempting could ever be

imagined than BISHOP'S Sugar
Wafer with the creamy nut filling—made exclusively by BISHOP
in California.

10c AND 25c PACKAGES

Bishops Company of California

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

A PURE PRODUCT OF A PERFECT PROCESS

BAKER'S

BREAKFAST
COCOA

is made from the

best cocoa beans,

scientifically
blended.

Absolutely pure,

healthful, and.

delicious.

Get the genuine with our trade-mark on the packar
 

52 Highest Awards in Europe and America

Walter Baker& Co. Limited

Established 1780 DORCHESTER, MASS.

Choose

Yonr Oil As Yon

Would Your Car

Imperfect lubrication causes

more trouble, more expense,

more breakdowns than any-

thing else about your car.

There'll be no carbon

deposit to foul the cylinder

and spark-slugs, no friction,

no oil troubles if you get

lERDLEHE
Anto Lnbricating Oil
Yon can count on perfect Inbric-a-

tion at all times, under all conditions,
entire freetloni from tronlile witli

carbon dejiosits, an<l increased
power from your engine.

Zerolene is m&<.\f in one grade only,
for all tvpt-f of tylinders and bear-

ings. Produce*! only in one place In
the world. Put up in sealed cans
w iiti [latent spout tnat cannot be re-

i:;;..!. Also in liarrels lor garage
irai''. S(ild bv dealers ererywhere.
Writ.- for booklet, "21 jOOO miles with
Zerolene", Kree.

STANDARD OIL COMPANY,

(Incorporated)

^ >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>»

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND
LOAN SOCIETY

Savings {The German Bank) Commercial
(Member of the Associated Savings Banks of San

Francisco. )

526 CALIFORNIA ST.. SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.
Guaranteed Capital $1,200,000.00
Capital actually paid up in cash $1,000,000.00
Reserve and Contingent Funds $1,580,518.99
Employees' Pension Fund _ . 109,031 .35

Deposits Dec. 31st., 1910 $ 42,039,580.06
Total assets $44,775,559.56

Remittance may be made by Draft, Post Office, or
Wells, Fargo & Go's. Money Orders, or coin by
Express.

Office Hours: 10 o'clock A. M. to 3 o'clock P. M.,
except Saturdays to 12 o'clock M. and Saturday
evenings from 6:30 o'clock P. M. to 8 o'clock P. M. for

receipt of deposits only.

OFFICERS—President, N. Ohlandt; First Vice-
President, Daniel Meyer; Second-Vice President and
Manager, George Tourny; Third Vice-President, J. W.
Van Bergen; Cashier, A. H. R. Schmidt; Assistant

Cashier, William Herrmann; Secretary, .\. H. .Muller;
Assistant Secretaries, G. J. O. Folte and Wm. D.
Newhouse; Goodfellow Eells & Orrick, General
Attorneys.
BOARD OF DIRECTORS—N. Ohlandt. Daniel

Mever, George Tourny, J. W. Van Bergen. Ign.
Steinhart, I. N. Walter, F. Tillmann, jr., E. T. Kruse,
and W. S. Goodfellow.

MISSION BRANCH—2572 Mission Street, be-
tween 21st and 22nd Street-s. For receipt and pay-

A ment of Dejxjsits only. C. W. Heyer, Manager.
> ^ RICHMOND DISTRICT BRANCH. 432 Clement
A Street, between 5th and 6th Avenues. For receipt

and payment of Deposits only. W. C. Heyer,
Manager.

^<-< <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<

vose PIANOS
haTe been established over 60 years. By our aystem
of paymentserery family in moderatecircnmttaocea
can own a VOSE piano. We ta^e old iustrnmeuts
in exchanire and deliver the new piaao in year

horn- free of exi>ense. Write for Catalogne D and explanations.
VOSE & SONS PIANO CO . Boiton. M««»
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Cathedral Cliffs (4000 feet ),Tuolumne Canyon, Yosemite National Park

From Photograph by Herbert W. Gleason

15c per copy Los Angfeles, Cal. $1.50 per year
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Of Course You Intend
To See

PASADENA=THE ORANGE QROVES==LONG BEACH==LOS ANGELES

HARBOR [SAN PEDRO,]—CAWSTON'S FAMOUS

OSTRICH FARM—SAN GABRIEL MISSION

The best way to do so is to

Take Tilton's Trolley Trip

j<

The Only Trip Visiting These Points. Saving You 100 Pennies Per Table Below.

Points Visited. Reg. Cost to PubUc.

Pasadena and Orange Groves Fare $ .25

Cawston's Famous Ostrich Farm Fare and Admission .25

^ San Gabriel Mission Fare and Admission .55

Los Angeles to Naples Fare .35

Naples to Long Beach (Long Stop) Fare .10

Long Beach to San Pedro (L. A. Harbor) Fare .15

San Pedro to Los Angeles Fare .35

Total Individual Cost $2.00

BUT ALL FOR TJlinn^c Trnllai/ Trin THE ONLY TRIP
$1.00 ON lillOnS llOliey l rip with reserved chairs

-;' We have Imiialors] l^on't Be Misled.

ASK FOR AND INSIST ON
"]P | [_ HT O N 'S

The Only and Original 100 Miles for 100 Cents.

'' CARS LEAVE EVERY DAY—9 to 9:30 a. m. FROM PACIFIC ELECTRIC DEPOT, CORNER 6th

'^ AND MAIN STREETS
j\. Los Angeles, Cal.

Seais can be reserved in advance Phones Main 8980

no extra charge
* 2444

^<<<<<<<<< <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<^<<<<^^^^^^^
Please mention "Out West" when writing to advertisers.
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California Oil
investments are to-day's greatest profit
producers. During the past eight months
our clients have made from 100% to 1000%

grofit

on their investments, and no one
as ever lost a dollar through any oil in-

vestment advised by us. For the infor-
mation of our clients we issue semi-monthlv
the

K

The G. S. Johnson Co.
800 PHELAN BLDQ.

San Francisco, California.

oaiifornla Oil Bulletin

which gives reliable information about all

the oil fields and oil companies of Cahfor-
nia. It will be sent to you for six months
absolutely free up)on request.
We have also just . compiled the only

accurate map ever issued of the great Mid-
way oil field. A copy of this map may be
had free upon request.

'f<<<<<<<<< <<<<<<<<<<<< <<<<<<<<<
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The Men's
Store

^ Exclusive clothes

with style, fit and

fabrics.

^ Latest creations in

haberdashery.

^Correct hats.

Agents for Youmons
New York Hats.

Mullen & Bluett
\\ Broadway and Sixth Los Angeles

THE QUALITY SHOP

^<<<<<<<<<<<-<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<-X

AND INDIAN CURIOS AT WHOLESALE
I have more than 250 weavers in my employ, including the most skilful now Uving,

and have taken the greatest pains to preserve the old colors, patterns, and weaves. Every
blanket sold by me carries my personal guarantee of its quality. In dealing with me,
you will get the very finest blankets at wholesale prices. I also handle the products of

the Hopi (Moqui ) Indians, buying them under contract with the trading posts at Ream's.

Canyon and Oraibi and selling them at wholesale.
I have constantly a very fine selection of Navajo silverware and jewelry, Navajo "rubies"

cut and uncut, peridotes and native turquois. Also the choicest modem Moqui pottery,
and a rare collection of prehistoric pottery.

J. L. HUBBELL,
Write for my Catalogue and Price List.

INDIAN TRADER
GANADO, APACHE CO., ARIZONA.

PATENTSPATENTS $180,340.00$""^ MADE BY MY CLIENTS ^*^

YOU Should Have My FREE BOOKS telling HOW OTHERS will do
the same IN THE FUTURE. "What and How to Invent." Book Free!

E. E. VROOMAN, Patent Lawyer 803 F., Washington, D. C.

ANYVO THEATRICAL COLD CREAM '^Z^%l^''7^'^'^cS:%2TL%tl'1^^^^
freckle coatins: It re-
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LBy/y 's
Third and Main Sts. Los Angeles, Cai.

TABLES RESERVED

A BRAND NEW FEATURE— Every

day except Sunday, we serve in

our main dining room a dainty
and appetising

SPECIAL NOON LUNCHEON 50c—
This should appeal especially to

ladies, and will be found very
attractive before attending the

matinees.

CAFE CHANTANT
3 to 5:30—6:30 to 10—10:30 to 12:30-

SPECIAL SIX O'CLOCK DINNER $1 !

Mission Indian Grill

Hotel Alexandria

I

LUNCH

DINNER

AFTER THE TRIP

AFTER THEATER SUPPER

Famous for its uniqoB en-

vironment, prompt and ex-

cellent service and its

music.

AFTERNOON TEA

GRAND SALON. 4 lo 6

MUSIC 50 CENTS

 >>>>>>>  >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

LOS ANGELES BREWING
COMPANY'S

PURE AND WHOLESOME

LAGER BEERS

Are a Home Product not excelled by any of

Eastern Manufacture, Why not try them?

Plione Sunset East 820 Home 10857

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<^
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OUTING SUITS
MADE TO MEASURE
Now is the time to order.

FOR MEN AND WOMEN
Soon be time for camping

The Wm. H. Hoegee Co. inc.

GREATESST SPORTING GOODS
HOUSE ON THE PACIFIC COAST

Home 10087
Main 8447 138-142 South Main

THE SOUTHERN TRUST

COMPANY
SAVINGS— COMMERCIAL — TRUST

Paid-up Capital Surplus and Profits

$1,000,000 $205,000

Total Resources

$6,200, 00

We transact a General Commercial, Sav-
ings and Trust Business, act as Executor,
Administrator and Guardian of Estates.

Safe Deposit Boxes For Rent
LARGE STORAGE VAULTS

THE SOUTHERN TRUST COiVlPANY

114 West Fourth Street

Los Angeles, California

YOUR IDLE MONEY
Or your savings should be in an account
with this Bank which offers unequalled
facilities and the most liberal interest

consistent with sound banking.
On Term Deposits the interest is 4 per

cent a year and on Special (Ordinary)
Checking accounts 3 per cent per year is

paid.
This Bank has the Largest and Best

Equipped Safe Deposit Department in

the West.

SECURIXY
Oldest and Largest Savings Bank in the Southwest

Resources = = = = $30,000,000.00

Capital and Reserve = $ 1,938,000.00

More than 63,500 Open Accounts

SECURITY BUILDING, SPRING AND FIFTH
Los Angeles

KHy

s^fmiHsiiiiiffiAg^

ICKIIlI ^Togrow
^^ -HI -HI 'H^ ^^ the finest flowers and

^^ mm wi Ij ^% most luscious vegeta-

^^***"*^*i^bles, plant the best

Fseeds. Ferry' s seeds are best because

they never fail in yield or quality.

The best gardeners and farmers

everywhere know Ferry's seeds to

be the highest standard of quality

yet attained. For sale everywhere.
FERRY'S I9tl See^ Annual

Free on request

D. M. FERRY & CO..
Detroit. Mich.



BAILEY'S RUBBER COMPLEXION
BRUSH

FLAT-ENDED TEETH
with circular biting edges that remove dust caps, cleanse
the akin in the bath, open the pores, and give new life to
the whole body. Mailed 50 cents.

BABY'S TEETH
cut without irritation. The
^flat-ended teeth expand the
gums, keeping them soft; the

'

ring comforts and amuses tne
child, preventing convultions
and cholera infantum.

Mailed for price, 10c.

^BAILEY'S RUBBER
SEWING FINGER

Made to prevent pricking and
disfiguruing the forefinger in sew-
ing or embroidery. Three sizes—
small, medium and large. Mailed
6 cents each.

Cleans the teeth
perfectly and
polishes the e-
namel without
injury. Never
irritates the
gums. Can be

used with any tooth wash or powder. Ideal for child-
ren's use. No bristles to come out. No, 1 for 25c.; No.
2. 35c. Mailed on receipt of price.

BAILEY'S
WON'T SLIP

TIP

This tip won't slip on
ANY SURFACE, on
smooth ice, or mar the most
highly polished floor. Made
in five sizes, internal diam-
eter: No. 17 5-8 in.; No. 18
i in.; No. 19, 7-8 in.; No.
20, 1 in.; No. 21, 1 1-8 in.

Mailed upon receipt of price
30c per pair

Agents Wanted

100 Page Rubber Catalogue Free.
C. J. BAILEY & CO., 22 Boylston St., BOSTON, Mass.

Business Property and

High=Class Residence Property

MINES 6i>FARISH
REAL ESTATE AGENTS
353 S.HiLL Street

Fully Equipped Rental Department.
Give us a call

HOME 10673 MAIN 1457

» >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>»

UTFITTERS
FOR MEN AND

WOMEN
BOYS AND GIRLS

Outfitters for
Men. Women. Boys asi Girls

437-439-441-443 SOOTH spring

<4<<<<<<<<<«<<<<<<<<< <<<<<<<<<-< 

THE EVER=READY
MESSENGER

Noon or Night

Week-days or Sundays

S [Always Ready—Never Tired

^^JUST HOMEPHONE''

^[Home Telephone & Telegraph. Co.

X^ Los^Angeles, Cal.

SHIFCAF&
WARD McFADDEN, Proprietor

VENICE

5 Entertainers

c
afe Bristol

The high-class appointments, perfect

service and unexcelled menu of Cafe

Bristol, appeal to discriminating people.

Fourth and Spring Sts. ^"*^!ffirn*Bid

Arizona Ruby
To Introduce Our 1 I\L«Lf
Genuine Imported ^^^mm^mmm

Mexican Diamonds
we win Bend you FREE a Renuine ,Ar'«S?TlT?F STfXICAN
roueb, with lUastrated Catalogue of GENUINE MEXIOAW
DUJiiNDS and other gems. Mexican Diamonds exact y

resemble finest genuine blue-white d'fraonds,
stand acid

teStsTare cut by experts, and yet we sell at one-fortieth the

cost. Only gem of Its kind ituaranteed permaHently
MliUnL SPECIAL OFFEK. For 50c deposit as guar-

SSee of good faith, we send on approval, regUtewd,
rt^r M or 1 carat Mexican Diamond »*

BP8«»f» lEJ*^
Money back If desired. Write today. Catalog FREE.

MEXICAN DIAMOND IMP. CO.. Dspt.8 . UiCncM,!.!.



(D(r[^[h)(g([i][niD Hha
SPRING STREET, between Second and Third

MATINEE DAILY
BOTH PHONES 1447

THE
STANDARD

OF
VAUDEVILLE

Matinee 2:15 Daily 10, 26, 50c.

Kvery Night 10, 25, 50, 75c

^sy

[>[|(iDir(iDg)(E(iD^S) ll)y[r[b(®[E)lk

TTfexg^iJ'cgr
MAIN STREET
NEAR SIXTH

LOS ANGELES LEADING STOCK COMPANY

STOCK

PRODUCTIONS

Nights 25, 50. 75c, Matinees Saturday and Sunday. 10
25.50c

rts==s

[]^(Si[iuDlbQi][rg)(Eir^g)

LOS ANGELES' LEADING PLAY HOUSE
OLIVER MOROSCO. Manager

SHUBERT

ATTRACTIONS

BROADWAY NEAR NINTH STREET J

RAIIER BEER
Seattle's Famous Product

One Dollar per Dozen, Net.

RAINIER BOTTLING CO.
Phone Main 52 or F 2032

Enterprise Street Los Angeles, Cal

|..I..l..t..;..i..i..l..I..I..I..I.^.^>.i..}..}..j..;..j.^..}..}.,{..|..;..|..|..|..|..;.j;

A DOG'S FOOT
Has a number of raised cushions which prevent slippingand take up the concussion over hard surfaces.

BAILEY;S "WON'T SLIP" RUBBER HEELS
Embody this principle and insure ease and safety over
all surfaces. The tread surface formed with "U" shaped
ribs, together with flat ended rubber studs, form a sur-
face that is positively non-slipping on ice or other slip-
pery surfaces. Mailed upon receipt of price.

35 cents per pair. For Men or Women.
When ordering send a correct outline'drawing of the bot-
tom of the heel of your boot. Order from your shoe
dealer. Dealers write for prices. 100-pape Catalogue of
Everything in Rubber Goods Free.

C. J. BAILEY & CO.
22 Boylston Street, BOSTON, MASS.

% I

"Century Path"
[UNSECTARIAN AND NON-POLITICAU

Edited by KATHERINE TINQLEY

International Theosophical Headquartera,
Point Loma, California

The CENTURY PATH is an up-to-date,
beautifully illustrated weekly, devoted to the
Brotherhood of Humanity, the promulgation
of Theosophy, and the study of ancient and
modem ethics, philosophy, science and art.

Per Year $4.00. Per Copy 10c

For sale at WHALENS NEWS AQENCT, 833 Boulh
T Sprin{/ Street, Los Angeles, Cat.

Blanchard Hall Studio Building
Devoted exclusively to Music, Art and Science

Studios and Halls for all purposes for Rent, hmrw^m Studio
Buildinc in the West. For terms and all informatioa apply to

F. W. BLANCHARD
333 South Broadway 233 South Hill St.

LOS ANQELES. CAL.



OUT WEST
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Bring Buyer and Seller Together
In this classified department will be inserted advertisements of a clean and reliable character up to

14 lines, at the rate of 50 cents per hne. None will be inserted of less than 4 lines. No illustratione

nor display features will be permitted in this department. Our policy, which excludes medical, palmistry,
fortune-telling or misleading advertisements, or advertisements of unreliable parties or commodities,
also prevails in this department, and the business management will appreciate prompt notice from Out
West readers of any such that may get in by false pretense. Address all letters pertaining to this depart-
ment to

OUT WEST,

CLASSIFIED DEPARTMENT, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

AMUSEMENTS-
AUDITORIUM

"THEATER BEAUTIFUL"—Fifth and Olive streets,

li. E, Behymer, manager. For winter bookings of the Sou-
berts see daily newspapers for attractions of each week.

HAMBURGER'S MAJESTIC THEATER
BROADWAY NEAR NINTH. Oliver Morosco Manager.

Shubert attractions. Ttieater fireproof and modem.

MOROSCO'S BURBANK
MAIN BETWEEN FIFTH AND SIXTH. Los Angeles'

leading stock company. See announcements in daily news-

papers for attractions of each week.

ORPHEUM THEATER
SPRING STREET BETWEEN SECOND AND THIRD.

Clarence Drown, Manager. Vaudeville. Orpheum attrac-

tions, tne standard everywhere.

CAFE BRISTOL
Basement H. W. Hellman building, Fourtn and Spring.

Hign class apointments, perfect service, imexcelled menu.

REAL ESTATE-

MINES & PARISH
353 SOUTH HILL STREET, Los Angeles. Business

property and high class residence jjroperty. Rental depart-
ment. Home 10673. Sunset Main 1457.

SITUATIONS WANTED—

CONGENIAL MAN WORKING without gloves desires

farm, ranch work. Tutors cultured French, German and
other languages. Correspondence solicited. Staens, 523

Ninth street, Oakland, California.

BANKS-
BANK OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

SEVENTH AND BROADWAY. Los Angeles. A general
banking business tranacted. commercial and savings. Letters

of credit. Investment bonds.

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK
MORE THAN 61,000 depositors. Resources exceed

$29,000,000. Special orSinary deposits, 3 per cent. Term
deposits, 4 per cent. Largest safe deposit vaults in tne west.

Security Bldg. Fifth and Spring streets.

SOUTHERN TRUST COMPANY
114 WEST FOURTH street, Los Angeles. Capital $1,-

000,000. Surplus and profits $205,000. Resources, $6,200,-

000. Commercial, trust and savings business transacted.

Safe deposit and storage vaults.

RESTAURANTS AND RESORTS—

„8HIP CAFE"
VENICE. Ward McFadden Proprietor. 5 entertainers.

STUDIO BUILDINGS—

BLANCHARD HALL
STUDIO BUILDING devoted exclusively to Music, Art

and Science. Largest Studio building in the West. F. W.
Blancnard, 233 S. Broadway, Los Angeles.

WINES-

MISTLETOE VINEYARD COMPANY WINES

CALIFORNIA'S highest type vintages, especially Belected

for eastern trade. Send a case to your eastern friends.

C F. A. Last Company, proprietors, Los Angeles.

— TOILET ARTICLES-

FINGER NAIL POLISH

SEND 10 CENTS for a 25 cent package of Finger Nai

Polisn. A trial order of just what you want. 218 New

High St., Los Angeles, Cal.

ANYVO THEATRICAL COLD CREAM
Prevents early wrinldes

moves them
wiiiiivxc". It is not a freckle coating: it re-

ANYVO CO.,427 North Main St., Los Anp
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Will A. Kistler Co.

We are REAL PRINTERS, Publishers and Bookbinders.

BIG JOBS. SMALL JOBS.

We print and bind everything from the modest pamphlet to
the most elaborate Book you may desire. Rare books
repaired.

We make a specialty of Commercial Printing: letter heads, ;•

bill heads, cards, envelopes, Tvedding stationery, etc. •;

218 New High
Street

IMI„^.^»^.^^^^.».^^.^.^IM^.^.itM^I.».i.^.:MIM^.^.^^I^M^lM^^MIM^IM^,^ },^.^M^^^^^l nil < <» < tt  !?
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SIDE a
BEER ^n

1 doz. large bottles, $1.00; bottles returned
 

2 doz. small bottles, $1.40; bottles returned

At the best dealers or pnone the brewery.
10857, or East 820

LOS ANGELES BREWING CO.



LOS ANGELES PACIFIC COMPANY
Electric Railway

THE SHORTEST AND QUICKEST LINE BETWEEN

X I^^A 4 4 J4 r\ ^'- -- -
>rLos Angeles and the Ocean

:: TO SANTA MONICA, OCEAN PARK, VENICE, REDONDO BEACH, \l

I SOLDIERS' HOME, SAWTELLE, SHERMAN, i:
y
V
yHOLLYWOOD and COLEQROVE

Balloon Route Excursions

101 Miles One Day One Dollar

Showing some of California's finest scenery includ-

ing 36 miles right along the ocean. A reserved J
seat for every patron and an Experienced Guide
with each car.

FREE ATTRACTIONS—An Ocean Voyage on Wheels. At Santa

Monica, free admission to the Camera Obscura, an exclusive attrac-

tion for Baloon Route Excursionists only. FREE ADMISSION to

the $20,000 Aquarium, and a FREE RIDE ON THE L. A.

THOMPSON SCENIC RAILWAY, the longest in the world, at

Venice (Sunday excepted during July, August and September) .

Last oftr leaves Hill Street Station, between Fourth and Fifth Streets, LOS
ANGELES, at 9:40 A. M. DAILY.

<«<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< <<<<«<<<<<<<<«<<<<<<<<<«««<«<-^



Three Days to Chicago
SOLID FROM LOS ANQELES

Dailay at 10 30 a. m. and arrive at Chicago third
day at 1 1.20 a. m. Finest of Pullman Equipment
throughout.
Also has through sleeper to Denver in two days
run.

Via Salt Lake Route
UNION PACIFIC and NORTHWESTERN LINE

Information and tickets at 601 S. Spring St. Los
Angeles and other Salt Lake Route Offices.

T. C. PECK, General Passenger Agent.

Los Angeles
Railway
Company

Operate yellow car lines reaching beautiful

city parks and Eagle Rock Valley. Qarvan-
za. Griffin Avenue and Eagle Rock lines to

Elysian Park. East Main and Downey
Avenue lines to Eastlake Park. West Seventh
and West Second Street lines to Westlake
Park. Cummings Street line to Hollenbeck
Park.

'

Cars also reach all cemeteries in city.
Rates on funeral car Paraiso, specially
fitted for this purpose, to any cemetery in I

the city (round trip ), with or without casket,
$15.00.

Special cars for outings, day and even-

ing parties, etc., $5.00 for first hour and
$3.00 for each additional hour.

Telephone E. L. Lewis, Main 4187, or call

at Room 703, Pacific Electric Building,
Sixth and Main Streets. .,

Los Angeles, Cal., May 18, 1909.

The Mathie Brewing Company,
1834-1858 East Main St., Los Angeles, Cal.

Gentlemen:

For several years I tried different doctors and medicines for

indigestion, sleeplessness and nervousness, but to no avail. My
father asked me to try MATHIE 'S MALT TONIC, and after

using it for some time I felt much better and my general health

was much improved, and I still continue to use it.

Yours truly,

PEARL ALDERETE.

MATHIE MALT TONIC
$1.50 PER DOZEN DELIVERED

•;
The Mathie Brewing Co. los angeles, cal. j

X Home Phone Ex. 942 Sunset Phone East 66

t
4m».1. 'I >..^"H I >t> H » » t » ! i  ! ! !.!!!!:!!!!!!!!! !!! >!!!!!!!!!! ! 'i ' 'l  ! » * i> 1 1 I' V i '



The Missions
of California

form a picturesque historical reminder of the
notable pioneer labors which added an empire
to civilization. Those Missions are scattered

along the

Southern Pacific Coast Line
The "Shore Line Limited" leaving Los An=

geles at 8:00 A. M.; the "Coaster" at 8:10 A.

M.; "San Francisco Passenger" at 2:30 P. M.;
"Sunset Express" at 6:15 P. M.; and the "Lark"
at 8:00 P. M. over the

Road of a Thousand Wonders
afford facilities for travel with comfort and

luxury in striking contrast with the dusty trail

of the Padres who walked El Camino Real from

Mission to Mission.

No one should visit California without taking

Los Angeles offices: this trip, taking plenty of time as they journey
600 South Spring Street from Wonder to Wonder—from Los Angeles to

Arcade Station, Fifth Santa Barbara, Santa Barbara to Paso Robles

and Central Avenue Hot Springs, Paso Robles Hot Springs to Del

Pasadena office: Monte, Del Monte to Santa Cruz, Santa Cruz to

148 East Colorado Street San Jose, and San Jose to San Francisco.

SOUTHERN PACIFIC
.



REDUCED
RATES TO

CALIFORNIA

In effect daily from



/?^S

REOPENING OF
^

THE ORIGINAL
CASA VERDUGO

RESTAURANT AND PARK

REMODELED AND REFURNISHED
Excellent Table d' Hole

SPANISH DINNERS
Service the Best Cuisine unexcelled

Take QLENDALE cars from 6th and Main Sts. to Park Entrance

Pacific Electric Railway



FINANCIAL STATEMENT

Lo?^ :elen I avo^ tin oat Co.

MARCH 1, 1911

Resources

Balance due on houses being sold on monthly installments, mortgages,
secured loans and houses under construction $2,822,586.89

Building Material Co. stock, including two lumber yards, lumber and
planing mills, warehouses, shops, factories, wagons, etc 164,740.00

Stock in "Home Makers" . 41,127.00
Stock in Globe Savings Bank at par (market value $95,000) 63,300.00
Stock in City and County Bank 12,500.00
Real estate (market value $2,545,620.00) 2,236,318.93
Fixtures 6,743.33
Cash on hand 170,707.00

$5,517,023.15

Liabilities

Dividends payable (uncalled for )

Gold Notes
Home Certificates and Mortgages on property purchased

(not a legal liability)

$ 4,803.85
58,300.00

163,395.36—$ .226,499.21

Net Assets

Capital Stock paid in cash 2,108,171.00
Reserve (Surplus and Undivided Profits ) 3,182,352.94r— 5,290,523.94

$5,517,023.15

No unpaid bills.

THE PRINCIPAL SOURCES OF PROFIT FOR THE LAST YEAR WERE:

REAL ESTATE $345,310,53

INTEREST .--- 240,585.36

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION 11,292.36

There were also miscellaneous profits from architectural, legal, insurance and rental

departments. Quarterly cash dividends were divided among the stockholders amounting
to $448,392.11.
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EDITORIAL.

Having secured about everything they
have demanded from the present state

administration, the

Laborites Flushed union leaders of San

With Success. Francisco are busily

engaged in the pre-

liminaries of organizing for more thor-

ough work in state politics. The idea
which possesses these men is that by
organizing a compact body they can

compel any political party in California

to do their bidding. They plan to be
the controlling influence in both the

Republican and the Democratic parties

by the simple expedient of threaten-

ing to throw their vote and influence

one way or the other, as policy dic-

tates.

To put it plainly, that is what the in-

itiated call "doing good politics." The
unionists figure that 30,000 votes, di-

rected one way or another will suffice

to throw any election in California,

and they believe that they can gather
this- number in the largest cities in

the state.

No doubt of it, they can get enough
from San Francisco alone to make a

respectable sized hole in any political
calculation. We have always believed

since the November election that there

was a bargain between the Republican
leaders and the laborites, by which
the labor vote of San Francisco was
cast for J. Stitt Wilson, not because
there was any hope of electing him,

but because it was expected that enough
votes would be drawn away from Theo-
dore Bell to defeat him. Under ordinary
circumstances Bell should have had
a heavy majority in San Francisco, but
it so happened that the labor leaders

could not deflect the labor vote either

to him or to Johnson.

Mr. Johnson's friendliness to the
schemes of the McCarthys and the
Tvietmoes of San Francisco and all

their following, is almost proof positive
that such was the deal.

The statement is made that the Goo
Goo leaders who run the destinies of the

Republican party of California these

days think that if the unionites attempt
this latest expedient, it. will be a case

of base ingratitude. They realize that

Governor Johnson is pretty much the

property, politically speaking, of the

labor crowd already, and to think that

the unionites are dreaming of going
further ruffles the feelings of these high-
minded souls.

Well, what did they expect? What
does anyone expect in the political

game?
The labor crowd has no gratitude

for anything and neither have the

ordinary run of politicians.

It is a game to get all you can and

keep what you get.

Did the labor unions of Los Angeles
show any gratitude to W. L. Hardison
when he financed the ''Herald" for

several years and gave the "Times"
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the hardest fight of its career? They
did not.

Is it not true that they deserted

Hardison without a moment's notice

and gave the "Examiner" every aid

and comfort when it was estabUshed?

Have they any use for the
" Examiner"

of today? They have not.

Is it not true that they have gone
over in a body to the "Record," there

to stay as long as they think it is to

their advantage to do so?

There is no such thing as "gratitude"

among the labor unions and in ^is
respect they are much like other men
and organizations. They use anybody
and everybody just as long as it is

to their advantage to do so. Then they
desert the ship.

Every interest, everybody, every sup-

posed political factor, everybody who
"does things" has the identical oppor-
tunist notion concerning what is known
as loyalty.
The competitive system under which

we live does not permit much of the old

fashioned idea of loyalty.
In this the labor leaders are like other

humans. They have possession of Gov-
ernor Johnson—himself a rather slippery

proposition. They will use him just

as long as it is expedient to do so. Then

they will root his crowd out with no
more compunction than they would pull

up a weed. ^
We know a community in""which a

handful of negroes are the virtual bosses,

because they employ the tactics which

the laborites have in mind. It is a

white man's community, too, but it

endures negro teachers in white schools

because this handful of negroes rule

the roost.

Its "good politics," but bad business—
be sure of that.

Rumors of
"^
strikes ' have been cir-

culated throughout Los Angeles in a-

' A bundance during the

General Strike past four weeks, but

Rumors. as far as inquiry can

develop nothing tan-

gible can be said. These strike rumors

always take the form of a "general
strike" which may be significant. We
heard that there was to be such a strike

sometime toward the end of last year.

but nothing of the kind appeared to

disturb the local serenity. Then Jan-

uary 1 and February 1 were designated
in advance as the days on which some-

thing would be doing, but again trouble
did not materialize.

On another occasion, it was given out
that the American Federation of Labor
would spend approximately half a mil-

lion dollars in "unionizing" Los Angeles,
but this, too, appears to have been
founded on thin air. It would cost

a good deal more money than that to

make Los Angeles a "closed shop town."
At least that much money, if not more,
has been expended on the task of union-

izing the "Times" with the end that
the "Times" is the strongest newspaper
property west of Chicago.

A general strike in Los Angeles to

unionize the city can have but one end-

ing. This is not a "union town" and
cannot be made such at the initiative

of Mr. Gompers or any one less in author-

ity, by mere announcement of a strike.

The mass of the people who reside here

have little or no sympathy with union-

ism, in the concrete, however much it

can be defended in the abstract.

Before Los Angeles can be unionized

two widely different things must be
done. There must be brought about
a change in the sentiment of the great

majority of the people of Los Angeles;
second the unions must be brought
to the stage of development of the

Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers.
The reader has rarely heard in recent

years of trouble between the railway

companies and the Brotherhood, for

the reason that it arbitrates and rarely
strikes. The blatant, agitating brand

of miscalled unionism which gains con-

trol of those organizations, immediately
after one is organized, which calls for

a strike first and the employment of

reason afterward, loses control only after

much bitter experience and the era of

reason is entered upon. Almost any
agitator can get a crowd of working-
men together; almost any agitator can

get them to strike; but it takes ability

of a high order to hold those men until

the union has made a real growth, and

to bring about such relations as exist

between the railroads and the Brother-

hood.
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The growth' of the union is merely
a form of trust development; the prime
object of the organizers is to create a
labor trust. We do not suppose that

any trust was ever organized without
the employment of force. Labor
troubles are just as much to be expected
as are the schemes of the trust magnates
to get railroad rebates and special

privileges, and to shield themselves
under the cloak of the law wherever

possible.
- X .<

"The Outlook" of New York is just
now publishing a series of articles by
Dr. Washington Gladden, one of the
most advanced thinkers of the day.
Dr. Gladden, it will be remembered, is

the man who applied the term "tainted

money" to the Rockefeller pile. Dr.

Gladden, while denouncing the illegal

exhibitions of force which many unions

employ to encompass their ends, shows
not any the less conclusively why
unions are formed and why they will

continue to be formed. His reason-

ing is good. At any rate it will bear
close examination and thought.
We do not think that the local unions

will be so foolish as to precipitate a

general strike. Too many workers are

engaged in the purchase of their own
homes to enable such a strike to succeed;
too many men and women want to
come to California and the places of

the strikers will be too easily filled.

Finally there is no demand on the part
of the majority of the people for the
"closed shop." If there is no demand
for it, it cannot be brought about.

Los Angeles' county is in the throes
of a war between a majority of the

board of super-
Political -- visors and the
Road Building. county highway

commission, the
immediate result of which appears
to be that work on the system of high-

ways under construction may be sus-

pended for several months. We were

among those who thought that the

highway commission was very tardy
in instituting the construction opera-
tions, and we think that the education
of the engineer in charge, Mr. Lodor,
was perfected at the expense of the

taxpayers of the county. But since

Mr. Loder has been so educated it is

incumbent on the county to reap the
benefit of this education.

If the board of supervisors has its

way, this will not be done. The board
of supervisors has another engineer
for the place, it being the usual custom
of municipalities and counties to drop
men when their competency is proved
and attested. The new engineer, Mr.

Joyner, signalized his arrival with a
series of criticisms of his predecessor.
It is a poor business for a business
man to depend for success on encom-
passing the defeat of an opponent by
criticism. The wiser way is to do
things better and let achievements

speak for themselves. If this is true
in business, it is still more so in pro-
fessional life. An engineer who can
find no better business than to indulge
in unsolicited criticism, had best look
to his own fences and think a trifle of

the proprieties.
Mr. Joyner came here from the east,

supposedly at the instance of the auto-
mobile element, and in reality at the
call of one of the political bosses of the
reform movement. He has had no

experience in roadmaking in California,
where climatic conditions are vastly
different from his native heath. He
may have occasion to change his pro-
nouncements after a residence of a few
weeks or a few months or a few years.

Presumably he has had no previous

knowledge of the road materials avail-

able in this section; certainly he had
no knowledge of weather conditions,
and these are of importance in any
roadmaking enterprise. Does it not

seem the height of presumption for any
uninformed man to rush into criticism

within a few days after his arrival?

By any reasonable mode of thinking,
Mr. Joyner's course would seem so.

This is not to be construed as any
reflection on Mr. Joyner's ability as an

engineer. For all we know, he may
know more than the man who built

the pyramids, or the man who con-

structed the Brookl3m bridge, or the

man who designed the Crystal Springs
dam. He may be a colossus in his

profession; and still we think it more
than a trifle "fresh" that he should

launch forth in the manner he has.
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Down at the bottom of it, the road
situation is shot through and through
with politics.
That is the truth of it.

Politics is a sinister factor in an}'

public enterprise—even such simon pure,
double-distilled purity politics as is

professed b)'' the rulers of Los Angeles
county.
The net of the accounting is that the

public gets the worst of it.

We believe that we shall have to pay
the piper, if the county is to undertake
the education of Mr. Joyner, just as

it had to educate Mr. Loder.

We invite the careful reading of the

article in this issue of Out West as to

Constitutional Amend-
Finding the ment No. 1. This
Scapegoat. amendment, in sub-

stance, was before the

voters of California for four years. It

was better discussed than any amend-
ment to the constitution submitted
in the past twenty years, of which we
have any knowledge, except the suffrage

amendment, submitted in 1896 and
beaten by about 29,000 votes. The
voters did not act favorably on Amend-
ment No. 1 without due consideration.

They desired to take the corporations
out of politics

—county politics
—and

there is no better way known than to

remove the taxation of corporations out

of that sphere.
The notion is expressed that Con-

stitutional Amendment No. 1 will not

produce sufficient revenue. W^ell, if it

does not, there can be an extra session

and the revenue raised by levying
more taxes on the corporations and
institutions liable for taxation under
this amendment. This would have oc-

curred to any one except a Goo Goo.

Let us get at the real reason, however.

It is that this present session of the

legislature is besieged by gentlemen
with schemes for spending money. The

appropriations will be the largest in

the history of California. All of the

time honored grabs and many new ones

have been offered for the consideration

of the legislature. With new bosses

in the saddle they hesitate to apply
the pruning knife for fear of offending

somebody.

Then if Amendment No. 1 does not

produce enough revenue, it is to be made
the scapegoat.

It is going to be mighty convenient
for Mr. Johnson and Mr. Earl and Mr.
Lissner to have something on which
to blame the shortcomings and extrava-

gances of their legislature.

Whenever a campaign in furtherance
of a great public benefit is instituted,

there are invariably
University drawbacks and dis-

in Politics. couragements. The
campaign to secure a

branch of the University of California

for Southern California is an instance
in point. Southern California pays forty

per cent of the state taxes and has forty

per cent of the high school pupils of

California; Southern California has but
sixteen per cent of the total attendance
at the University of California and
would have considerably less were it

not for the presence here of the branch
of the medical college, which incidentallj'
was established without expense to the
state. Southern California has three or

four denominational colleges, all credit-

able in their way, but not what is de-

manded by those in search of the best

educational facilities.

One would have thought that with
this sit^ation, there would not have
been a dissenting vote against the
establishment of the proposed branch
of the L^niversitj^ in Southern Califor-

nia. There was a wail of disapproba-
tion from the University of Southern

California, a very good denominational

college, the management of which for-

gets that we are not all denomination-
alists.

The ti-uth should be told as to why
the proposition was so suddenly switched

into a scheme to get a technical school

instead a branch of the University.
The reason is that the projectors of

the plan were called into conference

with Messrs. Earl and Lissner—par-

ticularly Mr. Earl—and were told that

they could not possibly have the back-

ing of the "Express" in the matter.

Now some questions arise.

Who influenced the "Express" to

take this action?
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Was it the authorities of the Univer-

sity of Southern California?

Has Mr. Keppel received any promise
of future political backing from the

"Express" in consequence of his having
abandoned for the time being, this

proposition to establish a University
in Southern California?

By what right do E. T. Earl and
Meyer Lissner deprive the youth of

Sguthern California of a branch of the

University
—and to particularize, those

youth who have no means to pay their

board at Berkeley and the money to
travel back and forth to the University?
The abandonment of this proposition

at the dictation of the "Express" we
consider a crime against the youth of

Southern California.

The plan is by no means dead. The
Institute of Technology is fortunately out
of the way, but we demand and have
the right to demand that higher edu-
cation equal to that provided at Berke-

ley shall be provided in this end of the
state.

We think, finally, that undue prom-
inence is being given to the action of

the alumni of the University, headed

by Janjes K. Moffitt. Mr. Moffitt, if we
remember, is a banker in San Francisco.
He was formerly in the paper business,
and we think that years ago he spent
some time in Southern California while

following this line of business. But
his conceptions of Southern California

are as crude and as misleading as are
those of most of the non-traveled resi-

dents of the San Francisco bay district.

We do not believe that Mr. Moffitt has
been in Southern California in ten years.
While we know that not many changes
have been made in the landscape and
population of northern California in

the past ten years, the same is not true
of the south. Mr. Moffitt should travel,
and should know that in the southern

part of California there is a population
that is as different from that of the
north as it is possible for two peoples
in America to be.

Incidentally, this is just another ar-

gument for state division. It will come,
along with the other arguments as to
the harbor and as to taxation and as
as to other matters with which most
of us in the south are already familiar.

Encouraged by the results of the
charter amendment election and es-

pecially by the straw

Municipal Rail- vote on the question
way and Othei- of how to dispose of

Projects. the power to be de-

veloped by the fall

of water on the aqueduct, the advocates
of municipal ownership and manage-
ment, generally, will now press their

campaign to build a municipal railway
to San Pedro. Those eminent railroad
men and managers, George Alexander
and Martin Betkouski, are confident
that it will cost to build and equip such
a railroad about—oh, anywhere from
$300,000 upward. The top limit coming
from that source, as far as is known, is

about $800,000. Before the city allows
these eminent railroad men to start
such a venture, and before the advice
of City Engineer Hamlin is taken,
there should be a thorough investiga-
tion of the question from every aspect.

First off comes the right of way. The
city can use certain streets, and it can
use certain streets in San Pedro for this

purpose. What about the intervening
territory? Has any real investigation
been made as to its cost? Do the pro-
jectors of this road expect that the proper-
ty owners along the line of the road
will donate the land? On this point
nothing has been said.

Next, the matter of rails and roadbed.
This has been fixed by Mr. Betkouski
at a cost of about $10,000 per mile. If

the city is to embark in this enterprise
the road must be as well built and
ballasted as the Pacific Electric lines—
say about $35,000 to $40,000 per mile.

The roadbed and rail item alone will

cost approximately $750,000 at this

rate.

Next, the car equipment. This, too,
must be first class. The city will need

possibly 25 passenger cars to operate
this line successfully. These cars, if

intended to compete with the Pacific

Electric equipment will cost something
like $10,000 each. That is a general
estimate of $250,000 for passenger cars.

But the city authorities state that the

road is to cooperate with the steam
and electric roads for freight, as well.
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This will involve buying plenty of cars,
number not now to be estimated.

Along comes the demand for about
four sub-stations from Los Angeles and
San Pedro, one at each end of the line

and two between. These are an abso-

lute necessity. Then will come the

call for the power transmission from the

Owens River generating plant, and for

other equipment. Put the sub-stations

at $30,000 each, and you have ap-

proximately part of this investment.

Finally there comes the cost of depot
sites in both Los Angeles and San

Pedro, switches, yards, and shops.
Let us suppose, however, that the

road is built. The next problem is

administration. Who is going to run
the road? How are the employees to

be chosen?
I
X Here is where the element of politics

will enter. The city of Los Angeles
has never yet been able to run a garbage
incinerator economically, let alone a

railroad.

The reason is not far to seek. Where-
ever a municipality enters into a busi-

ness, it invariably does so at a greater
cost than a private company incurs.

Men who have real ability in con-

ducting such enterprises will not devote

their lives to the city's service. The
rewards are not so high; the feeling of

loyalty is not instilled into the em-

ployees from heads of departments down;
the city does not and will not stand

by its tried and faithful men, and will

not retire them at the end on suitable

pensions. A city inevitably gets second

class men to run its affairs; the private

companies get the best. That is the

sole reason why a municipality does not

operate a business successfully. It is

why Los Angeles failed with its garbage
incinerator. It is why failure will attend

this municipal railroad proposition.
There must come first a reform from

within; the municipality must be purged
of time servers and politicians who have
the pull to gain high positions. We do
not care whether these politicians are

of the reform or the perform stripe,

because the principle is precisely the

same.
We are free to say that we think

that Los Angeles is to enter upon an
era of municipal ownership. We be-

lieve that the success of the city Water
Department, due to the public spirited
work of one very exceptional man,
has encouraged the municipal ownership
advocates, of whom there are thousands,
to move in other directions. The ad-

visory vote of the disposal of the Owens
River power is sufficiently emphatic,
even if the vote is small, to warrant the
belief that if the city is able to afford

the price, we are to have municipal
distribution of electricity within the
next few years. It matters not that the
Pasadena municipal plant has been a

failure; the figures in that instance
are doctored to prove the contrary and
the public believes those figures. Muni-

cipal ownership advocates claim, that
the Pasadena plant shows a great sat-

isfactory profit. It does—on paper.
But the result is attained by the simple
process of charging the city heavy
bills for lighting the streets, and "point-
ing with pride" at the paper profits.

Yet the public will go on believing these

figures because there is not a news-

paper in Los Angeles that has published
the truth about the lighting situation

in the adjoining city.
The municipal railway, if embarked

in, will cost the taxpayers less, probably,
than a lighting plant dealing with small

consumers. It is next in line. When
it has traveled "the rocky road to Dub-

lin," perhaps the people will not be so

fierce to undertake every project for

absorption or destruction of the public

utility corporations.

Scores of newspaper articles are written

about improvements of public streets;

magazines galore are

Why are our published in regard to

Factories so beautifying homes and

Ugly^ - grounds; prizes are

offered to certain

classes of people as an incentive toward

gardening backyards; public play-

grounds are established and schoolyards

tastefully kept. We pass judgment on
all these things and call them good.
But are not hundreds of our men

and many of our women, parents of the

coming generation of our "common
people," employed in factories which
make no pretense at anything but an
environment of

|^
all things practical?
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There are no lunch rooms for them, with
a few magazines to give a suggestion
of satisfying something besides physical
hunger. At the noon hour, they must
sit around with a dinner box, just any-
where, or hurry over to an illkept,

foul-smelling short-order house, or to
the nearby saloon.

The average person not connected
with a manufacturing plant has an
impression that the mechanic is a sodden
creature, incapable of appreciating a
well-built factory with vines clambering
over and a flower pot to one side. On
the contrary, he has an intelligent,

receptive mind and takes an interest
in his surroundings. If the building
is pleasant where he works, he will

endeavor to make his home likewise.

In this land of sunshine where vege-
tation grows with almost no cultivation,
and where to beautify at least the ex-
terior and grounds of our factories

would so require little effort, this should
be done not only for the moral and
aesthetic influence on the employees,
but really as an advertising feature,

always showing tourists that even work-

shops can be made beautiful by nature,
in California.

Not one, but many travelers have
remarked about the vine-covered water-
tank (practical thing, truly ) at a certain
station near Los Angeles. The eye
and mind are rested at seeing a bit of

greenery there.

The electric power houses stationed
at intervals all the way from Pomona
Valley to several thousand feet above,
in San Antonio Canyon, show what can
be done in simple landscape gardening
in waste places; every weary climber,

coming around a bend in the trail up
there among the mountains, can assure

you that the vision of blooming flowers,

well-kept lawn and maybe a fountain,
is a welcome sight.
The writer has in mind two factories;

one so pretty and refreshing that the

passerby thinks it must be a pleasure
to sit near the low open windows in sum-
mer and glance out occasionally from
the work of cutting leather and hammer-
ing tacks, (for it is a shoe factory in

Holland, Michigan, to which we refer,)
to a plot of fresh green grass. That
glance does not detract from the work,

but makes the fingers more nimble and
the mind more clear. Must we of the
West go "back East" to find the beauti-
ful in Nature combined with utility
in supplying needs of our bodies? Can
we have no such ornamental practical
factories of our own?

Another, perhaps more pretentious,
is the birthplace of the famous Rookwood
pottery, in Cincinnati. Do you doubt
the influence of these who beautiful sur-

roundings on the artists decorate this

ware, working out through their active

fingers?
Our ground is as fertile, our working-

men as appreciative, our own minds
as aesthetic as any in the East. Let's
look to our factories.

One of the most captious and exacting
critics of Out West, its policies and its

tone, is a lady who
High Brows lives—well no matter
and Low Brows where.- This critic ap-

pears to fear that this

publication is developing tendencies not

strictly high brow; and as she lives some
distance from Los Angeles and has
little opportunity to satisfy herself by
personal observation, she describes what
she means by "high brow" and "low
brow" and adds to the classification

by definitions of other classes of people.
"We have all heard of High Brows

and Low Brows," she writes, "very ex-

pressive terms, indeed, representing two
distinct classes of society. But there

ought to be an intermediate class that

is neither High Brow nor Low Brow, but
that stands for goodness, intelligence
and common sense, without being high

up or low down. In recording the

characteristics of this class, it is convenient

to name two intermediates—the low

High-Brows and the high [Low-Brows.
Here is the classification:

"
High Brow—Browning, anthropol-

ogy, Corot, economics. Bacon, the up-

lift. Gibbon, inherent sin, the fourth

dimension, Euripides, duplicate whist,

eyether, pate-de-foie-gras, lemon phos-

phate, Henry Cabot Lodge, Woodrow
Wilson, no chewing gum."
"Low High-Brow—Municipal govern-

ment, Kipling, socialism, Shakespeare,

politics, Thackeray, taxation, golf,
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grand opera, bridge, chicken Maryland,
eether, stocks and bonds, gin rickeys,
Theodore Roosevelt, chewing gum in

private."
"
High Low-Brow—Musical comedy,

Richard Harding Davis, euchre, base-

ball, Anthony Hope, moving pictures,
small steak medium, Ella Wheeler Wil-

cox, whiske)', Robert W. Chambers,
purple socks, chewing gum with friends."

"Low Brow—Laura Jean Libby, ham
sandwiches, havn't came, pitch, I and

her, mellerdrammer, hair oil, The
Duchess, beer, George M. Cohan, red

flannels, tooth-picks. Big Tim, Bath-
house John, chewing gum on the street

cars."

"This schedule will enable you to

determine to which class j^ou belong.

Though one might find fault with the

characterizations, they will, in the main,
be found approximately correct. This

is not to say that the best will be always
at the top, but only that the classifi-

cation is scientific. Take the chewing
gum item—suggestive, if true. I give
the classification that you may con it

at your leisure and waste such a specu-
lation over it as you please."

After that sort of letter, what is one
to do but attempt the difficult task of

self analysis?

Los Angeles, before many months pass,
must decide for weal or woe, what shall

be done with several

Railroad transportation prob-

Depots lems that are pressing
for settlement. The

congestion of the down-town streets, a

congestion of electric cars and of teams
and automobiles, makes it imperative
that there be some relief. The electric

railway companies cannot go on for-

ever sending their cars through the

streets at a pace that requires twentv
minutes to cover six blocks, which is

true in the passage of the cars along
Main street from Sixth to First. Some
other outlet must be provided. Neither

can the Southern Pacific do business

much longer through the antiquated
Arcade station. That building would
answer for ten years ago, but not for

today. It must soon go the way of

other out-of-date things.
The Southern Pacific has had a great

gathering of the leaders, from Judge
Lovett, down. Judge Lovett's, coming
has brought to the public attention a

plan to erect the new depot on the site

of the Arcade, provided there is given
a long term francliise for an elevated

railway along Alameda street. The
idea is that incoming and outgoing
trains shall come in and depart along
the elevated, rather than along the
surface tracks now on that street. The
surface tracks are to be devoted to the

switching business developed by the
movement of the principal wholesale
houses to the spurs leading from the
main tracks. But the Southern Pacific

if it builds that elevated, will want a

long term franchise. No railroad com-

pany in the United States will build

an elevated with only a forty

year franchise. How long the Southern
Pacific will want, is to be determined—
unquestionably a perpetual franchise

would be most welcome.
There wdll be opposition to am^

proposition that comes from the South-
ern Pacific; that much is assured from
the attitude of one of the evening news-

papers, which, incidentally, is about
the only newspaper in Los Angeles that

has a known political influence and

folllowing. It has been afflicted, for

some years, with a bad case of railroado-

phobia. Once upon a time the proprie-
tor of the newspaper in question was
on the best of terms, for business reasons,
with the railroad forces, but times have

changed and some men have a habit

of changing their occupations and their

points of view.

Personally we do not think that the

people of Los Angeles will have much
objection to granting the Southern
Pacific a franchise along Alameda street

for an elevated road. Perhaps they
will include in the franchise that there

is to return to the city, after a period
of time, a percentage of the gross re-

ceipts; perhaps some one will insist

that in case the railroads come under

government control, the city shall have
control of this particular piece of rail-

road; perhaps it will be specified that

the trains running over this elevated

shall be moved by electric motors or

by some other non-smoky power.
The Southern Pacific is presumed to
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know its business. Most of us who
have thought about the depot propo-
sition and have no axes to grind or

property values to raise, think that

the depot would be better located

somewhere in the north end—the rail-

road depot, that is—and that the site

of the Arcade depot is better suited

for electric depot purposes than for

a steam road. But if the Southern
Pacific decides to locate on the Arcade

site, depend upon it that this is the
best suited and most economical land
available for the purpose. Railroads
are operated on business principles,
not sentiment.

Three of the leading fifteen cent

magazines are devoting their attention

to the Mormon Church,
Mormonism and and its reputed parti-

Polygamy. cipation in the politi-

cal affairs not only of

Utah but of the states adjoining. These

magazines,
"
Eveiybodys',"

"
Pearson's,"

and the "Cosmopolitan" are bending
every endeavor to show that not only
is the Mormon church the dominating
factor in Republican politics of Utah
and of other states, but that the practice
of polygamy has spi-ung up again, and
that several of the leaders of the Church
have taken to themselves plural wives
since the Church at least openly aban-
doned the sanction of plural marriages.

It is extremely difficult for one to get
at the real heart of affairs of Utah. Be-

yond the fact that we know that the

vote of the Mormon women has clinched

the hold of the Church on political

affairs, not much else of a positive nature
can be stated. The average American
need labor under no doubt as to the

position of the Mormon women on the

question of church fealty. Mormon
women are like women everywhere in

that respect. They swear by their re-

ligion or their theology and are guided
by it in their temporal affairs.

Frankly we do not take much stock
in the utterances of Mr. Frank J. Cannon
as now published . If these things
are true as Mr. Cannon states, why did

he never before come into the open with
the recital. Mr. Cannon has long been
in politics, and his articles read like the

production of a man with a grievance.

Similarly we do not care for the ar-
ticles in the "Cosmopolitan." That
magazine is owned by Mr. William R.
Hearst and is chiefly read these days
for the chapters of a continued story
called The Common Law." It is an
uncommon story, and may be described
as a combination of the striking elements
of any tale by Margaret of Navarre,
Boccaccio and Masuccio, modernized
and brought strictly down to date.
Its morals are more reprehensible than
the morals which Mr. Hearst's writers
attribute to the Mormon church. Were
the truth obtainable it would be found
that Mr. Hearst has some big objection
to the political connections of the Church.

Maybe he has not been able to get in

as close connection with the church poli-

tically as he would desire. The outsider
can never interpret motives but can
make a pretty good guess sometimes.
We are inclined to be skeptical about

attacks made on any church. Somehow
it seems that men and. women lose the
sense of proportion when they look at

another man's system of theology. We
have known instances where one church,
the Methodist for example, was in poli-
tics up to its eyes, and at the same time
the leaders were bitterly abusing the

Catholics of "being in politics." We
have been alive long enough to have

passed through the A. P. A. excitement,
and we have known a convention in

Los Angeles county, California, to refuse

to put into its party plank that section

of the constitution of California guar-

anteeing religious freedom. We have
seen the time when the Catholics were

accused of having an arsenal in the base-

ments of their churches. These things
and others equalh' as absurd have

been brought to the surface by religious

dispute and discussion. Consequently,
we are not prepared to believe every-

thing we read coming from Utah, no
matter by whom disseminated.

Of one thing we are certain. It is

too much to ask those Mormons who
entered into the polygamous relation

before the admission of Utah as a state,

to abandon and fail to support those

polygamous wives. Anything less than

this is unfair and inequitble,'Band is

not good public policy. It will be urged
that it is against the law; and perhaps
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it is, but a good many things are winked

at, even in Los Angeles, which are against
the law, as for instance when a certain

notable department store owner is allow-

ed by the authorities to make a receiving
and shipping department of two of the

principal business streets.

On the other hand, it is to be hoped
that the Mormon church will not make
it necessary for the people of the United
States to add an amendment to the Con-
stitution forbidding polygamy. Just as

surely as fate, the people will add such
an amendment if the new plural marriages
are contracted in any considerable num-
ber. ^ ^ ^ -

Up to the present time the government
of the United States has never taken

cognizance of any laws affecting the

family or the marriage relation and we
believe that there is a statute of congress
which defines the policy of the Federal
Government in this respect. But the

practice of polygamy, if persisted in,

can only end in the adoption of a new
amendment, and will open the door for

Federal interference in the domestic
relation. Better this, than a contin-

uance of polygamy.
As far as the remainder of the charges

against the Mormon Church are con-

cerned, we care nothing. These people
have a right to be Mormons, if they desire,
and it is nobody's particular business

to disturb them.

Concerning the assertion that the

Church interferes in politics we have no
doubt that either the church or the high
leaders are so involved. That is only
human nature. It is what every single
church on earth would do if it had the

hold that the Mormon church has in

Utah and the surrounding states.

"News" as the newspaper man un-

derstands the term must have been

dreadfully scarce in Los
John Ericsson Angeles early in the

and Timby. month of February; else
- A A ^ ^ the Hearst papers in Cal-

ifomia'^would not have given first page
prominence to the claim that Timby
and J'i not John Ericsson invented

the revolving turret built on the "Mon-
itor" of civil war renown. Come to

think of it, at that precise moment, the

Mexican revolution at Juarez was not

in a flourishing news condition, the
tatterdemalion fragments at Mexicali
had moved somewhere to the southwest
of that city; Governor Hiram W. Johnson
was in temporary silence, and the story
of the Arnold girl's disappearance had
sunk for the time being from the first

page to second page dimensions. When
newspaper men are cursed with a slack-
ness like this, there are other avenues

open. On such occasions we find that
Bacon wrote Shakespeare, that Marshal

Ney was not shot for treason but escaped
and ended his days somewhere in South
Carolina as a school teacher, that John
Smith struck Billy Patterson.
And akin to these brilliant news

exploits, is the story of John Ericsson
and Timby.
John Ericsson was Sweden's greatest

gift to this country. Emigrants have
come to the United States in tens of

thousands from the eastern half

of the Scandanavian peninsula
but few of them have ever distinguished
themselves in any of the walks of life.

The coming of the Swedes has furnished

us with a choice bit of slang; to wit,

that it "is all up with the big Swede"
but the truth is that whenever a Swedish
intellect shines, which is rarely, it is

with marked brilliancy.
The "Examiner's" superheated an-

nouncement that "Monitor Turret Not
Invented By Ericsson" is all contained
in the opening paragraph which reads:

The Patriot Association of America
has announced that after a hunt of half
a century, letters, contracts and othei'

documents were found that prove that

Theodore R. Timby, native of New
York state, invented the revolving turret

first used by the "Monitor" in the battle

with the
"
Merrimac," and as a result

revolutionized warship construction

throughout the world.

There is any quantity of this material,
which boiled down to the ultimate

is embraced in this one paragraph.
All of which is important

—if true.

But it does not happen to be true.

John Ericsson never claimed to have
invented the revolving turret which
revolutionized naval warfare and con-

struction. He did apply the principle
to the "Monitor" and there he stopped.

Fortunately for his own fame, John
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Ericsson before he died told the story
of the revolving turret, and he makes
it plain whence the idea came. Here
is his language:" .... The rotating turret will

now be considered; but before describing
this essential part of the monitor system
it will be well to observe that the general
belief is quite erroneous that a revolving
platform, open or covered, is a novel

design. So far from that being the case,
this obvious device dates back to the
first introduction of artillery. About
1820 the writer was taught by an instruc-

tor in fortification and gunnery that
under certain conditions a position assail-

able from all sides should be defended

by placing the guns on a turntable.

Long before building the 'Monitor' I

regarded the employment of a revolving
structure to operate guns on board

ships as a device familiar to all well

informed naval artillerists. But though
constructors of revolving circular gun
platforms for naval purposes, open or

covered, have a right to employ this

ancient device, it will be demonstrated
further on that the turret of the monitors
is a distinct mechanical combination

differing from previous inventions. The
correctness of the assumption that re-

volving batteries for manipulating guns
on board floating structures had been
constructed long ago as will be seen by
the following reference to printed publi-
cations.

''The 'Nautical Chronicle' for 1805
contains an account of a movable, turn-

ing, impregnable battery, invented by
a Mr. Gillespie, a native of Scotland, who
completed the model of a 'movable im-

pregnable castle or battery, impervious
to shot or bombs, provided with a cannon
and carriage calculated to take a sure
aim at any object.' It is further stated
that 'the invention proposed will be
found equally serviceable in floating
batteries. Its machinery is adapted to
turn the most ponderous mortars with
the greatest ease, according to the posi-
tion of the enemy.' Again, the 'Trans-
actions of the Society for the Promotion
of Useful Arts in the State of New York,
1807,' contains an illustration represent-
ing a side elevation of a circular floating

battery constructed by Abraham Blood-

good, The guns of this battery, as the

inventor points out, 'would be more
easily worked than is common, as they
would not require any lateral movement.'
It is also stated as a peculiar feature of

this_ floating battery, that 'its rotary
motion would bring all its cannon to bear

successively, as fast as they could be
loaded, on objects in any direction;'
and that 'its circular form would cause

every shot that might strike it, not near
the center, to glance.' Thirty five years
after the publication of the illustration

and description of the circular floating
tower of Abraham Bloodgood, Theodore
R. Timby proposed to build a tower on
land for coast defenses, to be composed
of iron, with several floors and tiers of

guns, the tower to turn on a series of

friction-rollers under its base. The prin-

cipal feature of Timby' s 'invention'

was that of arranging the guns radially
within the tower, and firing each^gun
at the instant of coming in line with the

object aimed at during the rotary mo-
tion of the tower, precisely as invented

by Bloodgood. About 1865 certain in-

fluential citizens presented drawings of

Timby' s revolving tower to the authori-

ties at Washington, with a view of ob-

taining orders to build such towers for

coast defense; but the plan was found to

be not only very expensive but radically
defective in principle. The slides of

of the gun carriages being fixed perma-
nently in a radial direction within

the tower, the guns, of course, are directed

to all points of the compass. Hence,

during an attack by a hostile fleet,

with many ships abreast, only one

assailant can be fired at, its companions
being scot-free in the dead angle formed

between the effective gun and the guns
on either side. In the meantime the

numerous guns, distributed round the

tower on the several floors, cannot be

fired until their time comes during the

revolution of the tower. The enemy's
fleet continuing its advance, of course,

calls for a change in the elevation of

the pieces, which, considering the con-

stant revolution of the tower and the

different altitudes above the sea of the

several tiers, presents perplexing diffi-

culties. Nothing further need be said

to explain why the Government did

not accept the plans for Timby's revolv-

ing towers."
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Constitutional Amendment No. 1.

By George I. Cochran.

1 should like to offer a few reasons

why Constitutional Amendment No. 1

should tried out before again being
submitted to the people:

In the first place, this Amendment
was carried by a large and emphatic
majority after long years of careful

consideration, and surely it may be
assumed that the voters of California

knew what they were doing when they
adopted the Amendment; hence, the

opponents of the Amendment should
have some consideration for the in-

telligence and wisdom of the large

majority who voted for the Amend-
ment and evidently wish to see it tried.

In the second place, the theory of

the Amendment is good, and if in work-

ing it out defects should be discovered,
these can be remedied without affecting
the principle of the Amendment itself.

In the third place, this Amendment
is not the scheme of any corporation,
or any set of men, but is a well-thought
out economic reform.

The subject of taxation is very broad,
and requires a great deal of study before

any one is competent to give an intel-

ligent opinion of the question. The
National Tax Association comprises the

leading experts, both practical and

theoretical, of the United States and
some portions of Canada. At the first

National Conference, held in Columbus,
Ohio, on November, 1907, a paper was

given on the separation of state and
local revenues, by Professor Seligman,
of Columbia University, and also a

very interesting paper by Professor

Adams of Wisconsin University, on the

separation of the sources of the state

and local revenues as a program of

tax reform. It may be interesting to

give a few extracts from these two

papers.
Professor Seligman says:
"The discontent with the conditions

of American taxation is growing apace.
The reason is not far to seek, 0n4;he
one hand, the development of industrial

democracy is everywhere creating
greater demands upon the public purse
for a collective action which shall be
in the interest of the entire community;
on the other hand, the growth and

prosperity and the transition from more
primitive economic conditions to those
of a complex industrial society are

rendering more and more inadequate
the fiscal basis and the fiscal machinery
which have been bequeathed to us

by our ancestors. Thus at both ends
the pressure is felt. The fiscal needs
are multiplied and the fiscal machinery
is getting out of gear."

Among the defects of our present
tax system, he points out the following:

1. The breakdown of the general

property tax, which is almost every-
where still the chief reliance of state

and local government. The only gen-
eral property which seems to be uni-

versally caught is real estate.

2. A growing lack of equality in

tax burdens, not only as between classes

in the community, but as between in-

dividuals of the same class. Some peo-

ple and institutions pay full taxes;
others escape, by various expedients,
and pay less.

"The failure to make modern cor-

porations bear their fair share of tax-

ation. The corporation is a growth
of the last half century. It was unknown
when the present framework of our

tax system was established. The at-

tempt to force the new wine into the

old bottles is not only spoiling the wine,
but cracking the bottles."

He also adds:

"The failure to secure adequate com-

pensation from individuals and corpora-
tions alike for the franchises and privi-
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leges that are granted by the commun-
ity."
He further adds:
"The undue burden cast upon the

farmer."
And in addition to this:

"The failure to make great wealth
contribute its due share."

He then goes on to state the remedy
for this, in his opinion, is the separation
of the state tax from the local tax.

Professor Adams says:
"No one can deny that in the aver-

age state the device of state equaliza-
tion has been a failure. No one can

deny that some of the taxes now levied

by the local governments belong more
logically to the state government. No
competent critic will question the state-

ment that the reform movement which
has brought practical separation in New
York, Connecticut, Vermont, New Jer-

sey, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Wis-

consin, and other states, has been in

the main a wholesome and logical de-

velopment, worthy of being imitated
in states which have not yet taken this

first step."
The principle of Amendment No. 1

is in accord with these views, and goes
a step further, in that it provides for

a very thorough method of assessing

public service corporations which have
state-wide ramifications. Under this

Aniendment it will be impossible for a
railway to have a big assessment in one
place and avoid assessments in other
places. The State assesses it as a
whole, and while the various little

localities may lose some local taxes,
yet they are more than compensated
by the remission of state taxes.

In addition to this. Amendment No. 1

has two very important elements. It

gives home rule in taxation and takes

corporations out of politics. By "home
rule" is meant allowing each munici-

pality to assess its own property free

from any interference by the State
Board of Equalization. And, on the
other hand, if the legislature in public
session fixes the tax of a public utility

corporation at a certain per cent, of

its gross income, all discretion is removed
from the Assessor, and it becomes
useless for a corporation to take any
part in local politics, because it has

nothing either to gain or lose.

There are many reasons why the
State of California should continue its

progress in the reformation of its tax

system, and not go back to the old,
obsolete and antiquated method of col-

lecting revenue. Amendment No. 1 is

a step in the right direction, and in-

stead of going back, the State should

improve on it and add to it. It is the
initial step in an enduring reform.

Municipal Lighting in Pasadena.
From John D. Mersereau, W. K. Fogg

and H. C. Holnling.

[NOTE. In the December issue

of the '^ Out JFcsf" there appeared an
unsigned article under the title,

" Mu-
nicipal Ownership in Pasadena—A
Study of the Failure of An Ambitious
Scheme." This article was based in

large part upon a letter, without date,
from Charles C. Glass, a former man-
ager of Pasadena's Municipal Lighting
Plant, who for good cause was removed
by the Mayor and City Council about
three years ago. The article referred
to carries intrinsic evidence of kinship
to attacks upon the plant which have
frequently emanated from private in-

terests in Pasadena, intended to con-

fuse the people's minds and create

minor issues, and so attract attention

from what it has accomplished. Be-

cause Pasadena is proud of the success

of its Municipal Lighting Plant and
wishes other cities to know what can be

accomplished by municipal owner-

ship, the following article has been

prepared by the Lighting Committee
of the City Council. In its prepara-

tion, it was believed that the readers

of this magazine would be interested

in an affirmative statement of what

municipal ownership has accomplished
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in Pasadena, rather than in a discus-

sion of specific figures and arguments
contained in the article referred to
and this article is therefore framed
with this end in view. It should
be said, however, that the figures in

Mr. Glass' letter and the article ac-

companying it are not correct and
that they bear a striking similarity
in respect to their accuracy to the

figures and estimates which Mr. Glass,

during his incumbency, furnished to

the Mayor and City Council and
which brought about a lack of confi-

dence in his ability upon the part of

city authorities and the people of

Pasadena.]
Take the case of a resident and tax-

payer of Pasadena living in a home
valued say at $8,000.00. He remem-
bers when he paid for lighting his house
at the rate of 15 cents per kilowatt

hour, 66 2-3 per cent higher than he
now pays, and his monthly bills aver-

aged from S5.00 to $10.00, when service

was poor
—his complaints disregarded.

Now the city plant furnishes him with

light at a base rate of 5 cents per kilowatt

hour and he saves about $40.00 to

$80.00 every year in his light bills. He
remembers that during the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1910, the city plant,
out of its earnings, paid the principal
and interest on the bonded indebted-

ness incurred for its construction, in

addition to all operating expenses, and
had left for depreciation and new con-

struction, an amount equal approxi-

mately 5 per cent of the cost of the

plant. He knows furthermore that even
should he be called upon to pay his

entire proportion of this indebtedness

immediately, it would amount to less

than the saving he has already effected

in his light bills, and that the increase

in his taxes to meet the principal and
interest on the bonded indebtedness,

assuming that the bond charges should

not be met by the plant from its earn-

ings, would average but 3 7-10 cents

per $100.00 of assessed valuation,

amounting in his case, his property

being assessed at $5,000.00, to less

than $2.00 per year. This is less than the

saving effected by him in reduced light

bills every month. He knows that

these results are attributable entirely

to the city lighting plant. He remem-
bers how in June of last year the city

plant announced that it would reduce
its base rate from seven cents to five

cents, and at the same time the private
lighting companies in the City of Los

Angeles were invoking the referendum

against an ordinance of that city re-

ducing tTie rates from nine cents to

seven cents, claiming that such a re-

duction amounted to confiscation of

their property. He has witnessed con-
tinued and bitter attacks upon the

plant from private interests, attempts
to confuse the people, to raise minor

issues, to place obstacles in the way
of its success, in spite of which he has
witnessed the plant going steadilj^ ahead
until now it is furnishing electricity
to 3650 private consumers in Pasadena
in addition to furnishing all the public
and street lighting. To this man and
to thousands of others similarly situated,

municipal ownership in Pasadena as

exemplified in its municipal light plant
is a complete success.

From the standpoint of the city as

a whole, it may be said that its people
have effected and are now effecting a

saving of not less than $100,000.00 per
annum by reason of the difference in

rates charged before the city built its

plant and the rates which are now in

effect. This estimate has been pub-
lished repeatedly in the local press
and has never been questioned. Fur-

thermore, the establishment of a mu-

nicipal lighting plant has had the effect

of bringing forth a spirit of civic loyalty
and consciousness, of confidence upon
the part of the people in their power
and ability to maintain successfully
their own public utilities. Such a

spirit is an invaluable asset to any
community and the people of Pasadena

today are better equipped to take up
new enterprises and consummate them

successfully by reason of their successful

conduct of a lighting plant in the face

of the most vigorous opposition from

the hands of private interests.

The average reader is little interested

in figures. However, the figures show-

ing the result of the operations of the

municipal light plant since July 1, 1910,

being the first six months of the present
fiscal year, tell such a surprising story
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of efficiency and economy and of what
a determined community can accom-

plish for itself, that they are well worth
careful consideration. It should be re-

membered that on September 1, 1910,
rates were reduced from seven cents to

five cents per kilowatt hour and that

therefore, during four months of this

period, the city plant was operating
under a 50 per cent lower rate than the
rate of the average city of its size in

Southern California. It should also be
said in this connection that the five

cent base rate above referred to scales

down to as low as three cents per kilo-

watt hour for larger quantities of

electricity used for lighting purposes
and for power the rate runs from four
cents down to one and one-half cents

per kilowatt hour. During this period
the receipts of the plant were $48,077.26;
the operating expenses were $24,831.72;
the net earnings were $23,245.54; the
amount necessary to pay the principal
and interest on the maturing bonded
indebtedness for this period amounted
to $10,306.26. Deducting this from the
net earnings, a balance of $12,939.28
is left applicable to depreciation or new
construction.

The assertion is frequently made that
a steam plant cannot compete with a

hydro-electric plant; also that the pub-
lic cannot conduct a plant as efficiently
and economically as a private corpora-
tion. During the year 1909, Pasadena's

municipal plant was still in its infancy.
It had less than one-half of the business
which it now enjoys, x In the City of

Los Angeles the Southern California

Edison Company, which has a hydro-
electric plant, does an immense volume
of business, amounting in said city

during the year 1909 to $1,229,957.09,
or about 20 times the volume of business
done by the municipal plant during the
same period. Naturally one would ex-

pect that the cost of furnishing elec-

tricity in a large city like Los Angeles
by a large company like the Southern
California Edison Company, doing such
a large volume of business, would be

extremely low compared with the cost
of producing and furnishing electricity

by Pasadena's municipal steam plant.
Under the ordinances of the City of

Los Angeles, public utility corporations

are required to make certain sworn
statements to aid the City Council
in fixing rates. There is now on file in
the office of the City Clerk of Los Angeles
the sworn statement of the secretary
of the Southern California Edison Com-
pany, in which appear the following
items:

"2—Expenditures incurred during the

year ending December 31, 1909, for

supplying electric light and electric

power to the City of Los Angeles
and to its inhabitants—

Generation and Trans-
mission expense $393,237.26

Distribution expense 298,937.70
General expense-— 153,357.17
Taxes and licenses 87,324.48

Total $932,856.61
"3—Total amount of electricity in

kilowatt hours furnished and sup-
plied during the year ending Decem-
ber 31, 1909, to the City of Los

Angeles and to its inhabitants, for

electric light and for electric power
respectively

—
For electric lighting 11,750,575
For electric power 31,341,702

Total 43,092,277
Thus it appears that it cost the

Southern California Edison Company
$0.02163 per kilowatt hour to famish

electricity in the City of Los Angeles
during the year 1909. During the same

period Pasadena's municipal lighting

plant produced electricity at an aver-

age cost of $0.02007 per kilowatt hour.

In other words, Pasadena's municipal

plant in this year produced electricity

at a less cost than the Southern Cali-

fornia Edison Company in the City of

Angeles. While the figures showing the

cost of production for the year 1910

are not yet available, it may be said

that they will not show any increase

in cost, and probably will show a slight ,

decrease.

In the article in the December number
of the Out West to which reference

has been made, it is state that the

Southern California Edison Com-

pany has $500,000 invested in water

power and transmission lines charged
to Pasadena, and another $500,000 in

its distributing system, making a total
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investment chargeable against Pasa-

dena, and upon which presumably a

return must be secured, of $1,000,000.
Pasadena has constructed a complete
municipal plant with a distributing

system reaching into every part of the

city for $450,000 in round figures, less

than oiie-half the amount claimed to be
invested by the Southern California

Edison Company, to enable it to per-
form substantially the same service.

These facts and figures tell in part
the story of what the municipal plant
has accomplished in the line of effi-

ciency and economical management.
No one, it is believed, would venture the
statement that they tell a story of

anything but success.

The influence of Pasadena's light

plant has not been confined to Pasa-
dena alone. A year ago the people of

Los Angeles were paying private lighting

companies for light at the rate of nine

cents per kilowatt hour. In the smaller

towns in Southern California the rates

ranged from twelve and one-half cents

per kilowatt hour to fifteen cents per
kilowatt hour. Today, the pebple of

Los Angeles are receiving their light
for seven cents, the people of Alhambra
and South Pasadena for from eight
cents to eight and one-half cents and
other cities in Southern California for

ten cents. Had it not been for Pasa-
dena demonstrating that with its muni-

cipal plant it could manufacture and
distribute electricity at a rate much
lower than that charged for many years

by private lighting companies, these

reductions would not have resulted.

From the standpoint of these cities

municipal ownership in Pasadena has

been a great benefit to Southern Cali-

fornia.

Before concluding this article, the

writers cannot refrain from adverting
to the character of the attacks which
are directed against the plant. Two
statements contained in the Out West

may be taken as typical of these.

It is said that every customer
of the plant represents an increased

average cost of above $149.00. By
the same line of argument the cost of

every consumer now patronizing the

Southern California Edison Company
in the City of Pasadena, which Company

is proclaimed to represent the highest

type of efficiency in electrical manage-
ment, is in the neighborhood of $400.00.
As a matter of fact, the figure of $149.00

per consumer is absurd. The actual

cost of taking on each new consumer
is less than $25.00. Again, it is said,
"a most vital error was the refusal of

the present city administration to accept
the terms of the Pacific States Tele-

phone Company to use the poles and
one underground duct in extending
the municipal system," Unless tele-

phone lines are especially constructed

with a view to their joint occupancy
by telephone lines and high voltage

lines, their use for both purposes is

entirely impracticable and dangerous.
The lines of the Pacific States Telephone
Company in Pasadena are not suscep-
table to such joint use and that company
would not permit of the stringing of

high voltage lines upon its poles. It

being necessary to erect poles for the

high voltage lines of the city plant,
the offer of the telephone company
referred to was entirely worthless to

the city.

The policy of the City of Pasadena
in conducting its municipal plant is

now firmly established. It is not being
maintained as a "mild club" with which
to force down the rates charged by
private lighting companies, but is a

complete and efficient business insti-

tution conducted for the service of

the people. Its rates have been steadily
reduced from a base rate of eight cents

per kilowatt hour to a base rate of

fiye cents per kilowatt hour as patronage
and increased efficiency have permitted.
Its purpose is not to make money, but

rather to save money for the people

by supplying them with good service

at the lowest rate consistent with main-

taining the plant upon a self-sustaining

and self-perpetuating basis. This policy

does not pertain to any one particular
administration or local party, but rep-

resents the consensus of opinion of the

entire community. Attempts may and

probably will be made by selfish inter-

ests to inject the plant into politics

in the hope of securing a complaisant
or friendly administration, which will

allow of the plant being hampered and
undermined. It may, however, safely
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be said that the people of Pasadena,
fully cognizant of the large benefits

which have resulted to them from the

plant and with the realization of the

part Pasadena has played in the great
conflict for economic emancipation of

municipalities from the domination of

private utility corporations, will not

permit the management of this large

property to be confided to any man or
set of men who will not openly and

vigorously conduct it along its now
settled line of policy.

John D. Mersereau

W. K. Fogg
H. C. Hotaling

Lighting Committee.

The Church and the Hypocrite.

How Long Will the Church Harbor
and Look Up to Men Who Have Not
the Slightest Touch of the Spirit of the

Nazarene.

By J. A. Selvyt of Red Lodge, Mont.
In Colliers.

Our town is a small town, of possibly
five thousand inhabitants, fully seventy
per cent of whom are foreigners. It is

a coal-mining camp, nestling in the great
Rockies, and forty-five miles from the
main line of any railroad. Nevertheless,
we have our daily train and manage to
know what is going on in the world.
There are five active churches here hav-

ing church buildings
—the' Roman Catho-

lic, the Episcopalian, the Methodist,
the Congregational, and the Finnish
Lutheran, I do not know what the
exact membership in these churches is,

but I do know that, compared to the

population of the city, it is relatively
small. And why is this? ....
A man does not go to church to listen

to the personal experiences of the preacher
even if they are every word true, which
I sometimes seriously doubt. Neither
does he care to listen to the speaker's
views on the public questions of the

day, as he can get just as much as he
wants of that almost any time and

anywhere. No; what the average man
wants and expects to hear when he goes
to church is an intelligent discussion of

the Bible and the plan of salvation as
it can be applied to the present. More
times than otherwise this is the one sub-

ject on which he is not informed, and he
is seeking information along these lines,
and any authoritative information a

preacher can give is news to him and is

acceptable as such ....
There is in Our Town a man prominent

in church work, who leads in prayer, re-

fuses work on Sunday, is opposed to any
and all forms of Sunday amusement, vio-

lently opposed to saloons and dancing—in short, a model citizen. This man
owns a large mercantile establishment,
does a big business, and employs several

clerks. Not long ago one of these clerks,

a man doing about three men's work
on a small salary, went to this man and
asked for a raise in accordance with a

verbal contract made at the time he

had hired him. The clerk not only re-

minded the gentleman of this contract,

but used as a further argument the fact

that the merchant had unloaded on him
about three times the amount of work
he had agreed to perform, and that he

had carried the extra load without a

murmur. The clerk also stated that his

wife and baby were both in poor health,

living was high and doctor's bills higher,

that unless he got this increase he could

hardly live. AH of this the good Christ-

ian gentleman knew. Also he knew
that this clerk was a salesman by nature,

had done nothing else all his life, and that

there was no vacancy in his line in th^

city at the time, and the clerk could

not afford to move, and consequently
would be forced to continue in his employ
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so long as he and his famih^ could exist

on the wages he was paying. What did
he do? Took a day to think it over.

The next day he called his clerk upon
the carpet and laid down the law to him.
Told him the idea of his asking for

an increase of salary was simply pre-

posterous, denied ever having made
any contract to increase his salary, said

he could get along very well without him,
and would let him go before he would
stand for an}i,hing of the kind. However
he said he did not want a dissatisfied

employee, so if the clerk thought he
could go ahead and be satisfied and
never let an}i;hing of the kind occur again,
he would, out of the bigness of his own
heart, give him an increase of five dollars

per month; just about one-fifth of what
the clerk had asked for and what the

gentleman had agreed to pay at the time
of hiring him! There you have the case

in a nutshell. I have told this story as

an illustration of how the church, to use
a slang expression, "fails to deliver the

goods," in that they harbor and look up
to men who have not the slightest touch
of the spirit of the lowly Nazarene—
men who have not in their lives even
common justice or regard for the truth.

Brother Jones, another pillar of the

church, may hire men and tell them that

he wants them to bring a certain class

of trade. He may know that in order
to get this certain class of business it

is necessary to frequent saloons, gambling
rooms, and houses of ill repute, but what
does that concern him? He is not re-

sponsible for his brother's keeping, and
if a young man in pursuit of this busiaess

falls and goes down to destruction, he
can not help it. He attends church

regularly and never goes near such places
himself. He may hire girls at salaries

barely sufficient to keep them clothed

and scantily fed and work them twelve
to fourteen hours a daj^ until they be-

come absolutely desperate and are willing
to submit to anj-thing in order to escape
the hellish torture; and if they fall, surely
he is not to blame. He can get other

girls for the same price, so why pay more?
. . . . And it is because the aver-

age man is familiar with the life and
methods of Brother Jones, and knows
that those high up in church life are

equally as well acquainted with the

facts in the case as he is, and no effort

is made to oust Brother Jones or call

him to account for his misdeeds, that
the average man turns away in disgust
and says

"
If this is Christianity, I don't

care for any. If I go to hell, it will be
as a full-fledged, dyed-in-the-wool sinner,
not as a mercerized hj'pocrite."
In one of the old prophecies we hear

the prophet cry out; "How long, OLord!
wilt Thou suffer the pollution of Thy
sanctuary?" And the Lord answered
and said: "Unto two thousand and three
hundred days, then shall My sanctuary
be cleansed." I am not a Bible chron-

ologist. I do not know when this will

happen. But I do know that then,
and not until then, will the Chruch reach
out and take its proper hold on the

community, and men and women will

flock into it and be proud to say: "1
am a Christian."

COMMUNICATION.
From Edward W. Dickey

Editor, Out West,
Dear Sir:—In your issue of January
28, the statement is made that Senator-

elect Works attributes much of his success

in securing his election to the fact that

"he had the 'right thought' and uxis assisted

by a Christian Science healer."

Permit me to say that it is not possible
to use Christian Science in any such
manner. The practice of this Science

is based solely upon the infinite Mind or

God, and makes manifest at all times and
under all circumstances the Scriptural
declaration thai

"
Thy unll and not mine

be done." It is not Christian Science

practice to use it in the furtherance of
human desires or plans, but solely to make

manifest God's law in human affairs.

The practice of holding what is called

the "right thought" is nothing more or

less than a phase of hypnotism. This

is the polar opposite of Christian Science

practice. It is but a phase of the workings

of what Paul termed the "carnal mind,"
which he adds is "enmity against God."

All that is not upright and Godlike is

overthrown by Christian Science, which
has come solely to proclaim the entire

gospel of Christ. Yours Sincerely,
Edward W. Dickey.

Los Angeles, California.

February 8, 1911.
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Home-Building and the Southland
By Ernest Ingold

"To own a home makes a man a better

citizen, gives him standing in the com-

munity, and establishes a credit."

Los Angeles is called the city of homes.

A wit defined home as—
" The place where a man is scolded the

most and is treated the best."

Webster fails to come up to expecta-
tions when he calls home "a dwelling
house." Even the revised Webster is

out of date. Webster needs moderniz-

ing. Webster needs a live reader. Web-
ster needs a trip through the foothills,

the orange groves, the canyons and the

rolling country stretches of Southern
California. Webster would then re-

vise his term, for Southern California

conjures up some marvelous home-

building.

Philadelphia has been called the city
of homes. That is put in the past tense

with a purpose.

Home-building interests Southern Cal-
ifornia in two ways. The home being
the place where character, habits and
ideas are formed, interests us from an
aesthetic standpoint. Good men come
from good homes. The daintiest birds

are those which build the neatest nests.

Los Angeles is solving the much talked
of city beautiful problem through its

home-owners.
Los Angeles has grown wondrously

and the building of the city is its chief

industry.
The population of Los Angeles and

the immediate vicinity is growing at

the rate of from 50,000 to 90,000 a year,
the estimate depending upon the business

of the man making it. The influx of

new comers is temporarily taken care

of at the hotels and in the apartment

Park Scene. College Tract. One of the sixteen parks maintained by a perpetual endowment fund
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West Forty=Eighth street from Western, July 10, 1910

The same location, West Forty-Eighth street, from Western, January 10, 191 1. A change in six months

and rooming houses. Later these people
demand homes; persistently and insis-

tingly. This has directly been the cause

of the birth of—-

A new industry
—

home-building!
You ask why a new industry?

Because in no other city are designers,

architects, builders, tract planners and
real estate promotors working more

surely toward one end—a city beautiful.

Home-building here is city beautiful

building. The distinction between this

new industry and the building business

in general is the same as the distinction

between—
Home-building and house-building.
Where the demand for homes exists,

there exists also the real estate man.
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One of the finest types of Bungalow to be found in Southern California

Of necessity, his product must measure

up to the best on^the market, or in special

features, better the best. Home-
owners and those who may be called

home-owning promotors have actually

accomplished more in the way of work-

ing out a real city beautiful than all

the elaborate reports of experts, of city

planners and of the city beautiful experts
combined.
The home-owner works unconsciously.

He does not work with intention. He
may not be a city beautiful enthusiast.

His energies are concentrated on his

own little 60 by 150 piece of Los Angeles.
He gets something done. His work

actually shows. Put his bit of developed
nature beside the work of his neighbor
and—
There is your city beautiful.

Under way, half built and the cost

equitably distributed.

Then what are these homes?
Their unique design is the result of

the adaption of the earliest attempts of

man to build for himself a dwelling.
The first homes were of a single story.

This is here adapted to modern require-

A typical street panorama, Qramercy Place
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Purely Rustic and a perfect love of a home

ments. Into this adaption has been
worked the idea of utiUty above all

others.

The utilitarian idea carries with it

the one story plan, meaning a saving
in work to the home keeper of one half.

Utility again demands a single living

room, a cabinet kitchen and a screen

porch. Such are the results of the

working out the design for utility. To
these ideas have been added those neces-

sitated by the profuse use of flowers;
wall boxes, flower boxes, patios and per-

golas. The low roof, wide eaves, cobble
stone porch pillars, brackets, the ever- ,

present fireplace and sun parlor, are

purely artistic improvements made on
the original idea and adding to comfort
and appearance.

Southern California is a place of home-
owners. Over sixty per cent of the

wage earners either own or are purchasing

West Fiftieth street, east from Western. Derby Park Tract. Note the distance of the house One from the sidewalk
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California Rustic. A style of construction in high favor

their homes. The reason is not far to

seek. Its influence on the Los'Angeles of

twenty years from now can be vaguely
forecasted.

Southern California homes are cheap
homes to build. A well built, five room
bungalow with every modern improve-
ment, on a good street, provided with

water, gas, sewers, electricity, telephones,

good car service, a twenty minute ride

from the business district, can be pur-
chased for $3,000. Bungalows are on
the market for less, l)ut are of inferior

construction.

They cost little for many reasons.

Basemients are not needed, or if the lux-

ury of a furnace is demanded, a basement
10 by 12 is ample. Foundations go only
deep enough to reach. hard pan, not to

below the frost line. Studding, carrying
no second story and consequently little

weight, is light. Sheathing is omitted,
as is building paper, in most cases.

A poor man can purchase a home on
better terms, in a better location, and
if need be, he can dispose of it more

easily in Southern California than in

any other city in the country.
Subdivisions are numerous and thous-

ands of lots are to be purchased on in-

stallments or for cash. Owning the lot,

a man has at his command a hundred
builders who will furnish the capital
to erect his home, designed according to

his own ideas and finished to his order.

He can pay for this at the rate, or-

dinarily, of one per cent a month. The

monthly payments sometimes include

not only insurance and taxes, but in-

terest as well.

Better still. With as small a sum
as $200 or $300, a man can purchase
not only a home, but the lot as well,

the payments being on the one per cent

basis. All of the homes illustrated here

have been sold on these terms.

The result? A city of home-owning
people, where children are growing up
with the home-owning idea in them.
The result? A city of homes, the home
idea being carried out for miles and miles

along its streets, in its model communi-
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Typical Swiss. This style has recently been much employed.

ties, its subdivisions and its foothill

valleys. The individual home crowds
out the apartment and the tenement.
Los Angeles twenty years from now will

be a wonderful example of the home-

owning idea and—
An idea actually carried out.

The home-owning spirit manifests it-

self in the gardens, the individual home
settings and in whole communities.

There are several examples of community
development which are known nation-

ally. One of them is described here.

It is College tract, a development pro-

ject of the Los Angeles Investment Co.

Its streets, joining those of the city proper
make 'this model community one of the

many units to be linked some day in

a city beautiful.

The subdivision has about a thousand
lots of ample size. On these lots there

has been carried out a systematic home-

building development. There have been
erected here over four hundred homes
and there are not two alike architectur-

ally. ThQ homes including the lots,

cost from $2700 to $6000 and are arranged
so that homes of the $5,000 quality will

face and adjoin homes of like value.

Each home is built with a vacant lot

on either side. These lots are graded,

planted with trees and lawn and an ar-

tistic fence, stained to match the adjoin-

ing homes, is put in. The purchaser of

each home has a free two year option
on the adjoining vacant lot, the only

requirement being that he keep it watered

and keep the lawn in condition. He
may use it for chickens or garden.

Every home is set far back from the

street, miles of palms, acacias, parking,

curbs, streets and cement walks are put
in. Public utilities, gas, water, electricity

and telephones are placed in the alleys.

In this community, there are sixteen

small parks laid out with winding walks,

trees, shrubs, hedges and flower beds.

The parks and streets are permanently
endowed and cared for by a fund of

$30,000. The management of the gar-
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Model store. Forty-eighth street between Qramercy and Cimarron. This is half of the building

deners and laborers is vested in a Park
Commission elected by all the property
owners.

The social life of the community is

taken care of by the Improvement
Association which meets in the Assembly
Hall in the model store buildings. The

meetings are held semi-monthly, alternate

ones being entertainments.

There is a well equipped playground,
a church, a series of model stores and a

post office.

Such is typically a Los Angeles de-

velopment. Can this kind of home-

owning and this sort of a home settling
fail to influence the generation now
growing up? Can it fail to influence

for good the expansion of the home dis-

tricts of Los Angeles? Can it fail to

actually work out the city beautiful

plan?

So Los Angeles, through its wage
earners and home-owners, is building a

city beautiful, a city not the product
of the draughting board or of a city plan-

ning expert. It is the scheme of the

small man, the man with the humble
home.

It is the little man, the one who holds

the small job; the man who plants a

garden and then a hedge to hide it from

the street; the man who draws $2 or

$3 or $4 a day and puts a third of it into

his home, who is bringing into life—
The City Beautiful.
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Facts and Illusions About Hetch-Hetchy.
By William Frederic Bade.

The February Out West contains an
article on the Hetch-Hetchy issue, by
a former mayor of San Francisco. In it

occur such statements as the following:
"The true nature lover looks upon man
as a defilement;" he "stoutly contends
that whatever is, is riajht;" "he doesn't

love his fellows;" "his intimacy with
God makes him intolerant of human
criticism, and, to him^ civilization is

a blight." John Muir is the leader of

these nature lovers as the writer sees

them. John Muir's national reputation
for probity and public spirit did not

prevent Mr. Phelan from trying to

fasten on him by innuendo the dubious
distinction of having "operated the

first saw-mill in Yosemite Valley." It

seems hard to believe that Mr. Phelan is

the only public man in San Francisco

who does not know that John Muir never

cut down a tree in Yosemite Valley.
He sawed up for building material a

few wind-fallen trees that otherwise

would have rotted on the o;round. "But
what has that to do with the question?

Mr. Phelan complains that his oppo-
nents have neglected the obligation
of courtesy and fairness in presenting
their side of the case. We are in-

clined to think that his reckless rhetoric

about nature lovers, quoted above, and
the "saw-mill" insinuation furnish an
occasion for the application of his own
judgment to "people who have a bad
case." It is, indeed, a question whether

it) is worth while to answer an article

which mistakes a grotesque impugnment
for an opponent's motive for an ar-

gument, Besides, the whole question
is now in the hands of a board of army
engineers for determination. If the case

of San Francisco is as just and as des-

perate as the writer seems to think it

is, the board will undoubtedly find in

the city's favor. Why waste any more
ink on the subject?

But one familiar with the facts in

the case will not be surprised by the

anxiety which the promotors of the

Hetch-Hetchy project display over the
new turn of affairs. The Public Lands
Committees of Congress, the President,
and the Interior Department have seen
more than enough reason to suspect
that the project is Cato on the outside
and Nero on the inside; and that the
Garfield grant was made without due
determination of the necessities of the
case.

Let us take up seriatim a few of Mr.
Phelan's statements. His favorite al-

lusion to "Little Breeches," followed by
a plea "for the little children," loses

both pertinence and pathos when the
reader discovers that a dozen sources

besides Hetch-Hetchy are waiting to

slake their thirst. Indeed, it is to be

hoped that these litttle children, together
with their fathers and mothers, will

escape the danger of an unfiltered water

supply, guarded by such ordinary" pre-
cautions" as are "now enforced in the

Yosemite." Had the writer looked into

even the inost elementary text-book on

sanitation, it would have prevented him
from asserting that anything short of

absolute exclusion would make it "im-

possible to contaminate the water sup-

ply by campers [in the Tuolumne Mead-

ows] at that distance" (i. e. 20 miles

above Hetch-Hetchy), and, in fact, all

the way down the Grand Canyon of the

Tuolumne to Hetch-Hetchy, for this

stupendous canyon is destined to rank

as one of the wonders of the world.

The Sixth Report of the Rivers Pol-

lution Commission of England contains

the conclusion "that there is no river

in the United Kingdom which is long

enough to purify itself of sewage re-

ceived at its source." Furthermore,
"rivers of steep or moderate slope"
are more dangerous than those in which
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the rate of flow permits sedimentation.
The fall of the Tuolumne is over four

thousand feet in twenty miles. The
latest authorities (Leeds, Mills, etc. )

attach little importance to purification

by aeration. The chance pollutions to

which camping in the Tuolumne Mead-
ows and Grand Canyon would expose
the Tuolumne River and its tributaries,
makes the project as advocated by
Mr. Phelan an intolerable menace to

public health.

"Impounding reservoirs," writes Hill

in his Public Water Supplies, "such as

constitute the sources of supply for

New York and Liverpool, are not open
to the same degree of pollution as lakes

and rivers; but excepting the drainage-

ground of such sources be laid waste, and
rendered free from all animal influences,
cannot be regarded as complying vnth the

highest standard of hygiene." The italics

are mine. I may add that the adoption
even of the inadequate public health

regulations now in force on the Croton

watershed would make it impossible
to permit camping privileges in the

northern half of the Yosemite National

Park. The entire five hundred square
miles would necessarily become a back-

yard annex of San Francisco.

Mr. Phelan grows enthusiastic over

the mountain lakes that supply Bir-

mingham and Glasgow, but fails to

state that the doubtful privilege of

observation from a highway is but a

small part of the recreational use to

which a public park is dedicated. Some-
what closer scrutiny, in fact, shows

that the writer is convicted by his own

argument. Glasgow, which is supplied
from Loch Katrine, has for a long time

had a typhoid death rate of about

twenty-three in a hundred thousand.

This means that the protective sani-

tation of its water supply must be

classified as third rate, while a dozen

or more great European cities that

filter their water have a typhoid death

rate of less than ten in a hundred thous-

and. Even New York has made a

far better record than Glasgow.
The German Imperial Board of

Health, the greatest sanitary tribunal

in the world, has declared that all sur-

face supplies, from whatever source,

must be adequately and systematically

filtered just before use. During the

past year the present writer took oc-

casion to investigate some of the best

managed water supplies in Germany,
Switzerland, and England. Every-
where the testimony of experts and ex-

perience was to the effect that no wise
and provident city, at this stage of

sanitary science, will jeopardize the

health of its inhabitants with an un-
filtered water supply. If for reasons

best known to itself a municipal govern-
ment nevertheless decides to obtain

an unfiltered supply, scientific know-

ledge and the welfare of the supplied
communities demand the rigid ex-

clusion of the public from the drainage
area. And this, let it be well under-

stood, means the withdrawal of one-

half of our finest national park from the

recreational use of the American public.
For detailed evidence that the con-

clusions here set forth are in keeping
with modern sanitary science, the

reader is referred to Turneaure and

Russell's work on Public Water Sup-

plies (1909 ed.).
If there are any angels "loafing 'round

the throne" they can hardly engage in

better business than in preventing the

consummation of a project which quite

needlessly threatens to kill either a

goodly percentage of the community,

including "the little children," or to

divert the best half of Yosemite Nat-

ional Park from public, to comparative-

ly private use. The quarrel with the

water company and the proposal to

supply San Francisco with unfiltered

water, exposed to pollution, are matters

of private concern to that city. But

it is due to the activity and public spirit

of the nature lovers that an impartial

board of army engineers has been

appointed to inquire into the alleged

necessity of invading a national park

and then, later on after the grant has

been made, pleading the superior im-

portance of public health to exclude

the public from it. Shylock, of course,

asserts that he wants only a pound of

flesh; the victim and the judges are

interested in the inevitable consequences.

The Commonwealth Club of San Fran-

cisco is already aware of what is involved

in the project, for one of its recent re-

ports states that "it probably will be
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necessary to prevent camping in the
immediate vicinity of the [Hetch-Hetchy]
reservoir" (Vol. IV. No. 6, p. 331).
The argument on which the writer

chiefly relies in his effort to discredit

the nature lovers is the "beautiful" fal-

lacy. From what has been said in the

previous discussion, it must be apparent
that the question whether Hetch-Hetchy
looks better drowned or alive is part
of a much more important question about

which^ the writer keeps discretely silent.

What is the use of talking about a beau-
tiful lake from which the public will

have to be kept away? But let us bear
for a moment with the writer's curious

assumption and look at the picture
with which he bolsters up his argu-
ment. It is an invention to catch the

uninformed. Mirror effects on lakes in

the Sierra Nevada occur only for a

few minutes on a still morning just before

sunrise and again, but less frequently,

just after sunset. The phenomenon is

well understood and has been made the

subject of an interesting study by
Mr. F. E. Matthes of the U. S. Geolog-
ical Survey. It occurs only at the

diurnal turning of the breeze which
continues all day and destroys all pos-

sibility of reflection on the Sierra lakes.

This will be especially tme in the Hetch-

Hetchy Valley where the wind will be

continually blowing either up or down
the gorge. This argument about the

scenic value of the "beautiful lake,"

therefore, is like discussing the question
whether the "r" in "dog" should be

sounded. It exists only in the mind
of the city engineer, and no one will

ever discover it except in photographs

specially prepared by him.

It is difficult to follow the celerity

with which the advocates of the Hetch-

Hetchy project change their mili-

tary tactics between Washington and

San Francisco. In their controversy
with opponents on the Pacific Coast,

and in public print generally, they have

claimed that the Garfield grant was

made on the basis of an exhaustive

showing by the city. To quote Mr.

Garfield's language in the text of the

grant: "I do not need to pass on the

claim that this is the only practical

and reasonable source of water supply
for the citv. It is sufficient that after

careful and competent study, the oflS-

cials of the city insist that such is the
case." The Director of the Geological
Survey, George Otis Smith, having been
asked by Secretary Ballinger to in-

vestigate the correctness of this claim,
reported last spring as follows: "At the

hearings before the Senate and House
committees having under consideration

proposed legislation looking to the con-

gressional confirmation of the permit
accorded to the city the representa-
tives of San Francisco admitted that
there are available other sources of

supply, which sources, in the opinion
of eminent engineers, are reasonable
and practicable, it further appearing
that the preference for the Hetch-

Hetchy Valley is based primarily upon
the consideration that it is the only
source free from conflicting private
claims

Other practicable sources of supply
being available, the claim of the city
resolves itself into the question of re-

lative cost between the national park
project and the development of such
other sources, and is, in my opinion,
not justified." (Hetch-Hetchy Proceed-

ings, 1910, p. 7). The city, having
been cited last spring to show on what
evidence its claim was based, declared

that it had no accurate evidence and
made this the basis of a demand for

more time. The facts will be found in

the proceedings of the hearing held

before the Secretary of the Interior

last May. The city's attorney wound

up his plea for delay as follows: "Mr.

Secretary, just one moment more. I

should like to have it entered upon the

record, if you will permit me, that the

city and county of San Francisco at

this time is not prepared or able to

make a proper showing or to show cause

in the matter of the Lake Eleanor se-

lection to provide for San Francisco's

needs, on account of the lack of infor-

mation and data which a proper showing
should be based." (op. cit. p. 15).

That this was the blunt truth about

the matter was further shown by the

reluctant admissions of the city engi-

neer under the questioning of Colonel

Biddle. Nevertheless Mr. Phelan re-

cites again that "the whole field has

been investigated and reported upon"
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and that Hetch-Hetchy is the unani-

mous choice of all concerned in the

investigation. Strange that it did not
occur to any one to offer as evidence

the results of these investigations when
called for! The truth is that other

sources were never seriously considered,
and what has been published in the nature

of scientific investigation was simply
a superficial veneer of justification for

the Hetch-Hetchy project. After con-

sidering all the evidence that could

be obtained at the hearing, the board
of army engineers concurred in the

"opinion that sufficient accurate data

on Lake Eleanor and adjacent water

sheds are not available."

As stated above, it is due to the nature
lovers that an advisory Board of Army
Engineers has been appointed by the

Secretary of the Interior to determine
"whether or not the Lake Eleanor
basin and the watershed contributory,
or which may be made contributary
thereto, together with all other sources
of water supply available to the city
will be adequate for all present and

reasonably prospective needs of said

city of San Francisco and adjacent
bay cities without the inclusion of the

Hetch-Hetchy Valley."
That Board will report to the Secre-

tary in June. We are content to await

the decision.

IN THE CITY.

By Mary Tulloch

0H\ I'm yearning, yearning, yearning for my land so

far awayl
Where the valleys bask in sunshine, circled round by

range tops grey;

Where the orange trees aud lemon stretch in rows across

the plain.
And the foot hills clasp the mountains covered o'er

with fields of grain.

Through the city's throb and turmoil I can hear the

wood dove's call,

And the poor starved, trampled, grass plots, upland

pastures green recall.

I can smell the sage brush growing, hear the rushing

canyon stream.

For my land is ever unth me in a haunting, wistful

dream.

The light must now be fading from the sunset's after-

glow.
The evening star is shining, and the cool night breezes

blow. .

A coyote's cry comes faintly, the crickets chirp their

iay, . , ,
>

Oh I I'm yearning, yearning, yearning, for my lana

so far aivayl
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UNDER THE PINES.

Emma Playter Seaburn

Under the pines that toss and reach

Their arms to the sea, with a tender croon,

Yearning with a joy o'er the lines of beach,

While the waves are whispering love to the moon:

I wait for you in the golden glow

Of the gleaming tide, and the sun kissed west,

I am waiting and longing and missing you so,

As the day is folding her tents to rest;

Under the pines that sing to the sea,

With the threnody of a sad refrain,

A note of longing, and love, and pain,

I am waiting for thee, I am waiting for thee.

Under the pines, when the evening star

Swings its lamps o'er the shrines of night,

When sails drift in from the ports afar,

And wanderers turn to the dear home light;

I uuit for thee as the sea sobs still

For its faithless queen in the arch of blue.

And the pines are singing their songs on the hill.

For the waves that turn to the false, untrue.

Under the pines that sing to the sea,

I know love sings its tender refrain.

One alwnys loves, and another in pain.

Is waiting for love, as I wait for thee.
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The Squaw Girl.

by Roy Reuben Rosamond

Author of COLOR'S VICTIM, THE FINKING OF THE LAST CHANCE MINE, ETC.

Copyright applied for 1911 by Roy Reuben Rosamond. Dramatic rights reserved.

Windy Bill and I were traveling
the same trackless way across the desert

and so I chose his vocal noise in pre-
ference to the solitude. Windy 's plati-
tudes caused me to answer with a bending
of the head as we left the lower wastes
of abominable sage, ascending a mesa
of mesquite and grotesque cactus. Our
destination lay a day's journeying down—down where the evening sunlight
intensified the green of the oasis in its

setting of sombre gray, an oasis that had
of late seemingly poured and spread
before opened flood-gates. From here

the water ditch serpentined its way
across the plain, losing itself to the

eye as it approached the water-shed

of the western hills.

When the oasis came into view Windy
had, apparently, settled upon something
to talk about, as he did not demand of

me the usual affirmative nod.

"Met this writer person down at

Needles, him shyin' up to th' bar as

what I leans on, proposin' a drink to

the broad, wild West by way o' intro-

duction. While these willin' nuptials
is bein' performed, said writer person

ups an' explains as how he's come out

west rakin' th' Rocky Mountain an'

th' Sierras an' th' desert regions, as with

a fine tooth comb, for plots for short

stories.
"

I accuses Jimmie Nesbit o' sickin'

him onto me, him knowin' my yarn

spinin' nature, as th' writer person goes
on explainin' &s how th' magazines is

insertin' full page notices in behalf o'

th' wares he's come in search of. He
tells as how he wants unusual, virile,

up-to-date, vital stories o' action an'

adventure, pure American in tone an'

treatment. With another drink he ups
an' proposes as how I'm to go in with

him on shares, his part applyin' to the

typewriter business an' mine to spinnin'

th' best yarns I knows or ever hears

about.

"Well, th' story o' Clorinda, th'

squaw-girl, strikes me as bein' on par
with such literary ventures, so I sizes

up my man, him with th' college, Turkish
bath appearance, an' so I thinks a heap,
squintin' at my liquor meanwhile.

" ' No sir-ee, Mr. Writer Person, 'ses

I to th' mescal. 'You can't do th'

Indian girl justice. You'll pad an'

frill an' paint an' powder it with your
grammer an' your rhetoric 'til a puncher
wouldn't recognize it in a cow trail.

You've got to be of an' with th' West
to be able to write that story. You've

got to see an' feel an' know. That

story's a drama an' a great big western

one, too. Tellin' you that story an'

makin' you understand would be like

pearls an' swine. It's too big for your
little eastern brains, an' no financial

nets, even, makes me divulge.'

"An so I ups an' disappoints.!"
The dividing line of Paradise shoulder-

ed up—the mountain range separating
the desert from the flower gardens of

California—and cut the sun in half as

we unsaddled our horses and hobbled

them for the night.
"Did I ever tell you th' story o' th'

squaw-girl?" Windy asked as we were

preparing our camp beside a water-hole.

I was anxious to hear the story that

was a drama, and told him so. While

the bacon and coffee sent out an appe-

tizing aroma. Windy continued:

"To begin without usin' names, this

white man comes out on th' desert per-

suin' his sheep raisin' ways, an' then he

marries th' subdued chief's daughter
as what lived down on th' reservation.

Afore th' squaw dies two-half breeds

comes a whoopin' into th' world, growin'

up among th' sheep an' sage about as

black as spades, for desert rays sure

draws out indications o' mixture.

"Barrin' color, th're two mighty fine

specimens, bein' sixteen an' eighteen

along about that time, good to rest eyes
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on out there, passion in their liquid orbs
an' frisky as two y'r olds. Juanita,
bein' the older, doesn't live expectant
long, th' landscape provokin' same,
th' nearest rancho bein' fifty mile away.
One day a 'lunger' comes choosin th'

th' sheep rancho for a boardin' place an,'
as everything turns brown, even to

sheep, Juanita begins lookin' white by
contrast. Th' 'lunger's' matrimonial in-

tentions increasin' with liis adupoise,
he makes love outrageous, hitchin' up
pronto.
"It appears to be a sample copy o'

unadulterated love from th' word go,
Juanita a keepin' him at cowboy stunts—throwin' rope an' ridin' buckin' bron-
chos—in th' open, an' nursin' particular.
Th' 'lunger,' what was, grows fond
o' th' idea o' wethers growin' wealth

easy on their backs while he runs down
coyotes an' th' like, an' so his periodocal
checks from th' east goes to buildup th'

herd.

"By an' by th' new paint o' couplin'

up wears off, same aided by a letter

from an eastern sweetheart who didn't
know he'd married yet. Along about
this chapter he finds he's married to

part Indian—his hoss steps in a gopher
hole while runnin' full blast, turnin'

him over a few times on th' cactus.
A cowboy what was in sight

—he'd
run th' coyote about twenty mile—seein'

th' hoss broke a leg, comes a gallopin'
to see if he can hit a temple. After
hittin' same, saj'-s he to th' limpin'

'lunger:*
" ' Where hereabouts may vou be

livin'?'

"Th' 'lunger' points, his mouth bein'

drawn in pain so's he feels none like

talkin.'
"
'Oh,' th' cowboy exclaims an' then

whistles. 'You're th' guy as what's
married to th' squaw-girl.' An' then
takes him home behind th' saddle.

" ' Did you ever tell me that your
mother was a squaw?' th' 'lunger'

asked, after Juanita nurses him to life

a second time.
"

'I thought my name spoke louder
than words,' she gives answer.
"After that th' 'lunger' formulates

th' idea o' searchin' for more does to

buy an' believin' reports o' legal nature,
he mixes with civilization, swingin'onto

an east-bound Pullman.
"He shows no signs o' diminishin'

ardor an' his vamoosin' comes right
sudden an' unexpected, breakin' Juan-
ita's heart fair; an' afore she dies, her
child unborn—she'd been prayin' for

it to have his blue eyes
—she holds con-

verse with Chlorinda, secret. She loves
th' man in her dyin' hour. She pours
no fluid on th' flame. He'd corraled
her heart an' put his brand on her; she
never questioned his ownership o' her.

She felt certain for herself an' let it

go at that. You see th' point? It's

plain. Her lovely eyes snares powerful
out there a little spell. You know th'

type? Allurin' in their quick develop-
ment.

"Th' weakness o' a man is woman,
an' she deserves destruction who is

blind to this. Mighty late Juanita sees

it, th' sun o' her life creepin' on th'

'dobe wall. She shows Clorinda th'

trick afore th' sun goes down. Clorinda

possessin' th' same starved heart, trum-

pin' th' same proclivity to love an' dis-

cardin' reason. Juanita dies while Clor-

inda prays that she learns th' play.
"Death palls some; a broken heart

an' death an' th' unborn dyin' so close

to birth casts stranger spells. Where-
fore, th' old man sells th' sheep ranch,

packs up an' wanders from th' desert.

Both he an' Clorinda are abject, crushed,

broken, their feelin's stampedin' fierce.

They leaves a new made grave an' packs
a heap o' memory. Th' old man plans
to save Clorinda prompt. He tells him-
self that he won't let her grow up wild.

He's got th' coin to train her right an'

put her wise to things. No man diverts

himself with her because th' desert weaves
a spell.

"Th' man looks down who sorrows.

They journeys far, careless to foolishness,

grief cinchin' tight. They gets plumb
lost, wander like stray cattle. They
has taken no particular notice o' direction—anywhere, out o' th' desert they's been

goin.' They has food, but little water,
because o' which th' girl sights trouble;

she leads th' outfit now. She walks

fast when th' water is gone, ahead o'

th' old man an' th' burros. She thinks

o' life for change an' same flows mighty.
"Clorinda is lithe and light; she walks

fast for fair, still faster with th' agony
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o' thirst, now acute, far ahead. She
keeps her eyes, female like, on th' larger
o' a flock o' hills, loomin' up conspicuous
in th' distance. She thinks succor is

represented by size, but th' burros
knows better; they sheers right sudden
to th' right, up an' arroya, bein' that
dry they smells wetness. Th' old man's
tongue bein' that swollen he can't hollar
at th' burros, he follows peevish, throwin'
stones at Clorinda to make her turn an'
motionin' that misery's askin' company.
They follows th' burros, same breakin'
into a run, com in' on them muddin up
a water hole, time bein' sundown.
"Th' next day th' old man looks

cautious afore decidin' th' questionable
direction to wetter lands, stubbin' his
toe again a gold mine meanwhile.
"Havin' but precious little food to

pack, an' less water, it bein' th' dry season
after ten days minin' with a pick, Clor-
inda takin' her turn at th' handle,
they loads up with ore, makin' sacks o'

th' blankets. They hits it right for
direction but plenty bad for weight.
Clorinda comes into th' oasis stomach
down across a dyin' burro, seemin' life-

less, tongue stuck. Th' old man we
finds a mile out, stone dead, tongue
swollen a foot. Gettin' th' direction
from th' burro with th' grub an' pots
an' pans, mostly th' latter, we finds
dead burros strung along for miles, with
gold ore roped to their backs—three
thousand to begin with up to five thous-
and for th' first burro to give up th'

ghost! We finds about four thousand
an' no burro claimin' it, which we knows
belonged to th' critter Clorinda rides on.

"All of which passes for synopsis.
Story begins here. Do you follow?"

I answered that so far the story was
clear to me and that I was deeply in-

terested. This browned son of the desert

seemed pleased because I understood
and that his brevity had passed with-
out question. I passed him a cigarette
rather than wait the space of time the

filling of a pipe entailed.
" When next I sees Clorinda she comes

into th' oasis as bleached as a young
strawberry. She'd been down to Los

Angeles an' spent a heap on face massage.
They say such places smuts th' soul

but they sure improves exteriors. Looks?

Many a puncher'd a given his ears for

her. But the're too late, it seems like.
As fine a young fellow as I ever beholds
IS taggin' her. Fine couple,- sure. His
nibs appears to be stretchin' home on
th' mside track; he's tall an' imposin'
an' fresh from an eastern college.
"You'd never accuse her o' bein'

a half-breed in th' whole wide world.
Spanish hints at it, an' her olive com-
plexion, refinement an' airs fair takes
my breath away. Stickin' plaster takes
a back seat for th' college guy. Love?
He adores her. Talk about honey boy?
I've dreamed o' lovin' females, but dreams
is bum alongside his wide open an'
voracious demonstration.

"They buys an outfit—or she does—meanin' to go after more gold—to
th' mine every Tom, Dick and Harry
hunts for since she comes dyin' from
that point. Goin' back to it will be
easy heaps for her, she says; but she
punctuates an' exclimates an' underlines
th' fact that there's no water thereabouts.
She puts it this way: She's spent most o'

th' dough she brought out prior, but she'll

marry th' college guy if he helps her get
more—establish relations between mine
an' mint. Wherefore, they packs ten
burros with fluid, heavy, me a thinkin'
she sure would plant a lake somewhere
out in th' cactus.

"
Bein' idle, as usual, I ups an' attaches

to th' layout, appearin' foolish 'round
th' fire at night when his nibs is holdin'

her hands an' makin' love eastern style.
"Clorinda refuses headgear as we pro-

ceeds; she packs no cold creams, no com-

plexion powders; she grows blacker day
by day. It comes gradual

—th' Indian
in her—th' lover not sittin' up takin'

notice special. He is sure excused
therefore an' anties none. She pours
into his pricked up ears her dreams o'

wealth, her plans o' trips to Europe, th'

Nile an' spinx an' peramids, diamonds,

bungaloes in Pasadena, private cars an'

tourin' autos an' high life. She talks

o' nothin' but millions an' th' heights o'

th' world. She feeds* him wealth an'

gives him gold for appetizer. One thing
I notices proper: SHE NEVER SAYS
SHE LOVES HIM!

"She leads th' way. He rides his burro

close; like lashed ships, sailin' fair,

they goes, him cooin' edgeways when
she stops for breath. I brings up th
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burros, easy work. Yet I sleeps none

days. I takes notice a few. Th' water

gives half out when I doubts a woman's
judgment. I voices my apprehension.
Clorinda comes back uncertain. We've
traveled hard five days, hot as hell,

too. Th' burros are growin' poor an'

tired a heap. We've been travelin' night
an' day, like as if to meet a boat on a
certain date. Th' desert rubs like th'

place just named in life.

"Th' lover laughs at th' fear I turns
loose. He's new to desert ways, but
I coaches him a few. I spins a yarn
right quick about a desert happenin'
dealin' with swollen tongues an' tragic
death. I makes him thirsty as I talks.

I paints th' desert black a heap. I talks

like a dutch uncle; I reason calm.

"He keeps unreasonable. He craves

riches more so when she suggests we turn
back. He growls at caution, laughs at

desert fear; he shows his teeth like angry
wolves.

" 'Turn back, turn back, with riches

in sight.' growlin' hard an' long.
" We're just in sight o' some low hills.

Clorinda shows us th' one containin'

riches, about thirty mile away. I no-

tices we've been hoverin' 'round them
same knolls for two days an' crossed

our trail once. I worries some. I

thinks that love an' mine huntin' don't

go hand in hand.
"Th' lover is for goin' straight ahead.

Clorinda sets her burro an' reasons hard
an' long with our astute lover. Now
hers are dreams o' safety. She wants
to steer to port. He becomes more set;

he looks none into her pleadin' eyes,
but ahead, always ahead, now, keepin'
his burro's head toward th' knoll. She

keeps on reasonin.' Her voice irri-

tates him. Her face, grown dark, dis-

pleases him. He answers entreaty with
Bible names. He regards her with con-

tempt an' sneers.

"I listens acute. Th' sun pours fire

that day. Th' talk becomes a quarrel.
You know th' type he is? Out from
th' east seekin' fortune.

"Clorinda explains careful it's yet a
hard day's travelin' to th' mine. That

day's journey means two days thirst

when we returns, or more. She has it

figgered out—th' days for minin' out

ore an' all. Two day's o' thirst an'

swollen tongues, an' more th' more we
with ore. You see th' lover knows th'

story prior. Two days! She puts it

mild. He claims he'll stand four days
thirst for wealth. Four days for him,
a man, expectin' th' same o' her, a wo-
man. He vows abstainence for a week
for millions, poor fool. And her! Re-
member her, for here he failed! an'

put this in your pipe an' smoke it:

They quarrels, as I've said prior, an'

near by in th' greener mesquite is^th'
littered bones o' a man an' burro, th'

man's lower limbs still ridin' an' their

skulls together. 1 makes informal bur-

ial as they goes on quarrelin.'

"Well, she is boss; we turns back, her
hastenin' on ahead, him glum for fair,

morose, mad as rainy weather hens, be-

hind. No words o' love, no holdin'

hands beside th' fire when night comes

on, no sittin' side by each when th'

desert weaves th' lonesome spell, de-

mandin' such functions. Just silence

an' looks o' hate from him' With her,
wild sorrow an' haste to safety an' th'

oasis, sayin' little, drinkin' less, pushin'
ahead on th' back trail.

"We gets back, sufferin' fierce from
one day's thirst. He turns loose his

fire on her when he primes his barrel,
blamin' her some for bringin' him out
there to suffer an' tan. An' she is

sorry, too. Can you guess th' excuse
she proffers? She doesn't know, that

first time, how far they'd traveled, suf-

ferin' as they did. But he relents none.

"You can feel for her, frail sapplin'
o' a girl, for he includes th' color o' her

face in condemnations. Right there

I gives him th' lickin 'o' his life. Clorin-

da keepin' me from killin' him outright.
After which she smiles thankful, lookin'

happy 'neath her coat o' tan an' sorrow.

She'd played a careful game; she'd not

reniged. She claims all her loose change
is sunk into th' venture, an' so he goes

away an' leaves her. After which I

digs into a pocket, an' then she tells

me secrets. Sbe says that I must never,
never be violent when she comes out

with another lover!

"Th' next time I sees her she is older

by a season. She comes back an' turns

th' trick again, only more so, I reckon.
'

Girlie,' says I.
' You're a pretty Senorita

sure; you've grown beautiful. No won-
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der you ropes them.'

"She had with her a prince for looks

this time. Just th' man she could a'

loved, accordin' to my notion; blue-eyed
an' winsome in all quarters.
"Th' practice had done a heap, I

reckon, as she gets him worse distracted

with th' riches story. I takes a heap
o' notice now, knowin' her hand an'

how she figgers playin.' Th' gold lust,

th' castles in th' air, heaps o' love from

him, an' hope an' tall success, then bein'

obliged to turn back for lack o' water
when th' mines in sight

—her fire leveled

at his heart—th' desert wastes an' all

pertainin' thereunto as stage scenery—th' risk o' thirst an' swollen tongues
an' tragic death. An' day by day he
makes insistent love an' smokes his

cigarettes impatiently.

"Lord, how he pushes ahead, wearin'

her with travel. She keeps on. It's

worth th' effort if he passes muster.

She turns dark as afore. She does th'

stunt with more artistic touches, though
it saps her strength. She plays her

part like th' leadin' lady she is. She
becomes deft, I reckon, after that first

rehersal, an' studyin' her lines so much,
them bein' so vital to her success on this

here desert stage.

"You know th' minin' fever? Hot as

Klondike's cold. Well, she makes him
catch it. Does you ever get it? Once
a stock dispenser meets me down at

Tucson an' gets me worked up a heap
concemin' th' Little Dandy. He catches

me out o' change, because o' which,

says he: 'When I sells prospect stock for

th' Golden Cloud I catches Jim Whistler
out o' ready dough, but he sees th' chance
so pert he ups an' sells his hoss to take
me up on bedrock figgers. An' now
look at him, worth millions.'

"You see th' point. This stock dis-

penser nigh sets me afoot that time,

carrying saddle an' chaps an' spurs.

"Well, past this point, when Clorinda

rings up th' curtain for th' last act

with this second dude, he's performin'
as she feared, an' right near them bones
I informs you of, th' wind cleanin' th'

sand away meanwhile. But I makes
no more burials, bein' interested in th'

actin.' Th' prince for looks toots his

horn excruciatin,' an' loud an' long.
He cusses Clorinda then an' there. He

brings down maledictions on our heads
an' spurs his burro toward th' knoll.

Th' gold lures frightful. He'd give his

life an' hers an' all th' world for it.

Does I make it plain? You know his

choice.

"He would make a woman suffer like a
man. He abuses her some more when
she says we MUST turn back. He calls

her a low down squaw and dirty greaser." Good Lord, man, I'd a perforated his

carcass with bullet holes then an' there,
but I understands. Such as her teaches
me a few. Such illegal indiscressions

puts a stopper on her comin' out on th'

desert searchin' for th' unalloyed. I'd

a spoiled two lives instead o' one; an'

so I clams.

"An' there she was sufferin' because
another man had failed her. You see

what it means to her who dared to hope.
No, you cannot understand; you are a
man,
"You know how this story o' Clorin-

da runs? Ditto, only more so. You
may know she was losin' faith in all

humanity. An' her feelin's! Have
you thought o' them? She might o'

loved, but hatred was creepin' to her

eyes. She finds men false to love. They
flies the flag an' then hangs it half-mast.

But still she dreams her dream, if not
so strong. She wants grander, truer,

more lastin' things than gold! Re-
member that when you think o' her.

"Each lover strips his heart, shows
his true self at last, because desire for

gold is as he learns. An' there she was
seekin' love with th' test o' all th' ages.

She wants th' one man who lives above
th' ways o' little men, th' one who truly
loved her. Juanita had taught her that.

Not that she understood th' philosophy,
in her younger days, remember, but be-

cause Chance an' Fate had thrown th'

means with which to test in her way an'

she could use th' same. She was inno-

cent of its magnificence and its magni-
tude. Praise her when you think o'

that!"

Windy' s hand clutched my arm across

the fire. Suddenly, I was separated
from the people of the story and placed
beside the desert camp fire, opposite
the man whose serious eyes contradicted

the inflection of his voice. The silence

became at once oppressive, and the
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mourning of a wolf cut it like a knife.

Windy sighed. Up from the depths I

came. "And then?" I asked.
"When next I sees her she is twenty-

five. Passion leaves her face an' vague
sweetness not unmixed with pain, an'

just a touch o' hope come to set up a

steady camp. She's th' Southern wo-
man undescribed. But once more she's

doomed to hell. Man, words are poor
things, but imagine her subversion as

life wears on; an' then there's her self-

abnegation, some—money and life.

"Her an' me become pals by this time.

You see how queer we looks, her ridin'

out hopeful with each lover, comin' back

by my side an' havin' me spin yarns to

relieve her wounded feelin's, helpin'
me drive th' burros fast, th' lover, what
was, just in sight behind. She'll keep
it up, she says, until she fascinates th'

beasts no more, or 'til her strength gives
out. She'll fill each one's heart with

gold, forcin' out th' love they should

keep. She'll make them choose. It's

th' way she has o' readin' th' proof-
sheet. Th' man she loves must think o'

her; an' after a while it comes to her he
must also live above th' fog! It took
her quite a spell to find that out! There
she was, self-imprisoned, beatin' th'

frail wings o' her spirit again' th' stone
walls o' th' conventional!

"You must know how she looks at

things by this time? Lord, man, th'

story o' Clorinda keeps a strikin' sparks,
but way down deep it flashes fire!

This story would make one of th' great
novels o' th' age, written by some wo-
man as strong as her!

"I sees none how she managed it.

She brings
- out student, poet, philoso-

pher, business man an' th' unpretentious,
all weak as pups. They says nice things
to her, love her like an Anthony, an'

then turns cold. They couldn't help
i t. From th' dark ages right on up they'd
been taught that way.
"Her mine is hunted all these years,

but th' desert has secrets it trusts to

but a few. An' all th' while I sees th'

direful change in her, but trace o' hope
stays in her lovely eyes."
A pause! The moon arose. I looked

at Windy with curious eyes. And he
knew this woman whose equal 1 had
never seen or heard about! The find-

ing of gold has crazed nations, and here
she was pitting it against the love of a

woman, expecting love to win! And
this tale was so unusual, aye, so vital,
that Windy's reluctance in telling it

to the writer was not to be wondered
at. "And then the game repeats,"
I mused, falling into the use of Windy's
similes of the West. "The worn story
of despair and a broken heart and tragic
death. Tragic death! This was the
desert's Muse. Life held this for her—she who was truely true—though she
die in Eden. I was aware of the sophist-
ries of men, of their worship of material

things."

Windy went on:

"She's thirty, or thereabouts, when
last she comes, with streaks o' gray on

top. She's been through misery from
A to Z. She's as thin as resturant

cutlets. She's been ill; she's suffered

in th' body while on the desert, in th'

heart away. Lines o' anguish 'round

her mouth, you know. Her heart's

burden croppin' out. Th' effects o'

desert days, her own planned pain an'

thirst has tales to tell outside o' school.

She's re-suffered an' re-thirsted with
a lover's advent. But most of all she's

thirsted and suffered for want o' love!
" This time no lover is taggin' her.

This time she comes to th' desert for

th' lighter air. You can see she's ailin.'

Th' sad memory o' her folks an' th' fal-

sities o' men tells heaps on her. She

says she's goin' back to her sister's grave
an' die. An' then she meets him!

He's an ex-daredevil grown old an' more

composed, about thirty-five; one who's

grafted a piece o' his chaps on his face,

so to speak, an' cut lines deep for times

o' physical sufferin.' Th' towns he's

shot up are matters o' public record.

He regards his life unfavorable with

his wages, gives freely o' both for more

life, and yet again, it seems. He fits

th' large airs o' th' West
right_ tight

an'

trusts his future as he does his hoss.

"I cannot dwell on him. You know
th' passin' type? They comes up slowly
to th' styles o' little men. They is

number one; they hates pure water

pourin' with a smile. For brains them
other lovers o' Clorinda's looks like shorts

alongside him marked special. He's

a composite o' artistic freedom an' a
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case o' steady nerves. He lives an'

loves to-day, ridin' brave a heap into th'

dawn o' a tomorrow.
"He hears th' story of th' mine when

through declarin' love, takin' th' reins

from her. He buys an outfit an' pays
my wages in advance. He buys a herd
o' burros, loadin' them light with can
tomatoes to increase th' speed. He
makes love like a general 'round th'

camp at evenin' an' helps me hasten th'

herd by day. He demands her notions

an' improves th' same. He ain't no

candy kid, not him.

"I didn't think she'd go this time, but
will an' hope, combined inheritances,
comes to noble rescue.

"Th' cowboy keeps an eye peeled
an' straightens her out when she begins

circlin'; but she monkeys with her com-

pas' an' shies a hundred mile. About
th' time for th' last act he smells pro-
verbial mice an' vows she's lost. She
wants to do th' button pressin,' but he's

there afore her, holdin' consultation tense.
"
'My Indian maid,' says he one morn-

in' when th' high light crimson shows
th' desert plain.

'

Is th' mine in sight?'
" '

Believe me, chief,' she answers,

pointin' to th' knoll you know. 'It is

but a sun away, as my father said.'

"An' then he surprises her some.
He says:

"'Lord, lovie, I wouldn't trust your
judgment none, even possessin' .a com-

pas' for a buckin' strap. You sure has
been dismounted. I feels th' mine is

there but I knows o' every blessed drop
o' moisture we possesses; we must turn
back right pert, a job is waitin' for me
on th' rancho called th' Double 0,
an' th' preacher person as what ties th'

knot is growin' anxious.'

"An' then they has it hot an' heavy.
She laments about that ocean voyage an'

via Japan an' Paris modes. She pleads
a heap an' vows as how 'twill show he
does not love her if he don't proceed.
He reasons as how he runs no risks for

her. He's mighty staid an' firm. 'Not
even one day's thirst for you, my lady.'
he concludes.

"
I say she plays it mighty fine. We're

ready to move on, an' by killin' half

th' burros—th' poor ones—overloadin'
th' rest, an' goin' dry a heap, we takes
in fortunes. We figgers it out to a frac-

tion right on th' spot, by her orders.
" Woman is sure hard to reason with.

Clorinda makes moisture with her eyes
an' says as how she'll say she hates him
if he dare turn back. But he puts her
on her burro, takes th' bridle reins an'

turns th' beast around; but off she leaps,
standin' there defiant, hatred in her eyes.
He goes back silent as a tomb, takes her
hands in both o' his to gently lead her
from the gold an' thirst an' risk o' suffer-

in' unto death. Now I makes him plain.
Th' kind that saves his spit an' rules

his world by force within, commands by
actions! He looks at me an' points;
I questions none; I turns th' burros

prompt.
" Then she performs strange acts. She

kneels down upon th' sand, bathin'

it with her tears, implorin' God an' high
Heaven to forgive her lyin'; then th'

love light springs to her eyes, her face

transforms—th' tanned face he blames
but th' desert for—an' then she ups an'

tells him about th' water-hole close by
th' mine!

"Good, Lord, man, can j'-ou imagine
how she looks kneelin' there among th'

mesquite bush, freed at last, reachin'

up to him, surrenderin' to his first em-
brace, her dreams come true? Behold
them there, him seein' th' soul o' her,
her recognisin' what was hern, an' lost

so long, perhaps th' stars a smilin.'
"

"Where are they now?" I asked the
next morning when we had breakfasted.

Windy pointed toward the oasis with
the frying pan.
"I goes to see their first born," he

answered, "love paints that bit o' desert

green!" ^
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A Bit of Blue China.

By Marguerite Stabler

Sooy Dong was accounted neither
better nor worse than her class. Three
years she had reigned supreme as the
favorite slave in San Francisco's China-
town because Chung Wo had paid her
father the price of her soul. And the

yellow woman, like a barnacle, is sup-
posed to attach herself cheerfully to

whatever lot her fate may cast her upon
without questioning the sub-working of

the Scheme of Things.
The recollections of clean blue skies,

pure sunhght, tidy rice-fields, that glinted
through her present atmosphere of punk
and pestilence grew fainter and farther

away with the horror of each day. But
there was one thing that turned the
scales even between the clean blue skies

of her vanishing visions and the purple
present

—
purple because of the fumes

from opium-pipes, smoke of brasiers,
miasmic vapors from the fetid dampness
that settled do\^Ti into a purple pall
and shimmered along ceiling and floor

like the slime of a sinful soul.

Before the coming of Chung Wo
into her clean-skied life with the offer of

fabulous wealth to her father, Sooy
Dong had lived wholly upon the earth
and her life had been wholly of it. But
along with the life of degradation into

which her landing in the new world had
plunged her had come the joy of the One
Thing—the moments of ecstacy when
the realms of the air were hers and life

a mad, sweet thing too good to be true.

These moments came, however, only
when Chung Wo, so dazed himself by
the fumes of his long-stemmed pipe'could
be induced to let it slip from his teeth.

Then it was that the red young lips of

the slave-girl sucked it up in ravenous

whiffs, drawing in dreams from the

magic pipe until poor little sinning
Sooy was the Queen of the Air and all

the woes of the world but a spot upon
the sun.

As one listens with bated breath and
straining ears for the coming of the
Heart's Desire, Sooy lived and longed
and waited, always hoping with each

morning's awakening that down at the
bottom of her hideous day might lay
the Key to her Heart's Desire and that
she might be creeping toward it on the

laggard hours. And when her hideous

day led down only to a still more hideous

night, Sooy with her world-old philosophy
hoped on' gathering up her faith in the
future to count to-days by the tomorrows.

Of the throngs that came and went
day after day through the miles of under-

ground mystery that made up her life

Sooy Dong knew little. That there were
constant foot-steps and voices passing
up and dovvTi the little trough that
served for a corridor outside her cubicle,
she knew, but the all-day-and-all-night
fan-tan games and opium dens were
reserved for the elect. Occasionally she
heard the clatter of clicking heels and
high, inquisitive voices with a babble
of strange tongues, and always there-

after there came a slipping of the wicket
in her door, the face of the blue-coated

man, and after him strange bright eyed
peered at her as at some caged animal,
while strident voices uttered "Ohs"
and "Ahs" in varying keys.
Then one of these tall, white-eyes

strangers had once offered her something
through the bars of her wicket, Sooy
could not know that the babbling sounds

meant, in compassionate tones " Oh you
little beauty! WhoX exquisite coloring
and skin! You poor pretty little creature,
what a pitj--! what a pity!" Neither
could she know that the thing stuck

through the bars at her was sweet and

good to eat. She had seen the animals
in the gardens of Hong-Kong teased by
wicked boys, sticks thrust at them and
fire-crackers offered them, and the

analogy stuck into her mind. The next
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"Oh" that rang through her trough was
of a different complexion. Captivity
does not tend to tame wild things and
a stratum of treachery lies close to the

skin of every hue; thereafter the blue-

coated guide warned too-admiring tour-

ists not to go too close to this particu-
lar cage, for the cat might scratch.

Thus there grew up into Sooy Dong's
soul a hatred for these white-eyed people
who burrowed down into her under-

ground world. The ashen hue of skin and

pale eyes bore, through the purple haze,
a ghastly resemblance to the long-dead
and the noises they made in their throats

were like nothing so much as hand-saws
and files.

To Sooy Dong it was nothing that she

reigned supreme in her "bad eminence,"
that she was the favorite slave and
most valuable possession of the wealthv
old Chung Wo, The fact that the
richness of her coloring and the trans-

parency of her skin was reproduced on

many ivory panels by American artists

who looked through the bars and went

away and painted dark wistful eyes and
a brilliancy of flesh-tints beyond belief,
meant to her only the opium they had

managed to slip into her sleeve. The
kind ladies of the American Board of

Missions who hearing of this pearl-
tinted lotus flower blooming in under-

ground slime, tried to rescue her and
restore her to a life of honor, meant to
her only the chance for or against the

possession of the One Thing, and, find-

ing it was not to be obtained from them,
she turned her back upon their efforts

to save her soul.

Nothing was anything to Sooy but
the breath of life that came through
the opium pipe. Chung Wo, seeing her

falling a victim to this habit, became
like adamant to be wrought upon and
it was only when her eyes were brightest
and her lips reddest that he could be

beguiled into giving her the Key to her
heart's desire.

It was on these occasions, however,
that the Queen of the Air soared into
the high heavens. With each deep-
drawn breath the walls of her cubicle

expanded into diaphanic lightness, disap-
peared, ceased to be, while the purple
mists became bright sun-light, all the
world beautiful and all men noble, she

herself as floating melody drifted over

bridges of misty moon beams. Thus
floating onward, upward, she drifted

until with the torturing pains of awaken-

ing the Queen of the Air fell back again
into her yellow hell.

Each returning thud into consciousness

strengthened little Sooy's loathing for

life without the Key. In the realm of

the air was her real life; this life that seem-
ed real was only the dark shadow of

the real things. The Queen of the Air
was merely disguised as the poor little

sinning Sooy known to the passers

through her trough. Did Chung Wo,
she wondered, when his face became

putty and his eyes turned in, soar through
the air as she did? Did he become a
human being under the influence of

the kind little ball that turned black into

white and night into day? Looking
at him, loathing the atmosphere that
reeked with his presence, longing to

kill him, she knew his dreams were
of a different sort. Also she knew to

her own satisfaction that the lees of

life ran up and down her trough had never
invaded her sacred precinct of illusion.

And although her moments of trans-

figuration were of short duration there

was always another time coming and
the moon bridges were only ten whiffs

away.
Sometimes Chung Wo, in his pride of

possession, took her into his shop to

draw the tourists passing by his door.

Here over his head hung her hope of

revenge. On the wall over the stool

on which he sat a rusted blade with saw-
teeth edges cried out to her for vengeance
and one spring when his back was turned
would make it hers. Her eyes had often

measured the distance of the spring but

beyond her thirst for vengeance loomed
the fear, not of punishment, but of the

loss of her chance for the One Thing,
For her Chung Wo held the keys of both
heaven and hell.

And while wavering between her two
master passions the slave-girl lived her

squalid life as Queen of the Air disguised
and when the craving for opium seized

her with unconquerable force and Chung
Wo was obdurate she beat her head
into insensibility against the bars of

her cage to still the call. And always
thereafter, seeing the blood trickling
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from her forehead and the bruises on
her pearl-tinted skin, Chung Wo, cursing
his un-wisdom the while, relented for

that one time.

Often before Chung to a favorite of

the moment had grown suddenly gen-
erous and shared a dream or two, but
never before had he seen the habit grasp-
ed with such avidity. By every possible

means, Sooy, he knew, coaxed opium
from whomsoever she could and the

withholding of it meant the beating of

her head against the bars until the bruises

disfigured her and the roundness of her
checks was losing its firmness. But
Chung Wo could not know that it was

only because the Queen of the Air must
soar or die in the attempt.

Cares flocked thick and heavy upon
Chung's soul as he pondered his pro-
blem. What to do? His pride, his

treasure, his most valuable possession
and the thing nearest his heart would,
at this rate, be in time of no value what-
ever. Many hours and pipes elapsed
as his troubles grew upon him.

It was after one of these disturbing
times he turned to the solace forbidden

Sooy Dong, not realizing how far into

the morning his reverie had lured him.

Dipping a tiny wire into the thick black-

ish paste he twirled his impaled drops
through the lamp, keeping his slant-

eyed glance on the doorway for fear

Sooy might smell the opium. There
was not a sound. Again and again he

dipped into the paste watching the black

drops fry and bubble in the flame,
satisfied that he was quite alone and

Sooy safely asleep. With each whifif

of his portable ecstacy his troubles grew
lighter and his mind more tranquil.

Sooy was his beautiful lotus-flower, he
would mention to her kindly and gently
that he did not think opium a good thing
for her taken in excessive quantities,
and she, of course, would see the wisdom
of his judgment and never trouble him
about it again

—it was strange he had
not thought of this solution of the diffi-

culty before.

So far, so good; when suddenly some-

thing fell upon him from above and at

the same instant something was thrown
at him from below.
A rumbling sound and a twisting,

shaking, grinding motion of the earth

under his feet aroused him from his

impending peace of mind. Chattering
with fright he tried to rise; another
convulsion of the earth under his feet threw
him against the wall. Realizing the

severity of the earthquake and knowing
that the next moment, if caught in this

trap, might be his last, he crept toward
the opening of his hole.

Simultaneously every trough-like cor-

ridor swarmed with terror-stricken Chinese

Chung Wo, his first thought for Sooy
Dong, pushed his way through the yellow
mell calling her name. Shrieking,
skurrying figures like rats in a cellar

came rolling out of every pore in the wall
but Soo}^ was not of them, neither did
her voice come out of the dark.

Chung Wo bethought him of a sliding

panel, known only to the elect of fugitive

criminals, leading into the street, to-

ward which still calling he made his

way.
When the good ship leaks the rats

flee. But what of the one that stays
behind? Into chilling waters and upon
danger-freighted docks the rats plunge
but to the last little pirate that remains
on board is a last royal feast of cheese
and tallow to his soul's content. So
too' Sooy.
Eager eyes had been watching Chung

Wo as he loaded his pipe, slim little

yellow fingers had been itching out in

the dark to snatch his precious pipe
when his senses were lulled into slumber,
a mad young heart had throbbed its

pain into the stillness as she saw him
raise his pipe to his lips. Closer and
closer a limp little figure had crouched

along the wall until thrown by the first

shock of the earthquake to the floor.

It was over this limp little body, Chung
Wo, too terrified to know it, had crawled
on his way to her rescue.

To Sooy the first meaning of the sudden
chaos had been liberty. To join the

throng that swarmed through the trough
she turned. The blessed light and open
air were just overhead, in a few moments
she would be wandering, free, along the

streets. Then some kind soul might
take pity and send her back to her clean-

skied rice fields. Here another long

grinding rumbling shock threw her again
across the sill of the hole Chung had

just quitted, the bowl of his unfinished
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pipe lay toward her. Escape? For
what? Why? Here within her grasp

lay her key to the realms of the air.

Why rice fields? Ten whiffs away lay
her moon-beam bridges.

Drawing her feet out of the way of

the yellow mob she sank upon the mat
and clutched the pipe. Her hungry
lips sucked up the magic tube as she

heard the soft-shod shuffle of skurrying
feet. Another and another shock threw
her across the room, timbers crashed in

upon the walls, voices rang up and down
the trough calling her name.

Sooy's eyes met the crashing walls

with a delicious smile, she heard the

calling voices from an impossible dis-

tance. With the breath of life once

more in her nostrils already the first

bridge was passed and the Queen of the

Air had thrown off her disguise. Came
another crash and there were cries of

"Fire!" Faintly, as from another world,

Sooy heard the cries of despair at her

side. She smiled exultantly; she too,

knew of the sliding panel. It was still

unbarred by falling timbers, her fallen

fellows were not ten feet from safety.

Beaming indulgently upon their frantic

efforts to beat down thick walls with
their puny strength the Queen of the

Air sailed upward and onward over

bridges of misty moon beams.
Each new shock as it came was the

hand of some white-eyed foreigner, the

hand of the long-dead, trying to wrest her

pipe from her lips, but with the clutch

of desperation she held on and defied

them. Then with the next shock and
the sagging of the walls, the secret panel
slid back. A howl of hope tore its way
up through the yellow throats as a ray
of light thinned the blackness sufficiently
for them to see the exit.

Sooy, soaring still higher, heard their

shouts of deliverance somewhere at the
other end of the universe. A smile of

content settled down upon her counte-

nance as they disappeared.
With the last flying pig-tails came

more noises with more quakings and
crashes. From the far ends of the trough
forked tongues of flame licked the slimy
walls. Wavy little blue lines curled

through the purple gloom into tendrils

of flame, wonderful lines of light and grace

they were and coming nearer and nearer.

Her heart went out to them as to sister

elements until they crept so close she
could almost touch them.

Overhead the tread of fleeing feet,

the rumbling of wheels swelled into a

surging tide that penetrated even to

her underground cell and through her

besotted senses, but in all that stricken

city there was but one tranquil soul.

Closer and closer the little red tongues
crept to lick up Sooy Dong but the

Queen of the Air was soaring on billowy
clouds into the very heart of the Day.
Her benumbed frame was becoming
conscious of a genial warmth, the dark-

ness and dampness of her trough were
consumed in an on-rush of light, her

chariot of clouds caught up the efful-

gence of the flames and her bridges of

moon-beams grew nearer and surer in

the glow of the ruddy light.

The glittering embroidered robe was
now scorched and brown but she did not
know it. The black pasted locks held

by priceless jewelled bands had already
lost their semblance to human hair,
the lotus-flower skin scorched to a crisp
of no color at all. At last even the pre-
cious magic pipe fell into ashes.

But now the bridges, too, were all

burnt behind her. There could never
be another falling back into her old yellow
hell. The attic of the building crashed

through into her underground labyrinth,

burying miles of mystery in an oblivion

of dust and debris. And the Queen of

the Air, free at last, soared onward and

upward never to know again the piteous
little pile of ashes once Sooy Dong.
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For the Glory of the Flag.
By Elbridge H. Sabin

O patriotism! O patriotism! how
many crimes are committed in thy
name! A mis-quotation? Yes, if you
have in mind the words of Madame
Roland, in 1793. Yes, also, if you refer

to the remarks of Private Hayes, C
Troop, 1st Texas Volunteer Cavalry,
in 1898, as, under the watchful eyes of

an overbearing Corporal, he pitch-forked
into waiting wagons the refuse accumu-
lated around the stables of Fort Ringgold,
Texas, U. S. A.

Theoretically, Hayes was fighting Span-
iards. Practically, he was scavenger at

11 o'clock a. m. of an August day, when
the thermometer registered one hundred
and three in the shade. Assigned to

garrison duty, while other regiments
on tropic isles loitered 'neath fronded

palms, or plunked the Dons as occasion

might demand. Shovelling manure in

Texas for the glory of the flag! May
not he be forgiven for using language
unprintable, and may not I be pardoned
for expressing his ideas in my own words
rather than in his?

Easy has been the descent to his pre-
sent position. Easy always has been
the descent to—Texas, even as far back
as the days of Virgil. Man is a fighting
animal. Let me amend. Man is a

military animal. That is indisputable.
And the less he knows about the actual-

ities of war, the surer is he that he was
born to be a soldier. What will draw
from desk and store a crowd of excited

men as quickly as a blast of martial

music? The harem skirt is not in it.

And the average citizen, who fears to

discharge his cook, who cannot spank
his two year old child without panting
for breath, who cannot button his collar

around his chest, and who cannot wrap
a clothes-line thrice around his middle,
swells with pride as the troops march

by-
Proceed in safety, soldiers dear.

When real danger threatens, he will

be with you. Mounted upon his pranc-
ing charger, with pistol in each hand
and saber between his teeth, he will

lead you to bloody victory. To strike

a trial balance, to undersell a competitor,
to control a dozen pompadoured clerks—these be difficult propositions; but to

command an army of a few hundred
thousand men, more or less, that, for

him, is easy. True, a saber between
the teeth must be injurious to enamel;
but when duty calls, who cares for den-
tists' bills?

So, in the spring of '98, duty had
summoned Hayes. No need for her
to shout. She had only to whisper.
At the suffering of the incommunicados
his blood had boiled. At the des-

truction of the Maine, his blood had
turned cold. Thus may simlilar causes

produce opposite results; but the point
is that at the first call for troops, Hayes
had enlisted. He gave up a job that

paid him $100.00 a month, to serve his

country for a tenth of that sum. The
reason; he wanted to fight. And al-

though, like other average citizens, he

may have dreamed of glory, think not
for a moment that he would not have

fought if given the chance. Boys like

him, on both sides of the line, kept up
or down the Rebellion, as the case hap-
pened to be.

But Private Hayes was given no

opportunity. For weeks he drilled on
foot at Camp Mabry. For weeks he
drilled on horseback at Ft. Sam Houston.
Then was C Troop shunted down to

Ft. Ringgold on the Rio Grande border,
to rot and swelter on garrison duty,
instead of being sent to Cuba or the

Philippines. What solace is it to fight

fleas when you enlisted to fight the

enemy? Of course he cussed. If you
cannot scrap the Tagalogs, can you be

blamed for breaking the decalogue?
Thus we have discovered the reason,

for the discomfort of Private Hayes
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If he went not to the front, how was he

to get the button? There! I have for-

gotten to say anything about the button;
but there was a button in the case. Also

a girl
—a school-teacher with black eyes,

a first-grade certificate, and a stiff collar.

Deeply had she mourned over the

starving children in Cuba, even as she

would have grieved had trouble come
to her own little flock in school. So,

when C. Troop, midst waving flags and

cheering throngs, lined onto the train

which all believed ultimatel)'' would
bear them to war, she wanted to kiss

Hayes; but she didn't. Instead, she

promised all kinds of things for the future—even to say" Yes" to a certain question,

provided it were propounded by a man
who presented to her a button, cut from
the clothes of a murderous Spaniard,

vanquished in fair fight, and a hand-
kerchief stained with his blood.

Such were the conditions; no excuse

would be accepted. Hayes had only
to remember thin lips that met in a

straight line, and a little furrow between
the eyebrows, to be sure of that. But
how, in the name of goodness, could he

hope to pitchfork a Spaniard in a pile

of Ft. Ringgold, Texas, offal or how
could he stretch forth his arm to Cuba
and dip his handkerchief in the blood of

the slain? No wonder he cussed, ar-

dently, fluently, beginning with the

President of these United States and

ending with the off mule on the army
wagon.
So passed the blistering morning;

so waned the sweltering afternoon; and

so, at last, came night. What a night!
How blue the sky; how close and clear

the stars; how cool the breeze from the

gulf; how entrancing the thumpety—
thump—thump of the Mexican band,
playing down by the river.

Why remain downcast? Though
Fate were against him, let him meet her

smiling. As a reward for his menial
duties of the day, he was granted town
liberty. Campaign hat cocked jauntily
on one side, blouse buttoned straight
from chin to belt, trousers tucked care-

fully within his leggins, shoes shined and
face shaved, townward he strode through
the portals of the reservation. He threw
back his head; he squared his shoulders;
he breathed deeply of the untainted

air. For a few hours, he was free.

Recreation is a question of environ-

ment. He may have longed to go to

church, to theater or to moving picture
show. He may have had other desires

equally laudable; but, on the border,
desire cuts no figure. There you must
want what you can get, and a straggling
street of adobe buildings affords not

church, nor theater, nor show. But
one place offered amusement—the
saloon. Thitherward drifted Hayes. Be
not shocked; granted you are a man,
you would have done the same.

To locate the rendezvous was easy.
A hundred tongues, singing, laughing,

talking, sent therefrom a babel of noise,
and a haze of cigarette smoke, clouding
the sickly light from the one kerosene

lamp, hung like a pall around door and
windows. To enter was more difficult,

as a throng of humanity filled the room
from wall to wall.

Into this human mass, Hayes in vain

essayed to project himself. Finally he
sidled along the wall, and so gained a

position near one end of the bar. There
he paused and peered about him.

Upon the top of the bar, his back

against the wall, his legs stretched at

full length, reclined the sheriff. On
the floor were gathered the elite and
the riffraff from both sides of the Rio
Grande—a few Americans, a sprinkling
of negroes and a mob of Mexicans, som-

breroed, coatless and with sashes of

brilliant colors. The sash of every Mex-
ican concealed a knife; in the pocket of

every negro was a pistol; from the hip
of every American, swung an army
revolver; while the interior of every
individual, white, black, or tan, was
awash with border mescal. Rapture
filled Hayes' soul. At length he was
in touch with men in the rough. Now
he was being vouchsafed a glimpse of

the career of a soldier of fortune.

Nearby, a fat American, clad in black,
with puffed white shirt, linen collar,

string tie, and felt hat jammed down to

his eyebrows, was arguing vociferously
with a pock-marked Mexican, who made
up in gesticulations whatever he lacked

in words. The language was Mexican,
but Hayes could not mistake the heat
of the debate as louder rose the voice of
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the fat man and wilder became the ges-
tures of his opponent.
Then Hayes perceived that he was not

the only one interested. Close to the

disputants stood a dapper, black-eyed,
dark-skinned man, in patent leather

shoes, clean shirt, pressed trousers, and
straight-brimmed straw hat, who scowled
and sneered when the fat man shouted,
but who nodded his head in approbation
when the Mexican seemed to clinch a

point.

Forgetting all else, Hayes fixed his

attention upon these three. In that

reckless, half-drunken mob, danger was
everywhere; but to him came the thought
that the fat man was nearest to the light-
ed fuse.

Nor was he mistaken. Both disput-
ants paused, as though for lack of breath.

The Mexican leaned forward and whisper-
ed something in the fat man's face.

The answer was a blow. Then they
grappled, as though each would prevent
the other from using a weapon. Thus,
for an instant, back and forth they
swayed.
So dense the throng, few realized

that a fight was on. But the dapper
gent in the patent leathers knew, for as

the Mexican twisted the fat man's back
in his direction, his right hand sought
his sash and reappeared holding a glitter-

ing knife. But, before he could give
the fatal thrust, into action went Hayes.
A stiff jab in the pit of the stomach,

a resounding smash in the face as he
doubled over with pain, a straight
left to the point of the jaw as he straight-

ened up, and to the floor sank the would-
be assassin, his knife clattering beside
him. All was over in an instant.
Now from his perch on the bar sprang

the Sheriff, like an eagle from his eyrie,
and reared his commanding form by
the side of Hayes, already an object of

angry glances from the American-hating
Mexicans.

"Easy, now, homhres; it's all over!"
shouted he, raising one hand in gesture
of command, and dropping the other to
the handle of his revolver. "I've had
my eye on this gambler gent ever since
he drifts up from Mexico City. He aims
to knife the County Attorney in the back
and the boy doesn't give him a poke too
soon."

Then to Hayes; "Good work, soldier!

He's a full-blood Spaniard, and you sure
wins your first fight."

To the praise Hayes seemed oblivious.

Quick as a flash he dropped to the floor,

grabbed the knife, and bent over his

still unconscious victim.

"Hold on there," yelled the Sheriff,

seizing Hayes by the coat.
" You aren't

going to stick a sleeper, are you?"
Too late. The steel flashed in air,

as, with one swift motion. Private Hayes
severed—a button from the pants of the

vanquished. Next, with equal deftness,
he sopped his handkerchief in the blood

trickling from the damaged nose. Then,
with a cry of delight, he wriggled free

and dashed into the street, alone to

gloat over his treasures.

The sheriff might not understand;
but the school-teacher must.

¥^ ^
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The Lasso that Caught Jim's Heart.

Mary M. Benedict

"Go yourself, Tom. Blamed if I

want the job o' 'scortin' a silly thing
'round over the ranch. I'm not settin'

myself up fer a riding-master; neither

am I an encyclopedia. If I had my way,
I'd saddle Nick for her and let him throw
her so high she'd never come down."
"But how do you know she's a silly

thing, reporters are usually a bright set,

ain't they? And you might get your
self into a story. Haven't seen her yet,
have you?" queried Tom.

"No, nor I don't want to. They're
all alike to me, these city girls that come
out here. Just want to have a good
time and don't know how. They make
me weary. The boss said fer one of us

to go. You go, Tom, and I'll run in

that bunch o' steers down on on the

other ranch, that the boss got from Simp-
kins, and, if you get rid of your fair

charge in time, you can come down and

help me slap the brands onto them. Ah,
come now, pard, don't try to shirk;

you are more of a ladies' man than I,

anyhow. I can see you now, waiting
at the gate with your two saddled horses.
Old Pinto impatiently pawing the air

and champing his bit, as the docile little

Keeno stands at his side, lazily hanging
his head in a morning nap, out of which
he will hardly dare awake during the

day; and you, Tom, all smiles, dofhng
your hat with all the grace of a thorough
gentleman, as the fair little reporter

approaches, patiently coaxing her to

let you assist her to mount, and assur-

ing her, with all tenderness that Keeno
is not going to buck, but is only awaking
from his morning nap; then, mounting
him yourself, riding him back and forth

for a few paces, to assure her that he
is perfectly safe, finally, gaining your
point and convincing the young lady
that she will be in no danger whatever,
on Keeno's back.

"Then, I see you, heroically mounting
Old Pinto, holding him in check with

one hand, while with the other you are

patiently leading the lazy Keeno, and
encouraging the trembling little lady,
as she clings with both hands to the
saddle-horn.

" While I, Tom—why the very thoughts
of the words I would impatiently be

choking back, would make the air so

devilish blue that the fair little reporter
would suffocate."

Jim had his way, as he usually had,
and, the next morning, he was out bright
and early, preparing for the long ride to

the lower ranch, while Tom was becom-

ing angry at the anticipation of the task
of entertaining the visiting reporter,
as he silently went about the morning
chores.

The air was fine. The fragrance of

the flowers permeated the atmosphere,
as the mists rolled away, disclosing the
radiance of a sun-shiny morning, send-

ing life and energy through the veins
of the horses, as well as the men.
Jim fancied he saw the visitor watch-

ing him from the veranda of the ranch-

house, and, as he had so nicely arranged
to have Tom entertain her all day, he

thought he might at least satisfy her

curiosity to the extent of giving her an

introductory scene of Western life. As
he led his snorting bronco from the corral

and threw the heavy saddle on his back,
he drew the back cinch just a little tighter
than usual, knowing what the result

would be. Nick, in response, immediate-

ly got the desired hump on his back.
Jim pulled his hat a little tighter on his

head, put his foot in the stirrup, and
threw himself recklessly into the saddle.

Nick went high in the air, threw his

head between his front feet, and, with
that hump still in his back, came down
stiff-legged a few times. Then, Jim

pulled off his hat and " fanned the bronco's
ears" a few times, and Nick's heels flew

high in the air, and he went dashing past
the house and down through the green
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pasture, bucking and running, until
the surplus energy was quite exhausted
in both horse and rider.

"I wonder how she liked that?" mused
Jim, as he rode on.

"
Like as not, that'll

settle her wantin' to ride any of the
horses on this ranch. Gee! but don't
I envy Tom his job to-day? Well,
I guess not. Now, if a girl would ever
come out here that could half-way ride,
or one that wasn't so everlastingly
green and babyish, there'd be some pleas-
ure in showing her around over the coun-

try. But these nicey-nicey, wishy-
washy things

—Ugh! they make me tired."

Thus Jim mused, as his horse jogged
along over the rolling hills, through the

pine timber, then on down into the big
valley, covered with manzanita and thrifty

grasses, where cattle in countless droves
were grazing or lying lazily around.
Jim rode from one bunch of cattle to

another, cutting out the Simpkin's cattle,
and rounding them up to drive into the

big corral on the lower ranch.
It was late in the afternoon when he

got them to the corral, and he had about

given up having any help from Tom,
as he had not yet put in an appearance.

Just as he was driving the cattle in

to the corral gate, one wayward steer

jumped to one side and raced around on
the outside of the corral, then took a
bee-line across the range whence he had
come. Jim took after him, and, as

Nick dodged, to head off the steer, he

slipped and fell, giving Jim a fall hard

enough to render him unconscious for

several minutes.

When he opened his eyes, a pair of

deep, expressive, anxious, blue eyes were

looking down at him, and a trembling
little hand was holding up his head, while
another soft little hand was bathing
his face with a daintily perfumed, wet
handkerchief.

"Are you hurt much?" the sweet
voice asked, as Jim's wandering eyes
searched her face.

"No—yes
—I don't know. Where am

I, anyhow?" queried Jim.
"Your horse fell with you. I hope

you are not hurt. Are you?" anxiously
inquired the girl.

"O yes, I remember," said Jim, trying
to raise himself, but flinching and frown-

ing. "Oh I my arm."

"It isn't broken I hope." And the

girl with all the deftness of an experienced
surgeon, took hold of his arm, moved
it, and found that it was dislocated.

Quick as a flash, she drew the bandana
from Jim's pocket, tore it into strips,

and, telling him to lie still and brace

himself, she took hold of his hand, and
pulled until the dislocation was reduced.

Then, she bound the arm as best she
could with the bandana, rode back to
the corral, found some splinters from
fence-posts, and, from somewhere be-
neath her corduroy riding-suit, procured
more bandages, and the arm was soon
in as good condition as it would have
been under the care of an experienced
surgeon.

All this while, Jim was wondering
who the girl was, and where she came
from. True she was riding one of the
best horses from the home-ranch.
"She cannot be the reporter," he

thought; "she was to ride Keeno."
He had noted her ease and gracefulness,

as she mounted her horse and galloped
away to the corral for splints. In spite
of the pain in his arm, Jim found himself

thinking altogether of the girl.

"Blamed if she ain't something more
than the ordinary," he was thinking,
when she turned to him, and said:

"Well, do you think you are able to
ride home?"
"I guess I could ride home all right,

if I had my horse; but I don't know how
I'm going to get him. He's gone clean
to the upper end o' the pasture," said

Jim, as he rose and looked after his

horse.

"O" I'll get your horse for you," she
said.

Jim laughed, as he said: "You never
could catch him in the world, miss, and
I know I couldn't, now," looking down
at the bandaged arm. "He's started

fer camp, and about the only way a
feller'd catch him now, would be to rope
him."
"I think I can catch him," replied the

girl, and, without waiting to hear the
end of Jini's remonstrances, she was into

her saddle and flying across the pasture,

leaving Jim looking after her in perfect
astonishment.
"Now what in thunder does she think

she'll do, when she gets there?" She
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can't get near that hoi-se, and—"

Before Jim had finished the thought,
the girl began to untie the rope from her

saddle. She dropped one end of it to

drag the kinks out of it, then gathering
it into a coil in her hand, urged her horse

forward, until she crowded in ahead of

Nick, and started him down by the side

of the fence on the run.

Jim stood, as if petrified. His mouth
and eyes wide open, wondering if he
was dreaming or losing his senses; while

the girl, swinging her rope above her

head, leaning forward in her saddle,
was giving Nick a close race. Suddenly,
she threw the rope, hastily secured the
other end to the pommel of her saddle,
and brought Nick to a standstill. Then,
she led him to the spot where he had so

cruelly deserted his master, just as Tom
rode up.

"Well," said Tom, "What does all

this mean? What's the matter, Jim?"
"Your friend's, horse fell with him,"

answered the girl, "and the result is a

bad arm, which—"
" Which is almost as good as the other

arm," broke in Jim, "under the skilful

treatment this young lady has given it.

I would like to know the name of the

young lady to whom I'm so greatly
indebted."
"O this is Miss Halley, the reporter

from Los Angeles," said Tom, smiling.
"I intended to get here in time to intro-

duce her. I had her take a cross-cut,
and I went by Simpkin's ranch on busi-

ness, and was to overtake her before she
reached the corral, but I was detained."
The conversation in the " bunk-house"

that evening, in regard to who should
entertain the reporter was quite the
reverse from the conversation that was
held there the previous evening; but
Jim had his way, as he usually had.

His heart had been captured, he had
been suddenly brought to a halt, turned

about, and led into a new life, as the
little reporter from Los Angeles swung
the rope over the head of Nick.

Mzz^i
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'The Overland Stage and tne Pony Express.
By Clarence Allen McGrew

Chroniclers have done their duty by
the railroads which came across the
continent and linked the East with the
West. Scanty, however, has been the

story told of the overland stage and

pony express of the late fifties and early

sixties, the pioneers that opened the

way for the railroad and the telegraph;
few words have been written of those

knights of the whip and buckskin who
did the work, or of the good American
enthusiasm which was a large part of

the reward they got. Yet the fast

coaches and dashing ponies showed
the way for the iron rail and the wires

and strengthened an important link

in the Union at a time when even far-

sighted politicians hardly knew what

might be expected. And they had a

romance not measured in miles of steel

or in dollars.

It was not long after California had
become a real home for its daring pioneers
that stage lines began to spring up in

the far West. Many of them still sur-

vive or have descendants that are

more or less important to real trans-

portation. One of the longest of these

lines ran between Los Angeles and San

Antonio, Texas. It was controlled, it

is related, by one I. C. Woods. From
1849 to 1858, however, the State had

practically no line of communication
with the East except by water—first by
ordinary sailing craft, later by swift

clippers and finally by the steamers
that brought the trip down to some-

thing like three weeks—and by the

perilous ride across the dreaded deserts

in "prairie schooners" or with "trains"

that were, oftener than not, ill equipped
for the hardships that came as sure as

the red hot sun blazed up in the morning
to the wailing of infants and the groans
of the mothers.

In 1858, John Butterfield, of Utica,
New York, organized the Overland Mail

company, which secured the contract

with the Government to carry the mails

from the Missouri river to San Francisco.

Mr. Butterfield later became better

known, perhaps, as the originator of

the American Express company, in

which he and his son, General Daniel

Butterfield, were ruling spirits. John
Butterfield's route ran from San Fran-
cisco to Los Angeles, then to Fort Yuma,
leaving the state of California at that

point and then running closely along
the route of the present-day Southern
Pacific as far as New Mexico. The
road struck the present line of the
Southern Pacific again at El Paso,
Texas. From that point it went to

Preston, Texas, and then to Fort Smith,
Arkansas. There it branched, one line

running to Springfield, Missouri, and
thence by the Pacific railroad to St.

Louis, and the other running directly
East to Memphis.

Just what work the projector of the
road had to do to establish the line no
one will ever know, but he established

such a system and made his men keep
it so well that John Butterfield un-

doubtedly ought to be named the pioneer
of long-distance staging. He drove a
coach himself in Western New York
when he was a young man and in 1822
went to Utica to assist in the manage-
ment of the stage line which then ran
between Albany and Buffalo. He
eventually became the owner of prac-

tically all of the stage lines in the western

part of his native state, and when he
undertook the starting of a business

that was similar but immensely greater
and more important, he was eminently
well qualified. There were horses and
coaches—strong "Concord" coaches-^
and spring wagons to be provided;
drivers and superintendents and station

keepers had to be hired and strong
stations had to be put up along the road.

An idea of what equipment was required

may be had from an account of the

outfit used by Benjamin Holladay's
Salt Lake route. Holladay, in 1865, it

is recorded, had 6,000 horses and mules,
260 coaches, stations every ten or fif-

teen miles and a salary list in which
the largest single item was $10,000 a
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year for the salary of his general super-

intendent. The expenses were large

for those days.

The first westbound mail over the

Butterfield route left St. Louis at 8

o'clock on the morning of September
16, 1858. The mail itself was light, no

newspapers or other articles of any
appreciable weight being taken. That
coach reached San Francisco at 7:25

o'clock on the morning of October 10,

in one day and one hour less than the

schedule time. Thereafter coaches left

each end of the route twice a week.
It is said that the record time over the
road was twenty-one days.
The news brought by this first stage

to the news-thirsty San Francis-

cans is full of pleasant reminiscences

to those of to-day. For example, there

was a report of the Atlantic cable's

failure to work properly
— which led

to Operator De Sauty's remark that it

was "all right,"
—

{Till the land vxis filled with loud

reverberations of
"
All right." )

It was also stated that a mammoth
train, too, was fitting out at Atchison,

Kansas, with twenty-five mule and sixty
ox wagons, 200 mules, 1,000 head of

cattle, 50 horses and 225 men, under
the mangement of HoUaday, Burr and

company, the concern which had the
contract for carrying the Salt Lake mail.

From far-away New York came the news
that Governor King had called out the

troops to stop the arson and murder
which followed the leaving of a number
of yellow fever patients at the Quaran-
tine Station at Staten Island.

At this time "Uncle Tom's Cabin"
was being made familar to San Francisco

people at Maguire's Opera House by
"George Christy's Minstrels and Maguire's
Opera Troupe," their advertisement an-

nouncing :

" This evening will be presented
the thrilling and popular play in four acts

entitled Lights and Shades of Southern

Life, or Uncle Tom's Cabin." The com-

pany included George Ryer, George
Christy, Mr. Wilder as St. Clair, J. W.
Thomas ("his first appearance in four

years" ) as George Harris, Master Eugene
as Topsy and Miss Louisa PauUin as

Eva. The best seat in the house was
advertised at $1.00.

When the second Overland Mail reach-

ed San Jose on its Western trip the news

was anticipated by the telegraph line

from that point to San Francisco. One
of the items of interest was the death of

Dred Scott. A copy of the St. Louis

Republican that came through brought
this piece of news from one of its writers:

"As I sit down to write, Senator Doug-
las has just (it was on September 16)
concluded the delivery of an able argu-
ment to a large crowd— .... of

his constituents In the
course of his speech to-day Judge Doug-
las referred to the charge of conspiracy
preferred by Mr. I^incoln against the

Supreme court. Presidents Pierce and
Buchanan and himself, and denounced
it as one of the weak and base inventions
of his enemy .... denounced the

charge as an unmitigated falsehood."
Those were the days of crises.

Another piece of news was the report
of activity in the gold field around Pike's

Peak, and other items were on Paul

Morphy's wonderful chess playing, which
is a classic to this day, and the projected

trip of New York's ifamous Irish regi-

ment, the Sixty-ninth, to Ireland.

The arrival of the second Overland
Mail was watched with as much interest

as that of the first. An enthusiastic

editorial writer on one of the San Fran-
cisco papers thus describes the event:

"At a quarter past four the coach
turned from Market into Montgomery
street. The driver blew his horn and
cracked his whip, at which the horses,
four in number, almost seemed to partake
of his enthusiasm and dashed ahead at

a clattering pace and the dust flew from
the glowing wheels. At the same time
a shout was raised. The driver doffed

his weather-beaten old slouch and in

uncovered dignity, like the victor of an

Olympic race, guiced his foaming team
towards the Post Office."

It is recorded that th'^. driver of the
coach was one Delos Cole, and that the
Monumental Engine company fired a
salute to him as he passed the Plaza.

After the first stage got in, a number
of San Francisco citizens got together
and called a mass meeting which was
advertise in this way in one of the news-

papers of the city:
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MASS MEETING
Tonight

The undersigned respectfully invite their

fellow citizens to

Assemble in

Mass Meeting

at

Musical Hall

This evening 11th inst.

at 7 1-2 o'clock

That we may embody in suitable reso-

lutions the sense entertained by the

people of this city of the great benefits

we are to receive by the establishment of

the

OVERLAND MAIL

This advertisement was signed by
70 citizens and had the support of "500
others." It was well attended too, and
the resolutions were adopted, of course.

One of the speakers was W. L. Ormsby,
the special correspondent of the New
York "Herald," who rode out from the

East on the first stage and sent back re-

ports of his trip to the paper he represent-
ed.

Upon the arrival of the first east-

bound coach at St. Louis, John Butter-

field sent a telegraphic announcement of

that fact to President Buchanan. In

response the President sent from Wash-

ington
—

they called it Washington City
in those days

—this reply to Jefferson

City:

Washington City, October 9th, 1858.

John Butterpeld, President Overland Mail

Company,

Sir: Your dispatch has been received.

I cordially congratulate you on the result.

It is a glorious triumph for civilization and
the Union. Settlements will follow the

course of the road, and the East and the

West will be bound together by a chain of

living Americans which can never be

broken.
"JAMES B UCHA NA N

One of the best accounts of the trip
on one of the Overland Mail stages is

one which appeared in serial form in

the San Francisco "Bulletin" in 1858
from the pen of a reporter who was sent
out on the first stage which left on the
so-called Southern or Butterfield route
from San Francisco. His report is not

only interesting but also very compre-
hensive, and as a faithful picture of

conditions along the road it is well worth
more than a passing mention.
The very beginning of the trip was

comparatively easy, and the ride to

"Gilroy's" was made in quick time, nine
miles of the distance being covered in

47 minutes. At Pacheco Pass, which
the stage reached on the evening of the
first day, came the first hard work,
the passengers walking six miles to the

top of the pass to relieve the horses.

The party reached Visalia at 10 o'clock

in the evening of the second day and there
all the passengers were transferred to
another coach. There, too, they got a
new driver who was apparently of the
same cahber as the famous "Hank"
Monk, who worried Horace Greeley
on one occasion nearly to distraction

by driving to schedule time. This new
driver was " Wild Vic", who started out

by taking his passengers 16 miles in an
hour and 16 minutes.

"This," says our chronicler, "was night
driving with a vengeance, and such a

growling among the passengers was
never heard, as their heads were uncere-

moniously knocked against the staves

that composed the framework of the
cover. The road was rough, the night
dark, the mustangs were wild and all

were out of humor owing to the bad

supper, and you can well imagine that
we had an exciting time of it and a swift

journey."
The morning of the third day found the

party at Rabbit Lake. They got a

meal at "Mr. Wilbur's" in San Francis-

quito Gulch. While they were getting

away from that place, "the nigh horse

fell and was dragged some 20 feet down
the hill, but he was soon got up and
found to be uninjured. Shortly after

the mishap, in going over a rut, the

crossbar of the coach broke, and it was
found to be made of pine and not oak,
as it should have been, being one of the

new coaches and intended for mountain
travel."

The reporter reached Los Angeles on
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the evening of the third day and there

was compelled to lay in a stock of pro-
visions for the trip across the Colorado

desert, which took a ride of thirty-
six hours and a team of six horses part
of the time. While on the desert the

chronicler took occasion to write down
his impressions of the animals that

drew him and his fellow-passengers:
"The horses used in the stages are

mostly mustangs, wild as deer and active

as antelope. It takes two men to hold
the leaders when they are harnessed,
and when let loose away they bound as

though kicked by lightning. The mus-

tangs are all shod and branded, 'O.M.'

Six horses are commonly used on the

desert, the sand being so deep in some

places that the passengers are compelled
to walk, the horses being scarcely able

to drdg the empty vehicle ....
The drivers employed by the company
ar6 not only the best 'whips' I've ever

seen, but the most cheerful, happy and

polite set of men to be met anywhere."
Of the stations along the route, he

says:
"The stations, after leaving Tucson

are large square enclosures, with adobe
walls. Rifles, shot guns, revolvers and

muskets, heavily charged, and at con-
venient places, are the objects that first

strike attention, upon entering them;
and the four or five men who are in atten-

dance appear always on the alert against
attacks of Indians."

"At Dragoon Station," he 'continues,
"we met Captain Ewell, encamped with
the seventy U. S. Dragoons, lately arriv-

ed from Fort Buchanan ... You
may remember that I stated in one of

my previous communications that an
old Mexican had been shot by the Apaches
near Tucson and that some fifty or sixty
tame Apaches and Mexicans had revenged
his death by slaughtering seven of the

Apaches. One hundred Apaches, on

hearing the news, instantly started for

Sonora to avenge the killing of the seven.

Well, they went to Sonora and terribly

avenged the death of their braves.

They slew, without distinction, either

of age or sex. But the most unpleasant
part of the affair, to us, was, that while

passing between the Farewell (The
Soldier's Farewell) and Tank (or Bar-

nett) stations at 9 o'clock at night, we

were surprised to find the savage warriors

encamped in three divisions immediately
along the road, having large droves of

mules and horses.
" When their camp fires were first seen,

the conductor immediately awoke the

passengers and rifles and revolvers were
drawn from their holsters for instant
use. The passengers, except two ped-
dlers, were very cool, considering the
then existing circumstances. A Sharpe's
rifle, with cartridges, was handed to
me by the conductor, and we all stood

prepared to pour in a deadly fire at the
first aggressive move on the part of the

savage marauders. We passed within
20 feet of all their watch fires and saw
the brawny limbs of these Mexican

savages stretched before their bright
camp fires."

The coach, however, was not molested.
Further on in the writer's trip the

coach was accompanied by three men,
"armed to the teeth" and on horseback.
The correspondent at last reached

Fort Smith and after a wait of two hours
there went 210 miles in one of Reidsides
and company's tri-weekly coaches to

a small town in Arkansas then named
Des Arc, on the White River. It is

now known as "Desarc." Thence he
went on a steamboat to Memphis.
The very names assigned to the sta-

tions and places along the road of the
Butterfield route breathed the romantic
life of the W^est. Here are a few of

them:

Clark's Ranch, Oak Grove, Fort Yuma,
Alamo, Mucho Wells, Cook's Wells,
Pilot Knob, Oatman Flat, Buck's, Mari-

copa Wells, Corie's Springs, Huaco Tanks,
Cormudas Station, Crow Springs Dele-
ware Station, Hope Station, Emigrant
Crossing, Horse-Head Crossing, Comanche
Pass, Concho Station, Pinnington's Sta-

tion, Ryland, Fort Chadburn, Phantom
Hill, Smith's, Jackson's, Francis's,

Clark's, Fort Belknap, Murphy's, Jack's

Borough, Connolly's Spring, (just plain

Spring,) Colbert's Ferry, Boggy Depot,
Pusley's and Governor Walker's.

The trip across the country was not
without its dangers in those days.
One writer records that: "at Fort Smith
there was a delay of 36 hours, occasioned

by the non-arrival in time of the Mem-
phis coach, and again at Guadalupe
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Pass a further delay of 12 hours, caused

by the appearance there of some hostile

Indians." That was in October, 1858.

A paper of two weeks later told of

an attempt to rob the mail in Arkansas.
Indians of doubtful disposition were

always met along the road and probably
the only reason there were not more
robberies, or at least more attempts
at robberies was that passengers, accord-

ing to the advertisement of the company,
were allowed to take only 40 pounds of

baggage
—which precluded the taking

of valuables to any great extent—and
no money or valuables were taken at

the risk of the line.

It will readily be seen that traveling
over the country in the conveyances of

the late 50's had its hardships as well

as its dangers. There was no seasick-

ness, but there was always more or less

crowding, and the arrangements for

meals would frighten a traveler of these

days, accustomed to meals in a Pullman

dining car or at a well equipped Harvey
station. The stations along the route

were, generally speaking, from 10 to

15 miles apart. In the early days of

the "Southern" route meals were pro-
vided at these stations all the way from
San Francisco to Fort Yuma, but when
that place was reached the passengers
had to get provisions enough to last them
to Tucson (or Tueson, as it was frequent-

ly spelled in those days. ) At Tucson
the passengers had to get supplies for

the trip to El Paso, where again they
had to provide for the drive to Preston,
Texas.
At about the same time that the

Butterfield route was started the great
Overland Stage line began operations
over the Salt Lake route. In that the

prime movers at first were William H.

Russell, "Colonel" Alexander Majors
and Waddell. Their line ran from Atchi-

son, on the Missouri river, to Salt Lake

City, going over the South Pass route,

by Forts Fetterman and Laramie, along
the North Platte and Sweetwater to

Fort Bridger and then over the Green
River and through Echo and Emigration
canyons to Salt Lake.
The stage line, however, did not do

so well by its originators as they undoubt-

edly deserved, and after some financial

difficulties the management of the line

went into the hands of Benjamin Holla-

day (or Holliday as it is sometimes
spelled. )

Holladay is described as an energetic
Kentuckian who had been a successful

contractor for the Government and for

Western corporations. At that time
he owned mercantile houses in San
Francisco and Salt Lake City. After
he had worked up the stage line he es-

tablished the fast pony express and he
also had a line of fast steamers running
from Alaska to Mexico. Later, as a
mine owner, he increased his wealth

greatly in the Ophir mine in Nevada,
and "settling down," bought a tract of

land in Westchester county. New York,
just north of the city of New York, and
there established the celebrated Ophir
farm. On it he built a house said to

have cost $1,000,000 and entertained

lavishly. The property there was after-

wards for many years in litigation and
at last went altogether out of his hands
in the 80's. In the course of a few months

Holladay improved the Salt Lake route
to a great extent, until in 1865 it was
described as "perhaps the greatest en-

terprise owned and controlled by one
man which exists in the country, if not
in the world." The elder Samuel Bow-
les, editor of the Springfield, Massachu-

setts, "Republican," makes that asser-

tion in his "Across the Continent,"
an account of his trip overland to the
Pacific in 1865 with Schuyler Colfax,
then speaker of the House of Represen-
tatives. Here is what he says about

Holladay and his line:

"His line of stages commences at

Atchison, on the Missouri river; its

first section extends across the great

plains to Denver, 650 miles; from here

it goes on 600 miles more to Salt Lake

City, along the base of, and through
the Rocky Mountains at Bridger's Pass.

From there to Nevada and California,
about 750 miles farther, the stage line

is owned by an Eastern company and
is under the management of Wells, Fargo
and company, the express agents.
"
All this is a daily line, and the coaches

used are of the best stage pattern, known
in New England as the "Concor" d'coach.

From Salt Lake Mr. Holladay runs a

tri-weekly coach line 950 miles through
Idaho to The Dalles on the Columbia
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river in Northern Oregon, and branch-

ing off at Fort Hall, also a tri-weekly
line to Virginia City in Montana, 400

miles more. From Denver, too, he has

a subsidiary line into the mountain
centers of Central City and Nevada,
about 40 miles. Over all these routes

he carries the mail and is in the receipt
for this service of $65,000 per annum
from the Government. His whole ex-

tent of staging and mail contracts—not

counting, of course, that Wells, Fargo
and company route from Salt Lake
west— is 2760 miles, to conduct which
he owns some 6,000 horses and mules
and about 260 coaches. All along the

route he has built stations at distances

of 10 or 15 miles; he has to draw all his

corn from the Missouri river; much of

his hay has also to be transferred hun-
dreds of miles; fuel for his stations fre-

quently comes fifty and a hundred

miles; the Indians last year destroyed
or stole full one half a million dollar's

worth of his property
—

barns, houses,

animals, feed, etc.; he pays a general

superintendent $10,000 a year; division

superintendents a quarter as much; drivers

and stable keepers get $75 a month and
their living; he has to mend, and in some
cases make his own roads—so that, large
as the sum paid by the Government
and high as the prices for passengers,
there is an immense outlay and a great
risk in conducting the enterprise."

Mr. Bowles adds :

"But our fast ride by the Overland
Mail stages from Salt Lake will always
be a chief feature in the history and mem-
ory of our grand journey across the con-

tinent. The stations of the company
are 10 to 15 miles apart; at every station

fresh horses, ready harnessed, took the

places of the old, with a delay of from
two to four minutes only; every fifty

miles a new driver took the place of the
man on the box; wherever meals were to

be eaten they were ready to be served on
arrival."

Mr. Bowles, like all other passenger?
of those days, pays a compliment to

the drivers, who, he declares, were

"gentle, manly, intelligent and better

dressed than their passengers." The
horses, he says ,were "ever fat and
gamey" and would have shone "in Cen-
tral Park and Fifth Avenue equipages."

The pony express was an outgrowth
of the Salt Lake stage route. It was
started in the fall of 1859, according to

Alexander Majors, who before his death

left a lot of reminiscenes on paper.
It appears that a demand was made by
merchants in the East and West for

some way in which letters could cross

the country in about 10 days
—that is,

in ten days from the railroad end at

the Missouri River to the Pacific. The
demand was such, indeed, that the pro-

jectors of the line were assured that a

charge of $5 to carry a letter of one ounce
that distance was not too great.
The pony express managers went

ahead and bought some 500 or 600

hardy ponies and employed, for $100
or $125 a month each, about 80 of the
best of the dare-devil riders who soon
made the line famous. After the pre-

liminary arrangements had been made
a rider was started west from St. Joseph
on April 3, 1860. Another rider left

Sacramento at the same time. The West
bound mail reached Sacramento on

April 13, and both houses of the legis-

lature adjourned to meet it. The rider

who came to Sacramento reached that

city in time to take the regular after-

noon boat to San Francisco, and both
rider and horse were put on that boat.

They arrived at the larger city at 1 o'clock

on the morning of the next day and were
met by an enthusiastic crowd which had
bands and torches, and formed a pro-
cession which escorted horse and driver

gloriously and tumultuously to the Post
Office.

The average time made by the pony
express riders between the Missouri

and the Pacific was 10 days. On one
memorable occasion they beat that by
several hours. It was when President's

Buchanan's last message was published.
The message was received by telegraph
at St. Joseph and was sent from that

place to San Francisco in about 8 days,

preparations having been made to rush

it along with all possible speed. Colonel

Majors says it was done in less than eight

days. Hittell, the historian, says it

reached Sacramento "in a little over 8

days." He also says that Lincoln's

message of March, 1861, went over the
same route in 7 days and 17 hours—
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"probably the fastest time ever made on
horseback."
A word about the men who drove the

stages and rode the ponies. There was
"Hank" Monk, who has come down to

fame as the stage driver who drove
Horace Greeley when the latter thought
he was in a hurry. Greeley wanted

very much to keep an engagement he
had made to lecture in a California town.
As the time went on he began to think

he was going to be late and he told the
driver so.

"Keep you seat, Mr. Greeley," said

Hank, "And I will get you through on
time."
Then Hank started to drive. He

hadn't gone far over the rough road
when Greeley began to fear that the

coach and its distinguished passenger
stood a very good chance of ending up
in the ditch if the furious pace were

kept up. As they kept bumping over

gullies and "chuck holes" the New
York editor begged Hank to let up a

little and err on the side of safety is that

were the alternative. But Hank's
"dander" was up and he pretended

deafness and kept up the breakneck

speed to the very end.

The pony express men did just as well.

Each of them usually rode three horses

25 miles each as a "stint." Hittell is

authority for the statement that Robert
H. Haslam, "Pony Bob," once rode 380
miles at a stretch on nearly schedule

time, and that Colonel William F.

Cody, "Buffalo Bill," once rode 384
miles on one trip, stopping only for change
of horses and for meals. Let me add
Colonel Major's tribute to Cody:

" Will Cody was one of the best men
we ever had. He was in love with the

work, and although it was seen that the

exposure was telling on him, entering
into it as he did, he never whimpered
up to the time other plans took him out
of it. He was always on time, whatever
the weather, and sometimes, when we
were not looking for him, there would
be a whirl of dust, a shout, and Cody
would be in ahead of schedule, before

the change pony was out waiting for

him."
For that was the way of the times,

and of the men who lived in them.
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The Surveyor's Story
By Kate Van Keuren

Quite recently I visited a friend,
whose husband, though not exactly
an old "Forty Niner," can yet lay
claim to many experiences gained
among the foothills of the Rockies, the

Sierra Nevada and the Coast Range
Mountains in all of which he had pros-

pected. Later on he was assistant in

the government surveys of the land

throughout western Nevada. As nearly
as possible I will relate the following
true tale in his own words, though I

can never hope to impart the charm of

naturalness which comes alone from
an actual passing through every scene.

He said: "I had joined forces with
Mr. Monroe, who was surveying the
land adjacent to Humboldt Lake. This
lake is connected by a sort of slough with
Lake Carson, and we started out, a

party of six, including the cook, from

Virginia City, determined to get a
better idea of the land that lies between
the two lakes. We carried our in-

struments and the camp paraphrenalia
on a led horse, each man being mounted
fairly well besides. Our route took
us over unfamiliar territory, and one

afternoon, anxious to finish up a piece
of work before quitting for the night,
we left our horses at the camp about
five miles from a creek over which we
decided to cross. The only question
was, how could it be done?

"There seemed to be but one solu-

tion to the problem confronting us,
and we finally determined that we would

strip and swim across, with our clothing
and the instruments strapped upon
our backs. The water was cold, for it

was late October, and though we ac-

complished our purpose, our clothes
were wet considerably, and the in-

struments were in not any too good con-
dition either. I tell you it isn't easy
to swim in very cold weather, and
the creek must have been a half mile
wide at least, so it is no wonder we bobbed
up and down some in our efforts to

keep a-going. When we reached the
other side we unpacked our bundles

and put on our clothes, wet through
they undoubtedly were; then we struck

a sort of tangled trail which led up to

a little clearing, not far away from
the creek, but so screened from view

by tall trees and lots of underbrush
that unless a person was on the lookout
for it he might easily pass it by, ignor-
ant of its existence. At the edge of

the clearing, farthest from us as we
approached it, there stood a mighty
comfortable looking shack, too, high
enough, as far as we could tell, to have
at least two rooms in it, and as we felt

pretty well fagged out, we made up our
minds we'd see if we could arrange to

stay there over night.

"They appointed me spokesman and
I walked up to the door and knocked,

hoping that we might be lucky enough
to share the comfort of that roof, but
all my knocking brought no response,
and I slowly meandered back to the

boys again, stating the facts of the
case and inquiring what they thought
we'd better do about shelter and a bed.

You see we were in a kind of sorry

predicament. No food, and no shelter,
short of another icy swim and a walk
of five or six miles on top of that—good,
big, long miles too, no apologies at

all—to say nothing about leaving an
unfinished job. So you can see we all

felt a bit curious to know how things
were coming out with us. The sun
was westering fast, and man's most
common enemies, cold and hunger,
seemed to menace us; nay, we really
felt as if we were already in their grasp.
As long as a man can satisfy the needs
of his material nature, he can generally

keep a stiff upper lip, but let these be
taken from him and he usually begins
to wilt pretty quick. We wanted, not

work, at least we didn't want any more
that afternoon, but we did want, and
want mighty bad, our supper and a

place to sleep, and that little shack
looked kind of comfy and comfortable
It looked so much so, by golly! that
it tempted us to do a thing we had
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never even thought of doing before,
and that was to go into the house-

breaking business.

"Our thoughts must all have run

along the self-same groove, for we
started back toward the cabin in a

body and began to try the door again,
but finding it was still locked against
us we tried our luck with the windows,
one of which we opened without much
trouble. Just then we stopped pro-

ceedings for a spell and held a confer-

ence. Would it be wise to get inside

and appropriate the comforts we might
find there, of which we stood in such

pressing need? At that instant it was
not the moral side of the question
which appealed to us at all, but only
this—whether such a course would be
advisable? Finally, we decided to

chance it anyway, and presently we
were all inside and within a few min-
utes we had a noble fire burning in the

big fireplace. Then, foraging upon the

shelves, we found bacon, flour and
coffee. It didn't take such a long time
for us to get supper ready that night,
I assure you, and a more contented lot

of Government Surveyors you never
set eyes upon than we were after it had
been eaten. I should have told you
that there was a little shed or stable

near the cabin, and a horse stood inside,
that whinnied for his supper when he
heard us moving round, so we saw to

it that he was fed and bedded for the

night, and then as eyelids began to

droop and answers came more slowly,
those of us who were wide enough
awake to do so, discussed the proper
manner in which we should pass the

night.

"I was some older than the other

members of the crowd and Monroe

usually asked my advice if anything
perplexed him. And so it was that

he now turned to me and put this per-
tinent query, 'Rogers, what do you
think about it? Shall we sleep out here

or betake ourselves into the inner

room?' 'Well, Mr. Monroe,' I answered,
""I'd advise the other room. You see,

if the owner of this shack comes back
and finds it occupied, there is no telling
what may happen. This is, practically,
a lawless community, and every man
expects to do his utmost to protect his

own property. Those guns,' and 1

pointed to three or four that stood up
in a corner of the room, 'ought to be
moved into the inner room also, and
then if there is anything disturbs us
in the night we shall have, at least, a

fighting chance, for no one could get
the firearms without waking some of

us.

"'I agree with you about the guns,

Rogers, most decidedly,' said my chief,
and he resumed, 'I reckon we'd better

do as you advise in regard to sleeping,
also.' So the heavy-eyed men were

thoroughly awakened and told to
'tumble in,' which being interpreted,
meant to wrap themselves in blankets
and lie down on the floor for the night.
We replenished the fire before turning
in and almost as soon as we had rolled

our blankets around us and lain down
sleep sealed our eyelids.

"Swimming as we had done was a

kind of tiring pastime, and we needed
no cradles even under ordinary con-

ditions. When the morning came we
arose and made our beds by folding

up our blankets, then we got breakfast

ready, and having eaten it, were pre-

pared for the day's work. We banked
the fire so that it could do no harm, and
then clambered out of the window, one

by one, as we had clambered in. I

fed the horse once more and we started

out to work.
"I guess it must have been about

ten o'clock when we saw a man go up
to the cabin door. You see we were

working not very far away and the

building was in plain sight, so we watch-

ed him unlock the door and go inside.

"'I guess that must be the owner,

Rogers,' said Mr. Monroe, 'now you'd
better go and tell him all the circum-

stances, else he may make considerable

trouble for us.' I didn't like the job

assigned to me at all and demurred a

little, but Monroe continued, 'Some-

how, Rogers, you are such a slow, easy

spoken sort of a chap that every one
believes you, and I want you to handle

that tall fellow because he looks as if

he could make things hum around here

if he got his 'dander' up.'

"So, very loath to do it, but hating
to disoblige my employer, I made my
way to the cabin and knocked upon
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the door. It was opened by the tall

stranger already referred to, who, to

my words of greeting, responded pleas-

antly enough, 'Good mornin.' Seeing
he didn't appear to be riled up any, I

began by saying, 'I guess we owe you
a sort of an apology.'

" ' How's that, stranger?' he asked.
"

'Well, we are surveyors
—Govern-

ment Surveyors
—and we had to swim

across that creek,' pointing toward the

stream, 'late yesterday afternoon, to

finish up our work in this section of the

country. We were pretty tired, and

hungry, and wet, and when we caught
sight of your shack here, we felt some

glad, I tell you, but when no one an-

swered to our knocking, it upset all

our calculations. Finally, though, we
'

decided to chance everything and get
inside for warmth and shelter. Once
in there we made kind of free with

your provisions for supper and break-

fast, for you see,' and right here I

stopped to grin, 'it was so all-fired

comfortable we spent the night.
" '

Yes, I seen you,' said he, to my
intense astonishment.
"You saw us? Why, where were you?'

I naturally inquired.

"'Oh,' he drawled out, 'I got
home 'bout eleven o'clock, an' seen the

light of a good fire shinin' through the
winder. 'Course it s'prised me c'nsida-

ble, so I thought I'd mosey round a
little to find out what was doin'. I

crawled up kinder keerful an' peeked
in the winder an' seen a big bunch
o' feet in t'other room, an' then I noticed
that all my guns was gone, too, so I

jest hiked over to my nearest neighbors,
'bout a couple o' miles f'm here, an' him
an' me come back together an' took
another look, but seein' everything jest
as I left it we bunked in the barn an'

got out arly 'fore you fellers was a
stirrin.' V/e watched you though as

you went away,' he smiled, 'we
wanted to size you up, you see, an' we
'bout made up our minds you was on
the level.

"'Yes, we're on the level,' I replied.
Then continuing, I said, 'If you will

set a price on what we used and tell

me where we can leave it so you can
call for it—for we haven't any money
with us—we'll see that you are well

paid for the food, shelter, and also the
inconvenience we caused you.

'

" '

All right, stranger, how would
three dollars be? If 'taint too much,
jest leave it with Dick Budlong, who
keeps th' store at Clearwater.'

!'I told him I considered that price
a low one, but he expressed himself as

being satisfied with it, and we parted
with good feeling on both sides. When
I went back and reported to Mr. Monroe
he was as pleased as Punch, and voiced
his feelings in characteristic fashion, by
saying, 'Beats all, Rogers, how we
come out all straight when we take your
advice. Now, if we'd left those guns
outside, there's no telling what those
two backwoodsmen might have done
to us.'

" We finished up our work in that

locality by two in the afternoon, and
once more swimming the creek, footed
it back to camp, which we reached
about four o'clock. Supper tasted

pretty good that night, our cook seemed
some glad to see us, too, and we were
all in good humor over the successful

accomplishment of what we had started

out to do. Best of all, though, we had

got back all safe and sound, and in such
a country as the one we were traveling

in, that seems a good deal. We quizzed
the storekeeper at Clearwater as to the

occupation of the owner of the cabin,
but if he knew anything he also knew
enough to keep it to himself, for we
never got any satisfaction out of him,
and to this day we don't know that it

was a mighty good thing for us, that

one night, anyway."

My host's story was ended, and I

thanked him most heartily for the

pleasure it had given me to listen to

this one of his many experiences.
A few days afterwards I happened

to meet Mr. Rogers, while I was on a

shopping expedition, and as we stopped
to shake hands, he drawled out slowly,
with that humerous twinkle of his in

plain evidence—
"You remember that yarn I told you

about the fellow who owned that shack
out in Nevada?"

"Why, yes," I replied with the great-
est interest.

"
Well, it seems he had been disappoint-

ed in getting the girl, so he hiked way
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off there and built him a little house,

going it all alone, but after awhile the

young lady must have changed her

mind, for I got a letter from my former

employer yesterday, and he told me that
he'd been there again, and the tall man
had let out a few of the particulars

—
only a few, mind you, for the girl was
close by, but Monroe said that couple

was just about as blissfully contented
as two little kids, and for my part I'm

glad he's got some one to talk to."

Then once more shaking me by the hand,
he trudged off, his eyes alight, and his

shoulders braced, as if, in the inviting
distance, he could see the shack that
looked to his tired eyes, "so cosy and
comfortable."

The Fate of the Mission Bell

By Harry Ernest Corhett

"Ah, senor, the book says the bell

was stolen by robbers for the silver in

it. 'Tis true it was of great value; the

early padres brought it from Spain
where they delight to cast the music
of birds in metal. But Pedro Fernandez,
the bandit, did not take the bell. They
mistake; only to me is the truth known."

Colored like dry kelp, Jose's face

ordinarily expressed as much emotion
as a mummy, yet with the reference

to the missing bell of the mission, he

sighed quite audibly and a sad light
came into his eyes.

Jose wasn't a hundred, I was sure

of that, but just how long ago he passed
the ninety mark, I was not so certain.

The townspeople told me he picked up
a precarious living, showing tourists

around the ruins. He belonged to

another era; the era of Spanish dominion
in California. When his countrymen
drifted southward into Mexico or be-

came assimilated with the hated gringo,
he stayed on, and became a relic like the

mission itself, or the palm trees planted

by the Franciscan fathers. Nothing
was known of his past and he was
treated as a common greaser because

he lived in such humble quarters.

Having come so far in search of

material bearing on the history and

legends of the old mission, I was not

adverse to hearing any new fact, even
should it come from such a seemingly

unpromising source as old Jose.

"Let me have the story," I begged.

"No, no, senor, it is not permit.
Years ago

—it was when these trees

were yet small—I took a great oath
never to tell; and I never have, senor,
not even to the padres."
"I would like to put your story in

a book I am writing on the California

missions," I told him, as a further

inducement. But no importuning could

move him and I knew the offer of money
would but insult. And although he
showed me all the precious curiosities

of the mission and related many a tale

of rare interest, he was silent about
the bell.

During the following weeks which
I spent in the vicinity, I fished many
times with Jose. I even placed myself
on terms of intimacy with him by
gifts of tackle and clothes. I found him
to be a man of more than usual intelli-

gence and I could tell from his con-

versation he had been well educated.

But about himself he would say nothing,
so I gave up ever hearing his secret.

One bright morning, when all South-

ern California was beautiful with the

blossoms of spring, a ragged Mexican
lad rapped on the door of my room at

the Fairview Apartments.
"It is old Jose, senor," he said in

broken English. "He is like to die and
would speak to the senor."

Down through the Mexican settle-

ment I followed my little guide until

he stopped before a weather-beaten,
time-worn adobe hut. At the door,
which stood open and admitted the only

light, the boy whispered, "He is there,"

and flitted away. I stepped into the

cave-like room, innocent of wooden
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floor or chairs. At first my eyes were
unable to make out the dying occupant.
But in a few seconds I spied him lying
on a wretched bed in the corner,

"May the Virgin bless you, senor;
I feared you would not come." Jose's

voice was weak and he seemed to breathe
with difficulty.

Picking up a box from the center of

the low chamber, 1 carried it to the side

of the bed and sat down. By this

time my eyes, better accustomed to

the semi-darkness, enabled me to see

that Jose's face was, if possible, more
shriveled than ever. The chocolate

color of the skin had turned to a cream
shade. It did not require a physician
to fore-tell the nearness of the end.

"You are wondering why I sent for

you, senor?"

"No, Jose, I shall be glad to do any-
thing possible for you. I'll have the
doctor here in a short time and he will

fix you up in a hurry. It's only a
cold you have contracted while fishing
out on the bay."
"It cannot be done, senor. Already

has the doctor been here. That is

why I have sent for you. You do not
care then? I shall not weary you?
I have confessed to the padre and have
received his blessing. He told me it

is forgiven that I did not sooner tell

him about the missing bell of the old

mission. An oath is sacred, senor."

The voice of the old man trailed off

into a faint murmur. I rose hastily,

thinking the end had come. His eyes
brightened as I bent over him, and he
continued :

"I was thinking, senor, of the long
ago. Perhaps I was dreaming. I was

wondering too, if you would still care

to hear the story of the mission bell.

The padre thought it might be a warning
to others if you printed it in your book.
And now, not even Ramon would care."

"Yes, yes, Jose, if you are not too
ill."

"A thousand j'-ears ago, it seems,
senor. Madre de Dios, it was when
the world was young. The old mission
was then a place of life. Flocks of sheep
and herds of cattle grazed on the hills

and hundreds of Indians tilled the
soil. We were happy in our new home,
my wife, Carmelita, our baby, Tonia,

and myself. From Seville, all the way
around the great South America had
we come. And we grew to love the
new place, the green hills, the flowers,
the birds and the beautiful skies. Of
course, it was not Spain, but yet we
were glad,
"In those days I was rich, before

the Americans came and took away
our lands. We had horses and sheep
and lived in a big casa. Perhaps it

was because we thought so much of

ourselves and so little of the saints

that our troubles came. I know not;
I am not wise. But I do know that
Carmelita died when our little Tonia
was four years old. I thought I would
die then, senor, but I have since found
the heart even can bear much. And
then, I had Tonia to see after. Ah,
how she sought to fill the emptiness in

her mother's death had made in my
life. She grew and was beautiful, so

beautiful. The Blessed Virgin must
have watched over her.

"When she was sixteen came her
cousin Ramon from old Seville. He
was a handsome lad and bore the breath
of the old country with him. Shortly
after his arrival I wakened to the fact

Tonia was a woman, for I saw she loved
Ramon, And he loved her with all

the passion of a Spanish cavalier. His
dark eyes would sparkle with the fire

in them when he entered the room where
she was. So, because Tonia worshipped
Ramon, I too, loved him.

"But Ramon was poor, poor as a

monk, senor. That is why I paid his

way from Seville. His father had

squandered the family fortune. Yet
he left pride to his son. Ramon was
as haughty as the finest grandee. And
that was why it was so hard for him to

make money. He should have been
born rich. For that he was not rich,
I did not care, senor, I had money
enough for both Tonia and Ramon.
But he did not speak to me about that

matter,

"You see it was his pride kept him
from it. He loved the Senorita Tonia
and would not have others say he
married her for her riches. So he

waited, and while he waited his face

grew sad and longing. At times I

heard he drank heavily and I had a
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mind to reproach him, but I knew what
was wrong and wanted to tell him to

take Tonia and be happy. Still, you
would not have the father of such a

saint ask a man to marry her. Alas,

senor, I, too, was proud.
"As for Tonia, she seemed not to

notice the change in her cousin, but

sang like a bird among her flowers in

the patio. She was glad to be loved.

And Ramon adored her, senor, of that

I am sure.

"Then it came, that which ruined

my life and made me care nothing for

my wealth. One dark, stormy evening
Tonia said she must go to the mission;
she had promised the padre to bring
him a new altar cloth she had just
finished. I pleaded with her to wait

or let me take it, but the child wished

the good man's blessing for her dainty
work. Not thinking of any danger,
as it was but a short distance, I wrapped
her in my sohretodo. She pulled a

serape around her head and kissed me
as she left—smiling and lovely. She
was cold in death—murdered—when

again I touched her witching lips.

"They brought her to me, borne by
two neophytes from the mission. Ramon
was with them; he was as a crazy man.
He raved, he cursed, he tore his hair.

One of the padres sought to console

him, but he only stared, with horror

in his eyes. As for me, senor, I wish

I had died then. Nor did I come far

from it. When I was myself again I

demanded  the name of the wretch

who had earned his way to Hell for

the foul deed. They told me Padre

Juan was ringing the bell when he

heard the scream. Rushing to the spot
he found Ramon holding Tonia in his

arms, but the slayer had fled—Ramon
had frightened him away. Together

they bore her into the mission and
there in the light they found she had
been struck a mortal blow on the head

just over the temple. She was quite
dead. Ramon held her hand and in

the name of the Virgin implored her

to speak to him. Next morning they
found the accursed thing which in-

flicted the wound. It was not a large

cudgel but it had reached a vital spot.
"How the next few days passed,

until we buried her, I cannot tell, senor.

It is as a dream. I only remember
the ringing of the bell as the first spade-
ful of dirt fell with a hollow thud on the

coffin. At the first clang, Ramon ut-

tered a cry like the breaking of a heart,
and dropped senseless. The people

sighed, so touched were they at the

sight of the distracted lover. For they
all knew he lived but for Tonia.

"Then followed days of sadness. I

kept to my room and saw no one. Yet
did I hear the mourning of Ramon,
whose quarters were across the patio
from mine. He too, they told me,

stayed alone and would see no one. And
when I first met him, he nearer resem-

bled a ghost than a thing of life. Only
his eyes; they were fierce like a tiger's.

Then I knew he would kill the murderer
of Tonia, if he met him before my knife

had done its work.
"But we found nothing to help us

in the search. We decided it was
some of the Indians who supposed
Tonia was a man, since she wore my
sohretodo. Too, we bethought ourselves,

this was the night for Padre Lorenzo

to arrive from San Diego with the money
from the sale of sheep. So we were

forced to wait.

"It was perhaps a month later when
Ramon knocked on my door. It was
at the close of day and I was thinking

—
always thinking of revenge. I bade

the boy enter and when he did so I

noticed that terrible burning in his

eyes. They were restless as a wild

animal's. He sank into a chair and

gazed at the floor.

"'My son,' I said by way of intro-

duction, 'you are giving way to your

grief. I know your heart bleeds, for

you loved her more than life. But
bear up and hunt the guilty one. Let

not the blood of a true cavalier cool

without avenging the infamous crime.'

"Then I was sorry for what I said.

Never, never, senor, have I forgotten
the expression on his face as he glanced

up at me. And what he said seared

my brain as a red-hot iron.

"'Jesul Jeml How can I tell you,
father Jose. Why doesn't Dies strike

me dead for— '

"Just then the Angelus rang out

sweet and clear, like a benediction on

us poor sinners. The silver in that
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old mission bell had never given out

a purer note. Ah, I used to love the

Angelus, senor,
—till then. As the first

peal died away, I heard Ramon gasp
and turned to look at him. His right
hand clutched at his collar as if to

loosen it. He seemed choking; yet
with the second stroke he shrieked—
have you ever heard the cries of a soul

damned to eternal torture, senor—no?
It is well. You cannot forget. Nor
did I.

"It was a horrible picture, senor.

Ramon had fallen to the floor, moaning
and crying like one bereft. Crawling
toward me, on his knees, he ripped

open his shirt so his breast was bared.

"'Kill me, father Jose,' he cried.

'Strike and end this living Hell.'
" 'You are mad, my son.'

'"Not mad, but guilty! .
'Twas I

struck down Tonia!'

"The room—it turned black, senor,
and before I realized it, Ramon was

purple in the face, so hard had I choked
him in my blind rage. Had I a weapon,
I should have finished him then and
there. But I wanted his story. And
between moans of anguish, he told the

whole awful tale.

"Of course, he had not meant to

kill Tonia; of that, I, myself, am certain.

That part was a mistake; he thought
she was another. He had eaten his

heart with pride because he had no
riches for her. That year his flocks

had done poorly, while those of the
mission had made much money. Ra-
mon had seen the sale at San Diego,
where they shipped the wool to foreign

ports. He had seen the gold given to

Padre Lorenzo. Then the devil entered
his heart and he planned to rob the

good father. With this small fortune
he could ask me for the hand of Tonia
as a true Spanish cavalier might do.

"Expecting Padre Lorenzo to arrive

at the mission at nightfall, Ramon rode
on ahead to waylay him when it became
dark. In the meantime, a storm arose
and it turned dark early. Ramon
waited in the shadow of the big mission

building until he heard footsteps. Then
he saw what appeared to be the padre
in his cassock, but which was poor
Tonia in my big coat.

"It was done in a second. The mis-

. guided youth carried a club and thought
merely to stun the old man. Purposely
he threw away his knife that it might
do no mischief. But the blow found
a tender spot.

"
'Just as I struck,' groaned the

miserable boy, 'the bell rang out like

the voice of the archangel condemning
me to everlasting torment. I shuddered
as I bent over the body. When the

lightning showed me who it was, I

believe I lost my reason.

"'And since then,' he continued,
'when that bell rings, the sound goes
through my heart like a dagger of lead.

Yet it does not kill; it is only a slow

poison. I know I need to be punished,
father Jose, but not tortured—I surely
deserve not that. So quick

—
your

knife, and may the saints have mercy
on my soul.'

" 'A week ago, father Jose, I started

to leave this place. It was near sunset,
that I mounted my horse. I rode hard
and was crossing the mesa when the
sound of the Angelus smote my ears.

It seemed to call me back—back to

where I had lost my soul. No, thought
I, I will not go. "To-morrow I shall be
far away. But all the night long, as

I lay under the chaparrel, I heard the
noise of many bells and an awful voice

warning me to return. I dared not

go further for I knew the powers of

vengeance would pursue me to the ends
of the earth. Now, my every minute
is haunted by Tonia's face and the

lingering notes of the bell. It unmans
me each time it speaks. At the grave

—
now you know why I fainted.'

"When Ramon had finished, he was
still on his knees and begging me to slay
him. But I could not, senor, for I

knew that had not my accursed pride

kept from me bidding him marry Tonia
when I knew he loved her so, this awful

deed would never have happened. I

knew not what to do. We have an un-
written law in our family, that all

members shall be judged by the one
who is wronged. And though Ramon
had killed my daughter, still I refused

to give him over to the alcalde. 1 could
not decide what was best until I thought
of Tonia and what she would have
wished. Then I said:
"
'Ramon, my son, you have suffered
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greatly. You have done much evil

but your punishment already is dreadful

and will be much worse. You can
never escape remorse. I will not give

you over to the alcalde. See that your
life from this time on is, as she who is

dead, would desire.'

"Tears came into the boy's eyes, the
first since the tragedy. Sobs shook his

frame and passionately he kissed my
hand.

"
'May the Virgin bless you, father

Jose,' he said. 'But as for me, my
soul will never be at rest. Although I

may' hope for Tonia's forgiveness, that

bell will always denounce me.'

"Then a wild expression, like a man-
iac's, came over his face.

" '

I have a way, father Jose. I have
a plan.' And actually he laughed, senor.

Ugh! it made my blood run cold. I

thought surely the lad was distracted.

Then still laughing, and his eyes
—

ah,
such eyes, senor—blazing and flashing,
he burst from the room and left me
alone—along to my thoughts.
"That night it stormed. The wind

blew the rain against my window and
howled down the canyon with a fiendish

sound. I could not sleep. It was my
fancy, perhaps, that caused me to hear
the voice of Tonia in the gale. And it

may have been my fancy, when, about

midnight, I heard the mission bell ring
once—a low mournful tap.
"Next morning, however, the bell was

missing from its place. Also, Ramon
could not be found. His boat was
recovered that day floating bottom
side up on the bay. A few days later

his body was washed ashore Tn the

stationary box in the bow of Ramon's
boat, I found the clapper of a bell. I

recognized it, senor. It was then I

took the oath which I kept so long.
"Pedro Fernandez, the bandido, was

raiding in the vicinity at the time so

he was blamed with the loss. But,
senor, somewhere out in the waters of

the bay, is the old bell. Ramon had
silenced the accusing tongue."
The voice of the old man had grown

silent. In the bright light of the door-

way the flies buzzed drowsily; outside

someone was whistling the latest popu-
lar air, while slowly the picture of the
old mission days faded away. Jose
had joined Tonia and Ramon.

THE SAND STORM OF THE DESERT.

By Martin Jackson Boulette

Lashed by the demons of fury

Up to a galloping speed,
I am dreaming of one that strideth,

I am the desert's fierce steed.

Born of Sun and the ocean,

Of winds that circulate far,

I am the gray horse of terror.

Hitched to a ravaging car.

I am the fierce one that slayeth
With weapons of heat or of cold,

I am the horror that sendeth

To death, the young and the old.

The air is filled with my snortings,
As I rush o'er the desert afar,
I trample the living and moving,
'Neath wheels of my Juggernaut car.

Not man or his creatures withstand me,
As fiercely onward I go.

Of all that have thought of that motion

I am the implacable foe.
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How to Select Your Beef.
By John Hurley

The object of this article is to tell all

family buyers how to select their meats,
and the reason why one cut of meat
is priced higher than another. Fre-

quently you will notice in the daily

newspaper that the price of dressed

beef is about ten cents a pound; that

is to say that the meat stores are paying
that much to the packing houses for

a carcass. This will set you to wonder-

ing why you pay about twenty-five to

thirty cents a pound for the best

cuts. As a matter of fact you pay for

the shanks from which you make soup,
and the neck from which you make a

stew and the plate from which boiling
beef comes, and the flank for boiling,
less than the meat store man actually

pays the packer. Now the meat man
must have a margin on which to do
business. The average butcher shop
owner tries to make twenty-five per
cent on the meat he sells. This includes

the cost oi doing business and his own
profit.
^ Doing a cash business, the J. R. New-
berry Company is enabled to sell on
less margin. We allow 8 per cent, for ex-

penses and are actually doing business on
less than 14 per cent between the packer
and the consumer and are therefor still

making a good profit. This is because we
do not have the expense of delivery or the

expense of soliciting which the average
meat man has to get out of the carcass,

if^he is to^continue in business. We can

sell better meat for less money than

any concern in Los Angeles, and there

is a reason for it.

Be sure that when you buy a porter-
house or a sirloin steak that it is cut

from the proper part of the animal;
be sure that you buy from a house
that buys nothing but select, high-

grade, stall-fed cattle. The best meat
is always the best to buy. Not over

twenty-five per cent of the cattle

slaughtered in Los Angeles can be
called prime or first-class. Just about
as many cows and stags and heifers are

slaughtered as there are steers. The
so-called "cheap meat" comes from that

source—cows and stags and heifers.

It is hard for you to detect these meats
until you get them on the table, but
if you get a tasteless piece of meat, you
may be sure that it is not prime steer

beef.

This diagram is published so that

you may know from what part of the

animal your meat comes. Remember
that the uses of these cuts of beef are

as follows:

Neck—stew.

Chuck—stew or pot roast.

Sticker—boil.

Shoulder clod—pot roast.

Fore shank—soup.
Brisket—boil and corn beef.

Short ribs—pan roast.

Plate—boil.

Prime rib—roast.
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How Meat is Priced, with Profits

Lbs.

P'orequarter Gross

Neck
Chuck
Sticker

Shoulder Clod.

Fore Shank
Brisket- —
Shortribs

Plate --

Prime Ribs

Total Forequarter.

16

39
5

8
14

13

4

23
38

160

Lbs.

Hindquarter Gross
Club Steak..

Porterhouse —
Flatbone
Flank
Flank Steak....

Rump
Crescent

Round
Heel
Shank ..

4

25
20
9

2

17

14

32
5

12

Total Hindquarters. 140

Lbs.

Shrink
3

4

1

H

H
n

16

Lbs.

Shrink
1

6
5

3

H

18

Net
13

35
4
8

12i

9^
4

2H
36i

Lbs.

Net
3

19

15

9
2
14

32
5

lOi

Retail price

per lb.

.07

.10

.10

.13

.05

.12

.10

.08

.16

Retail

per lb.

.25

.28

.20

.07

.15

.13

.13^

.15

.10

.05

Total

$. 91

3.50
.40

1.04
.63

1.14
.40

1.72
5.84

$15.58

Total

$-75
5.32
3.00
.63

.30

1.82

1.63
4.80
.50

.53

$19.33

From Forequarter
From Hindquarter
From 34 lbs. bone and fat.

RECAPITULATION.
S15.58
19.33

.34

$35.25
Half Carcass, 302 lbs. at 10c 30.20

Net :. $5.05
Deduct 8 per cent of selling price as cost of doing business .. 2.67

Net profit on half dteer $2.38

Club, porterhouse, sirloin, flatbone,
flank steak and round—steak and be
sure and broil it.

Flank—boil.

Rump—pot and oven roast.

Crescent—pot and oven roast.

Heel—pot roast.

Shank—soup.
Now I believe tliat this cut shows

the very best way to cut up a half steer.

This cut shows a half steer weighing

302 pounds. The day that this was
written the price of this 'half steer

from the packer was 10 cents per
pound net. I give the price which the
J. R. Newberry Company charged on
the same day for the various cuts,
and the amount received from each cut.

There is to begin with an allowance
of 34 pounds in shrinkage in bone and
fat.

Now it will be noticed that when we
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received a margin of $5.15 on each
half vsteer of 302 pounds, we have a

niargin of a little over 14 per cent
of the selling price. I venture to say
that not a single meat man in the city
of Los Angeles is approaching that

figure. Most of them as stated, are

doing business on a 25 per cent margin

of the selling price.
Wherein is the difference? Merely

this: that we have no expense of de-

liverj' and no expense of soliciting
business. The man or woman who
buys at our stores gets meat at the

right price and at the lowest possible
price at which it can be sold.

Credit—and Credits.
By J. R. Newherry

Did it ever occur to you what part
the factors between the producer and
the consumer play in this important

question of the high cost of living, and
what they are? A short diagnosis of

the case will bring you a realization

of this problem.
In the evolution of trade, we find the

starting point to be the time when,

during the barter period—such a thing
as credit was absolutely unknown. For
the most part all men were producers.
If one had something he could not use
he exchanged it for something he could
use. It simply was an exchange.

In the course of business it became
necessary that there should be some
amplification of this matter, arid so the
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The most advanced machinery—
The utmost care in selection of wheat—
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The employment of the most expert millers—
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All Combined tnj
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medium of exchange originated; money
came into use. The adoption of money
was a great improvement. It gave
some evidence of value outside of the

material itself. Then it became possible
for you to sell your labor, or produce,
for an evidence of indebtedness that

you could carry with you and use in

your own immediate neighborhood.
This was a wonderful advantage, and
a simplification of life, and a good thing
for everj'body.

. . ^.

Pretty soon men began to anticipate
what they were going to have, either

in labor or products, in the near future.

Then was forced upon the people having
a surplus the thought that they could

get along with just a promise to pay.

Thereby credit was established. It was

necessary, and it was a great commer-
cial improvement. It laid the founda-

tion for progress and seemed almost
interminable in its good results. In
the early days of credit business there

never was a thought that a man's home
necessities should be a basis of credit.

He was thought at that time to be
a very thoughtless and useless man
who did not supply his demands for

the necessities of life with cash; because
if he did not have that nmch forethought,
the question was, was it not better to

go without?
Then the problems of competition

sprang up. Some dealer, as a means
of getting more trade and an advantage
over his competitors, said to the con-

sumer that he need not only not have

money on hand, but the goods would
l)e sent out to his home without any
expense whatever. This seemed to be a

great accommodation, but the buyer
did not stop to examine the difference

in cost from producer to the middle-
man and the middleman to him, because
the day of payment was put off until

some future time, and of course he had
no particular right to ask for a price
that he was entitled to under conserva-
tive business.

This was soon taken advantage of

by the middleman. It occured to mid-
dlemen in cities and towns that men
might not even be required to pay cash,
or have the inconvenience of carrying
goods home; the middlemen would, in

order to further their commercial in-

Ben Hur
Baking

Powder

A Home Product

for

Discriminating Buyers

Ben Hur Baking Powder

is made of cream of tartar and hi-carhonate

of soda, with starch filler, according to the

best scientific blends. The blending is per-

fectly done. EQUAL TO ANY
BAKING POWDER MADE ANY-
WHERE.

JOANNES-SPLANE COMPANY,
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

terests, send to the house and take

the order, and the housewife would
have little or no care. The buyer
would have the opportunity of having
a man come once a week, or once every
other day, and finally once every day.
Next came the innovation of a tele-

phone service. This was a great con-

venience in more ways than one. Buy-
ers not only could have a solicitor come
once a day, or twice a day, but in the

interim they could call up the store and

get anything they wanted at any time,
because it "cost nothing to come and get
the orders, or nothing to deliver them."
Can you, and do you realize that all of

this cost you, the consumer, an im-

mense amount of money? At the same
time it cuts off a portion of the pro-
ducer's profit, because the middleman
is no respector of persons. He buys
at the lowest possible price, and sells

at "all the traffic will bear."

Now there comes a time when it is

necessary to economize, because the

consumer with his limited wages can-

not make ends meet. He cannot pay
an excessive price for the produce he
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is buying, and do it upon the limited

salary he is getting. This is true not

only in the line of the grocer or the

provision merchant, but it is so in the

line of every department of mercantile

life.

We have a wonderfully progressive

city; one of the most wonderful, prob-

ably, in the United States; and still

out of the 1,200 retail grocers in the

city of Los Angelse in 1910, there were

fully one-third the nurnber—to be exact

380 men who either failed in the retail

grocery business, lost their all, or sold

out, being obliged to sell out in order

to save a small remnant of the original

capital that they put into the business.

This is not an exceptionally bad show-

ing because all through the history of

the last forty years in the retail grocery
business but three men out of every
one hundred ever has made a success

of the business; that is, remaining

strictly with the grocery business.

About 20 per cent of the balance have
made a meagre living, but the rest (77

per cent) have made absolute failures

of the business, losing all of their capital
or settling with their creditors at a

percentage of what they owed, or going

through bankruptcy.
This shows conclusively that the re-

tail grocer has either acquired extrava-

gant habits, or does not understand his

business. You may say that no one but
the retail grocer who fails, suffers by
this. This is not tme;'the entire body
politic is affected by each and every
failure. The prosperity of any country
is dependent absolutely upon the econ-

omic conditions of all the people.
tn a city like Los Angeles, the deliver)^

soliciting and credit business cost all

the way from 10 to 15 per cent. The

question comes: Can the great ma-

jority of consumers and our great

producers afford such extravagance?
I will say that 75 to 85 per cent of

the people cannot afford to do it. A
minor it}' can afford it, because they
are also middlemen in other directions.

They make their money much easier

than a man does with his hands, and
therefore they can afford to have this

luxury. But does this minority need
such wonderful additional help in get-

ting their goods distributed by having

the entire body of consumers bear the

burden? Is it not true that this burden
of soliciting and delivering should fall

upon those who demand it and can
afford to pay for it? Should it fall

upon those who can get along without

it, and want to get along without it

if there is a difference made?
As matters stand today the prices

in all of the stores up to the present
time have been absolutely alike, whether

you waited upon yourself or not. Is

this a square deal? Will the 75 or

85 per cent of the people stand for

this when they see that there is an

opportunity for them to benefit by
a change?
There is fully 65 to 80 per cent today

between the producer and the con-

sumer, and at least one-third of this

expense can and will be eliminated

by the co-operation of the great buying
public. The average consumer does not

know the commercial value of little

or anything he buys. It is only by
getting additional stores and additional

competition that consumers have been

in any wise protected from the ex-

orbitant demands of the middlemen.
I believe that a change in business

methods should be made upon economic

and on intelligent lines. We, in Arnerica,

have far above the average intelligence

among our great majority, the pro-
ducers and consumers. Therefore if we

appeal direct to them on an intelligent
and honest basis, we will succeed.

I know that to turn away from the

old traditional lines of trade, subjects

anyone to criticism, and the question
arises: Can it be done? How long can

he hold out? His premises are ab-

solutely right, but can he succeed?

This is mighty poor encouragement,
and still those of us who have been

long in the harness know and can see

the future signs written plainly upon
the panorama of Commercialism. The

present lines of commercialism cannot

be perpetuated. There must come a

change, because the people cannot stand

the great stress that is put upon them.

The producer and the consumer have

been for years forced farther apart.

We hear much of the exhaustion of

the soil. The people have not the

money to re-fertilize the soil or to
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follow lines which will keep their soil

up to the standard they must maintain
in order to get results. Agriculture

today is simply a skimming over; it

is simply the renting of farms. One
of the great wrongs economically is in

the renting of farms. What does a

renter care for about the continuation
of a high grade of soil so long as he

gets the present crop off it at the lowest

possible expense?
AH of this matter must be entirely

changed, and it cannot be changed
until the producer gets a square deal

out of this proposition. During the
last few years some lines of production
have been profitable, and still if you
will go into the producing districts of

Southern California and ask some of

the knowing ones you will find that

according to the best calculations there
is not a producer in Southern California

who is getting, considering the future

upkeep of his premises, a fair com-
pensation for his products.

Since our announcement on Novem-
ber 25, 1910, that we would make
a change in our entire business methods
on December 1, we have received hund-
reds of letters from our former cus-

tomers, many of them commendatory,
and some of them in sarcastic and critical

vein. We give you the following letter

because we appreciate it more, knowing
the writer. He is a shrewd, careful,

conservative, legitimate business man.
Few men in the West are his equal
and none his superior. He says:
"Your open letter, or address, as you

may choose to term it, on the subject
of trusts and competition, came to

my hands, and I read it with much
interest. I have also watched the drift

of your new policy quite carefully,
and have tried to benefit somewhat

Log Cabin Cream Cake.

To one cup of sour cre.am add one

teaspoonful of soda. When it foams
add one well beaten egg, and to this

add one half teaspoon of salt, 11-2 cups
of flour and finally one cup of Towle's

Log Cabin Syrup. Bake in a hot oven.

Look for another next month.

by it. Now, as to your discussion of

the combinations, I suggest that the
first thing you know you will be charged
with an attack upon big business, which
I believe is blasphemy, Big Business

being the most sacred thing in modern
civilization. I have been much inclined

to invade your sanctum just to hear

you say what you think about these
matters in real cold, vigorous English.

Personally, I think you are distinctly
on the right track, and some of these

days these combinations of which you
speak very plainly are going to get
what is coming to them. More power
to your elbow. Yours,"
Now there is an undercurrent of

insurgency in business— revolt from the
old lines; this3;^must ultimately strike

bottom.
Barnum may have been right in his

day in the circus business. There may
have been a time when the people loved
to be humbugged, and wanted to be

humbugged, but as intelligence has
increased and broad minded men have

gained influence over their fellow men,
this part of the gamejs absolutely worn
threadbare.

There was probably no statement
made by any man more absolutely in

variance with the facts. The American

people do not want to be humbugged;
they want a square deal. But the few

coyotes that we can say are hopelessly
in the minority, when it comes to a

showdown, are the ones who are con-

tinually shouting this kind of doctrine.

The letters we have received from

people who have a stated income,
people who have traded with us for

rORiSOLD OR NOTWATERo
iFORiJIAIiOOR SOrr.WATER
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AT ALL GROCERS
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years, traded with us upon principle,

usually commend us very highly. The
fact that we are charging for delivering

groceries and do it upon an honest and

intelligent basis, has brought hundreds
of commendatory letters. We have re-

ceived some letters of criticism from

people who can afford to pay for being
waited upon; usually the men who can
well afford to pay for special service,
are the ones who are our worst critics—
men who have heretofore been served

at the expense of the poor laboring

men, and the small income people.
These are the ones who have found
the most fault. Some of the ladies

who have written us letters upon this

point are the very ones who travel our
streets and ask for charity for some
of the supposed beneficial institutions;
ladies whose husbands are middlemen
who are today reaping Hch rewards.

These ladies refuse to deal with us be-

cause of our pestiferous delivery charge.
We have laid the foundation during

the past seventeen years of one of the

best businesses in the .country. We have

PHOSPHf)FOODSU
NON-STANCH CEREAL,

Best Body Building Breakfast Foods

MEAL=FLOUR=RY=LAX

Delicious Nutritious

Economical::

::

All the virtue of grain without digestive
strain.

AT ALL QROCERS

PHOSPHO FOOD CO.

L08 ANGELES, - - CALIFORNIA
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done so by remaining absolutely within
our lines, serving the people with % a

high class of goods. We have not
used any other lines to carry .our busi-

ness to success, and have carried it

strictly upon the merits of the business,

keeping it at all times within the highest
limits of moral merchandising. * *

We have eliminated practically all

of the intermediates between ourselves

and the producer. The worst enemies
we have are the brokers and the job-
bers whom we have circumvented. It

has been our aim to be the only factors

outside of the transportation compan-
ies between the producer of the food
and the consumer. We buy as jobbers
when we buy, because we buy in jobbing
quantities. It has been our aim to to

expand our business that we would be
the largest buyers of food products
on the Pacific Coast, and it is through
this channel that we have worked, and

propose to continue to work, and the

people of Southern California have most

satisfactorily come to our aid.

We believe we can say with absolute

justification that there is not another
house in the provisioning line that can
and has shown such wonderful progress
as the J. R. Newberry Company.
Starting in the retail business less than

twenty years ago in the then small

hamlet of Riverside, with a capital of

$2,200, we have a business represented

today by over $400,000 of paid up
capital, with a surplus of $181,000, and

doing business at the rate of $3,000,000
a year. We can say truthfully that

there is not a community to which we
have gone but what the great body
of producers and consumers have been

directly benefited.

Our competitors, of course, criticize

us most severely. The jobbing fra-

ternity
—

yes, they most severely criti-

cize us. The brokers—yes; the travel-

ing men—yes; they all critici/.e the J.

R. Newberry Company very severely
—

but ask them why. It is simply that

the J. R. Newberry Company does not

contribute to them their usual allow-

ance. We buy from the people from

whom they buy; we buy from people
who do not have brokers in this mar-

ket. We cannot afford to pay a brok-

erage from of 3 to 5 per cent to a broker
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and a profit of from 10 to 15 per cent

to a jobber. We can say positively
that the brokers and jobbers of the

city of Los Angeles make more on the

products handled by the average re-

tailer than any retailer in the country,
and they add to the burden of the

consumers in the city of Los Angelse
from 15 to 25 per cent.

The question that brokers and jobbers
often ask us often is: "What are we
to do if you will not patronize us and

give us a rake-off? It would not make
any difference to you; charge the con-

sumer more, and give us a slice of the

profit."

We have found out by years of ex-

perience that in just the proportion
that we do for others they will do for

us. We do not expect to do all of the

business, because there is fully $30,000,
000 to $40,000,000 worth of business

done annually in Southern California

in our line. All we expect to have is

25 to 30 per cent of that business in

the next five years; we do expect
to have that, as the business ought
to grow in the next five years to $10,-

000,000 per annum. When that is at-

tained, we can do business on a much
lower percentage than we are today.
We are going to devote one page in

"
Things To Eat" to giving the consumer

the absolute jobber's cost upon the

goods, showing the consumers just ex-

actly the margin between them and the

producer. We intend to publish during
the next twelve months twelve pages,
and if you will carefully preserve these

you will have a good index for the day
it was published and the varyings or

fluctuation; showing the average freight
rates on these goods from the Eastern

market; what groceries co&-t in the East
and what they cost landed here.

We shall go further and show you
just where the brokerage comes in.

We shall go further and show you
in many instances the commercial value
and show you in what lines the manu-
facturer today is extorting from the
consumer.

We shall go further and show you
that when you buy certain of the ad-
vertised articles, such as baking powder,
"corn flakes," and toasted wheat and

many of these highly advertised goods,

that you are paying for the advertising.

We know that the press will not ap-

prove of some of our policies, but we

believe that we have the right to give

you such knowledge as we have ac-

cumulated in the last forty years in

the grocery line, and we do not expect

to hide our light under a bushel; we are

going to set it up for everyone to shoot

at. One thing is certain; this has never

been attempted or accomplished by

any other writer or any other dealer

in our line, and I do not know that we

shall be permitted to carry out this

proposition, but we are going to give it

a good square chance, and we believe it

will succeed.

We believe that you as producers

and consumers are entitled to know

where the margin is, and where the

difficulty lies. This has been a matter

of congressional investigation, but Con-

gress has come to no real conclusion

because none of the links in the chain

who know where the real trouble is,

is willing to divulge it.

We do not know that we shall give

all of the facts, but we will give them

as near as we know how; as near as

our years of experience, and the chan-

nels through which we are allowed to

get the information, will permit.

"Cleans like Magic'

Keeps the

Hands

Soft and

WhUe

^^m
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Rules For Stock Receipts For Soup.

Meat juices being acid, never use

iron or tin for soup stock. Use a granite

saucepan and if it can be afforded use

one with a copper bottom. The bottom

being double prevents the rapid boiling
of soup, which is undesirable. Use a

kettle large enough, so that a space of

four inches may be left at the top. This

allows for the boiling and also makes

skimming easy.
For first straining use a colander.

For second straining use a puree
sieve.

For clear soup use a double thickness

of cheese cloth.

Put meat in cold water; simmer slow-

ly not less than five hours, skimming
occasionally.
A piece of liver is an addition or cook-

ed meat or cooked bones will give the

rich brown color without the use of

burnt sugar.

5-

Silver L»eaf
L,AKD

SWEET AND PURE
«• Made from Corn-fed Eastern Porkers

Los Angeles stock always fresh because it

reaches us within nine days from the time
it is drawn from the kettle in Kansas C ity

SWIFT & COMPANY

Caramel for Coloring Soup.
Melt one cup of w^hite sugar in a

saucepan till it is dark; add slowly 1

cup of cold water, stirring briskly and
boil until it thickens. Keep in large
mouth bottle.

To Clear Soup.
When hot add the well beaten white

of one egg, and as the soup boils up,
after stirring in the egg, skim well.

All milk soups are improved by the

addition of cream, and a few drops of

Worcestershire sauce, tabasco, celery
salt or extract and onion extract.

Soupstock.
A beef shank bone, containing marrow,

a piece of mutton neck and a joint of

veal. Cut in small pieces and crack

bones. Put in soup kettle and cover

well with w'ater. Add a stick of cinna-

mon, a couple of cloves, a cup of barley,
a bay leaf, a little brown sugar, a pinch
of oatmeal mixed herbs, if liked, and

chopped vegetables.
'

Five cents worth
of soup vegetables to a ten cent soup
bone is a good proportion. Place over

a slow fire and simmer all day. Strain,

season and put in crock. Keep in a

cool place and it will keep several days.
When cold remove the fat from the sur-

face.

Stock for Consomme.
Shin of beef and shin of veal. Wipe

both carefully with a damp cloth. Have
them well cracked; remove meat from

bone and cut it into blocks. Put two

tablespoons of sugar and a sliced onion

in the soup kettle to brown and burn;
then add the meat from the veal and
beef. When this is seared add the bones

and six quarts of cold water. Finish

the same as in the preceding recipe.

Stock from Chicken and Beef.

This is the most delicate of all stocks.

Purchase a fowl that can be used as a

boiled fowl for dinners. Brown sugar
and onion in kettle. Put in beef and
sear it. Add bones. Place chicken so

as to rest on these bones. Add five

quarts of cold water. When boiling
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skim. Simmer gently until chicken is

tender and lift from kettle for use.

Cook stock at least three, hours longer.
Season and finish as in other recipe.

Marrowballs for Soup.

Chop fine 1-2 cup marrow good and

fresh, and rub with it 1 cup of flour and
a saltspoon of salt. Wet with sufficient

cold water to make like pastry, and roll

into balls like small marbles. Drop
into boiling soup, boil 15 or 20 minutes
and serve.

Raviola
Make a. paste of two cups of flour,

2 eggs, 1-2 teaspoon salt and water enough
to make it a stiff dough. Knead well

and roll out into a sheet as thin as card-

board- cut it in half. Place one teaspoon
of force in regular rows on the paste two
inches apart, moisten the upper part
of the paste, and place carefully on the
lower part, pressing the two together
with the fingers or a raviola rolling pin,

forming small cushions between. Cut

through the rows down and across with
a pastry knife in such a way as to leave

pieces about two inches square. Place

the raviola on a board covered with a

clean piece of muslin near the stove to

dry thoroughly when needed poach them
a few at a time in clear bouillon for ten

minutes. When all are done place in

a tureen and pour soup over raviola.

Add a few teaspoons of grated Parmesan
cheese and serve.

Force for Raviola
Take one cup cold chicken, veal or

fish, chopped very fine and rubbed to

a paste with one calf or sheep brains

parboiled
—add parboiled

—add one cup
of bread crumbs which have been soaked
in milk and squeezed dry, one teaspoon
onion juice, 1-2 teaspoon salt, a grating
of nutmeg, dash of Cayenne and thyme
and rub well together. Have ready
one cup of spinach (which has been

boiled, drained and chopped). Stir the

spinach into the paste, add yolk of two

eggs and beat for ten minutes.

Bouillon

Take four or five pounds of beef,

r

Calmaco Brand
MADE IN LOS ANGELES

Spaghetti, Vermicelli, Egg Noodles,"Ready Cut" Macaroni, Alphabets

Besides tasting better than other Macaroni, besides nourishing better than
other foods, CALMACO, flavory, firm, tender Macaroni is the cleanest

Macaroni, made by the cleanest methods, in the cleanest factory. Get a

package today and try it. 10 and 25 cents.

California Macaroni Co.
LOS ANGELES

CALIFORNIA
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coyer with cold water, add salt. When
boiled, skim and add 1-2 teaspoon of

black pepper, 2 carrots, 2 turnips, 2

leeks, celery and parsley; boil from four
to five hours, strain and set aside. When
to be used, roast one good sized onion

dry, in the oven, stick whole cloves into

it; put in the stock and boil ten minutes.

and throw them into the boiling stock

just before serving time.

White Soup.
Five pounds shin of veal, 5 pts. cold

water, 1 tablespoon of salt, 1 onion,
6 pepper corns, a little celery, 1 pt.
cream or milk, 1 tablespoon butter,
2 tablespoons flour, 1 egg. Wipe meat
put all ingredients except cream, butter,
flour and eggs into soup kettle, bring
to a boil quickly, then cook slowly
several hours, skimming when needed;
strain, add lemon peel, salt and pepper
(white), cook butter and flour together.
Add to soup stock, beat cream, add to

stock, beat egg, put into tureen, strain

in the soup carefully and serve with
toasted crackers.

Oxtail Soup.
Separate the joints of 2 ox tails;

put them into a frying pan with a little

butter and fry them nice and brown;
add 1 onion and 1 carrot and fry brown
also. Then put all into a soup kettle

with about 3 qts. of water, let simmer
slowly; add a few cloves and a blade of

mace, also a little barley and cook well.

Soup Julienne.

1 quart stock, 1 small turnip, 3 young
leeks, 1-2 teaspoon salt, 1 small carrot,
1 gill of green peas or asparagus heads,
a saltspoon of pepper.

Scrape and cut carrots into long thin

strips. Pare and cut the turnip the
same way; slice the leeks. Cover these
with a quart of boiling water and simmer
gently until tender (about 30 minutes),
then add the stock, salt and pepper.
The peas and asparagus will be cooked
in separate saucepans and the water
in which they were cooked, drained off

and thrown away. Add them at the
last moment to the soup.

Lettuce is also nice added to this

soup. With a round cutter about the
sire of half a dollar, cut bits from lettuce.

Mock Turtle Soup.
Have a good stock. Boil 1 quart of

dark beans in water until tender and
mash through colander. Add a pinch
of cloves, allspice and black peppers
bruised and tied in a cloth; add the
stock. Chop 3 hard boiled eggs and
place in the tureen; pour the soup over.
Salt to taste.

Black Bean Soup.
2 cups of black beans boiled till ten-

der. Mash through a colander, and
add 1 qt. of rich stock; when hot strain

through a sieve; season with allspice,

cloves, pepper and salt. Just before

serving add a cup of cream. This is

far more delicate than where pork is

used. Fry squares of bread in butter
until they are a rich brown and add last.

Rice Tomato Soup.
2 qts. stock.

1 can tomatoes.
1-2 cup rice.

Cook tomatoes with seasoning, salt,

pepper and butter, rub through sieve,
add stock and rice, cook slowly until

rice is done.

CREAM SOUPS.
Puree of Peas.

Shell and wash peas (1 pt. after they
have been shelled) put them into 3

pts. of boiling water with 1-2 small

onion, cook uncovered, after coming
to a boil until peas are soft. Rub through
a sieve. Put this back into saucepan,
add 3 cups milk, salt and pepper to taste

and put on stove. Melt 1 tablespoon
butter, and add 1 tablespoon flour,

rub until smooth, and cook \mtil it

froths. Stir this into boiling soup. Cook
a minute or two and serve.

Cream of Vegetable.
Five cents worth of soup vegetables.

Simmer with just enough water to

barely cover until cooked. Rub through
a sieve and add milk or cream until

thinned to proper consistency. Season
with pepper and salt. Heat up and
serve with croutons.
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Tomato Bisque.
1 qt. cooked tomatoes, 2 qts. sweet

milk, 1 level tablespoon cornstarch,

salt, butter, paprika or white pepper,
1 teaspoon soda. Strain the tomatoes
and put on to heat; when boiling put
in soda, then add the hot milk, sugar

salt, pepper and butter. Cook the corn-

starch in the milk before adding the

tomatoes, to prevent curdling. Some
prefer a little sugar added. 1 cup of

cream is an improvement.

to serve add pilot bread broken into

small pieces.

Cream of Corn Soup.
Remove the corn from 1 can; cover

with 3 cups of water, simmer for one

hour; press through a sieve. Scald
3 cups milk; add the corn and 1 table-

spoon of butter well mixed with 1 table-

spoon of flour. Cook until smooth,
season with salt and pepper, add 1-2

cup of cream and stir until heated.

Take from fire, add one beaten egg
and serve at once. The egg or cream

may be omitted, but the soup is far more
delicious with the addition of both.

CHOWDERS.
Clam Chowder.

In the kettle in which the chowder
is to be made fry several slices of salt

pork. When nice and brown, remove
and in the gravy put four large pota-
toes and four onions which have been

chopped ;
season with salt and pepper,

add from 1 quart to 3 pints of water
and boil half an hour. Take 1 quart of

clams or 1 can, and after cutting off the
black heads, chop and put them with
the broth into the kettle about ten
minutes before taking up. When ready

Fish Chowder.
Slice fine four good sized onions and

fry a light brown in butter, cut any
of raw fish in dice, sufficient for two cups;
four large potatoes cut in dice, four

crushed soda crackers; salt and pepper
to taste. Cover with boiling water
and cook until done. Add one cup of

cream and serve.

Salmon Chowder.
1 lb. can salmon, 1 large onion chopped

fine, 1-2 lb. salt pork fried brown, 1

pt. cream or milk, 3 strips crackers, 3

large potatoes, salt and pepper to taste.

Remove salmon from can, strain off

liquor, break fish in small pieces with
a fork. Try onions and pork together.
Place alternating layers of potatoes,

pork, onions, fish and crackers in a

large saucepan. Continue the layers
until the ingredients have all been used.

Cover all with boiling water—season
well—and simmer 20 minutes, then add
cream and a lump of butter; serve very
hot.

Crab Soup.
3 pts. rich milk, 1 1-2 tablespoons

butter, 1 1-2 tablespoons flour. Have
the milk hot in a double boiler. Melt
the butter in a saucepan; cook flour

with the butter and add very slowly
the boiling milk. Return to the boiler,
then add the shredded meat of a large

crab, season well, add a few drops of

Tabasco and Worcester sauce.

Dainty Cheese Dishes.

Sardines urith Cheese: Open a box
of large sardines, drain them; cut stale

bread into 1-2 inch slices, then into strips
a little longer than the sardines; fry
in deep fat a bright brown, drain on
brown paper. On each strip lay one
sardine and cover with grated Parmesan
cheese. Put in hot oven on pan till

the cheese melts and crusts over them;
sprinkle with finely chopped parsley
and a little lemon juice; serve hot.

Cheese Souffle: 2 tablespoons of but-

ter, ,1 tablespoon of flour. Rub smooth
and add 1-2 cup milk, yolks of 3 eggs
and 1 cup of grated cheese. Cook in a
double boiler; let boil 2 minutes and
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then cool. Add the beaten whites and
bake ten minutes in muffin rings with

white paper underneath. Remove rings
and serve immediately on the paper.
Delicious. Ramekins could be used.

Cheese Ramekins: 4 tablespoons

grated cheese, 1-2 cup milk, 2 tablespoons

butter, 2 oz. of bread, yolks of two eggs,
whites of 3, cayenne and salt to taste.

Put the bread and milk on to boil,

stirring until smooth, then add the cheese

and butter. Stir over the fire one

minute; take off and add the seasoning
and the yolks of the eggs. Beat the

whites to a stiff froth and stir them in

carefully. Pour into a greased baking
dish and bake fifteen minutes in a quick

oven; serve at once. Very nice for lunch-

eon.

Eggs Baked in Cheese Sauce: 1 tea-

spoon of butter melted; add 1 teaspoon
of flour, or more if a thicker sauce is

liked. Cook thoroughly but do not

brown. Add 1 cup of milk, or cream

preferred (use more butter if milk is

used), which must be added slowly

to make a smooth sauce; then add 4

tablespoons of grated cheese; stir well
and when thoroughly hot, pour into a
hot baking dish which can go to the
table. Drop in four-^ggs as if for poach-
ing, being very careful not to break the

yolks. Put at once into the oven, and
when the eggs are set, serve at once.
Makes a very nice entree.

Cheese Fonda: 1 tablespoon butter,
1 cup fresh milk, 1 cup fine bread crumbs,
2 cups grated cheese (Eastern Dairy)
2 eggs, saltspoon dry mustard, saltspoqn
of salt, a few drops of tabasco or a

sprinkle of cayenne. Put butter in

chafing dish or pan, when melted add
milk, bread crumbs and cheese. Cook,
stirring constantly, until cheese is melted,
and just before serving add the well

beaten eggs. Pour over nicely trimmed
rounds or squares of buttered toast.

An appetizing relish for evening refresh-

ment, or a lunch course.

Cheese Scallop: Soak one cup of dry
bread crumbs in fresh milk. Beat into

this 3 eggs, add 1 tablespoon of butter

THE FRESHEST

SHORTENING

OBTAINABLE IN

LOS ANGELES

IS

SUETENE

30 Days Fresher than

Eastern Shortenings

THE CUDAHY PACKING
COMPANY

LOS ANQELES
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and 1-2 lb. of grated cheese, strew

sifted bread crumbs on top, and bake in

the oven a delicate brown.
Cheese Croquettes: 1-4 cup butter, 1-3

cup flour, 3-4 cup milk, yolks of 3 eggs,
1 1-2 cups of cheese cut in small pieces,
1-2 cup Parmesan cheese, salt, cayenne,

paprika. Make a sauce of butter, flour

and milk; stir in yolks of eggs unbeaten,
add the cheese and cook until cheese

softens; remove from stone, season and

spread on shallow buttered dish and cool.

Now cut squares, roll in crumbs, dip in

egg, roll in crumbs again and fry in deep
fat until brown, then drain on cheese

cloth. Serve as cheese course.

Cheese Puffs: 1 cup flour, 2 cups
grated cheese, pinch of salt, dash of

cayenne, mix with rich sweet cream,
roll out 1-4 in. thick, cut in small bis-

cuit and bake brown in quick oven.

Cheese Straws: 1 cup of flour, 1-2

scant cup of butter, 1 cup of rich grated
cheese, a pinch of salt. Rub flour

and butter together as for pastry, then
add cheese, 5 dashes of cayenne ; wet with
the whites of two eggs well beaten,
and if not moist enough to roll, add a
little water. The eggs can be omitted
and all water used. Roll out as for

rather thick pie-crust, and cut in strips
2 inches wide; then cut these into strips
1-4 of an inch wide. Bake in a quick
oven until a light-brown. They must
be crisp. Nice with salad or cold meats.

Keep in tightly closed tins.

Pimientos and Cheese: E'er each per-
son to be served use the following:
1 piece of pimiento taken from the can,
1 tablespoon Camembert, fromage de

brie, or Petaluma cheese or cottage

cheese; 1 teaspoon of chopped olives,

paprika and salt to flavor. Drain the

oil from the pimiento, press the chopped
olives into the cheese, dust with paprika
and a little salt and place inside the

pimiento, which should be laid on a

platter and just before sending to the

table, place in the oven to heat, but
don't bake, garnish with chopped parsley
and olives, and serve on lettuce leaf.

SEVERAL VARIETIES OF BISCUITS.

Try kneading the biscuit dough light-

ly and quickly. The biscuits will be a
much finer grain.
Make ordinary biscuit dough but

roll out thinner than usual, cut with

round cutter brush with melted butter

and fold as Parker House Rolls. These
are nice to serve with afternoon refresh-

ments as butter is not required.
Roll Biscuits: Roll biscuit dough in

large sheet thirmer than ordinary bis-

cuits. Spread with soft butter, roll as

for jelly roll, cut off in slices and bake

keeping them from touching if possible.
Sweet Biscuits: Make as in preceding

recipe, brush with soft butter, sprinkle
with sugar, cinnamon and currants.

Roll as for jelly roll, cut in slices and
bake.

>f->>>»>>>>>>>>>>>>»>>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>> >>>»>>»>>>>>>>>>>>» >^

pw^: Moses' Best Flour

Every pound is made from the strongest,

sweetest, soundest Genuine Hard Turkey
Winter Wheat grown in

KANSAS
JWOSES' BEST has no equal. There is no

substitute for it:

It is the Best

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<«<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< 
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NEWBERRY'S
We buy our Groceries at the same price as any

wholesaler.

We sell to our customers as cheaply as many re=

tailers can buy from the wholesaler.

We sell for cash===the man who does his own

marketing does not pay for delivering goods

to somebody else.

NEWBERRY'S SIXTEEN STORES:
612-614 SOUTH BROADWAY
554=558 SOUTH MAIN STREET
2652 WEST PICO STREET

HOOVER AND 25th STREETS

2106 EAST FIRST STREET
126 WEST AVENUE 50

130 AVENUE 64

624 EUCLID AVENUE

2013 WEST SEVENTHJSTREET
1539 TEMPLE STREET

WESTERN AVE. AND FORTY-EIGHTH ST.

5828 SOUTH MAIN STREET

22nd AND SAN PEDRO STREETS
725 WEST THIRD STREET

HUNTINGTON PARK

I Warehouse'and Shipping Department, FIRST and VIGNES

NEWBERRY'S
HOME 10421 Sunset Main 8945



Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co.

. . . MANUFACTURERS . . .

331-333 E. Third St., Los Angeles

High Grade

BILLIARD
and
POOL
TABLES

For the Home

Have You Investigated

Any of the New Style

of

GAS

WATER
HEATER

This is an appliance which is no longer a

luxury, but a necessity.

Gas to heat sufficient water for a bath

costs less than TWO CENTS, and

boiling hot water for any purpose

may be had at a second's notice if

you have a

GAS WATER HEATER

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS

Los Angeles Gas

and

Electric Corporation

645 SOUTH HILL STREET

Please mention "Out West" when writing to Advertisers.



Sugar Wafers
taken fresh from Bishop's ovens and delivered

fresh, dainty and delicious to your door.

Always order

Bishop's Sugar Wafers

Try those with the creamy, nut filling, made
only by Bishop & Company.

Three other flavors=Vanilla, Chocolate and
Lemon

BISHOP & COMPANY
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNLA

A PURE PRODUCT OF A PERFECT PROCESS

BAKER'S

BREAKFAST
COCOA

is made from the

best cocoa beans,

scientif icall y
blended.

Absolutely pure,

healthful, and
delicious.

Get the genuine with our trade-maik on the package

52 Highest Awards in Europe and America

Walter Baker& Co. Limited

EstabUshed 1780 DORCHESTER, MASS.

Registered,
U.S. Pat. Off.

One Oil for All Engines
Don't be confused by the conflicting claims

and uncertain performances of oils that are
"made especially" for different types of cars
and engines or to meet different conditions.
There's one oil that gives perfect lubrication in
a//tvpesofeng:inesundera// conditions. Ask for

lEROLENE
Auto Lubricattng Oil
The only oil that is really non-carbonizing, so

pure, free and clear that it'feeds regularly under
all conditions of heat or cold. Made in the one
grade only, which never varies—produced rn

onlj- one place in the ^vorld—sold only under
the name Zcrolene.
Put up in cans with patent spout,

that cannot be refilled—also in
barrels for garage trade. Sold by

dealers everywhere.
Write for booklet,

"21,000 Miles with Zero-
lene." Free.

STANDARD OIL COHPAffT

(Incorporated;

>r >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> >t

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND
LOAN SOCIETY

Savings {The German Bank 1 Commercial
(Member of the Associated Savings Banks of San

Francisco. )

526 CALIFORNIA ST.. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Guaranteed Capital §1,200,000.00
Capital actually paid up in cash $1,0(X),000.(X)
Reserve and Contingent Fimds $1,580,518.99
Employees' Pension Fund 109,031.35

Deposits Dec. 31st., 1910 $ 42,039,580.06
Total assets $44,775,559.56

Remittance may be made by Draft, Post Office, or

Wells, Fargo & C!o's. Money Orders, or coin by
Express.

Office Hours: 10 o'clock \. M. to 3 o'clock P. M.,

except Saturdays to 12 o'clock M. and Saturday
evenings from 6:30 o'clock P. M. to 8 o'clock P. .M. for

receipt of depnisits only.

OFFICERS—President, N. Ohlandt; First Vice-

President, Daniel Meyer; Second-Vice President r—J

Manager, George Tourny; Third Vice-President, J. W.
Van Bergen; Cashier, A. H. R. Schmidt; Assistant

Cashier, William Herrmann; Secretary, A. H. Muller;
.\ssistant Secretaries, G. J. O. Folte and Wm. D.
Newhouse; Goodfellow Eells & Orrick. General

Attorneys.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS—N. Ohlandt, Daniel

Meyer, George Tourny, J. W. Van Bergen, Ign.
Steinhart, I. N. Walter, F. Tillmann, jr., E. T. Kruse,
and W. S. Goodfellow.

MISSION BRANCH—2572 .Mission Street, be-
tween 21st and 22nd Streets. For receipt and pay-
ment of Deposits only. C. W. Heyer, Manager.

RICHMOND DISTRICT BRANCH, 432 Clement
Street, between 5th and 6th .\venue.=. For receipt
and payment of Deposits onl.\ . W. C. Heyer,
Manager.

-»<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Jr

VflQP PIANOS
hare been established over 60 years. By our •ystem
of paymeutsererj family in moderatecircumstances
can own a VOSB piano. We tai^e old instrnmeats
in exchange and deliver the new piaao in yoar

it» fr>r CatalriQ-n^ Ft and !!zn1anat ions.
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Los Angeles' Harbor at San Pedro. The Busiest Lumber Port in the World.
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Pacific Electric

Trolley Trips

::

The "Tilton" and "Balloon Route" Trolley Trips,

the Orange Belt Special to Riverside and Redlands,

Seeing Los Angeles Observation Car, and the Bal=

loon Route Excursion Trips in San Francisco and

San Diego are now under one management and

direction.

Well managed Sightseeing Trips are the best

advertising California can have. All the points of

greatest interest are shown.

By pleasing the strangers on these trips they

will remain with us longer and when they return

to their homes they will have a better impression

of California and its bountiful resources, and at

some future time will return and make their homes

among us.

PACIFIC ELECTRIC RAILWAY CO.
C. M. PIERCE

Manager Personally Conducted Excursions

 | , .1 .1. ,1 ,%, .1.
 ; ,1 ,% , j , ,1 .H - !!!! 'V! !! -t-
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When answering our advertisers, please mention "Out West."
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California 01!

investments are to-day's greatest profit

producers. During the past eight months
our clients have made from 100% to 1000%
profit on their investments, and no one
has ever lost a dollar through any oil in-

vestment advised by us. For the infor-

mation of our clients we issue semi-monthly
the

California Oil Bulletin

which gives reliable information about all

the oil fields and oil companies of Califor-
nia. It will be sent to you for six months
absolutely free upon request.
We  have also just compiled the only

accurate map ever issued of the great Mid-
way oil field. A copy of this map may be
had free upon request.

The G. S. Jolinson Co.
800 PHELAN BLDQ.

San Francisco, California.
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Hello!

Yes, we are ready with

Boys Spring Suits—$3 to $10

Mullen & Bluett
Broadway and Sixth Los Angeles

THE QUALITY SHOP

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<
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AND INDIAN CURIOS AT WHOLESALE
I have more than 250 weavers in my employ, including the most skilful now living,

and have taken the greatest pains to preserve the old colors, patterns, and weaves. Every
blanket sold by me carries my personal guarantee of its quality. In dealing with me,
you will get the very finest blankets at wholesale prices. I also handle the products of

the Hopi (Moqui ) Indians, buying them under contract with the trading posts at Keam's
Canyon and Oraibi and selling them at wholesale.

I have constantly a very fine selection of Navajo silverware and jewelry, Navajo "rubies"
cut and uncut, peridotes and native turquois. Also the choicest modem Moqui pottery,
and a rare collection of prehistoric pottery.

J. L. HUBBELL,
Write for my Catalogue and Price List.

INDIAN TRADER
QANADO, APACHE CO., ARIZONA.

PATENTS PATENTS$180,340.00$^^ MADE BY MY CLIENTS ^^

YOU Should Have My FREE BOOKS telling HOW OTHERS will do
the same IN THE FUTURE. "What and How to Invent." Book Free!
E. E. VROOniAN, Patent Lawyer 803 F., Washington, D. C.

ANYVO THEATRICAL COLD CREAM S^r^l^S!^ 7ri"Y%c£.'^T^L^tMS s^^^^^

When answering advertisers please mention Out West.
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Publishine "THE SPECTATOR" under lease.
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Number 34

Monthly, New Series, Vol. 1, No. 5.

TABLE OF CONTENTS.
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281 Roosevelt Weakening.
281a Governor's Responsibility.
281a Plenty of Water Without Hetch-Hetchy.
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LEvy 'S
Third and Main Sts. Los Angeles, Cal.

TABLES RESERVED

j
A BRAND NEW FEATURE— Every

day except Sunday, we serve in

our main dining room a dainty
and appetising

SPECIAL NOON LUNCHEON 50c-

This should appeal especially to

ladies, and will be found very
attractive before attending the

matinees.

CAFE CHANTANT
8'to 6:30—6:30 to 10—10:30 to 12:30"

SPECIAL SIX O'CLOCK DINNER $1

(g

Mission Indian Grill

Hotel Alexandria

MUSIC

LUNCH

DINNER

AFTER THE TRIP

AFTER THEATER SUPPER

Famous (or its uniqtiR en-

vironment, prompt and ex-

cellent service and H»

music.

AFTERNOON TEA

GRAND SALON. 4 to

 

j
> >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

LOS ANGELES BREWING
COMPANY'S

PURE AND WHOLESOME

LAGER BEERS

Are a Home Product not excelled by any of

Eastern Manufacture* Why not try them?

Phone Sunset East 820 Home 10857

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< < <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< <<<<<<



International Theosophical Headquarters

POINT LOMA, ( San Diego )

GREEK THEATER
"THE AROMA OF ATHENS"

Athenia Flower Festival=-=Qorgeous Spectacle

Athenian Games
Classic Dances

Songs and Dialogues

Presented by

KATHERINE TINQLEY,
her students and the pupils of the Roja Yoga

college

MONDAY, APRIL 17TH, 8 P. M.

PRICES: 75c. and $1 ; Boxes seating fous, $6

THE SOUTHERN TRUST

COMPANY
SAVINGS— COMMERCIAL — TRUST

Paid-up Capital Surplus and Profits

$1,000,000 $205,000

Total Resources

$6,200,000

We transact a General Commercial, Sav-
ings and Trust Business, act as Executor,
Administrator and Guardian of Estates.

Safe Deposit Boxes For Rent
LARGE STORAGE VAULTS

THE SOUTHERN TRUST COMPANY

114 West Fourth Street

Los Angeles, California

YOUR IDLE MONEY
Or your savings should be in an account
with this Bank which offers unequalled
facilities and the most liberal interest

consistent with sound banking.
On Term Deposits the interest is 4 per

cent a year and on Special (Ordinary)
Checking accounts 3 per cent per year is

paid.
This Bank has the Largest and Best

Equipped Safe Deposit Department in

the West.

w!5
Oldest and Largest Savings Bank in the Southwest

Resources = = = = $32,000,000.00

Capital and Reserve = $ 1,938,000.00

More than 68,000 Open Accounts

SECURITY BUILDING, SPRING AND FIFTH
Los Angeles

5&'ll£llllllSllIllIEAte>

FERRrS
SEEDS

To grow
the finest flowers and
most luscious vegeta-

bles, plant the best

seeds. Ferry-' s seeds are best because

they never tail in yield or quality.

The best gardeners and farmers

everywhere know Ferry's seeds to

be the highest standard of quality

yet attained. For sale everywhere.
FERRY'S 1911 See^ Annual

Free on requert

D. M. FERRY & CO..
Detroit. Mich.



BAILEY'S RUBBER COMPLEXION
BRUSH

TIS
THE FLAT-ENDED TEETH

with circular biting edges that remove dust caps, cleanse
the skin in the bath, open the pores, and give new life to
the whole body. Mailed 50 cents.

BABY'S TEETH
cut without irritation. The
.flat-ended teeth expand the
jguma, keeping them soft; the
Ting comforts and amuses tne
child, preventing convultions
and cholera infantum.

Mailed for price, 10c.

BAILEY'S RUBBER
SEWINQ FINGER

Made to prevent pricking and
disfiguruing the forefinger in sew-
ing or embroidery. Tliree sizes—
small, medium and large. Mailed
6 cents each.

Cleans the teeth

perfectly and
polishes the e-
namel without
injury. Never
irritates the

, . , , gums. Can be
used with any tooth wash or powder. Ideal for child-
ren's use. No bristles to come out. No. 1 for 25c.; No.
2. 35c. Mailed on receipt of price.

BAILEY'S
WONT SLIP

TIP

This tip won't slip onANY SURFACE, on
smooth ice, or mar the most
highly polished floor. Made
in five sizes, internal diam-
eter: No. 17 5-8 in.; No. 18
I in.; No. 19, 7-8 in.; No.
20. 1 in.; No. 21, 1 1-8 in.
Mailed upon receipt of price

30c per pair
Agents Wanted

100 Fage Rubber Catalogue Free.
C. J. BAILEY & CO., 22 Boylston St., BOSTON, Mass.

i^Slfer

Business Property and

High=CIass Residence Property

MINES &. PARISH
REAL ESTATE AGENTS
353 S.HiLL Street

Fully Equipped Rental Department.
Give us a call

^ HOME 10673 MAIN 1457

UTFITTERS
•FOR MEN AND

WOMEN
BOYS AND GIRLS

OutfftUrs for
Men. Women. Boys <isi Girls

437-439-441 443 SOUTH 5PRIN6
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THE EVER=READY
MESSENGER

u

Noon or Night

Week-days or Sundays

Always Ready—Never Tired

ffJUST HOMEPHONE
Home Telephone & Telegraph Co.

Los Angeles, Cal.

SHIPCAF&
WARD McFADDEN, Proprietor

VENICE

5 Entertainers

c
afe Bristol

The high-class appointments, perfect
service and unexcelled menu of Cafe
Bristol, appeal to discriminating people.

Fourth and Spring Sts. ^I^! {fefiSeid

Arizona Ruby
To Introduce Our
Genuine Imported

FREE
Mexican Diamonds

We will Bend you FREE a genuine AHiona Ruby In the

rough, with lUustrated Catalogue of GENUINE MEXICAN
DIAMONDS and other Keiiis. Mexican Diamonds exactly
resemble flnest genuine blue-white diamonds, stand add
testa ; are cut by 6xperts,and yet w e sell at one-fortieth the
cost. Only gem of Its kind Kuaranteed permanently
brilliant. SPECIAL OFFEH. For 50c deposit as guar-
antee of good faith, we send on approval, registered,
either }{ or 1 carat Mexican Diamond at special price.
Honey back If desired. Write today. Catalog FRBB.
MEXICAN DIAMOND IMP. CO.. Oipt.8 . Lu CracM, I..
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SPRING STREET, between Second and Third

MATINEE DAILY
BOTH PHONES 1447

THE
STANDARD

OF
VAUDEVILLE

Matinee 2:15 Dailv 10, 25, 50c.

Kvery Night 10, 25, 50, 75e.

[^(D)[r(Dg)(B(D^S) [E)[LD[r[b(S][n)lk

Trrk^ c^4l^r^ MAIN STREET
U lJ5)(g(S]1r(Eir NEAR SIXTH

LOS ANGELES LEADING STOCK COMPANY

STOCK

PRODUCTIONS

Nights 25, 50, 75c, Matinees Saturday and Sunday. 10

25.50c

ff^S=~=

LOS ANQELES' LEADING PLAY HOUSE
OLIVER MOROSCO, Manager

SHUBERT

ATTRACTIONS

BROADWAY NEAR NINTH STREET

RAINIER BEER
Seattle's Famous Product

One Dollar per Dozen, Net

RAINIER BOTTLING CO.
Phone Main 52 or F 2032

Enterprise Street Los Angeles, Ca!
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A DOG'S FOOT
Has a number of raised cushions whicli prevent slipping

and take up the concussion over hard surfaces.

BAILEY'S "WON'T SLIP" RUBBER HEELS
Embody this principle and insure ease and safety over
all surfaces. The tread surface formed with "U" shaped
riba, together with flat ended rubber studs, form a sur-
face that is positively non-slipping on ice or other slip-
pery surfaces. Mailed upon receipt of price.

35 cents per pair. For Men or Women.
When ordering send a correct outlinejdrawing of the bot-
tom of the heel of your boot. Order from your shoe
dealer. Dealers write for prices. 100-paffe Catalogue of
Everything in Rubber Goods Free.

C. J. BAILEY & CO.
22 Boylston Street, BOSTON, MASS.

"Century Path"
[UNSECTARIAN AND NON-POLITIOALJ

Edited by KATHERINE TINQLEY

International Theosophical Headquarter*.

Point Loma, California ::

The CENTURY' PATH is an up-to-date, ', ',

beautifully illustrateil weekly, devoted to the • •

Brotherhood of Humanity, the promulgation
* *

of Theosophy, and the study of ancient and
modem ethics, philosophy, science and art.

Per Year $4.00. Per Copy 10c

For sale at WHALENS NEWS AQENCT, 233 South "j*

Spring Street, Los Angeles, Col.
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Blanchard Hall Studio Building
Devoted exclusively to Music, Art and Science

Studios and Halls for all purposes for Rent. Ljirp^eal Studio

Building in the West. For terms aad all informatioD apply to

F. W. BLANCHARD
333 South Broadway 233 South Hill St.

LOS ANQELES. CAL.



OUT WEST
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Bring Buyer and Seller Together
In this classified department will be inserted advertisements of a clean and reliable character up to

14 lines, at the rate of 50 cents per Une. None will be inserted of less than 4 lines. No ilhistrations

nor display features will be permitted in this department. Our policy, which excludes medical, palmistry,
fortune-telling or misleading advertisements, or advertisements of unreliable parties or commoditiee,
also prevails in this department, and the business management will appreciate prompt notice from OtU
West readers of any sucn that may get in by false pretense. Address all letters pertaining to this depart-
ment to

OUT WEST,
CLASSIFIED DEPARTMENT, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

AiVlUSEMENTS—

AUDITORIUM
'•THEATER BEAUTIFUL"—Fifth and Olive street*.

L. E, Behymer, manager. For winter bookings of the Snu-
berts see daily newspapers for attractions of each week.

HAMBURGER'S MAJESTIC THEATER
BROADWAY NEAR NINTH. Oliver Morosco Manager.

Sbubert attractions. Tneater fireproof and modern.

MOROSCO'S BURBANK
MAIN BETWEEN FIFTH AND SIXTH. Ix)s Angeles'

leading stock company. See announcements in daily news-
papers for attractions of each week.

CAFE BRISTOL
Basement H. W. Hellman building, Fourta and Spring.

Higii class apointments, perfect service, unexoeUed menu.

REAL ESTATE-

MINES & PARISH
353 SOUTH HILL STREET. Los Angeles. Business

property and high class residence property. Rental depart-
ment. Home 10673. Sunset Main 1457.

SITUATIONS WANTED—

ORPHEUM THEATER
SPRING STREET BETWEEN SECOND AND THIRD.

Clarence Drown. Manager. Vaudeville. Orpheum attrac-
tions, tne standard everywhere.

BANKS-
BANK OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

SEVENTH AND BROADWAY. Los Angeles. A eeneral
banking; business tranacted, commercial and savings. Lietters
of credit. Investment bonds.

SECURITY SAVINQS BANK
MORE THAN 61,000 depositors. Resources exceed

$29,000,000. Special ordinary deposits, 3 per cent. Term
deposits, 4 per cent. Largest safe deposit vaults in tne west.
Security Bldg. Fifth and Spring streets.

SOUTHERN TRUST COMPANY
114 WEST FOURTH street, Los Angeles. Capital $1.-

000,000. Surplus and profits $205,000. Resources, $6,200. -

000. Commercial, trust and savings business transacted.
Safe deposit and storage vaults.

CONGENIAL MAN WORKING without gloves desires
farm, ranch work. Tutors cultured French, German and
other languages. Correspondence solicited. Staens, 523
Ninth street, Oakland, California.

STUDIO BUILDINGS—

BLANCHARD HALL
STUDIO BUILDING devoted exclusively to Music, Art

and Science. Largest Studio building in the Weet. F. W.
Blancnard, 233 S. Broadway, Los Angeles.

WINES-

MISTLETOE VINEYARD COMPANY WINES
CALIFORNIA'S highest type vintages, especially selected

for eastern trade. Send a case to your eastern friends.
C. F. A. Last Company, proprietors, Los Angeles.

TOILET ARTICLES-

RESTAURANTS AND RESORTS-

VENICE.
"SHIP CAFE"

Ward McFadden Proprietor. 5 entertainers.

FINGER NAIL POLISH
SEND 10 CENTS for a 25 cent package of Finger Nail

Polish. A trial order of just what you want. 218 New
High St., Los Angeles, Cal.

ANYVO THEATRICAL COLD CREAM Prevents early wrinkles. It is not afreckle coating; it re-

moves them. ANYVO CO., 427 North Main St.,Los Angeles
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Will A. Kistler Co.

We are REAL PRINTERS, Publishers and Bookbinders.

BIG JOBS. SMALL JOBS.

We print and bind everything from the modest pamphlet to
the most elaborate Book you may desire. Rare books
repaired.

We make a specialty of Commercial Printing: letter heads, i
bill heads, cards, envelopes, wedding stationery, etc.

*;

rt •% £^ New High

t

Street

«M'^*4^•H*<^•}'<^^'<^*^<''^^^'^^^^^^^^^^^<^^

1 doz. large bottles, $1.00;^bottle
s returned^

'2 dozTsmallbottles, $1.40; bottles returned

At the best dealers or pnone the brewery.
10857, or East 820

LOS ANGELES BREWING CO.



BE
a Real Booster for Southern

California and send this maga-

zine to your Eastern friends

for the nominal sum of $1.50

per year.

AGENEROUS quantity of

good reading as well as

many new features that are being

installed in Southem California.

See our June Vacation Number



3 D/wsTo Chicagot
An electric lighted train of

palatial drawing=room and

compartment sleepers, din=

ing and observation cars,

solid every day from^Los
Angeles to Chicago via Salt

Lake route, Union Pacific

and Northwestern.

Also has through sleeper
to Denver in two days
A very desirable train for

your Eastern trip at any
time.

Eastern ^Excursions at low
tares commence May 16.

Particulars at all ticket
offices or at

601 SO. SPRING ST.
Los Angeles

or;680 MARKET ST.,
San Francisco

J

ACCIDENTS UNNECESSARY
Carelessness is the cause of 99 per cent

\
of the accidents that liappen at street cross-

I ings and in getting on and off cars. It has
become so gross that in order to save life

;|
and limb the Los Angeles Railway Company
is now spending thousands of dollars in

spreading the gospel of safety under the

direction of the lectures of the Public Safety

League.
Here are the rules of the league for the

prevention of accidents:

Never cross a street without looking in

both directions.

Never get on or off a moving car.

Never underestimate the speed of an

approaching vehicle—better wait a minute
than spend weeks in the hospital.

Never cross behind a car without assur-

ing yourself that there is not another com-

ing in the opposite direction.

Never stand on the steps.

Never let your children play in the streets.

Never get off backwards.

LOS ANGELES RAILWAY CO.

4»«iMM»4M}>.;..j..}..},,;.^MJ.^M}MJ.4.4MiM{M|»4.4MS.^»^MiMJM;MJM;»^Mi.4^

Los Angeles, Gal., May 18, 1909.
X

The Mathie Brewing Company,
1834-1858 East Main St.

Gentlemen :

Los Angeles, Cal.

::

For several years I tried different doctors and medicines for

indigestion, sleeplessness and nervousness, but to no avail. My
father asked me to try MATHIE'S MALT TONIC, and after

using it for some time I felt much better and my general health

was much improved, and I still continue to use it.

Yours truly,

PEARL ALDERETE.

MATHIE MALT TONIC
$1.50 PER DOZEN - - DELIVERED

The Mathie Brewing Co. los angeles, cal. %
Home Phone Ex. 942 Sunset Phone East 66

Please mention "Out West" when answering advertisers.



REDUCED
FARES
EAST

For the season of 191 1 special occasion excursion

tickets will be sold to many Eastern Points at

greatly reduced fares.

SOME SALE DATES
May 16, 17, 18, 19, 22, 23, 24, 25, 27, 28 and 29

June 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 14, 15, 16, 28, 29 and 30

July 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 19, 20, 26, 27, 28

Aug. 3, 4, 5, 14, 15, 16, 17, 21, 23, 28, 29, 30

Sept. 1,2,3,4,6, 7

SOME FARES
Denver, Colorado Springs, Pueblo $55.00

Omaha, Kansas City, Dallas, Houston 60.00

St. Louis, Memphis, New Orleans 70.00

Chicago 72.50

Minneapolis, St. Paul 73.50

Proportionately low fares to many other points.

All tickets limited to Oct. 31, 1911, final return

limit.

Make arrangements for your summer trip now.

For full particulars concerning fares, stopovers*

routes, additional sale dates, etc., address or call

on any agent of the

SOUTHERN PACIFIC

Los Angeles Offices:

600 South Spring Street

Arcade Station, Fifth and Central Ave.

Pasadena Office :

148 East Colorado Street

Just say "Out West" when answering advertisers.



THE MISSIONS

or CALirORNIA
form a picturesque historical reminder of the

notable pioneer labors which added an empire
to civilization. Those Missions are scattered

along the

SOUTHERN PACIFIC
COAST LINE
The "Shore Line Limited" leaving Los An=

geles at 8:00 A. M.; the "Coaster" at 8:10 A.

M.; "San Francisco Passenger" at 2:30 P. M.
"Sunset Express" at 6:15 P. M.; and the "Lark"

at 8:00 P. M. over the

ROADOF ATHOUSAND WONDERS
afford facilities for travel with comfort and

luxury in striking contrast with the dusty trail

of the Padres who walked El Camino Real from

Mission to Mission.

No one should visit California without taking

this trip, taking plenty of time as they journey
from Wonder to Wonder—from Los Angeles to

Santa Barbara, Santa Barbara to Paso Robles

Hot Springs, Paso Robles Hot Springs to Del

Monte, Del Monte to Santa Cruz, Santa Cruz to

San Jose, and San Jose to San Francisco.

SOUTHERN PACIFIC
Los Angeles offices:

600 South Spring Street

Arcade Station, Fifth and Central Avenue

Pasadena office:

148 East Colorado Street

When answering our advertisers please mention "Out West.



REOPENING OF

THE ORIGINAL
CASA VERDUGO

RESTAURANT AND PARK

REMODELED AND REFURNISHED
Excellent Table d' Hole

SPANISH DINNERS
Service the Best Cuisine unexcelled

Take GLENDALE cars from 6th and Main Sts. to Park Entrance

Pacific Electric Railway
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Los Angeles Investment Co.
333-335-337 South Hill Street

Founded in 1866 Established in Los Angeles 1895

Incorporated under the laws of California, May 29, 1899.

Resources

Balance due on houses being sold on monthly instalments,

mortgages, secured loans, and houses under construction $2,887,391.22

Building Material Companj'^ stock, including two lumber
'

yards, lumber and planing mills, warehouses, shops,

factories, wagons, etc 164,740.00
Stocks and Bonds - — 501,833.95
Real Estate (market value $2,682,950.00) 2,316,086.44
Fixtures 5,749.93
Cash on hand -- -- 288,004.60

$6,163,806.14

Liabilities

Dividends payable (uncalled for) $5,184.91
Gold Notes 102,100.00
Home Certificates - -- - 479,920.38

Mortgages on property purchased (not a

legal liability) 70,505.00 657,710.29

Net Assets

Capital stock paid in cash. — $2,162,175.00
Reserve (Surplus and Undivided Profits ) 3,343,920.85 5,506,095.85

$6,163,806.14

No unpaid bills.

The Principal Sources of Profit for Last Year Were:

REAL ESTATE $345,310.53
INTEREST - - : >. 240,586.36
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION . . 11,292.36

There were also miscellaneous profits from architectural, legal, insurance

rental and publishing departments. Quarterly, cash dividends were divided

among the stockholders amounting to $448,392.11.

NO INVESTOR IN THIS COMPANY HAS EVER FAILED TO RECEIVE ALL
OF HIS MONEY ON DEMAND.

Just say "C^ut West" when replying to advertisers
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EDITORIAL.

iMr. Roosevelt's western trip was pri-

marily political. While there was an
ostensible reason for his

Roosevelt coming—to fulfill cer-

Weakening. tain lecture arrange-
ments at the northern

universities—the obvious reason for the

trip was to ascertain the strength of

his political fences and to put in a board
here and a nail there, where repairing
seemed urgent.
The impartial observer is unable to

discern wheiciii Mi. Roosevelt has ac-

complished anything toward reviving
his waning influence in the nation's

affairs. On the contrary he vastly
weakened himself by reversing himself
on the recall of the judiciary, in speeches
made in Arizona and California. In
Arizona Mr. Roosevelt announced him-
self as against the recall of the judiciary.
In California he favored the recall;

perhaps, because he had then had

opportunity to confer with such politi-
cal sages as Mr. Meyer Lissner and Mr.
Edwin T. Earl. On no other hypothesis
can his quick turn about be explained.

Mr. Roosevelt, therein, merely showed
his true character.

He is an Opportunist.
At Ossawatomie he made glad the

heart of the granger and the horny
handed by delivering a speech that would
meet with the approval of that other

Populist, Mr. William Jennings Bryan.
In Massachusetts he was hand in

glove with that distinguished High Brow,
Mr. Henry Cabot Lodge, whom we

notice has the entire approval of the

American Woolen Mill company, the

particular defender of the wool schedule.

Who was that brilliant observer who
wrote of Napoleon that he would be a

Mohammedan in Mecca, a Catholic in

Rome, a Buddhist in India and a pagan
in Timbuctoo—or words to that effect?

That man must have had an intimation

that some time in the future, Theodore
Roosevelt would appear on the political
horizon—not Roosevelt by name, of

course, but Roosevelt in the essence.

Out West has enjoyed no particular

pleasure or discomfort by reason of Mr.
Roosevelt's coming, and has viewed
his progress through the state with no

curiosity and no feelings of pleasure or

pain or any other emotion. Indeed
we had ample opportunity to hear the

series of lectures delivered in the Greek
theater at Berkeley, under the patronage
and personal direction of that distin-

guished philanthropist Mr. Edwin T.

Earl. There would have been no ex-

pense attendant on us to hear those

lectures other than an expenditure of

twenty cents a day for ferry fares—and the price seemed high. In the

still watches of the night when all out-

side was peaceful and quiet, we managed
to read the text of the addresses which
Mr. Roosevelt made at Berkeley. There
was nothing new and nothing particularly
well said in any of these dissertations;

merely the same discussion of the virtues

of the Ten Commandments.
One sentence alone attracted. It is
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"I realize the harm done by the practice
of many men keeping their conscience
in separate compartments. Sometimes
a man has a Sunda}'' conscience and a

weekday conscience; sometimes it is

one conscience for private affairs, and
an entirely different conscience for busi-

ness,"

That should set some gentlemen to

thinking, gentlemen who have *

large

part in the newspaper and business
affairs of Los Angeles.
We nearly forgot

—there was another

tangible result of Mr. Roosevelt's visit.

It showed us who are the real anointed
in public affairs in the Republican party,
and who have been cast into outer dark-
ness. Those of our Southern California

readers who desire to know who occupy
the seats of the mighty should read the
list of Mr. Earl's guests at the luncheon
which was served to Mr. Roosevelt

by Mr. Earl in Los Angeles. That list

of the twenty eight answers all queries
as to

" Who is Who."

Governor Johnson has announced that

he intends to make a trip over the state

and inform the people of

Governor's each district how their

Responsibility, representatives and sena-

tors acted at Sacramento.
Mr. Johnson should amend this; he
should tell the people of each district

whether their representatives
" took pro-

gram" or not—for in effect this is what
the Johnsonian trip will show.

Why not be honest about it, and
tell the truth; that the legislature was
under the gubernatorial whip all of the

time that it was in session, and did

what Mr. Johnson dictated?

We have been told that the branches
of government are three—legislative,
executive and judicial. The Constitu-

tion so reads. But since the "reform"
era floated in, in the persons of Hiram
W, Johnson and others, there have been
but two active branches, the executive
and judicial. Of these the judicial has
been given a thrashing. "The legisla-
ture of California has done, absolutely,
Johnson's bidding. Toward the close

of the session, it executed some splendid
political sidesteps that prevented the

governor from having to commit him-

self more than he already has, as the tool
and hand}'- man of the labor union coterie

that rules San Francisco.

Out West does not especially care to
re\aew the proceeding of this legislature.
Much radical legislation was attempted
and some was adopted. The legislature
did a good many things that we approve
and a good many that we do not approve.
Its actions were so complete!}' dominated
by the Governor, that the people will

know in what direction to look for

responsibility for any failures that may
develop. There can be no dodging by
Mr. Johnson, a practice at which he is

more than adept.

San Francisco has asked for and has
obtained more time in which to prepare

data to convince a board

Plenty of of army engineers that
Water Without the Hetch-Hetchy source
Hetch- Hetchy. of water supply is needed

for municipal purposes
in conjunction with the proposed Lake
Eleanor supply. San Francisco must
also show that there are no other suit-

able and available water supplies to
be had. The hearing was set for June,
but has been postponed until December.

By that time, perhaps, the proponents
of the Hetch-Hetchy proposition will

"see another light" and ask for an in-

definite postponement; at least we hope
that this will prove to be true.

The San Francisco water situation

has been greatly clarified in the passage
of a new eminent domain law, by the
last legislature. We know personally
that San Francisco has been haggling
with the Spring Valley Water Company
for a matter of twenty five years, with

purchase of the company's plant in view.

But the city authorities and the com-

pany have never been able to agree.
We are inclined to think that any
price the city may pay, not wholly
outside of reason, would prove to be a

good investment for the city. Certainly
the city of Los Angeles never received

$2,000,000 worth of water works material
when it took over the City Water Com-
pany's plant about ten years ago, but no
one can deny that it was a wonderful
investment nevertheless. At times only
a few million dollars have stood between
the Spring Valley Water Company and
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the city of San Francisco. Only the

most crass variety of shortsightedness
has balked that transfer time and again.

Out West has all along contended

that there was no necessity, immediate
or remote, for San Francisco to despoil
the people of the United States of a

portion of the Hetch-Hetchy valley,
on the specious plea that this water

is required for the use of the city.

We have all along contended that the

only reason which actuated San Francisco

in its attempt to corral this valley, is

that it is CHEAP to do so. Disguise
it as the advocates of the Hetch-Hetchy
scheme may, there is no question that

at the bottom of the proposition San
Francisco aims to secure from the people
of the United States a low priced supply
of water; there is ample water elsewhere

which San Francisco could have if the

city were in a frame of mind, but as

you know, Business is Business and
water usually costs money in California.

What the Hetch-Hetchy despoilers
will have to say to the latest survey of

the property of the Spring Valley Water

Company we are at a loss to predict.
At the present rate of increase of San
Francisco this' company controls pro-

perty which will supply enough water
for the city until 1956. The last

survey of the company's property shows
that in the counties of San Francisco,

Alameda, San Mateo and Santa Clara

counties this company owns and controls

96,266 acres of land, and riparian rights
to a trifle more. The company is now
supplying 40,000,000 gallons of water

daily, and its properties can be developed
to produce a supply of 125,000,000

gallons daily. The present pumping
capacity is 79,000,000 gallons daily.

It is a matter of no concern to us
whether the city buys the Spring Valley
system or whether it goes elsewhere,
so long as it does not invade the rights
of all of the people of the United States

by practically appropriating and seques-
tering nearly half of a great national

playground. The Spring Valley pro-
position concerns us a^ merely showing
where the city can obtain one of four-

teen or fifteen water supplies, without

depriving all of the people of their rights.

Candidly, after an examination of

the situation in San Francisco, we think

that the legislature haying given muni-

cipal corporations the right of eminent
domain over public service corporations,
the best policy for the authorities of

San Francisco is to try to buy Spring
Valley at a fair figure by negotiation;
and if this will not answer, to condemn
the property under the right thus given.
And then it would be a deal more credit-

able to San Francisco's sense of public
spirit and decency to drop that Hetch-

Hetchy plan. We called it vandalism
in the first of our recent series of articles

about the proposition, and while we
have heard from many eminent gentle-
men in San Francisco like James D.
Phelan and from personal friends like

Marsden Manson, who is also urging the
scheme forward, nothing has yet been
said to alter our original impression.
December will tell the story. But

before that time, let San Francisco

gracefully withdraw from a bad situa-

tion.

The following communication tells its

own story:

SAVE LAKE ELEANOR.
113 7th St., Aurora, Neb., Mar. 28, 1911.

Editor Out West,
Sir:—

I am in receipt of your March number
of Out West and have read with much
interest Mr. William Frederick Bade's
article. "Facts and Illusions About
Hetch-Hetchy," replying to Mr. James
D. Phelan's article in February Out

West, advocating San Francisco's grab-
bing and usurpation and destruction of

both Lake Eleanor and the Hetch-Hetchy
which would furnish more water, by six

times, than the whole of the so-called

"Bav Cities" would ever need—except
for graft

—of ample water supply. The
stupendous grab of the water and elec-

tric power of the Tuolumne "Grand
Canyon," seems to me the principal
motive of San Francisco's greedy official-

dom.
Mr. Bade's reply is excellent and true

in substance. I am glad to get it,

though I can but wish he had have
lengthened out his discussion somewhat
more and dug still further into Mr.
Phelan's sophistry, for the "half is not

yet told." I especially wish Mr. Bade
had devoted a very strong and vigorous
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page or two to the saving of Lake Eleanor
as well as Hetch-Hetchy, because as I

have set forth in the article I sent a year
ago to the Editor of

" Out West I see

clearly and from many other indications,
but also unmistakably from Mr. Phelan's

article—that if San Francisco is allowed

to get a foot-hold in the Park, she will

just as surely, if she does not get Hetch-

Hetchy now, later on and before many
years, make again the most strenuous

attempt on the Hetch-Hetchy. Hence
the only safety to keep Hetch-Hetchy at

all is to keep the city utterly out of the

Park.
J. R. Branson.

The city of Los Angeles being com-
mitted to the policy of censoring plays,

the official censor—
Censorship

— in this case, the city

What It Should Be. prosecutor
—

appears
to be overladen with

responsibility. Mr. Guy Eddie, the pros-

ecutor, desires that a board of censors

shall share with him the responsibilities

of this arduous task.

"The Girl from Rector's" is the most
notable theatrical attraction which has

fallen under Mr. Eddie's ban. "The
Queen of the Moulin Rouge" after hav-

ing been pruned somewhat carefully,

passed muster. It so happens that

both of these much discussed "shows"
are absolutely silly and inane things,
not worth production on any stage and
not worth half of the attention which
has been thrust upon them. They are

the quintessence of vapidness and are

only desired by tired or slightly degener-
ate brains. Their permanent effect is

nil.

While Mr. Eddie's appeals for help
in the weighty job of censoring were at

their height, Olga Nethersole came to

Los Angeles with one of those "problem"
plays in which she has debased her talents

for perhaps a quarter of a century. We
were going to say for a longer period of

time, but have no desire to reflect upon
or to make a guess at the lady's age.

Be this as it may, the latest vehicle for

Miss Nethersole's unquestioned talents

is "The Redemption of Evelyn Vaudray."
It is just the old story of most of the

problem plays
—a wife tired of a prosaic

husband, an episode with another man,

and a return to the husband; just a

little tale of the gutter.
Sane and normal thinking people are

at a loss to imagine why a woman of

the marvelous ability of Miss Nethersole

does not seek something better, something
more worthy of the ability with which
Nature and study have endowed her.

She is one of the really great actresses

of the day and yet she brings us year
after year her sublimated portrayals
of the public or the private woman of

no repute. To make matters worse,
Miss Nethersole casts about these ques-
tionable characters a glamor and a

romance that would lead the unthinking
and the unknowing to believe that there

might be something admirable in such

characters. "Camille," in her hands,
becomes a radiant creature instead of

being
—as the real Camille was—the

dissolute descendent of a line of disso-

lute nobodies; Mrs. Tanqueray, in "The
Second Mrs. Tanqueray" is a woman that

no self respecting woman who holds to

modern ideas of morals, would care to

associate with, but Miss Nethersole

can secure from her auditors oceans of

pity for Mrs. Tanqueray in theory, if

not in the flesh. Any play that seeks

to place the public woman in any other

than the position that she occupies
—

usually from choice—is destructive of

morals and harmful to every one who is

attracted by the lure of Miss Nethersole's

talent. There is nothing attractive

about the real public woman—she is

just a poor, miserable, money-seeking
specimen, whose shallowness and meaness
and greediness are written all over her,

in spite of anything that she may do to

hide these discrepancies. Why glorify

such women, as Miss Nethersole does,

when there is nothing to glorify except

Kipling's "rag and a bone and a hank
of hair."

Dramatic censorship is all very well

when it is tempered with reason and

free from cant and hypocrisy and the

blatherskite of reforming zealots. But
a censorship that condemns theatrical

asininities like
" The Girl from Rector's"

and permits the exploitation of the pro-

blem plays like Miss Nethersole touches

with the fire of genious, fails of its pui--

pose. We do not marvel at Mr. Eddie's

desire to transfer his responsibilities to
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a board of censors. He has neither the

qualifications nor the discernment to

discriminate between the surface indi-

cations of immorality and the real and

deep seated article.

An immoral play portrayed by Olga
Nethersole may affect the course of a

human life; "The Girl from Rector's"

is forgotten at once.

During the past month there has
been a deal of negotiation and talking,

all under cover, in regard

Corporation to the new municipal rail-

Blindness way to San Pedro. The
outcome of the negotia-

tions is that the road will be built; the

city administration intends, if possible,
to make the municipal railway one of

the "achievements" of which it will

brag, and to which it will "point with

pride," as politicians put it.

If this road is built rulers of the steam
lines have only themselves to blame.
A coterie of railway men can assemble
over a good lunch and for business

reasons which appear good to them,
can justify any system of freights and
fares. Were the county' roads between
San Pedro and Los Angeles in even
fair condition, it would be possible to

iiaul freight by traction cheaper than
the railroads charge. A rail freight
rate which is higher than traction

freight, can never be justified in the eyes
of the public, and however much rail-

road men may have thought to the con-

trary in years past, the public is the
final arbiter in matters of this sort.

The trouble with railroads and with

many of the public service corporations
is that the men responsible for their

relations with the people too often
lose sight of the fact that reasonableness
must characterize all dealings with the

public. The corporation powers do not
mix enough with ALL of the people;
they mix with men high in finance,
in the clubs and in social life, but they
do not get the point of view of the man
who works with his hands, but whose
vote is every whit as effective as the
vote of the biggest manager of the biggest
bank in the state of California or any-
where else. The railroad people deceive
themselves into thinking that they get
the gist of public thought by talking to

the classes'^we'^have named. Even if

these classes know the truth few men
will incur the scorn or the ire of the rail-

road or public service corporation mag-
nates by telling them the truth as they
see it.

Too often it happens, for the good of

the corporations involved, that the bright
men who go to make up its active work-

ing force, do not recognize a storm when
one is brewing. They have not had the

insight to get to cover when a small

black cloud gathers on the horizon;
the Kansas farmer knows what that
cloud means, in the literal sense; the
wise public service corporation man
is he who recognizes when to stand
from under and when to compromise.
In the long run he gets the worst of it

in a straight cut fight with the people,
because the people are bigger and more
numerous than he.

There should never have been a situ-

ation which called for the action of the

Alexander administration in deciding
to build a municipal road; the question
of freights and fares should have been

adjusted to the satisfaction of the public

long before this.

Some of these thoughts in regard to

the relations of the service corporations
with the people arise out of the receipt of

the annual report of the directors of the
American Telephone & Telegraph Com-
pany, for the year ending December
31, 1910. Theodore N. Vail, the presi-
dent of this gigantic corporation is

shrewd enough to see in which direction

the wind is blowing, shrewder than
most railway men of whom we have

any knowledge, excepting always those
two Wise Old Owls, E. P. Ripley of the
Santa Fe road and James J. Hill of the
Great Northern. We have never had

any great amount of reverence for the
methods surrounding the financing of

various telephone companies, and we
read with sheer joy this excerpt from
the pen of Mr. Vail:

"What is and should be condemned,
prevented and punished, is the abuse
made of corporate machinery to the
detriment of public welfare."

That is putting it mighty pleasantly.
The Pacific States Telephone company,
which is controlled by the American
is engaged right now in a struggle with
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the people of Los Angeles over the

question of rates. This company has

always demanded and expected a higher
rate than that paid for the competing
service, and has never given the munici-

pal corporation as much in return for

various franchises and privileges. This

corporation, for some occult reason,
has usually induced public officials in

Los Angeles to accept its complacent
assumption of superior position. About
the acme of unwisdom, it seems to us,

was for this company to sow the wind

by resisting a fair rate fixed by
the city authorities. The whirlwind

will come later—and in the form of a

much more stringent form of muni-

cipal control or perhaps in municipal

owTiership. Always remember there is

a law in existence to-day under which
this corporation's property can be con-

demned for the public use.

This is not said in any spirit of hos-

tility towards the company, but merely
as a passing comment on the peculiarity
of the corporation man's mind to reject

things which he does not like and smugly
assume that his thought is public

thought. As for the Home Telephone
Company, being somewhat familiar with

the mode of disposing of the bonds of

the concern, we cannot see wherein

the company has much right to ask for

dividends on its preferred stock, let alone

on the common stock.

While Mr. Vail in his report makes
the broad statement that all the com-

panies should have is a fair rate which
will insure the payment of the interest

on the bonds and will insure the main-

tenance and extension of the plant, and
a FAIR RATE OF DIVIDENDS on

the stock issues, he does not realize that

the public of this dav and generation is

prone to ask " WHAT THESE ISSUES
OF STOCK REPRESENT."

The late David Graham Phillips, pos-
sessed in eminent degree the gift of

clarity of statement. In the

Brutal— course of a story "The Grain

But True, of Dust" now running in

the "Saturday Evening Post"

•he describes a meeting between Gallo-

way, a case hardened millionaire of the

eagle type, and Frederick Norman, a

corporation lawyer who knows his bus-
iness. Mr. Phillips writes:

"We Americans are probably nearest
to children of any race in civilization.

The peculiar conditions of life—their

almost Arcadian simplicity
—up to a

generation or so ago, gave us a false

training in the study of human nature.
We believe what the good preacher,
the novelist and the poet, all as ignorant
of life as our nursery books, tell us about
the human heart. We fancy that, in a
social system modeled upon the cruel

and immoral sj'stem of Nature, success
is to the good and the kind. Life is

like the pious story in the Sunday School

library; evil is the exception, and to

practice the simple virtues is to tread
with sure step the highway to riches and
fame. This sort of ignorance is taught,
is proclaimed, is apparently accepted
throughout the country. Literature and
the drama, representing life as it is

dreamed b)^ humanity, life as it perhaps
may be some day, create an impression
that defies the plain daily and hourly
mockings of experience. Because weak
and petty offenders are often punished
the universe is pictured as sternly en-

forcing the criminal codes enacted by
priests and lawyers. But, though all

the world, half inclines to this agreeable

mendacity about life, only in America,
of all civilization is the mendacity accept-
ed as gospel, and suspicion about it

frowned upon as the heresy of cynicism.
So the Galloways prosper and are in

high moral repute. Some day we shall

learn that a social system that is nearly
a slavish copy of Nature's barbarous
and wasteful sway of the survival of

the toughest, could be and ought to be

improved upon by the intelligence of

the human race. Some day we shall

put Nature in her proper place as kinder-

garten teacher and drop her from God-

ship, and erect enlightened human un-

derstandings instead. But that is a

long way off. Meanwhile the Gallo-

ways will reign and will assure us that

they won their success by the Decalogue
and the Golden Rule—and will be believ-

ed by all who seek to assure for them-
selves in advance almost certain failure

at material success in the arena of action.

"But such things will not be believed

by men of ambition pushing resolutely
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for power and wealth. So Frederick

Norman knew precisely what he was

facing when Galloway's tall gaunt, figure
and face of a bird of prey appeared be-

fore him. Galloway had triumphed and
was triumphant not through obedience,
to the Sunday sermons and the silly

novels, poems and plays and the nonsense

chattered by the obscure multitudes

whom the mighty few exploit, but

through obedience to the conditions

imposed by our social system. If he

raised wages a little it was in order that

he might have excuse for raising prices
a great deal. If he gave away millions,

it was for fame, and usually to quiet
the scandal over some particularly
wicked wholesale robbery. No, Gallo-

way was not a witness to the might of

altruistic virtue as a means to triumph.

Charity and all the other forms of chic-

anery by which the many are defrauded
and fooled by the few—those "virtues"

he understood and practiced but Jus-

tice—humanity's age-long dream that

at first seems to glitter as a hope in the

horizon of the future—justice
—not legal

justice nor moral justice, but human
justice

—that idea would have seemed
to him ridiculous, Utopian, something
for the women and children and the

reformers."

There is a sermon in those two para-

graphs, but a sermon that the preachers
do not preach. It is brutal but true.

While there is apparent a deep under-

current of dissatisfaction among the

people who bought
Land Show and space and made ex-

Its Lessons. hibits at the recent

land show at the

Shrine Auditorium, it is not likely that

these expressions of discontent will gain

very wide currency. The land show

taught exhibitors what to avoid in the

future, and while it failed of its immediate

purpose, as a lesson it will not be for-

gotten when the next proposition of the

sort is undertaken.

The land show was promoted for the

purpose of giving the visiting public
—

homeseekers and colonists—an oppor-

tunity to see what the Pacific Coast and

especially Southern California had to
offer in the way of products and ad-

vantages. These people were to see

the products, to have explained the
modes of growing the principal products,
to learn the peculiar advantages of many
of the principal agricultural and horti-

cultural sections. In other words the

primary object of the exhibtion was
educational.

It failed, very largely, of this purpose.
It did so because the people who were

really wanted by the buyers of exhibition

space did not appear in any large num-
bers. The exhibitors were not there
from any philanthropic motives; they
were there to do business, either for

personal advantage or for the advantage
of some section or county or valley, as

the case might be.

The attendance was fairly good, but
not of the classes that the exhibitors
wanted.

They wanted home seekers and colon-

ists; they got a run of people from Los

Angeles, to whom the story that the
exhibitors had to tell, was familiar.

The vast number of home seekers and
colonists who are in this section of Calif-

ornia at the present moment, passed by
the show. There was even perpetrated
the absurdity of giving a "society night"—as if the chap with land to sell in

small tracts in the country cares how
many people in "society" go to such a
show. Why not a "free night?"
To people who have sold their little

holdings in the east and have come to

California to make a new home, fifty

cents, the price of admission, often

appears as a pretty large sum of money.
The writer has talked with a few of

the real homeseekers, and has failed to

find one who went to the show. One
man, who represented a party of ten

adults, admitted that he did not intend
to take the party to the show because,

beginning and end, to do so would be to

involve an expenditure of several dollars.

The management made a grave mis-

take in not placing the price of admission
at twenty five cents or even at ten cents.

At twenty five cents, an attendance of

at least four times the actual attendance
could have been secured. Probably it

would have been good policy, too, to
have given each exhibitor a block of
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tickets for judicious use among customers
as a means of inducing these to settle

somewhere on the coast.

So, in truth, the exhibition simmered
down to an exhibition of things to people

already informed.

Such an exhibition fails of its purpose
if it is to be considered solely from the
commercial view point of its promotors.
The model of this show, we are told,
was an exhibition that was given under
the direction of the Chicago "Tribune"
some time ago.

Those who paid in their money for

the space, here, could well afford it.

The transportation companies were heavy
investors in space, but even they pro-
vided money in the expectation that the

exhibition would build up business along
their lines. That is why every railroad

spends money in this direction. They
were in just as badly, on this occasion,

however, as those real estate dealers

who have country property to sell.

There is room for this sort of an ex-

hibition every year, but the underlying
thought must be to attract strangers,
and not to cater to the local people.

Country "real estaters" do not long for

the attendance of Los Angeles people,

for, in spite of the cry of "back to the

land" the city man's idea of a country
place is not in consonance with the devel-

opment ideas that the railroad com-

panies and the country real estate men
have in mind.

All lovers of the beautiful who can

possibly find it convenient to be in

San Diego on the 17th of
" The Aroma April, should make a

0/ Athens.^' point of attending the

Athenian flower festival

which will be given on the evening of

that day, at the Greek Theater at Point
Loma. The historical production, "The
Aroma of Athens" will be presented by
the Woman's International Theosophical
League, assisted by the students at the

Theosophical Headquarters at Point
Loma and the pupils of the Raja Yoga
schools.

The people of Los Angeles have far

too few opportunities to witness the

dramatic presentations of the theoso-

phists who make their headquarters at

Point Loma. Not since "A Midsum-

mer Night's Dream" was shown at the
Auditorium some years ago, with an

amazing fidelity to details and costuming,
has there been any local production of

plays by the Point Loma people.
"The Aroma of Athens" was shown

at the Isis theater in March, and held

the auditors spellbound with its magic
reproduction of ancient Greek life. But
this production in the Isis theater is

but a minature of what will be done in

the production in the Greek theater at

Point Loma.
The accoustic properties of this theater

are as perfect as those of the better

known but not superior Greek theater at

Berkeley, or the Mormon tabernacle

at Salt Lake. There is unlimited space
for the production of scenic effects and
the background is the Pacific itself.

Of "The Aroma of Athens," a well

known eastern newspaper writer who
was present at the first performance at

Isis theater writes as follows:

"In 'The Aroma of Athens' there is

a new note struck which will echo
down the ages. It marks the begin-

ning of a new era of dramatic art.

The wonderful accuracy of the repro-
ductions of Athenian costumes and

scenery more consummate than that

of Henry Irving, and I have seen him
in his own theater in London, would
seem impossible from a master in stage

management who had not only visited

old Hellas, but had lived there and be-

came saturated with its local color and

atmosphere and had also been one of

the greatest of living Greek scholars and
historians. Down to the smallest de-

tail the air of verisimilitude was pre-
served.

"The scene was laid in the Akademe,
one of the public parks of Athens, an
olive grove laid out with walks about a

mile outside the city, which by the way
could be reproduced here in San Diego,
where the olive grows to as great per-
fection as in old Greece.

"The occasion was the Athenian
flower festival, or Anthesteria, which

gives one a comprehension of the home
life of Athenians such as can be gained
in no other way, and of which the

most unremitting study of Grecian ar-

chaeology would convey but the faintest

idea. The dialogues, which have fam-
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iliarity on account of their resemblance
to those of Plato, introduce many of the

characters which he has preserved in

his matchless and deathless masterpieces.
"The first dialogue, the welcome to

Pharnabazus, the Persian, is instruct-

ive and symbolical, as it brings into

sharp relief the difference between the

Persian and Grecian civilizations, as

shown in the racial differences between
the Persians and Greeks, their style of

dress, their habits and customs, accent-

uating the difference naturally existing
between those of a monarchy of the east

and the free citizens of a republican city,
or rather republic, of the west.

"The dark-skinned and turbaned visi-

tors, garbed in magnificent brocaded
stuffs of the Persian looms, confronted
the light-skinned, simph' clad and easy

moving Greeks, whose flowing linen

garments did not hamper their steps as

(lid the gorgeous robes of the Persians.

The Persians possessed the air of power
which comes from the consciousness
of power of life and death over the lives

of their fellows. The Greeks moved with
the sense of power and freedom which
comes from the sense of power over one's

self.

"After the welcome to Pharnaba-

zus, in which Euripides, Pericles and

Aspasia, Diotima, Myrto and Deino-
mache took part, came an interlude

in which songs, dances, recitations and

games by the children from the Raja
Yoga academy made an impressive
and beautiful effect.

"Raja Yoga is said to mean equal
mindedness, or even mindedness, and

anyone seeing these children, some of

whom were just able to toddle, could
not help believing that the name was
well applied. These children, in a mar-
velous manner, went through their parts
with an equal mindedness and poise
that veteran players could not have
bettered or even equaled.

"
'By their fruits ye shall know

them' was said once by one who was,
and is, supposed by a large majority
of the western world to have sounded
the depths of wisdom. Whatever the

system employed by Mrs. Katherine

Tingley, the results as shown in her

training are almost beyond concep-
tiottji^and if she could give the same

results with grown up actors and act-

resses, San Diego instead of Paris would
soon be generally recognized as the

training school for dramatic art."

Katherine Tingley has always held

the drama to be one of the most im-

portant features in true education, and
in 1898, shortly after the foundation

by her of the Isis League of Music and

Drama, she revived the spirit of the
ancient drama of Greece by the presen-
tation of the "Eumenides" of Aeschylus
at the Carnegie Lyceum, New York.
This was the first presentation of ancient

Greek drama in the English language
in this country, thus bringing its beauties

and educative value within the reach
even of those unfamiliar with the Greek

language. Shortly afterward the "Eu-
menides" was given in other places and
later at Point Loma.

Economists the country over will

watch with undisguised interest experi-

P 7 nnA'nn rnents in municipal own-
E, . ^ ership and management
Expenments. ^^

^^^^^^ railroads, which
will be carried on in San Francisco and
Los Angeles in the next five years.
The conditions surrounding each of

these roads are vastly different, and if

a fair trial of management and construc-

tion is given, it will be pretty well de-

monstrated whether a municipal cor-

poration can operate any sort of electric

line with profit.

The San Francisco enterprise is,

strictly speaking, a street railway. The
experiment is to be made on the Geary
street line which operates through a

thickly settled portion of the community.
There is no long haul, and the road is

such that now, if ever, a city should do
business at a good profit. The projectors
of the road are having difficulty in financ-

ing it, as bond buyers, banks and financial

institution generally are avoiding the
bonds. If the bonds are sold, it will

have to be among the body of the people.
There is also present the element of

uncertainty which prevails whenever
an irresponsible element is in municipal
control. The bonds of the city of San
Fanrcisco ought at all times to be readily

salable, if not through the ordinary
channels of making bond sales, then to

anybody and everybody who comes
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along. But as long as the city govern-
ment is in present hands bond buyers
will look with doubt on any securities

issued to advance any of their proposi-
tions. Nevertheless if municipal owner-

ship and management of street railways
can succeed anywhere, it ought to be

possible to make the Geary street road
a bright and shining example.
The road which Los Angeles proposes

to build will be of a different pattern
and will be operated under entirely
different circumstances. There will be
no closely built section of the city from
which revenue is to be drawn; nor, in-

deed, is the revenue from the city proper
considered in any of the calculations.

Primarily, the road is to be built as a

means of bringing down the existing

freight charges between Los Angeles
and San Pedro and then to hold them
down. There is another feature—that
the road may act as an inducement to

transcontinental railways to build here,

using the municipal road as a terminal

within the city, under proper leasing

arrangements. The element which is

at present in control of the city's affairs

disclaims any intention of trying to

make the municipal road a revenue pro-

ducer; if it runs even and does what the

projectors intend, they will be satisfied.

The road is to go through a district that

is not closely settled, and hence will

not produce much way passenger busi-

ness. Neither will it produce much
through passenger business, largely on
account of the fact that it cannot receive

or land passengers as close to the business

center of Los Angeles as can its privately
owned competitors. But it can and

probably will do a big freight business,
for the reason that it will have every
whit as good advantages as the privately
owned competitors for the transactions

of business.

We are doubtful about the financial

success of this enterprise because we
know that the city never gets as good
service from its employees as do privately
owned companies. The city never com-
mands the loyalty that a private com-

pany does, nor the efficiency, nor the

unquestioning obedience. We are doubt-
ful about the previous estimates that

have been made as to cost, because these

have come from unreliable sources, such

as from councilmen who have no ex-

perience whatever in this line. Now
that the city has employed an expert
of known reputation and ability, this

matter will undoubtedly take on another

aspect. To build a road worth while
to San Pedro is going to cost money
and plenty of it; and the haphazard
guesses at $10,000 a mile will look silly
when the problem is studied to the
bottom. The expert employed by the

city has already put a damper on a cheap
road by calling attention to the splendid
equipment and construction of the elec-

tric lines in operation in this section

of California. Anything less will not
do for the city road.

Interesting indeed is the publication
called the "Mineral Resources of the

United States for 1909"

Neglected which contains a chap-
Mining Chances, ter by Douglas B. Ster-

rett on the production
of semi-precious stones in California and
other states of the far west. The total

value of these stones, according to the

chapter was $534,380 in 1909 as against

$416,063 in 1908, and there is every
prospect that the production will show
an increase when the' reports of 1910 have
been compiled.
The increase is due largely to the larger

droduction of turquoise, chrysoprase,
californite and kunzite, most of which
are characteristically California produc-
:^ions. A new gem stone from this state

has been added in benitoite, from San
Benito county, California, a beautiful

blue stone which resembles sapphire.
Californite resembles jade in color, tex-

ture and hardness. It is expected to

be a coming gem stone.

Of course the mining of turquoise and
kunzite will continue and the demand
for these stones shows no sign of diminu-
tion.

Writing of these stones reminds us

that there several branches of mining in

California which are either little known
or are neglected. For instance how
many people in Southern California

know that anything about the quick-
silver mining of this state? To be sure

there is no mining of this character south

of San Benito county, but there is a belt

in the coast range where it is carried on
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and even little is known about it outside

of the people who follow this sort of

gambling—for it is gambling, if the term
can be applied to the most pockety sort

of mining the world can show.
How many people are there who know

that stibnite, the ore of antimony
occurs in many places in this state;
how much effort is there to extract this

metal, which is worth perhaps 12 or 13
cents a pound right here in Los Angeles?
Who knows anything about the de-

posits of chrome iron ore, used in the
manufacture of chrome steel, and in the
manufacture of the chrome colors, yel-
low and green, and in the chrome inks?
These inks are used in printing green-

backs and National Bank notes that go
to make up the paper money of this

country.
What is known of the deposits of

platinum which may be developed in

the beach sands of the northern coast,
in Del Norte county and over the state

line into Oregon?
Bringing the question closer to our

doors, how many people are there in

Los Angeles who have the faintest notion
of the production of kunzite in San
Diego county?

All of which goes to show that there
are no end of opportunity in California

for original work in mining, let alone
in other line of endeavor.

Song of A Thousand Charms.
by W. R. Reece.

I sing you a Song of a Thousand
Charms though poor in words and slow
of speech. It is the Song itself that

gives me voice, else I should be both
dumb and void of ear. Often in the

night I wake—this Song surges

through my heart and will not hold

its melody. And with the coming of

the day I hear it still, and till the night
again returns, it gladdens all of life.

Who hears this Song is ever vibrant
with its thrill. His every motion gives
it voice and form. It gives him kinship
with the birds and flowers; transports
from earth to heaven; brings up from
death to life. Who tunes aright his

ear has quickened both his heart and
breath and all Creation's mystery sees

with a clearer eye. So many secrets

are made kno\^'n to him, he knows no
worth of his could ever claim such bound-
less meed, and tears of deep humility
and joy spring from the fountains of

his heart.

From out of certain days or moments,
places, times, I feel the hand of God

press forth to quicken in me thoughts
and feelings long forgot

—
long since

lost use of in the stressful life I've

lived these many barren years. But
with this Song I live again as once I

lived in childhood's day of bliss—free

from all care, or fear, or hate; with open

heart, attuned to Life's most tender note;

absorbing to the full the joy of life that
waits for all who will not dull the finer

senses of the Soul. I view this Paradise

again. I feel its air as once 'twas felt

in days of long ago. In one brief flash

it comes to me anew, bathed in a mellow,
glorifying light that lends it added sense
and charm.

Now of this Song I sing to you for

fear you have forgotten and think it

gone beyond recall. Not mine the Melo-

dy to give to you, but I would hear

you tune the Soul's long unused ear
and listen for an hour or day, with
heart expectant and the mind swept
clean.

Leave all and follow me! Forget your
business and your work and let me
show you God in nature, God in man.
Together let us listen for this Song.
Could you but hear one strain you'd
ne'er forget tho' life were kept ten
thousand years. This song will glorify

your life. 'Twill bless you with the

joy of life—bring peace and power that
is the end of wealth but which all wealth
can never give. No gold of earth can
ever live this Song for it is free—not

bought with money nor with price.
And I, who sing this Song to you are
am poor as any man, yet I am rich for
I have heard and in the hearing I have
found that God which all men seek.
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A Question.
By W. R. Reece.

Say, You, who ever want more money,
have you well considered whether the
time you work each day—six, eight or

nine hours as the case may be, would
suffice, if applied to the land to produce
the food you eat; to raising sheep and

weaving cloth, to make the clothes you
wear; to the creation of good books and

plays would afford the knowledge and
amusement you demand?

You are but one; can give back to
the race but one man's thought and
work. Still you receive the good re-

sulting from the welded effort of a

myriad men.
Know then, this truth, that till you've

called forth into useful act the utmost of

your talent, your capacity, you are in

shameful debt, and all repining for a

greater wage in life is but thrown away.

Portuguese Colonies in California.

By The Editor.

From what Out West has been able to

learn, the January issue of this magazine
has made an unconscionable amount of

stir in Alameda county, much of the

agricultural portion of which is given
over very largely to tens of thousands
of Portuguese immigrants and their

descendants. That issue of the magazine
contained a study of the Portuguese
element, made by a lady who has re-

sided in the district for several years.
The article was written at the request
of the editor of this magazine, and on
the whole Ovt West thought it a rather

complimentary notice to the Portuguese
than otherwise.

Students of immigration have noticed,
and regretfully, that the character of

immigration into the United States has
veered considerably in the past twenty
years. Time was when the United States

secured the bulk of its immigrants from
Ireland and Germany and in less num-
bers came the Scandinavian peoples
and the Scotch. These people have
been welcome; they assimilated readily

enough or are rapidly assimilating with
the American people because racially

they are our own body and blood.

But all has been changed. We have
been flooded with the south Italians;

the Portuguese from the Azores Islands

have come in far less numbers. This

brings up, very naturally whether the

introduction of the Latin cross will be
an improvement on the present Ameri-
can stock. It was as a study of a colony of

Portuguese that the article in the Jan-

uray Out West was written. We in

southern California know little, com-

paratively, of the Italians, and that little

is to their good. Northern California

knows them better. We understand
that neither the Portuguese nor the

Italians have shown much disposition
to intermarry with the element that was
here first, but this isolation cannot con-

tinue. Sooner or later an amalgamation
must be effected.

What will it be? Will it be an improve-
ment or a deterioration? No man can

prophesy.
Still more of a problem for the Ameri-

can people to solve is the immigration
of the mass of Slavonians who have been

pouring in on us from Southeastern

Europe in recent years. Little by little

they, too, will be dissolved into the

American race. Will the effect be good?
We cannot hazard a guess.
For those of us who live on the Pacific

Coast this problem of immigration is
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coming to an acute stage. Before many
years the Panama canal will be completed
and it will be possible to bring immi-

grants to the United States at very little

greater expense than they are now
brought to New York. They will come

by shiploads and the shiploads will be

of very frequent arrival.

The Panama canal will bring us plenty
of things to think about except the ques-
tion of freight rates.

In connection with this Portuguese

study we take the liberty of publishing
two letters one of which came indirectly
from an Oakland attorney and one of

which is our reply
to his letter. These

letters, we think, cover the proposition

pretty thoroughly, and for this reason

the correspondence is published:

Oakland, Calif., March 16, 1911

Mrs. Emily Yates Mowry,
Centerville,
California.

My dear Mrs. Mowry:
I have just read with consider-

able interest your article appearing
in the January Magazine number of

the Out West. I note in your
article the following statement—
"Here they have become a political

factor, and seek political office.

From only that of constable at

first, now they ask for the office of

.Justice of the Peace, and they are

getting it too." Might I venture

to ask if in your opinion there is

any legitimate reason why a man
otherwise qualified for any political
office should be barred from holding
that office by reason of the fact that

his ancestors hail from a certain

portion of the world?

The existence of the problem in

race amalgamation as suggested

by you in the article in question is

not apparent to me. After a more
or less extensive study in social

and political science I am at a loss

to learn wherein there lies a race

problem in the question of the

assimilation of the Portuguese
people. As I understand it the

American people are a cosmopoli-
tan people composed of the des-

cendants of those who have settled

on our shores. That there is no

more race problem connected with
the assimilation of the Portuguese
than there is connected with the

assimilation of the English or the
Irish. It appears to me that none
of these other peoples have any
greater prerogative to the title of

American than have the children

of Portuguese parents. Authori-

ties on socialogical matters, in

speaking of race problems consider,
to the exclusion of every other

matter the problem of assimilation

between the white, black, yellow
and red races and not between
different branches of the Caucasion
race.

I would like to state further

that you have, innocently perhaps,
done injustice to those of us who
have received some of the advan-

tages of a higher education, by
stating what is manifestly untrue,
that the children of Portuguese

parents are only fair students;
that not many of them reach an
excellent mark. In this connec-

tion, I would venture to suggest
that an examination of the stand-

ing of those of our people who have
attended the high schools, normal
schools and university will serve

to disabuse your mind of the idea

that we are only fair students,

and will in the event that you are

open to honest conviction, serve

to convince you that as a rule

the class leaders in the class in

which there are children of Portu-

guese ancestry are those very child-

ren.

Yours very truly,
L. Gonsalves.

March 28th, 1911.

L. Gonsalves, Esq.
Oakland, Cal.

My Dear Sir:—On my return from
a trip to San Francisco I find your
letter of March 16th. addressed to

Mrs. Mowry of Centerville. In-

asmuch as your letter contained

matter relating to the policy of

this publication, Mrs. Mowry
thought best to send it to me for

reply, and I think that in this she

did right.
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Now, Mr. Gonsalves, you have

opened up a large question. I take
it from your name that you are of

Portuguese birth or descent. As-

suming that this is true, let me on
the other hand say that I am as

much an American as any one can
be. My mother's people came to

this country from England as far

back as 1668; my father's people
were Scotch refugees after 1745.

So I rather think that I can speak
from the American point of view,
for my people have done their part
in peace and in every war in which
this country has ever engaged
from the time of the Revolution.

Suppose that instead of being
an American, I had been born in

Portugal; suppose that I had been
reared there; that I was as thorough
a Portuguese as I am an American;
suppose that fifty thousand new-
comers from America, or Germany,
or anywhere else settled in Portu-

gal. Would I, as a Portuguese,
be justified in making as close an

inquiry as I was able as to the

coming of these new settlers?

There can be but one answer to

that question.

Now, Mr. Gonzales, I disagree

absolutely as to your statement
that there is no more of a race

problem connected with the assimi-

lation of the Portuguese than there

is in the assimilation of the English
or the Irish. There IS, and most

decidedly.
The people of England, the basic

stock of the American people, are

a mixed race, the Keltic blood

being represented by the Irish,

the Welsh and the Scotch, and the
Germanic people and blood by
the invasion of the Angles, the

Saxons, the Danes and the Jutes,
about fifteen hundred years ago.
The English race is a cross-blood

between the Keltic and the Ger-
manic. The Norman invasion of

866 and the Norman domination
did not change the blood of England.
Now when we get Irish and Ger-
mans into the United States, we
get the same blood from which
the English people sprang. So

with the Scotch and the Welsh—
we get more Keltic blood. When
we get the Swedes and the Norweg-
ians and the Danes, we are merely
getting more blood of the Germanic

people. We are getting material
for more Anglo-Saxons.
We do not know what will be

the effect of a cross between the
north European blood—Germanic
and Keltic—and the Latin peoples.
In all history there is no record of

what this will produce. WTien I

say this, I mean a cross between
the Portuguese or the Spanish
or the French or the Italians,
and a north European people.
To determine whether this cross

would be good or bad, might
require a century; it will require
more than your opinion or mine.

Personally, I am not disposed
that there shall be any great amount
of experimenting either with the
Slavonian or the Latin cross. Most
of our immigration in late years
is from southern and southeastern

Europe, and whether it should
be permitted to come in an unin-

terrupted flood is to my mind,
doubtful. I am something of a
believer in the doctrine of wait and
see.

It seems to me that Mrs. Mowry
wrote an exceedingly friendly ar-

ticle about the Portuguese of Ala-

meda county- She wrote it at

my instance for I spent some time

right in Centerville looking into

what was to me an exceedingly

interesting question. I am told

that the educated portion of the

Portuguese population at Cente-

ville has little criticism to offer;

the opinions of those who are

still uneducated do not count.

Whether the few Portuguese born
and descended people who hold

minor offices are Portuguese or not,
does not count, either.

The great problem is whether it

is wise for this country to receive

the south European peoples. You
will find this discussion going on
in the best periodicals of the day.
As long as the south Europeans
continue to come in increasing
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numbers, the question will grow,
instead of recede. I think that

there was a good opportunity for

a study of the problem right there

in Alameda county, although per-

haps, Mrs. Mowry has not gone as

deeply into the question as would
a thoroughly trained man.

And I will confess that I cannot

say what I think of the question,

myself. There has been too little

intermarriage for one to draw con-

clusions. Intermarriage will event-

ually come as will the merging of

the races.

Will it be a good cross?

I confess I do not know. As
I said we know what the north

Europeans will amount to when
crossed—they make a new race

of Anglo-Saxons. But you and
I will never know what the Latin
blood will do when introduced into

the American; we will not live

long enough. All we can do is to

study and draw conclusions.

Thanking you, I am,
Very truly yours,

Winfield Scott

Editor

Municipal Lighting in Pasadena.

By W. S. Scott.

My study of the municipal lighting

question in Pasadena appears to have
disconcerted Messrs. Mersereau, Fogg
and Hotaling, the lighting committee
of the Pasadena city council to such an
extent that I am constrained to answer
their communication in the March number
of Out West, and put the answer in per-
sonal form. Nothing that these gentle-
men have said has caused me to change
the opinion that the Pasadena munici-

pal plant is in reality a failure.

Figures without end can be brought
to show the contrary but there is al-

ways a flaw.

For instance, I find by reports of the

operations of the plant that on January
1, 1911, the plant had 3,655 consumers
and an investment of $471,668.83. The
investment per consumer was $129.
The investment per consumer was $149
in the September previous.
Each additional consumer added in

1910 cost $43—not $25 as Messrs. Mer-

sereau, Fogg and Hotaling assert.

The Lighting Committee shows a

profit for operation at present rates.

How? By charging the city an out-

rageous price for lighting done by the

city. This is robbing Peter (the city)
to make Paul (the consumer) think he
is getting the best end of the deal. In-

asmuch as Paul pays extra in the form
of taxes, wherein does he benefit?

On this question I quote from the Pasa-
dena "Star" of June 15, 1910.

"The particular point at issue seems
to be as to the rate per kilowatt hour
the tax payers are paying for the so-

called forty watt street lamps which are

billed by the municipal plant at a fiat

rate of $12 per year each. The reports
to me show there are approximately
1000 of these lamps in service in Pasa-

dena, and that they burn on what is

termed the All-Night-Moonlight schedule.

"During a year's time there are approxi-

mately 3,000 burning hours in this sched-

ule, and if each lamp takes forty watts

per hour the annual result is 120,000
watt hours or 120 kilowatt hours con-

sumption per lamp. Dividing this into

the rate charged by the municipal plant
for this service is 10 cents per kilowatt

hour. Mr. Koiner now states that these

lamps consume 50 watts per hour. If

this is so the annual consumption per

lamp would be 150 kilowatt hours,

which, divided into the rate of $12 per
year, would give 8 cents per kilowatt

hour. The difference between these
two rates is immaterial to the point at

issue, namely, that the city is being over-

charged for this service. If this service
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were furnished on meter basis the present
schedule of the municipal plant would
prohibit a charge in excess of about 3
cents per kilowatt hour. Assuming Mr.
Koiner's statement of the consumption
per lamp this would mean a difference
of 5 cents per kilowatt hour or a total

overcharge in excess of $7,000. Mr.
Koiner has not mentioned the rate per
kilowatt hour he is receiving for this

service."

Then the Municipal Lighting Commit-
tee asserts that it is producing electricity
in a steam plant cheaper than the Edison

Company does with a water power plant.

Again let us see, quoting from the Pasa-
dena "Star" of March 22, 1910.

"The subject interested me to such
an extent that I sought engineering
advice, and find that the comparison
given is not correct, and undoubtedly
made up for the purpose of further con-

fusing the people. One of the signers
of the report at least is fully aware of

the fact that all of the electric current

generated at the station is not available
for selling to the customer, as there is a
loss in distribution between the station

and the customer of from 20 per cent,

to 35 per cent; and further, in figuring
the cost per k. w. h. the whole amount of

the current generated at the station has
been considered as against the mere

running expense of plant, without any-
thing being included for depreciation.
If we take the lowest percentage of loss

of current between the station and the

customer, 20 per cent., we find that in-

stead of 1,153,000 k. w. h. the city could
have sold only 922,400 k. w. h. Taking
the expense of operation as given in the

report at $23,901 would bring the operat-

ing cost up to $0.0259; then add to this

the cost per k. w. h. for $16,000
depreciation for eight months, $0.0173,
makes a total per k. w. h. of $0.0432,
and this does not include interest on the
bonds or the amount necessary to pay
them when they fall due. This figure
of $0.0432 is somewhat different from
the figure of $0.02007 used in the report
to show the average cost of operating
the steam plant as against the cost of

water power operation."
In other words the Lighting Committee

deliberately sought to confuse the public
with figures that will not bear close analysis.

There are some other points to which
attention should be paid. I quote the

following from Messrs. Mersereau, Fogg
and Hotaling:
"
Furthermore, the establishment of a

municipal lighting plant has had the effect

of bringing forth a spirit of civic loyalty
and consciousness, a confidence upon the

part of the people in their own public
utilitiesJ'

"Civic loyalty!" What things are

committed in thy name!
A city rent by personal and public

strife; preachers shouting politics from

pulpit to pulpit, and a community so

split and sundered that its bickering and
its warfare has become a by-word up
and down the Pacific Coast—a city where

personal animosities have become so

bitter that it has taken years of effort to

pass a bond issue for the construction
of school buildings; where bond issue

after bond issue to secure a water supply
for its inhabitants was defeated, where
the lack of water is now endangering
the very existence of the city as an in-

dependent municipality, and where an
election fight waged with all the ferocity
and \ailgarity of frontier days has been
the talk of the Southwest.

Civic Loyalty? Let us hale into court

Charles H. Prisk, editor of the Pasadena

"Star," and see what he says about it.

"Events of the last few years, and

especially of the last few months, im-

press deeply the fact that Pasadena has
one sound and absolutely vital lesson to

learn, or else it will scuttle its progress
as a city," says the Pasadena "Star"
in an editorial, called forth by the second
defeat of an election to authorize bonds
for a high school. "From time to time
the 'Star' has adverted to the bitter

improvement-stagnating, factional divi-

sions among citizens of this city. Pro-

gressive men and agencies, whose chief

aim is the advancement of Pasadena,
have labored and urged and. entreated

for the cessation of these unseeming,
investment-discouraging, stranger-disgus-

ting squabblings over non-essentials. It

seems that these pleadings have been of

little avail. Conditions here are such,

therefore, that plain, blunt, but friendly

speaking is in order.

"Pasadena must put an end to ist

petty factional prejudices, its unworthy
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suspicioning and unwarranted assaults

upon every public-improvement proposi-
tion and the advocates thereof, or else

the knell of progress here will be sounded
and that soon. Investors will go else-

where to invest. Homeseekers will seek

a community where there is more homo-

genity of sentiment and less factious ob-

structiveness. Even tourists will tire

of hearing incessant wrangles and will

steer for cities where there is more of

the spirit of brotherly love, neighborliness
and good will. There is no denying the
fact that unfortunate controversies here
have created and are creating a very bad

impression upon strangers. It will be

simply suicidal for this kind of bickering
regime to go on here indefinitely."

Charles H. Frisk has qualified so ad-

mirably as an expert on "civic loyalty"
as it is practiced in Pasadena that I

will take his statement as an accurate

description of things as they do exist.

Once upon a time and for a great many
years Pasadena possessed civic loyalty
of the true-blue type. Those were days
when the growth of that city was the

pride of all. It was during those days
that the Rose Tournament was inaugu-
ated, when sound municipal financing
brought capital from all over America
and when socialism was confined to the
sewer farm.

On May 3 1906, when by a narrow

margin of fourteen votes a bond issue

to construct a municipal lighting plant
was carried, the knell of civic loyalty
was tolled. With that one act all that
Pasadena had been striving for came to
an abrupt end.

The construction of splendid school

buildings which had been the city's pride,

stopped; efforts to secure a municipal
supply of water has been beaten time after

time; expenditures for parks and the

Arroyo bridge were turned down by the

taxpayers who were called upon to vote
bond issue after bond issue to brace up
the municipal electric venture which
had been foisted upon them by a majority
of fourteen votes.

The expenditure caused by this slim

majority now amounts to approximately
$500,000. Five years have past since
the socialistic element in Pasadena out-
voted the conservative people who had
made the city.

During this period the desperate
struggles of the administration, backed

by the municipal lighting league and

by the constant clamor of the radical

element only about forty per cent
of the electric service of the city has been
secured for the municipal plant.
The Southern California Edison Com-

pany, against which has been directed

the most vicious fight that has ever been
conducted against a public service cor-

poration, retains about 5,225 consumers,
or about 59 per cent of the entire busi-

ness of Pasadena which is the most con-
clusive argument that socialism is not
so popular a sentiment as the municipal
lighting party would have it appear.
Assume that it were possible for the

Pasadena municipal plant successfully
to compete with the Southern California

Edison Company and secure all the busi-

ness in its territory, it would cost the

city for additional equipment and ade-

quate generation approximately $600,000
in addition to all that has been spent.
At least a total investment of $1,100,000
of municipal money would be required
to place the Pasadena plant upon a
basis which would equip it to supply all

the people who pay taxes for its con-
struction and maintenance.
Even this enormous expenditure would

simply put the plant on a basis to operate
with fuel oil, which is constantly increas-

ing in price and is not considered a staple
means of producing electric energy.
The document of Messrs, Fogg, Hotaling

and Mersereau is fully as remarkable
for the issues that it sidesteps as it is

for the issues that it juggles. The fact

that every municipal light consumer in

Pasadena is paying for his light bills

in two ways—namely—to the electric

light collector and to the tax collector

is entirely ignored. He is simply pay-
ing his electric bills out in two install-

ments. If he does not pay the tax collec-

tor the tax becomes a lien upon his

property and the next step is the tax
sale. If he does not pay the light collec-

tor the lights are turned off and he must
go in the dark. The following is an
illustration of how the lighting plant is

being supported by direct taxation of

the people. The official estimate for

street lighting by the municipal plant
for the year ending June 30, 1911, on
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the basis of street lighting installed on
June 1, 1910, amounts to $37,178.80.
The Southern California Edison company
on August 2, 1910 offered to perform the
same service for $25,000, On the basis

of a five years contract if offered to per-
form the same service for $22,500.
The lighting committee, composed of

the three distinguished authors whose
contribution appeared in the last num-
ber of Out West recommended that this

offer of the Edison Company be rejected,
and the Council concurred, thereby
violating one of the thoroughly estab-

lished principles of government—the

purchase of all commodities by competi-
tive bidding.
The act of the Pasadena Council in

rejecting the bid of the Southern Califor-

nia Edison Company resulted in these

two things: boosting the alleged revenues
of the municipal plant for the period
of the proposed contract $73,390.00,
and placing a direct lighting tax on the

people of Pasadena of $73,390.00, or

the difference between the price that

the service could be secured on the com-

petitive bidding plan and the price that
was fixed by the council presumably for

the purpose of making the municipal
plant show a fictitious earnings.
Under the municipal street lighting

system Pasadena has the highest per
capita lighting cost of any city on the
Pacific Coast. The people of Pasadena
arc probably paying the highest per capita
street lighting rate 'in the world.

Extravagant street lighting is one of

the easiest ways to make a municipal
plant show profit. It is as easy as tak-

ing candy from a baby.
Since 1906 the cost of lighting the

streets of Pasadena has more than doub-
led. During the last three years that the

Southern California Edison Company
supplied -the street lighting service the
cost was as follows:

1904 .-$14,543.00
1905....- :. 16,745.90
1906 17,303.65
It is not hard to find the joker when

you compare the price Pasadena is

paying for its street lighting with the

cost of per capita street lighting of the

following cities, as for instance: Santa

Ana, with a population of 8,429, the cost

per capita is 63 cents; Riverside, (muni-

cipal ownership) population 15,212, cost

per capita, 63 cents; San Diego, with a

population of 39,158, cost per capita,
64 cents; Whittier, with a population of

4,550, cost per capita, 75 cents; Los
Angeles, population 320,000 cost per
capita, 75 cents.

One moss-grown prevarication is

trotted out by the triumvirate of Pasa-
dena authors and made to serve once

more, notwithstanding the fact that it

has been nailed to the wall fully a hun-
dred times. It is in effect that the elec-

tric lighting rate in Pasadena was cut
from 15 cents per kilowatt hour as a
direct result of the municipal plant.
As a matter of fact, in April, 1906, two
years and nine months before the muni-

cipal plant began to deliver current for

commercial lighting the rate for Edison
service was 12 cents per kilowatt hour.

The average rate of the Edison service

was, however, only 7 cents per kilo-

watt hour. This was as low a rate as

service was furnished in any of the other

cities and towns on the Edison system,
with the exception of Los Angeles. If

the city of Pasadena was not satisfied

with the rate the Common Council had
the right to regulate it by means of or-

dinance. The recent abolishing the use
of the flat rate was enacted under the

same general provision of the statutes

of California, and could have been in-

voked to regulate the rates that then
existed had the City government pre-
ferred to take that course, instead of

instituting municipal competition.

Every municipality in California has

a statutory right to regulate the rates

charged for water, gas and electricity

and no advance in this rate can be made
in Pasadena without the consent and

approval of the City Council,
There is one big lesson in Pasadena's

experiences and all the Doctors of Figures
cannot change it; it is that if a city

desires to go into the business of furnish-

ing lighting, it must have a mon-

opoly.
And Mr. Thomas Earley, Mayor of

Pasadena said as much to the Los An-

geles municipal ownership devotees when

they began to talk of going into the busi-

ness locally.
Mr. Earley knows; he has had ex-

perience.
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Tehipite By the Old Trail.

By Ernestine Winchell

(Tehipite Valley which lies in Fresno

County, was accidentally discovered in

the summer of 1877 by Frank Dusy, a

sheep owner of that locality, who was
following a wounded bear. Mr. Dusy
made his descent along the cliff, bare-

footed for safety on the smooth granite,

fully realizing the dangers of the whole

proceeding. The game eluded him, the

day was gone, and he was forced to spend
the night as best he could. After many
hours of search next morning for a way

out he finally managed a desperate
scramble up a little creek canyon.
Two years later when L. A. Winchell

of Fresno was spending his vacation in

Mr. Busy's camp the two went into the

valley, and together surveyed, chopped
out and built up "the old Trail" which
is still used by intrepid mountain lovers

from the plains and the coast.

An easier way has been built by the
forest rangers from a point convenient
for them, but does not hold the attraction

Tehipite Valley. Photo by Lil A. Winchell
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"Mighty Granite Wall, Invincible and Austere"- Photo by Lil A. Winchell

to the tiTie explorer for whom difficul-

ties and exclusiveness add a charm to

beauty and grace to grandeur.
Thinking of our own beautiful valley,

we earnestly hope for the rescue of Hetch-

Hetchy, whose danger even now threatens

Tehipite.
—Ernestine Winchell. )

Along devious ways of circumstance
and of progress we were come at last to

the brink of Tehipite Valley, that beauti-

ful canyon of the Middle Fork of King's
River, and for ecstatic moments we gazed
down on the meadow girded by gleaming
water and looking like a shrub-set lawn
tens of hundreds of feet below; then
across to the mighty gianite wall, in-

vincible and austere, towering even above
the altitude where we stood entranced.

Four moving specks of varied color

and a glimmer of white picked from the

depths by the field-glass disappointed
our cherished hope of undivided sover-

eignity, for the specks meant horses, and
the glimmer meant a tent, and all com-
bined meant that the IJnited States

Geological Survey party, whose new
records were punctuating the wayside,
had preceded us down the trail.

We were with a pioneer explorer of

the valley, who has photographed,
named and loved its wonders in the joyous
glow of discovery, and feels an autocratic

sense of proprietorship that is very real;

and we laughed together at his keen
and absolute unwelcome of the govern-
ment invasion. But, as the homesteader
knows the paths of his garden, so the

explorer knows the unmarked ways
about the valley, therefore, in mutual

sympathy, we decided entirely to ignore
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Doorway of the Rock House. Photo by Lil A. \\ inched

the unconscious intruders on our do-

main. We wanted it all to ourselves,

you see, for we had waited long years
for this day together.

At the very verge
—at a point where

the mountain fell, half in cliff, half in

debris, 4,500 feet to the river level—we
overhauled the packs, caching such things
as we would not need. What remained
of actual necessities, supplies, bed,

changes of clothing and emergency drugs,
were divided equally between Judy and

Dinah, leaving Kitty saddled to carry
me where possible.
The very beginning of the trail was

appalling—a grim slide of yellow clay

bristling with broken and water-washed
rocks. Here I dismounted and the

explorer went ahead leading Dinah,
while I essayed to drive the others.

With astonishing promptness there de-

veloped a churning turmoil of horses,

packs, dust, helplessly expostulating big

man, and frantic small woman—for the
animals did not like the look of that place,
the explorer could not leave the young
and inexperienced pack-horse, and I

was not much force as a train driver.

We got them tumultuously down that

pitch, however, and there the explorer
held Dinah aside till the others reluc-

tantly passed; then I took the lead

dragging Judy by her rope and leaving

Kitty no choice but to move on between.
This arrangement made it exciting for

me, for in all that terrific, scrambling,

plunging descent I was beset with fears

of falling under the horse's feet, of

her crushing me by a miss-step, of rocks

dislodged by those above bounding down
upon me—not after me, but down.
When we all stopped to rest the explorer
would be facing one direction with his

horse, and I in the other with mine, 10

or 12 feet below—with Kitty humped
disconsolately in the precipitate angle
of the V!

Zig-zag, back and forth along the

mountainside we went in turns long

enough for but one animal at a time;
so steep that the fore-feet of the horse

I led were level with my belt and so

near that I could touch them with my
hand; so narrow that a bulging pack has
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Crown Creek Rocks and Cascades.

Photo by Lil A. Winchell

been known to throw its bearer a hundred
feet below the path; with breaks and

jumps so savage that I must take to

the rocky wall and urge Judy to make
the leap that would land her in the

canyon below if she stumbled. After

each of these, as soon as our advance
had left room for the rest, I stopped the

patient, trusting, courageous, old mare
and patted her dusty, pumping nose,
for I felt for her—poor old involuntary

pilgrim in a journey of terror and hard-

ship to serve the selfish humans!

Kitty could come without difficulty,

for she carried but my saddle and was

entirely free, but she was of the narrow-

minded, ignorant, obstinate type and
often nothing but a vigorous applica-
tion of heavy walking-boot, or a skill-

fully dropped rpck would convince her

that she could do perforce what Judy
had done for coaxing.
To Dinah the explorer was obliged

to give constant attention, for she was

young, big and valuable—a beautiful

creature—and had never been in bad

places before. At many a dangerous
turn he brought her to a halt with a

gentle word, stepped as far as possible
from her way and gave her plenty of

rope. Then, at a cluck, and —" Come on,
Dinah?"—she put her velvety nose as

far down as she could, lifted one big hoof
and felt wisely about for secure footing;
then another, and so, carefully encour-

aged, guided and restrained she was
neither hurt nor frightened on a trail

that usually sees half the caravan dis-

abled from cuts, bruises, or worse.

There was one almost level stretch

of several yards—and what a relief it

was! But it was scarcely the breadth
of a man's two hands, while above and

below, the mountain was so sharply
tilted that the trees appeared attached

by their branches as well as by their

roots. I think the kindlj^-deceiving

growth, screening the depths from our

sight, was all that spared us nerve for

that fearful journey!
The surveyor, his wife, assistant,

and cook—four persons, not two!—
were our only predecessors on the trail

this season, but several branches, fresh

cut elevations and basemark, and a slice

of buttered bread from which a huge
semi-circle had been bitten were elo-

quent evidences of their passage.
In clouds of fine, black dust we re-

peatedly paused to rest, and always we
turned to look over the shimmering, wait-

ing valley to Tehipite
—"High Rock"—

mystically hinting of the majesty I

was yet to learn. This, of the trail,

and a still steeper one across the river,

both at the southern end of the canyon,
were the only wooded mountains; their

companions stood naked save for a bit

of shrubbery here and there.

At the bottom of the trail we found a

brush barricade erected by the survey-

ing party, all that was necessary to hold

their horses in this great natural enclos-

ure; without hesitation the explorer took

it down, put our animals through, and
then replaced it.

By the explorer's watch it had taken

us just two hours and fifteen minutes

to come down one thousand feet in a

mile for over four miles—the quickest
descent on his record of many journeys
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—and without an accident, no horses

skinned, and he hardly tired at all. I

was very proud that, on this, my first

experience, I had not hindered him,
and in my exultation quite disregarded

my numb legs and bruised, burning feet,

which was fortunate, for it took another

hour, though I was then in the saddle,
before we found a resting place.
The pine-tree camp at the foot of the

trail was occupied by the surveyors;
the "rock house," ample in space, was
too far from water, and the admirable

spot that has always been the explorer's

headquarters had been wrecked by a

devastating freshet that tore down trees,

banked up debris and turned the river

to a new course. We crossed the ca-

reering stream, rode up the meadow,
and finally found a charming retreat,

half-encircled by spreading young cedars

and with the tremendous, awe-inspiring
dome looming opposite, filling the pros-

pect—touching the sky. It seems to

flood the valley
— to dominate one's con-

sciousness above all other things.
There is an old story of an English

tourist woman, who, at breakfast in

Yosemite Valley said appreciatively:
"That's a fine bit of beef-steak!" and a
few hours later, when viewing El Capitan:
"That's a fine bit of rock!" While I

should not, I think, call Tehipite Dome
"a fine bit of rock," I do feel that des-

cription, comparison or opinion of mine
would be weak and inadequate—un-

worthy the imposing object.
Next morning we lay under the lacy

cedar canopy and watched the rising
sun paint Tehipite's silver head with

gold, and when our breakfast was over
I decided to remain in camp while the

explorer fared out to look on old, familiar

scenes. The dishes washed, and the

camp in order I rested, and read and
wrote the morning away—conscious

every second of the benign, immutable
sagamore of the canyon, awaiting the
end of the world in a stillness that sang
and throbbed.
Toward noon the explorer came back,

and after an incomparable dinner of

King's River's famous little trout and
delicious big elderberries, with the
material complements of hot biscuits,
butter and coffee I felt ready for adven-

ture, so very soon we set out for Pluto's

Sunshine Fails—Photo by Lit A. Winche!i

Portal. It was a mile from camp to

where that mysterious gorge opens from
between its cliffs, and I found it a hard

one, for I was feeling the effects of yes-

terday's hours of perpendicular travel

and a dozen aching muscles cried out in

protest at every step. Once there,

however, I forgot everything in the ex-

citing clambers over boulders and steeps,
and in spell-bound gazing at those stu-

pendous walls of granite. Sometimes

panicky fear of their closing in upon us

made me catch my breath. And those
enormous overhanging rocks—would they
hold their place till we were out from
under?

As we advanced up the great wash
from the outer portal we observed the mad
work of rioting spring torrents, since his

last visit. And well within, that great
slab against which he stands in a photo-
graph taken then, had been flung to the
floor and shivered to fragments, while
the still greater slab hanging just above
had fallen and added its giant wreckage
to the chaotic heap. And a tree, four

feet through without the bark, had been
dashed from the cliff-top, 5,000 feet

above, broken into sections, battered
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unbelievably, and part of it ground to

shreds!

Unnerved by these silent evidences
of ungoverned force I tore my fascinated

eyes away and moved toward the fairy-

spun fall till I stood upon stones wet by
its iridescent spray, where the soft cool-

ness of the air was like a breath from
Heaven rather than from Pluto's region.

Turning reluctantly from the tremen-
dous contrasts of this awesome place we
paused a moment at the colossal door-

way where Tehipite, shimmering through
spaces of summer sunshine, in peaceful
grandeur compelled our reverential gaze.
We reached camp at sunset, laden

with huge clusters of purple elderberries

and a fine piece of green serpentine, which,
with an elemental vanity on a par with
that of the Indian whose exclamation
named the dome, I saw fashioned into

beads for my adornment.

Supper was eaten, ashily, by firelight;
a dead tree lost patience and crashed

indignantly to earth in the ominous

stillness; the aches that had cried in the

morning were howling now, but stars

twinkled serenely above the guardian
bulk of old Tehipite, and we knew all

was well.

The new day found my body still

lame, so we gave up visiting the Temple
of the Gods and Sunshine Falls, but the

primitive lure of adventure is strong,
and when the explorer swung his ax to

shoulder and bade me come, I followed

as unquestioningly and as meekly as

a woman of the stone age. In and out

among fern, wild roses and ceanothus
wound the way broken by bear and deer,
till finally my leader stepped aside to

point out a big black-oak tree showing
a strange blemish some twenty inches

broad, and a little longer. Very care-

fully he hewed along the edges of the

scar till, at length, he was able to pry
out the plate of new wood which recon-

structive nature had spread protectingly
over a denuded space upon the trunk.

The explorer turned it over to me. and
I read in negative and relief:

E. C—L. A.

WINCHELL
AUG. XVI.
1885.

Keen and clear on the dark, concave
surface stood every letter and every

period, the grain of the wood, and even
the ax marks made on the tree so many
years ago, when the explorer and his

father had visited the valley together,
and he had cut this record with his hunt-

ing knife.

Across the river and below the dome
Crown Creek races in sparkling cascades

to grind a score of horrible pot-holes

big enough to swallow a horse and rider;

leaves that ferocious task to foam lightly
down a cliff as Silver Spray Fall; whirls

lazily in a pool at its foot, and then hurries

to join King's River in its journey to

the desert.

We forded the stream on horseback,
and here again we laughed at the char-

acter displayed by equine behavior.

Persuaded by lusty thumps of masculine

boot-heels in her fat old ribs, Kitty sadly

consigned herself to the knee-deep ripples,

every step induced by a kick; she saw
where a broad rock made shallower water,
hastened to gain it, and slipped off with

great splashing to a deeper place. In-

vited to leave this she advanced a few

lengths, became alarmed again, and,

poised on three uncertain feet, felt fear-

fully with the other, till only a sharp pull

on the reins and vigorous raps on the

side kept her from falling down amid-

stream. Judy leaped in unhesitatingly,
turned - her black muzzle up the river

and drank as much of it as she could,

then fixing her eyes on the opposite

shore, disdaining stones big or little, she

plunged and spattered her way across,

and nearly tossed me off with the drops
from which she shook herself free on

the bank.

Leaving our mounts we explored the

Crown Creek gorge, exclaimed in ad-

miration of the lovely falls, whipped the

pool for trout, got beautifully wet, and

came out on the sand to dry, our finer

senses thrilling with exquisite, airy beauty
and the vibrant music of foam-rays.

In saddles again, we rode along the

sandy stretch that fills in between cliffs

and river till we dismounted at the

doorway of the "Rock House." Built

of immense blocks of broken granite cast

down from the cliffs and piled fantasti-

cally in some wild mood of nature, it

stands ever ready to shelter in its three

rude rooms twenty people, from storm

and from sun.
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"The Winding River, the Sombre Gorges, the dominating 'High Rocl<.'
" Photo by Lil A. Winchell

Early on the fourth morning pretty
Cedar Camp was abandoned w^ith regret,
and in an hour we were struggling pain-
fully up that terrible trail down which

we had so, fearfully plunged, Up and

up, step by step, in sliding rivers of black-

est dust and tinkling rills of splintered

slate, over benches of granite and snares
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of tree-roots. To ride""out is reckoned
difficult and dangerous beyond thought,
but again and again, in desperate weari-

ness, I mounted Kitty, climbing the
bank above her to do so, and fearing

every time that the impulse of my slight

weight would push her oflf to destruction.

Again and again, racked almost to frag-
ments by her convulsive efforts, I dis-

mounted and went on foot. Over and
over the explorer called to me to go slow,
to take my time, but I was like the Irish-

man, who, fearing he had not paint

enough to finish the job, hurried like

mad to get done before the bucket was

empty—I was frantic to get out before

my strength was gone!
For four mortal hours we progressed

pantingly, and rested gaspingly
—at

least I did—but always I turn3i my eyes
back to the Monarch, to Hesperides,
to majestic, inscrutable, hoary old Te-

hipite, bidding them all farewell. I

looked out over the valley, the silver

of the winding river, the bright green.
of the meadow, the sombre shades of

the groves, and I realized then, as I

realize now, that my pen, devoted

though it be, cannot do justice to Tehi-

pite Vallev nor to its dominating "High
Rock!"—

"^

" Whose head in wintry grandeur towers.

And whitens in eternal sleet;

While summer, in a vale of flowers,

Lies sleeping, rosy, at his feet."

Your Name.
By R. R. R.

The tide was low today, my love;

A cadence of the sea was wrought
In melancholy strain, and low and fraught

With whisperings of your name above ^

The deep sea songl
A shell that lured along the shore

Whispered: "I love you evermoreV
I wrote your name upon the sands—
Would that I traced with gentle hands—

The minor chords were wont to spell

Each syllable]

The tide is high tonight, my dear;

The rock-bound shore loves the wave

But sends it dying to its grave.
The low, bass notes vie with the fear

The winds send on.

The all-encircling gloom
Descended o^er old ocean's tombl

Your name is gone tonight, my love

The angry surf rushed in above.

It cries aloud, with sea gulVs shrill:

"I love you stillV
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44Hold the Fort^I Am Coming."
Alfred M. Clayhaugh

In a new made grave in the

pretty little cemetery at Point Marion,
Pennyslvania, lies buried a U. S. signal-
man who sent one of the most famous

messages in history. The message crept
into a proverb; it inspired an immortal

hymn; and General Sherman said of

it that "it was worth, more than a mil-

lion dollars to the North." Sergea)it
Allen D. Frankenberry, U. S. signalman,
wig-wagged the message on that October

day in 1864, "Hold the fort; I am com-

ing— (signed) Sherman"; and that other

dispatch of even greater practical im-

portance, "Move your command to Alla-

toona. Hold the place. I will help

you— (signed) Sherman." The dis-

patches were directed to the fighting

general, John M. Corse. Around them
history and literature cling.

Sergeant A. D. Frankenberry was the
last of a historic group

—the group
that sent the messages, received the

messages, obeyed the messages and
and made them into literature. Sher-

man, the ideal commander. Corse, the

fighting brigadier, P. P. Bliss, the song-
writer, who wrote the most famous of

all his hymns on the message, the hymn
that Ira D. Sankey sang around the

world, "Hold the Fort, for I Am Com-
ing,"

—all are gone. Gone too are Ser-

geant Frankenberry's associates in the

signal station on Kenesaw Mountain
on those three trying days of October

3, 4, and 5, 1864. When Sergeant
Frankenberry's comrades of Will F.

Stewart Post, G. A. R., of Uniontown,
Pa., gave him a soldier's funeral a
while ago it seemed that then a chapter
of Sherman's Georgia campaign was
finally closed —and not till then.
For Frankenberry was a part of the

chapter. As Sherman said, he was
"essential" in the sending of the messages.
His eye read the answering signals 18
miles away. He interpreted them. The

Sergeant Allen D. Frankenberry, Signal Corps, who
waved the historic message "Hold the Fort, I am coming."

From a tintype taken during the war.

little ragged flag shown in the illustra-

tion, gray-white with its black center,
and bullet-torn, waved all the signals
and took all the answers. Sherman
had Hood baffled in September. He
had taken Atlanta and was dreaming
of his March to the Sea—more than

dreaming of it; getting ready for it;

getting ready to destroy Atlanta, cut
loose from his base and "cleave the

Confederacy in twain," if Grant willed;

getting ready for one of the most haz-

ardous campaigns in military history.
With this idea uppermost, he had
collected immense stores at Allatoona
Pass—4,000 cattle in the neighborhood,
a million rations in the station at Al-

latoona, besides clothing an ammunition.
Kenesaw mountain is midway between

Atlanta and Allatoona. The signal op-
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Badge of the United States Veteran Signal Corps
Association worn by Frankenberry.

erators at Kenesaw, where Sergeant
Frankenberry was in charge, notified

General Sherman at Atlanta of the

breaking of his communications by the
Confederates. This was on the even-

ing of October 3. The next day Sher-

man learned of the movement of French's
Division of Hood's army against Al-

latoona. And he knew why; the Confed-
erates would make a desperate fight
for the stores. Allatoona was only
lightly garrisoned. Only a brigade de-

fended the station with the stores and
the little redoubt (the "Fort" of the
famous telegram). Then Sherman sig-

naled to General Corse at Rome "the

message that made history": "Move
your command to Allatoona. Hold the

place. I will help you."
Signalman P^rankenberry received this

message and sent it over "the heads of

the Southern hosts" eighteen miles to

Allatoona Pass. Thence it was for-

warded to Corse at Rome. Later Sher-

man signaled "the message that made
poetry." Over the valley to Allatoona,
over the heads of the Confederates,
went this message waved by Franken-

berry's little flag
—the message of ro-

mance, the message of Bliss's hymn:
"Hold the fort; I am coming—Sherman."

Corse threw part of his force into
Allatoona that night, all he could get
in, over the railroad the Confederates
had torn up in gaps and which he had
to rebuild, a It is a mad race to Alla-

toona. Of his 4,000 men he had 1,000
there in time. Sherman reached the
station on Kenesaw mountain from
Atlanta about eight o'clock on the

morning of the 5th. Shortly after, the

desperate battle of Allatoona began.
For two hours Frankenberry's signal

operators waved in vain for news of

the battle. At 10:30 A. M. they got
this glad answer: "We hold out; Gen-
eral Corse is here." Until this mes-

sage was received from Allatoona Sher-
man was not sure that Corse had gotten
there. The battle raged furiously.
Corse's force was being besieged by
6000 of French's men. No more word
did the anxious watchers on Kenesaw
get of the battle until near the end.

They heard the roar of the cannon and

through their glasses got glimpses of

the charging Confederates. Sherman
waited for the news, restlessly

moving to and fro, now taking a look

through his glass, now talking to mem-
bers of his staff or turning to the signal
officers. He had hurried reenforce-

ments forward, and all he could do was
to watch and wait. The little flag
waved and waved but could get no

responses from the heights at Alla-

toona. The cloud of smoke obscured
the signal station there most of the

time. This message was received in

the afternoon: "We still hold out.

Corse is wounded." Another message
said: "We are all right so far." Then
the battle became fiercer than ever.

The smoke cloud lowered and shut out

the view. The battle of Allatoona must
be fought out before the commander-
in chief on Kenesaw could have an-

other word of news.

It was fought out as the world knows
at a fearful cost. Altogether Corse

had 2000 men and lost over 700 in

killed, wounded and captured. The
Confederate loss was nearly 1,200. All

day Corse held out against the over-

whelming odds. Wounded and wounded
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again and seeing his dead^^and wounded

piled in heaps, he still held firm. One
shot rendered him unconscious for forty
minutes. When he recovered he heard

the cry, "Cease firing!" and thought
his officers were arranging to surrender.

Pulling himself to his feet he urged all

around him to hold on, that Sherman's
re-enforcements would soon be there.

They responded, the officers setting
a splendid example of bravery to the

men. And so they "held the fort."

Marvellous deeds of valor were per-
formed on both sides. A Confederate

major deliberately gave his life in an
effort to destroy the stores. When it

was known that the attack must fail,

he siezed a firebrand and rushed toward
the storehouses through an open space

swept by the Union infantry. He fell

pierced by many balls. The re-enforec-

ments i-ushed by Sherman were ap-

proaching to cut off French's column;
whereupon he withdrew. But he had
been repulsed at every point by Corse's

men, and was practically beaten by them.
The watchers on Kenesaw guessed

from the lull in the firing and the rift

in the smoke clouds that the battle

was practically over about 4 o'clock.

The little flag, in the hands of signal-
man Robert J. Walker, was waving
frantically for news. General Sherman
was standing near Walker. All were

looking toward Allatoona; when sud-

denly a banner of white broke out on
the heights, the familiar banner with
the center of black, the "talking flag"
of the signal corps. Walker began tak-

ing the message it was sending. He got
it down, wrote it out from the cipher
and handed it exultingly to Sherman.
The General laughed; the strained look

came out of his face as he read the mes-

sage from General Corse—famous, too,
in military history

—
picturesque, pro-

fane, and altogether beautiful: "I am
short a cheek bone and an ear but can

whip all hell yet." The General only
said, "I knew Corse would hold
Allatoona."

Tremendous consequences turned on
the delivery of the cipher messages to

General Corse. Latter-day historians

more than agree with Sherman that

they were worth a million dollars to

the North. They speculate that they

The Flag that Flashed the Messages. Now care-

fully preserved.

may have saved the country. If Corse
had not reached Allatoona or had lost

it, Sherman's army could not have been

provisioned and equipped for its march
to the sea. The march might have
been indefinitely delayed, the Confed-

eracy might not have been "cleft in

twain." The South might have held

out; European recognition might have

come, and the Southern ports been

opened. The course of history might
have—but it wasn't. Signalman Frank-

enberry and his associates on Kenesaw
mountain those three October days
attended strictly to business. Their
work was especially commended by
Sherman in his letter to the War De-

partment; and that is honor enough
for most men.

Frankenberry cast his lot with the

growing little town of Point Marion,
contented to remain there and become
one of its first citizens—burgess of the

town, justice of the peace, bank director,
successful merchent. When he died in

the Army and Navy Hospital at Hot
Springs, whither he had gone for his

health, and was brought back for burial,
the little town went into mourning.
Frankenberry had the soldier spirit

always. He was usually an attendant
at the G. A. R. National Encamp-
ments. There he met his old comrades
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of the Fifteenth Pennsylvania Cavah-y,

many of them prominent in professional
and business life in Boston, New York,
Philadelphia, in the cities of the West,
and as far away as Mexico City. He
was honored by them and truly be-

loved, as many letters will show. He
served one term as president of the U.
5. Veteran Signal Corps Association,

presiding at the twenty-fourth annual
reunion of the corps in 1899 held at the

G. A. R. National Encampment in

Philadelphia. The little signal flag was
one of his precious possessions until

1902. The sentiment attaching to the

flag was deep in his heart. On a South-

ern trip in 1895 with two army com-
rades and his son Howard, he showed
the soldierly spirit and the poetic

temperament in a pretty act of

his. Going with his companions
to Kenesaw mountain, he located as

nearly as he could the spot where he

stood thirty-one years before when he
sent the famous messages. Then fixing

through his telescope the place of the

signal station at Allatoona Pass, a signal
station no longer, with the little flag

he sent the messages over again ''for

old times' sake." On the eve of Memor-
ial Day, 1902, Sergeant Frankenberry
turned the signal flag over to Adjutant
General Stewart of Pennsylvania. The

adjutant general, as custodian, placed
it in a case for preservation in the flag

room at the capitol. In his communi-
cation accompanying the flag Frank-

enberry wrote: "All messages sent to

Allatoona Oct. 3, 4 and 5, 1864, were
sent by this flag, and all calls answered
with it. Early on the morning of Oct.

6, I took the flag from the staff, and
have retained possession of it until

the present." Attached to the flag

are the messages to Corse in the original

cipher code. So the little flag in its

glass case at Harrisburg tells its own
story; but the hands that made it speak
the famous messages now lie still.

Corse was made a major general
for his heroic defense of Allatoona. He
became a popular hero. His message
to Sherman put him in the lime-light.

In the first Cleveland administration

he was appointed postmaster of Boston.

He died in the nineties. A tablet in

the corrider of the Boston postoffice
commemorates his services.

Phillip Paul Bliss wrote some of the
most famous hymns in the language.
He was born at Rome, Pa., in 1833.

At thirty he was in Chicago and already
famous by the hymns written for the
music house of Root & Cady. The
Moody and Sankey revivals spread his

fame to the ends of the earth. Mr.

Sankey sang his hymns to millions in

this country and Europe. The hymns
have passed into the literature of gospel

songs; and their place is permanent.
After a test of nearly forty years most
of them retain their popularity and

power. Mr. Bliss was a born musician
as well as a born poet. He had a genius
for utilizing passing incidents in the

composition of his songs. Here is an
instance: Years ago, in the wrecking
of a vessel, a lifeboat saved the captain
and sixteen sailors, and in abandoning
the old wreck the crew were told that

there was nothing more to do but to

"pull for the shore." Mr. Bliss spirit-

ualized this in the splendid and inspir-

ing hymn, "Pull for the Shore." An-
other of Mr. Bliss's subjects was drawn
from a graphic description Mr. Moody
gave of a wreck in the Cleveland harbor.

The lower lights of the light-house had

gone out, leaving only one, and that

but dimly burning. In a wild sea, and
with the blackness of night all about

him, the pilot made a desperate effort

to reach the shore, but he missed the

channel and the vessel went to the

bottom. The fate of the boat and
most of the passengers suggested Mr.

Bliss's beautiful hymn, "Let the Lower

Lights Be Burning."
The dramatic incidents of Corse's

desperate defense of Allatoona and Sher-

man's famous message had long lain

fallow in Bliss's mind as material for a

gospel song. Some time in 1871 he set

himself to the task of shaping his ma-

terial, and "Hold the Fort" was born.

Mr. Bliss himself was not satisfied with

it. It had no great merit either of

music or sentiment, he thought. But
it "took." It appealed. It stirred

the hearts of the multitude. "Hold
the fort" passed into a saying. It

stirred the hearts of the multitude.

It became the most famous of all his
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hymns, sung at every camp-fire as well

as every revival. It reached its first

great pitch of popularity across the

sea in the Moody and Sankey revival

meetings in Great Britain. In this

country it ranked next in popularity

only to Mr. Sankey's "The Ninetv and
Nine."
The world was saddened by Mr.

Bliss's death in 1876. He and Mrs.

Bliss had been on a Christmas visit to

his mother at Rome, and were return-

ing on the fated train that went down
with the Ashtabula bridge that wild

night of December 29. In that appal-

ling disaster they were among the

victims. When the train fell Mr. Bliss

escaped through a broken window, but
returned to save his wife, and both
were lost.

Bliss once said to Mr. Sankey: "I
have written better songs than 'Hold
the Fort' and I hope I shall not be known
to the world only as the author of that

hymn." But the world will hardly
agree with him that he has written

"better" songs. It will rather agree
with his old neighbors, who, when a

monument was erected to him in Rome,
decided that the motto chiseled there

should be, "Hold the Fort"—these three

words, the cry of a militant religious

faith, the faith he sang, and still is

singing into the hearts of millions.

HOLD THE FORT.

Ho\ my comrades, see the signal

Waving in the sky\

Reinforcements now appearing,
Victory is nighl

Chorus
" Hold the fort for I am coming,"

Jesus signals still,

Wave the answer hack to heaven,
—

"
By thy grace we wiU."

See the mighty host advancing,
Satan leading on;

Mighty men ar&und us falling,

Courage almost gone.
— Cho.

See the glorious banner waving,
Hear the bugle blow.

In our Leader's name we'll triumph
Over every foe.

—Cho.

Fierce and long the battle rages,
But our Help is near;

Onward comes our Great Commander,
Cheer, my comrades, cheerl—Cho.
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Roy Reuben Rosamond.

Roy Reuben Rosamond.

ANNOUNCEMENT:

A VOICE OF THE MOUNTAINS.

By Roy Reuben Rosamond.

Here is a story that is all its title suggests—a fresh, clean and wonderfully^poetic

story exhaling the breath and spirit

of the western hills.

Here is a work apart from the beaten

paths of fiction—a cowboy turned

poet, written in a style that elevates

and charms by California's new writer

and poet, appearing in our May issue,

on sale at all news stands after the

26th of the month.
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Catalina.

Mary V. Hobart

Serene, apart, fair, magic western isle.

Like naught in all God's great wide world beside,

She lifts her brow to heav'n's eternal smile;

Day following day, from tide to changing tide.

Clouds lower, storms beat, the waters have their mil.

She, wrapped in sunshine, knows no storm nor stress;

Her flocks roam peacefully from hill to hill,

Her holly-laden trees her valleys bless.

Sweet Avalon, fair hamlet by the sea.

Dear refuge for toil-weary, storm-tossed men,
Across the world my heart turns back to thee,

I long, I long to feel thy peace again.
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Russian Occupation of California.

Most people have heard of the Russian

River, but few know its history. It has

a history
—a most interesting one; one

that all vacationists to that favorite

camping ground should like to know.
A history that binds us Americans,
and Californians, in particular, to our
friend in need—Russia; Russia, the out-

post and guard of Roman civilization

for centuries, against the invasions of

Tartar and Mongolian civilizations;

Russia, who helped us when we were

80i;ely tried in 1812 and 1864: and Russia
who has left her names and memories
on the hills, mountains, and dales of

Sonoma County.
Lovers of outdoor life and sport will

enjoy more fully their dip in the clear

waters of the Slawianski, and their

long walk to Fort Ross, when they
remember the Vikings of the Papific,
who came to these shores in 1812—fished

and hunted in the waters and woodlands
that we love so well, and after twenty-
five years sojourn, departed whence they
came.

The Mexican population of Alta Calif-

ornia was too thriftless and lazy to de-

velop the country themselves, and still

they did not care to see other people
develop it. They wanted no foreigners
here. "California for the Californians"

was their motto. Consequently, very
few passports were given and these with
reluctance. This accounts for the

smuggling done by clever Yankees, on
such a grand scale, in the early settling
of California. The foreigners came, in

spite of stringent immigration laws,
which were often totally disregarded.
More than that, these immigrants work-
ed and prospered, while the Spaniards
and Mexicans sat idly by, and Spain
gradually lost California through the
inertia of the mass of population.

Perhaps the first nation that was
really welcomed to these shores was
Russia. St. Petersburg and Madrid
were on friendly terms at this time.

and the Emperor Alexander had no
trouble in getting the necessary permit
for a settlement in California.

It happened this way. "The Russian-
American Fur Co." had established them-
selves along the Alaskan Coast and were

extensively engaged in hunting the fur

seal. In 1806 M. D. Resanofif, Cham-
berlain to the Emperor Alexander, was
sent to examine conditions among the
Russian sealers along the north coast.

Having done so he sailed south, intend-

ing to establish a sealing station at the
mouth of the Columbia River. But the

dangerous bar and lack of provisions
forced him to continue his voyage
southward, until he reached San Fran-
cisco. The Presidio was the whole town
in those days, so that it is no wonder that
he mentioned little or nothing of it in

his reports to the Imperial Government.
But the Bay delighted him! A land-
locked harbor containing thousands of

otters or sea beavers, and surrounded
with land well adapted to farming and
stock raising. He resolved to establish

a sealing station, and to obtain permission
he wrote to Governor Arrillaga at Mon-
terey, saying "how advantageous it

would be to both parties, and their home
governments, to make a treaty and de-

velop the country together."

Notification of Resanoff's expedition
had been sent by the Court of St. Peters-

burg to Madrid, who communicated it

to Governor Arrillaga with instructions

to treat the Russian noble with great
courtesy. When Arrillaga received
Resanoff's letter, he came on horseback
from Monterey to visit him. Arrillaga

agreed with Resanoff's proposition say-
ing that he "had received instructions

to do all in his power to keep up the

existing cordial relations between the
home Governments." He could not give
the required permission, but promised
to lay the proposition before the Cabinet
at Madrid.

M. D. Resanoff staved at San Francisco
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about six weeks, and fell in love with
the beautiful daughter of Louis Antonio

Arguello, the Spanish Commander at

San Francisco. He had high hopes of

marrying Dona Concepcion. He knew
that the marriage would strengthen the

existing cordial relations between Spain
and Russia, and moreover would tend

to soften anj' adverse feelings that might
exist towards the idea of Russian occu-

pation. He hoped in the future to make
his home in California, surrounded by
his loving wife and children. But his

hopes were never realized. For although
he reached St. Petersburg, and received,

besides a commission to Madrid, a license

to marry Dona Concepcion, he never

reached California again. He was
thrown from his horse and killed, while

riding through Siberia. Dona Concepcion
was heartbroken; she entered a convent

andfgave herself up to works of charity.
Count G. H. Langsdorff who accompanied
M. D. Resanoff on his voyages, tells us

in his Book of Voyages, "that Dona

Concepcion was lively and animated;
had sparkling love-inspiring eyes; beauti-

ful white teeth, and exquisite features;

yet her manners were perfectly simple
and artless."

But M. D. Resanoff's idea did not perish

entirely. He had written good accounts

of California; of San Francisco Bay with

its herds of seals and otters, and of the

surrounding country so well adapted
to farming and stockraising; and in the

course of time these documents attracted

the attention of the Russian Court.

The permission to settle had been

granted, and accordingly, in 1812, M.
D. Resanoff, Governor of Russian

America, at Sitka, sent M. D. Koskoff to

settle at California. Koskoff landed at

Bodega Bay with 100 Russians, and
100 Kadiak Indians, and proceeded
to build a settlement. They brought
with them their "cayucas" or sealskin

boats, used in fishing. At Bodega Bay
they built up an immense trade in otter

skins, killing as many as 800 a week,
or 40,000 a season. One half the catch

always went to the Commandante at

San Francisco, for the privilege of hunt-

ing, and the remainder were shipped to

China and Japan, where they brought
from forty to sixty dollars apiece; in

slack seasons they sold as high as one

hundred and twenty-five dollars apiece.
The Chinese used the skins for wrapping
parcels, just as they use the silk to-day.
The profits of these Vikings of the Pacific

were enormous. One instance will

suffice. The Commandante at San Fran-
cisco sold the skins for the Spanish
Government. On this particular occa-

sion he bought a ship; to pay for it he
borrowed some thousands of dollars from
the San Francisco Mission. Having
shipped the skins to China they sold as

usual for high prices. From this one

sailing he made enough to cancel his

debt to the Mission and clear beside

some twenty thousand dollars. Their

greed all but exterminated the seals in

San Francisco Bay and its branches.

Our world-famed Seal Rocks at the Cliff

House hold the remnant of the vast

herds that once peopled the Bay.
At Bodega the Russians raised wheat

and livestock. The principal firms,

Kostramitiniff and Koskoff, supplied
the grain and dried meats for the Arctic

Station. This was a great saving of

time and money, because formerly these

supplies had to be brought from Chile.

Between the years 1816 and 1818

complaints were sent to Spain by the

Governor, and there was even some talk

of expelling the Russians. Governor
Sola was even more suspicious of the

motives of the Russians than Arrillaga.

Father Payeras, President of the Mission,

complained that the Russians at Bodega
were corrupting the Indian youth, teach-

ing them to steal and to neglect their

religious duties, and to support this com-

plaint, he sent out a flaming manifesto

against the Russians.

These complaints were the outcome of

the envy of the Spaniards who had been

here so long and who had done so little

or nothing to improve the country.
Their settlements were much inferior to

those of the Russians.

These jealous feelings were accentuated

when the Russians built Fort Ross,
about fifteen miles north of the mouth
of the Russian River. There were fifty-

nine buildings in all. The Lieutenant

in charge was a sort of agent for the

Russian Governor, at Sitka, Alaska.

The principal buildings were the barracks

and the church. There were two saw-

mills and a shipyard. Four launches
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that plied between San Rafael and
San Francisco were built here. There
were three or four shops where the

Russians could build anything necessary
without outside aid. The stockade
around the principal buildings looked

suspicious, but the Russians claimed

that they were intended as a protection

against the Indians, who had committed

outrages against them. Here the Lieu-

tenant Commander lived in luxury com-

pared to the quarters of the Spanish
Governor at Monterey. He had a fine

library, Mozart's music, a piano forte,

and drank fine French wines. There
were about three hundred soldiers under

him, who took their turns at farming
also. I don't think the population ever

reached the five hundred mark.
It was during Kostromitiniff's term,

about 1815, that the good ship Rurik
arrived at San Francisco, having been
sent out by the Imperial Government
on a scientific expedition. Among the
celebrated scientists aboard, was Dr.

Eschscholz, a German, from whom our
California poppy received its technical

name " Eschscholzia."

The Lieutenant in charge of the ex-

pedition, Otto Von Kotzebue of the

Imperial Navy had received orders from
Governor Baranoff at Sitka, to investi-

gate the complaint against the Russians,

regarding which Governor Sola had
written to him. Koskoff came down from
Fort Ross, and was asked to explain the
cause of the troubles. He simply told

the Lieutenant that he had orders from

Baranoflf, the Governor of Russia Ameri-

ca, and that he would have to confer

with him. Governor Sola and Lieutenant
Kotzebue patched up their differences,,
and the Mexicans put aside their quarrel-

ing propensities for the present. They
continued to trade with the Russians,
who had built a large warehouse on the

bay to accommodate their growing trade.

Hides, tallow and grain were the princi-

pal commodities.
As time rolled on the Russians showed

little or no signs of settling permanently.
The fishing and hunting were at a stand-

still, they had killed off all the seals

and otters. Moreover their surroundings
were far from being congenial, and each

ship leaving Fort Ross, carried off a
score or more of Russians. About 1827,

Father Gutierrez, in charge of the Mission
at Solano, complained of the foreigners

holding land about the Mission, and
how detrimental to morals and order
their associations were; that they
taught the Indians to steal and moreover
that the morals of the foreigners were
far from being decent.

Governor Jose Figueroa was aroused
to action by the letter, and sent Vallejo
on a visit to the Russian possessions,
and to report conditions which he did.

Governor Figueroa wrote to Kostromi-
tiniff of Fort Ross and also to Governor

Wrangel, at Sitka giving him a polite
invitation to withdraw the Russians
from California, saying "that we want
to preserve peace and good relations,
between the governments but that the
Russian occupation was a hindrance to

both."

The Russians had good reasons there-

fore to leave the country. Accordingly
Colonel Koupreanoff, Ex-Governor of

Russian America, notified Juan Bautista

Alvarado, ninth Governor of California

at Monterey, that the Russians were
about to leave the country, and asked
a price for the houses at Fort Ross.

Alvarado told Vallejo, Commander at

San Francisco to transact the business

with Colonel Kostromitiniff of Fort Ross.
The smallness of Vallejo is here shown.
He wrote to Governor Alvarado saying
"that he (Vallejo) told Kostromitiniff

that since the houses at Fort Ross were
built of Mexican timber and stood on
Mexican soil, they properly belonged to

Mexico, but that the impractical Russian
said that he would confer with the
Governor himself at Monterey." These

negotiations came to naught. But a

few years later J, A, Sutter, bought the
Russian property for thirty thousand
dollars. He paid one half only and the
Mexican Government took over the

remaining debt and paid it for services

that Sutter had rendered the Republic,
The Russians left January 1, 1842,

having been here just thirty years. One
of their last acts was to build a ware-
house on the Bay for which Pedro Kos-
tromitiniff received the license in 1836.

Nothing remains of their sojourn
but a few buildings at Fort Ross and
a few names about the surrounding
country. Fort Ross was built by M.
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D. Koskoff, nicknamed "Timber Joe"
on account of his wooden leg. The
timbers were cut on the mountains in

back. The "Stockade," parts of which
are still standing, enclosed a rectangular

piece of ground, at each angle of which
was an octagonal "block house," about
12 feet high, built of 8 inch rough hewn
timbers. The crevices between the logs
are filled with adobe, while the logs them-
selves are joined by a sort of "dove

tailing." In some places are large

bracings held in place by fiat headed

tapering nails fully 7 inches long. Each
of these blockhouses contained six eight

pounders, which fitted through embras-
ures about two feet from the ground.
The barracks and officers quarters

still stand, and are long, low buildings
in the shape of an "L," making a sort

of court. A part of the barracks is

used by "Uncle Sam" for a Post Office.

The Greek church with its little watch
tower and cross above, was squatted
on the ground by the temblor of 1906.

These buildings were lately turned over

to State Control; and they are fast be-

coming ruins with our usual destructive

economy. The Russians had an orchard
of four hundred acres at Ross, and a

few trees are still standing on the

slope of the hill to the south of the stock-

ade.

Not a vestige remains of the tannery
saw-mill, or shipyard, which were main-
tained at Fort Ross. The forests in

back of Fort Ross that supplied the

timber for their mills, have an entirely
new growth, and nothing shows the

labor of man but a few large stumps that

the years have failed to hide. The
Russian River, known to the Spanish
as San Sebastian, was called by the

Russians as the Slawianski. Bodega
Bar fishing head they called Romonozoff.

So, when during your next summer
outing, you are lost for a journey,
betake yourself down to the mouth of

the Slawianski, cross Russian Gulch"

up to the "Ridge Road," and read from

the signs that guide your way a bit of

history relating to your goal
—Fort

Ross.

The Plains.

Rose Trumbull.

Tang of the mild, sweet sage

Scenting the air astir;

Song of a strange-voiced bird,

Music of wings a-whirr;
Line of a purple hill,

Space
—

ah, that is best—
Room for the. wind to roam,
Room for the heart to rest.
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How Panchita Found a Soul.

By Katherine Lynch Smith

It was the sixteenth of September in

the year 18— . From forty, aye, from

sixty miles around, high and low, rich

and poor, rancheros and vaqueros, em-

ployers and employed; people of every
caste and of every race had gathered
in to Jolon to celebrate the anniversary
of Mexican independence.

In the rudely erected dance-hall,
roofed with leafy boughs, walled with
woolsacks and draped with flags of the

two nations, the baile was at its height.
The famous San Antonio Band, then in

its prime, pulsed out the music of a

quadrille with a steady sensuous rhythm
that set hearts beating and light feet

flying in a very abandon of pleasure.
Great Bill Forbes, splendid in his six

feet two of stalwart manhood, sang out
the figures for the quadrille, his powerful
baritone keyed to the music of the

band;—sang the figures and danced as

he sang.
"First lady swing with the right-

hand gent, swing on the right with the

right hand round; swing on the left with
the left-hand gent; lady in the center

and seven hands round."
In a wholehearted frolic of joy, old

and young laughed and sang and danced
to the measure. Bright eyes shone and

glowing faces sparkled above the dainty
muslins. Bronzed ranchers, flushed

through their many coats of tan, mopped
perspiring faces and inwardly groaned
over the holiday convention coat and
waistcoat and stiff white collar. Swarthy
Mexicans, taking their pleasure with a
soberer mien, flashed white teeth and

shining eyes as they swung in the dance
with supple untaught grace.

Prettiest of all the pretty girls, lithe

as a panther, light as a swaying lily,

Panchita Castro flashed and sparkled
through the dance, her vivid beauty
set off by her crimson gown till she glowed
like a restless ruby in the dim-lit room.

Suitors she had in plenty, by the divine

right of youth and beauty and her auda-
cious heart. Like a queen she reigned

over a court of cavaliers. A heedless

child with a woman's allure, she dis-

pensed her favors, a nod or a smile or

a languishing look, with the unthinking
cruelty of a child; and though many
had sought her favor no man had found
her heart.

Her hand had been promised from

childhood, and Juan, the cousin whom
she was to wed, most cruel and revenge-
ful of all the race of Castros, glowered

sullenly from the corner of the room,

somber-eyed and jealous as he watched
her queening it over her court.

Foremost among the cavaliers, fore-

most and tonight most favored, was
Dick Leigh, the Englishman, newly
arrived.

Him Juan hated with a triple hate.

First because of his race, second because

of the open admiration in his cold blue

eyes whenever they turned on Panchita,

lastly and most of all because of the

Englishman's languid ignoring of Juan's

bitter hate.

Tonight there were onlookers who,
watching Juan, predicted trouble.

"There's mischief brewing in that ugly
devil's mind, Dick; better leave the little

girl alone, she's nothing to you," Jack
Westover adjured him.

"My dear fellow," Leigh's drawl was
more pronounced and more provoking
than usual, "I'm not harming the girl.

She's a born coquette, and she dances

as light as thistle-down. 'Twould be
a pity if she had to lose a bit of pleasure
because of the glowering of that ill-

favored cousin of hers. A dour husband
he'll make the pretty child some day."
"All very well, Leigh, but the fellow's

got a bottle hid somewhere and he's

hitting it hard between times, he and
that crony of his, Anastacio. Juan's

bad when he's sober, but there's no limit

to what he'll do when he's drunk; and
he's half-seas over already."
"The more reason to keep the little

girl from him, then," Leigh carelessly

rejoined.
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And Jack, knowing he had his trouble

for his pains, shrugged a shoulder and
turned away.

So night sped on and dance followed

quickly on the heels of dance, the waltz,
the schottische, and the gay quadrille.
And Juan's absences from the ball room
grew more and more frequent and his

face more darkly flushed, and ever he
glared more wildly and muttered under
his breath, as dance after dance saw
Panchita swaying in the arms of Leigh;
till dawn paling in the East found the
two taking breath and cooling their heat-
ed faces in a sheltered corner of the rudely
improvised veranda.

It was then that the Englishman,
looking down on the pretty creature
flushed and tremulous at his side, lost

his head in a twinkling and stooping
kissed her full on her warm scarlet mouth.
Even before he heard the snarling oath

and felt Juan's hand clutching at his

throat, Leigh cursed himself for a fool;
for his lips that had stooped to a pretty
child found the throbbing mouth of a

woman, and in spite of his racing pulses
he knew that trouble would be to pay.

* Hands off," he said, curtly, and flung
the slighter man aside; following Panchita
who fled like a scared deer back into the

lighted hall.

Juan staggered to his feet and would
have made after him but a strong hand
clasped his shoulder, and a hoarse voice
muttered in his ear.

"Not so, amigo," spoke his friend and
running mate, Anastacio. "The cursed

Inglese, with his sneering face! A knife

at the throat would be too good for him.
There are better ways to teach him his

place, and the little Panchita will not
care to look upon that face when we have
done with it. Come and have another
drink with me, and I shall tell

thee a choice treatment for such as

he."

Swearing and struggling Juan was led

aside; and within the hall the dancers

swept on unconscious of the ugly episode.

Leigh deliberately forced it from his

mind as he reentered the dance; but not
so Panchita.

Quivering and shaken she passed
through the dimly lighted hall to the
crude cloak-room at the rear, where,
amid a litter of cloaks and hats and sleep-

ing babies, she threw herself full length
on the floor to hide her burning face
in her hands, and thrash out her new
born passion.

The Englishman had kissed her, and
Juan had seen. Juan, her affianced
husband. Juan the stern, the cruel,
the revengeful. Juan whom she had
tantalized and tyrannized over and had
never loved. He had seen; and what
would he do, to her—to the tall English-
man who had kissed her so carelessly
and in kissing had found her a soul?

How long she lay thus she did not
know. But in time the tumult of her

thoughts was broken by the sound of

low-voiced speech close at hand, the
clink of glass against a bottle and a
coarse jest.

A word she caught and a tone, all

too familiar; and in a second her every
sense was strained to the highest pitch,
to hear and to understand. For the
voices were those of her cousin, Juan,
and of that other, Anastacio; and every
word that they uttered spelled danger
to the Englishman, become in this last

hour so unutterably, so dangerously
dear.

Quaking she crept closer to the thin
wall of sacking that shielded her from
the conspirators. A word here and
there, a place named, her quick wit to
fill in; and soon the wicked plot was in

her hands.
She shuddered as she heard, shuddered

and grew sick at heart.

But there was no time for foolish

tremors and all the woman in her steeled

itself to save the man whose kiss still

burned upon her lips.

It was a pale ghost of the sparkling
Panchita which stole into the hall, where
the candles guttered out in their sockets,
and pallid streaks of daylight made white
faces ghastly under its uncertain ray.

Like a shadow she threaded the throng
of dancers, swaying rhythmically and

silently in a dreamy waltz. Like a
shadow she slipped from the doorway
and sped a swift way to the sapling grove
where tethered horses loomed large in

the graying dawn.
There was a tense moment while the

girl strained her eyes into the gloom
trying to place the figures of the men as
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they flung a saddle on a horse or stooped
to tighten a cinch.

She soon made out the tall figure of

the Englishman near at hand, and was
about to approach him warily, when she

realized that the two horsemen at the

further side of the grove were none other

than Juan and Auastacio. Furtively
she concealed herself behind the bole of

a tree, crouching close and gathering
her dress about her.

To be found by the two and here,
meant being held up to open scorn and

shame; for well she knew the temper of

these two, and that Juan would not spare
even his affianced bride if she dared to

foil his purpose. But the blood of the

Castros ran hot in her veins and she cared

little for the danger to herself. But to

be detected here would bode fresh danger
to Leigh, danger against which she

would be unable to warn him.
The two flung themselves into their

saddles and rode forward. They passed
by Leigh, each with a scowl and a stifled

curse for his indifferent ignoring of their

very existence. Then they swept by
Panchita on a run, bits clanking and
chains clashing as the horses fretted

under bit and spur.
So close they rode to the crouching

girl that Juan's tapidero brushed the

tree trunk against which she clung, and
unconscious of the pain to her tender
flesh she pressed her soft body against
the rough wood as if she would indeed

bury herself within it.

An instant and they were gone, unsee-

ing; and Panchita, unnerved and trembl-

ing in every limb, made her way to

where the Englishman was tightening
the girths on his impatient horse.

"Panchita!" There was reproof as

well as amazement in the man's tone.

"Little girl, you should not come here."

Then as he noted her white face and

trembling hands, bruised as they w^ere

from the rough bark against which they
had been so fiercely pressed, his tone

changed to one of pity for her evident
distress.

"Why, Panchita, Carissima, what has

happened? What have they done to

3^ou to leave you so white and fearful—"

She scarcely heard either the reproach
or the soft pity in his voice.

"Oh, Senor," she besought him, "fly.

fly while j^et there is time. Not a mo-
ment are you safe. They will kill thee.

And such a death—thev are fiends those
two—"
Between frightened sobs she gasped

out her tale. The Englishman's face

was grave as she finished, and his blue

eyes, cold no longer, held a light that
she had never seen there before.

"And you have done this for me.
You have risked detection to save me;
and the poor little hands, how bruised

they are!"

Panchita looked down at the slender

palms.
"They are but a girl's hands, Senor,".

she said simply, "but I would give them
both to save you were there need."

Leigh gathered the slim fingers into

his own big grasp.
"I thank you, little Panchita," he

said soberly.
That was all, but he stooped to her

hand and kissed it reverently, and stood
with head bared till she had gone.
Juan and his fellow, waiting in the

shrubbery on either side where the road
curves up out of the river, cursed the

Englishman for a laggard, as the breeze
of morning blew a chill to their bones and
their steaming horses chafed under the
bit.

Leigh was long in coming and they
had begun to fear a slip in their plans,
when a measured hoof-beat was heard
and the Englishman's gray swung round
the nearest curve.

The figure in the saddle slouched a
trifle from its usual erect and careless

carriage; the head drooped wearily under
the long greatcoat.
The gray trotted steadily on, scenting

no danger.
Now he was level with the waiting

pair; and—"Now," hissed Juan between
his teeth.

Two riatas swirled out, circled, and
settled sickeningly about the slouching

figure; then drew suddenly taut, one

binding the helpless arms, one tightening

cruelly about the throat.

With a frightened plunge the gray
was off, racing full speed along the road-

way. The huddled form dropped limply
to the ground; and the horsemen, grimly
silent, tightened ropes and set spurs to

the snorting steeds.
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"Yoicks, forward." The new halloo

rang clear and near.

With clatter of hoofs and clank of

bits two horsemen bore down on the
startled pair.
Now they had reached the horses

flanks. Now they were abreast, running
neck and neck and raining down blows
from their quertos, cuts sharp and sting-

ing, falling like hail on head and neck
and shoulders; till the frenzied Mexicans,
utterly routed, dropped riatas and fled,

swearing and screaming, in the tracks

of the flying gray.
"Serves the devils right," said Jack

Westover as he pulled Leigh's hat and
coat off the dummy figure in the road.

"Grr! They'd have dragged you to
death without a qualm, the wicked
brutes."

Leigh said nothing. He was thinking
of Panchita; by the laws of her family
and of her Church soon to be delivered

over to the custody of the man who had
cringed under his lash and screamed as

he ran.

But Panchita, unconscious of the grim
happening, as she rode home under the

growing day, sheltered one hand in her
warm bosom against her beating heart.

"As he might have kissed the hand of

the Sainted Mother he kissed it," she

murmured. "As he might have kissed

the hand of his Queen."

Palace of Gladness.

Lillian H. S. Bailey.

Vve a little wild field in the west land
Where the minty vines tangle at toill,

A nd the light-winged seeds go drifting
To wandering paths on the hill.

A group of tall redwoods, close-mantled,
Stand guard at a pool shining there.

As proud brothers cherish a sister

As pure as the spring, and as fair.

There the pin clover quaint, and the thistle,

May flourish or die as they please.
And no ax blow resounding, or pruner,

Shall curb the free grace of my trees.

In the sacred sweet place of my gladness
The birds carol free from affright,

And the heroes and loves of my dreaming
Await in the coverts by night.

When I flee to my field in the morning—
The grasses with dew star a gem,

I cast to the good winds my sorrow
Nor fear to entrust it to them.

When I rest in the shadows of noonday
I live in the ultimate lands

With ferns as my palms of rejoicing.
With poppies of gold in my hands.
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The Revenge of Johnson.

By M. S. Lemmon.

Of a truth it had been a clear case of

evil fascination—so said the family of

Maraquita, and so 'Quita probably agreed
afterwards. But then what a wonder
he was, this big red, white and gold man,
a full head taller than any of Quita's
brothers or cousins or—admirers, with
a breadth of shoulder truly remarkable
and a hand like steel!

After a hard, swift wooing on the part
of the big man, a great deal of opposition
on the part of Quita's people (opposition
unknown to the big man, as discretion

prompted) and much defiance on the

part of 'Quita, herself, the two were
married by the priest at Prieta and set

up housekeeping there. Prieta is more
than ten miles from Salado where the

people of 'Quita lived, and just in the

edge of a great prickly pear flat. As
to these prickly pears

—
well, they are

dreadful things, even if you have been
born and bred among them. "The
Devil's Pincushions" they are some-
times called, and truly they are of the

Devil, living without decent earth or

drop of moisture, and writhing upward
beyond the height of a man on horse

back, spreading their great flat leaves

bordered with spikes that thrust every
way about. Of a moonlight night
they are like tall, misshapen fiends

that wind themselves around what look
to be clearings and open paths, only
to close in at the end of the apparent
trail in an impassable "pocket" de-
fended by these same armed fiends

with drawn swords hovering ever above
in their grotesque hideousness. To be
lost in the pear in day time may finally
mean slow starvation, but on a star-lit

night when the only light is from the
stars themselves, which however bril-

liantly they may twinkle above, send
but little gleam below,

—well it is to

perish horribly. And, mind you, if one
is acquainted with his own trail through
the pear, that avails him nothing in a
new one, for these fantastic things
half plant half demon, grow always
different in a different place.

But the big husband of 'Quita (whose
name was Johnson, by the way) had
built a very imposing jacal near Prieta,
and was prepared to lead the simple
and pastoral life, smoking his pipe in

comfort on still evenings with the herds
of goats about him, while 'Quita hovered
in the background stirring the frijoles
or turning the tortillas.

Whenever the quiet palled on Johnson,
which to do him justice, it seldom did,
he would go over to the store at Prieta

for tobacco, and linger, swapping yarns
with the store keeper.
At such times Maraquita sat in the

doorway alone, chin on hand and elbow
on knee, and felt the pangs of disillusion-

ment. After all, her people had been

right. What a fool she had been to

marry this gringo, this great hulk of a
man who wandered away and left her
alone in the moonlight, when he should
have been sitting at her feet with a love

song. Ah, bah! not that he could sing,
with his great bull's voice a-roaring!

Felipe, ah, Felipe! How she was

punished now for poor Felipe! There
was a voice for you, sweet and wistful

and pleading, rising and falling in the

plaintive Spanish cadence with the gui-
tar's throbbing accompaniment sobbing
fitfully through:
" Recuerda 'muita encantadora,

A toda hora siempre de mi—"

and Felipe's gentle gaze and soft brown
hands that touched like velvet. And
the other, her husband—true he had
no voice, only a bellow, but occasionally
it boomed out in a horrid mockery of

song, and these were the words:
"
// you go to monkey with my Lulu girl,

I'll tell you what I'll do;
I'll work round your heart with my razor,
And that ain't all I'll do,

—
I'll shoot you with my pistol, tool"

Certainly not a love song, that—only
an ugly, idle tune that men sing, herding
cattle. Moreover, Johnson assumed no

languishing smile to accompany it. He
smiled, true, but it was not Felipe's kind,
and his blue eyes flashed like spirit
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flame and his heavy hand came down
on her shoulder.

"You hear that, gal?" he would say,
"Little Greaser gals oughter pay close

attention to them words—shore, they're

gospel!"
And then he would roll into his blan-

kets and sleep and snore, while his wife

sat near gazing at him with an ever

growing disgust. Not but that this

Johnson was a good husband in his

way. He never beat her, as most of

the Mexicans beat their spouses. He
did not loll about doing nothing while

she worked. He was generous with his

money, and he wandered not away to

the society of other women. But, 'Quita's
heart turned again to her people, as

Delilah's did of yore,
—she was tired of

her big red and white man, his rough
voice and his heavy hand. Of these

things, however, she said nothing to

him, fearing his sudden wrath and

thinking possibly, of a knife thrust

or a bullet. So much for her Mexican

training. If she had known that a clean

breast of things would have resulted in

her freedom—but she did not know the

red and gold giant, though she had
been his wife a year, and she hardly

comprehended the meaning of a word
she often heard him use: - ^

"Square!" he would say, "always be

square! I won't stand for no double

dealin'! 1 can forgive a man that

takes a shot at me if he comes around
in front of me to do it, but I don't for-

give deceit; no, sir, not none!"

Well! Johnson went over beyond
Salado with a flock of goats someone
had bought of him, and on the way back

he stopped at the store of a half breed

of the Apaches who sold Indian curios,

and purchased a string of rough tur-

quoises for his wife. - ^. \ > -

He had left her with her own people,

deeming it too lonely for her by herself

in the jacal beyond Prieta. So, as he

rode down the arroyo toward the dwell-

ing of 'Quita's people he fumbled at the

chain which he had put about his own
neck and smiled as he thought of her

pleased surprise when he should throw

it around her brown throat.

He dismounted and hitched his horse

to a mesquite bush and crept down the

path back of the jacal of Mendoza. He

thought he could distinguish the faces
of the girl and her youngest brother
in the dim light of the lantern over the

doorway, they sat on a rough bench at
the side of the jacal.

Johnson went back of them intending
to throw the string of beads over his

wife's head, but when he was only a
few feet away the man spoke, and it

was not the voice of young Manuel
Mendoza but the voice of Felipe Gon-
zales.

"But, 'Quita," said he, "how then
to get rid of him?" "Hush!" gasped
'Quita, with a quick glance over her

shoulder, "O, Madonna! I felt as if

he were back of me, now! Pray speak
a little lower, Felipe."
"I did not speak loud, querida mia,"

said the gentle voice of Gonzales, "but
thou art nervous, a little."

"Yes, yes," said the girl, "I am ner-

vous, I think. But, but what were you
saying, Felipe?"
"That this big Johnson must die,"

returned the other.

"O," whispered Johnson, with a most

unholy grin, "0, must he, you greaser

coyote?"

"Surely," said 'Quita, so promptly
that her husband started, fearing he
had spoken aloud. He had no wish
to disturb them. "Surely," repeated
'Quita, "he must die—there is no other

way."
"And that's shore right, gal," breathed

Johnson again, "if you could just play
your game as you've laid it out, which
it's almost a dead cinch you cain't!"

"But, how—when?" went on Gon-

zales, "Can't it be soon?" "Lord love

us, but we're so impetuous now, aint

we?" quoth Johnson, while 'Quita was

quiet, considering. "O, yes, it'll be

soon, hombre I reckon it may be a leetle

unexpected, but it'll be soon."

"There's my birthday," said the girl

at length, "he has promised me fiesta

the day after tomorrow. Father and
mother have been asked, and Manuel
and Louis. I shall ask him to invite

thee, and—"

"Me?" interrupted Gonzales, "but

surely he would not have me. Does he

not know—"

"No," said 'Quita, "he knew he had
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a rival among my own people but he
did not know his name."

"Lord, no!" observed Johnson, "all

greasers look alike to me."
The man and woman were quiet for a

moment, then the woman spoke, "I
shall see that he invites thee and then

it will be for thee to do the rest."

"Shore," agreed Johnson, "it goes!
Are you goin' to let the lady do a41 the

plannin' and the whole job, too, you
orn'ry Mexican skunk?"

"Depend upon me, 'Quita, mia," an-

swered Gonzales, and he drew her face

up to his.

The man in the dark caught his breath

hard, and the grim smile faded. It

was part of his simple creed to meet and
face conditions as he found them, to

"play the game" with just what cards

he held and make no whine. Moreover,
as to being alive today and dead

tomorrow, that was no extraordinary
thing

—even a parson must go like that,
to be alive today and dead tomorrow
is an experience that must come to

t each of us in the common course of
• events. But deceit is a harder thing

to bear—and he loved this little brown
• woman who had lain on his breast last

night
—and who planned his death,

tonight. As he saw her lips meet those

of the other man a sudden heart ache
smote him, so sudden and so keen—so

like a purely physical pang, that he in-

voluntarily put up one hand as if a bullet

had struck his side. After a few mo-
ments he turned and walked quietly

away. That stinging pain angered him
as the barbs that the toreadors thrust

into the sides of the baited bull, and he
felt that like one of these, he could bel-

low aloud in his fury and suffering.
When Johnson rode up to the jacal

half an hour later, singing his unlovely
song,

—he found his wife sitting alone
under the lantern:

"Roberto!" she cried, "O, you have
come at last! They have all gone to

sleep and left me, and I'm so tired!"

He lifted her up before him and hung
the turquoise beads about her neck,
and she laughed and kissed him, keep-
ing her brown arms round him the whole
of the long, long ride. It was midnight
when they reached Prieta, and a waning
misshapen moon was rising red and slow

just above the dark line of the eastern
horizon. They stood for a moment
watching it—finally the girl shivered
and turned away:
"How red it is, Roberto!" she whim-

pered, "I'm so tired, and it's so dark

everywhere
—

except that red moon over
there—it's red as blood!"

" Blood?" said Johnson, thickly,
" Don't

talk of blood, I hate it! I've been in

places where it had to be shed, but
it's ugly, and it runs sticky and—and
slow. No, no more blood."

"No, no more blood," agreed the girl,

vaguely frightened and puzzled, "but
why talk of it at all—ugh!"
"Shore," said Johnson,

*

let's talk of

somethin' cheerful. How's your folks?

How did you put in the time while I was
gone?"
"O, my people are all well," said the

girl, "excepting Teresa who lives over

beyond Angelo, you know. She has a
trouble of the lungs, and some day the
blood will gush

—
ah, blood again."

"How did you spend the time?" re-

peated Johnson.

"O," said 'Quita, "I helped my mother
with the meals, and after supper was
over—"

"Yes," interjected Johnson, "after

supper when I always fill up my pipe
and you sit by— What did you do

tonight?"

"I sat under the lantern and mended
the rent in Manuel's jacket," answered
his wife, "and had only just finshed

when you came for me."

"No," mused Johnson, gazing som-

berly at the red moon, "No blood,
but—God A'mighty! To think of me,
thirty years among greasers and Indians;

puttin' my faith in a brown skinned
woman. I reckon," here that barb
writhed again in his stricken side,
"I reckon I've loved her as good as if

she'd a-been white; I've been square
with her."

Well, one of the bitterest things in

life is this—that a man sometimes
loves what he loathes, and Johnson
realized that even now his heart yearned
towards the woman who had betrayed
him, so that the love and hate seethed
within him like fire meeting ice. He
drew her to him suddenly so that she
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cried out, then she smiled, putting her
slim hands on his shoulders.

"This is the last night," said Johnson,
huskily, "Kiss me, gal!" She lifted

her face as she had done before, at the

jacal of Mendoza, and thinking on that,
Johnson kissed her thrice. "The last

night, Roberto?" she repeated, and he

answered, "Yes, the last before the
fiesta."

"But, there is tomorrow night." she
reminded him. "Yes," he agreed, "there
is tomorrow night

—
shore, I'm getting

sorter locoed, I reckon."
"I'm tired," said the girl, again,

"let us sleep Roberto, there will be
much to do tomorrow—we shall be so

busy."
And, after all, so they were. 'Quita

laughed and chatted as she worked,
sometimes singing snatches of Mexican
airs. Johnson quietly watched her as

she moved about, assisting now and
then when he was required. For an
hour or so in the afternoon he was away
on business of his own, but about dusk
he came home and they sat down to

supper. While they ate, conversing

pleasantly, a Mexican rode up to the

door of the jacal and dismounted. He
was introduced to the man of the house

(being already an acquaintance of the

lady ) and he announced that he had come
to tell the senora that her sister Teresa
had been taken very ill, that the father

and mother had gone over to Angelo,
and in view of the state of affairs the

fiesta must be postponed.
"Alas!" sighed 'Quita, "Poor Teresa!

I must go over myself tomorrow. But,
will you have a bite or sup, Felipe?"
Johnson added his entreaties to those

of his wife, so that Gonzales was pre-
vailed upon to enter, and all three sat

down to mescal together. Under the

influence of the insidious beverage the

two Mexicans became a deal less cautious,

going so far as to exchange signals under
the very nose of their apparently un-

suspecting host. He, himself, had taken

very little, and now he rose with the

tin cup in his hand: "To my wife,"
said he, "and to all who are like her!"

And he and Gonzales drank, standing,
while 'Quita sat smiling. "Do you
know, senor," went on Johnson in Span-
ish, and very politely, "My wife is one

woman in a thousand. I have always
appreciated her wonderful attractions,
never more so than tonight."
"I am sorry for the ill news, because I

had arranged a fiesta for her birthday
which is tomorrow. However, she shall

not be altogether disappointed, I have
another treat for her. I have hidden
a strong box filled with—but we will

go and see. A hidden treasure, be sure
of that, and I had intended we should
have a merry hunt for it tomorrow, but
now—we shall hunt tonight."
What with the excitement and the

mescal, 'Quita's eyes were like stars:

"But, Roberto," she wheedled, "what
is the treasure? Money—jewels?"

"Jewels," said Johnson, as he poured
out more mescal. "Once more," he

added, "drink to our expedition," and
he stood watching them as they drank.

They followed him from the jacal, and
he smiled grimly as they tripped behind
him—the fiery drink was swimming in

their heads and heels making both feel

strangely light. They had so far lost

all discretion that they forebore not to

exchange smiles and glances and even
words as they followed their impassive
guide. They even laughed at the fan-

tastic figures of the pear as they writhed
above their heads and compared them
to goblins with outstretched, grasping
hands. x » -

"I am growing a little tired, Roberto,
panted 'Quita, after a while, "is it

far, now?"
"Not far," said Johnson.
"And then," murmured 'Quita to her

lover,
"
while I am admiring

—be quick
—"

"We're nearly there," called Johnson,
on ahead, "I see the box where I hid it

at the foot of a giant pear." They
stumbled forward and arriving at the

place found Johnson kneeling before

the chest.

"Sit down around me," he said,

cordially, "and let's guess a little."

He spoke still in Spanish and motioned
them places near him, "You first,

senor," he added to Gonzales.

"A necklace," hazarded Felipe, ner-

vously fingering his belt,
"
or a comb for

the hair."

"And you, querida?" went on Johnson
to the lady. "A bracelet," said she,

smiling, "a pair of them, Roberto."
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"Better than that," said her husband,
"four of them. Hold out your hands!"
She obeyed and he fastened the heavy,
flashing, silver things on her wrists,

keeping the dangling chains in his own
hands.
"See?" said 'Quita, holding out her

hands to Gonzales, and as he put out
his own to examine the bracelets the

other pair clicked on his slim, womanish
wrists.

"Now," said Johnson, with a sudden

lapse into English such as he usually

spoke, "bracelets for two! Ain't they
plumb gorgeous?" He rose to his feet

as he spoke, and the terrified man and
woman also struggled up.
The Mexican said nothing

—it seemed
to him that just a hundreth part of a
second before those hideous bracelets

clicked he knew—and then it was too

late. It was only a moment before,
but the mescal had been swimming in

his brain, he had been too slow, too con-

fident. He was sober enough, now,
The woman, though desperately fright-

ened, clutched at a passing memory
of how well her wiles had always availed :

"Roberto," she murmured, and forced

a smile,
" what sort of jest is this? Loose

the bracelets, Roberto, they bind too

tight, and I—bound thus to—another,
I—it is unseemly."
"Yes," said her husband looking at

her,
"
I reckon it is. It's too embarrassin'

for me—I'm goin."'
And then that impulse shook him

again, that meeting of fire and ice that

had seethed within him at the jacal
of Mendoza, and he caught her by the
manacled wrists and kissed her thrice.

Then he thrust her from him with such
violence that she and the silent Mexican
chained thus together, staggered and
fell, prone.

Johnson sat at the door of the jacal
and watched the lopsided red moon, alone,
that night and the next, and still another.

About noon of the next day, as he sat

in the same waiting, listening attitude,
a sudden sharp yelp broke the drowsing
stillness. It was the bark of the coyote—at first a short "Yip!" then a long
roll of hideous laughter like forty wolves
at once.

Again Johnson smiled grimly
—that

daylight howl of the coyote always tells

of death. He did not know what manner
of death—maybe a ground rattler care-

lessly trodden—no matter, it had been
done without blood.

Johnson examined his hands, and to

make sure, he washed them in the tin

basin near the door. Then he saddled
his horse, and leaving everything in

the jacal just as it had been, taking not
even a change of clothing or a morsel
of food, he mounted and rode away to-

ward the great Northwest where the

camp fires of his old comrades beckoned,
taking with him only the memory of

that faithless brown woman who had

betrayed him, lying with face upturned
to the thorny pears near the dead

body of her lover, and the coyotes skulk-

ing near.
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THE FOUR ROADS.

By Jesse Clifford Bowman.

The road to the East is 'pleasant enough,
When the heart inclines to roam,

When the call of the ocean in the blood

Is wild as the white-flecked foam;
For the way is long and the seas are wide,
Where the restless feet may range,

And the cities old have a nameless charm.
Their moods are many and strange.

The road to the North is a lonely on^

Where the gleaming ice fields are.

Where through the hush of the long winter night
The only guide is a star.

The way of the North is for those alone

Who are sturdy and strong to go,

Who love the far sweep of the flaming lights,

And the silences of the snow.

The road to the South is a fairy road
The rivers and hills along,

For always above are the soft, dim skies.

And every breeze is a song;
It winds through broad acres of cotton bloom,

Through valleys, and fields of corn.
In a land where romance is very dear,

The land where romance was born.

The road to the West is the open one,
The Trail of the Sunset Fire,

Over mountain and stream and virgin plain.
To the land of Heart's Desire,

For a lure o' love, and a gleam o' gold.
And a promise o' life is there.

Though it may be long it is fresh and new,
The road I shall some day fare.

^Sl

"!«
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The Cub's Escape.
Effie McDowell Davies.

Monty stepped from the bunk-house
and clanked slowly toward the corral;

on the wall he laid a half smoked cigarette,
and placed a small stone upon it, for

the "boss" allowed no smoking around
the hay-stacks. Pouring a goodly
amount of grain into his mount's feed

boxes he then entered the small gate-

way which shut out the stacks from the

main corral, and pitched over the wall,
an equally generous portion of hay to

the cow-ponies, then clanked slowly
back to the bars through which he had
entered the corral, crossed both arms
over the top beam of heavy lumber,
and buried his face on them. A deep
sigh shook the broad blue flanneled

shoulders, while one restless boot swung
back and forth, keeping up the clanking
of his spurs.

Monty was blue, dead blue. That

night the big dance was to be given at

Nopalitas, and the girl was wont to take,
the only girl worth while in the whole

country, in Monty's eyes, he had quarrel-
ed with; over a trifling thing to be sure,
but he well knew when Bess flared up
and talked as she did at their last meet-

ing, that she meant every word of what
she had said, and would not relent or

forgive him soon. And he had heard
also that she intended going to the dance
with Cub Peters. This he very well

knew she was doing for spite, for did he
not know that she despised the Cub as

heartily as he himself did? "It was not
like Bess, his Bess, to do a little mean
trick like that, even if they had quarreled
so outrageously; and why did she have
to select that ornery little cuss to go
with anyhow?" were his thoughts as

he gave a vicious kick to the lower bar,

wishing it were the Cub instead.

The big dance that had been talked
of for so long, the event of the entire

surrounding country, that, for which
the whole Turkey-Track out-fit had

postponed it^ round-up, was coming
off that night, and he had no girl to take!
In his boyish heart he felt he could not
endure it.

"I'll go though," he muttered, "just
to let her see that I don't care." Monty
possessed his share of stubborness and
pride.

"Hey there, come out of it!" a voice
called to him from some one who had

just ridden up, and was dismounting
with several other cow-boys. "You
ain't a-goin' to blubber over losing your
girl, be you?" and a laugh arose among
the boys.
The voice belonged to Cub Peters,

a little short bow-legged fellow, who
wore a broad monkey grin, which really

composed all the countenance the fellow

possessed, as he had no forehead to speak
of, and nature had been stingy alike as

to eyes, nose and chin.

Monty raised his head, and his blue

eyes narrowed the while he measured
his tormentor's shortness. "You shut

up, or I'll smash that grin of yours into

the back of your measly head, you
little sawed off!" The boys paid no
more attention to him, but shuffled off

toward the bunk-house, amid jokes
and laughter, save once, when the Cub
turned around, and with powerful lung
force gave an "ei-yei" and hurled a bit

of shale which went straight to the mark,
just above Monty's head, breaking on
the cedar post.

Bess Rogers was the type of girl

that made men's pulses quicken to be
near. Bright, cool, refreshing, brilliant

in her coloring, for a flush of health

mingled through her dark clear olive

complexion, which added a deeper hue
to her jet-like crown of glory, which she
wore in a simple braid wound around
her head. She had left her father. s

ranch home over on Red Deer creek, after

educating herself suflSciently to teach the
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little tow-headed youngsters at the Tur-

key-Track ranch, and had made her
home there for nearly a year. It was

durmg that time that Monty had met
his fate. Their friendship had been to

him, a very unusual, sacred thing, and
that spring his wages with the Turkey-
Track out-fit had been raised, and he
had dared, in his innermost heart to

entertain the idea that soon he might
ask the girl to be something nearer to

him than sweetheart for life. And now
his dream, his favorite dream seemed

hopelessly beyond his reach, and he
was well on the road to wretchedness.

Supper was on the long tables earlier

than usual that evening, in order to

enable the cook, and all hands to pre-

pare themselves in fitting attire, and to

give them time to reach Nopalitas,
a town five miles distant, before the

festivities began.

Monty was not in the humor for supper,
and after arranging his toilet, saddled
his favorite horse, and headed down the

road, Nopalitas-ward, without so much
as a glance toward the house, a stern

hatred settling over his good boyish face.

Putting spurs to his horse he fairly

flew, for some time, then with an angry
jerk, wheeled and galloped back to with-

in half a mile of the ranch buildings
where the cotton-woods grew the thickest,
and the underbrush well concealed him-
self and horse.

Leading his mount a short distance

from the road, and stationing himself

by a large tree where he commanded a

good view of the road, the boy waited,
while his heart's blood boiled hot with

many day's anger. Minutes seemed as

hours in his anxiety, but finally hoof
beats were heard. The boy crouched

lower, holding his breath to quiet his

beating heart and brain. Then boister-

ously the cow-boys from the ranch rode
into view; Cub Peters among the bunch.
The fact that Bess was not with him
slowly penetrated Monty's bewildered

brain, and the boy straightened himself.

White to the lips, he breathed aloud in

a voice strange with emotion, "God
forgive me for what I was about to do!"
and his revolver dropped from his nerve-
less hand into its holster.

Not many minutes escaped before he
was back at the ranch, riding into the
lower part of the corral, up to the big

rock, under the willows where he and
Bess often enjoyed long talks, when he
chanced to come in early from the range.
There he saw a slight girlish figure com-

ing toward him, and dismounting he
stood awkwardly watching it. "Monty,"
came in low clear tones, "I have just
heard what Cub Peters has been telling,

that I had promised to go with him to

the dance. It's a lie, a plumb lie!

I have not even spoken to him since—
since I saw you last, and—I reckon I

ain't going to go at all—"
she added,

nervously pulling the pussy-willows
from a long tender twig,

" unless—unless,"
and the girl ceased speaking. "Monty
aint you going to take me?" she resumed,
in a sweetly pathetic voice, which had

just a trifle of a sob in it.
" You bet

I am, little girlie," the cow-boy almost

shouted, as he made one rapid bound
and snatched up in his two strong arms,
a dainty pink lawn dress, with a trembling

girl somewhere hidden among its folds,

and crushed it all up to the wildest,

throbbing, happiest heart in all Apache

County.

Monty and Bess were a trifle late at

the Nopalitas dance.
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Her Second Mourning.
By Lannie Haynes Martin.

It was not a case of collusion. The
man had deserted her and she had every
reason to want and to get freedom.

In her most secret imaginings she could

not picture herself as married again,
so there was no motive to urge her into

divorce proceedings except the instinc-

tive feeling that she must be free from
the man, the name, the relations to which
the marriage tie bound her with a sense

of humiliating degradation. How to

go about it all was not very clearly de-

fined in her mind as yet, but she was
sure it would take money. Wearing
a heavy veil one day, she had gone into

a big office building and knocked timid-

ly on the first door she came to which
bore a lawyer's sign and there, without

preface or preliminaries, she had in-

quired what a divorce would cost.

One hundred dollars for the lawyer's

fee; ten dollars if the party had to be
advertised for; ten dollars for serving
the notice; and probably a few dollars

for incidental expenses, the lawyer told

her, and this would bring the expense
well up to one hundred and fifty dollars,
for he intimated that the incidentals

would be somewhere near twenty-five
dollars. One hundred and fifty dollars!

Where could she ever get so great a sum?
Her eight dollars a week, earned by hard,

daily toil, barely sufficed for her food
and clothing, and there was no rich

relative of whom she might borrow.
But there was a latent germ in the soul

of the woman of resolute strength, a

positive germ, which the domineering
husband had never allowed to grow but
now it began to sprout, to send forth

leaves of determination and purpose.

People at the boarding house that

summer noticed that Mary Dawson
wore her old clothes. People have a

way of noticing such minor details,

especially boarding-house people, and
it was remarked that not even a new
shirtwaist or stock collar had been added
to the meagre wardrobe. Moreover

Mary Dawson took a back room for one

seventy-five instead of the comfortable
front one for which she had paid two-

fifty. The three-doUars-a-week board

rate could not be reduced in any way,
but she eliminated all incidental expen-
ditures, all car rides when she was tired

or in a hurry; all sodas and chocolates,
which had been her only extravagance.
As a lode-stone to draw the small, but

steadily increasing savings, she had
started with fifty dollars, obtained

through the sale of her watch, a few solid

silver pieces of tableware and some other

things which had been bridal presents.
This sum, the largest which had ever

been in her possession at one time, and
the decided step taken with the parting
from her belongings, had unloosed new
energies and wellsprings of power. On
her Saturday half-holiday she had earned
some extra dollars with her swift and
skilful needle, and in six months she had
saved fifty dollars more.

When the year rolled around and sum-
mer was come again she had twenty
five dollars more than she had started

out to accumulate. She had one hun-
dred and seventy-five dollars all put
away in a little black box. But the

daily stories of divorce-court proceed-

ings that filled the newspapers made her

shrink from the publicity of it all and,

having had her mind diverted into new
channels through the systematic habits

she had been forming, the tyranny of

the old tie had slipped away to some
extent. Then, too, to the long series

of self-denials there was coming reaction.

Spring was in the air. The earth was

putting on its mantle of pale green with
its pipings of pink and purple. Win-
ter's gray cloak of clouds had fallen away
and fluttering frills of fleecy white fes-

tooned the soft blue sky which looked
now like an immense blue chiffon para-
sol. The lilac bushes were heavy at

the top with nodding purple plumes,
like Easter hats with ostrich feathers,
and the very air was so scintillant with
the sunbeams it reminded one of irides-

cent satins and mercerized batiste. Per-

haps the riot of color in the shop windows
and the gorgeously illustrated newspaper
ads, gave to nature these sartorial

similes. But it was the infinite possi-

bility that lay in the money's purchas-
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ing power that most weakened Mary
Dawson in her intended course. Every
night she itemized long penciled lists

of gowns, gloves^ hats and hosiery that

the amount would buy. At last, after

lengthy, if somewhat inconsistent,

philosophizing, she decided she would
be no better off, that there would be no
real difference in her situation, if she

obtained the divorce. She had lived

that long without any one, in her present

surroundings, knowing that she had ever

been married; and what difference did

it make to her, or to them, whether she

had been, or what difference that she

could never be again? She was tired

of her work, of her life, with its monoto-
nous routine and its endless deprivations.
She would like to have one, just one,

really grand and glorious good time.

With this money she could have it.

She would have it! While she was
still in an undecided, but wavering state,

she could not resist buying a pale blue

chiffon motor scarf, at two dollars, mark-
ed down from four-fifty; and though it

did not harmonize with anything else

in her wardrobe, and, though she had
no possible use for it, she took it out

nightly to revel in its shimmering, lus-

trous beauty and from it came just as

much joy as if she had been familiar

with Mr, Keats' generally accepted
statement about "a thing of beauty."
At length, out of her waverings and in-

decision, a resolve, a purpose, crystallized.

She would buy all the beautiful things
she could afford, she would use great
care and judgment in selecting them,
and then she would go to the beach, to

some good hotel and stay as long as her

money would last. She would enjoy all

the delights of concert, promenade,
bathing, boating, fishing, dancing

—and
then? And then—she would drown her-

self!

Just why she planned such a climax as

this was uncertain. Perhaps it was to

be a penance for her improvidence in

giving up her position just as her salary
had been increased, or for her audacity
in daring to have a good time. In all

her life she had never had a visit, or an

outing of more than a day's duration.

Never a happy, joyous, care-free time

since her childhood. But now all ex-

istence wore a rosy hue; and oh! the joy,

the fascination, the sheer delight of buy-
ing laces, suede slippers, organdies and
ribbons at half price, and French roses

marked down to thirty-nine cents a
bunch! For now the summer was well

advanced and bargain sales, together with
her shrewd common sense, enabled her
own nimble needle to fashion the garments
and, though of inexpensive fabrics and
of comparatively simple construction,
when once arrayed in them, no million-

aire's daughter strolling along the strand
looked smarter or more fetching than

Mary Dawson.

Being intelligent, handsome, and of

agreeable manners, she soon fell in with

pleasant acquaintances and was constant-

ly introduced to new people. Among
these a widower, with money and a
desire to spend it, added not a little to

her delights and diversion. Every one
seemed so happy in this new realm, and
so kind, that the boxes of chocolate,
the flowers, the magazines which came
in unremitting flow, were thought to be

only the customary way of this new-

found, generous world; but when, with-

in three weeks after their introduction,
the widower proposed, Mary Dawson
was shocked into the seriousness of her

false position. The taste of happiness,

however, the allurements of leisure and

luxury and the possibility of their con-

tinuance, nerved her to undertake an-

other long struggle and the intended

watery climax was not even remem-
bered. She gave the widower hope that

she might learn to care for him, but told

him that business matters would claim

all of her time for the next few months
and that it would be at least a year be-

fore she could consider thoughts of

marriage.

Going back to the city full of hope
and happiness and with renewed con-

fidence in herself, Mary Dawson secured

a better paying position than she had
before. She now instituted a more

rigid, radical regime of saving than her

former one. Taking a house-keeping
room and living on practically nothing,
she saved the greater part of her now
fifteen-dollars-a-week salary. Some
heir-loom jewels that the previous sac-

rificial fires had not consumed were now
laid on the altar and in three month's

time she had collected nearly the amount
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needed. But through hope long deferred

the widower's heart grew sick and,

meeting a maid who was equally as fair

and less reluctant to be wooed than the

absent Mary, he did not gamble with

fate by throwing away present oppor-

tunity for future uncertainties, and one

day Mary Dawson received cards an-

nouncing his marriage.
Now there was no reason for obtain-

ing the divorce and the money so hardly
earned again seemed an enormous amount
to squander on so unnecessary a com-

modity. Just what she might have
done with it is difficult to tell, for the

taste of Dead Sea fruit was on her lips

when she thought of the sea-side, but

just then an ounce of second-class printed
matter coming to her by post changed
the whole course of her life. A news-

paper, whose date-line was torn off,

mailed in a penny wrapper, addressed

to her in strange hand, contained the

death notice of James Dawson, aged

thirty-five. She never once doubted
its authenticity and, in the sudden im-

pulse of remorse and pity that comes on

hearing of the death of one for whom
dislike and ill-feeling have been harbored,
she resolve to go into deep mourning.
Accordingly, she gave away all her bright,
beautiful clothes and wore only a severely

plain suit while she was getting together
her elaborate crape-trimmed garments,
her widow's veil, her black-bordered

handkerchiefs and all the other accessories

of conventional sorrow. She wanted
to get everything together before an-

nouncing the object of her mourning,
and finally, one evening the last stitch

had been taken, the last parcel sent up
from the store. > She had 'phoned to

the Associated Charities that afternoon,
and when they had sent she had given
them the last remnant of her former

wardrobe, and now, before her mirror,
she was inspecting herself, clothed in the
sombre weeds of widowhood.

They did not heighten her grief, some

way. Neither were they conducive
to her happiness. When she caught
sight of herself in the long, funereal

veil she suddenly felt the mockery of it

all and involuntarily hissed out, "hypo-
crite!" Then she began to remember
Jim's brutal selfishness, his rough, over-

bearing manner, his neglect, his decep-

tions, and then the vials of her wrath
overflowed . She tore the buckram bonnet
from off her head, threw it on the floor

and jumped upon it. Then, in a frenzy
of disgust and loathing, she felt that she
must free herself of the presence of this

melancholy mockery, and, snatching up
bonnet and veil, she thrust them into

the wood-stove that served to lessen the
December chill; but they made such a

roaring and such a queer, disagreeable
odor that she found it would not be wise

to thus dispose of the other garments.
Remembering, then, something she had
seen in the paper, she ran through the

"liners" till she found "Wanted: second-

hand clothing, highest prices paid. Will

call at residence of evenings. Phone
F9745." The telephone was in the hall,

and throwing on a faded kimona—a
discarded garment too far gone to give

away—she soon had arranged for the

man to call that evening.
When he came he was an apparently

indifferent purchaser. Nobody wanted

mourning, he said. People could get

along without that. It was party dresses

and bright-colored things they wanted,
and, besides, the things were too small

in size for the general run of customers.

But, seeing that the garments were of

excellent material, stylishly made and

absolutely new, he paid her about one-

twentieth of their real value and went on
his way rejoicing. Not until after he
had been gone some time did she realize

that she had sold every shred of clothing
she possessed in the world, everything

except the faded kimona she had on!

And the money paid for the expensive

mourning outfit would not buy one cheap,

ready-made suit!

If Mary Dawson was impulsive, im-

practical, and improvident, she was also

possessed of prophetic faculty and with

the realization of what she had done
came the exclamation "Now I know
something is going to happen! Nobody
in the world ever was in just such a fix

as this before, and something's just
bound to happen." And it did.

The landlady knocked on the door.

"There's a gentleman in the parlor to

see you," said a fat voice outside," and
here's his card." Opening the door,

Mary Dawson read on the card. "Mr.
Lawrence Dean."
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"Why, I don't know anybody by that

name," she said; "tell him he's made a
mistake."

She did not shut her door, but listened;
there came the sound of protesting, con-

flicting voices from below, and the bulky
landlady was trudging laboriously up
the stairs again calling out, "He says
he's a relation, or something, of yours
and he's bound to see you."
"Well, tell him to come up here, then."

What did the faded kimona and dis-

ordered room matter, anyway?
Only the dim light of the flickering

hall gas jet and the changed appearance
of the man kept her from crying out his

name before the landlady, for, when he
had come into the brighter light of the

room, she exclaimed in terror, as though
one had come back from the grave.
"Jim Dawson." "Hush, Mary. I've

changed my name. I've changed my
ways. And I've come back to make
up to you for all I've done and haven't
done. I've got money enough for both
of us now." That had been Jim's
trouble. He had always had enough
money, but not enough for both of them.
"Will you come back to me, Mary?"
he said.

His changed manner and the decided

improvement in his looks were taken in

at the first glance and from the moment
he began to speak she knew what he
would say and she was doing some swift

and sober thinking.

"Jim," she said, "I'm known here as

Miss Mary Dawson; nobody knows I

was ever married and if your name is

Lawrence Dean it would look queer to

people for us to go off together. If

you want to prove to me you are a chang-
ed man, you just tell people you are an
old beau of mine—I guess that's no lie—
and then you try your hand on learning
how to court over again

—you knew once,
but you didn't keep in practice."
No amount of arguing from the

man would change her decision and he
had to content himself with a very short

interview and a promise to go to the
theater with him the next evening.

In her excitement over his sudden

appearance she had forgotten entirely
the state of her wardrobe, and now it

was too late to call him back. What
would she do? If he would play the

role of lover, it must be consistently
done. She would not ask him for clothes.

Through the long, still hours, a plan
worked itself out in her mind that night,
and the next morning before going to
her work she had a suit, a hat and waist
sent out on approval, C. O. D. When
the boy came with the articles she tried
them on and found they would do. In-

quiring if he could change a fifty dollar
bill and finding he could not, she gave
him the seven dollars she had and asked
the landlady for a loan of the balance of
the amount until the change could be
made. It was readily given on the

strength of the promptness with which
the lodger's bills had always been met.
That evening was just the beginning

of a succession of happy times. Seeing
how^ she enjoyed it, the man entered into
the spirit of the make-believe until he
was really making love in earnest. She
was still keeping up her work, paying
off her landlady, and accumulating neces-
sities of apparel in installments. Candy,
flowers, jewels, theaters, dinners, were
being showered on her; but more than
all these, kindness, cameraderie, a desire
to please, and a social, conversational
attitude were showing the man's real

change toward her. Maybe he would
hold out. Maybe he wouldn't do like

they all did. She could love him again
if he were always like this.

But one night he didn't come, nor the
next. She had never asked where he
was staying. On the third morning
as she went to her work, the newsboys
were shouting more excitedly than their

wont, and she could see the paper had
glaring headlines. Shf bought one, and
her eyes, mind and heart took it all in

at the same time: "BIG INSURANCE
FRAUD SCANDAL. MAN INSERTS
DEATH NOTICE. GETS LARGE
SUM. ESCAPES OFFICER AFTER
ARREST. COMMITS SUICIDE."
Mary Dawson went over to the squalid

east-side to the shabby little shop of

the second-hand clothes dealer, and there,
with their crape folds all covered with

dust, hung the sombre garments she had

sold a few weeks before. She bought
them all back, eagerly, tenderly; and

then she put them on and wore them in

all the sincerity of her grief.
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Camping in April.
Eunice Gray.

1 knew the call had come when I

opened my window to the blithe spring
breeze and heard an oriole warbling his

ecstasy in the tip-top of a budding maple
tree in the rear end of our little town lot.

I leaned far out and breathed deeply
of the sweet air and then called gaily to

the oriole. "Yes, we're coming, vaca-

tion begins to-morrow. O! isn't it a

glorious morning!"
It did not take us long to pack, brother

John strapped up a roll of blankets with

sundry packages of bacon, coffee, corn-

meal and salt, and Louise and I put our

simple toilet articles and knives, forks

and spoons into a light straw telescope
which I was to carry by a strap over my
shoulder. Ted, John's twelve year old

son had his own bedding ready a week
before and needed to make no extra prep-
arations except to eat an unusually
hearty supper and assist his mother in

packing sandwiches, which with the tin-

cups was to be her part of the burden.
We retired early that night, prepared

to start out on our travels at day-break
for John and 1 were teachers in the pub-
lic schools and Ted was one of our pupils
and we had just six days' holiday in which
to drink in all the beautiful spring-time
which had been calling to us for the past
month from every hill and tree-top.
The city clock was striking four as we

stole down the deserted street, arousing
the suspicions of a very drowsy watch-
man. When we left the pavements and
took to the "open road" we swung into

our easy, rapid tramping gait and soon
left the sleeping town behind us. Four
o'clock is early for even an April morning
and we met very few people along the
road. As we walked alone in the midst
of possessions we felt a sense of intoxi-

cating ownership, and we laughed glee-

fully as we pointed in child-fashion to

"our apricot ranch," "our cosy little

cottage and poultry yard." It is al-

ways the first phase of our new freedom

and we knew it would pass off in the

deeper inspiration of the foot-hills which
we were rapidly approaching.
By six o'clock we had covered the

first stage of our journey and sat down on
the hillside just above the little village
of Saratoga to watch the sun rise over
Santa Clara valley.
Then we presented ourselves at the

back door of a country friend who knows
our pecularities and respects them. We
were royally fed fresh milk, corn-bread

and stewed prunes and then were sent

on our way with a cordial "God speed."
"I feel like a strong, happy angel,"

John confided to me as we followed the

curving road up a steep grade. "I
don't know whether it is the corn-bread

or the sunrise." "They were both
heaven sent," I replied.
A turbulent mountain stream rushed

madly down on one side of the road, over
rocks and stumps and fallen trees, some-
times running quietly under the soft green
sycamores and the pungent bay trees,

rushing out again into the sunlight to

sparkle and dance over the stones. Long,
graceful branches of the alder trees hung
low over the stream, dipping their deli-

cate pink fringed blossoms into the

shining water.

The hills were very irregular on the
eastern slope and we were often con-
fronted by a steep, thickly wooded hill-

side, then a turn in the road would bring
us to an open space, a grassy meadow
stretching out between the hills and road-

way and an orchard or a vineyard strag-

gling up the gentle slope.
It was at one of these sudden turns

that we made our first acquaintance.
We came upon him so suddenly that he
had no chance to recover himself; he sat

on a flat stone by the roadside, the re-

mains of his feast lay around him and
an un-mistakable odor met our nostrils.

We exclaimed in one breath, "onions."
He grinned at us over the top of a last
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succulent young rootlet and tossed the

top on the ground and wiped his mouth
with his muddy hands.

"Gee, they tasted good, plenty more

up yonder," and he pointed over his

shoulder with an expressive and dirty
thumb.

"Walking?" asked John seating him-

self on an opposite bank. "Nop, auto-

mobilin' fer my health."

"We're tramps too," said Louise, in-

gratiatingly. "Well, now, I'd never'n

known it," he answered, leaning forward

with interest.

"Yes, we are now, not always; we have
to stay at home sometimes, don't we
John," said I.

John nodded sadly.
"That's too bad," sympathized our

friend.

"Can you tell me how far it is to the

first redwoods?" asked John.
"
Well, I beat it by the road, but I seen

a clump of trees not far off the road about
a mile from the summit, that's two miles

from here.

"We'll lunch there," said John. "I
remember them, there is a spring just
above and a beautiful view of the valley."
"Powerful dry around here," said our

friend, then looked at John dumbly,
John responded and we bade him a

cordial good-by and went on our way.
Noon found us hot and hungry at the

summit, below us rolled the panorama
of Santa Clara valley, a picture so vast

and varied that we held our breath as

we looked down upon it. There were

miles of fruit trees in blossom, broken
here and there by the curving line of a

white road or an orchard in leaf, an eu-

calyptus grove or a field of grain. The
distant orchards looked like a blue lake

and the long point of San Francisco bay
ran down to join it, as it appeared, at

the very foot of the eastern mountains.

Mount Hamilton stood guard over the

shimmering valley, and as we looked, it

too, seemed to become a part of the

mirage-like scene and stood half concealed

in floating cloud banks with the farther

peaks dimly revealed behind it. The
nearer scene was homelike. White ranch

houses, vegetable gardens and berry

patches gave a sense of peace and plenty
which made it seem like, "peaceful valley,"
a good place to live in.

We sought the shade of the redwoods
and washed our faces in the running
stream, and drank of it, and then opened
our lunch box and ate our first meal of

freedom. A great happiness and con-
tentment filled our hearts as we looked
out at the beautiful world at our feet

and when our meal was finished we curled

up like porcupines on the warm ground
and fell asleep.
Ted was the first one to wake up,

though the afternoon sun was shining
hot in our faces. "We'll never get to

camp tonight, if we don't get started,
it's three o'clock now," he said picking
up his blankets and the scattered re-

mains of our lunch.

Ted was our guide the rest of the way,
as he had essayed to lead us to a good
camping place not far from a hospitable
ranch house. It didn't take us long to

get down the west side of the mountain.
There were accomodating cross-trails

and all down grade, we fairly ran part of

the way singing and whistling so noisily
that we started the wood-birds in all

directions.

A very young snake wiggled his yellow
and brown tail just out of reach of my
heavy walking boots. We were both very
much scared but I didn't stop to ex-

plain matters. Louise and I were in

the lead, finally John plunged after us.

"Stop," he said, "you can't keep up this

pace, you'll lose all your hair-pins!"
I clasped my hands to my heart in

tragic despair. "How many?" I asked,
then we sat down on a redwood stump
and shook out our remaining pins, braid-

ed our hair in pig-tails, tied them with

string from our lunch box and declared

ourselves emancipated.
Ted led us back onto the wagon-road

which we followed for a mile, then to

a narrow road used by wood choppers
which turned up a deep canyon. At the

head of the canyon we found a trail up
the hillside to the ranch which was to

furnish us with milk and eggs for the

next few days.
It was dusk when we threw down our

loads under a group of redwoods within

hailing distance of Smith's ranch.

John and Ted walked over to inter-

view Mr. Smith as to our desirability as

neighbors, while Louise and I unrolled

the blankets, and made camp. There
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was plenty of dry stuff under the red-

woods, though April rains had made the

ground soft and damp on the hillsides.

We built a camp-fire in an open space
and had all in readiness for making supper
when our men returned with a pail of

milk and Mr. Smith's consent to our

camp and an admonition about putting
our fire out when we left. Hot bacon,
sandwiches and milk made a supper fit

for a king; we rolled up in our blankets

early for we were weary and foot-sore

from our unaccustomed exercise.

I was awakened early in the morning
by the silvery tinkling of bells, at first

a long way off, as they came gradually

nearer, I recogaized one of the most

delightful sounds to be heard in the

mountains. Often on our walks we have
met the wagons bearing great casks of

wine, the steady old horses wearing the

musical bells which sent the message
down the curving narrow roadway to

warn fellow travelers of their approach.
The morning was cold and our camp-

fire was grateful, and our breakfast of

bacon and eggs, corn-bread and coffee

was a royal feast. Breakfast over we
made our beds by rolling them up and

hanging them high and dry on a tree,

we washed our frying pan and cups in

the creek, covered our fire and started

off on a hike for the crest of the hill,

whence, neighbor Smith informed us
we could see the Pacific. Thus began
our first days of life in the open, sound

sleep every night, keen appetite for every
meal, and a new point of interest every
day to which we tramped with ever in-

creasing vigor and enthusiasm.
John did some geologizing and Ted

added to his plant collection, Louise and
I lived and breathed and had our being
in a sense never realized under the bond-

age of a roof and household gods.
New life was about us everywhere,

tender new leaves upon the hoary oaks,
lush grass in the pastures, soft mosses
in the cool, damp woods and little birds

in all the trees caroling gaily at dawn
and busily building and mating and

nesting all the day long.
"Come up, mother, and see all the

little things go to bed," said Ted the
second evening as he started up to the

ranch for the evening milk supply.

"What little things?" asked I.

"O—little chicks and kittens—come

along and see them."
We went with him and fell under the

spell of the "wee things." Tabby had

partaken of a generous dish of warm
milk, and had led her family into the
barn with many a coaxing call and
settled herself in the sweet hay and purred
appreciatively as we admired her six

furry babies. Two old hens were drow-

sily clucking to a brood of downy chicks
under their feathers, a long legged colt

ran shyly to his mother's side, as we
approached and she nosed him with a

gentle reassuring whinny. A weak-
kneed calk bunted its mother, not sure

whether it wanted more supper or a nap
and in the hedges little birds were chirp-

ing sleepily as the light grew dim.
The farm yard was in dusk when we

left with our pail of foaming milk and
the babies were all cosily tucked away
to sleep.

One night we were driven to shelter

by rain, the clouds had gathered in the

evening, but we did not take warning
till too late. Mrs. Smith made us com-
fortable on the covered porch to the

cottage, we refused to go inside, prefer-

ing the cold, wet air to a night within
doors.

The next morning was clear and warm
and we took an all day's tramp, which

pieced out with the Boulder Creek rail-

road and lo! we were in the Big Basin—
but, that is another story

—that day
cannot be chronicled here.

At last our holiday was over, six short

days which began in the glories of a
mountain sunrise and swinging through
the golden hours of day to the closing

portals of sunset, across its shining
threshold into the silver night when the
moon flooded mountain and valley and
the stars looked down upon us with

friendly eyes, and a blessing on our
dreams.

We reached home dusty, tired and
tanned, but with heads clear and spirits

light. We had new vigor in our lives,

new appreciations in our hearts and new
freedom in our souls. We are now
making plans for our summer vacation
in the Yosemite valley. -. ".
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The Philosophical Cowboy.

On the Double Circle range where the grass grows green,
The cattle get wild and the hroncs get mean,
And the calves get bigger as the days go by,
So we got to keep ar-rimming,boys

—it's root hogor die.

// you ride a mount of horses you've got to keep them shod;
If you can't shoe them standing, then lay them on the sod;
You can tack the iron on them if you're amind to try,
So get busy, boys,

—
for it's root hog or die. :

In the morning after breakfast, abo^it daylight,
Throw your saddle on a horse and pull your cinches tight;
The bronc may jump crooked and he may jump high,
Bui we all got to ride them, boys

—it's root hog or die.

0, the hills are rough and rocky, but we got to make the drive;
When you start a bunch of cattle you better come alive;

If you ever get a maverick you must get him on the fly.

So you better take to them,, boys
—it's root hog or die.

When the long day is over you'll be glad to see the chief
With a pot of black coffee and an oven full of beef
And some sour dough biscuits to take the place of pie

—
When he hollers,

" Come and get it,"
—it's root hog or die.

In the middle of the night it is sometimes awful hard
To leave your warm blankets when you're called on guurd.
And pa^ss the weary moments while the stars are in the sky.

Humming to the cattle, boys
—it's root hog or die.

Sometimes it's dreadful stormy and sometimes it's pretty clear.
You may work a month and you might work a year.
But you can make a winning if you'll come alive and try

—
For the whole world over, boys, it's root hog or die.

J. H. S.
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The Indians of California Today.
Anna R. Davis

Years ago the writer was fortunate

enough to be present at that beautiful

resort Lake Mohonk, N. Y. when one of

the conferences on Indian affairs was

being held, and has since watched with

interest the adoption by our Govern-
ment of the plan of giving land in

severalty to all Indians who desire it

and the happy results of this plan. In
common with most people who give the

Indians any thought I supposed the

Indian problem was settled in justice
to the Indians and that only time and
education were necessary to put them
in the way of holding their own with
their white neighbors, when behold, I

learn that to-day here in my own adopted
state of California they are being driven
from their lands just as they have been
ever since we landed on the continent.

Of the 57 counties of California, 50
have Indians living in them. The In-

dian population of the state in round
numbers is 18,000 of whom 4,000 are in

the southern part and 14,000 in the north.

At present the population is stationary;
it neither increases nor decreases very
much, but the death rate since 1850,
when the first census estimate was made,
has been fearful. In 1850 they num-
bered 100,000; now they have shrunk
to 18,000, less than 1-5 that number.
Neither the enmity of the white man, nor
his alcohol, his diseases nor his vices, can
account for so great a decrease. What
then is the cause? It is greed for land.

California is a fertile state, with a fine

climate and we whites coveted the land
and took it. In aboriginal days game
was abundant, but it did not hold a

very great part in the Indians' bill of

fare, as they were restricted to what they
could kill by bow and arrow and pit-
falls. Fish formed a much greater share
of their diet and all the California tribes

were large fish eaters. They also made
a large use of edible roots. Grass seed,
the larvae of some insects and grass-

hoppers were often on the bill of fare

and angle worms were resorted to in

times of scarcity, as they are occasionally

to-day. The largest single item of their

diet was composed of acorns and other

nuts. The Indians grind the acorns,
leach out the bitter principle and make
various forms of mush and bread, nutri-

tious and palatable. Now the coming
of the white man has deprived the In-

dian of the game, fish and even the pro-
duce of the fields which he had himself

planted. No people can survive if the

means of support is cut off. We have
taken nearly all the land he used, and
have given him nothing for it. The
California Indian has been treated worse
than any other Indian of the country and
to understand how this came about we
must go back a little.

The Franciscan Fathers were not
allowed to complete their work of civil-

izing the Indians, for in 1834 Mexico
secularized all the Franciscan lands—that

is, threw them open to settlement. A
scramble for land ensued, and the In-

dians were crowded away. A few who
had come from the San Joaquin Valley
went back. Those who had come from
the mountains returned there, but the

great body of Mission Indians numbering
34,000 at the time of the secularization,

perished. They now number 3,000, and
most of this decrease took place between
1834 and 1849 under Mexican rule.

We are thankful, as we read of this

terrible injustice, that our country is

not responsible for it, and yet we are

not one whit better as to the way we
treated the other Indians of the State.

"Four fifths of the California Indians

were not affected by Spanish grants
or Mexican secularization, and their

undoing began with the gold excitement
of 1849. The Commission then sent by
Congress to make treaties with the In-

dians and buy their land, arranged 18

treaties with them, whereby the Indians

agreed to cede their lands to the United

States, to keep the peace, and accept
certain reservations described by metes
and bounds. The Government agreed
to reserve forever for Indian use the lands

described in the treaties, and to pay
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a certain price, paying in a great variety
of things, such as provisions, live stock

and miscellaneous goods. The value
of the goods was about one and three-

quarter million dollars and the value of

the lands reserved to the Indians at

$1.25 an acre was $8,000,000. So far,

so good! But "some of the reserva-

tions were laid out in the mining dis-

tricts and the miners protested to Con-

gress with such vehemence that the
Senate refused to ratify all the treaties:

No effort seems to have been made to

make new treaties, or in any way to

acquire a title to the land, nor have the

California Indians ever received one
cent for the rights in the lands which

they have lost. The Osages, the Chero-
kees and other eastern tribes have re-

ceived millions of dollars for precisely
the same rights in land not nearly so

valuable. The Indians did not under-
stand the intricacies of our governmental
system, nor the meaning of Senatorial

ratification of a treaty. They certainly
understood that they had made a solemn

agreement with United States and that

they had sold their lands for a price.

The Government has taken their lands

and their reservations and has paid
nothing. From an Indian standpoint
this constitutes a deliberate breach of

faith without palliation or excuse. Why
the Government never made a further

attempt to establish the Indian right of

occupancy has never been stated. It

is suspected that interested persons
had more influence at Washington than
the Indians had. The Indian Bureau

did, it is true, attempt for a time, to

protect the Indian, and several small

reservations were set aside in Northern
California by executive order. Some
of these were occupied by settlers, some
abolished by Congress, so that four were

ultimately saved to the Indians."

These are Hupa, the Klamath Strip,
Round Valley, Tule River and a Reserve
near Jackson. The Jackson Reservation
was purchased later in the 90's. Here
dwell 1,700 Indians; the rest of the 10,000
who have kept the peace and killed no-

body have received nothing but \mts
of eviction. This state of affairs was
not wholly unknown to Congress. At
first there were Government agents
who made due reports to headquarters,

and one issued a strong appeal to the

people of California, but these agents
were soon legislated out of office, and
thereafter the Federal Government knew
little of the condition of California In-

dians.

Within a year or two of the discovery
of gold a considerable portion of the
State was overrun by probably 200,000
miners. Thej' were largely men of the
most vigorous type, well armed and
masterful. A majority of them had in-

herited the prejudices of two hundred

years of border warfare with Indians in

the east; many had come overland, and
had encountered on the way, the fierce

Indians of the plains, so that there was
little disposition to acknowledge that

the Indians of California had any rights.

Opposed to these men was a practically
defenceless people; they had no fire-

arms, and they were mild and unwarlike,
so it is not strange that one of the most
shameful chapters of American history
followed. Among the miners were some

desperate characters who were as willing
to commit an outrage upon an Indian as

upon anybody else. The Indians
would retaliate by killing the first white
man they met. Then followed swift

retribution. The miners would organ-
ize and the offending village would be

wiped out. Men in ambush would shoot

every Indian who appeared, but as no
one \\dshed to kill the children, they
were sold into slavery. And so the pro-
cess of extermination went on. As the

state filled up ^vith whites, land was
wanted for wheat and fruit. The In-

dians occupied good land, and usually
had little gardens and orchards especially

peach trees. These would attract the

attention of some frontiersman, who
would file claim on the place and summar-

ily kick the Indian off. No justice could

be had in the courts, for the Indian was
not a citizen, nor an alien, and therefore

had no standing. His case was not even

heard. One Indian is said to have been
forced to move eleven times. It is not

strange that these Northern California

Indians have ceased to try to have

gardens, when any appearance of thrift

acts as an invitation to whites to come
and take the land. At first evicted

Indians could go elsewhere, but now it

is a matter of difficulty to find any place
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of refuge, except in other Indian settle-

ments which are already overcrowded,
and where because of worthless soil or

lack of water, gardens are impossible,
and poverty and want continually stare

them in the face.

In 1884 Congress stirred to action by
Helen Hunt Jackson's "Ramona" and
"A Century of Dishonor," passed a

law called the Indian Allotment Act,
which gave every Indian who wished it,

a plot of land for his own, and this law
has been of untold value to the Indian,
where reservations still existed, but it

came too late to be of much use to our
California Indians; 1800 allotments

have been made under it, but many of

them on land that is perfectly worthless

for purposes of support. The alloting

agents came from the East and seem to

have expected what is called a soft snap,
but they found it arduous work in the
mountains in all kinds of weather, so

they preferred the easier plan of making
allotments by map. Consequently, over
three hundred allotments are absolute

desert, without water, or the hope of

water, and six hundred are in the Sierra

Nevada mountains where the land, or

rather rock, inclines up at an angle of

45 degrees and snow falls often thirty
or forty feet deep, and lies from October
to June. More than three-quarters the
allotments in that section are unfit for

human habitation, and it is not strange
that the Indians have been unable to

do anything with them. The small

number of allotments which are fit to

live on have been the salvation of the

Indians there, and the distress, disease

and death which follow in the wake of

eviction have been unknown among them.
This hurried account shows how the

present condition was reached. Let us
look now at what Government is do-

ing for them. In the South where the
Indians are Mission Indians, reservations

have been set aside for them. Some of

these are on worthless land, some on
land which can be made good by irri-

gation, but on the whole these Indians
are pretty well off. The Government
has provided day schools and one fine

Training School at Riverside where
Indian boys and girls are taught garden-
ing, care of horses, cattle, hogs and

poultry, housework, sewing, etc.

In the North there are 1,700 Indians
on Reservations, 1,000 on land bought
by Indians or their friends, and 10,000
without any right to the land they
occupy—mere squatters destined sooner
or later to be evicted by the white man.
These intolerable conditions appealed
so strongly to the California Indian As-

sociation, that a few years ago, a peti-
tion was sent to Congress asking that

California Indians be given homes, as

had been done in the case of those in

other states. After three years' effort

a grant of $150,000 was obtained and
Mr. Kelsey was appointed Special Agent
to administer it under control of the
Indian office. Little homes of from one
to five acres are being bought and alloted

to each landless family and the owner-

ship will be inalienable for twenty-five

years—thirty-two plots have been

bought and divided up and the Indians

are moving upon them.
As to education the Indians have

not been much favored. Though the

laws of California make no distinction

as to race or color, public sentiment has
been against admitting them to public
schools. For many years they have been
refused admission, and to-day are still

excluded in a majority of districts.

About the only schools where Indians

are welcome, are the small ones which
are likely to be closed if the Indians do
not attend and keep up the necessary
number. All counties have for years
drawn a full amount from the State

Fund for the education of Indian children,
but most of the counties have refused

Indian children admission to the schools.

(One would think that the Ten Com-
mandments are as little known in Calif-

ornia as Kipling says they are "east of

Suez." ) However a change has been
made in the method of apportionment,
and hereafter no money can be drawn
for Indian children unless they actually
attend school. It is impossible to give
exact figures of Indian children attend-

ing public schools, because the school

registers do not distinguish them, but as

near as can be estimated the number
is about 500 out of a possible school

population of 2,700 in Northern Califor-

nia. The Government has to a limited

extent entered the educational field

and maintains two boarding schools.
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two training schools at Fort Bidwell
and at Greenville, and 10 daj' schools
in Northern California, but there are at

least 1,800 children without opportunity
for any schooling whatever.

In Northern California the Indians
are for the most part settled in little

villages called "rancherias" which con-
tain from 50 to 250 souls, the usual size

being 50. These settlements are for

the most part on waste or worthless

land, as near as possible to their an-
cestral home. In the native religion of

the Indian, a sort of shamanism, inter-

communion with the spirits of the dead,
is one of the chief features. They fre-

quently make offerings to the manes-
ghosts of their dead ancestors and friends,

especially at their annual feast of the

dead, and they believe that they receive
in return protection from all sorts of

evil. The desire to remain by the bones
of his ancestors is more than a mere
sentiment, and an Indian will endure

great extremities rather than abandon
his locality. The sanitary condition of

these Indian rancherias is bad, but the

feeling of helplessness and despair is

worse. Most of the Indians seem to

have lost all hope of escape from their

present condition and have become fam-
iliar with the idea that they will die off

soon any way. It is evident that if he
is to be kept alive he must have some
means of making his living by the labor
of his hands, but as most Indians in

Northern California are landless, they
must work for others. If the supply of

labor were sufficient the problem would
be light, but in many localities labor
is not to be had. The California Indian,
both north and south, has a good repu-
tation as a hard-working, honest laborer.

In some localities they have all the
work they can do; in some there is a
race prejudice which prevents their

being employed; in others there is little

work to be had, and they must go fift)'

or a hundred miles to work. This work,
generally picking fruit or hops, lasts

only a short time and is often all he gets
in a year. How these bands live is a

mystery to their neighbors. It is esti-

mated by Mr. Kelsey that 6,000 souls

are dangerously near the famine line.

This does not mean that they all suffer

at the same time, or every year, but each

of these landless bands is liable to a
time of famine, and during such a season
the old people and the children die.

The healthy and strong can survive a

period of starvation, but the old and the

young succumb. North of Tehacliipi
there are hardly any old people left,

and the proportion of children is small

though the births are numerous. The
grown Indians too are often so badly
fed that they have little strength, and

many people who employ them, say that

they must be fed up for two or three

days before they have strength enough
to work.

Besides the six boarding schools and
the eighteen day schools, the Govern-
ment has one of the very best agencies
at work in the Field Matrons, who live

among the Indians. These women must
pass a civil service examination and
are then sent to Indian settlements

where they care for the sick and teach
the women sewing, cooking and house-
hold management. They also teach

Sunday School classes and in every way
try to lead their charges into a higher
life. The letters which tell of their

daily duties prove that we have genuine
heroes among us. In light canoes on
swollen rivers, on foot or on horseback,
in storm and sunshine they seek the sick

and needy, and carry a message of cheer

and a helping hand. These Field Mat-
rons receive a salary of $60 a month
with allowance for lodging and livery.

They must passs a Civil Service examin-

ation, but positions without this examin-
ation may be obtained if satisfactory
recommendations can be given, and
these women are paid $25 a month and
allowance for lodging and livery.

A few extracts from the letters of

Miss Reed up on the Klamath River
will give you a glimpse of how these

Field Matrons work. The first is dated

Somes Bar. California. Februarv 4th,

1908.

"We have just returned from a trip

up the river. Everywhere we were

received with great kindness by Indians,

half-breeds and whites. The first day
we went where there are no women and

the Indians were evidently frightened,

but by our second visit they were very

friendly, and since then they seem on

the whole pleased to see us. Near
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Orleans the Indians show the effects

of civilization. They are fairly well

educated, their houses are well built

and fairly clean. Many of the

houses at Orleans appeared as well

as those at Chico, with curtains

at the windows, plenty of flowers and
an air of general well-being. Up the

Klamath conditions are different. There
is no mail route, and only a few white
men. The Indian cabins are poor and

dirty
—
though even there are some not-

able exceptions. Very little English
is spoken, food is primitive and scanty,

clothing ragged and dirty, and the In-

dian women and children all look un-

kempt."
"Feb. 22nd; We have been establish-

ed at Kortamain for about two weeks in

a little house rented furnished, as Lizza

said, but when we took possession we
found only two tables, a chair, a stool

and bedstead. These we promptly
painted and till they dried, lived squaw
fashion, on two boxes and the floor.

Later we found we could buy lumber
10 miles away, and have it brought to

us previously packed on the backs of

two mules and now, after a week's saw-

ing, and hammering, we have added
a long settle, two chairs and a china
closet besides endless tables and shelves
to our outfit.

"The life becomes more and more in-

teresting as we grow to know the people
better.

"Two days in the week we ride 10

miles up the river to a district untouched

by schools, and teach the alphabet and

embryo arithmetic. The Indian child-

ren are wonderfully sweet and lovable
and make much quicker scholars than
those with white blood. The problem
troubling us is that of providing some
occupation for the boys and young men.
There is literally nothing for the young
men to do but collect about the stores

and gamble, which if liquor can be ob-

tained, generally ends in a fight. The
boys are getting into the habit of drift-

ing over to the store especially on Sun-

day and watching the game. Most of

these boys read, but there is hardly even
a magazine in the whole 20 miles about
here. I have subscribed to three—'

"
Harper's," "McClure's" and "Every-

body's." If I could only get hold of

"Treasure Island," "Kidnapped" and
some of the good old fashioned fairy
stories "Jack the Giant Killer," "Little
Red Riding Hood," "Robin Hood,"
it would be a help. If I can, I shall get
them started at some athletic contests.

"Our near neighbor, Lizza, was invited

to an evening visit soon after we came,
and appeared in a dreadfully dirty gown.
We served her and her husband coffee

and cake and made no comments. Two
days later, she came to see us in a pretty
cotton dress which we praised and made
much of. Since then she has never
come over without a clean dress on and
we observe her to wash vigorously. They
all seem to enjoy the social amenities
and formal calls, and invitations for the

evening are much to their taste. They
have wonderful natural good breeding
and a quite remarkable social instinct

and we can easily reach them along these

lines.

"March 11th, 1908: Miss Reed and
I felt as if we had received an Xmas
box when your package came to-day.
While getting supper, we planned how
to make the gingham go as far as possible.
A whole dress would take too much
material, so we think we shall let each
woman choose whether she will make
a waist for herself or a dress for one of

her children.

"It is surprising to note the effect of

any regular meeting at school, sewing
society, or Sunday School. Every time,
there is an improvement. At first they
always almost come in very old dirty
clothes. The next time they will wear
a much better dress—probably their

best. The week after, that dress will

be nicely washed and ironed, and of

course, the improvement of any one

person causes a spirit of emulation among
the others. The trouble has been that

the women have been really too poor to

have anything but the one dress, and it

will be to these that the ginghams will

be such a Godsend. The food is one of

the most delicate questions. The In-

dians here live chiefly on acorns and fish

with an occasional deer or bear in season,

eating like their fathers before them. We
expect to go slowly, asking this and that

person to a meal, serving tea and cake
at the sewing society, sending an occasion-

al dish of something good to a friend, and
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so if possible create an interest in our
kind of food.

''Very much could be done for these

people by the new ideas brought in

through books and papers, and that is

the reason we are devoting so much time
to education. Men, women and child-

ren are passionately anxious to learn.

Boys and their mothers sit side by side

to learn their letters. My family sent

two magazines the other day, and they
were on the table when one of the half-

breeds came in. I wish you could have
seen his expression when he saw them.
His fingers trembled as he turned the

leaves, and he would hardly believe we
meant it, when we gave him both to

take up on the mountain with him.

"We are growing very fond of the In-

dians we know best. A few of them al-

ways drift over in the evening and sing
us Indians songs or tell us about their

customs, or perhaps an animal storv.

"March 24, 1908. I want to tell you
how pleased the women were with your
gifts. Emily came first. She is such
a pretty little girl, just seventeen and
been married two years. I have never
seen anyone so enchanted as she was
when she saw the bags and needle books.

She would take one up, lovingly, and

say 'O, it is so pretty.' Finally she

chose the dark red silk one, and I could

see her during all the afternoon peeping
into it with the most delighted expression.
The other women for a while, would only
walk around the table, look at each one
and murmur 'yarmuch! yarmuch!
pretty! pretty!' Emily's story is very
pathetic. When she was only fifteen

a man saved her brother from drowning
and demanded $60 as a reward. The
brother had not the money and offered

Emily instead, though she was such a
child and at school. A younger brother
was much opposed to it, and tried hard
to raise the money, but could not quite

quite make $60 and though the old mother
cried and cried, Emily was taken from
school and given to the man. She takes
more interest in the Sunday School than

anyone else, and last Sunday said to

me, 'I was so frightened all morning
because I thought I could not get across

the river,' and then with a delighted
smile, 'but my brother, he brought me
over.' Here at Kortamain the numbers

still pour into the Sunday School and
we start our second across the river next

Sunday. We are offering a card to any
child who can say the Lord's Prayer and

they are all working hard.

"I can't resist giving you one more
incident, it is so funny. A bottle of hair

tonic without any label had been sent by
mistake with the ginghams," Miss Arnold
writes. "All drugs are as gold here, so

I put it away till I should learn its proper
use. A few days later Martha came to

say that Mrs. Tintin was 'awful sick'

and would we come down to see her.

It happened that we had not a medicine
in the house. We put every cent we can

spare into drugs, but the demand is so

great that they are no sooner in the house
than they are out again. We were at

our wits' end, because the moral effect

of drugs is so strong with these people
and it was likely Mrs. Tintin, who is

very old, would die if she did not think

something was being done for her.

Then we suddenly thought of your
bottle. It smelled a little like liniment

and rheumatism is the principal disease

with the old here, so we snatched it and
hurried on. Poor Mrs. Tintin was lying
on the floor on a few rags close to a wisp
of fire. She was moaning and evidently

pretty ill. Martha told us the pain was
in her side, and as Mrs. Tintin speaks no

English, and as Martha is not very strong
on it herself, that was all we could get
out of her. We were limited to the hair

tonic in any case, so we told Martha to

rub it in night and morning, make Mrs.

Tintin drink plenty of hot water, our

remedy for everything, and keep her

warm. The next day she seemed better

so we urged the continuation of the treat-

ment, and the third day Benay came up
for more medicine (we had savingly

given them only a vanilla bottle full. )

On the fourth day we went down, Phoeby
was there and Mrs. Tintin was sitting

up. Mrs. Tintin bowed her head gravely
and said something in Indian—'She

says you make good medicine' translated

Phoeby. We bowed in our turn, and

Mrs. Tintin made another impressive

remark. 'She says,' went on Phoeby,

.'you saved her life. She was going to

die.' We bowed again and came away.
I would send vou back the remainder of
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the hair tonic, but I know all the Indians

will be clamoring for it."

The importance of this Field Matron
work cannot be overestimated. One
of the best missionaries who ever work-

ed among Indians is a woman who has

built up a large church and changed the

whole community. How did she do it?

She taught the people to work in the

garden and paid them for it. She taught
t he mothers to dress and feed their child-

ren, and the fathers to plant the fields

and milk the cows. She had a black-

board where she taught the men the

simple arithmetic needed in measuring
and selling wood and hay, and illustrated

to them how their herds would increase

if they did not eat up the calves as soon
as born. For years before she had a
('hurch and six days out of the seven
after she had one, she devoted herself

to proving to these people that the gos-

pel and the preacher were what they
leally wanted every day. The Field

Matron joins hands with the parents and
children in saving the home.
The Christian Church is doing little

for the California Indian. As some one
has put it—" We Christians evidently
feel that the Indian is not a desirable

acquisition at the Lord's Table." Only
three Protestant denominations have

any work among our 13,000 Indians in

Northern California. These are the

Presbyterians, Methodists and Baptists.
The letters just read were from two ladies

sent to the Klamath river, but, alas,

they left there last fall. The only other
work which Protestants are doing is that
of teaching lace making at three stations

in Southern California. I hope, however,
that Protestants are waking up, for

Mr. Kelsey writes that our Mission
Board has tentatively promised to place
a mission on the Klamath River; the

Presbyterians promise two or three new
missionaries, the Congregationalists one,
and the Baptists are considering the
matter. That religious work is needed

among the 12,000 Indians you will

see from a letter sent me by one of the
Field Matrons from Lookout. She has
been among them a year, and she says:

"They are cold, hungry, sick and ignor-
ant. Every night I renew my prayer*
that tomorrow the news may come that
a mission will be started here at once.

I do not know how much longer we must
wait for the message of light to be sent

to these people. Christ said of the sol-

diers who drove the nails,
'

Forgive them,
for they know not what they do.' I

think every Indian I know (in the ig-

norant state ) would go straight to Heaven
if they should die for they know not
what they do. But what of us; we, the

highly civilized? Surely we know what
we do, and knowing, should we not

throw out the life line to these needy
souls. I want a religion for them. Some
pure-hearted, honest-souled man or

woman to come here and help me lift

these people up to the level of humanity.
To teach them that the King born in

the city of David is their King,"
"These Indians are cave men and

women as our own progenitors were,
but the difference between the tent In-

dian and the educated one is as great as

from sea to sea. I have in mind three

Indians. One a Chippewa woman, Mary
Le Page, brought up in a Christian

family in Wisconsin. Beautiful in every
way—low voiced, winsome mannered,
beautiful in face, figure and character,
a soul as pure as the 'floating flowers'

that gleam upon the bosom of the many
lakes of her lovely Minnesota, now the

happy wife of a Haskell graduate, Jas.

Oliver of Denver. Another, a Sioux

boy, all but a savage, taken from Mon-
tana to Carlisle and raised under the

kind eye of Colonel Pratt. This boy,
James Percy, lived 'out' a great deal

and for four years with two Quaker ladies

near Philadelphia, and when the time
came for him to leave school he begged
to stay with these lovely women, but
was sent West. He is a fine man, and
an exceptionally bright and entertain-

ing one. Always well dressed, polite,

magnetic and in truth one of 'God's

good men,' The last I have only to

mention. Dr. Charles Eastman, the

Sioux boy brought up by our Church
and now a clergyman and missionary in

Wyoming."
According to their education Indian

women, as well as men are found in

every walk of life. Two Indians of this

state are creditable lawyers, another a
Choctaw has served as Superior Judge,
A dark Dakota is in charge of the cur-

tain department in a large store which
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specializes ia artistic draperies. A wo-

man, Angel Decora, ig a well-known ar-

tist and teacher; another Indian woman
is a bank clerk in Sioux City; another
a law student at Stanford University;
another edits a weekly paper; two sisters

are winning histrionic honors on the

stage, and many have developed musical

ability of a high order. A Carlisle In-

dian operates the wireless telegraph on
the United States Flagship

"
Wisconsin;"

another is chief machinist on the "Ral-

eigh" stationed in the Phillippines. One
of the highest paid machinists of the

New York Central road is an Onondaga
Indian who has been eleven years in

the service, another holds a position
with the Baldwin Locomotive Works in

Philadelphia. A lineal descendant of

the famous Seneca Chief Red Jacket was
the orator of his class at Princeton where
he earned his living, partly by compiling
syllabi of the lectures. Peter Wapato,
an Indian of the Northwest, has pro-
duced a new seedling apple which rivals

the best marketable varieties. An In-

dian who distinguished himself at foot-

ball a few years ago, named by the news-

papers
"
The-Man-with-the-Cunning-Toe"

is head bookkeeper in a Pittsburg bank;
another of the same team is bank presi-
dent. I might go on till you are tired,
but these suflBce to show that the Indian

proves himself to be of the same great

family to which we all belong, and that
he is degraded and poor only because he

]8 robb^ and untaught. Let*|us then

not shrink from meeting them, and
should it ever be our lot to live in one of

the many counties where we would have
them for neighbors, let us make their

acquaintance and try what we may do
for them by being neighborly.
The responsibility of the National

Government for the present condition

of the non-reservation Indians seems
clear. Had it given these Indians the
same treatment it did to other Indians
in the country their condition to-day
would be very different and it is not yet
too late to make some amends. It

seems that we are under the necessity
to civilize the Indian whether we like

the job or not; whether the Indians want
to be civilized or not. It ought to be

possible to put an end to the periodical

wiping out of the Indian children. To
this end Congress should see that these

Indians who have been placed where

they cannot earn their li\dng should be

given good land with water rights, and
that provision should be made for the
increase of Field Matrons, industrial

instructors and day schools, together
with the better safeguarding of Indians
from liquor selling.

The Government still owes these people
considerable sums of money but it owes

them more than money. No amount
of money can repay them for the years

of misery, despair and death, which

the Government policy has inflicted

upon them.
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On the Price of Flour.
By J. R. Newberry.

We have five factors in provisioning
the people, the producer, the manu-
facturer, the transportation company,
the wholesaler, the retailer and the con-

sumer. Every one of these factors have
their respective positions and their use-

ful offices to fill. No one of these factors

should monopolize all of the profit, as

they are all dependent one upon the

other.

It should be the duty and the privi-

lege of all five of these factors to work for

one common good, and unless that is

done there will be no harmony; there

will be the growing dissatisfaction, and
the birth and nurturing of Socialism and

Anarchy in this country. These five

factors should get together. Great
masses of the people are looking on
and wondering—as the intelligence seems
to be appropriated by the manufacturer,
the transportation company and the

wholesaler—they are wondering how long
the tail is to wag the dog. A small

minority may get in for a time and so

mystify the great majority, and keep
them apart and separated from the facts,

and temporarily succeed, but the great
masses of people are being thoroughly
aroused to the fact that "there is som-

thing rotten in Denmark." The masses
are not getting a square deal but wonder-
ful inroads are being made in this fabric

of selfishness and dishonesty.
The Pure Food Law is one of the great

stepping stones for the benefit of the

great masses.

The great Railroad Rate Bill is an-

other; likewise the demand of the people
that they will be honestly and squarely
represented in the halls of Congress;
that preferred legislation shall be elim-

inated; that the people shall have some
choice as to who administers the laws.

To make it plain and short, there must
be an elimination of special privileges.
The high cost of living to-day is laid at

the door of special privilege and properly.
We have in our midst samples of

specially privileged classes.

The organized millers of the Pacific

Coast are giving a sop to the retailers

atiounting to $1.30 to $1.50 a barrel

on their flour so that they may maintain
a high price to the coiisumer, and there-

by cover up from $1 to $1.15 a barrel

for their manipulation of wheat from
wheat into flour. -^

We have no hesitancy in saying that
from the raw material in the city
of Los Angeles there is a margin of

$2 to $2.25 from absolute wheat to

flour.

Now this is done by the old
"
you tickle

me and 1 will tickle you" policy, calling

upon middlemen to join together and
to ostracise any manufacturer who will

not stand this. Who foots the bill—
the consumer. The flour trust cries:
" Who cares for the consumer, as long as

we get our rake-off?" That is one cause
of the high cost of living to-day in the

city of Los Angeles.
We call upon all honest citizens to
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read carefully between the lines of

the great advertisements that are being

printed in the pages of the newspapers.
It takes 270 lbs. of wheat to make a

196 pound barrel of flour. The 72

pounds of refuse are worth to the miller

practically what they pay for the wheat.

Wheat is worth to-day $1.50 a hundred

weight or say, $3.25 to $3.50 worth of

wheat in a barrel of flour. This is dis-

regarding the money that the miller

receives for the refuse. And still the

consumer is asked to pay in the city
of Los Angeles $6.40 a barrel for this

flour. The great interests are calling

upon their co-partners in this proposi-
tion—the retail dealers—to stand to-

gether with them, and not patronize

any miller who breaks over the line.

This is about the baldest-faced proposi-
tion that we know of; still we intend that

the public shall know the facts. They
are our friends, and always have been.

Here is our proposition to the con-

suming public upon flour;

We will furnish the best high-grade,
first patent, blended California flour—
this is a blend of Eastern Wheat with

Oregon and Washington Blue Stem and

Club, making the highest grade of flour

that is offered upon the California mar-

ket, and called a California flour, for

$1.30 a sack, or $5.20 a barrel. We will

admit that this is a cut of $1.20 a barrel

on the trust price of these goods, but we
know whereof we speak when w^e say that
it is as high a grade of flour as can be
made in the state.

We are also offering you the highest
grade of flour known to be manufactured
in the world, and this is the Moses Bros.

Best, High Patent, flour that has been

produced in the past year; all hard

wheat; manufactured at its home and
brought here at a low cost of freight

—
and we offer you this flour that is equal
to or is superior to any flour made in

the United States. It may have some
equals but it has no superiors. This
flour we are offering the consuming public
of the city of Los Angeles to-day . for

$1.50 per one quarter barrel sack.

This Moses flour we will guarantee
to make from 20 to 30 per cent of more
bread to the sack than any California
flour made. There is not a baking in-

stitution on the Pacific Coast that does
not use all it can of Eastern flour, and
they do so because it is economical;
it makes the most bread • for every dollar

put in flour, and the best bread.

Therefore we say to you that we can
furnish 5'ou with flour for bread, delivered
to 3'our house—far superior, and more
economically than you pay for the
trust flour.

Our delivery charge has been reduced
from 15 cents to 10 cents.

Reducing the Cost of Living.
By J. R. Newberry.

What has been accomplished in re-

ducing the cost of living in the last four
months by one leading firm, the J.

R. Newberry Co., due to the stand they
took on December of last year?

There is no question in the minds of

the intelligent public that the people
of Los Angeles alone saved between
$300,000 and $500,000 in these last

four months, and the good work has

only commenced. We said at that
time that we ought to be able to save
the consumers, in time, fully 20 per cent

upon their living expenses, and we
know it now to be a fact.

The system upon which we formerly
worked was wrong, because we contin-

ually added expense to our business,
and piled it upon the consumer with-
out the consumer's consent. The bur-
den of solicitation and free delivery and
keeping open accounts cost us fully
15 per cent of all sales. Now we under-
took and have carried out a proposition
that has given and will tc^day, give
you goods 10 per cent cheaper than from
any credit, soliciting and free delivery
house figures. We do not care what
grocery" house presents your bills; take

any house that issues a catalogue, and
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we will take their figures and take our
own figures

—our own old figures
—and

give any customer an agreement to fur-

nish him his goods
—all that he buys in

every line, at 10 per cent less than for-

mer figures
—

taking the market prices
into consideration.

On many lines we are saving the con-

sumer from 30 to 50 per cent as upon the
lines of teas and coffees. We are sup-
plying the public to-day with a coffee

at 25 cents a pound, that is equal to

nine tenths of the 40 cent coffee sold.

We know that there is no better blend
coffee in the world than our Gold Seal

Blend, which we are selling to the con-

suming public to-day for 35 cents,
three pounds for $1. We will guarantee
it equal to any 45 cent coffee offered in

this city.

In the matter of teas we will guarantee
to meet any tea that is offered by any
catalogue or any other house, offering
similar teas on regular credit and a
free delivery proposition, at 40 to 50

per cent less than the price charged by
these houses. Our Gold Seal line of

teas at 65 cents has no peer anywhere.
We will put them against any tea from
$1 to $2 per pound. Our Crown line

of teas at 35 cents, 3 pounds for $1 are

equal to any 50 or 75 cent tea offered

by any of the so-called credit and free

delivery houses in the city

We are in this fight for the people.
The people of Southern California have
been extraordinarily good friends of

ours. The little that we have accumu-
lated through their relations with us,
the monumental business that we have
builded up here in Los Angeles has been

strictly upon the line of merit. We have

sought the lines of necessity, ,and have
catered to the people with all our might
and energy, and with our capital we have
tried to reduce the cost of living, and
as we said before, the good work has

only begun.
It is absolutely necessary that there

should be eliminated between the pro-
ducer and the consumer at least 50

per cent of the present middlemen's

profit. This can only be done by fight-

ing and fighting hard, and we thank the

people of Los Angeles for the kind sup-
port they have given us. We can assure

them that we are in this fight to win.
The 10 per cent reduction that we have
promised you has been more than ful-

filled and we intend to make it better
in the future.

We are selling Suetene one of the best

shortenings made on the Coast, a local

product, first-class in all of its require-
ments so far as the cooking is concerned—and selling it for $1.30 for a 10 pound
tin; less 10 per cent or $1.17.
The manufacturers have made an

established price upon these goods which
includes solicitation and free delivery,
all over this city, and a price that a
man can put upon his books and take
chances of collecting in 30 or 60 days.
But they have also given us the oppor-
tunity, where we eliminate the soliciting
and delivery charges, and sell for cash,
to sell it at 10 per cent less than the

price they have established, showing
conclusively that this concern is willing
to support the great masses of laboring
men who do want to carry home their

goods if they can save any money.
This shows that the manufacturer's

heart is in the right place, and they be-
lieve that the great masses—the great
consuming masses—are the ones they
should benefit. So we are offering this

line of goods to the consuming public,
and those who wish can save 10 per
cent upon the face of the goods sold, by
doing that which they have ample op-
portunity and plenty of time, and then

by paying cash they know where they
are.

We know about the agitation all over
this country coming from the people.
The people demand a lower cost of

living. Lincoln, the great statesman,
said that the people are right, and
when the people demand reformation

they are going to have it. We want
to give a caution, as the illustrious

Roosevelt said while on his trip West,
"Those who have must take into con-
sideration those who have not, because
the 'have nots' are the great predominat-
ing masses of this country."
There can be a peaceful solution of

the living problem if the men who now
control and dominate the great commer-
cial interests of this country will just
put their ears to the ground and hear
the rumblings in the not far distance.
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The apparently successful business men
of this country must not be blinded to

the proposition that there are others

interested, and that he must not "hog"
all he can, irrespective of his neighbors,

the great consuming class. There must

be a show-down in this matter, and it

must be an honest, square deal. The

people are honestly demanding it.

Packing House Profits.
By John Hurley.

- Several of the local packing houses

slaughter about 150 head of 'cattle a

day. I am satisfied that they make an

average of about $3 on every head.

That is $450 a day profit or about

$140,000 annually counting 312 working
days.

Presumably, the beef slaughtering re-

presents about half of the profit. That
would raise annual profits to $280,000
or nearly a thousand dollars a day.
No matter whether prices go up or

down, the packer never loses his share

or any part of it. Am'^ drop in prices
is felt by the producers

—the stock raisers;

never by the packers.

Only by operating on a large scale

is the packer able to make big profits.
The carcass of beef itself is sold to the
meat store man for less than cost, under
the most favorable circumstances. The
profit of the packing house arises in the
other products of the steer. There is

an interesting story in this.

Let us follow the history of a carload
of prime steers from Arizona to the pack-
ing house in Los Angeles, and thence
to the meat dealer.

We will say that there are twenty
steers in the carload, averaging 1260

pounds live weight. They cost the

packer 5 1-2 cents in Arizona and each
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of the steers will lose on the average 70

pounds in transit to the local packing
house. The live weight is thus 1190

pounds which has been bought at the

rate of 5 1-2 cents per pound in Arizona

for 1260 pounds.
This 1190 pound steer will cost:

1260 pounds live weight at 5-12

cents $69.30

Transportation, averaging- 3. ..

Cost in the local yard $72.30
This steer will produce 698 pounds
of chilled meat, at 10 cents... $69.80

Apparent deficit to packer... 2.50

BUT—
And this is where the nub of the matter

comes in.

There are other products and the packer

gets the profit.

These products be stated, about as

follows, with the value of each product:
Other products Value
34 lbs. head and horns $ .40

4 1-2 lbs. tongue 53

6 1-2 lbs. cheek 45

19 lbs. feet 30

14 lbs. liver 70

4 lbs. heart 20

42 lbs. paunch (as tripe etc. ) .. .60

10 lbs. intestines 50

36 1-2 lbs. fat .- 2.92

14 lbs. lungs and gullet 05
80 lbs. hide 7.20

1 1-2 lbs. tail 05
56 lbs. blood -- ....- 28

159 lbs. tankage 50

Deduct deficit $2.50 14.68

Deduct Killing charge .... 3.00 5.50

Net $9.18

This makes the steer dress out to 709

pounds but there is a shrinkage to 698

pounds in the cooling room.

Now this allows a profit of $9.18 for

each steer but it must be remembered
that this is for first class meat only,
and there is no allowance for second

grade meat, nor for the death of cattle

on the way, nor for animals condemned

by the Federal authorities, nor for

hides that may be cut, nor for any of

the hundred and one leakages that come

up in practice but are not allowed for

on the figures. On the whole I think

that an allowance of $3 is about what the

cattle show profit to the packer, or should.

On the other hand most packers will

say that they do not make to exceed

$1.50 on every animal slaughtered.

What becomes of the by-products is

interesting, going to show that nothing
is wasted. The brains are taken from
the head and sold separately. The
horns are used for knife handles, for

buttons and such articles. The head
is tried out for the fat that is in it, and
then goes into the manufacture of fer-

tilizer.

The tongue is sold fresh, or is smoked,
or corned, or boiled.

The cheek meat goes into sausages
which are in need of a gelatine to serve

as a binder, such as head cheese.

The feet are tried out for the neatsfoot

oil and glue. The bone may be used for

knife handles. The bone also becomes
the base of phosphate manufacture,

resulting in the phosphate that is used

in making phosphate baking powders.
The residue of the feet goes into fertilizer.
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The liver and heart are of course sold
as such.

Part of the paunch goes into tripe.

Occasionally the tripe goes into low grade
sausages.

The intestines, of course, are used as

casings for sausages.
The best grades of the fat, the suet,

goes into the cooking compounds. The

poorest grade goes into soapstock
The hide goes to the tanner.
The tail is sold for soup.
Some of the blood goes into sausages;

as is frequently the case, it is manufac-
tured into a special lawn fertilizer,
often in this form selling for from $40
to $60 per ton.

The tankage, of course, goes direct
into the fertilizer department.

Cakes—and Some Rules.

Sift cream of tartar, baking powder
and soda dry with flour.

Never dissolve soda in a liquid as it

is almost sure to leave streaks, and
after it is dissolved the mixture can not
be as light as when fermentation takes

place in the dough.
When soda and sour milk are used

Ben Hur
Baking

Powder

A Home Product

for

Discriminating Buyers

Ben Hur Baking Powder

is made of cream of tartar and bi-carbonate

of soda, with starch filler, according to the
best scientific blends. The blending is per-
fectiy done. EQUAL TO ANY
BAKING POWDER MADE ANY-
WHERE.

JOANNES-SPLANE COMPANY,
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

always add a little baking powder,
and the mixture will be far lighter and
will not taste of soda as it is almost
sure to do if sufficient soda is used
to make very light.
One level teaspoon of soda to one

cup of sour milk is a good rule.

Beat eggs separately.

Dredge fruit with flour to prevent
its sinking, and always add it last.

Professional cake makers regulate the
heat somewhat according to nature of

materials used and size of cakes to be
baked. Cakes containing butter and
milk should have a moderate heat to

begin with, and should be increased

gradually as the batter rises to the

top of the pan. Thin layer and small
cakes require a hotter oven than loaf

cakes. Sponge cakes, all without but-

ter, as the angel food, sunshine and
various sponge cakes, should have a
slow oven at first, allowing batter to
rise to full capacity before it begins to

brown; then increase heat to finish

baking. Divide the time into baking
quarters. During the first quarter the
mixture should begin rising; in the

second, continue rising and begin to

brown; the third quarter, continue

browning, fourth quarter finish baking
and shrink from pan.
The test for the cake being done

has been with the straw or knitting
needle, although that of pressing the
cake lightly with the fingers seems

equally reliable. If cake has baked

away from the sides of the pan, and.
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on pressing springs back, it is safe to

remove it from the oven.
Cakes usually bake the best when

slides are placed in the middle of the
oven.

An accident might occur and the oven
become too hot. Put pan of water
in the oven and decrease heat for a
few minutes. Should the housekeeper
find an asbestos mat beneath the cake
and a paper over it insure her better

success, by all means adopt them.
In cake making nothing succeeds like

success.

Do not move cakes until they have

fully risen and begun browning. An
oven too hot causes crust to form and

prevents batter rising perfectly. The
opposite condition of oven, not hot

enough, is almost disastrous to layer
cakes, although not quite so fatal to
a loaf cake.

In common cakes when only a few

eggs are used, beat them until you can
take a spoonful up clear from the strings.

Simple Cakes.

Quick Cake.— 1-3 cup of soft butter,
1 1-3 cups of brown sugar, 2 eggs, 1-2

cup of milk, 1 3-4 cups flour, 3 teaspoons
of baking powder, 1-2 teaspoon cinna-

mon, 1-2 teaspoon grated nutmeg, 1-2

pound dates, stoned and finely chopped.
Put all ingredients in a bowl together

and beat thoroughly for three of four
minutes. Bake in lined loaf pan thirty-
five to forty minutes. Do not attempt
to add the ingredients separately, if

you wish a satisfactory cake. Occasion-

ally the housekeeper has a few raisins,
or nats, or figs left-over from other

preparations. These she may combine
and use instead of dates, but do not

change the proportion. If figs should
be used put them through a chopper.
This mixture may be baked in gem pans

Log Cabin Pudding Sauce.
Mix one tablespoonful of butter and

one tablespoonful of corn starch with a

cup of boiling water, stirring until

cooked; then add one cup of Towle's

Log Cabin Syrup and season with a
little cinnamon or nutmeg as desired.
Serve hot. Delicious with apple pie or

dumplings.

and served hot, as a plum or fruit pud-
ing with hard or other sauce, to taste.

Eggless Fruit Cake.— 1 cup sour milk,
1 cup sugar, 1-2 cup butter, 1 teaspoon
soda, 3 tablespoons mixed spices, cin-

namon and nutmeg, 1 cup chopped
raisins, 1 cup currants, 2 cups flour,
1-2 cup chopped walnuts and figs im-

proves it.

Raisin Cake {Simple but good).
—

Cream two cups brown sugar with 3-4

cup of butter, yolks of three eggs beaten

thoroughly, 1 cup luke-warm milk,
added gradually, 2 1-2 cups flour, 1

teaspoon baking powder, 1 cup chopped
walnuts, 1 small cup chopped raisins,
1 small cup chopped raisins, 3-4 cup
currants, pinch of salt, cinnamon, cloves

and nutmeg to taste, 1 tablespoon
sherry. Stir well, add 3 well beaten
whites and bake in moderate oven.

Tea Cake.— 1-2 cup butter, 1 1-2 cups
white sugar, 2 eggs, 1 cup milk, 2 tea-

spoons cream tartar, 1 teaspoon soda,
3 cups flour, 1-3 of a nutmeg, 1 teaspoon
cinnamon, 1 cup chopped raisins.

Good Plain Cake.—3 very scant cups
of sugar, 2-3 of a cup of butter, stir

to a cream, 4 well beaten eggs, 1-2 cup
of milk filled up with water, 1-4 teaspoon
soda put in the water, 4 level cups of

sifted flour, 2 teaspoons baking powder
sifted in the flour. Flavor as you like.

Use a large cup and make three cakes.

Velvet Cake.— 1 1-2 cups powdered
sugar, 1-2 cup of butter creamed; yolks
of three eggs broken into this and
beaten well; 1-2 cup water, 1-2 cup
corn starch, 1 1-2 cups flour, 2 level

teaspoons baking powder; then add

AT ALL GROCERS
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the whites of eggs beaten stiff, and
flavor to taste, Bake in a long tin.

English Walnnt Cake.—Cream 1 cup
of sugar and 1-2 cup of butter, add 1-2

of sweet milk, 3 eggs well beaten, 1 3-4

cups flour, 1 1-2 teaspoons baking
powder, then add 1 cup of walnut meats
and a little nutmeg. Bake in a mod-
erate oven about 1-2 hour and serve

plain or with white frosting.
Winter Sponge Cake.—4 eggs, 2 cups

of sugar, 2 cups flour, 2 teaspoons bak-

ing powder, 1 cup of boiling water, 1

teaspoon lemon or vanilla flavoring;
a pinch of salt. Beat the eggs and

sugar together; add flour, baking
powder and flavoring; lastly add the

boiling water, stirring all the time;
this will be rather thin but is delicious.

It can be frosted with any kind of frost-

ing.

Jelly Roll.—2 eggs, 1-2 cup of sugar,
1-2 cup of flour, less than 1-2 teaspoon
'of baking powder. Bake in a quick
oven; turn out upon a cloth and spread
with jelly and roll while warm.

Easy Cake.— 1 cup sugar, 1 cup flour,

2 teaspoons baking powder 1-3 cup

PHOSPHnFOODSU
NON-.I-TARCH CEREAt

Best Body Building Breakfast Foods

t MEAL=FLOUR=RY=LAX
4*

± Delicious Nutritious

? Economical

All the virtu* of grain without digestive
strain.

AT ALL GROCERS

t PHOSPHO FOOD CO.

X LOS ANGELES, - - CAUFORNIA

melted butter; 2 eggs broken into this,

fill cup with milk, pour liquids into

dry ingredients, mix well, flavor with
vanilla and bake.

Layer Cakes.

Marshmallow Cake.— 1 cup butter,
2 cups sugar, 1 cup milk, yolks of 4 eggs,
whites of 3 eggs, 1 teaspoon vanilla,
4 cups flour, 3 rounded teaspoons baking
powder; bake in layers. This makes
a large cake. One half the receipe
makes a good sized cake. * -<

Marshmallow Filling No. 1.—Make
a boiled icing with one cup of granulated

sugar and 1-3 cup of hot water boiled

together until the syrup hisses; then

pour it over the stlfSy beaten white of

1 egg; add melted marshmallows and
beat slowly five minutes. While the

syrup and water is boiling put 1-2

pound of marshmallows on an agate

dish, and place it in oven until they
have melted and run together. x

Marshmallow Filling No. 2.—Make
a boiled frosting of 2 cups of white

sugar, 1-2 cup of water and boil till

it hairs from a fork, pour into the beaten
whites of 2 eggs. Beat until nearly

cool, then add 1-2 teaspoon of tartaric

acid and 1 teaspoon of baking powder,
continue beating until thoroughly cold.

Add any flavor preferred. Spread thick-

ly between the layers.
Marshmallow Filling No. 3.—Make a

boiled frosting and spread between the

layers and frost the top; then split

marshmallows and place on top of the

frosting.
Mocha Cake.— 1 coffee cup of gran-

ulated sugar beaten light with yolks
of 5 eggs, 1 1-2 tablespoons coffee ex-

tract, 1 teaspoon vanilla, 1 cup flour,

1 teaspoon baking powder. Add the

well beaten whites of 5 eggs and bake
in two sheets.

Frosting.
— 1 cup powdered sugar, 1 1-2

tablespoons coffee extract and just cream

enough to spread pretty thick.

Mocha Filling No. 1.—Whip 1 pint
of cream stiff, add 1-2 cup powdered
sugar and 1 1-2 tablespoons of coffee

extract.

Mocha Filling No. 2.—3-4 of a cup
of butter, with the salt washed out,

1 cup powdered sugar, 1 cup of coffee

boiled down to an after dinner cup,

yolk of 1 egg. Beat butter and sugar
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to a cream, add yolk of egg, pour coffee

in slowly when cold. Have your cake

quite cold before putting in the filling.

Mocha Filling No. 3.—Beat to a

cream two tablespoons butter, add grad-

ually a quarter of a cup of powdered
sugar, drop into this the yolk of an egg;

beat, add the second yolk andd beat again
add one tablespoon black coffee, or a

teaspoon of coffee extract, stand on
the ice; when the cakes are quite cold,

spread one layer thickly with this mix-
ture and put the other on top.
Lemon Jelly Cake.— 1 cup of sugar

rubbed with 1-2 cup of milk, any extract,
3 eggs, 1 1-2 cups of flour sifted with
1 teaspoon of baking powder. Bake
in 3 layers.

Filling.
— 1 tablespoon of cornstarch

wet with a little cold water, pour over
this about 1 cup of boiling water, 1

tablespoon butter, 3-4 of a cup of sugar,
the grated rind and juice of 1 lemon,
and the yolks of 2 eggs.
An Oriental Cake.—For white and

pink layers use: 1-2 cup butter, 1 1-2

cups of sugar, 2 cups flour, 1 teaspoon
baking powder, 1 cup of milk, whites
of 4 eggs. Before flavoring divide this

dough into 2 equal parts. Use pink
sugar to color one part a delicate pink,

leaving the other part white. Flavor
white part with lemon and the pink with
rose extract. For brown and yellow
layers use the above recipe, substitut-

ing the yolks of 4 eggs, instead of the
whites. Also divide this into two parts
before flavoring. Use chocolate for col-

oring one part a rich brown and flavor

this part with vanilla. Leave the other

part yellow as it is and flavor with orange
extract. When all the layers are baked

they should be arranged in the follow-

ing order: First yellow layer, and cover
with oranges sliced very thin and in

small pieces. Second the brown layer
and cover this with either chopped
raisins or dates. Third the pink layer
and cover with creamy pink frosting,
and lastly, the white layer upon which

spread a creamy white frosting and

sprinkle cocoanut over the top. This
makes a delicious as well as a very pretty
cake.

Very Fine Cake.—Moisten 1 cup
bread crumbs with juice of 1 orange.

1 lemon and 1-2 glass brandy, add 2

teaspoons cinnamon, 1 teaspoon
cloves, 1-2 cup grated almonds; separate
10 eggs, beat yolks with 2 cups sugar,
beat whites to a stiff froth; mix all

thoroughly. Bake in 3 layers. Put

whipped cream between layers.

Soft Gingerbread.
— 1 cup of milk,

sweet or sour; 1 cup of brown sugar;
1 cup of molasses; 1 small cup butter;
3 eggs, 3 cups flour, 1 tablespoon of

ginger, 1 even desert spoon of soda.

Nut Cakes.— 1 cup brown sugar, 1

cup of white sugar, 1 tablespoon butter,
4 eggs, 1 tablespoon milk, 1 tablespoon

brandy, 1 tablespoon vanilla, 3 sticks

grated chocolate, 1 cup almonds cut in

in half, 3 cups flour, 2 teaspoons baking
powder, little salt. Bake in a sheet

and cut in strips.

Nut Bread.—4 cups flour, 4 teaspoons
baking powder, 1 teaspoon salt sifted

together, then add 2-3 cup sugar, 2 cups
milk and 1 cup chopped walnuts. Put
in pan to raise 20 minutes, bake until

done. This will make 2 loaves.

DESERTS AND PUDDINGS.
Chocolate Rice.— 1 small cup rice

boiled in 1 cup water and 2 cups milk
for half an hour with a pinch of salt.

When cooked put in a tablespoon of

grated chocolate, a tablespoon of butter

and 1-2 cup of sugar, a little powdered
cinnamon and the beaten yolk of an

egg. Eaten either warm or cold.

New Zealand Trifle.
—Cut a stale

sponge cake into slices about an inch

thick; then put in layers raspberry jam,
about 12 macaroons, 2 dozen ratafias,

, Cleans like Magic"

Keeps the

Hands

Soft and

White

Instantly cleans

kitchen pots,

pans, sinkboards

and brass and

metal wares.

Best toilet soap for mechanics.

BIG CAKE 5c
at GrocerB

HOLMES & STOCKARD
Los Angeles, Cal.351 E. 2d St

A 6257 Main 3363
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2 ozs. sweet almonds, grated riind of

lemon, 1-2 pint of wine, 6 tablespoons
brandy. Cover with good custard and
then with whipped cream. For the

whip— 1 pint cream, sugar, the whites
of 2 eggs, wine to flavor; whip till thick.

A Lady Finger Trifle.
—6 yolks of

eggs beaten with a cup of powdered
sugar; have on the stove 3 1-2 good wine

glasses of sherry and a little water,
into which put 1 teaspoon of sugar
and 1 of vanilla; stir in the beaten eggs
and sugar, then add 1 large teaspoon
of flour made into a paste. Have a

deep platter lined with lady fingers
and macaroons, sprinkle with wine;
when the mixture has slightly cooled,

pour over the cakes, beat the whites

with 6 scant tablespoons of sugar,

spread over the top, let brown in the

oven; to be eaten cold.

Prune Whip.—20 prunes cooked with-

out sugar until very tender and very
dry; stone and chop fine; beat the whites

of 4 eggs very stiff; add a small cup of

sugar and 1-4 teaspoon of cream of

tartar; mix all thoroughly; bake 1-2

hour in a pan set in a pan of water.

t t

Silver L»eaf
LARD

SWEET AND PURE
Made from Corn-fed Eastern Porkers

Los Angeles stock always fresh because it

'. [ reaches us within nine days from the time^
it is drawn from the kettle in Kansas City

SWIFT & COMPANY
.i..i..i..i.<..i..i.<..t-.i..i..i..i.«{>«.i..i..i..i..t..t..i..;..i.^.»»^.^M}M^

Serve with cream or a thin custard

made of the yolks of the eggs.
Jellied Prune.—1 pint of prunes, 1

1-2 pints of water, 1-2 package of gela-

tine, 1 cup of sherry, 1 cup of sugar.
Soak gelatine in a gill of water 2 hours.

Cook prunes in 5 gills of water 1 hour

slowly. Remove stones and mash very
fine. Pour a little boiling water on

gelatine to dissolve it. Strain it into

the pi-unes; add sugar and water; beat

thoroughly. Serve with whipped cream.
A Banana Betty.

—Butter a baking
dish and coat with cnimbs; remove
skins from 4 bananas; cut bread from a

loaf thinly, as you would slice dried

beef, chipping it off as it were. Toast
them delicately. Then put layer in

bottom of baking dish, over them a

layer of bananas, cut in lengths and

quartered; dust with cinnamon and

sugar; add 2 or 3 tablespoons of water
from 1 cup of hot water, to which has

been added 2 tablespoons of lemon

juice and 2 rounding tablespoons of

butter. Repeat layer of bread and of

bananas, with sugar and cinnamon,
finish with layer of buttered crumbs.
Add the entire cup of water to layers.
Cover for the first ten minutes in mod-
erate hot oven. Bake until crumbs
brown lightly, perhaps 10 to 15 minutes
after cover has been removed. Serve

hot, with or without sauce.

Apple Souffle.
—1 pint of steamed

apples, 1 tablespoon melted butter,
1-2 cup sugar, 3 eggs, yolks and whites

separated, a slight grating of nutmeg;
Stir into the hot steamed apple, the

butter, sugar nutmeg and yolks of the

eggs well beaten. When this is cold,

beat the whites to a stiff froth and
stir into the mixture. Butter a dish,

turn the souffle into it. Bake thirty
minutes in a moderate oven. Serve

immediately with any kind of sauce.

Lima Beans Spanish.
—2 pounds lima

beans prepared and seasoned as follows:

wash beans thoroughly; half cover with

cold water; add half a teaspoon of baking
soda, salt, pepper, mustard, 2 table-

spoons olive oil, Worcestershire sauce,

half a can of tomatoes, 1 tablespoon
chili peppers chopped fine; 1 clove of

garlic, 1 large onion chopped cut fine;

half bay leaf. Put on a slow fire, stir

once in a while, not too hard. The
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soda saves the trouble of soaking the

beans and prevents the skin from leav-

ing the bean. Add a nice piece of lean

salt pork, ham or bacon after beans
commence to boil. This recipe is a meal
in itself.

Deviled Spaghetti.
—Boil carefully for

20 minutes four ounces of spaghetti;
drain and throw into cold water for a

15 minutes; drain again and chop fine.

Put a tablespoon of flour and one of

butter into a saucepan, add 1-2 pint
of milk, stir constantly until boiling;
add the spaghetti, a teaspoon of salt,

a dash of pepper, a little onion juice,
u tablespoon of chopped parsley and
three hard boiled eggs chopped fine.

Put this into individual dishes, cover

lightly with bread crumbs and brown

(juickly in a hot oven. Serve with a

tablespoon of tomato ketchup in the
center of each.

Bits of Useful Household Knowledge.
Put a cork in your water kettle spout

and it will boil in half the time. Also

keep the spouts of your coffee and

teapots closed or stuff them with paper

or a cork so that they will retain the
aroma and so materially improve the
flavor of these beverages.

Sour milk can be whipped by sweet-

ening with soda. If sour milk is needed
and none is obtainable, warm sweet
milk but do not scald, and add 1 tea-

spoon of vinegar.
Use a good pinch of granulated sugar

on the hands when covered with soap
suds to soften and whiten them.
The busy housewife who has not the

time to polish her silverware weekly
should place it in a pan of very hot
water in which a few tablespoons of

ammonia has been added and allow to

remain there a few moments, drying
while very warm with a coarse cloth.

Remove the wrapper from each bar
of soap as soon as bought and let it

thoroughly dry out. It will harden
and last twice as long.

To Clean Carpets.
—To thoroughly

clean a carpet soak some coarse saw-
dust in gasoline, sprinkle it over the

carpet and brush it in, rubbing it well

into the soiled spots with the broom.
Then sweep it of! thoroughly, going

••'Hr^r^rHr^r^r^r^r^^^r^r^r^f^r^r^Hf^r^r¥^r^^
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over the ground a second time, and you
will be surprised to note what a change
this will make in your carpets. It will

not hurt the most delicate colors, and
the sawdust will all brush off, taking
the dirt with it.

To Clean Clothes.—Black silk—Brush
it thoroughly; lay on table with side

intended to show, up; sponge with hot
coffee strained through muslin; when
partly dry iron.

Fruit Spots from Cotton:—Apply cold

soap, then touch the spot with a hair

pencil or feather dipped in chlorate of

soda, then dip immediately in cold

water.

Grease from Silks.—Take a lump of

magnesia, rub it wet on the spot, let

dry and then brush the powder off.

Mildew.—Moisten the spot with clean

water, rub on it a thick coating of castile

soap mixed with chalk scrapings; rub
with end of finger, then wash off.

Paint Spots from Clothing.
—Saturate

with equal parts of turpentine and
ammonia.

To remove Oil from White Goods.—
Place the article in a basin, sprinkle
over the stain powdered borax, then

pour boiling water over the same. Let
remain a few minutes, then take out
and rinse and the article will be free

of oil stain.

To stretch Curtains.—If you do not

possess a curtain stretcher, stretch a

quilt on the clothes line and pin the
curtains to it and you will have your
curtains looking as nice and fresh after

they are dry as if they had been placed
on a stretcher.

How to clean Ostrich Plumes.—Make
some suds with lukewarm water and

Fels-Naptha Soap; not hot water as heat
causes the naptha to evaporate. Put
the plumes in the suds and let stand a

few minutes; then, with both hands

gently squeeze, raising them in and out
of the water until all dirt is loosened.

Thoroughly rinse in clear water and
shake in sun until dry. Then shake
over a hot stove on which you have

sprinkled a little table salt. You will

find your plumes much fluffier and
curled better than had you sent them
to the dye house, and at no expense.

SUGGESTIONS.
I received six small calendars for

Christmas presents. Ua were hand-
some in themselves but when hung in

my room, arrange them as I might they
gave the room a spotted appearance.
So I secured a brass rod at the ten cent
store. Placed it on the wall as if I were

going to put up a draw curtain and hung
my six calendars from that. The effect

was most pleasing. Some of my last

year's calendars were so pretty that I

did not like to tear off the leaves so turned
them back and now I am going to place
another rod on which to arrange these

until they become soiled and have out-

done their usefulness in the way of

beauty.

When washing windows or mirrors
dissolve lump starch in the rinsing water
and let it dry before polishing them and

they will be beautifully bright and clear.

While visiting at a friend's house I

noticed that pockets made of denim
on the inside of a closet door, held the
umbrellas used by the school children

of which there were three. I thought,
it a good idea to pass on.

It is better to serve beefsteak in

long narrow strips than in square pieces
as they are easier to manage on one's

plate. Then again if there is more steak

than will be needed, take care to serve

the tenderest part and leave the rest

for another meal, when by further cook-

ing it may be made tender.

Mosaic Sandwiches.—Cut three slices

each of white and dark graham bread.

Spread a slice of white bread with
creamed butter on it. Now spread
graham with creamed butter and place
on a slice of white. Repeat this process

beginning with graham. Put both piles
in a cool place with a slight weight
on them when the butter has become

hardened, trim each pile even, cut each

pile in three half inch slices. Spread
with creamed butter and put together
so that a white block will alternate with
a graham one. Put under weight in

a cool place and when butter is hardened
cut in thin slices.
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GAS-STOVE IDEAS

Clean your gas stove with a cloth

dipped in kerosene instead of one wrung
out in soap and water.

Keep the air-mixers or "lungs" clean.

If they are clogged the fresh air cannot

burn freely with the gas. A bicycle

pump will often clean out the burners

quickly.
Boil the grates and pans in water

and washing soda. Fold a clean news-

paper on the tray to catch the refuse.

A shelf over the gas-stove is useful.

A good place to warm, dishes, dry
tinware, towels, etc. The shelf should

be of heavy woven wire suspended
from the ceiling to a point about two
feet above the stove. It should be fasten-

ed to the wall by wires to prevent it

swinging.
If you use gas for ironing, much fuel

can be saved by buying a tin pan large

enough to cover the number of flat

irons used. Bore a hole in the middle
of the bottom of the pan, and fasten

there one of the small wooden knobs
sold in five cent stores for covers. This

knob enables you to lift the pan from
the irons easily, and the pan conserves

the heat making it unnecessary to turn

the burner very high.

A Grape-fruit Centerpiece.
An effective and ornamental center

piece for the dining table, may be secured

by planting the seeds obtained from
the grape fruit served at the breakfast

table. The grape fruit should be thor-

oughly ripe and the seeds, planted about
half an inch deep. As they germinate
slowly it is well to soak them overnight
or to open the outer covering very
carefully with a knife. The seeds
should be planted thickly, and if all

of them do not come up, others may be

planted in the bare spots. The soil

should be kept well watered, although,
of course there must be abundant op-

portunity for drainage, and the pot
or pan containing the seeds should be

kept in a warm place. Several weeks,
or even months may elapse before the

plants grow to be more than a few
inches tall, but, when the centerpiece

tis

finally secured in its perfection, it

RECIPES.

Fig Jam Pudding.
1 cup of sugar, 1-2 cup of butter, 1

cup of flour, 1 cup of fig jam, 1 small

teaspoon of cinnamon, 1 teaspoon of

soda in 4 tablespoons of sour milk, 3

eggs, beaten separately and whites added
last. Steam one hour. Serve with

whipped cream.

Spanish Fruit Pudding.
Line a baking dish with light puff

paste. Fill the paste with a layer of

sliced peaches, one of sliced oranges
(sweet), lastly one of sliced bananas.
Strew each layer thickly with sugar,
cover with light puff paste and bake to

a delicate brown.

Cottage Pudding.
Put in mixing bowl first 3 tablespoons

melted butter, 1 cup of sugar, 1 beaten

egg, 1 light pint flour with 2 teaspoons
of baking powder sifted with it, and 1

cup of sweet milk last of all. This will

seem thin, but will make a nice loaf,

light and tender. Serve hot with wine
or other sauce if preferred. May be
baked as individual puddings in gem
pans.

Any-day Plum Pudding.
1 cup sweet milk, 1 cup molasses, 1

cup each of raisins and currants, 1 cup
of sweet chopped fine or instead, a small

cup of butter) 1 teaspoon of salt and 1

teaspoon of soda sifted with 3 cups of

flour, 1 teaspoon each of cinnamon and

allspice. Mix milk, molasses, suet and

spice; add flour and then the fruit.

Put in a buttered mold and boil three

hours. Serve with hard or liquid sauce.

Chocolate Pudding.
Bread crumbs 1 cup, 3 eggs, 1-2 cup

sugar, 1 tablespoon milk, vanilla, 1

teaspoon, 4 tablespoons grated choco-
late. Beat up yolks of the eggs with
the pudding. Beat whites very stiff

and last steam the pudding about 30
minutes. Serve with cream.

Chocolate Pudding No. 2.

1 quart of milk, 3 tablespoons corn-

starch, 4 tablespoons chocolate, sugar
and vanilla to taste.
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EXTRACTS FROM QODEY'S LADY
BOOK AND MAGAZINE OF 1861.

Sensible Advice.

Get a number of Godey's Lady Book
and look at it. Don't borrow it, but

go, like a person of prudence and good
judgment and subscribe for it at once.

This sensible piece of advice is given

by the 'Journal and Statesman' of

Wilmington, Delaware.
Plant Sympathy and Antipathy.

Our readers may take the following

by a correspondent of the American

Farmer, for what it is worth; we do not

vouch for it:

Sympathy
The vine likes the nearness of cherry

trees and elms.

A white vine planted immediately

by a blue gets blue grapes.
Chestnut trees among mulberry trees

get twice as large fruit.

Lemon orange, myrtle, cypress and
laurel trees grow and succeed best among
one another.

Will you reinforce the smell of the

roses? Plant some garlic or onion

among them.
If you plant some roses and white

lilies together in one bed, both get much
more sweet scent.

If you have a valuable flower which
commences to fade by an accident put
next to it a chamomile, with its roots
in the same pot, and you will see revive
the fading flower from day to day.

Will you produce extraordinarily big
turnips, beet roots, carrots or red beets,
excavate a few of these, put the seed in

the hole and after a few days sow it.

Will you attain a considerable fertility
of the vines?—strew some powdered
tartar, mixed with ox blood, among
their roots and 3'ou attain an incredible

success.

. Antipathy.
The walnut tree is hostile and noxious

to everj'- other tree in its near neighbor-
hood.
Enemies against one another are the

olive and the oak, the vine and the laurel

tree.

THE FRESHEST

SHORTENING

OBTAINABLE IN

LOS ANGELES

IS

SUETENE

30 Days Fresher than

Eastern Shortenings

THE CUDAHY PACKING
COMPANY

LOS ANQELES
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Cucumbers planted among olive trees

perish.
An oak tree beside a walnut tree dries

up.

Colocynths are noxious to every herb

or flower in the same bottom.
Hemlock beside a vine dries up.
Rose and orange water loses its sweet

scent during the time of the blowing of

those planted (?)
The vine becomes unquiet and fer-

ments in the casks while the vine blooms.

Kerosene—We continue to hear that

this oil is dangerous. Kerosene is not

dangerous if pure; but how is the pur-
chaser to know that. Those who sell

it will adulterate it with explosive mater-
ial.

ROSE-WATER.
When the bushes of roses are full

As most of them are about June
'Tis high time to gather, or pull
The leaves of the flowers. As soon
As you're pecked all you need for the time.

To each quart of water unite

A peck of the leaves, which if prime
And they loill be, if plucked off aright

May be placed in a still near at hand.
On a very slow fire. When done
Bottle off, and permit it to stand

For three days ere you cork down each one.

RECIPES.
Fruit wafers for Dessert: Take cur-

rants, cherries, apricots or any other

fruit; put them into an earthen jar in

a kettle of water, and when scalded strain

them through a sieve; to every pint of

juice add the same weight of finely
sifted sugar and the white of a small

egg; beat all together until it becomes

quite thick; then put it upon buttered

paper in a slow oven; let them remain
until they will quit the paper, then turn

them and leave them in the oven until

dry; cut them in shapes and keep them
between paper in a box near the fire.

Custard Tart: Line a deep plate with

puff paste have ready six or eight mid-

dling sized apples, pared and the cores

taken out. They should be mellow and

pleasant. Put in each apple any kind

of a preserve you have or a bit of sugar,
flavored. Now fill the dish with rich

custard and bake it about half an hour.

Make in the same manner without crust.

It is then called custard pudding.
To preserve strawberries in wine—

put a quantity of the finest large straw-

berries into a gooseberry bottle and strew

over them three large spoonsful of sugar,
fill up with madeira wine or sherry.

A Company Dinner for Winter.

RicTi white soup, fresh codfish fried,

roasted ham, venison pie, boiled turkey
with oyster sauce, partridges, chicken

rice pudding, potato snow, beets, turnips,
winter squash, stewed red cabbage.
Plum pudding, chocolate blanc-mange,
cocoanut cream, apple jelly.

>!. >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> >> y

Moses' Best Flour

Every pound is made from the strongest,

sweetest, soundest Genuine Hard Turkey
Winter Wheat grown in

KANSAS
MOSES' BEST has no equal. There is no

substitute for it:

It is the Best
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Bread is the Staff of Life

Hard Wheat Flour Makes the Best

\l Bread and the Most for the Money

Yr If not why do all the bakers use it exclusively; and why do the com- >

Vr munities east who have formerly used Winter Wheat
>'• flour now use Hard Spring Wheat Flour

Y^ almost exclusively for bread?

MOSES^ BEST FLOUR
>r
yr
\r
>r
><"

y
>r
>r

Yr is made from Hard Kansas Wheat in Kansas, where it costs only
Vr twenty cents a barrel to mill it against sixty cents a barrel, alleged

Y^ cost, for milling in California.

Yr We are selling MOSES' BEST for less money than you are

X asked by others to pay for soft wheat flour. Look at the price and -

>^

if cfk Ik c«^i^ Ji/irkccrc rptct <ci en /

J see what you paid for your last sack.

y 50 lb. sack MOSES' BEST $1.50

11 25 " " " " 80

>'•

yr

We havp the other kinds also at the following prices:

Yr 50 lb. sack Gold Seal $1.30

Yr 25" " " " .70

Yr 50 " Clover Blossom Top Patent Utah 1.15

50 " sack Laurel 1.30

25 " " " .70
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Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co.

. . . MANUFACTURERS . . .

531^33 E. Third St., Los Angeles

High Grade

BILLIARD
and
POOL
TABLES

For the Home

Have You Investigated

Any of the New Style

of

GAS

WATER
HEATER

This is an appliance which is no longer a

luxury, but a necessity.
Gas to heat sufficient water for a bath

costs less than TWO CENTS, and

boiling hot water for any purpose
may be had at a second's notice if

you have a

GAS WATER HEATER

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS

Los Ang'eles Gas

and

Electric Corporation

645 SOUTH HILL?STREET

Please mention "Out Wert" whM writing to Advertisers.



Rich, piquant, with the true

flavor of the tomato.

Made from fine, ripe Cali-

fornia tomatoes.

Adds just the zest needed

for soups, beans, steaks,

roasts, chops.

MADE IN CALIFORNIA

BISHOP & COMPANY
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Has a most
delicious

flavor.

Is pure
and

healthful.

An ideal

food

beverage.
GENUINE HAS THIS TRADE NW^ ON EVERY PACKAGE

Walter Baker & Co. LTD.

m
. ESTABLISHED r78.0

DORCHESTER/MASS.

Severe Tests Prove Its Superiority

Although a comparatively new product,
Zerolene has been more severely tested
under all conditions than many other lu-

bricants, and, distinctly better than any of

these, has triumphed in every test.

lEROLENE
Auto Lubricating Oil

lubricated the winning Thomas car in the famous New
York to Paris race, also the Protos and Zust cars
which ran second and third. Zerolene proved its per-
fect lubricating and non-carbonizing qualities, and its

zero-working ability, in the most severe tests to which
a lubricating oil has ever been put.

Zerolene is the only "all round" oil that serves all

types of cylinders and bearings. There is only one
kind of Zerolene, produced in only one place in the
world. Put up in sealed cans with patent pouring spout
that cannot be refilled. Also in barrels for garage trade.

Sold by dealers

everywhere.

STANDARD OIL CO.
(Ineorporated)

Write for booklet,

"21.000 miles with

Zerolene.
' '

Free.

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND
LOAN SOCIETY

Savings (The German Bank) Commercial
(Member of the Associated Savings Banks of San

Francisco. ^

526 CALIFORNIA ST.. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Guaranteed Capital $1,200,000.00
Capital actually paid up in cash $1,000,000.00
Reserve and Contingent Funds $1,580,518.99
Employees' Pension Fund 109,03 1.35

Deposits Dee. 31st., 1910 S 42.039,580.06
Total assets $44,775,559.56

Remittance may be made by Draft, Post Office, or

Wells, Fargo & Go's. Money Orders, or coin by
Express.

Office Hours: 10 o'clock A. M. to 3 o'clock P. M..
except Saturdays to 12 o'clock M. and Saturday
evenings from 6:.30 o'clock P. M. to 8 o'clock P. M. for

receipt of dei>o8its only.

OFFICERS—President, N. Ohlandt; First Vice-

President, Daniel Meyer; Second-Vice President r.^J

Manager, George Tourny; Third Vice-President, J. W.
Van Bergen; Cashier, A. H. R. Schmidt; Assistant

Cashier, William Herrmann; Secretary, A. H. Muller;
A.osistant Secretaries, G. J. O. Folte and Wm. D.
Newhouse; Goodfellow Eells & Orrick. General
Attorneys.
BOARD OF DIRECTORS—N. Ohlandt. Daniel

Meyer, George Toumv, J. W. Van Bergen, Ign.
Steinhart, I. N. Walter, F. Tillmann, jr., E. T. Krrse,
and W. S. Goodfellow.

;i^MIS.SIONjBRANCH—2572 Mission Street, be-

tweem2l8t and 22nd Streets. For receipt and pay-
ment: of. Dep)osit8 only. C. W. Heyer, Manager.
RICHMOND DISTRICT BRANCH. 432 Clement

Street, between 5th and 6th Avenues. For receipt
andTpayment of Deposits only. W. C. Heyer,
Manager.
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VflQP PIANOS
hare tteen established over 60 yeart. By onr yctem
of paymeatseTery family in moderatecircnmttaacea
can own a VOSE piaao. We laite old instromeatB
in r-xch^nare and deliver the new oiaao in TOmf



Corewall of Fairmont Dam, Owens River Aqueduct.

15c per copy Los Angeles, Cal. $1.50 per year



Printype Wins!
New Oliver Typewriter, Equipped With *'Book Type/' M akes

Tremendous Hit With the Public— "Typewrites PRINT"

Sells for 17 Cents a Day
Another great Oliver innovation—PRINTYPE.

Some months ago, without announcement, we

placed The Printype Oliver Typewriter on the

market.

Today, one-third of our output of Oliver Type-
writers are Printypes.

It's more than a success. It's a revohUwn in

typewriter type\

Printype is the most beautiful, readable, at-

tractive, attention-compelling type ever evolved

for typewriters.

Thousands of dollars have been expended in

producing this wonderful typewriter type, yet

you pay only the regular price of $100 for the

complete machine, the new Oliver No. 5, equipped
to write in Printype. You can buy The Printype
Oliver on the famous 17-Cents-a-Day Purchase

Plan.

Printype is virtually book type
—the type which

the eye has been trained to grasp quickly.

The type which the crystallized experience of

centuries proves best for the printed page.

Great Beauty and Attention Value

Printype is the very soul of symmetry. The
shadings give body, refinement and life which are

utterly lacking in the old-style thin outline letters

and numerals. It's a delight to the eye. 1^

A letter written in Printype attracts the eye—
it's magnetic. A Printype letter is so strikmgly
attractive, so forceful, so distinctive that one un-

consciously picks it out from a mass of mail, to

read first.

It's perfection compels attention.

A large part of our sales have resulted from
letters like this, sent by interested correspondents
to users of the new machine: "For goodness sake,

what machine did you use to write that letter?"

The answer—a Printype Oliver—makes the sale.

Aids Eyesight— Prevents Errors

Printjjpe aids and rests the eyes. None of the

strain on the optic nerxe that sharp, thin, outline

type imposes. This elin-ination of effort makes
it a positive pleasure to read Printype correspond-
ence. Ask the opinion of your oculist or opti-
cian. He kncni's the value of Printypel

Print}Jpc

omvCT?
The Standard Visible Writer

^ Printype makes every letter, every numeral,
every character employed in the whole wide

range of commercial transactions perfectly plain.

Wherever accuracy is demanded, Printype is

worth a premium.

A Printype Test by Linotype Operators
One of the hundreds of interesting Printype

tests was made by various newspaper publishers.

Linotype operators of equal dexterity were pit-
ted against each other in a speed contest. One
set of operators were suppUed with copy written

with the regular typewriter face.

The opposing operators were supplied with

copy written in Printype.

It was found that the linotype operator could

increase his output ten per cent, setting from

"Printype" copy over copy written with the

ordinary "outline" typewriter type.

Ask Us to Write You a Letter on
The Printype Oliver Typewriter

We want to write you a specimen letter on- The Printype
Oliver Typewriter and forward a copy of the book, "A REVO-
LUTION IN TYPEWTllTER TYPE." Ask us for details of

the "17-Cent8-a-Day Purchase Plan" which has added so many
thousands to the ranks of typewriter users.

We urge upon you the importance of investigating the new
face in Typewriterdom—PRINTYPE.

Address Sales Department (106 )

The Oliver Typewriter Co.
712 Oliver Typewriter Bldg., Chicago

Agencies Everywhere

Please mention OUT WEST when replying to advertisers.
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California Oil

investments are to-day's greatest profit

producers. During the past eight months
our clients have made from 100% to 1000%
profit on their investments, and no one
has ever lost a dollar through any oil in-

vestment advised by us. For the infor-

mation Qf our clients we issue semi-monthly
the

Cailfornia Oil Bulletin

which gives reliable information about all

the oil fields and oil companies of Califor-

nia. It will be sent to you for six months
absolutely free upon request.
We have also just compiled the only

accurate map ever issued of the great Mid-
way oil field. A copy of this map may be
had free upon request.

The G. S. Johnson Co,
800 PHELAN BLDQ.

San Francisco, California.
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Large and complete assortments o{

Spring Furnishings.

Hats. Suits. Overcoats.

Are in lull blossom here.

Mullen S Bluett
Broadway and Sixth Los Angeles

THE QUALITY SHOP

J^A^VAlJO 'BLA.J^K.BTS
AND INDIAN CURIOS AT WHOLESALE

I have more than 250 weavers in my employ, including the most skilful now living,
and have taken the greatest pains to preserve the old colors, patterns, and weaves. Every
blanket sold by me carries my personal guarantee of its quality. In dealing with me,
you will get the very finest blankets at wholesale prices. I also handle the products of
the Hopi (Moqui ) Indians, buying them under contract with the trading posts at Ream's
Canyon and Oraibi and selling them at wholesale.

I have constantly a very fine selection of Navajo silverware and jewelry, Navajo "rubies"
cut and uncut, peridotes and native turquois. Also the choicest modem Moqui pottery,
and a rare collection of prehistoric pottery.

J. L. HUBBELL,
Write for my Catalogue and Price List.

INDIAN TRADER
QANADO, APACHE CO., ARIZONA.

PATENTS PATENTS$180,340.00$"^ MADE BY MY CLIENTS ^^

YOU Should Have My FREE BOOKS telling HOW OTHERS will do
the same IN THE FUTURE. "What and How to Invent." Book Free!
E. E. VROOMAN, Patent Lawyer 803 F., Washington, D. C.

ANYVO THFATPTCAl COI n TPFAM prevents early wrinkles. It is not a freckle coating: It re-ni'i I V V/ 1 1 lC/\ 1 IV,1V/\L, \^KJl^U ^K.n/\iYl moves them. ANYVO CO., 427 North Main St, Lo« Angeles

When answering advertisers please mention Out West.



OUT WEST
PubUshins "THE SPECTATOR" under lease.

New Series Vol. 1 MAY, 1911 Number 6

TABLE OF CONTENTS.

EDITORIAL

345 Mexican Army Has Failed.

346 Are Accused of Murder.
346 Power Plans on the Aqueduct.
347 Mr. Carnegie's Hero Fund.
349 Squirrels and the Plague.
350 Y. M. C. A.! Attention!!

351 Religious Plan Starts in Kansas.

352 Passing of the American.
355 Chinese Coming (?)
356 Thum is a Business Man.
357 Efficiency the Requisite.
358 The Fiddle to the Guitar

359 I Have Found It W. R. Reece

361 Recent Progress on the Aqueduct- -. W. Frank Shelley
368 Progress of Los Angeles -.

369 S5,000 to Be Clean ._ _

377 The Voice of the Mountains Roy Reuben Rosamond
386 The Serenading Bandit Baker G. Hoskins, Jr.

391 The Breach of Faith— ...Will T. Ham
394 The Western Sea Ella M. Moore
395 The Artifices of Alesia- Lannie Haynes Martin
399 The Rockies George Lawrence Andrews
400 Some Affinities Jesse Davies WiUdy
402 First California Lancers Charles Elmer Jenney
403 Policeman Four-Eagle Maurice M. Frink

406 Mucho Diabolo - ...Vance Josef Hoyt

Published monthly by the Western Publishing Company, 218 New High Street, Los

Angeles, California. Price Fifteen Cents. Yearly subscriptions $1.50 per year in ad-

vance. Entered as Second Class Matter at the Los Angeles Postoffice.

POSTAOE ia prepaid on subscriptions in the United States. Hawaiian Islands, Philippine Islamda, Oomk
Porto Rico, Tutuila [Samoa], Canal Zone, Cuba and Mexico.

HOW TO REMIT. Remittances should be sent by Check, Express Order, or Postal Money Order, pay-
able to the Western Publishing Company. Currency, unless mailed in a registered letter, is at the
sender's risk.

CHANGE IN ADDRESS. Notice of change in address should be sent One Week before the date of iarae

oa wbicti the change is to take e£fect. The change cannot be made unless the subscriber's Old Addren
is clearly indicated in addition to the New Address.

ADVERTISINQ. Orders , final instructions, and cuts for advertising in the Magasine must be rssshrsd

Tea Days before the first of the month on which the advertisement is intended to appear.

CONTRIBUTIONS. All manuscripts, drawings and photographs are received with the understaadiag that
the Editors are not responsible for their loss or injury while in their possession or in transit. Retnm
postage should be inclosed with each manuscript submitted, and a copy should be retaiasd by Its

mrnibor.

WESTERN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
218 NEW HIGH STREET

LOS ANGELES, CAL.



LBvy 'S
Third and Main Ste.

TABLES RESERVED

A BRAND NEW FEATURE— Every

day except Sunday, we serve in

our main dining room a dainty
and appetising

SPECIAL NOON LUNCHEON 50c-

This should appeal especially to
j

ladies, and will be found very
attractive before attending the

matinees.

CAFECHANTANT
8 to 5:30—6:30 to 10—10:30 to 12:30"

SPECIAL SIX O'CLOCK DINNER $1

Mission Indian Grill

Hotel Alexandria

LUNCH

DINNER

AFTER THE TRIP

AFTER THEATER SUPPER

Famous for its unique en-

vironment, prompt and ex-

cellent service and its

music.

AFTERNOON TEA

GRAND SALON. 4 to 6

MUSIC 50 CENTS

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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LOS ANGELES BREWING
COMPANY'S
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> ^ Phone Sunset East 820

PURE AND WHOLESOME

LAQER BEERS

Are a Home Product not excelled by any of

Eastern Manufacture* Why not try them?

Home 10857

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<
Just say "OUT WEST" when answering advertisers.
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YOUR IDLE MONEY
Or your savings should be in an account
with this Bank which offers unequalled
facilities and the most liberal interest

consistent with sound banking.
On Term Deposits the interest is 4 per

cent a year and on Special (Ordinary)
Checking accounts 3 per cent per year is

paid.
This Bank has the Largest and Best

Equipped Safe Deposit Department in

the West.

k5
Oldest and Largest Savings Bank in the Southwest

Resources = = = = $31,000,000.00

Capital and Reserve = $ 1,938,000.00

More than 64,000 Open Accounts

SECURITY BUILDING, SPRING AND FIFTH
Los Angeles

rCKI\¥ ^Togrow
^^ -Mt -Hv v^ ^i|

the finest flowers and

^\K • Ij ^% most luscious vegeta-

^i^*i*l"*^*i^bles, plant the best

seeds. Feny' s seeds are best because

they never tail in yield or quality.

The best gardeners and farmers

everywhere know Ferry's seeds to

be the highest standard of quality

yet attained. For sale everywhere.
FEKKY*S 1911 Seei7 Annual

Free on requeM
D.M.FERKY&CO^

Detroit. Mich.

Development.
The Hotel Maryland management at

Pasadena has bought another tract of

land adjoining its present holdings and
the Hotel now has seven and one half

acres of ground right in the heart of

Pasadena.

The Home Telephone Company is

spending $30,000 on a new equipment
for South Pasadena.

G. F. Jenkins & Son have been awarded
the general contract at $25,000, for the

erection of a two story mission style

factory- building in the Old Town, San

Diego County for the olive pickling plant
of Ackerman & Tufiley. The building
will be of frame construction, ^dth con-

crete foundation 60 by 180 feet, plas-
tered exterior over metal lath, compo-
sition roof and cement arcades. The
The first floor will contain 147 concrete

concrete pickling vats, the boiler rooms
and rooms for the making of olive oil.

The second story will contain the pack-

ing department. The building mil be

equipped with the most modern appli-

ances, including electric conveyors, can-

ning equipment, sanitary plumbing and

heating plant. Oscar Marshall has the

contract for the concrete work, and the

plumbing and electric work w^U be let

at once. Architect Robert Halley, Jr.

drew the plans.

The Simons Brick Co., are in receipt

of an order for 2,000 tons of radial

chimney brick to be delivered at Mel-

vine, Ariz., for the Alphonse Custodis

Chimney Construction Co. of New York,
the largest firm for this class of con-

struction in the United States. The
brick will be used in the construction of

a smokestack for the smelter at that

place.

George O'Grady intends to plant a

eucalyptus grove of 160 acres on his

property near Perris.

The Southwestern Sugar Company
of Los Angeles has incorporated with an

(Continued on page F.)

When answering advertisers please mention OUT WEST.



BAILEY'S RUBBER COMPLEXION
BRUSH

TIS
THE FLAT-ENDED TEETH

with circular biting edges that remove dust caps, cleanse
tbe skin in the bath, open the pores, and give new hfe to
tne whole body. Mailed 50 cents.

BABY'S TEETH
cut without irritation. The
[flat-ended teeth expand the
Igums, keeping them soft; the
'ring comforts and amuses tne
child, preventing convultions
and cholera infantum.

Mailed for price, 10c.

BAILEY'S RUBBER
SEWING FINQEJl

Made to prevent pricking and
disfiguruing the forefinger in sew-
ing or embroidery. Three sizes—
small, medium and large. Mailed
6 cents each.

Cleans the teeth
perfectly and
polishes the e-
namel without
injury. Never
irritatea the

f;um8.
Can be

deal for child-
No. 1 for 25c.; No,

iny f

Noren's use. JNo bristles to come out.
2. 35c. Mailed on receipt of price.

BAILEY'S
WONT SLIP

TIP

This tip won't slip on
ANY SURFACE, on
smooth ice, or roar the most
highly polished floor. Made
in five sises, internal diam-
eter: No. 17 5-8 in.; No. 18
i in.; No. 19, 7-8 in.; No.
20, 1 in.; No. 21. 1 1-8 in.

Mailed upon receipt of price
30c per piiir

AgenU Wanted

100 Page Rubber Catalogtie Free.
C. J. BAILEY & CO., 22 Boylston St., BOSTON, Mass.

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>»

Business Property and

High=Class Residence Property

MINES &.FARISH
REAL ESTATE AGENTS
353 S.Hill Street

Fully Equipped Rental Department.
dive us a call

HOME 10673 MAIN 1457
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UTFITTERS
FOR MEN AND

WOMEN
BOYS AND GIRLS

Out/ftters for ^, ,

Men. Women. Boys v<i Girls

437-439-441-443 SOOTH spring

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<

THE EVER-READY
MESSENGER

Noon or Night

Week-days or Sundays

Always Ready—Never Tired

^^JUST HOMEPHONE^'

Home Telephone & Telegraph Co.

Los Angeles, Cal.

SHIPCAF&
WARD McFADDEN, Proprietor

VENICE

5 Bnteriaineps

B
ristol Pier Cafe

The high-class appointments, perfect ser-

vice and unexcelled menu of Bristol Pier

Cafe, appeal to discriminating people.

The Best Beach Resort on the Southern California Coast

Arizona Ruby
To Introduce Our
Genuine Imported

FREE
iMftxiran Diamonds

Wo will Bend you FREE a (renuine ArlBona Ruby in the

rough, with lUustrated Catalogue of GENUINE MEXICAN
DIAMONDS and other geiiis. Mexican Diamonds exactly
resemble finest genuine blue-white diamonds, stand acid
tests ; are cut by experts, and yet we sellatone-iortletb the
eo9t. Only gem of Us kind guaranteed permanentlr
brllllanU SPECIAL OFFEU. For 50o deposit as guar-
antee of good faith, we send on approval, registered,
either H or 1 carat Mexican Diamond at special price.

Money back If desired. Write today. Catalog FREE.

MEXICAN DIAMOND IMP. CO.. Dipt.8 . UiCniMt.l.M.
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SPRING STREET, between Second and Third

MATINEE DAILY
BOTH PHONES 1447

THE
STANDARD

OF
VAUDEVILLE

Matinee 2:15 Dailv 10, 25, 50c.

Every Night 10, 25, 50, 75c

[>[](D)[r(Dg)(E(n)^g) [B[LD[rlb<s][iDk
MAIN STREET
NEAR SIXTH

LOS ANGELES LEADING STOCK COMPANY

STOCK

PRODUCTIONS

Nights 25, 50, 75c. Matinees Saturday and Sunday, 10

25,60c

|J1](3iDifDlb[ii][rg)'S[r^g)

LOS ANGELES' LEADING PLAY HOUSE
OLIVER MOROSCO, Manager

SHUBERT

ATTRACTIONS

BROADWAY NEAR NINTH STREET

4> ^*

RAINIER BEER
Seattle's Famous Product

One Dollar per Dozen, Net.

RAINIER BOTTLING CO.
Phone Main 52 or F 2032

Enterprise Street Los Angeles, Cal

Development.
( Continued from page D.)

authorized capital of $10,000,000. The
Company is formed to erect a beet sugar
factory in the Perris Valley about 85
miles from Los Angeles.

Approximately $4,000,000 will be ex-

pended in school improvements in Los

Angeles city and county during the vear
1911.

In the past four years Riverside county
has expended $700,000 for school build-

ings and appurtenances and of this

amount about half a million dollars

has been spent for new buildings. Twen-
ty eight new structures, of all sizes,

were erected.

The United States Geological Sur-

vey's report on the geology and oil

resources of the Coalinga oil district,
in the w'estern part of Fresno and

Kings counties, California, by Ralph
Arnold and Robert Anderson (Bulletin

398) has just been reprinted to meet
the extensive demand for it. The dis-

trict described covers about 700 square
miles, and the report, which was first

published a year ago, notes about 550

producing wells, which range in depth
from 600 to 4,000 feet and penetrate
from 20 to 200 feet of oil sand. The
district is the leading producer in Califor-

nia and one of the most productive in

the world. Its production in 1907 was

8,871,723 barrels, in 1908 it was 10,386,-
168 barrels, in 1909 it was 14,478,181

barrels, and in 1910 it was probablv
18,000,000 barrels. The total quantity
of oil taken from the ground in the dis-

trict to the end of 1910 was about

70,000,000 barrels of 42 gallons each,

leaving available a vast store of oil

which has been roughly estimated as

2,727,000,000 barrels.

Carter Moore, aged 15 and a younger
brother of Pasadena, have 15 city lots

planted to potatoes and are looking
for more land. They say that they
want to raise enough money to pay the

first installment on a farm.

According to the statement of the

(Continued on page J.)
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OUT WEST
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Bring Buyer and Seller Together
In thia classified department will be inserted advertisements of a clean and reliable character up to

14 lines, at the rate of 50 cents per line. None will be inserted of less than 4 lines. No iUvistrationi
nor display features will be permitted in this department. Our policy, which excludes medical, palmistry,

fortune-telling or misleading advertisements, or advertisements of unreliable parties or commodities,
also prevails m this department, and the business management will appreciate prompt notice from OtU
West readers of any sucn that may get in by false pretense. Address all letters pertaining to this depart-
ment to

OUT WEST,
CLASSIFIED DEPARTMENT, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

AMUSEMENTS-

AUDITORIUM
"THEATER BEAUTIFUL"—Fifth and Olive streete.

L. E Behymer, manager. For winter bookings of the Sou-
berts see daily newspapers for attractions of each week.

HAMBURGER'S MAJESTIC THEATER
BROADWAY NEAR NINTH. Oliver Morosco Manager.

Shubert attractions. Tneater fireproof and modem.

MOROSCO'S BURBANK
MAIN BETWEEN FIFTH AND SIXTH. Los Angeles'

leading stock company. See announcements in daily news-
papers for attractions of each week.

RESTAURANTS AND RESORTS-

VENICE.
"SHIP CAFE"

Ward McFadden Proprietor. 5 entertainers.

REAL ESTATE-

MINES A PARISH
353 SOUTH HILL STREET, Los Angeles. Business

property and high class residence property. Rental depart-
ment. Home 10673. Sunset Main 1467.

SITUATIONS WANTED—

ORPHEUM THEATER
SPRING STREET BETWEEN SECOND AND THIRD.

Clarence Drown, Manager. Vaudeville. Orpheum attrac-
tions, tne standard everywhere.

CONGENIAL MAN WORKING without gloves desireii

farm, ranch work. Tutors cultured French, German and
other languages. CorrcHpondence solicited. Staeos, 523
Ninth street, Oakland, California.

BANKS-

BANK OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
SEVENTH AND BROADWAY, Los Angeles. A general

banking business tranacted, commercial and savings. Letters
of credit. Investment bonds.

STUDIO BUILDINGS—

BLANCHARD HALL
STUDIO BUILDING devoted exclusively to Music, Art

and Science. Largest Studio building in the West. F. W.
Blancnard, 233 S. Broadway, Los Angeles.

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK
MORE THAN 64,000 depositors. Resources exceed

$31,000,000. Special ordinary deposits, 3 per cent. Term
deposits, 4 per cent. Largest safe deposit vaults in tne west.
Security Bldg. Fifth and Spring streets.

WINES-

MISTLETOE VINEYARD COMPANY WINES
CALIFORNIA'S highest type vintages, especially selected

for eastern trade. Send a case to your eastern friends.
C. F. A. Last Company, proprietors, Los Angeles.

BOOKS- TOILET ARTICLES-

PANAMA CANAL.
My book reproduces Panamia and Canal, 100 pages, 20

illustrations, including map and profile; sent postpaid, for
25 cents. C. C. Muldner, Jr., 2861 Laclede, Maplewood, Mo.

FINGER NAIL POLISH
SEND 10 CENTS for a 25 cent package of Finger Nail

Polish. A trial order of just what you want. 218 New
High St., Los Angeles, Cal.

MIYVO THEATRICAL COLD CREAM
Prevents early wrinkles. It is not a freckle coating; it re-

moves them. ANYVO CO., 427 North Main St..Los Angeles

Please mention OUT WEST when answering advertisers.
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Printing of Every Description
BOx\DS, CERTIFICATES.CIRCULAR
LETTERS, LETTER HEADS, BILL
HEADS, STATEMENTS, BUSINESS
OR SOCAL CARDS OF EVERY DE-
SCRIPTION CAREFULLY FURNISH-
ED ON SHORT NOTICE.

Will A. Kistler Co.
PRINTING AND BINDING HOUSE

ENGRAVING, EMBOSS-
ING, BOOK BINDING
E L ECTROTYPINGMONOTYPING
Always at your command.

I 218 NEW HIGH ST., LOS ANGELES
HOME A 2297 - TELEPHONES - SUNSET MAIN 5610

'A
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Development.
(Continued from page F.)

department of commerce and labor,

the value of the California fisheries in

1908 was $1,970,000 and of this 38 per
cent is due to the salmon fishery of the

Sacramento river. The products of San-
ta Monica bay were worth $67,000 and
of Santa Barbara channel $62,000.

A smelter to cost $350,000 is to be
erected at once about three miles south-

east of Tucson. Bids are now being
received by the Consolidated Mining
& Smelting Company.

A five story building is to be erected

at once at San Diego for housing the

department store of George W. Marston.
It will be a re-inforced building faced

with granite and white sandstone and
will cost approximately $300,000.

Much of the machinery for the new
Holly Sugar Company's beet sugarie
near Huntington Beach is in place.
Several hundred men are now employed
in the work of completing the plant and
the factory will be ready to slice beets

early in July.

Speaking of the movement "Back to

the Land," the Outlook of New York

says: "The country schools have not

prepared the way as they should have for

the work done by the Department of

Agriculture and the various experiment
stations and agricultural colleges. Yet
that work is beginning to tell. The acre-

age yield has changed from a decreasing
to an increasing trend, and lands are

proportionately advancing in value. The
more primary and wider education, now
sure to come, will give the boy a real

interest in the farm, because it will make
the farm economically more worth while.

This is the essential thing to influence

boys to remain on the farm or to influence

other boys to come back to the farm—a

demonstration that the farm offers as

good an opportunity for making much of

life as does any other branch of industry.
On the social side the boy is also beginning
to realize, we are sure, that farm work is

accompanied with more advantages than

(Contidued on page M.)
Please say "OUT WEST"

A DOG'S FOOT
Has a number of raised cushions which prevent slipping

and take up the concussion over hard surfaces.

BAILEY'S "WON'T SLIP" RUBBER HEELS
Embociy this principle and insure ease and safety over
all surfaces. The tread surface formed with "U" shaped
ribs, together with flat ended rubber studs, form a sur-
face that is positively non-slipping on ice or other slip-

pery Btirfaces. Mailed upon receipt of price.

35 cents per pair. For Men or Women.
When ordering send a correct outline'drawing of the bot-
tom of the heel of your boot. Order from your shoe
dealer. Dealers write for prices. lOO-pa^e Catalogue oi
Everything in Rubber Gooda Free,

C. J. BAILEY & CO.
22 Boylston Street, BOSTON, MASS.

"Century Path"
tUNSECTAIlIAN AND NON-POLITIOAL]

Edited by KATHERINE TINQLEY

International Theosophicai Headquarters,
Point Loma, California

The CENTURY PATH is an up-to-date,
beautifully illustrated weekly, devoted to the
Brotherhood of Humanity, the promulgation
of Theosophy, and the study of ancient and
modem ethics, philosophy, science and art.

Per Year $4.00. Per Copy 10c

For aale at WHALENS NEWS AQENCT, «S3 South
Spring Street, Lot Angel**, CaL
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Blanchard Hall Studio Building
Devoted exclusively to Music, Art and Science

Studios and Halls for all purposes for Rent. Largevi Studio
Building in the West. For terms aad all information apply to

F. W. BLANCHARD
333 South Broadway 233 South Hill St.

LOS ANQELES, CAL.

when replying to advertisers.



War;"eWhite Slave Trade

THIS BOOK IS HIGHLY ENDORSED BY
THE PULPIT.

ua^ititwmLT tETBiiirintl

500 Pages

How to Save YOUR GIRL

How to Save YOUR BOY

A book designed to awaken the sleeping and protect the innocent

By EARNEST A. BELL

32 Full Page Illustrations

All
For a few days we will, upon receipt of^< QQ ^^ ^^^

tj/l"WWAngeles,WEST office, 218 New High St., Los

CaL, give the above beautiful cloth: :co vered
Book and a Subscription to OUT WEST, mailed to any part
of the United States for one year. $1.99

==== i/

.4.^..}..{MJM}M{.4,^»4M;MiM}.^.^.^»«H.^».i.^M|M{Mi.^..i^^ .j. I^. .;. .|. .j. 4Mi»«{.^».i..}.^M;M}M{M{.4-:^«JM{MJM{..i»^

Los Angeles, Cal., May 18, 1909.

The Matbie Brewing Company,
1834-1858 East Main St., Los Angeles, Cal.

Gentlemen:

For several years I tried different doctors and medicines for

indigestion, sleeplessness and nervousness, but to no avail. My
father asked me to try MATHIE'S MALT TONIC, and after

using it for some time I felt much better and my general health

was much improved, and I still continue to use it.

Yours truly,

PEARL ALDERETE.

::

MATHIE MALT TONIC
.50 PER DOZEN - DELIVERED

The Mathie Brewing Co. los anqeles, cal.
Home Phone Ex. 942 Sunset Phone East 66

ri^^^ ^^ >.^^ii ^^»^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^l^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H'^^•^^'^»>i
Please mention "Out West" when answering advertisers.



REDUCED
FARES
EAST

For the season of 1911 special occasion excursion

tickets will be sold to many Eastern Points at

greatly reduced fares.

SOME SALE DATES
May 16, 17, 18, 19, 22, 23, 24, 25, 27, 28 and 29

June 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 14, 15, 16, 28, 29 and 30

July 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 19, 20, 26, 27, 28

Aug. 3, 4, 5, 14, 15, 16, 17, 21, 23, 28, 29, 30

Sept. 1,2,3,4,6, 7

SOME FARES
Denver, Colorado Springs, Pueblo $55.00

Omaha, Kansas City, Dallas, Houston 60.00

St. Louis, Memphis, New Orleans 70.00

Chicago. 72.50

Minneapolis, St. Paul 73.50

Proportionately low fares to many other points.

All tickets limited to Oct. 31, 191 1, final return

limit.

Make arrangements for your summer trip now.

For full particulars concerning fares, stopovers,

routes, additional sale dates, etc., address or call

on any agent of the

SOUTHERN PACIFIC

Los Angeles Offices:

600 South Spring Street

Arcade Station, Fifth and Central Ave.

Pasadena Office:]

148 East Colorado Street

Just say "Out West" when answering advertisers.
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Development.
(Ck)nCluded from page J. )

formerly. The telephone, the rural free

delivery, the automobile, the tendency
towards living in small farming social

centers, as in Europe, instead of in too
detached residences—all these factors

indicate that the day has passed when the
farmer is the only worker supposed to

get along with just as few comforts and
pleasures of life as possible. Education-

ally, economically, and socially, we be-

lieve, the farmer is now entering on a
new era."

The celery season in the peat lands
district in Orange county has about
closed. About 1,500 cars were shipped
but many growers generally are dis-

satisfied on account of the low returns
and are thinking of turning to sugar
beets as a crop.

A tourist hotel to contain about
200 rooms, and with an adjunct of

many bungalows is to be erected at Bever-

ly Hills, west of Los Angeles the coming
summer. The company having the plan
in hand owns 11 acres of ground, for a

site, beautifully located. It is possible
that the hotel may be opened by Christ-
mas.

PhoeniXjTArizona is to have a new

high school building to cost S150,000.
The buildings have been planned so

as to provide for every branch of man-
ual training.

Like most other products of petro-

leum, asphalt is increasing in importance
as one of the mineral products of the

United States. Oil asphaltum, which

is the asphaltum residue, derived mainly
from the oils of California and Texas,
made up more than half of the 208,655
tons of asphaltum products in 1909,

according^to a report just issued by the

United States Geological Survey.

@^9Alleles

A PALATIAL rfiAIPf
FOR^

PARTICULARIWPLE

EASTERN EXCURSIONS
Commence May 16th and continue on various
dates until Sept. Return limit Oct. 31st.
CHICAGO $72.50; NEW YORK $108.50

And many other points at reduced fares. Qood
for passage in tourist or standard sleepers in
Los Angeles Limited. T' ketsand information at

601 8. SPRING ST., 680 MARKET ST.,
Los ANCcLcs San Fpi«nci«co

F.A.WANN.GcN.TnArnc Mofi. T. C. PECK.G. P. A.

ACCIDENTS UNNECESSARY
Carelessness is the cause of 99 per cent

of the accidents that happen at street cross-

ings and in getting on and off cars. It has

become so gross that in order to save life

and limb the Los Angeles Railway Company-
is now spending thousands of dollars in

spreading the gospel of safety under the

direction of the lectures of the Public Safety

League.
Here are the rules of the league for the

prevention of accidents:

Never cross a street without looking in

both directions.

Never get on or off a moving car.

Never underestimate the speed of an

approaching vehicle—better wait a minute

than spend weeks in the hospital.

Never cross behind a car without assur-

ing yourself that there is not another com-

ing in the opposite direction.

Never stand on the steps.

Never let your children play in the streets.

Never get off backwards.

LOS ANGELES RAILWAY CO.

Please say you saw it in OUT WEST when .writing to advertisers.



REOPENING OF

THE ORIGINAL
CASA VERDUGO

RESTAURANT AND PARK

REMODELED AND REFURNISHED
Excellent Table d' Hole

SPANISH DINNERS
Service the Best Cuisine unexcelled

Take QLENDALE cars from 6th and Main Sts. to Park Entrance

Pacifio Electric Railway
W



RECEIVE THESE EIGHT

ROSE PLANTS FREE

WE have spent a great deal of time and careful thought
in preparation of this Rose offer, and each variety
is selected with a view to its genuine value and en-

tire worthiness to be included in this collection. These roses

are not taken haphazard and at the last moment from the

overstock of the rose growers, but are carefully selected from
the most reliable and best known of the newest varieties.

OUR COLLECTION OF EIGHT ROSE PLANTS

CONSISTS OF

THE BLUE ROSE
YELLOW KAISERIN
DOCTOR QRILL

PRESIDENT TAFT
THE BLACK ROSE
PHILIP REVOIRE

WHITE KILLARNEY
EVER BLOOMING.
CRIMSON RAMBLER

Special Limited Offer—Good Only During May and June

ERICAN,'
suburbs''

We will enter your subscription for one year to our publication

and one year to AMERICAN SUBURBS. AMERICAN SUBURBS is

a magazine full of practical interest and suggestion in all that con-

cerns the home, its gardens, grounds, poultry, etc. It is one of the

most superbly illustrated and beautifully printed magazines in

America.

You get a year's subscription to AMERICAN SUBURBS, regular

price $1.50, and a year's subscription to OUT WEST, regular price

$1.50, both for only $2.00, and if your order is received before June

30, we will send you ABSOLUTELY FREE the eight one-year-old

rose plants, charges prepaid. They are all high-bred plants of the

newest and best varieties obtainable. Full instructions for their cul-

tivation are sent by the growers with every set of plants.

This offer is too good to miss. If you love roses don't fail to take advantage of it.

SEND $2.00 TO-DAY TO

OUT WEST MAGAZINE
Los Angeles, California



M MISSIONS

or CAUrORNIA
form a picturesque historical reminder of the

notable pioneer labors which added an empire

to civilization. Those Missions are scattered

along the

SOUTHERN PACIFIC
COAST LINE
The "Shore Line Limited" leaving Los An-

geles at 8:00 A. M.; the "Coaster" at 8:10 A.

M.; "San Francisco Passenger" at 2:30 P. M.

"Sunset Express" at 6:15 P. M.; and the "Lark"

at 8:00 P. M. over the

ROADOFATHOUSAND WONDERS
afford facilities for travel with comfort and

luxury in striking contrast with the dusty trail

of the Padres who walked El Camino Real from

Mission to Mission.

No one should visit California without taking

this trip, taking plenty of time as they journey

from Wonder to Wonder—from Los Angeles to

Santa Barbara, Santa Barbara to Paso Robles

Hot Springs, Paso Robles Hot Springs to Del

Monte, Del Monte to Santa Cruz, Santa Cruz to

San Jose, and San Jose to San Francisco.

SOUTHERN PACIFIC
Los Angeles offices:

600 South Spring Street

Arcade Station, Fifth and Central Avenue

Pasadena oflBce:

148 East Colorado Street

When answering our advertisers please mention "Out West."



185th Monthly Report, May 1, 1911.

Los Angeles In¥eBtment Co.
333=335=337 South Hill Street

Founded in 1866 Established in Los Angeles 1895

Incorporated under the laws of California, May 29, 1899.

Resources

Balance due on houses being sold on monthly installments,

mortgages, secured loans, and houses under construction $2,975,447.63

Building Material Company stock, including two lumber

yards, lumber and planing mills, warehouses, shops,

factories, wagons, etc. - 164,740.00
Stocks and Bonds 442,949.75
Real Estate (market value $2,732,650.00) 2,360,820.09
Fixtures - - - - 5,681.75
Cash on hand -- - 419,645.00

$6,369,284.22

Liabilities

Dividends payable (uncalled for ) $5,351.26
Gold Notes - 124,500.00
Home Certificates — 464,553.61

Mortgages on property purchased (not a

legal liability) - 68,905.23 663,310.10

Net Assets

Capital stock paid in cash $2,206,624.00
Reserve (Surplus and Undivided Profits ) 3,499,350.12 5,705,974.12

$6,369,284.22

The Principal Sources of Profit for Last Year Were:

REAL ESTATE $345,310.53
INTEREST 240,586.36
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION 11,292.36

There were also miscellaneous profits from architectural, legal, insurance,
rental and publishing departments. Quarterly, cash dividends were divided

among the stockholders amounting to $448,392.11.

NO INVESTOR IN THIS COMPANY HAS EVER FAILED TO RECEIVE ALL
OF HIS MONEY ON DEMAND.

Just say "Out West" when replying to adtertisers
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EDITORIAL.

From the mass of information and
misinformation with which American

• - ^ V newspaper readers have
Mexican Army been deluged concerning
Has Failed. Mexico, it is indeed dif-

ficult to learn or to

deduce the real status of affairs. The
two Los Angeles newspapers which have

special representatives in the City of

Mexico, are by no means disinterested

parties at issue. The owners of both
of these publications have very consid-

erable monetary interests in the southern

republic. The Associated Press news
has been nearly valueless—the organiza-
tion clearly has been deteriorating for

several years past as a newsgathering
body. Like other monopolistic insti-

tutions—and the Associated Press is

this in the strictest sense of the term—
it is sodden with "policy," and serves

the monopolists who control it, first of

all, and the readers of the newspapers
it supplies with "news," second—and
a bad second at that.

It has been our fortune to meet, re-

cently, a gentleman who not only has

large interests in Mexico, but whose
facilities for getting at the bottom of

things in that country, are the best.

The truth, according to him, is that

the army, which has been built up by
Diaz at the expense of so much money
and pains has crumbled in effectiveness

at the crucial moment. In the final

analysis, Diaz depended on the army.
This organization has been the greatest

disappointment of his life. Were the

army loyal, as Diaz expected to make it.

then to clear out the roving bands that
infest the district immediately south of

the American border, would be a matter
of comparatively short time. There
would be no armistices and no dealings
with the Maderoists.

At all events, the only concern that
this country has in Mexico, is that the

country sooner or later shall have some
stable form of government. A republic,
as the term is understood in the United

States, is an idle dream as applied to

Mexico. The Diaz government has been
and is a dictatorship, or Diaz is an un-
crowned and absolute monarch, just as

you please to consider the case.

What Mexico must have for several

generations is a strong central govern-
ment. The masses of the people are
no more fitted for the true representa-
tive form of government than the bulk
of Latin Americans generally. There is

something in the Latin race that seems
to require the presence of the "Man on
Horseback." Mexico has had a real

statesman on the horse since about 1876,
and in this respect has been more for-

tunate than most Latin-American coun-
tries.

Whatever comes out of the present
situation, we trust that no American
president will think it necessary to in-

terfere in affairs south of the Rio Grande,
by force of arms. This country does not
want Mexico, does not need Mexico,
and circumstances should never arrive
which would mean the movement of

troops across the border. Once in there,
no man can tell what might arise.
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The arrest of the McNamaras and

McManigal, the leaders of the structural

iron workers organiza-
Are Accused tion, and the impending
of Murder. arrest of M. A. Schmidt

and David Caplan, on

charges of having been parties to the

destruction of life in the dynamiting of

the "Times" building in Los Angeles,
will most assuredly make this city the

scene of a trial more bitter than that of

Moyer, Pettebone and He>^'ood. The
McNamaras are considerable sized fish

in the affairs of the union labor world,
and there will be ample funds for their

defense. That the}' have the sympathy
of the labor organizations

—at the least

the leaders of these bodies—is apparent
from the utterances already attributed

to Mr. Samuel Gompers and men of less

importance in the union world.

This is an issue to be tried in the

courts, not by the labor unions, nor by
their opponents, nor even by the daily

newspapers. The men will be tried on

a charge of murder, not on a charge of

being union men. There is but one

question to settle, and that is: "Did

they conspire to blow up the 'Times'

building and w^ho actually did that in-

famous work?" Beyond this question
there is nothing for the courts to deter-

mine.
As far as we can see it is no part of

the unions to assume that these men are

innocent, because they happen to be

union men. If they are guilt}', they
deserve the rope, no matter to what or-

ganizations they may belong.
There is one assumption of the trades

unions to which no free American can

subscribe. It is that there can be created

within the state an authority greater
than the state. Such is not the contem-

plation of the law% and whenever the

unions go sufficiently outside of the do-

main of the law to attract widespread
attention to their operations, they are

running up against the stone wall which
will prove their undoing. No union

is greater than the law; no cause that

needs the intercession of dynamite to

insure compliance with the decrees of

its proponents, can ever win.

We fail to see the reason or the sense

of the outcry against the extradition of

these men. There can be no argument

that they cannot have a fair trial in

California. We are at least as thor-

oughly civilized as Indiana or Illinois.

The proper papers for the requisition
of these men w^ere drawn up, and were
the accused just the ordinary run of

citizens accused of crime, there would
be no to-do about their apprehension or

their removal to California for trial.

The charge will be murder—remember
that.

The natural sequence of the advisory
vote taken on the power and electrical

distribution question
Power Plans in Los Angeles last

on the Aqueduct. March, has come to

pass. Mayor Alexan-
der has formally urged the creation of

a cit)^ light and power bureau, the func-

tion of which is to formulate plans for

the development of electricity on the

line of the Owens River aqueduct
and the distribution of this electrical

energy. Thus, it would seem, the city
is to be pledged to the policy of distribut-

ing power to all consumers.

Mayor Alexander's message, founded
on the reports of the experts employed
by the city, recommends that part of

the money to be derived from the sale

of the $3,500,000 power bonds be em-

ployed in starting a distributing system.
He would thus leave entirely to one side

the proposition to permit large users

of pow'er, such as the street railway com-

panies and the private power and light-

ing companies to lease power and would
enter directly into competition with
these power producing and distributing
concerns.

Altogether a total of 111,000 horse

power, it is claimed by the Mayor, can
be developed along the line of the big

aqueduct. The places of production
and the cost of each plant is as follows:

SAN FRANCISQUITO NO 2—Number
of horsepower which can be developed,
about 32,000 peak. Cost of plant, in-

cluding hydraulic works, power house
and transmission to city, about $2,300,-
000. Which would leave about $1 ,200,

000 of our $3,500,000 power bond issue

towards building or acquiring a dis-

tributing system. Can be saved by
building plant at same time with aque-
duct, about $175,000.
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SAN FRANCISQUITO NO 1—Number
of horsepower about 60,000 peak.
Cost of plant as above, about $3,300,-
000. Leaving for distributing system
about $2P0,000. Can be saved by
building with aqueduct, about $100,-
000.

SAN FERNANDO—Number of horse-

power 9,000 steady. Cost as above,

$750,000. Leaving for distributing

plant (which would require more than
amount of energy), $2,750,000. Can
be saved by building with aqueduct,
about $40,000.

HAIWEE (including Cottonwood Creek
Nos. 1 and 2, and Division Creek)....
Number of horsepower, about 10,000

steady. Cost of plant, as above,
about $1,500,000. Leaving for dis-

tributing system, $2,000,000. Can be
saved by building with aqueduct,
about $50,000.
Put in another way the lowest cost

of developing the entire 111,000 horse-

power and transmitting it to the city
is as follows, making deductions allowed
if the work is done as the same time as

the work on the aqueduct progresses:
San Francisquito No. 2 $2,125,000
San Francisquito No. 1 3,200,000
San Fernando 710,000
Haiwee 1,450,000

$7,485,000
This it will be noticed is about twice

the amount of the power bonds. Mayor
Alexander's advisors estimate the cost

of a complete distributing system with-
in the city at $4,250,000 more, but the

experts of the private companies raise

this to about $7,500,000. Perhaps it

would be wise to say about $6,000,000
and the estimate would be on the safe

side, free from the over estimates of one

authority and the underestimates of

enthusiasts on the other side of the
fence.

-< Consequently, the cost of the aqueduct
power plant, complete and with all of

the energv utilized, will be approximatelv
$13,500,000.
The total consumption of electricity

in Los Angeles is about 60,000 horse-

power. This is increasing at the rate

of twenty per cent a year. That the

power companies have no fear of a sur-

plusage of electrical power later on,

is evidenced by the immense investments
that the Edison Company has made at

Long Beach and the tremendous increase
in the Redondo plant owned by one of

the other companies.
We are among those who do not think

that the completion of the Owens River

power plants, even to their maximum
capacity, will create any great perma-
nent surplus. Power will be cheaper,
and some method must be planned to
utilize electricity for water pumping
purposes. Candidly we expect to see

most of the pumping now done in many
sections of Southern California, effected

by cheap electrical power. It can be
done by giving a low rate for use of power
during the hours of the night

—from mid-

night to early morning—when the peak
load falls to almost nothing, with all

of the local companies. In those hours
of the twenty four the juice could be
turned on where pumping is now done

by means of gasoline engines.

Finally in all fairness, before the city

goes into power distribution, the local

companies already in the field should
have every chance to sell their holdings
at a fair price. It is not equitable to

these companies to force them to enter
into direct competition at ruinous rates.

The men in these companies are not

public enemies; they went into the busi-

ness in good faith. In equity, if not in

law, are entitled to consideration. To
drive them from business, or even to

attempt to do it, without affording them
an opportunity to get out whole, is neither

wise nor just. It is not wise because it

will discourage every form of endeavor
in the future. It is not just in any mode
of reasoning that can be applied.

From a rather careful reading of the
latest report of the Carnegie Hero Fund

Commission, which is

Mr. Carnegie's just at hand, it is evi-

Hero Fund. dent that much of the
value of the work of this

commission is in providing for the neces-

sities of those who used every
worthy endeavor to save others whose
lives were imperilled. This fund, it will

be remembered, was established by Mr.

Carnegie some six or seven years ago,
the principal being $5,000,000, adminis-
tered by a board of self-perpetuating
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trustees. There is given with the re-

report the details of 452 heroic actions,
which this board deemed worthy of

special recognition. It is just a trifle

remarkable that the fire and earthquake
days of San Francisco did not call out
one of these decorations. We think
that w^ere the truth known, the San
Francisco disaster produced as much
true heroism as a dozen battlefields,
but the Carnegie Commission does not
think this recognition due to any one
in San Francisco—there is not the slight-
est suggestion that a bronze medal might
be forthcoming. However as the com-
mission donated about $55,000 to the

funds for the relief of San Francisco
sufferers and about $95,000 to the suf-

ferers from various mine and factory
horrors in the last seven years, nothing
else need be said.

The normal man or woman in fair

or ordinary circumstances to whom
comes an opportunitj' to rescue a fellow

being does not ask pecuniary reward;
the medal is incident. But where the
rescuer is a child or a youth of either sex,
the Carnegie Commission devotes money
to education; where the rescuer is in

very modest circumstances—with a

mortgaged home, perhaps
—something

substantial is done. In each instance

the Commission makes such awards as

circumstances seem to dictate.

Perhaps, in the greatest number of

cases, awards are made for rescues from

drowning. Without further recurrence

to the fact that the San Francisco

disaster, according to the Carnegie Com-
mission, developed no cases of personal
heroism, we give the list of California

awards, and the disposition of funds in

each case, so that an idea of the Com-
mission's work may be gleaned:

Florence A. Whaley, aged thirteen,

schoolgirl, saved Brace W. McKenzie,
aged seven, from drowning, San Diego,
Cal., August 25, 1908. In the Pacific

Ocean, about forty feet from shore, Miss

Whaley swam ten feet with the boy on
her back, holding to her shoulders,—
Bronze Medal and $2,000 for educational

purposes as needed.

George I. Roberts, aged twenty-five,

express messenger, saved Agnes M. Get-

tins, aged twelve, from drowning, An-
tioch, Cal., March 17, 1908. From a

trestle, eight feet above the water. Miss
Gettins was knocked by a train into the
San Joaquin River, two hundred feet

from the shore. Roberts jumped from
the platform of a car before the train

stopped, and, going to her, swam -with

her fifteen feet to the trestle.—Bronze
Medal.

Peter Dean (Indian), aged twenty-five
deckhand, died helping to save Mrs.
W. W. McCune, aged twenty-eight,
and W. W. McCune, Jr., aged six, from

drowning, San Bernardino Co., Cal.,

(near Parker, Ariz.,) July 11, 1907.

The woman and boy fell from a disabled

steamer into the Colorado River, at

flood stage. Dean and another Indian
threw a plank into the water and jumped
in, swimming with it to the McCunes.
The current was too strong to allow them
to get to shore, and as the plank would
not sustain the four. Dean, after going
one-quarter of a mile, left the plank, but
failed to reach shore.—Bronze Medal and
$25 a month for support of widow during
her life, or until she re-marries.

Saltamah (Indian), aged thirty-eight,

deckhand, helped to save Mrs. W^. W.
McCune and W, W. McCune, Jr., from

drowning, San Bernardino Co., Cal.,

(near Parker, Ariz.), July 11, 1907.

After Dean left the plank, Saltamah

guided it one-quarter of a mile farther,
when he received assistance from shore,
and succeeded in landing the woman and

boy, all three being almost exhausted.—Bronze Medal and $1,000 toward pur-
chase of a farm.

Charles E. Barnes, aged thirty-two,

foreman, died attempting to save Ed-
ward Hoagland, aged twenty-four, laborer

from suffocation, Pioneer, Cal., Decem-
ber 23, 1904. Barnes entered a tank
car through the dome to help Hoagland,
who had been overcome by gas, and was
himself suffocated. Both were dead
when removed from the tank. —Silver

Medal and $50 a month for support of

widow, during her life or until she re-

marries, with $5 a month additional for

each of two children until each reaches

age of sixteen.

Edmund M. Price, aged thirty-four,

legging maker, saved Hazel Owens,
aged five, from being run over by an
electric car. Seal Garden, Cal., May 26,

1907. Price, a deaf mute, dashed across
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the track in front of the car, mnning
twenty-five miles an hour, and grabbed
the child from between the rails, himself

barely missed by the car.—Bronze Medal
and $1,000 toward the purchase of a

home.
C. Gustav Groenevelt, aged fifty-five,

died attempting to save Roy A. Phillips,

aged nineteen, laborer, from suffocation,

Watsonville, Cal., April 27, 1910. Not-

withstanding warnings, Groenevelt went
down into a tank which was thirteen

feet deep and contained vinegar dregs
and carbon dioxide, to assist Phillips
who lay unconscious on the bottom.
He fell unconscious across Phillips and
both were dead when gotten out through
a hole cut in the side of the tank.—Silver

Medal and $40 a month for support of

widow, during her life, or until she re-

marries.

Hiram W. Mcintosh, aged forty-two,
assistant yardmaster, died attempting
to save Constant Gasquet, aged twenty-
seven, switchman, from being run over

by a train, Fresno, Cal., June 10, 1909.

Mcintosh ran up behind Gasquet and
endeavored to shove him off the track,
when a train running seven miles an
hour was within fifteen feet of him.
Unaware of danger, Gasquet resisted

him, and both were run over and killed.—Silver Medal and $70 a month for

support of widow, during her life, or

until she re-marries, with $5 a month
additional for each of two children

until each reaches age of sixteen.

Harry L. Masser, aged seventeen, stu-

dent, helped to save Bertha L. Pills-

bury, aged seventeen, from drowning,
Yosemite. Miss Pillsbury, became

frightened when carried beyond her

depth in the Merced River. She grasped
him, and they struggled together until

another man arrived, and relieved Masser,
who then swam to shallow water, al-

most exhausted.—Bronze Medal.
J. Parks Jones, aged seventeen, stu-

dent, helped to save Bertha L. Pills-

bury from drowning, Yosemite, Cal.,

August 12, 1907. Jones, who shortly
before had sprained his neck, witnessed

struggle between Miss Pillsbury and

Masser, and swam seventy-five feet to

them. He grabbed Miss Pillsbury, and
swam forty feet with her, being dazed
and weak when he got to the bank.

Considereti by itself, in the ab-

stract, the ground squirrel of Califor-

nia is a pest and a nuis-

Squirrels and ance, and Out West
the Plague. really has no valid ob-

jection to the extermina-
tion of the animal. About once in a
decade something in the nature of a
disease comes along and kills off most of

them, just as it kills the jack rabbits.

The ground squirrel is destructive of

crops, it converts fields into a honey-
comb of burrows, and its chief function

appears to be as a food supply for hawks
and gopher snakes. Out West is thus
not to be numbered among the friends

of the ground squirrel.
But we do have serious objection to

the policy of the State Board of Health
in demanding the extermination of the

squirrel on the ground that in no other

way can one possible mode of distribu-

tion of the Asiatic plague be closed.

There is no plague in California and has
been none for several years. A cam-

paign in San Francisco all but extermi-
nated the rats and with them went the
rat flea; with the rat flea went the

plague. But a few plague-infested

squirrels have been discovered in seven
or eight of the counties of California,
and the State Board of Health has de-
manded the doom of the squirrel popu-
lation—not with modesty and discretion

but with a beating of tom-toms that
denotes much mis-spent energy.
The eminent board devotes in one of

its publications several pages to the

problem of killing squirrels. Three
methods are proposed:

First, shooting.

Second, suffocation in burrows.

Third, poisoning food supply.

Curiously enough the board seems to

prefer the poison route.

We do not; we have had some ex-

perience with squirrels.
The easiest way is to use bi-sulphide

of carbon in the burrow or the hole of

the squirrel. When it is intended to
kill out the squirrel population, close

up all the holes in the land to be cleared

of the pest. About two days afterward
all of the inhabited holes will be open.
All that is necessary is to pour a little

bi-sulphide on a piece of cotton as large
as a child's fist, put the cotton in the
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squirrel hole, well down, and close up
the hole with dirt. Best done when
the ground is still damp from the rain.

Our second preference is for a small

boy with a shot gun. The ground squir-
rel is a verj' inquisitive party. If he
runs into his hole, he immediately turns
around and shows his head above the

ground
—wanting to know what is go-

ing on. Then is the time to send in a
load of shot at short range. Squirrels
are hard to kill outright while they are

running along the ground.
We have given in the space of less

than two hundred words all that is

necessary to know about squirrel killing.

We have done it without indulging in

a costly document at the expense of

the state of California, or the re-fiour-

ishing of the Asiatic plague bogey. We
ought to charge the state of California,

through the Board of Health not less

than a million dollars for these squirrel

recipes, but they are free without asking.
The country press is recommended

to copy these recipes for squirrel abate-

ment; they are not copyrighted and are

sure death.

The Board makes the idiotic recom-
mendation that strychnine-treated grain
be spread for squirrels. The Board has
no regard for the bird population. It

is a crime against the birds to use this

squirrel destroyer.

Out West, in common with all right

thinking publications, has onlj- words
of approval for the pro-

Y. M. C. A. ject of the local Young
Attenlionl Men's Christian Associa-

tion to raise $500,000
with which to provide additional build-

ings and facilities for the furtherance

of Association work in Los Angeles.
The Association will secure this amount
of money, and will no doubt expend it

to advantage.
It has been our hope that some day,

the powers that be in this organization
will recognize that there is still another
channel for effective work among men,
a lowlier channel than it has been in

the habit of following, but one just as

much worth trying to utilize.

Let the unbiased reader wherever he

may live, put himself mentally in the

place of the working man who has no

home, no connections, no good suit of

clothes and no social friends who have
a home. Go down on Second street,
east of Main, in Los Angeles where men
of this class congregate around the em-
ployment agencies. Sunday comes a-

long. Where are these men to go?
What influences surround them? What
hand of welcome is stretched out to
them?

During the week, the saloon is open
to them. Let us be honest with our-

selves and admit, right here and now,
that for the poorly clad man without

friends, there is not much welcome in

this world anywhere else than in a saloon.

Such a man does not care to go to the
churches and be put in a back seat;
he does not care even to go to the local

headquarters of the Y. M. C. A., because
there he cannot smoke; he would be an

object of much curiosity, although we
know that the hand of welcome would
be reached to him. Nevertheless he
would be about as comfortable as Da\'id

Harum's rooster in a bucket of water.

He can loaf along certain streets of the

poorer part of town and hear a socialist

agitator shatter the atmosphere with
bad grammar and bad deductions, but
at least the handicap of poor clothes is

not forced on his attention. If the
reader lives in towns like Riverside, or

Redlands, or Pomona, or Pasadena, let

him ask himself, where on earth is the

poor man, the poorly dressed man to go
on Sunday?

In many cities in the United States,
the saloon is still open on Sunday. Re-
member this, you earnest, intelligent,

thorough-going, well meaning and al-

together clean men of the Y. M. C. A.,
that week day or Sunday, wherever you
go in the United States, the only place
that the homeless and penniless man is

made to feel at home—is made to feel

that he is not in the way or out of

place
—is in some saloon. In the winter

season in the east he has nowhere else

to go to get warm. There he finds light
and company; there he finds companion-
ship. There, unless strict laws forbid,
he can find cards; and can smoke and

spit to his heart's content.

Why no other place for him?
The abolition of the saloon, if it is

ever brought about in the large cities,
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brings a responsibility on the men who
abolish it. As long as man is a social

animal, seeking company of his kind,

just so long must provision be made
for this necessity of his nature.

We would like to see the local Y, M,
C. A, spend some part of its $500,000 in

caring for the necessities of these home-
less men. If we had the means, we would
do it ourselves, on our own plan, without

asking for the advice or consent of any
one.

Some very conscientious men tried

it, with "Coffee Clubs" some time since.

Whether these institutions are running
or not, we do not know—we know that

they have never really fitted into the

scheme of things. They have been
too "nasty-nice." The workingman
could not smoke a pipe, within their

sacred confines, nor could he play

,

billiards or pool; and cards were tabu

[
as the creation of Beelzebub.
What we would like the Y. M. C. A.

to do is to have it go right down on East
Second street and rent suitable quarters;
to have a lunch counter where coffee

would be free and other thing sold ac-

tually at cost; to have a pool table with

I
pool a cent a cue and billiards about
three cents a game; to have "no smoking"
signs conspicuous by their absence; to

allow cards, but no gambling; to permit
any innocent recreation, without regard
as to whether the game is against some
church's discipline; to have some one
able to give a warm hand shake and a

welcome to everybody; to require him
to wear an old suit of clothes and not to

be "dressed up;" to keep clean and

wholesome, but not to carry an atmo-

sphere of repression; and never, unless

asked, to say a word about religion to

anybody, and then onl}^ to get the man
who asked, to head back in the direction

of the church he once belonged to, or

that he thinks would suit him.

Now, we hear plenty of people say that
this sort of a place would be over-run
with tramps and that the freedom
would be abused. In isolated instances,

perhaps, but too frequently critics think
that the poorly clad man, the working
man, the homeless man, is a creature of

no perception and no regard for the
decencies of life.

There is one great and vital mistake

which the "have's" make in regard to
the "have nots." Therein is one of

the chief causes for the growth of that
sentiment in the United States that

many men ill-advisedly call "anarchy."
Lack of understanding is responsible

for more trouble in this world than is

irreconcilable divergence of opinion.

A movement has been started in Kan-
sas which, to a certainty, will be picked

up and carried forward

Religious Plan by somebody in Calif-

Starts in Kansas, ornia, and made the
vehicle for the further-

ance of somebody's plans and some-

body's theology. It is called the
"
Christ-

ian Citizenship Conference," and its

avowed purpose is to remedy various

"threatening evils" and to take various

"steps for moral and social progress."
That sounds as if some one can be found
to carry the white man's burden in

California—at least in the southern por-
tion of the state.

The vital moral principles which this

body seeks to have carried out, accord-

ing to its own idea?, are temperance,
the civil Sabbath, marriage and divorce,
and moral training including the use of

the bible in the public schools.

Let us examine the four questions
which are uppermost in the thoughts of

the new organization.

First, comes temperance. What do
the organizers mean by temperance?
Is it temperance in eating or drinking?
Temperance in handling the traffic in

alcoholic liquors or prohibition? Is there

any way to settle this question except
by reference to the people most con-
cerned? And have not the people of

Southern California, by communities,
settled it as they have desired? Some
have wanted high license and strict

regulation, some have declared for hotel

and restaurant licenses but no saloons.

Some have declared for prohibitory
laws, as in Imperial county and the

drinking element has had to resort to
"clubs" or else must cross the Mexican
border for liquor. All sorts of interpre-
tations may be placed on the word
"temperance." For instance, we think
that the day of saloons in California

is about over, except in the large cities.

We believe that sooner or later the
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communities that are now trying to

enforce prohibitory laws and are com-

pelling their residents to buy supplies
of liquor in the large cities, will event-

ually permit the issuance of wholesale

licenses, by which liquor may be sold

but not for consumption on the premises.
The volume of trade that certain whole-

sale liquor dealers and grocers of Los

Angeles now transact in prohibition

Pasadena, ought to suggest that a whole-

sale license or two in Pasadena would
not be out of place^but it does not.

Second—the civil Sabbath. There it

goes; the recurring demand for the

enactment of Sunday laws. This de-

mand has its origin in the churches, the

theory seeming to be that if everything
else is closed on Sunday, church atten-

dance will be increased. The true way
to foster the Sunday church going
habit is to preach religion, not theology.
Those of us who lived in communities
where the "civil Sabbath" was in its

hey day, remember the furtiveness

with which we went to the river to fish

and swim; the hang-dog actions attend-

ant on going hunting on Sunday; the

atmosphere of "s-s-s-h" that pervaded
the town when Sunday rolled around.

But we progress, and there is a good time

coming. Not many Sundays ago a

young man, teaching in one of the Sun-

day schools of Los Angeles, told the

hopefuls under his charge that he did

not see much harm in attending the

Sunday ball game. That is a sign of

the times. Now, if he will add a word
or two about other rational amusements,
we shall be content.

Third—marriage and divorce. Aye,
there is the rub! What will be the polic}^

of these reformers about that? They
are rather late in enlisting under the

banner calling for reform in these matters

and of course they desire to do by law

what can only be accomplished by edu-

cation. We have no great confidence

in more marriage and divorce laws when
not backed by sentiment created by
education. The Catholic church is so

far ahead of these reformers in this

respect, that there is no comparison.
The Catholic church plan is to train the

children into the belief that marriage
is a sacrament; that once entered into,

it^^is^not to be set^aside; that getting

married is not a holiday lark; that only
in extreme cases may civil divorce pro-
ceedings be resorted to, and that re-

marriage of divorced persons during the
life of the other, is not to be counte-
nanced.
The present day Protestant abuses

of marriage and divorce are not to be
remedied by the enactment of one law
or a score of laws. If such laws are

passed by legislative authority, then

many people who now believe in the

right of divorce and re-marriage, will

consort together without taking any
legal steps. The divorce problem can-
not be settled with the present generation;
it must be solved in the minds of the

coming generation. No man of to-day,

past the age of twenty five years, whose
notions of marriage have been fixed

by the events of his boyhood and youth,
can be stopped by statutes from doing
what he pleases in this particular. The
cure lies deeper than in law.

Fourth—the introduction of the bible

in the public schools. W^hose bible?

Your bible, our bible or the Catholic

bible? Or the revised version? This

proposition is loaded with danger and
to tamper with it is unwise. The place
for religious training is in the home,
church or in the sectarian schools. "Our"
bible, of course, is the orthodox bible,

but some other man may not think as

we do, and to insist on the reading of "our"
bible in the public schools may be an
invasion of his rights.

After ruminating on the pettiness
of men, the inconstancy of women,

the general contrariness

Passing of ness of things and the

the American, absolute uselessness of

X A A living, the conscientious

pessimist can complete his picture by
reading a book that has just been pub-
lished by Thomas Whittaker (Incor-

porated) of New York. The author is

Monroe Royce, the title is "The Passing
of the American" and he paints a gloomy
canvas of things as he sees them and as

he thinks they will be.

Examining the foreign city known as

New York—and it is largely populated

by foreigners
—he thinks that the only

course remaining for Americans is to

pass over to the newcomers "the ideals
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of government, of morals and of religion
handed down to us by our forebears."

The old American stock, originating in

the Puritans of New England and the

Cavaliers of Maryland and the landed

gentry of Virginia, he deems to have
come to its finish.

The change, he believes, will be hast-

ened unless there is a restriction in the

coming of the Latin and Slavic races.

Like other Americans he sees no draw-
back in the coming of the Irish, the Ger-
mans or the Scandanavians, but unfor-

tunately, he says, these people are not

coming in large numbers. Then he
adds "it looks very much as if the time
had come for the American to emigrate
or starve."

P'ollowing a tersely put introduction

as to the faith that is in him, Mr. Bryce
enumerates many reasons why the Amer-
ican race is failing. First of these is

that the American system of education
is not thorough and that in every calling
of life requiring exact knowledge, the

splendidly trained foreigner, like the

German, outstrips us. The American
school system, it is claimed, creates

"Jacks-of-all-trades." The American
knows nothing thoroughly. This is

illustrated by the happy-go-lucky mode
of farming in vogue in the United States

where, asserts Mr. Royce, it takes forty
two acres to produce as much as will

one acre in France and that at the ex-

pense of the fertility of the soil.

On the immigration question he says:

"Immigration must be checked . . .

. . The habit of calling in the for-

eigner to do our work for us in the home,
on the farm, in the shop, and every-
where else, is fatal to native industry
and weakening, and if it does not cease,
will utterly destroy the national char-

acter. We are selling our national birth-

right
—the opportunity to labor and live

on our own soil—for a mess of pottage, i.

e., for ease and idleness."

Commenting on the lack of manners
observable in every part of the country,
Mr. Royce shows how and why the native
American is not liked by the foreigner.
We are mere infants in tact in all deal-

ings in a mercantile way.
Quite truly, we think, Mr. Royce holds

that there are few men in public life or
in the pulpit, who have the gift in "any

notable manner to impress or to persuade
by the power of speech." In other words

oratory is a lost art. We have plenty
of declaimers of high sounding periods,
but these, Mr. Royce believes "have
emptied the churches." But of those
"orators" who emit "

beautiful language"
we have an superabundance. "The gift
of gab is always and everywhere a fatal

gift," says Mr. Royce, and with sorrow
and humiliation we think of the history
of the "orators" with which California

is afflicted—has been afflicted for heaven
knows how many years.

With a few passing remarks at the
code of ethics which permits men to

hold up business and distribute the loot

as endowments for colleges, theological

seminaries, libraries and charity endow-

ments, Mr. Royce goes on to discussing
business methods. These are merciless-

ly criticized. We do not know how to

do our own business. And in witness
whereof there is cited the indisputable
fact that we do not know how to prevent
or handle a financial panic. The old

fashioned way of putting aside a sinking
fund for the redemption of debt, does not
occur to the modern get-rich-quick
Americans. A "new bond issue" is

the magic wand that creates unlimited
wealth. The policy of the Pennsylvania
railway in spending a hundred million

dollars to get a railway station in New
York draws a drive as being "colossal

folly."

Every suffragette should read the

chapter on American women, who are

given as one of the causes of decadence.
It is the woman who sets the family pace,
and Mr. Royce adds, "it is my belief

that the reckless, senseless and utterly
heartless extravagance of American wo-
men will account for the greater number
of wrecked families that strew our

country's shores." He compares the

domesticity of the German wife with
the performances of the American wife;
the comparison is not to the advantage
of the American woman. "There are
not in the whole world two people who
are such intimate and constant com-

panions as the German husband and
wife." Right here, on a subject that has

brought much discussion over the head
of Mr. Roosevelt, we take the liberty
of quoting one of the few anecdotes that
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Mr. Royce permits himself to use.

"The sentiment and romance of wedded
Hfe seems to have vanished almost wholly
from our land

;
and the feeling of mater-

nity
—the love of child-bearing, hardly

exists in this countr}' any more.
"I made a visit once at a house in

Germany where there were two sisters—the one married and the mother of

several children, the other a spinster.
Not knowing these ladies very well I

mistook the spinster for the wife and

mother, and asked after her children.
"

'I am not a mother, but I hope to

be the mother of children some day/
was the simple, yes, modest reply of a

w^oman in whom the natural instinct

of maternity was strong and she was not
ashamed of it.

"The native American woman does

not want the bother of child-bearing,
and she is, therefore, bringing less and
less children into the world. This is

becoming a serious national problem,
and is one of the chief causes of the pas-

sing of the American. A birth in Fifth

Avenue, New York, is now a ver}* rare

event."

Then, too, there has been a decadence
in American church matters. "The
American cleric is the poorest-paid min-
ister of religion in the w^orld, so far as

I know, and I know a good deal about
this matter." Furthermore, "A man
without money, in our beloved country,
whatever his calling, and be he never so

able and worthy, can exert little or no
influence in moulding public opinion."
There is much truth, too, in this: "How
shortsighted, as well as mean and con-

temptible, is the policy of the American

laj'men to keep their pastors penniless,
and hence powerless."

Turning then to other lines of failure

in things American, official inefficiency
comes in for a deserved scoring. The
charge against the railways is epitomized
in this: "The only rational explanation
of the enormously greater loss of life

and property in the United States by
railway accidents than in Europe is

our want of efficiency. Our railway
magnates as well as the rank and file

of their subordinates do not know their

business nearly so well as the poor, down-
trodden Europeans."
The ineflficiency of the National govern-

ment is shown in the administration of

the postal department. Nowhere is there

any training of government officials

worthy of mention except that given at

the West Point and Annapolis acade-

mies, which, curiously enough, is the

best of the kind in the w^orld. The in-

efficienc}^ of state and municipal govern-
ments is covered in this fashion: "With
such a stupid system prevailing at the

ver}' head of the government (in every-

thing except the training of military and
naval officers), how can we expect the

minor affairs of State to be conducted
with intelligence and or efficiency?"
Under the head of education, the author

strikes deep and hard. "It seems to

be the consensus of educated opinion that

the average American school boy and

girl from twelve to fourteen years can-

not write or speak a half dozen consecu-

tive sentences correctly; nor can he or

she state a simple fact of history, geo-

graphy or mathematics with clearness

and intelligence. The art of clear, simple,
direct speech does not seem to exist in

our schools, or even in our colleges.

The teachers for the most part, do not

possess this acquisition, and hence they
can hardly be expected to impart it to

their pupils." This is the opening state-

ment of an indictment against the school

system in general. It has been a pet
fad of ours for several years that the

schools of the land are hot beds for the

cultivation of half knowledge. The
author of the book compares the attain-

ments of the students at the German in-

stitutions and contrasts their ideals in

this manner: "The German standards

of education are idealistic. This is

shown in the side studies—so to speak
—

of the German student; music, poetry,

philosophy ,
are the incidental matters

which in the German university take the

place of our college songs and rag-time
music. The football of the American

college and the duel of the German uni-

versity about match each other in brut-

ality." .... "The average Amer-
ican college boy has hardly any concep-
tion of what the conditions of real

knowledge are. That is, he never ex-

periences the sensations of mastery over

any real intellectual problem. Let this

sensation once be felt and the intellect-

ual life of that student is assured.". . .
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. . "The fruits of this neglect of mas-

tery in our schools and colleges crop up
all over the land in all kinds of ways,
and seriously affect the fiber of our
national life and character." This is

another way of explaining that there

is much infelicity in half knowledge
and that the schools of the country are

responsible for the tolerance of half

knowledge.
American humor, which seemed to

be native to the American soil and as one
of the saving graces of the people, appears
to be passing along with other admirable

qualities. The national attitude to-

I ward the rest of the world is exempli-
fied only in the writings of Mr. Dooley.
This is explained by Mr. Royce by say-

ing that "The truth is we appear to

have lost both the gift of humor and the

gift of true merriment. There is plenty
of levity, of hilarity, of boisterous mirth,

I
but little evidence of the merry heart.

The purely local character of our national
wit is shown in the fact that the jokes in

our comic papers are never translated
into a foreign tongue."
The remedy? Mr. Royce has one.

It is in limiting immigration to a mod-
erate volume and to classes and races of

people who will assimilate with our own
stock. There must come a cessation in

the de-humanizing race for pelf; there
must come an era in which waste and
extravagance are recognized as the pro-
ducts of ignorance and depravity. "Let
our women cultivate modesty, economy
and gentleness, and there will be fewer
divorces and more marriages. Let our
schools teach the pupil to master at least

some one thing, and our intellectual life

as a nation will be assured. I would
remind the reader that ' Whom the Lord
loveth he chasteneth, and scourgeth
every son whom he received."
And it can all be summed up in one

or two sentences. If your grandfather had
ten or twelve children and if your father
had five or six and if you have one or two,
where is the American bound, but to

extinction?

The California Alfalfa ]\Ieal Milling

Company will erect a $25,000 plant at

Riverside. Enough alfalfa has been se-

cured with which to provide raw material
for the mill.

To what extent general opinion on

public policies may change in the course
of a quarter of a century,

Chinese is developed by two items

Coming (?) published in the Los An-

geles Express of April 27,

1886, and April 28, 1886 and comparing
these with the sentiment of to-day.
The "Express" of April 27, 1886

announces with great glee that there

has been a successful Chinese boycott
in Pasadena—and chortles over it; the

following day it announces with entire

approval that Pomona had decided to

have a Chinese boycott.
Just at this moment Pasadena and

Pomona would welcome the coming of

some Chinese, rather than any boycott.
It must be apparent to everyone who

thinks, that for many decades, at least,

we will have an Asiatic element with
us on the Pacific Coast. We have had

experience with three or four classes of

Oriental peoples, first the Chinese, then
the Japanese and Koreans and finally
the Hindoos. Of the four, experience
shows that the Chinese are in every way
the most desirable, because they have

many qualities which inspire respect

everywhere
—

honesty, sobriety and in-

dustry. They have other qualities which
are not so admirable, and we are opposed
to their unrestricted coming for the

reason that this land should always be
a "white man's country." Next after

the Chinese came the Japanese, not in

any wise as desirable a class as workers
or in their commercial relations. The
Koreans are still less desirable and last

of all have come the Hindoos, the least

welcome and least desirable.

Ont West would have no objection
to the coming of a hundred thousand
Chinese to the Coast, provided they
did not bring their women with them,
and provided all other Oriental races

were excluded. This coast could use
a hundred thousand Chinese to immense
advantage in the orchards, the vineyards,
the hop fields—everywhere that heavy
farm work is not the rule. There is

room for this many of these reliable

and patient and undemonstrative

people. We make the reservation that
their women shall not come with them,
because we believe it to be highly
unwise that there grow up on the Pacific
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Coast any permanently large and con-

stantly increasing 3'ellow population.

Naturally it is useless to expect that

there can be any rational, sane consider-

ation of this proposition, but just the

same it would be advisable to bring that

many South-Chinese over here—com-

ing from the district around Canton,
whence most of our Chinese immigrants
have hitherto come. The Chinese ques-

tion, unfortunately, has always been
considered an economic problem, and
handled thus, in accordance with the

views of agitators, usually of the stripe
of Dennis Kearney and C. C. O'Donnell.

Primarily, is it a socialogical question,
with economic sidelights. The main

question is whether it is wise to allow

any set of conditions on the Coast by
which there will be a large permanent
yellow population. We think that the

answer, in this instance, is overwhelm-

ingly negative. But on the other hand
can we use, for a period of several years—

say from ten to twenty
—the services

of one hundred thousand male Chinese?

Here, we think, the answer is affirmative.

This has been the experience of the

Coast, and were the Asiatic question
submitted to a vote, in this shape, we
think it would carry, after intelligent

discussion, even as many years ago
California voted to exclude the Chinese,
under the whip of the Kearney agita-
tion.

Since that time we have had endless

experience with other Orientals, and we
have come to know that the Chinese

are by all odds the best of the brood over

on the other side of the Pacific.

All of us have heard of a "business
man's" administration of the affairs of

a municipality, but pre-
Thum is a cious few American com-
Business Man. munities have ever had

a real one. Pasadena is

now to have such an experience; whether
it will prove happy or unhappy depends
on William Thum, once of Grand Rapids,
now of Pasadena, and known to fame

chiefly as the owner of sticky fly paper.
Mr. Thum measures up to the mark

of a real business man. Most of the

"business" men who go into politics
and endeavor to wrestle with munici-

pal problems are retail merchants who

have their own private axes to grind—
and experience, unhappily proves that

they are ordinarily only too willing to

grind them. Too often the retail "busi-

ness" man falls down before the proffer
of some special privilege, by some pub-
lic service corporation. This has so

frequently been true that the student
of municipal government cannot pro-
nounce the "business" man a success in

this field. There is no special virtue

in bujdng a hatchet for ten cents and

selling it for twenty five cents; honest

principles and a decent regard for public

rights are no more inculcated by buying
calico for three cents a yard and selling

it for five, than by studying law or medi-

cine or even by being a preacher. Unless

the original soil is good and sweet, the

product cannot be worthy. So we have
no holy regard for the fiction that a

"business man's" municipal adminis-

tration will be any better than an ad-

ministration by lawyers or politicians
or doctors or any other class.

William Thum, however, is a business

man of another type. He invented—
or his brothers did; this is immaterial—
a non-drying composition that would
catch flies. This was spread on sheets

of paper. The whole process was patent-
ed and the Thums proceeded to amass

millions, being monopolists. They were
entitled to a good thing from their idea,

because the}' invented it, and they added
to the sum total of human happiness by
fly-catching, particularly the happiness
of babies and baldheaded men. Hav-

ing made the fortune that was coming to

him, William Thum removed to Pasa-

dena, to enjoy life. Provided with ample
money and leisure he proceeded to delve

into social theories; our authority for

this is the veracious "Times" which

says that he has "written many books

on socialogical matters, economics, re-

lations of employer and employee, good
government, clean politics and kindred

subjects."
The same informant says that he

is an ardent supporter of Henry George
and Joseph Fels. This is stated solemnly
and in good faith. The "Times" is

no humorist, consciously, but it perpe-
trates a brilliant brand of humor in

making that comparison. To compare
Henry George and Joseph Fels is one of
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the delicious bit of newspaperese perpe-
trated in Southern California this month,
but the Owlish "Times" would never

see the point.

This, however, is a digression. We will

soon have a demonstration in Pasadena
as to how a real business man will con-

duct a city's affairs. Pasadena wants
water. It is" up to William Thum to

secure the consolidation of the plants
now supplying the city and to see that

the consolidated body is taken
over by the city, and to secure new sup-

plies of water for the city commensurate
with its expected growth. Pasadena
has a municipally owned electric plant;
it has failed thus far, notwithstanding
the "facts" and "figures" submitted by
those in charge of it. It has failed be-

cause it has lost money after several

years of operation. Managers have
striven to cover up deficits by charging
the city exorbitant rates for city light-

ing. Mr. Thum will have to apply busi-

ness methods to operating the municipal

plant, or sooner or later the failure

will be patent to everybody. Munici-

pal financiers can always hide conditions,
for a time, by skillful figuring, but the

truth cannot always remain buried.

If any man can make that municipal
electric plant pay, William Thum is

the man to do it, because the applica-
tion of principles in business is identical.

Every successful business in this world

is operated on similar principles, however
much practice may differ. The man
who made sticky fly paper stick, ought
to know the underlying theory of mak-

ing an electric light plant go.

Finally it is amusing to notice the

unanimity with which certain newspapers
in Pasadena and Los Angeles hold that

William Thum's success will depend
on what men he "chooses for advisors."

Read this:
" He will have to select counse-

lors and advisors. He will have friends

if he follows the time honored custom
of his predecessors. His choice of ad-

visors and dependants will have much
to do with his success or failure."

Just so—a kitchen cabinet. Unless
we are mistaken in the man, William
Thum will do nothing of the sort. He
has stood on his own feet for a good
many years, and he needs the advice of

none of the intellectual pinheads who

have their habitat in Pasadena and Los

Angeles. When he was building up the

business of sticky fly paper the chances
are that he had no entourage of ad-

visors. He probably studied his field

thoroughly and when he had made up
his mind went ahead with his work.

William Thum is in business again,
the mayoralty of a city like Pasadena

being a business pure and simple. He
has some business questions to handle,
and if he is mindful of his own success

as head of that business he will proceed
as he did in years gone by with fly paper.

Any man who depends on a lot of poli-

tical busybodies to handle a city admin-

istration, gets what is coming to him—
failure.

Contained in the preamble of the Na-
tional Association of Stationery En-

gineers are these words:

Efficiency the This Association shall

Requisite. at no time be used for
the furtherance of strikes,

or for the purpose of interfering in any way
between its members and their employers
in regard to wages; recognizing the identity

of interests betuoeen employer and employee,
and not countenancing any project or

enterprise that will interfere vnth perfect

harmony between them. Neither shall

it be used for political or religious pur-

poses; its meetings shall be devoted to

the business of the Association, and at

all times preference shall be given to the

education of engineers, and securing the

enactment of engineer's license laws in

order to prevent the destruction of life

and property in the generation and trans-

mission of steam as a motive power.
Most labor leaders would call that

Utopian. Experience has proved to the

contrary; it has been demonstrated to

be thoroughly practical. There is a

branch of the Association here; it has

directed its efforts toward securing

efficiency and reliability among engineers.

Efficiency and steadiness are at a

high premium in this world. Once lo-

cated in a position, any man having these

qualities is retained by an employer as

long as possible. Such a man is carried

through many a period of dull times.

The only fear than an employer has of

this stamp of man is that sooner or later

the employee will decide to go into
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business for himself leaving a gap in

the working organization that there may
be

.
some trouble to fill satisfactorily.

To discourage a high degree of efficiency
is one of the mistaken policies of the
trades unions. We are having that
much demonstrated in the east right

now, where the brick masons are resist-

ing 'with all of their power the attempt
of certain employers to reduce the num-
ber of motions in laying a brick, thus

increasing the number of bricks to be
laid daily. The masons do not follow

this out to the logical conclusion that

cheaper brick work means more brick

work; all they see is that it will require
fewer masons to complete any speci-
fied task.

In the long run anything that makes
for greater efficiency of service is certain

to succeed, it matters not what argu-
ments or struggles are made against it.

Resistance is futile. We have just had
an instance of this in San Francisco,
where even in that labor union ridden

town, the Cooks and Waiters' Union could
not win against the cafeteria system.
This union fought the cafeterias because

they were "unfair"—they displaced
waiters. The cafeterias won because

they were and are more efficient than

the restaurants. They can bring more
food to the table of the consumer, and
of equal quality, for less money. Hence
they won in spite of boycotts, and de-
nunciations and the usual tactics of

employing men and women to yell
"unfair house."
The Stationary Engineers seem to

have found the root of things
—that

efficiency and steadiness are the basic

requirements from those who work for

others. With these qualities, any em-
ployee can take care of himself.

Judge B. F. Bledsoe of the Superior
Court of San Bernardino County has
handed down an opinion enjoining the
California-Portland Cement Company,
which operates a million dollar cement
plant at Colton, from further operations,
and also awarding damages to certain

orange growers who claimed that dust
from the plant injured their crops.
The corporation has been maintaining
two plants at Slover Mountain near

Colton, and it is estimated that 20 tons
of dust a day was thrown into the air

by the flues of the factories, eventually
settling on the orange groves. The
older plant is permitted to make 300 bar-

rels of cement daily.

The Fiddle to the Guitar.
The Guitar, (tempi di valse) Oom-pum-pum ,

oom
pum-pum—

The Violin, (dolce) I once loved a sweetheart a long
time ago,

Fair as the sunshine but cold as the

snow,
, Madly I loved her, though laughing

her eyes;

Sadly I love her though far-off she

lies.

The Guitar, (tempi di valse) Oom pum-pum, oom

pum-pum—
The Violin (crescendo ) To the North, to the South, to the

East, to the West
Still I go seeking the one I love

best; .

StiU I go seeking; I cannot tell

why
,

She will not return to the old

loving tie.
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The Guitar, (tempi di valse) Oom pum-pum, oom

pum-pum—
The Violin, (staccato; ) My beauty, my beauty, my pearl

and my queen.
The loveliest damsel that ever

VMS seen—
The wind and the water are

speaking of you—
The moonlight, the starlight, the

rain and the dew.

The Guitar, (tempi di valse) Oom pum-pum, oom

pum-pum—

I Have Found It.

By W. R. Reece

As last I have found a happy man!
And strange to say that man is myself.

In beginning this story then I have
no doubt that you will be interested in

hearing how it all come about and of

what it really consists and whether or

not there is any possibility of your at-

taining the same good, and whether or

not it be good enough quality to stand

the wear and tear of the world in which
we live. And do. not be alarmed. I

am confident that I can answer all your
questions quite satisfactorily to myself
and as happiness is very largely a per-
sonal matter I think that when I am
satisfied you ought to be too.

The fact of the matter is that I often

feel quite selfish in the enjoyment of

this happiness. I am afraid I have
more than my share when I see so many
that are miserable and hear of still others

who tell still more miserable tales. I

often wonder too, if this happiness was

really intended for me or for some one
else. I am not quite sure but that it

was originally consigned to some more

deserving person and that by some mis-

direction or mistake of the baggage hand-
lers at the routing station it was de-

livered to my address. But be all this

as it may, I am going to use the stuff as

long as it remains unclaimed and if

you will help me keep the secret, may
never have to give it up.
But now to hasten to the main idea.

I fear that long before this you have
settled back, prepared for some learned

and abstruse essay worked out by the
aid of integral calculus and higher mathe-
matics. If such be the case I advise

you to disabuse your mind at once.

The fact is that it is the simplest matter
in the world—so very simple, indeed,
that all children understand it almost
from the first moment of life in the
world and along till—well say—until
they begin to copy bad habits from their

elders.

I do not by any means claim to be
the discoverer of this art, but simply
to stand as an indicator or guide just as

it were to the place where it may be
found. For original material—the hu-
man beings ranging in age from one day
to ten or twelve years. Of course, there

are a few grown ups who know a little

something about the matter, especially

many old people but they are so few and
far between that it is hardly worth while

to hunt them up. Believe me then
when I say that you will find it really
worth while to take off five minutes or

so from your business and study the
action and manners of a sweet-faced,

lively baby. Some people take even
more time than this, and I confess to

having sat a whole hour (one time an
hour and a half ) and watched it in this

ridiculous manner, when I might have
been busy making money or otherwise

helping to move the universe along.
I say that you will find such study
extremely profitable if you are earnestly

searching for the boon I claim to have
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found. And it is interesting too, es-

pecially if the particular baby happens
to be j'our own. Of course, if j'ou are

like myself and are denied this boon,

you must be content with those of the

neighbors. It is easy to make their

acquaintance if you are right all the

way through, so that you can join them in

their working out the harmony of life,

and in addition to this you can observe
them at play w'hen wholh^ unconscious
of your presence. This, perhaps, is one
of the best ways to come at their true

nature, for when free from self-conscious-

ness their best side comes forth to view
and he who looks most closely is rewarded

by beholding in their voices, manners
and actions the ideal state of life.

Here then is your clew. I beseech

you to follow it with all your mind and
soul. I do not boast, but I must say
that I have followed it quite a way and
find it to be reliable above all others

that I have ever heard of. This is the
secret of the happiness I possess. I

know beyond all doubt that as I fully
live in this kingdom does happiness in-

crease, and in proportion as wisdom is

added, does it become permanent and

abiding. Under its soothing influence

your wants, in fact your whole existence,
becomes simplified and you come at

the love of life and deal only mth essen-

tials. Quality takes the place of quan-
tity both in desire and things fulfilling

desire.

The child before us, for example,
until you grown-ups spoil his normal

taste, is satisfied with plain and simple
food and drink—moderate in quantity
and at infrequent intervals. During
hours his activity is incessant and he

sings during every moment of it. He
does not worry about there being no
steam cars or automobiles or aeroplanes
to take him from place to place but uses

his God-given feet and is a hundred fold

better off by so doing. In his vocabu-

lary there are no such words as mine
and thine, but he is inclined to share all

that he has with others, especially if he
be very young. The past and the future

hold no terrors for him. He neither

regrets the one nor fears the other. What
he expects in the way of necessaries

always comes to him, and it comes to

him because it is his right and all the

world conspires to secure him that

right. No superstitions affright him, no
bugaboos of "germs" and "epidemics"
ever make him quake in fear—no scares
of war—no terrors of grim death. And
when the day for him is done his nodding
head bids the departing sun good-night.
Night folds him in her gentle arms
wrapped in a slumber deeper than her

silence, till after hours of peace, he, -like

the birds and animals, greets the rising
sun with every sense refreshed and powers
made newer for the living of another

day.
Well! you say. What has all this to

do with you and your subject. I ans-

wer, everything! I give you in this

picture a more or less accurate descrip-
tion of what m}^ own life is likely to be.

You reply that much is a difficult thing
to do, but your answer is mainly because

you have not tried to do it and so cannot

speak from fact. The trouble is, my friend,
that you want too many things. You
eat too much and too often and spend
too much time getting that food ready to

eat. You are afraid of what the future

may bring forth and you are full of

regrets for the past. You are afraid of

your neighbor's opinions
—their opinions

about how you dress- and the kind of

a house in which you live and with
whom you visit. You are too lazy to
walk when you can get onto a street car

or into an automobile. You are not
satisfied with enough, but must have
more and more all the time—more
money—more houses—more land. You
are afraid to let loose and trust, and last

of all 3'ou are afraid to die, and as a
result of all this you are unhappy and
for the most part think happiness un-
attainable. But I have disproved that

to my own indisputable satisfaction.

I am a happy man and I am happy be-

cause I am without fear of death, I

have enough land and house and money
for my needs—I walk instead of ride—
I am not afraid of my neighbor's opinion—I bury the past

—I let the future un-

veil herself—I live content on simple

food, in moderation, and as it comes
from nature's hand—I am satisfied with

few and essential things, and as a con-

sequence, I am that rare phenomenon—a happy man. I wish the same hap-

piness to you.
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Recent Progress on the Aqueduct.
By W. Frank Shelley.

It has been well said, "The Message
of to-day is for the men of to-morrow."

In no sense is this more tme than when
considered in connection with the con-

struction of Los Angeles' great aqueduct

project, and, even, though I do have

the honor to be associated with the

Board, under whose efficient manage-
ment it is being constructed, I shall,

I trust, be permitted the right of ex-

pressing my "opinion," even if 1 do,

perchance, speak out my admiration at

success achieved.

The message of to-day is this: The

aqueduct is being built; it is being built

efficiently; it is being built durably:
it is being built very fast. Before some
of the sleepy fellows awake from their

drowsiness and rub their eyes, it will

be conveying the pure waters of Owens
River to this city, and within a few years
will be yielding marvelous returns to

the tax payers of Los Angeles.
Did you ever ask yourself this question:

If the aqueduct has sufficient water to

sell to irrigate 225,000 acres of land;

if land without water is worth $25

per acre and if the same land with water

is worth $500 to $1500 per acre, what
must be a fair estimate of the value of

the Los Angeles aqueduct to Los Angeles
and also to Southern California?

But to return to consideration of con-

stmction work accomplished up to the

present date.

This will necessitate that I submit

View of the Dam and North Portal of Elizabeth Lake Tunnel.
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Section of tunnel under Elizabeth Lake showing timberinK against swelling ground.

certain "data;" data however which
v\ill not be dry, and uninteresting, but
which should be inspiring and gladden-
ing to every citizen, in whose heart there

burns the fire ofcivic patriotism and pride.
This diagram shows the work that

has been carried out and remaining to

be constructed :

Total

Mileage

Tunnel Excavating 43
Tunnel Lining 43

Open Conduit Excavating 40

Lming 40
Covered Conduit 98

lining 98

Siphon 12
Unlined Conduit Excavating 21

Total Mileage 214

Excavating j

Complete Per
Miles Cent

Lining
Complete

Miles

Per
Cent

40

12

65

15

93

30

67

4
72

22

ii

60

51

28

61
4

132 62% 93 48%

The percentages shown represent con-

siderably more when based on value of

work done, if you consider that 40
of the 43 miles of tunnel have been

actually completed, this representing
the bulk of the heavy and expensive
work.

Then, too, one of the features that

commends itself to an outsider, is the

"personnel" of the aqueduct employees,
from the head and chief, down to the

lowest and most humble of servants.

The aqueduct force for the most part
is made of up of "clean men"—men of
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Tunnel Section Near Fairmont.

North View of Dry Canyon Dam Site.
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Lieutenant General Adna R. Chaffee, U. S. A., retired.

Head of the Aqueduct construction.

good address and good morals and prin-

ciples.

The chief. Lieutenant General Adna
R. Chaffee, belongs to that type of noble-

men who stand preeminently for tiTith

and fairness, and as one said of him:

"Everlastingly on the square," while
a terror to evil-doers, yet always just,
fair and upright.
One picture to which I direct especial

attention is that of John Gray—the
man who leads the way in tunnel driv-

ing. John Gray always says to the men
under him—"Boy's I don't ask you to

go where I won't go myself," if this

means, as it meant a few months since,

working with ground sliding. Working
up to the waist in water, with water

pouring down from the roof, the roof

threatening to fall in, the flooi- spongy
and dangerous, there is "Old John"
with pick and shovel, stripped to the

waist, directing things, three miles un-

derground and working like a Trojan.

Few people can realize what it has meant
to drive this Elizabeth Lake tunnel
five miles in length under tw^o very high
mountains, and under a big lake, and
have the tunnels meet "right to the dot."
To get an adequate conception one must
go underground, under the Elizabeth
Lake, as I have done many times, and

experience the "feeling" of being "three
miles from the portal." John Gray
has made a reputation! His success
and his efficiency have been truly
earned—not

' '

conferred .

' '

With the Jawbone Division, one of

the largest divisions on the aqueduct,
just about completed, and the Mojave
Division rapidly approaching completion,
all the tunnels of the Saugus Division

about completed, and the finishing touches

being put on; a great part of the con-

sti-uction on the Northern divisions be-

ing well advanced, one may realize how
very soon the great project will be com-

pleted.
The City of Los Angeles works the

following live stock:

Mules and Horses:
Owned by City - 765
Rented by City- 375

Total worked... 1140
The City of Los Angeles also owns:

Power Shovels:

Steam S
Electric 4

Total.. -12
The electric shovels are operated by

electric power generated on the City's
ow'n streams.

North of Haiwee there is 40 miles of

uncovered lined conduit—35 feet wide
of which 12 miles has already been com-

pleted; also 21 miles of open unlined

canal 68 feet wide, of which 15 miles

is completed.
Haiwee Dam—south. The core wall

trench is excavated—and puddle filled;

80,000 cubic vards of fill placed of the

500,000 total to be placed.
Fairmont Dam. Core wall trench ex-

cavated and concrete w'all made, rock

fill placed (tunnel mark at toe of dam. )

Dry Canyon Dam. Core wall trench

excavated and puddle filled 28,000 cubic

yards of fill placed out of the 180,000

to be placed.
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Another ,c-u.on ot bifzabeth Lake Tunnel work
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John Gray, the tunnel engineer, who asks no man to go
where he will not lead.

One of the valuable assets of this

city is the fact that it aligns itself oji the
side of morality, decenc}^ and good
government, and by reason of this fact,
the city welcomes to the aqueduct,
the influences of the secretaries of the

Young Men's Christian Association.

Having myself been a member for over
fifteen years, it has been particularly
gratifying .to me to note this fact; and
the good that has been done along the
line by the Young Men's Christian Asso-
ciation in providing literature, writing
material, entertainment, and good, prac-
tical talks on the way to live, so as to

get the best out of life, has been beyond
computation. I am particularly glad
that the Young Men's Christian Asso-
ciation does not dispense mere "religion"
but is most intensely interested with
a,ll good men, in real, vital, "Christian

living."
With two power plants operating in

the Owens Valley; one on Cottonwood
creek furnishing "juice" to the dredges
on the canal; another on Division creek

furnishing power for electric shovels,
machine shops; headquarters, and even

sending current 187 miles south to the
cement plant to "move the wheels"

there, this speaks well for construction

"up-to-date."
With this splendid cement plant worth

a million dollars which will produce
cement at the price estimated, with the
conduit being built and a cover put on
top, at less cost that it was estimated to
cost without a cover, with "Good Luck"
(another word for

"
Efficiency" ) crown-

ing the efforts of the officers in control
of construction operations at nearly all

points, what hopes and expectations
are opened for the future? I shall

express our expectations, for"Tomorrow"
by quoting a verse of an old hymn—
"We expect a bright tomorrow, all

will be well!"

\N . Frank Shelley

Secretary "Bureau of the Los Angeles Aqueduct."
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Open Aqueduct, Olancha.

Dry Canyon, Dam Site.
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CopyTight 1910 by J. Horsburg, Jr. All rights reserved.
The transformation at the northeast corner of Hill and Third streets. Above, the churcli which

formerly stood at the comer. Below, the Exchange Building, lormerly the Conservative Life Insurimce
Building, now on the same corner
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$5,000 To Be Clean.

The factory that spent S5,000 to be clean. Exterior of the California Macaroni works.
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"The factor}- that spent $5,000 to

be clean."

Scores of thousands of people in

Southern California have been confront-

ed with this inspirational bit of adver-

tising, during the past six weeks.
The novelty of the advertisement is

what arrested the attention of every
casual reader. That makes it good
advertising. For jtime out of mind

factory owners have spent money for

equipment, or to develop new channels
of trade, or to perfect a product, but it

was reserved for a local manufacturer
the California Macaroni Company, to

announce that money had been spent
for cleanliness.

Macaroni making, and its kindred

lines, is something that most people
think is the special province of those
of Italian birth and descent. Yet here
is a cancern, the largest of its kind on
the Pacific Coast, that is American to
the core. Mr. H. G. Klines, who is the
head of the company, is an American.
He has some notions and ideas of his

own about paste making—all of the
foodstuffs of the macaroni class, includ-

ing vermicelli, and spaghetti and othei-s

of queer nomenclature, are "pastes"
in trade parlance.
So when Mr. Mines recently invited

all of the club women of the south and
all of the school children and everyliody
and anybody to look in and see how these

pastes are made, his invitation brought

Wholesale salesroom with the products attractively displayed.
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a big response from Americans, who by
the way, are using these foods more and
more every year.

They all saw the factory that spent

$5,000 to be clean; more than that they
saw the best equipped "paste" factory
in the United States. Others elsewhere

may have a larger output, but not one

is as strictly clean.

Macaroni and all of the "pastes" are

made of flour and water. There is no

cooking in the process. The recipe mns
like this: "Take a sufficiency of flour and
a very little water, mix, run through

press, dry, pack and sell."

Sounds simple enough, doesn't it?

But there is more to the process, and
much that is interesting.

First there comes up the question of

flour. Not every flour will make a

good "paste." In fact an exceedingly
small percentage of the output of the

American flour mills can be so used.

Most of the American flour is too starchy.

Sifter through which all flour goes.

Kneading machine, where the dough is thoroughly incorporated.
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One of four presses. The dough is sent through these
under heavy pressure, finished product coining out at the
bottom of the press, ready for drying.

Macaroni and vermicelli and spaghetti
are held together not by the starch that
is in all flour, but by the gluten.

Over in Italy and France they usually
make pastes from the flour of the durum
wheat, a variety not well known in the
United States, having been only recently
introduced. This wheat carries more
gluten than any known variety; it does
best in rather dry districts and conse-

quently it is one of the chief hopes of

the men who have gone into
"
dry farm-

ing." However excellent macaroni flour

can be produced in the United States,
but it is not as rich in gluten as will be
the durum wheat flour soon to be raised.

American people in their senseless

demand for milk-white flour and bread,
have practically compelled millers to
bolt and re-bolt the flour in the process
of manufacture, and this still further
reduces the gluten percentage and makes
flour poorer than it otherwise would be.

Every time flour is bolted, the relative

content of gluten is reduced. Macaroni
flour is bolted just enough to take out
the bran and no more.
With the right flour and the right pro-

cesses of manufacture there is no reason
at all why the best macaroni in the
United States should not be made in

Los Angeles. That the product has
found favor is apparent to the owners
of the factory, because in spending
$5,000 to be clean, they also spent a

good deal more money in increasing the

output. The old factory on Lyon street

had a capacity of fifteen barrels of flour

a day; the new factory on north Los

Angeles street has a capacity of fifty
barrels of flour daily, and the floor

room given over to the various depart-
ments is 40,000 square feet.

Whether the product is turned out
in tube-like cylinders of macaroni, or

in solid vermicelli; whether it is pressed
out in fanciful shapes for soup, or "A.
B. C's" or is run through as solid strips
of noodles, the process is substantially
the same.

Every sack of flour used is first sifted.

That is an imperative rule with Mr.
Mines. Flour does not come in from
the mills ready for turning into macar-
oni. ThereV^may be some wisps of

cotton^ in it coming from the sack,
or bits of wood or other refuse, not
unclean' of itself but none the less un-
fit for human consumption. This sifting
is done to remove the foreign matter,
but it is not a bolting as the millers

understand the term. Mr. Mines is

especially pleased with this sifting ar-

rangement, which, by the way, not

many macaroni manufacturers take the

trouble to do. It is one of the steps

necessary for a perfect product and
for perfect cleanliness.

From the sifter, the flour is conveyed
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Drying room, third floor. Macaroni on the racks, spaghetti on the trays above racks.

automatically to the mixer and

kneading machine. Then a very little

water is added, the amount being
regulated by experience. It must be
sufficient to moisten every particle of

flour, but not sufficient to run in any
direction. The kneading is done by
electric power, the same as in any
first-class bread bakery. When the

dough of flour and water comes from
this machine, is it lumpy and just
barely moist to the touch.

The next process, kneading, is in-

teresting. The dough goes into a mill

where it is thoroughly ground. The
mill is so arranged that every portion
of the dough is thoroughly incorporated.
It is taken from this mill in slabs and
is then piled into the presses.
These are, perhaps, the most in-

teresting machines used in the entire

process. The presses are in the form
of cylinders, a piston %ting closely
in them. This piston is blj*vly driven
down by a screw, pressing the paste
into a solid mass. The bottom of the

press is pierced for whatever form of

paste the factory desires to make.
One cylinder is pierced for macaroni,
another for vermicelli, another for

spaghetti, another for noodles and so

on. There are also special machines
for making "alphabets" and fancy
forms of paste. The formed macaroni
comes out of the bottom of the cyl-
inder soft, damp, but stiff enough to

retain its form under any ordinary
circumstances. As it reaches a length
of five or six feet, it is cut off by knives,
and hung upon racks, to be dried.

Vermicelli and spaghetti are handled

just a bit differently after coming from
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The final process, a corner in the packing room, all packaKcs weighed.

the press. After being partially dried,
these are put by hand into the twisted

shapes in which they are to l)e found
at the grocers'.

Now" this description of macaroni
and paste-making might be found to

apply to the same operation in every
factory. But with Mr. Mines, clean-

liness is the first desideratum, and he
is installing a runway for the newly
manufactured macaroni which will en-

able the product to be cut automati-

cally to the right length. This will

do away with one handling and will

reduce as much as possible the per-

centage of "broken" macaroni. But
Mr. Mines also insists for the utmost
cleanliness among his employees, and
the utmost cleanliness about the ma-
chinery. Right here is where so many
manufacturers fall down. Every em-

ployee is clad in a white suit, so that the
the slightest soiling may be noticed and
remedied.

After being placed on racks, as des-

cribed, the macaroni is next subjected
to drying. Most macaroni manufac-

turers depend on nature to do this.

But Mr. Mines goes farther; he has
a large space in the basement of his

establishment rigged up with electric

fans, keeping the air in constant motion.
The time for drying is thus materially
reduced, but even so, the final drying
is left for the action of the air, and is

accomplished on a series of seemingly
endless racks on the top floor of the

factory.
The time for drying will depend

materially upon the season of the year,
much longer in winter than in summer
on account of the greater humidity
of the atmosphere. But at any rate

the completion of the process is de-

termined by the teachings of exper-
ience. When all is done, macaroni
should show a clear fracture, and be
rather hard to break. When it does
break it should be with a decided snap.
Its texture should be homogeneous,
and its color should not be as white as

flour.

The final stage of packing is done by
women, few of whom can speak a word
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of English. They are required to be
clean and neat and not to touch the
macaroni any more than is necessary
in placing it in the familiar boxes bear-

ing the word "Calmaco." Every box
is weighed before being closed. There
is thus a certainty that a one pound
box contains one pound, no more and
no less.

The history of this factor}' shows
what energy and business sense can do.

Two years ago the California Macaroni

Company was a run-down institution,

operating a small factory on Lj'on
street, Los Angeles. It went along from
hand to mouth, until finally the ques-
tion was mooted as to closing up.

Right at this juncture Harry G.

Mines appeared on the horizon of the

company's affairs. Young, ambitious

and energetic, tireless and willing, he

told the owners that "he wanted the

factory" before the final step was taken.

"You will be wasting your time,

down there, Harry,'' was the advice
he received.

"Just the same, I want a chance at

it,'' was the reply.
He got the "chance" at it. The up-

shot of that chance is the largest factory
in the west, the cleanest factory in the

countr}-, a business in imported mac-
aroni and pastes for those who still

think the}' want the foreign article,

an import trade in Italian delicacies

such as cheese and anchovies and sar-

delles and olive oil, and a business

future that seems to have no clouds.

There are now thirty-two employees.
That was the work of two years.

The brands of the company have become
known to every grocery dealer and

ever}' general merchant of the entire

southwest; known to tens of thousands
of housewives who want pure goods
and clean goods. They will be known
everywhere within a short time, if/ the

present campaign of publicity is per-
sisted in.

Look for uhe

Outing Numoer of

OUT V/EST
NEXT MONTH
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A Voice of the Mountains.

By Roy Reuben Rosamond
Author of "The Squaw Girl," etc., etc.

A review of Calvin's earlier life would
be chapter upon chapter of thrilling

experiences and strange adventures,

leading throughout all the West. The
narration of his undertakings of a jocular

nature, harmless escapades, and his

eccentricities, would afford unusual in-

terest—when he was an overgrown kid,

an unroped, reckless cowboy daredevil

whose trail was bright with more than
one woman's eyes as he wandered into

the land of love.

Then came the time he found the

prettiest of the sex, he thought, high
in the mountains, where, he made claim

unto himself, was the end of his love

trail. He rode far that day, among high
hills, hunting stray cattle of the Lazy
L. He met and questioned a slip of a

girl—a virginal, blue-eyed, sweet-lipped
maiden riding a pinto horse. And the

sweetness of her voice—and her lovely

eyes
—and all her slender perfection,

fit into his idea of the ideal. But longer
than her physical attributes, there re-

mained in his mind her kindness to a

stranger. Meeting her again, not on the

same round-up, but a similar pretense,
and still of the same mind, he determined
to build a home near by and learn, if

possible, if this maiden of the hills were
SHE.
And so Calvin came to live on his

own ranch, a homestead, owning cattle

and horses and mavericks.
Maverick is the term for unbranded

horses and cattle. No one has a legal
claim upon livestock running unbranded.
But two of Calvin's colts ran unbranded
and his ownership was imperative. A
cowboy said to another while on the round

up: "If you corral a dapple-bay, two

y'r old, an' a sorrle yearlin,' mavericks,
remember as how they belongs to a

mare with two dots, bar." Two dots

and a bar was Calvin's brand. Where-

fore the cowboy addressed, remembered
this bit of information. Another rider,

similarly reminded, exclaimed: "He's
a lettin' them mavericks run to see if

order is maintained on his range."
The cowboys of the region in which

Calvin had his ranch conformed them-
selves to the ethics injunctured through
his unbranded colts. A rumor, the

sum of which was that the rancher dealt

a fair hand of justice, without the aid

of the law, was sufficient reason that

they observe the rights of his industry.
Calvin enjoyed freedom not unlike

that of his colts. Adequate description
of him were impossible. One would

have to study to measure him. He was
a character such as only the mountains

evolve, and his will alone developed a

squareness of jaw.
Calvin rode with and conversed with

the girl of the pinto many times ere she

learned his name. "So you are Calvin!"

she exclaimed more than asked one day.
And in her voice and gesture there was

surprise because she had found in him
the tame Calvin rather than the wild

Calvin of whom she had heard. But
she regarded the wild Calvin as a being
of the past, for was not a man's conduct

while in the presence of a woman that

to which he aspired at all times? She
attributed the wild Calvin to the West,
and she felt some of its spirit in her own
veins, excusing him because of it.

The third time Calvin went riding

with her, he knew. He became, through

glorious femininity, edified. He became
a man of zeal, of staunchness and of

purpose. Thoughts of her and home
crowded out the desire for wild days and
wilder nights. When he suffered his

fellow cowpunchers, fifteen in number,
to aid him in moving his household goods,

purchased with matrimonial precision,
to the cabin on his homestead, they
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overpowered him, roped him to his

bedsprings and recited the burial rites.

Little they knew that, through love,
he was born again.
There followed months and months

of Calvin's wooing. Because of the

change in his life he was spoken of, in

the vernacular of the hills, as being all

gold. For support of this, one should

look upon the sweet hill girl who found
in him her riches. He was all a child

of the mountains should be, all a true

child of the mountains could be. Follow
him on his daily routine and this would

go without saying. But this were im-

possible owing to one's inability to keep
his pace. On a deer hunt, after cattle

or range horses, he was uncertain com-

pany on this account. The cowboys
said that he could get out all the speed
there was in a saddle horse; and a phil-

osopher could not well philosophise

concerning the confidence passed from
man to horse, the volition exercised

while riding full blast down the side of

a mountain that a wild bunch of horses

might be turned at the bottom of the

gulch.
One would meet him often on the

windy passes and beside the water holes,
and here in conversation, one would
learn of his ways of life—a life with

vagueness in it. Each meeting would
afford something directly or indirectly

impressive, causing one to know that

he was a man without fear in his every
undertaking. One would find him a

nondescript, for, while exuberance attend-

ed his labors, in all he did and said,
he was redundantly earnest, of late.

Militant, mature, he won admiration

prompted only by the pure in heart.

Love had wrought the change in his

life. Which brings us to a time in

November.
The day was young, possessing that

onerous melancholy which brings sad-

ness, even to the felicitous; when the
cavaliers of approaching snow-storms
attract the lingering autumn, driving
it from the gulches

—the wind, fresh

from snow-crowned mountain peaks,
with its warning note, heralding the

spirit of the frost.

Calvin rode swiftly that morning,
rider and horse exultant with life the
cool crispness of the air instilled. Over

the pass, along under the river's granite
bluffs they came, leaving the miles he-

hind, along Beaver Creek's winding
trail, strewn with autumnal glory,

through a nature-painted canyon—how
often it echoed Whalebone's hoof beats
of late—finally emerging into a meadow,
a ranch fitting snug in among the hills,

and level as a lake.

The meadow and fence around it lent

the only touch of civilization to the ten
miles of scenery Calvin had just passed.
While coming along the river an unused
tunnel of the southern mountain shot

forth a black, accusing eye, making it

knowTi that it was wrong to deface nature
when gold was not there.

Down through the meadow a brook-
let silvered its way in sharp contrast

to the brown of the dying grass, the

tall willows, from which the leaves

had lately fallen, huddled close for ani-

mation, apparently shielding the water

supply from the cedar and spruce running
down the hillside for a drink, bending
toward the brooklet in their haste.

Beyond the willows, in the meadow,
a girl's sweet voice rose on the morning
air, calling, calling.

Calvin drew up his horse, threw bridle

reins to earth and dismounted. He
knew her mission, for the pinto, alone

in the meadow, ran and thrust her nose

over the pole fence to greet the saddled

horse. Calvin adroitly stroked her

glossy neck, then grasped the mane to

hold her, for he knew, because of the

exuberance of life the chill morning in-

stilled, she defied the bridle, romping
the full length of the meadow. Being
unused to a stranger's handling, the

pinto snorted and reared backward;
but the hand at her mane tensed quickly,
an agile body was assisted over the fence

with the free arm as she reared and,

upon alighting, with a dextrous and
sure-footed quickness, Calvin leaped at

her nose, grasped it low down, thrust

his long legs foreward to offset the im-

petus she had gained, and brought her

to a standstill.

The girl saw it all, with inexplicable
admiration in her lovely eyes, made more

conspicuous by the passing of sudden

fright. They exchanged smiles, and,
to complete his mastering, Calvin bridled

the pinto. She became as tranquil
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as she had been insistent of enfranchise-

ment. That Calvin had performed an
unusual feat was not spoken of by either.

As regarded praise, her smile, for him,
was sufficient.

Silence followed, painful to both.

Whalebone grazed. The sun climbed
toward the zenith, up over the colossal

Beartooth Mountain with its evergreen.
Calvin petted the pinto as apprehension
came stealing in. Something was wrong,
he felt. Why did she not talk and laugh
as was her habit? This serious person
was not his Nell of the hills. "What
is it?" he asked finally. The answer
came slowly, reluctantly, with a tear-

drop.

"Calvin, papa has sold the ranch;
we're going to move to the city, some-
where back east." Signs of grief came
into her face, crept to her eyes from her

heart. She controlled herself with effort

and continued, "I'm to be educated.

Papa says that I'm all the child he's

got and he'll see that I turn out different

than a cowgirl."

The ardorous man of twenty three

knit straight brows over eyes darkened
with anxious thought. Something in

them spoke to her.

"Let me tell you," she went on im-

pulsively, "you know that I—any moun-
tain girl should do differently

—not ride

horses and be a cowgirl, a wild and

woolly
—"

"She should marry the man she loves,"
Calvin put in.

She did not heed his words.

"Papa says that I must forget it all—
this wild life."

There was fire in Calvin's eyes as he

asked, passionately.

"Can a cowgirl forget the things
—

the life and the love—which mean life

or death to a cowboy." His was not
all physical activity. The girl had come
to a barrier, a dominating spirit, as had
the pinto.

The girl tried to answer him at once,
but her heart was burdened with that
which she had been instructed to tell

him. She was silent for a time, fighting
between her duty and her desire, keep-
ing her eyes from the pain that was
visible in his face, knowing only too

well what was there. Were his hopes

and dreams in vain? What had they
not promised love?

Her words alone contained the excuse
her voice strove to convey.
"Papa got a lot for the ranch and

cattle and brand, you know?" She

trembled, and then her hands were grasp-
ed, suddenly. She hesitated, but when
bid, proceeded.
"He says that I'm to become a lady,

Calvin, a lady
—"

She was not aware of the false note in

her voice, for she was quite swept away
by the exigency of this impression; she
thrilled it between sobs, as a last plea,
a final excuse, not of her formation,
painful because it was not of her. This
Calvin knew. It caused his anger and

rage, his gaze with its cringing appeal,
his mental maelstrom. From that mo-
ment the battle was on between father

and lover, the girl fighting for father

against her love—the lover pitting his

love alone against the conventional.

Nellie stood breathless because of a

painful grasp from her lover's hands, a

signification of his will, unconsciously
explained to her. This was the medium
of a special intimation. She realized

it better than philosophy could have

taught her. This power placed parental
wishes far below balance.

Calvin's grasp lessened. His boyish
face took on a look of potential resolve,
his solid jaw settled more firmly into

place. He tried, but could not speak.
"We are going to-morrow," she con-

tinued, emotionally.
Calvin moved drawn lips, asking with

his eyes, commanding, daring. She
knew he did not speak because he could

not. He could act. What could he
not do, suiting those same actions to

his will power, controlling through it?

He did act—and as she expected. In
that moment he became master, she

recognized him as such, through primal
instinct, for he drew her slowly, slowly
within his arms, giving her time to

resist, to know what she was doing.
His love had been reciprocated, he

knew, since they had met. Why not
now? He had deferred asking for her
hand in marriage only because of her

youthfulness
—

asking that she be mis-

tress of the cabin on Willow Creek.
Their lips had never met, but when they
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looked into one another's eyes for the
first time there was an understanding of

a subtle nature from that moment.
Once, with a thrill both had felt, hand
had clasped hand. Now she stood,

goddess of emotional loveliness, looking
every inch a woman, cheeks flushed vnih

color, the breeze uncoiling her thick

braid of golden hair, as if Fate in that
hour were robbing her of the things of

girlhood. There she stood, being drawn
slowly within his arms, knowing that
the future would be of her own choosing
and that the time had come to put away
childish things.
"Can you go to-morrow?"
The right words came at last—came

pleadingly, A^et with piquant challenge.
In all its latent power his love was

irresistible. He claimed naught that was
not his. Her arms stretched upward
in a gesture of surrender and their

lips met in her final answer.
An eagle that nested in the cliflf's

near Calvin's ranch soared above them
gracefully, as if signifying freedom at

that moment. Breaking the first, bliss-

ful moment, from the tangle of cedar
and cherry, a migrative dove sent out
a prolonged and plaintive note, voicing
the sadness of the lonely.

In that hour Nellie answered the im-

pulses of her heart, the dictations of

her mind. The idea of becoming an
educated lady

—
something great and

lofty
—she erased from her mind, forever.

Only that she might gratify her father's

wish had she been led into considering
a change of life and environment. For

a long, long time her father, whom she

loved, had been telling her of fields of

conquest, made possible to her, through
the possession of a wonderful voice.

He had painted its cultivation with a
novel brush of flattery, dazzling with
colors of success and riches. And when
she sang to her lover he only desired

that this songbird of the hills be wholly
his. And now all the riches and success

did not matter. In her own wild and
rural way she would sing to him—he,
the personification of the strength and
nobleness of the mountains, picturesque
in his chaps and spurs, worthy of being
loved of woman—he, with a conquer-
ing spirit, six foot-two of western man-
hood.
And yet Calvin was not without

knowledge of her possible sacrifice. He
attempted to make verbal amends re-

garding her parent's wishes, only to

set her sobbing afresh.

"There, there, dear girl," he cooed.

And then he told her about the life back
in the crowds, where he had been—life

he knew would be as poison to her freer

tastes, where dollars were recognized
before art, where there was but little

just and pure. He explained the nature

of the monster, its mouth gaping to

swallow her.

There in the mountains, touched by
their spell and their spirit, his will per-
meated her the more. Her conceptions
were his instilled, his plans became her

plans
—to live true unto one's own feel-

ings
—to live for love, the best way

since human life began.

II

They rode far that day—to the princi-

pal town of that region, a mining camp,
for the marriage license. Here was
Cupid going to the altar with young love

not with the frivolity of flowered June,
but with the calm sense and solidity of

chill autumn. Upon returning, with
the understanding that the minister
would follow immediately, they faced
an enraged father and serious mother.
Nellie's father was one of the bull-neck

variety and very obdurate.
' He lent

vehemence to his objections; the mother

pleaded. The lovers clung to one an-

other, calmly reasoning, pleading their

cause in turn. Tenacious, eloquent in

his earnestness, Calvin spoke freely—of love being greatest. Compared
to this—love—fame and riches were as

nothing, he said; and that, should they
follow out their plans, they were sure to

rob their daaughter of the pure and better
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things of life, making of her an artificial

thing, a painted doll. They heard him

through, and because of his indomitable

nature, his valid reasoning and his man-
liness, they promised their answer when
the minister should arrive.

Calvin would have gained his point

had the minister put in an appearance;
but his horse stepped into a gopher hole

and injured the rider, demanding a

return and medical assistance.

Ill

That night pandemonium reigned in

the recently sold home of Thomas
Cochran. There were harsh, judicial
commands and plaintive remonstrances
The parents intended taking their

daughter away in the night, thereby
avoiding the cowboy who was more

than a match for them. When the light
of a new day filled the gulches with purple

light and the sun kissed the tips of the

snow-crowned mountain peaks, they had
left the peacefulness of ranch life and
were then far toward the new and stran-

ger existence.

IV

Time went on, as time will do, at

parting. Still Calvin lived on his ranch
at Willow Creek, plying his branding
iron and watching his herd increase,

progressing, waiting for Nellie. His

quick, musical laugh no longer resounded
in the quiet places, no longer echoed
from the canyon's rocks. His genial
smile came less often, and when he did

smile it was diffused with sadness—
because of love, pure and superlative..
His face became transfigured, became
more dignified in contour, more pre-

possessing in expression, more urbane
in its controlling feature, the eyes. A
face that once portrayed strength be-

came tender—through brooding, yet
spiritually strengthened because of it.

Because of Nellie's love he had ceased
a reckless life; and now, because of the
faith and hope he possessed in her re-

turn, he became less austere.

Should you join him in the round-up—
place your branding iron beside his

in the fire—you would notice his efforts

toward usual cheerfulness and, because
of the change in his life, you would seek
his company, admiring the tenderness

lately his—a relief from the typical

arrogance of the average cowboy.
His increasing fortune making it pos-

sible, his mother and studious sister

came to make their home with him,
from the learned east. The latter be-

came his confidante. After hearing the

story of his love she assured him of the

goodness in womanhood. She quoted

from her favorite poet, optimist that

she was, the lines:

"In love's byways, on great highways
of learning.

Where hearts, were hearts, are found
returning."

Calvin dreamed on—a dream of true,
blue eyes

—of soft, white hands which
he seemd to clasp in his night dreams,
and always they were reaching out to

him, it seemed, from across the chasm
of separation. He seemed to know
that her lips were growing pale in the

strife of life as she found it, and at times

he thought that he heard her voice

pleading to him for the old love and
deliverance. As time went on he lost

track of the times he had searched for

her in his dreams—searching for her

among the aristocratic crowds, finding
her unchanged at last and still his cow-

girl.

He forced away the thought that she

had left him forever. He attributed

her silence to the unfairness of her

father. After a time he was sure that

that he had forbidden her to write.

But this would not last forever, for some

time, he was sure, she would return.

She had had the pinto delivered into

his keeping, ere she went, and how could

she do this without a purpose? To
doubt her was to doubt her love—and
his—and all the world. Sorrowing he
waited for her in splendid singleness,
there in eternal loftiness, close to nature's

heart. Still, with each springtime came
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a dispiriting restlesness, and possessing
a mood of mingled pain and depression,
he often sought the mountain's crest,
sat himself down to indulge his thoughts
of her, the while looking down over

stately hills, far below where the magpie
was busy with her nest and the camp-
robber had lately come to shriek in

ecstasy
—

birds, chipmunks and squir-
rels sending up a thousand little sounds
of love where a variety of fresh-green
was transmuted into protean webs be-

low sun-dancing waves of balmy air—a scene million-tinted and endless

in its expression of beauty. Here, more
than elsewhere, Calvin thought over the

great ways of the world, dared to pierce
the walls of unborn time, saw love

everywhere. And because of the spirit

that seemed to speak to him there on
the mountain, he resisted the repeated
temptation of going in search of her,

finding her and bringing her back

through the force of his will rather than

through the force of his love. But when
the sun sank low, when the pines stood

tall and golden against the west, he would
mount the waiting Whalebone, having
borrowed fortitude of nature's calm
reserve.

Calvin's sister, Clara, brought books
with her from the east. During wintry
evenings, with mother and sister shar-

ing the warmth of the fireplace, he learn-

ed of the world's renowned. Previously,
education from books he had but little.

Of school and saddle, he chose the latter

in childhood. Now these were pregnant
hours. Of the authors he read—and

they were the best—he borrowed a

portion of their power of expression.
He was subjective in the extreme, at

this age, possessing a retentive memory
and artistic temperament. He read

Longfellow with esteem. With approval,
Whittier; he read Emerson and became
enraptured with pure morality, and he

worshiped Browning for the greatness
of his love. He cherished his wounded
heart, thankful that he was given strength
and capacity for great suffering. And
one day he set his sighs to music. He
wrote a poem about a lover who won a
maiden through his singing.

Calvin vowed that never was such love

as his—and Browning's Faith—faith

and strengthened love—this was the

message his music—and the mountains—held for him. Wonderful the day he
learned that he could write of his love,

putting on paper the thoughts that burn-
ed his brain. This made the waiting
so much the easier.

But one day a message came to him,
delivered by a huntsman, a shaggy
whiskered man with a thirty-thirty
across his shoulder. They—Calvin and
he—almost bumped into one another
around a scrub spruce, in knee-deep,
freshly fallen snow, on the northern
side of Hogback. Both were after a
first deer of the season.

"Hello thar," the shaggy man exclaim-

ed. And after the first surprise, "Have-
n't seen you fer a coon's age. Been

keepin' close ter home of late, haven't

yer? 'Cause of yer folks, I reckon."
Calvin smiled. There was little time

to mitigate or answer. The shaggy
man continued:
"I've got good news fer you-all. As

they say in Missoura, I toted my cattle

to market last month—to Chicago. Yep.
to market last month to Chicago.

Yep." He bit from a plug of tobacco
and offered Calvin a chew. But Calvin

refused. The Missourian shifted his

chew and continued :

"Now about this here news I hinted

at. Met them Cochran folks as I was

lalegagin' on State Street. Saw that

beauty of a girl too. You don'd know
nothin' about it, I reckon. You'd a

heard of her if she hadn't taken on a

stage name. She's a star now, whatever
that is. Folks saw as how she had a

mighty promisin' voice when she lived

out here on my ranch. An' she's han-
kerin' to come back. She got me aside

and talked confidential. She asked if

you were married yet. She said as how,
her folks settin' their heads that way,
she wanted to make good, an' then do
as she pleased. She said as how, should

she write to you, she'd showed her feelin's

an' you'd a come a runnin' an' spoilt

everything. She'd been denied th' right
to write to you, but to send word, she

said, wasn't in th' orders. Her show's

billed for this direction, an' here's her

address so's you can write to her.

"Of course you see that she had a

right to speak out loud, an' to me, as

we all know about that unused license.
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An' she said these words '

Tell that giant
of th' hills that I'm dyin' to get back to

th' land where pintos grow,' Young
man, I wish you could a seen that wo-
man, Stunnin' ain't in it. She's

Heavenly."
With his hands on rifle muzzle, Calvin

stood staring into space, attention no

longer subordinate. The shaggy man
talked on—platitudes concerning the

hunting and the signs of deer, but Calvin
did not hear. His thoughts were far

away; he was the victim of distraction.

Calvin was not aware when the bearer
of good news departed. Surprised at

finding himself alone on the mountain,
he turned homeward, forgetting that he
had climbed up among the mountain

peaks that he might shoot a deer. Be-
neath tall, yellow-pines he went, taking
long strides through the uneven depths
of snow and across the wild grass patches,
buoyant with newly awakened hope and
the confirmation of his faith, sure footed
and light hearted with the spirit of love.

He walked fast, mindless of everything
save her. In an open space, amid scrub

pine, a frightened doe stood, snorting
at the intruder, but he passed heedlessly.
Calvin kept the direction homeward
through instinct, yet not cautiously,
as his attention would have demanded.
Not until he walked up against a cliff

did he realize the state into which he
had fallen. He regained the direction

homeward again, unconsciously, return-

ed to his dream of her.

Calvin arrived at his cabin as the even-

ing shadows were creeping slowly from
the hillsides. Blue smoke issued from
the chimney, and there were fumes of

inevitable supper in the air. Here,
was evidence of glorious autumn. Be-
cause of the lower altitude the air was
warmer than that of the mountain tops.
Here not even a flake of snow had fallen,
and the sky, from the first frost, after

Indian summer, cleared into deepest
blue, athwart which, here and there,
floated a filament of cloud, transmuted

by a crimson twilight. Here refreshing
rain had fallen when it was snowing on
the mountain tops, lending earth, with
its evergreen, the scents of spring, and

buttercups of the southern slopes, snug
against warm rocks, burst into untimely
bloom.

Calvin's cabin fit snug against Devil's

Tower, on whose slopes white fir grew
tall, and on its crest a cliff, a spur of

rock like some vast tower, swept upward
toward the skies. 'Twas here the eagle
built her nest. Far below, the river

wound around the mountains as best

it could, offering its quota of grandeur
by shimmering in the sun's reflection.

The brooklet, passing near Calvin's

door, gave audible voice for the moun-
tain that gave it birth—a dolorous song
that is never the same, but always ex-

pressive with the same wildness, and love,
and deep, deep freedom. Now it sang
as robins do when the sun is gone; and
far toward its course, in a canyon deep
and wondrous between high mountains,
where the black bear comes for currants

and huckleberries in the autumn, it

sent down a cooing whisper, bidding one
welcome to its grandeur and its isolation.

And down from there floated the dis-

cordant beat, beat of pheasants, drum-

ming, as is their wont at twilight.
From high upon the mountain came

the mourning of a wolf—a long drawn

plaint, as if voicing the feelings of lonely
men when the close of day is at hand.

The coyote dare not express himself at

this hour, waiting for the first touch of

darkness, when he lets go the quick yelps
of hope rather than the lingering tones

of melancholy. And just below, from
around the base of the hill, contradicting
the saddened hour, sounded the clinking
of bells—the cows were coming home.
Whalebone stood in the corral, his head
thrust over the bars, as if awaiting the

pinto whose call he had answered the

moment before.

From the door where Calvin was seat-

ed, the warmth of the fire he had just
rekindled making the room cheerful,
stretched the meadows, along the brook-

let toward the river, and many haystacks

gave one the impression of his capability
as a ranchman. This brown meadow
was the result of work well accomplished,

for, previous to his coming, brush and
willows were the extent of its productive-

ness. But SHE had made his ranch

building the less strenuous. He was

thinking, now, how alike were this fall

and the one three long years before. He
drank in the beauty and the many sounds,
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for there was naught but beauty and
music and love for him!
She requested that he write her. He

began, as dusk came on apace. He found
it difficult to express in plain prose

—
and a letter was but that—the feelings
and the thoughts he now possessed.
The eagle came floating from high, seek-

ing her nest. And then, heart aflame,
he began:
"The shadows start against the hill.

Thinking of you, dear heart—"

He stopped for words. Certainly this

was not the conventional letter. All

at once, thrilling his heart with its grand
significance, he seemed to commune
with the spirit of the mountains. He
felt the great pulse-beats of the infinite,

realized the one purpose of poetrv,
heard the sweet music SOMETHING
played for he who would listen. Emo-
tion set his words to music, a great song,
brother of the brook, filled his heart with
its harmonies and dimmed his eyes not
so much with teardrops as with the over-

flowing of his feelings. Past the first

awesome shock of it, his nerves relaxed,

leaving his perception clear and vivid,

the lingering strain pathetic.
There was something wildly poetic

in "start" and "heart," in the beginning
of his letter, and because of this he was
imbued with an ascetic mood possessing
no illusions, demanding love as its work-

ing basis.

It has been said that the sovereign
of the arts is the imagination, mothered

by realism, by whose aid man—nature's

emotional man—makes every foreward

leap; and that sentiment is its twin,

through which will come all conceptional
experiences, and thereby all great deeds
in art are achieved. AH of which was
true in Calvin's case, but love with him
was primal.

There she was, afar, her heart going
out to the mountains she had grown to

love—her demesne, and his, and home.
He would tell her as best he could—just
as it was and had always been—the
mountains and his heart were hers and

they were calling her!

Poetry is vocal. The environment,
a starved heart, the loneliness, the
breath of pines

—these simplified his

heart and made his singing possible.
The disappointment, happiness deferred,

and the promise of the fulfillment of

dreams after patient waiting
—this is

the recipe for a poet. Thus the poet
imparts to his verse transcendency

—
the spirit of his love, giving it living
breath throughout.
So Calvin began writing again

—
writing

in a rhj^hmical, vibrative way—an ex-

pression of the song, the strain, the lure

that has been developed the more se-

ductively' on the strings of harps, and
with the human voice, down all the ages,
when mate calls to mate—poetry in

imagination, passion, love and insight
of a strengthened human soul:

"
Eve, and the shadows start

Against the hill.

Thinking of you, dear heart,

I sit—and lonely still.

Lowly the brooklet sings.
The cattle rest;

Night sends the eaglets wings
Toward her nest.

Far through the quiet pines
The pinto calls;

Dim are the eagle's lines—
But peace enthralls.

High o'er the distant range
The pale moon peeps;

There, toward the city, strange,

My vigil leaps.

Night, and the fir log lights
The cabin dim.

Shows, in your spirit flights,

Your presence in.

Nell, my emotions, rife.

Resolve in pain,

Calling you back to love and life

And home again."
Nellie read the lines Calvin had written,

before her first turn, then she cried

through all her climaxes, with tears that

brighten eyes, and her laugh had all

the wildness of the hills in it. Love and

joy was singing in every pulse. Oh,
the joy in knowing he could write that

message! And there his mother and his

sister were in the kitchen—rattling dishes

and slamming the stove door, no doubt,
and singing the while—and he was lonely!
In his poetry she saw sadness and deep
concern and above all a maddening love

and the cry of his starved, starved heart!

She acted with the thought of him fore-

most in her mind, and the audience

sat enraptured with the spell of her

acting and her singing. Her manager
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thought he beheld her at her best.

Afterward, during the quiet hours, she

wrote her lover a dainty little note,

stating the date her show was billed for

his capital city these verses attached
thereto:

" Back to the high hills, the wild hills,

I'm going;
Back to the one who is waiting for me;
Back to the land where sweet winds

Are blowing,
Because of the charm and the spell

I'm returning
—

Where boundless creation caresses the

skies,

Where life in its infinite communion,
Now yearning.

Bids me be true to the love in his eyesV
In a proscenium box, with his kins-

women, that night, coolly, superbly man-
ful in the apparel of the mountaineer,
a wild light in his eyes, more handsome
because of contrast, Calvin sat, every-
thing out of mind save one grand woman
on the stage. And she, in turn, forgot
the audience, sang and acted but to him.
And just at the conclusion of the play,
when with thrilling appeal she should
have spoken to her poet lover, the hero
of the play, she half turned, leaving him
out of it, to her lover in the box, eyes
for him alone. Then, in passionate

appeal, she cried:

"Actions, human actions, are the

eternal objects of the Muse!"

How it happened was never known—
how the vast audience knew that she
was a product of the hills and that

throughout the evening she had been

playing to a cowboy lover—how, as

handily as he handled bronchos in the
corral at home, Calvin leaped the foot-

lights
—

doing that which she meant he
should do, answering the power of her
heart—and, towering above the hero
of the play, he stretched his arms to-

ward her as he spoke clear and musically:
"

Nell, my emotions, rife.

Resolve in pain.

Calling you back to love and life

And home again."

And then, to keep the silence, Nellie

raised a warning little hand toward the
audience and the wings and smiling her
sweetest smile she almost sang in her

strong soprano voice, thrilling because of

her emotions and the richness of the
scene:

" Back to the high hills, the wild, hills,

I'm going:
Back to the one—"

She could not finish the stanza. In
each woman's life there comes a time
when speech forsakes her—when her
heart surrenders to the man she loves,

asking for his embrace. With a pas-
sionate clasp her mountain lover plucked
the sentence from her lips and, amid
wild acclaim, the curtain slowly fell.
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The Serenading Bandit.

by Baker B. Hoskins, Jr.

Donna Senora Flores called in closer

her struggling line of vaqueros. There
were six of them, wiry fellows with
black mustachios and wearing big,
faded sombreros. Despite the distance
their little mustangs had traveled, they
were still prancing. Behind them the
little mountain village of Palmito was
twenty-five miles away.
A few low-spoken words from Senora

to the leader made known to him her

fears, and Manuel, always erect in his

silver-trapped saddle, removed his som-
brero and bowed low. "I lay me at
the Senora's feet—while there's breath
in the body of Manuel, no harm shall

happen to senorita Eleanor, the fairest

flower of our pleasant land."
Thus spoke Manuel re-assuringly. To

his men he said: "Hombres, our lady
fears the notorious Bebian is in the
mountains—she was warned so and it

is well that we keep on the lookout!"
"Viva la Senora—death to Bebian!"

the men shouted, displaying their guns
and riding very alertly.

The mother reined her mustang close

in to the one her daughter was riding.
"I knew it was not well we should do
it," she chided herself. "For look! it is

is now almost night and the hacienda
is six miles away. But forced I was to

show your wedding finery to our dear

amigo Lucila. Carazon, how she envies

you! The senoritas of the whole state,
how they envy you, the lucky one!
How your coming wedding with the

distinguished Don Carlos is the gossip!"
But the girl sat silent. She was

interested and had shown no enthusiasm
in the purchase of the finery. The
nuptials with Don Carlos were not to
her liking nor of her making and it was
under maternal duress that she gave
her consent.

She roused herself and spoke: "This
Bebian of whom you spoke, what kind
of a man is he?"
"A very wicked man, though shrewd;

cunning as a fox, Carissima, a smug-
gler, a bandit, a man upon whose head
a reward of one thousand pesos is

offered by two countries and- yet rurales
cannot or fear to take him!"

"Bravo!" cried the girl, interestedly,
"I should like to know so brave a man!
How different he must be from the man
you chose to be my husband!"
"You wicked and unfaithful child,"

scolded the mother.

At this juncture the riders drew in
closer for the road was narrowing and
soon entered a canyon through which
it ran for a distance. Here, if anj^-

where, the bandits would make their

appearance. The men made a great
display of their weapons and in another
instant had occasion to use them.

Seemingly from the perpendicular
sides of the canyon ahead of them,
swarmed men riding wiry little mus-
tangs, sure-footed and accustomed to
such rough climbing. The canyon was
alive with horsemen, both in front and
in the rear.

A few wild shots were fired by Senora
Flores' men and then, with all their

pomposity gone, they were ready to
surrender to the men who had sur-

rounded them. These men were not
bad looking fellows. They wore close-

fittting buckskin breeches and jaunty,
short jackets muchly bespangled.
Their sombreros were wide and heavily
braided with gold and silver tinseling.

Their capitan rode forward, reining
his prancing mustang up so sharply
as to set him upon his haunches. There
was a jingle of silver on dress and sad-

dle-trappings. His sombrero was re-

moved and he made a sweeping bow.
"I lay me at the Senora's feet—Buenos
dias!"

The salute was returned. Senora
Flores was cold and somewhat alarmed;
Senorita Eleanor equally frightened but
more curious.
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"Don Carlos, he did not return with

you?" the man queried.
But for his quiet, unaggressive de-

meanor, the women would have been

badly frightened and as it was, Senora
Flores cast apprehensive glances at

the pack-horse. The vaqueros stood
about in scared silence. Something
about this little capitan quelled them.

"No," was the reply to his inquiry.
" We will see him later," the man

mused apparently not at all put out at

not meeting him with the little caval-

cade. Then addressing the Senora di-

rectly, he said: "In the hills it has rained—the Senora at her ford cannot cross."

"The ford we cannot cross! Why—
why, we cannot the night spend in the
mountains! The hacienda we must
reach!"

The capitan was silent. He was not
a man who argued unnecessarily. His

mustang audibly champed his bits,
while the rider sat in the saddle easily,

looking youthful and debonair. His

eyes lingered in admiration on the dark,

dreamy-eyed Eleanor, who half-veiled

her eyes with long silken lashes under
his penetrating glance.
The girl's voice roused him: "What

shall we do, Senor Capitan?" Her
voice was low and musical and when
she spoke there came flashes from

pearly teeth. The mother looked re-

bukingly at her froward daughter.
"A bridge we sometimes use—a few

miles farther it is, but the Senora can
cross tonight if she wishes; her humble
servant will guide the way to it."

"We cannot trust ourselves to a

stranger
—

," Senora Flores began, for-

getting the situation, but the youthful
capitan's laugh interrupted her.

"A prisoner the Senora is if we wish
it that way."

Chagrined though she was, she knew
this to be true, and she felt not at all

assured as she said, "Then we trust

ourselves to the honor of the Capitan;
lead forward."

Here she used discretion, speaking
in a soft, infatuating voice.

The capitan turned and issued orders
and in a short time they were picking
their way over the rough trail which
led up and away from the canyon. It

wasj^an unfamiliar trail and Senora

Flores traveled it with grave misgivings
for the safety of herself and her daughter.

Whatever had been the capitan's
object in capturing the party was either

put aside or postponed. Once, when
opportunity presented itself, he rode
close to the girl and whispered: "Your
letter it I received—your humble ser-

vant I am!"
The startled girl shrank back at his

words—she had written no letter.

Presently she ventured to look at the
handsome stranger; black curly hair,
clear complexioned and with thin,
twisted mustachios which gave to his

face a habitual smile. Handsome, she

thought him.
The bridge to which the capitan

referred was only two large trunks of

trees which spanned the narrow can-

yon in a wild and hidden section. On
the brink of the canyon they paused
and could hear the angry rushing,

roaring of the turgid water which was
a headrise from the hills.

At a word from the capitan his men
dismounted and led their horses across.

The little animals were trained to this

and took to the logs nimble-footed.

But when it came to the other horses,
there was no getting them across.

The capitan presented the solution

clearly.
"Our caballos the senora and senorita

may have; the hacienda is not far. At
the ford, manana, the hombres may
cross." Then the capitan led his pony
to the logs and gave him an affectionate

slap. Nimbly and sure-footed the mus-

tang took his way quickly over. Turn-

ing with head bared, the leader ad-

dressed the women:
"If the Senora will permit, her humble

servant will assist her to cross."

Senora Flores' lips set as if she was

racing to her doom, then she turned
to her retainers, saying: "All of you,

except two, who will remain and guard
the mustangs, will cross over and

accompany us. You will walk to the
rancho."

Turning to the capitan, she remarked

diplomatically "The capitan is a gallant

senor; I will follow," and refusing his

proffered hand, she slowly made her

way across. When it came the girl's

turn to cross, she dropped har eyes
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under the man's penetrating gaze. She

placed her hand in his, at his suggestion,
and he led her forward. His hand was

firm, soft and warm.
"The wish of the Senorita I will carry

out," he whispered to the puzzled girl.

She thrilled at the sound of his voice

but was mystified at his words. She
had expressed no wish to see him.

The light grew dark among the

scraggy hills and the stars began to

sentinel the heavens, yet the man and
and his men picked their way unhesi-

tatingly. Presently the lights of the

hacienda on a distant promontory be-

came visible and the weary women
were glad.
"The honor and courtesy of this pro-

tection we owe to whom?" she asked,
when they were upon the premises
of Senora Flores.

"Senora, your humble servant is

Bebian—sometimes unjustly called the

bandit." The name was spoken proud-

ly and the man watched her defiantly.
A startled exclamation escaped the

woman, for the kindness of the man
had in a measure allayed her fears,

but now her mind was greatly perturbed
and she tried to stand between her

daughter and the man. The girl had

given vent to a cry of astonishment.

Bowing with grace, Bebian retired,

but speaking this, before he left: "A
man's reputation oftimes outdoes his

deeds and a good man is often maligned
by his enemies!"

That night, when the moonbeams
fell upon the orange trees beneath
Eleanor's window, Bebian appeared in

the role of serenader and Eleanor was
awakened from dreams in which hand-
some bandits figured and strange letters

were written, to hear an amorous voice

pleading with her in song.

Infatuated, the girl was drawn to

the barred window. Already she had
associated the voice with the knight
of the day's adventure. Enraptured,
she listened to the words of love which
came from a heart but recently pierced.

Something within her stirred in response
and she quickly she thrust a dainty
little hand through the bars and re-

leased a tiny lace handkerchief which
fell at the singer's feet. This was a

reply to his song
—a silent message

to the bold lover.

The senora, hearing the serenade, and

divining its origin, caused servants to

move about the hacienda and lights
to be lighted. Then Bebian regretfully
went away.
On the morrow the irate mother

stormed at her wilful daughter
—de-

picted the evil and violence of the bandit
leader and ended by telling of the virtue

and goodness of Don Carlos.

"Why!" she exclaimed, when speaking
of Bebian, "He is the wretch who
murdered the Donna Felicia and stole

her jewelry. Two countries hold a

reward over his head!"

The memory of her mother's words
were still rankling in the girl's mind
when she heard hoof-beats on the hard

roadway which ran in front of the

hacienda. A mustang with more life

in him she had never before seen—a
rider who rode with more skill and daring
she did not believe existed. His saddle

glittered and jingled with silver trap-

pings and his spurs were works of art.

His purple sombrero sat far back upon
his black head and a smile of uncon-
cern at the mustang's antics played
upon his lips.

Back and forth in front of the hacienda
he rode, his mustang dancing and

prancing, while his dark eyes watched

eagerly for the lady of his love. When
at last he was rewarded with a glimpse
of her, he waved his hand, in which
was a tiny white something. The girl

recognized her handkerchief.

Came again the dashing caballero

and this time after his ride he dismounted
and entered, requesting an interview

with the Senora. He was shown into

the hall and presently the Senora en-

tered, offering in return to his warm
salute, a cold "Buenos dias!" followed

by, "The senor was kind in befriending

us, but he should not so far presume
as to call upon us."

The smile left Don Bebian's hand-
some face and he became courteously

grave; "I lay me at the Senora's feet—
your humble servant has come to ask

the honored permission to address your
fair daughter, Eleanor—may the Virgin
bless her."
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Nothing he could have spoken would
have startled or angered the Senora
more. When she was able to speak,
she arose indignantly and, giving him
look for look, she exclaimed: "Does
the capitan forget himself or is it no
better he knows? The house of Flores

mates only with its peers! The hand
of Eleanor is promised to the

honorable and distinguished Don Carlos.

"A bandit, a murderer and a fugitive
who has a reward of a thousand pesos

upon his head does an insulting thing
when he asks so great an honor."

.Here the Senora's voice almost died

away, so great was her anger.
A smile, a malicious smile, came and

played about the chieftain's lips. "The
marriage

—when does it be celebrated?"
he asked with apparent resignation.
"From today, two weeks," the Senora

replied.
"It is bueno, but remember, Senora,

the blood of caballeros is that of Bebian,
bandit though he is called, and maybe
all things said of him are not true.

For instance, if so great a murderer
he was, his men could destroy this

hacienda in a day but such a crime
he would not stoop to." Then with a

sweeping bow he turned and walked

quickly away and out the gate where
his mustang awaited him. With a

spring, he was in the saddle and in an
instant the handsome little fellow was
gone.
From her window the girl witnessed

his act, and watched him, a figure of

ease and poise, and she compared him
with Don Carlos and Don Carlos suffered

by the comparison.
Day by day the capitan continued to

ride up and down the driveway exhibit-

ing his superb horsemanship and night
after night he came and standing under
the window of the senorita told his love
in songs.

His pleadings were re-enforced by
sympathetic skies and soft zephyrs.
The Senora in wrath sent and told him
she would have her men run him off the

place if he did not leave at once. His

reply was that it was hardly probable
her men would molest a man whom
Mexico feared, and so night after night
he continued to come.

Against the marriage with Don Carlos

Eleanor in her heart rebelled but her
obdurate mother would have none of

it so arrangements were consummated.
Under her grief the senorita could not

have stood up but for the comfort she
derived from the sight of the little capitan
riding gayly by and from the cheer his

songs gave to her. In his songs he told
her of the freedom of the life he lived—
of boundless plains and mountain wilds—
of enchanting fandangos with music
that thrilled the soul and of servants
to serve every wish, and of love which
grew greater and more consuming day
by day.
The Senora in a defiant rage sent for

Manuel and ordered him to call his men
together and run off the offensive in-

truder.

Puffed up and important Manuel
went forward to execute the order.

The little squad spread across the road
as the capitan came forward but quickly
divided as the smiling little fellow showed
his intention of riding over one of the
men who blocked his path. Manuel
then spoke; "Riding here you must
stop, the command of our Senora it

is!"

"I take commands from no one and
if you peons get troublesome come
my men will and shoot every dog of

you!"
There was venom in the black, snake-

like eyes, yet he was smiling with his

lips and Manuel returned to the Senora
with the message. From her barred
window Eleanor had witnessed the scene
and she softly cried "Bravo!" as she

clapped her hands in admiration of the

capitan's courage.

Night after night the serenading lover

continued to come and it was but a
short time until open rebellion on
Eleanor's part was threatened for she
was under his spell, but the mother's
will and force suppressed it.

The proverbial last straw broke and
Eleanor vowed she would not marry
Don Carlos. To counteract this the
mother threatened to put the girl in

the dungeon, which at this time was used
as a wine cellar. Again the girl sucumb-
ed to her mother's duress.

The bold singing capitan continued
to deliver his messages

—
messages which

at one moment caused the girl's hear
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to dance with joy and again to sink into

deep despondency. Then on the eve
of her marriage he came and told her not
to lose heart for at the last moment he
would snatch her from Don Carlos.

Came the fateful day and the more

fateful hour and the bride in sheer and

shimmering stufifs, and in whose eyes
there was a half-defiant half-apprehen-
sive look, was ushered into the room
where were Don Carlos and his friends.

The Don, awkward and bungling as ever,
rose and kissed the girl. Then came the

little capitan dressed in a purple jacket
and new breeches. With him came a

few of his men, their buckskin clothes in

rough contrast with the wedding finery.
At the sight of this notorious, unbidden

guest Don Carlos and his friends became
alarmed.

"I lay me at the Senora's feet,"
the capitan began cheerily, addressing
the indignant Senora Flores, "and to

all the happy guests present, buenos
dias! I come, Senora Flores, to correct

a mistake under which you are. While
true it is Bebian I am, and a bandit
I'm often called, yet untrue it is that

I am the man the state wants for the

murder of Donna Felicia, and truer

still it is that Don Carlos is unfit to be
the husband of one so fair as Senorita

Eleanor!"

Don Carlos, his face puffed and dark,

attempted to rise and face the speaker
but with a wave of the hand he was
motioned back while the capitan con-

tinued; "For on the evening I first met

you I had received a letter from a lady
imploring me to deliver her from the

clutches of Don Carlos. When I ap-

proached you I thought I was serving
the lady who wrote the note."

"It is a lie—it is a lie!" screamed Don
Carlos, shaking a trembling hand at

the bandit.

The capitan brushed aside his protests.

"Munos," he said, "who was it you saw
murder the Donna Felicia?"

"Don Carlos it was, my Capitan—
before the court I'll swear to it. He
took her jewels, too, and his avaricious
hand snatched a crucifix with opal settings
from her throat and he also took her

ring, one which had been worn by her
late lamented father—a ring with a

tiger's eye in it."

Unconsciousl}'' Don Carlos held out
his hand on which was seen a ring set

with a tiger's eye. He was almost black
in the face and his words stuck in his

mouth as he tried to speak.
Eleanor snatched a crucifix from her

throat and threw it at the feet of Don
Carlos.

Those present, the friends and rela-

tives alike, were dumb. Then with an
exclamation which resembled the cry
of freedom uttered by a bird just liberated

from its cage Senorita Eleanor fiung her-

self at the feet of her benefactor.

"My liberator—my savior!" she cried.

"From worse than death you have res-

cued me, my Bebian."
The capitan stooped and raised her

to her feet—then placed his arms about
her.

"Bring the priest," he said aside to

Munos.
With a graceful wave of the hand to

the assembly and with a pleasant 'hasta

la vista'—until we meet again, he was
off and the bride to be was with him

leaving an awestruck, gaping crowd.
A clatter of hoofs and the prancing
mustangs were away—away where Senor-

ita Eleanor would taste the life of the

boundless plains of which the bandit had

sung.
Of course, in due time, Don Carlos

was tried and of course it was easy for

him to prove not guilty. Shortly after

his trial the reward for Bebian the bandit

reached the 5,000 pesos mark, one half

of which was contributed by Don Carlos.
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The Breach of Faith.

By Will T. Ham.

Ike Norton kicked his mule savagely
on the ribs. The animal, bestirring

himself, trotted a few steps. Then Ike
reined him in again, with a muttered
curse. He was in very bad humor.

His ill-temper seemed in accord with
the weather. From a sky so blue that
it became tiresome, with never a hint of

a shade-bringing cloud, the sun shone

hotly down upon the red dust in the

road, which rose in choking clouds as the
mule plodded sullenly along

—and settled

again, part of it, layer upon layer, on
Ike till his own mother would not have

recognized him, as her son. No whisper
of a breeze stirred the tall pines by the

roadside, their native color hidden by
a selfsame coat of copper red. Now and
then the mule angrily champed his bit

and tossed his head to rid himself of

the horseflies that disturbed him, and
that seemed to be the only things willing
to move on that hot summer afternoon.

But the heat and dust mattered very
little to Ike Norton. One hand mechani-

cally holding the bridle, the other rest-

ing on his holster, he stared ahead of

him blankly, only bestirring himself at

times to kick the mule. The weather
was the least of his troubles—and the

bigger ones occupied him now. Six
months before he had left his claim in

the foothills intending to return in a
month at the most. Jim Linden, his

partner, remained on the claim to attend
to things while he was away. After
Ike had come about a day's ride he sud-

denly found that he had left behind some
of the very papers he would need on
his trip and was compelled to go back
for them. When he reached the claim
he found his partner gone and with him
the gold dust and the stuff from the
sluice boxes. Incidentally, enough pro-
visions for a good journey had disap-

peared too.

Ike, wondering what sudden thing
could have called his partner away in

such fashion, waited two days for him
to come back. Then it dawned upon
him—first a suspicion cast away with

shame, then a certainty
—that Jim had

pulled out and left him in the lurch.

He thought of trailing him. Jim had
too much of a start, and besides, Ike
decided he would not want to soil his

hands on such a scoundrel. For to be
false to one's partner was the most des-

picable crime of the mountains, and to

accuse one of that was as bad as accusing
him of murder, and more to be resented.

Finally in a blind rage of disappoint-
ment Ike made up his mind he would

go to the valleys anyway. To stay in

the place after such a desertion would
be maddening. He would go away for

a time and then come back and work
the claim. So Ike Norton nailed the
door of his cabin, got on his mule and
set forth a second time for the lower

country.
He was only now returning, six months

later. His business had taken longer
than he had expected. There was so

much red tape about city life. And for-

getting Jim's treachery had not been

easy. As the last resort Ike had gone
on a series of sprees; these emptied his

wallet and further delayed matters,
but yet did not serve his purpose. For
Ike and Jim had worked and lived to-

gether in a man to man companionship
the memory of which it was hard to

put away. At times Ike decided it

was all a bad dream or the result of too

many glasses at Tiny Tim's, but when he
came to himself he saw the bare, naked
fact. He had been done to a turn by
his partner, the man he had trusted.

In spite of the fact that this was half

a year ago and he thought he had
thrashed it all out before, Ike went over
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everything again as the mule stumbled

slowly along. One who lives in the hum
and bustle of the city may find forget-
fulness among other surroundings and

friends, but the man whose home is in

the solitudes makes few friends and must
needs be a great deal alone with his

thoughts. It seemed to Ike as the road-

way became more and more familiar,

that every tree-guidepost standing out

clear and lonely suggested desertion.

Once as he stared at the circling clouds

of dust, he seemed to see Jim Linden's

face, creased with wrinkles, outlined

against the dark green background, with

those frank grey eyes looking at him.

When Ike thought of that fearless face,

as it had been in the days before, he

doubted his own sanity.
Another thing that contributed to

Ike's unrest of mind was the vague fear

that the claim had been jumped in his

absence, as the time for assessment work
had been up a month since. He won-
dered if the land officer had been around,

taking note of claim expirations. He
had expected to be back in plenty of

time. If Jim only had not ! Ike

opened his mouth and shut it again
with a snap. He silently made up his

mind that there would be trouble for

any one on his claim, in spite of the law.

He hadn't much to lose—now—and he
was just in the mood for shooting. He
pictured to himself the scene as he
should come over the Westlake ridge
and down the mountain side where his

claim lay. Perhaps everything would
be quiet and the door would be nailed.

He expected to have a hard time taking
out those nails as he had been in a savage
mood when he put them in. But per-

haps there would be smoke coming out
of the little stone chimney, and the door
would be open. Ike took out his Colt's

and looked at it carefully.
Just as the sun, blood red from the

forest-fires in the mountains, was touch-

ing the tops of the distant blue-black

peaks of the Nevadas, Ike Norton passed
over the ridge and down into the West-
lake canyon. He noted idly that the

opposite hillside had been recently burnt,
and was dead and deserted looking, with
the notched backbones of the pines

sticking up here and there. A turn or

two more and he would be able to see

his cabin. Would he also be able to

go dowTi and peacefully enter into it?

The mule clattered around the last

bend, sensing from his master's alertness

that the end of the trip was near. The
clearing, the pile of sluice boxes, and the
cabin came into sight. Nothing seemed

changed. Now and then Ike's eye was

caught by the water in the creek as it

reflected the dj-ing sun. But suddenly
Ike put his hand to his face so that he

might see more easily. His lips came
together in a thin, straight line, and two

deep furrows appeared above the bridge
of his nose. For there was smoke com-

ing out of the cabin chimney.
Ike pulled his mule up and hesitated

a moment, wondering whether it would
be better to go right down and face the

intruder, or wait till after dark. Indian

prudence prevailed and the man led his

animal into the forest of pines by the
side of the road and tethered him there.

Then he stretched himself on the pine-
needles to wait for darkness.

When the swift mountain t'^'ilight had

enveloped everything, Ike rose and made
his way out to the road again. A light
shone in the cabin window and out the

wide open door, but no one was to be
seen. Tightening his belt and pulling
his hat lower over his eyes, Ike went by
a short cut to the clearing. When he
reached it he took his gun out of his

holster, and u^th the cat-like tread of

the Indian, walked up to the window and
looked in.

A man was standing in front of the

fire, frying something. It smelt like

ham. On the table was a pile of buck-
wheat cakes. The old block stools were
in the same places, the same posters on
the walls. Everything was as before.

But the man
Suddenly he turned toward the table,

and Ike muttered an oath of surprise,
at the same time almost letting his gun
drop from his hand. With a snarl of

rage he turned from the window. Treach-

ery added to treachery So this

was the man who had jumped their

claim—not content with half of it.

Clever indeed! For the man inside was
Jim Linden.

Gun in hand Ike stalked in at the open
doorway. Jim, who was bending over

the fireplace, turned toward the door
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when he heard the footsteps but started

back in surprise, as he recognized his

former partner. Recovering himself he

opened his mouth as if to speak, and took
a step forward, hand outstretched.

"Stop there!"—Ike spoke in a clear,

hard voice. "Fine evenin', ain't it?

Glad to see yer a-makin' yourself to

home. Hate t' bother yu.'" Ike smiled

a grim, sarcastic smile. "But I guess
our business ain't goin' to take long."
He fingered the gun carelessly.

"No, I guess I can git away with most
of th' talkin,'" as Jim openmouthed
with amazement, attempted to speak,
"That is, me an' my frien' here," nodding
at the revolver. "But before he begins
to shout I want t' tell yer what I think

o' such a sneak as you."
"What th' devil—" Jim managed to

get in.

"O, yes, certs, I'll give yer time t'

t'row yer ropes afore yu' hand in yer
checks. But wait till I finish what I

got t' say. 'Nd don't, don't int'rupt.

My little frien' gets kin' o' res' less."

His hand shook as he spoke.

"Onct I thought you was square. I

thought y' was a white man. But
damned if I know a Digger what would
do such a low down trick as you done
me. First yer swipe th' dust, and now
y'are after hookin' th' whole claim.

Nothin' hoggish about yer, now, is there?

His gaze wandered round the room.

Slightly recovered from his astonish-

ment, regardless of the revolver, Jim
burst forth—
"For God's sake, Ike, what d' you

mean? Why th' devil don't you say
what y're talkin' about?"

"Ho—playin' innercent!" jeered Ike
in a high mocking laugh. Then chang-
ing his tone, "Hang it, man, don't make
me think y're any worse 'n what I think
now. I hate t' soil this gun on you as

it is. I wa'n't goin' t' do nothin' wild

when y' run off with th' bags, but when
you comes back and tries t' hog th' whole
damn claim, I don't stand for it. That's
all I got t' say, now, you say yer p'rars
and be kind o' spry. I'm hungry."

"
Ike, there's a big mistake somewhere.

If y'say I run off with th' slag, an' am
tryin' t' jump th' claim, yer a liar.

Shoot away."

"If y'wants t' take up yer p'rar^'time
callin' me names—let 'er rip. Guess
I can stand it." Ike dropped his gun
to his side and walked toward the table.

Seating himself on a stool he began
munching on the buckwheat cakes. He
looked at Jim with a sort of quizzical
air as if wondering what such a one could

say for himself.

"I'd like t' know, before yu' use yor
shootin' iron, where y'u been th' las'

six months. Th' day you left for th*

valley I puttered around here all after-

noon. Toward evenin' as I was down
by th' left fork, I seed some damn half-

breed of a greaser with his paws in our
sluice boxes. I didn' have no gun—
n' afore I could git at him he'd cached.
I wus feelin' kin' o lonesome, n' in need
of some sport, so I hikes back here, gits
a gun n' some grub, an' lights out after

'm. Traced him down through old

man Bailey's woods an' up Mill crick.

Had a fight, an' though I got him he
cracked me one in th' shoulder. Bled
like hell. Thought I was all in. Old
Jim Crowfoot come along, howsumever,
'nd picked me up, and I was at th' pow-
pow for most a moon. When I gets
back here I finds things tore up con-

sid'rable, door nailed, and you gone,
devil knowed where. Was lonely as

thunder for a spell, 'nd just when I'm

gettin' used to it, here you comes with
a gun. Damned if I can make it out."

"Where's th' bags?"
Jim went over to a corner of the room,

pulled up two loose boards and scraped
some loose dirt away. Then he tossed

seven bags of gold dust on to the floor-

ing.
"Cached 'em under there when I lit

out after th' half-breed. Couldn't find

'em?"
Ike slowly laid the gun on the table

and rose from the stool. He went to

the door and looked out into the darkness,

thumping himself on the chest. Turn-

ing in a moment he went to Jim and held

out his hand. They shook silently.

"Jim," he said, "we're square. Pot
me one if I'm ever such a bloomin'

idjit again. How 'bout th' assessment
work?"
"Dead easy. Inspector around a

month ago."
"I spec' if that dam' mule o' mine is
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as hungry as I am, he's pretty much full yer broomsticks."
o' air. I'm gom' up an' git' him." And Ike, whistling, went up the
"An' I'll git some more supper. Trot hill.

The Western Sea.

By Ella M. Moore

I love the sea—the shimmering sea,

Its every mood has charvis for me.

I love to watch the waves at play
In early light of morning grei/;

And when the sun, as night draws nigh.

Hangs low, in far off western sky
—

No golden street in Heaven's light

Could he more radiantly bright
Than is the path that marks the way
To disappearing orb of day.
It rests me when, the day's work o'er,

I vxdk along the wave-washed shore,

And see the billows rise and fall,

And hear the sea gull's plaintive call

My presence gives them little fear,

For quick vnngs rise, with danger near.

Sometimes as far as eye can reach.

The only life is on the beach.

Sometimes on rocking umve afioat.

Is many a white sailed fishing boat;

Or larger vessel passing by
—

Leaves trail of smoke against the sky.

Then there are days when wind and rain,

Beat hard against my window pane,
And angry waves, with sullen roar

Come rushing madly to the shore.

They curl, and break, and white caps fly

With background of stormy sky,

And others follow, high and grand
To dash their foam upon the sand.

But even so—/ love the sea,

And think of wind-swept Galilee

And He who walked upon the wave,
The fearful ones to cheer and save.

In sun or storm, 0, restless sea,

My heart goes out in love to thee,

When I am in my land locked home,
I miss the smell of salt sea foam—
But happy is the memory
Of days I spent beside the sea,
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The Artifices of Alesia.

By Lannie Haynes Martin.

I was sitting on a log. The woods
were all around me and at my feet

gurgled a tiny stream. It was one of

those confidence-compelling brooks, with
a quiet insistence about it, making its

presence felt without disturbing one—
like a sympathetic, tactful woman who
will sit beside you and make your very
soul vibrate with the consciousness of

her accordance, and yet not embarrass

you with expression of her approval
—

expressions which sometimes require an

answer, and are not always without a

patronizing tone. And, though the
brook was vocal with melodious cooings
there was nothing patronizing about it;

it really made me feel that it had a spirit

insight to my profoundest feelings, and
it harmonized entirely with my medi-
tative mood—a mood which was quite
common with me and one in which I

invariably wanted to talk to something.
At home, in my den, it waa the bronze

eagle paper-weight that listened sym-
pathetically to my observations, and,
if my fancy sometimes took aerial flights
to that bird's exclusive domain it never

flapped its rigid wings to tell me I was

trespassing. Neither did this treacher-

ous brook whisper that my reasoning
might be fallacious, and my whole

philosophy founded on an unsubstantial

postulate. It only murmured an in-

sinuating and continuous sympathy
which led me on and on until my thoughts
flowed forth in an audible stream mak-
ing the brook's tones seem to lull into

that "Yes, yes" of one who listens with
intense but repressed interest as I was

saying: "I know that feminine artfulness

is not a twentieth century evolution by
any means. It probably antedated the
Sirens—it has not always been put to

Circean uses either—but in no other time
has it ever been so universally employed,
so unblushingly confessed, and all that
isTnow needed to make the female strate-

gist invincible is that touch of finesse

which will disguise dissimulation—that
art which conceals art. But I suppose
the sex is not capable of that. Woman
with all her fund of pretense can not

help calling our attention to how well

she pretends. Perhaps in the very fail-

ure of this finishing stroke lies man's

safety.
"Even that little bundle or artifice,

Alesia, is not so artful as she imagines.
It is true some of her schemes were right
clever. But then her victims have been
so fatuous! Bah! To think men should
be so influenced and hoodwinked by a
mere school girl! How ingenuous of

her to tell me about it all! How she
has talked tennis to Frazier and dis-

cussed coleoptera with Jenkins—how
her pretended musical propensities cap-
tivated Parker, and her well assumed
enthusiasm for art ensnared St. John.
No harm done. These callow youths
and susceptible bachelors must make
love to somebody—why not to her?

Maybe she is gathering material for a

story
—maybe for reasons of art she is

studying expressions. DaVinci, they say
made his friends laugh and weep alter-

nately just to paint the emotion in their

faces—and has it not been related that
artists some times kill their victims

by slow tortures in order to copy their

dying expression? And nobody imagines
not even the victims themselves, that

they will die for love of Alesia—although
that young lady is a very adorable per-
son and an artist in all she does.

"She has told me of these conquests,
not in any spirit of vanity, but just in

sheer delight at the artistic manoeuvers
with which she has accomplished it all.

In me she finds a breadth of understand-

ing that she knows would penetrate any
of her deceptions and designs, conse-

quently she is frank and confiding. She
is a dear little thing; not such a good
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conversationalist as her sister Kate;
nor so witty as Mary, but—well, I guess
she will grow to be a very sensible wo-
man."

Here the utterables having been

prettj'' well pronounced I found myself
following the 'windings of the brook back
the the hotel. The month I was spend-
ing at this resort, the nearest one I could

find to the city, was the first real rest I

had had in years from the excitement
and exactions of municipal affairs, and
as yet the daily array of piazza butter-

flies had not been sufficiently alluring
to tempt me from my long anticipated
strolls in the woods; and that day I

dreamed and dallied and reached the

hotel barely in time to dress for dinner.

On entering the dining room I saw that

Alesia's aunt. Miss Stratton, was dining
alone, and, as an old friend of the family,

having been a sort of beau to Alesia's

two older sisters, I dropped down at her

table wath the remark, "Where is the

butterfly tonight.''
"The butterfly is trying to rehabili-

tate her bedraggled pinions," replied
the prim old lady with considerable

gravity. "Have you not heard of my
niece's accident?" And without giving
me time to reply she went on, "Oh!
she gave me such a fright to-day! I

was in the midst of my afternoon nap
when Clara, our colored maid, ran in to

my room exclaiming, 'O Miss Lucy,
Miss 'Lesia's done drownded!' and I

was so bewdldered at being suddenly
wakened that even the actual, animate
Alesia appearing just then did not re-

assure me. She was drenched and drip-

ping from head to foot—oh, such a sight!"
From long experience I had learned

to let Miss Lucy tell her story in her own
fragmentary, exclamatory manner and
did not question her further.

"Ah me, Alesia is such a queer child!"

she resumed. "Sat right down on the
floor and went into paroxysms of laugh-
ter. Nobody knew what about. But
she rambled out some incoherent non-
sense about it not being 'little birds'

that told secrets, and that she'd had
her ear to the pulsing heart of nature—that the heart had overflowed—that

that was why she was so drenched. Now
what do you suppose she meant?"
What did I suppose she meant?—

she was hysterical probably. Or per-

hays she was working some scheme on
her aunt. Of course, I would have un-
derstood perfectly if I had been there
and heard her remarks first hand. I

always saw through Alesia's wiles when
she was fooling other people to a finish,
but then I was a politician and accustom-
ed to artifice.

When Alesia did not appear for a

couple of days it was taken as a matter
of course that she was seriously sick.

The bell boys were kept busy carr^dng
flowers up to her apartments and Miss
Stratton was so deluged TN^ith inquiries

concerning her health that she had to

have her meals served in her rooms.
On the morning of the fourth day Miss
Stratton came to me with a troubled look
in her face. "Alesia needs some fresh

air," she said, "and I can't do a thing
wath her. There doesn't seem to be

anything serious the matter with her
but she's so quiet and unlike herself.

She's nervous from falling in the creek

the other day—I know she fell in—though
she won't own it." Then dropping her

voice to a confidential impressiveness
she said: "I'm afraid Alesia is getting
neurotic! I read in a magazine article

the other day that neurasthenics always
read medical books and Alesia has sent

in to the city four of five times since

the last few days for books. She won't
let me see the titles of them, but they
are great, thick, mangy looking volumes,
not like the ones on art she's been getting,
and I'm sure they are medical treatises;

and theri'^ she continued with decisive,

argumentative emphasis, "she has been

ransacking every newspaper she can find,

has even had the old files from the library
sent out, and do you know I believe

she's looking for some patent medicine

advertisement! I have been trying to

persuade her to go driving with some of

the young men who have asked her,

but she says they have not enough sense

to drive a grasshopper!"
Miss Lucy was not of the artful kind,

else I might have thought her appealing
to my pardonable pride in equine ac-

complishments.
"Would she go with me?" I asked.

"Oh! I had not thought of that.

Why, she would be delighted I am sure.

You are such a splendid whip."
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That afternoon along the fern and

daisy bordered drives two gaily prancing
steeds whisked off the miles with ease,
but not more lightly than did Alesia

throw aside her three day's illness and

dejection. She was enthusiastically ap-

preciative of everything from the gait
of the horses to the greenery of the fields.

Her bon mots were as delicious and as

plentiful as my five pounds of bon-bons.
She was radiant, artless, entrancing.
The only effect I could see that her in-

disposition had made was to add another
charm—a kind of unconscious confiding-
ness in me—a gentle, clinging dependence
on my ideas and decisions—which to

my mind is much more becoming than
the wayward wilfulness which sometimes
marked her manner.
"Do you really think I ought to tell

Mr. St. John I do not care for him?"
she said with eager earnestness.

"He seems so—so really serious you
wouldn't do anything to lead him to

believe—to lead him to think that—well

you know, to think I could care enough
to—to marry him."
"What kind of a man would you

marry?" I asked curiously.
"Oh! a man who could do things,"

with explosive emphasis on the do.

"Not just a dabbler in art, or a narrow

provincial professor of some old ology;
nor a musical monohob "

"Monohob," I interrupted interro-

gatively.

"Oh, a one hobbied man," she explain-
ed rushing on, "and an inane, simpering
society man who makes love to every
girl he sees I just abominate. No.
A woman likes a man who does not care
for other women and just finds her to

be the one and only. And how could a
woman love a man just because he tells

her she has beautiful eyes of that she
she dances divinely? And how can a
man love a woman just because she can

play tennis or can rave in rehashed

Ruskinesque rant over a picture or can

feign a clairaudient ear for mythical
harmonic overtones? Of course, a wo-
man who loves a man will love the things
he loves and it is right for him to want
her to love them but there ought to be
a basic individuality about a man that
would attract a woman to the thing he
is and not to what he does or likes."

"I thought you said you liked a man
who could do things," I opposed with
controversial aggressiveness, being al-

most overcome with the profundity
of Alesia's philosophy.
"Oh! I do," she said and hastened on

with eager illustrative argument.
" Now

you see a man like Mr. Roosevelt does

things; he can make things happen, bring
things to pass; but it is what he is that
starts the dynamo of what he does.

Now if he were not really truly demo-
cratic, so democratic that he was willing
to become a policeman to dignify the

office, willing to establish comradeship
with the roughest of his Rough Riders—if he were not really at heart of the

people, could he labor so valiantly for

them, and stand by them in his conser-

vation policies? Why, people are so
taken up with the thought of the few
actual accomplished facts that they do
not conceive the breadth of thought,
purpose and character that it has taken
to formulate the Rooseveltian policies!"
"O! Alesia, a petticoated Portia in

politics! I never dreamed you were in-

terested in such things," I exclaimed.

"Perhaps you have never taken the
trouble to find out what I am interested

in," she rather ambiguously retorted.

"When it comes to men doing things,

just look at what opportunities this

Commission form of government will

afford. Why, never since the days of

Rome or Greece has one man had the

opportunity to do great things for his

fellow-man and win fame and fortune

as this wdll bring to pass. A man at

the head of public charities and sanita-

tion could become a successful Rienzi,
a Graccus. A commissioner of education
could be a second Pericles in the extent
of cultural advantages he could bring

about, or a woman at the head of any
of these departments could put the

victories of Semiramis or Zenobia to

shame—"

"Alesia," I gasped "you are not think-

ing of becoming a suffragette?"

"Suffragette indeed! If men would

rightfully use their power, if they were
not such consummate centers of conceit,
if they would concede a little foresight,

insight, intuition, to us, would hearken
to our counsels, we might still be Cor-

nelias and inspire our sons to do the
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deeds of the world. But what one of

you ever in our presence mention things
of political, civic or municipal interest

without adopting a condescending, kin-

dergarten air? Or else a bantering,

jesting attitude about the very things

you consider of the gravest importance—oh! I just hate banter." When
Alesia pouted her lips she was irresistible,

but before I could make reply she had
shot forth a running fire of questions
at me: "Did I intend voting for muni-

cipal water?" "What did I think of

the recall?" "Was Albach a good man
for mayor?" and before I was aware of

what I was doing I was expounding my
most esoteric political beliefs and
theories.

I did not go back to the city, as I

had intended, at the end of the month.
Alesia had become so dependent on me
for her walks, drives and outings that

it would really have been quite heartless

to have gone away and left her. Since

she had shown such preference for my
society, too, her little courts had fallen

away one by one. St. John w^as the

first to desert and had found immediate
consolation in a bespectacled spinster
who raved in ecstatic raptures over his

pictures; Frazier had gone to another
resort where tennis was more popular;
and Professor Parker gave daily recitals

in the music room to an initiate circle

who were as adept as Alesia in feigning
musical trances.

At the end of the second month there

was only one thing for me to think;
Alesia loved me! I had seen it in a

thousand little unconscious actions and

speeches
—maybe she herself was not

conscious of it yet
—this first, real, deep

love of her heart for a man she could

respect, admire and feel proud of—for

all of her coquettish wiles had seemed
to slip from her and her chief charm was
her artless innocence. It was a grave
responsibility I had to face. Years ago,
I had given up all thought of marriage,
but taking into consideration Alesia's

rare intelligence, her unusual beauty,
and the fact that she quite adored me—
what confirmed bachelor could hold out

against that? To be sure one would
have to give up a great deal of freedom
and convenience, along with the single

blessedness, but after weighing the matter

carefulh^ I decided to marry Alesia, and
as urgent business was now calling me
back to the city I needs must tell her at

once. Now Alesia is a very disconcert-

ing person at times and when I began
telling her how little by little I had come
to see that she cared for me, she turned
on me such a look of such wide-eyed
astonishment that I grew somewhat con-

fused and [stumbled right into the thing
I was going to lead up to very adroitly.
I asked her bluntly, baldly, to marry
me. We were walking in the woods and
I had no sooner made my question clear

to her than I was filled with great alarm,
for I remembered her aunt telling me
how hysterically she acted just before

she was ill, the time she fell in the water;
how she sat on the floor and laughed so

uncontrollably; and that is just what she
did then—sat right down on the ground
and fairly shrieked with laughter till

I wrung my hands in dismay, feeling con-

fident that having startled her by my
abruptness, I had made her nervous
so that she was now going to be ill.

"Oh, what shall I do, what shall I

dol" I cried, and then she suddenly
stopped laughing and looked at me in

a manner that one might eye a patient
in a padded cell— 'Come now be a good
girl; let's go home," I said coaxingly.
"I am afraid you are going to be ill,"

but she only answered with resumed,
prolonged, continued laughter.

Remembering that nervous persons
were often best left alone awhile, I walk-

ed away to let Alesia recover herself

and sat disconsolate, silent, gazing into

the brook. When I returned Alesia

was nowhere in sight and I hastened
back to the hotel in alarm. I was rush-

ing up to her aunt to inquire anxiously,

breathlessly, if Alesia had returned when
Miss Lucy smiling and in evident high

spirits forestalled my utterances with,

"O, Mr. Reynolds, Alesia left this note
for you. Lord Farleigh has come, and
she has gone with him driving."

"My Dear Mr. Reynolds," the

note began, "it is indeed true that
' feminine artfulness is not a twentieth

century evolution, that is probably
antedated the Sirens and that it has

not always been put to Circean uses.'

No, Circe gave men the skins of

animals but modern magic is more
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concerned with making man shed

his pachydermous cuticle of conceit

and selfishness; in such cause I myself
have sometimes labored. I have
had an awfully nice time this sum-
mer and have learned lots of things
and hope the time has been equally

'pleasant and profitable' for you.
I am going to marry Lord Farleigh

.
in October and when I go to England
I think I shall go in for politics

—
it's so easy and so fascinating!

Goodby,
Alesia

P. S. When you tell your secrets

ne^ft time do not confide them to

the "Babbling Brook!"
A.

The Rockies.

By George Lawrence Andrews.

Here rise snow-clad peaks sublime and high,
God's monuments of grandeur in this land

Of varied wonders. Still, serene they stand,
Ice clothed and muffled round with bluest sky.
This grandeur, too much for the human eye,

Proclaims that God's all-skilled and mighty hand
Here wrought with greatest strength a work most grand

In these domes that guard where our Edens lie.

They lure us with their beauty and their gold.

With golden fruited lands beyond their heights
That richly glow from mountain slopes to sea.

Like mighty warders they have stood from old,

And still unchanged through the days and nights
Their snow-capped summits gleam eternally.
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Some Affinities.

By Jessie Davies Willdy.

"Speakin' of being jerked clean back
from the edge of Eternity," says Windy
Thompson, head cow-puncher of the Bar
W outfit,

" did I ever tell you about losin'

the leadin' man in the little hangin'
bee I officiated at?"

"It has been my luck to take some
activities in several animated swing-
3'"er-left-hand ladies and poker sets, but
for choice, lively Spanish fandangles,
allow me to suggestion a round dance with
a hystericking feminine Mexican girl

as one in which you don't doze by the

fire and dream none."

Windy has traveled extensive and
entertains us frequent, with his narra-

tive tales; "Yes," he continues, remin-

iscent, after he hangs his saddle blankets

to dry and joins the gang of us holdin'

down the corral fence, waitin' for supper-
call; "yes, she was a lively little cyclone
that musses up our dispositions and spoils
our plans to quite an extent, once on a

some-time.
"It was down in the Pecos country,

some time back, when I was personally
conductin' a search'in' bee after a horse-

thief, through the mesquite thickets;
we has traversed the brush for a good
lengthy spell, when we staggers up
against the gent we decides off-hand is

the puppy-traitor of the crime of kid-

napin' Monty's best mount; said puppy-
traitor is just wandering along the road,
meek and inoffensive as you please, but

being that we are tired out and want to

end the chase, we decided prompt that
he is which we want, and is merely waiting
to be hung.
"Maybe we was too swift on the sus-

picion, but the boys is nervous and ob-

streperous, having been out on the hunt
too long, and so I couldn't do nothin'

with them; they argues this way
'

Windy
you got us out here in the lonesome, by
promisin' us a hangin.' We've got
to have it. Somebody has got to be
IT and this here, indicatin' the suspect

which same was a greaser-Mexican,
looks about right to be jerked out of

his misery. Here we has toiled laborious

and faithful. Windy, and j'ou can pro-
duce a worthier substitute, or its this

little greaserette for the virtuoso act.'

"Of course, the captiff is scared plumb
blotchy, and he lets off a string of lingo
that would choke an ordinary person;
the bo3's mills around him muttering
threats if he don't confess, and he keeps
jabberin' back at them, and lookin'

off down the road, like he's watchin'
for help.

"
Boys,' I implores, 'if this here is the

thief, why is he galloping along on foot?'

There being no body wantin' to answer

that, they don't let on they notices

the absence of the stolen horse.
" ' Walk up, Don Juan, Hesoos, Manuel,

whoop-la, compadre, walk up and draw

your allowance of rope,' roars the boys,
whirlin' their ropes vigorous around the

greaser's head.

"The horseless thief fades out a dull

leather-color, and gets down on his

knee-caps, and implores away with his

manana gab and moans around real

pitiful; he looks so kind of innocent that

I feels a big sorry for him, and I argues

strong with the boys, but they insists

on the climax before going back to camp.
"So, seein' that there's no use to

figure on the greaser's brilliant future

none, the boys adjusts a neat little loop
under the captiff's chin, and we makes
for a handy tree; trimmed up that way,
he looks all the part, all right. We lopes
over to the alamo, and throws the rope
over a limb built for the purpose.
"There's a heap of tall mesquite scat-

tered around so thick, that you can't

see far in any direction; we gathers a-

round and tells the puppy-traitor if

he will squeal on his compadres, its the

free tariff for him.
"You see, I thinks scarin' him into a

confessional will make the boys feel
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sorter pleasant, and then if he con-

fesses, they'd be for turnin' him loose,
before the damage is did.

"'Boys,' I implores, 'boys, haven't you
none of the condensed milk of human
kindness about you? Think what it

means, if you send off into Eternity a

innocent soul, maybe; he's young and

tender; maybe he hasn't . had the dis-

advantages of education, as we have had,
and'—but they all sets up a howl. 'Naw
you don't get us to relinquish up the

leading man, in no such manner, you bet!'

They tells me I'll be blubberin' soon, and
to shut up. 'Get busy and preach his

sermont before he swings off?' roars Mon-
ty,' 'you invited us to this picnic, and we
don't give up the prisoner for no Sun-

day school slush?' The boys were heap
bravo because they had the double cinch

on the greaser and they was threatening
him in blood-curdlink sentences; one of

'em was for tearin' him from limb to

limb; another was telling vociferous,
that jerking him from the noose end of

a rope, is too much like a cradle-song
for a fiend like that greaser; then the}""

shoots wild in the air, to punctuate their

remarks, and bucks around the areney
like gladuators spoilin' for the fray.
"Give up that prisoner, with the stain

of a most horrible act on his character?
LORD-EE—NO; not for them unbridled

puncherets.
"I'm thinking its all entirely up with

the Mexican, in spite of my best birth-

day wishes, when there's a terrible scream
breaks loose through the ozone, and a
silence deeper than a evening shadder

lays down low on the whole bunch of

bravo bad-men and blood-thirsty aveng-
ers of the law.

"The wildest pitched screams is punc-
tuating the mesquite thicket, fast and

plentiful, and then there busts into view
a slim little black-eyed signoretty, comin'
like a smashin' wild steer right onto our
midst of gallant manhood, fiashin' a

gun, and screamin' at every jump of

her horse.

"Was the boys hit hard? Was they
dumb and deaf? Was they done playin'
bad man and lynchers? You'd have .

thought so if you'd seen them just quoil
down calm and quiet as dozin' butter-

flies; they wilts into their saddles, like

wet rags; wet, dirty sloppy rags.

Ruiet? Why you could of picked up
any number of pins, it was so plum de-
void of disturbances.

"Wow! but she shore had set the wel-
come to ringing, some; she has the black-
est sparklers for eyes you ever saw, ex-

cept real diamonds; she is slim and wil-

lowish, and her cheeks burns like cactus

blooms, and her lips is red as Injun ber-

ries. Oh, them eyes; they shoots real

sparks of genuine fire at the whole bunch
of us fellows setting there on our gallant
steeds as still as if we was marble statoots.

"She screams rapid-fire, whoop-em-
up, straight from the shoulder, 'A
Dios, me alma, Jose, Jose,' and a lot of

foreign, foamin' stuff, and she rode
smash through that gang of dare-devil

bad men, and they slinks out of her way,
removing their sombreros, respectful;

by the prisoner, and she orders the boys
'You cutta dat cabresto, QUEEK'—
pinting her gun at Monty, and he jumps
agile, and says 'Yes ma'am, thankee,'
real docile, seeing as it was his horse

we is hunting the thief of: then he stam-
mers.

' Was this YOUR greaser, ma'am?
We found him aways back down the

road, and we are saving him from

being eat up by bob-cats, you see.'

"She hands Monty a look that is a

combined-in-equal portions of rattle-

snakes, wild-cats, and shrieking cata-

mounts and she throws her arm around
that trembling greaser, and there isn't

a warp-legged broncho buster in the lot

that wouldn't have give his mounts
and all his future wages for life, just to

have been the prisoner at the bar!

"Pretty? Lordee, they don't have
'em prettier, white or any other color;

the boys don't make no use whatsomever
of their speech: they hasn't closed their

faces, nor said a word: they CAN'T.
"She's a plumb vision! a fire-sparklin'

angel, or something; and she handles

her gun real familiar, too, like she would-
n't faint at the prospect of using it,

neither; then Monty, the real live man-

killer, that was, the fire swallowin'

avenger of his wrongs, says to her, gentle
and saddle-broke, turning the color of

a red flannel shirt, says he, stammering
awful, 'Ma'am, we begs your pardon,
and admits we is in the wrong; we al-

ways is liable to mistakes, and we shore

have did it in this case, hard: we thinks
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yer friend looks like a hoss-thief, you see;
but it don't now, no ma'am, and we is

willin' to do the right thing by yuh both,
and we apoligizes our darndest, and

hopes you'll forget it; now what do we
owe you, ma'am, for the little incon-

venience; we are all law abidin,' and

friendly, as you see.'

"Well, she blazes out at him that we
will pay plenty, for the disgrace to her
little Jose, all right, all right, and she

lets go of a lot of stuff to the greaser,
that we can't decipher none; then we
goes into our pockets, and we ante-up
all around several times, as she's holdin'

the gun in a menacin' position, you bet.

Then she helps the little saddle-tinted

puppy-traitor up on the horse, behind

her, and before we knows it she hits

the animal a cut, and hits the sage, due
West.
"The boys, including me, looks after

the fleeing couple, as long as thej' can
see the outUne of that little figger, riding
like hell, her black hair tossing back in

the lonesome breeze: for it was some
lonesome, believe me, after that black-

eyed little fire-snapper leaves a vacancy
in our sentimental midst.

"Did they get away, you say? DID
they? Well, I just about reckon so; they
did.

"She was ridin' Monty's stole horse,

you see, the fastest goin' animal on the

Pecos; any way, we didn't foiler."

The First California Lancers.

Charles Elmer Jenney

^ ' In many serried ranks, close-pressed
'- ' - They stand, lances upright, at rest;
- ' - The sunlight shivering its beams

Upon them in a million gleams.
Then o'er the plains, ten thousand strong,

In their livery green they troop along,
As the order to march conies o'er the lea,

From their captain. Wind, to the Filaree.
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Policeman Four-Eagle.
By Maurice M. Frink

We sat around the fire in the grow-
ing dusk of the little Agency store one
cool September evening

—Major Reed,
the old time Indian fighter, the "Little

Father" as his wards affectionately
called the Agent, old Hawk-Shield, the

decayed warrior, and myself. There
had been silence for some time, with
our pipes glowing steadily, when Major
Reed inquired, "Did I ever tell you the

story of Policeman Four-Eagle? No?"
and throwing another log on the fire he
knocked the ashes from his pipe and
settled back in his chair while the rest

of us prepared to listen.

"Well, when I was post commander
at the old Deer River Agency, spring
of '88, Four-Eagle was one of the men
on the reservation police force. He
was a fine young buck, bright and in-

telligent, a son of old Strikes-the-Ree,
who had been a man of considerable
influence among his people, the Fire

Lodges. But he ran amuck when Four-

Eagle was quite young, and in a scrap
with some cavalry was shot with several

of his followers. His wife escaped to

the Agency with her son, where she lived

with some friendlies, until she died
several years later. Then Four-Eagle
was brought up by them, and so he grew
up a friend of the whites, while all his

blood relatives lived off in a southern
corner of the reserve, on Stone Creek,
and refused to 'travel the White Man's
road;' or advance any more than they
could possibly help. When he became
old enough he joined the police force,
and it was then that I first met him.
He lived in a little house at the Agency,
and was one of the most faithful men
on the force—he saved the Agent's
whole family in the outbreak of '87,

you know—and he had said that he was
going east to school in a short time.
"So Brady, who was Agent at that

time and a great friend of his, was natur-

ally very much surprised when one day
Four-Eagle came to his office and said

he wanted to give up his position as

policeman. He gave no reason—simply
said he wanted his promise back. Brady

tried to argue with him, but he had
made up his mind, and nothing could

change it, so he gave back his blue coat
with the brass buttons, and the badge
that had been the pride of his heart,
and went away a free man. The next

day he rode south on his pony and
another policeman moved into his house.

"The next time any of us saw Four-

Eagle was some weeks later when the

Agent and I were down on Stone Creek,

The people there gave us more trouble

than any others on the reserve—and
here we saw Four-Eagle, lying in front

of a lodge, in blanket and beads, with
his hair grown long, talking with a num-
ber of other men, whom we recognized
as notorious irreconcilables. Back to

one side sat a pretty young squaw,
working on some moccasins. None of

them so much as glanced at us as we
rode past, but soon I looked back and
saw Four-Eagle gazing after us, silent

and pensive. We were at a loss to

account for his backsliding, but at the

Agency we learned that he had married

Calls-the-Dawn, a girl who lived among
the renegades at Stone Creek, and who
accepted him only on condition that he
leave the Agency and the police force,

abandon his idea of going to the white-

man's school and live with her people
at Stone Creek. I guess he loved her

pretty well, and so that was why he had

gone back on us at the Agency.
"Well, things went on that way all

summer. Four-Eagle never came to

the Agency—not even for his rations,
and we never heard of him any more.
There had been some whisperings in

trouble brewing on Stone Creek, but
a visit there early in September found

everything apparently peaceful.
<

|^b'

"One day I was in my office at the

post, a quarter of a mile from the Agency,
when a soldier Tushed in and said that

an Indian was signalling from Round

Hill, just across the river. I hurried

out, and there, on top of a hill half a

mile away, stood an Indian, his white

bead vest showing up plain against the
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dark blanket. I ran on top of my build-

ing and waved back an answer. Then
the Indian went rapidly through an
elaborate series of motions with the

blanket, which would have made you
think he had gone crazy, but to me he

plain as day, 'Medicine Owl, with war-
riors like the grass, ponies and guns,
is leaving the reserve for the Bear Shoul-
der Hills. I will try to hold them at

Porcupine Pass, hurry up!'
"I didn't stop to answer back, and he

wouldn't have seen if I had, for he leaped
his pony and disappeared over the hill,

just as I leaped to the ground where the

trumpeter was waiting for me, and in

a moment the clear notes of his bugle
rang out, and pandemonium broke loose

in the little fort. But in a little time
the big gates swung open and I cantered
out at the head of a long line of the best

soldiers and the best fighters on the

plains. We splashed across Deer River,
trotted up the bank, and then, as the

bugle sounded the 'gallop' we started

on our ride of thirty miles to Porcupine
Pass, through which Medicine Owl must

go, on his wav to the Bear Shoulder
Hills.

"Now Medicine Owl was one of those
Stone Creek renegades, and we had fear-

ed trouble from him for a long time, but
had never dreamed that he had so many
followers, or that he could plan to

leave the reservation without discovery.

Then, too, there was Four-Eagle; we
certainly had not thought that he w^ould

backslide to the extent of becoming a

hostile, but here he was, leaving the

reserve with Medicine Owl, and in all

probability ready to fire on the flag
to defend which he had once fired on
his own people,

• and ready to kill us
who had once been his friends.

As we loped steadilj* across the plains,

Brady, the Agent, come up alongside
of me and asked if I knew the Indian
who had warned us, saying that he could
not find out who he was, but hoped he
could hold the hostiles until we could
reach them. He would be able to make
better speed alone than a troop of caval-

ry, and on him depended whether they
got through or not, for the Pass was a

place in the perpendicular walls of

rock where the trail went through a
narrow chasm, the only one for forty

miles either way, not so narrow but
that we had fears of one man being able

to hold it against many. If the In-

dians should get through
—we shuddered

for the unsuspecting settlers in the Bear
Shoulder Hills, saw in our minds muti-
lated bodies, burning homes, and exult-

ing red warriors—then dug in our spurs,

gritted our teeth and rode a little faster.

The sun was nearly set when we entered

the foothills four miles from Porcupine
Pass. Here we halted for the first

time, but only for a few moments, when,
after breathing our horses and tighten-

ing the saddles we were off again on the

last lap of our race. Soon we came \^dth-

in sight of the Pass, and I could barely

distinguish a cloud of dust that hung
over it—the Indians had arrived, but
what of the solitary friendly? Had he

arrived, too, and could he hold them?
"It was lucky for us that our horses

were strong and fresh, for with the goal
in sight the men urged them into top

speed, and we clattered and clanked

over the rocky trail at what must have
been record time. Three miles, two,
one mile, and now the cloud had changed
from dust to smoke, and above the clatter

of our galloping we heard the faint echo

of shooting, knew that our unknowTi
friend was there—and praVed that he

would stay there. The trail that we
were on ran parallel with, the mountain

wall, at right angles to that which the

Indians had taken, and I halted my men
just beyond a ridge of rock about a

quarter of a mile from the Pass, while

the Agent and I reconnoitered. There,
as we peered over the edge of the wall,

the whole scene was spread out before

us and we knew the story in one glance.

"Up behind a large rock directly in

the center of the Pass crouched a figure

in white bead vest, with a smoking
rifle peeping over the top of his little

fortress. From where we were we could

not make out the face, but it was not

painted and the eyes snapped fire at

the other Indians who sat their horses

a half mile away, evidently just driven

back from the rock, for the space be-

tween was badly cut and torn up
by hoofs, and the bodies of four horses

and three men, stripped and painted
for war lay on the ground, showing
how true had been the aim of the de-
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fender. One of the fallen braves I

recognized as the rebellious chief, Medi-
cine Owl, but the Indians were only
hindered and not stopped, for now we
could see that they were spreading out

and advancing slowly in skirmish line,

walking crouched low beside their horses

ready to leap upon them and charge as

soon as they were near enough. One
of them started singing a war song and
the others took it up, till they were chant-

ing it from one end of the line to the

other, while the defender in the Pass,

just to show that he was still there,

began singing a Strong Heart song.
"We knew that no one had yet seen us

and so we waited for the charge to sur-

prise them. Suddenly with a scattering

volley, a rush and a whoop the Indians

were on their horses, galloping pell-

mell for the Pass, shooting as they
rode, with feathers whipping and stream-
ers waving. The figure behind the rock

stopped singing, crouched lower, and
I saw his gun flash once, twice, three

times, while the rock about him was

splintered with bullets, then I gave the

signal to my waiting warriors.

"Over the brow of the hill they leaped,
a long line of blue-coated, brown-faced,
firm-chinned soldiers, and then down
with a clattering cheer we galloped,

straight toward and facing the line of

charging Indians. In an instant the
two ranks—one of white warriors, the
other of red—were racing full tilt for

each other across a level stretch of smooth

ground. One line had to give way——and the white line didn't. The In-

dians just naturally seemed to break
like a wave on a rock, dropped their

guns, and in a moment were running
their horses in the opposite direction for

all they were worth. We only chased
them a little ways, and after a few part-

ing shots we stopped, but they didn't

until they reached Stone Creek, forty
miles away.
"We all hurried back to the Pass,

where the unknown defender of the rock

lay, and dismounting, Brady and I ran
to him, lying face down behind the for-

tification, across his now silent gun.
As soon as I saw him so near, I recognized
our old time policeman and almost for-

gotten friend, Four-Eagle, who had

joined the renegades, and was supposed

to be one of the hostiles just repulsed.
As we reached him he opened his eyes
and murmured, 'Little Father—Short

Spur'
—his names for Brady and me.

We each grasped a hand and knelt be-

side him, but even then knew it was too

late, for the front of his white bead vest

was stained red by the blood from a

jagged wound in his breast.
" We made him as comfortable as we

could, gave him a drink, and then he

said, slowly and with much effort, 'Litt'

Father, you t'ink me—Four-Eagle
—

bad Injun. T'ink me not frien'—me
frien' all time. Go Stone Creek 'cause

Calls-the-Dawn—my squaw, me, what-

you-say, love. She not good woman to

me—two, free sleep go to lodge of Med-
'cine Owl. One sleep ago

—men go for

Bear Shoulder Hills. Four-Eagle say,

'No,' they go all same. Then me, I

come here an' hoi' em back. Litt'

Father, me, I like it much to be police-
man again.'
"The Agent coughed hard, and reach-

ing in his pocket, showed something
from it to Four-Eagle. 'I've been keep-

ing it for you all the time,' he said,

now, I'll give it back,' and unfastening
the bead vest he pinned the glittering

police badge on the flannel shirt beneath.
" '

Now, you are a policeman of the

Great White Father, and he says
' Thank

to Four-Eagle.' More, he makes you
First Lieutenant—like High Bear.

Savvy?"
"Four-Eagle was breathing hard now,

but his eyes shone bright even through
the mist over them, as he tried to speak.
But his strength was gone, he fell back

gasping, and in a few moments, while

the troopers stood around in silent,

bareheaded groups, his brave spirit had

passed out."

There was silence in the little room for

a short time while Hawk Shield, even
let his pipe grow cold, and then the

Major went on. "We buried Four-

Eagle, there in the Porcupine Pass,
where he had died to save the settlers

in the Bear Shoulder Hills, and to-day
there flutters over his grave a little flag,

while on the white board at the head of

the grass covered mound is painted,
'

First Lieutenant Four-Eagle, Deer River

Agency Policeman. Killed while on

duty, September 10, 1888."
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Mucho Diabolo.

By Vance Josef Hoyt.

" Mucho diabolo, Don Jose. Aha! Si,
mucho diabolo!"

I laughed.
"Did you hear that, Bill? 'Mucho

diabolo,' the guide says. Ha, ha, ha!

Much devil, eh?"
And I let out a laugh that rang through

the lone jungles around us and re-

echoing from mountain to mountain
that surrounded the little basin we had

camped in for the night.
"I'm not a coward," began Bill, my

partner, "but I be doggoned if I'm going
to take any chances of sleeping in an
old witch-looking cabin even a native
won't go near. There may be a devil

in there for all I care, but I be d
if I'm going to sleep in there to find out.

I don't mind exploring and prospecting
this outlandish country they call Central
America but let me sleep where the native
does. They were here first and ought
to know this country pretty well, and
when they say sleep on the ground old

Bill is going to follow suit."

I again questioned the guide as to

what he thought was within the old

cabin that stood on the side of a little

knoll next to the range south of us
some few hundred feet off, but little

satisfaction could I get out of his; ex-

cept, "Mucho diabolo."

He only knew the witch-looking thing,
as Bill called it, had not been inhabited
for close on to a century and during
that time natives had been known to

sleep upon its floor, but before the
sun arose they had been roughly handled

by some powerful thing, and in most
cases, terribly mutilated. Not one of

the natives had been brave enough to

try and discover what this most-dreaded

thing was, but always passed the cabin
some distance away.
The only answer he could give for

such phenomena was his old reliable,
"Mucho diabolo." When these natives
cannot explain a thing they shoulder

it off on to the old geezer and go on

whistling.
"Well Bill," I said, after thinking it

over some seconds, "if you are not go-
ing to go with me I guess it's up to me
to tucker-it-out alone. Might as well

die by the hands of the devil as from

yellow fever sleeping on the ground.
So here goes."

I got up from the camp-fire and be-

gan to examine my old forty-five, to

satisfy myself that each chamber of

the cylinder was occupied.
After telling me what a hollow-headed

fool I was, Bill turned over and was
soon making a hideous noise.

The guide fell on his knees before me
and began to mutter some sort of a

prayer, and trjdng to explain something
about the fellow he dreaded so. I be-

gan to buckle my cartridge belt around
me when he slowly arose and begged me
to tie a little red sack he handed me a-

round my neck, which he said would

keep the devil away. Not taking the
trouble to examine what it contained
I did as he said, to please the poor fellow,
then took up my blanket and made for

the cabin.

After having some trouble in opening
the old door I found myself in a low,

musty room; which looked as if it had
not been occupied since the days of

Noah. I took a candle from my belt,

lit it, and began to investigate a little.

The floor was nothing more or less

than logs split and laid across several

sleepers which had once been spiked,
but years had ate those spikes away,
the few there had been, and now holes

were large and plentiful. The whole
of the cabin was, in fact, built of split

logs stood up endways. In the north

wall there was a hole that was meant
for a window and an old bunk just
under it, which of course, I marked for

my resting place.
I was soon satisfied that there was no
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devil concealed within those walls so

I blew out the candle and began to pre-

pare for a good sleep. While doing so,

I happened to look out the window
and much to my amusement, the guide
was building a huge camp-fire, which
is the custom of these natives to keep
wild animals from bothering them, and
above all, to keep the devil away.
My old Colts was good enough for me,

so I stretched my wearv limbs out on
that old bunk, wrapped my blanket

around me and was soon lost to the

world.

I do not know how long I had slept,

but it must have been after midnight,
when I was suddenly awakened by the

sound of something that seemed to be

walking on the loose planks of the floor.

I slowly and carefully reached down
my side; the grip of my hand held tight
the handle of my old reliable, and my
finger encircled the trigger ready for

action. I was not to be taken by sur-

prise. Breathlessly I waited for, what-
ever it was, to throw the first card.

The noise continued at the further

side of the room, but seemed to be more

along the side of the wall toward the

roof. I could not understand what it

could be. No animal I had ever seen

made such a noise. It walked like that
of a man, for only the tread of two feet

could I hear on the floor, which con-

vinced me it was not an animal. If

it was the devil I was going to know it.

Slowly and carefully I drew myself
up so I rested steady upon the elbow
of my left arm and peered into the dark-
ness toward the opposite side of the
room. My eyes soon grew accustomed
to the strain I forced upon them and
in the further corner something stood

erect, that seemed to be examining the
side of the wall. And to my increased

amazement I saw the dim form of some-

thing crouching along the center of the
room.

Long experience had taught me that
the man who leveled his gun first was
in nine fracases out of ten the man who
lived, so I began to elevate my old friend

to spill lead; when suddenly I heard the

heavy breathing of something, almost

directly above me. I quickly looked

up and two red eyes, as red as fire,

stared down at me.

I am not afraid of one devil; but when
it comes to an army of devils, I must

confess, cold chills began to bother me
a little.

But the horrible thing of it all was,
suddenly my blanket began to slowly
slide from my grasp. Something was

climbing up over the foot of my bunk.
I turned my head quickly and two more
red eyes stared down upon me—direct-

ly over me!
The time had come for me to deliver

my message. I set the trigger vibrating
and my old forty-five began to warble.

It would be impossible for me to tell

what happened, for I do not really know
myself. My friend had no more than

sputtered lead when my ears registered
the most hideous shrieks and screams
I believe a human being ever heard.

I felt my heart creep up into my throat,
descend to the toes of my feet, then
elevate back to its usual loafing place.
And there never was such a rush, scramble
and confusion, since a certain old man
called Moses made his disturbance in

the bulrushes.

One of the devils, whatever they were,
went directly over my head and out
the window like a bat; while I could

hear the cracking of bushes outside as

they swept up the side of the mountain,
and I know something was leaving a

trail of blood behind.

I got up from my bunk and looked
out the window to see if I could discover

what I had hit, when I saw Bill, gun in

hand, running toward me hallooing what
the trouble was; and the guide, after

stirring his fire up, had lit a pitch-pine-
knot and was following in the rear.

I let them in, and by the light of the

guide's pitch-pine-knot we saw some-

thing lying at the foot of my bunk, I

started to stoop down to see what the

dreadful-looking thing was, when sud-

denly the guide caught my arm and jump-
ed back in fright.

"No, no! Jose! Come quickly!
Come away! Halingo! Halingo!"

I pushed the thing over with my foot

and concealed the native's fright by
convincing him it was quite dead.

I had never seen such an animal be-

fore. It resembled a man more than

anything else, and as Bill put it: 'Per-

haps it's one of bur grandfather's cousins."
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It stood about five feet and belonged
to the ape family; although, it possessed
a more intelligently shaped head and

looking face than an ape. They are of

a brownish color; except their face,
which is perfectly white. They walk
erect on their hind feet exclusively, and
the males possess a long, white beard,
which makes them a very peculiar look-

ing man-animal to be sure. The female

carries her young in her arms the same
as a woman. The interior of Central

America is the only country they have
been known to inhabit and are very
rare even here, and are seldom seen in

daytime. They are very furious when
cornered and have enough muscle to

outmatch a dozen men any hour in the

day. The natives call them the Halingo
and their fear of these animals have
classed them with that of the devil.

After replacing several of the planks
of the floor, the Halingoes had turned
over while making their exit through the

holes, I wrapped my blanket around me
and once more stretched myself out on
the old bunk; quite contented in mind
this time, that I would not be bothered

again that night with the Halingo-devils.
Bill went back to the camp-fire,

followed by the guide muttering to

himself:

"Americano mucho bravo! Aha!
Don Jose, mucho bravo!"

Look for uJic
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Conducted by J. R. Newberry

The Private Brand Evil
Hy J . R. Newberry.

One of the greatest impositions in the

grocery line is that of private individuals

putting out their individual brands;
or as it is called in mercantile life "private
bi-ands." This is done principally by
the jobbing trade. There is but one
excuse for it, and that is that the owner
of the brand makes more money out of

it than he does out of the regular line

of goods. You must understand that
when men do this, there is involved no

responsibility whatever, only as the

grocer might call the attention of Mrs.

So-and-So that he claims that these

goods were made for him.
The only satisfaction that any, consu-

mer can get out of this proposition is

that the grocer can say: "Well these

goods were put up for me by So-and-So;
if they are not good I'll not buy any
more of them, when I sell what I have."
Therefore the private brand man goes
from one manufacturer to another, be-

ing stung nine tinies out of ten. The
sufferer in this matter is not the retailer

or the jobber; it is the consumer, because
he must use up the goods in some way
or other.

It is entirely different with the pro-

prietory goods of the manufacturer him-
self. If the goods are not satisfactory
and are not what they are represented
to ])e, then the retailer can return them
to the jobber, and the jobber in turn
can return them to the manufacturer.
Therefore no manufacturer is going to

put his name upon a piece of goods that

is not just exactly as he represents it.

We can say to the consuming public
of Los Angeles that they ought not to

buy any goods under any so-called private

brand; it makes no difference whose

goods they are. In the investigation
at Sacramento on the net weight container

bill, which requires the name of the

manufacturer to go upon the label, it

was disclosed by some large manufac-
turers that they had no control over their

business whatever, claiming that 85

per cent of the goods they make go to'

the consumer under different men's
names and not their own. At this meet-

ing at Sacramento, so it has been reported
to us, the big interests—that is, the

jobbing interests of this state—were
there en masse, spending money and

having high priced lawyers present great

long briefs as to how unconstitutional

anything of that kind would be. In

fact they said that the consumer had no

right to know who did make the goods;
it was enough to know that the consumer
could get them; that the middleman
would give all the necessary guarantees
that any reasonable consumer could

expect.
What for?

As though the middleman made any-

thing good!
About three years ago the great Calif-

ornia Fruit Canners' Association was
not known in Southern California at

all. Then the association commenced

putting upon this market the great and
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justly celebrated Del Monte Brand of

fruits.

What was the result?

Previous to that time every con-

sumer in Southern California was pay-
ing from 30 to 35 cents for the same
sized tin as the Del Monte, and in

many cases not as good goods. The
Canners' Association, owners and pro-

prietors of the Del Monte Brand, put
these goods to the consumer for 20 cents

a can. They put in the cans the highest

grade of fruit that was possible to buy.
They did not disguise it with sugar,
but gave it a nice 30 degree syinip.
This retains the flavor of the fruit, and
did not make a preserve of it. They
sold these goods to the consumer; they
made a price to the consuming trade of

20 cents per tin.

Imagine how the organized jobbers
fought this brand! At first they would
have nothing to do with it. Some of

the large retailers refused to have any-
thing to do \\ith it, but today it is the

universal brand in Southern California

and is the best line of goods that has

ever been put on the market, and it

costs the consumer from 25 to 50 per
cent less than the same class of goods
offered under private brands.

This is what a manufacturer can and
will do for you if you demand a manu-
facturer's label at every opportunity.
Do not accept any private brand un-

less you get it cheaper than the manu-
facturer's brand, and then look well

to the quality. How many private
brand men know anj^thing about the

contents! You might as well fit up at

once an X Ray proposition so that you
can look into these cans, and through
them, in order to know anything about
them.
But the manufacturer's responsibility

reaches to the benefit of the consumer
until the goods are used up, because he
knows that if they are not what he repre-
sents them, he will have to make them

good. A private brand proposition there-

fore resolves itself down simply to a

scheme to get an extra profit for the

retailer, for the wholesaler and the

broker.

How to Cut up a Lamb.

\
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How to Cut up a Lamb,
By John Hurleif.

Every meat cutter does not follow the

same plan of cutting up a carcass of

lamb, but experience has demonstrated
that one of the best methods is shown
in the accompanying cut. By study-
ing the different cuts and the lines shown
on the diagram you can tell from what

part of the carcass your order should
be cut, and whether the piece is right.
You can thus assure yourself whether

you are getting a square deal from your
butcher.

It costs the average butcher from 20
to 25 per cent to do business. That

is, it does if the butcher cuts the carcass

fairly and honestly and gives you the

quality of meat that you should have,
and also provided that he does not

overcharge or give you one class of meat
and charge you for another class.

Be sure and work out this problem
to the end and remember that I have
allowed only 2 1-2 pounds of waste for

each half carcass, but of nearly 25 pounds
of half carcass, this method allows only
for this small margin of waste.

You will notice that in a half carcass

there is only 2 pounds of large loin chops
and 2 1-4 pounds of small loin chops.
There is a total of 3 pounds of French

chops and but 5 1-2 pounds of leg.

The balance of the half carcass consists

of flank, breast, foreshank, shoulder

chops and neck—all cheap meat.

The butcher does not get his original
meat cost out of this cheap meat. On
the higher priced cuts he must not only
make up the loss of selling cheap meat,
but he also must make expenses and
what profit he expects to make. So
when loin chops and French chops and

leg seem to be high priced, remember
that the butcher must get out even
somewhere.

Figuring the receipts of the butcher
at present selling prices we have from
each half carcass weighing 24 1-4 pounds:
Leg - 5i lbs. at 16c— .88

Large Loin Chops 2 lbs. at 20c— .40

Small Loin Chops 2\ lbs. at 25c— .57

French (Rib ) Chops.S lbs. at 25c— .75

Shoulder Chops 2if lbs. at 12ic— .32

Neck - ..l| lbs. at 7c— .11

Shoulder Chops l| lbs. at \2\c— .22

Foreshank.. \ lbs. at 5c— .04

Breast 1 lb. at 6c— .06

Flank H lbs. at 6c— .09

Scraps .2\ lbs. at — .00

24i lbs. yield—$3.44
Deduct cost of 24i lbs. half carcass

at Hi cents - 2.79

Margin $ .65

That is not a large margin on which
to do business and a butcher has to cut

up a good many lambs a day in order

to make a living.

Too Bad, Too Bad.
Here is the text of the Net Container Law which Governor Johnson unfortunately

pocket=vetoed and allowed to die.

AN ACT
TO REGULATE AND PROVIDE FOR THE
MARKING AND LABELING OF CONTAIN-
ERS, SO AS TO SHOW THE CORRECT
NUMERICAL COUNT, AND NET WEIGHT

AND NET MEASURE OF THE CONTENTS
THEREOF: FOR A RULE OF EVIDENCE
AND THE CONSTRUCTION OF CON-
TRACTS CONCERNING WEIGHTS AND
MEASURES, AND FOR PENALTIES
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FOR THE VIOLATION THEREOF.
Ihe people of the State of California, represent-

ed in senate and assembly, do enact
as follows :

SECTION (1 ). All containers of preserved
or canned fruits and vegetables and of crackers
biscuits or cakes or other articles of food in this

state not other\vise in this act provided for.

shall have plainly printed or marked thereupon
the minimum net measure or minimum net

weight of said fruits, vegetables, crackers, bis-

cuits, cakes, or other articles of food, provided
that this section shall not apply to articles sell-

ing at retail for less than five cents (and pro-
vided that nothing in this act contained shall

in any manner apply to or be construed to have
reference to green or fresh fruits or green or
fresh vegetables. )

SEC. (2 ). All oysters and fish packed or

put up in sealed containers shall have printed
or marked on the container the true net weight
or true net measure of oysters or fish in Said
container.

SEC. (3 ). All containers used for the sale of

milk or cream, shall be of a net capacity of a

standard gallon, or multiple thereof, one-half

gallon, three pints, one quart, one pint, one-half

pint or one gill, and shall have marked plainly

upon said container the true net capacity ;

provided however, that evaporated, condensed
or malt milk or cream may be sold by standard

weight when the container thereof expresses
the true net weight of the contents.

SEC. (4 ). Butter and cheese shall not be
sold otherwise than by or in tenns of standard

avoirdupois pounds and ounces, nor for a greater
weight than the true net weight thereof.

SEC. (5). All containers of flour, meals,
bran and middlings, shorts, milled feeds, rolled

barley and sugar shall be plainly and legibly
branded with the true net weight of the flour,

meals, bran and middlings, shorts, milled feeds,
rolled barley and sugar.
SEC. (6). Hops sold by the bale sliall have

marked on or attached to the bale, the true net

weight of the hops.
SEC. (7 ). Hay and straw sold by the bale

shall have marked on or attached to the bale,
the correct net weight of the liay or straw.

SEC. (8). All nuts, fann produce, dried

fruits, raisins, and all produce coming under
the pro\'isions of this act, when sold by weight
shall be sold only by and in tenns of standard

avoirdupois pounds and ounces and sliall not be
sold for a greater weight than the true net weight
thereof.

SEC. (9). In all goods (other than fresh

or green fruits ) sold by numerical count , ex-

cepting goods sold in packages at retail for less

than five cents, the container shall be labeled

with the count, which shall not be for a greater
number than the true and correct number.
SEC. (10 ). All wines, liquors, liquids, waters

and beverages of everj- kind and character not
otherwise herein provided for, shall, when sold

in jar, bottle, can. tin. flask, barrel, cask, hogs-

C^^!S?'<y

Globe Mills
Los ANGELES

Globe "A1" Flour
The Leading Brand

of California

Our unexcelled milling facilities—
The most advanced machinery—
The utmost care in selection of wheat—
The most rigid attention to cleanliness—
The employment of the most expert millers—

THE ART OF PERFECT
MILLING and BLENDING
All Combined in

Globe "Al" Flour
.
{
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Special Delivery^
INSIST on having ...

'Bellcrescent

*S^odas
ARE iVlADE FRESH DAILY IN LOS ANGELES

K.AHJS^'-'BECK. CO.

Iicad or other containers, in quantities more
tlian the half pint, have plainly marked upon the
container the true net contents thereof expressed
in terms of the standard li(]iiid measure, except-
ing mineral waters and non-alcoholic beverages
sold to dealers for distribution .

in bottles or

siphons of one-half gallon or of smaller capacity,
at the value of not more than two dollars per
dozen.
SEC. (11 ). All wire, cable, rope, string,

thread, dry goods, cloth, ribbons, and other

goods sold by the standards of measurement,
shall bear upon the original containers thereof

the true and correct length and width of such

goods; provided, however, that if such goods are

sold by weight, the containers thereof shall

express the true net weight of such goods or

articles.

SEC. (12 ). No person by himself or his agent
or employee, shall pack, sell, offer for sale, or

expose for sale, or exchange or barter or store,
or have in his possession for sale, or consign,

ship or present to any dealer, commission mer-

chant, consumer or other person, any container

containing any of the articles, goods, wares,
merchandise, or commodities, referred to in this

act, unless the provisions of this act have fully

complied witli; but this act does not apply nor
extend to containers prepared or packed for

shipment and actually shipped or to be shipped
to points outside the United States; provided,
further, that the name and location of the manu-
facturer, canner or packer of all foods, manu-
factured, packed, sold or shipped shall appear
or be printed on each and every package, can,

carton, bottle or other container; or if such pack-
age, can, carton, bottle or other container be

labeled, upon such label.

SEC. (13 ) Every violation of this act shall

be and is punishable as a misdemeanor.
SEC. (14 ). Besides the prosecution of the

criminal actions herein provided for, every per-
son defrauded by false or incorrect weighing
shall be entitled to recover from the person ow-

ing or conducting the business whereat such

person was defrauded, in any court of competent
jurisdiction, three times the amount of the

shortage in weight or measure of which he was
so defrauded.

SEC. (15). The selling and delivery of any
commodity or article of merchandise shall be
prima facie evidence of representations on the

part of the vendor that the quantity sold and
delivered was the quantity marked on the con-,

tainer and bought by the vendee; but reasonable
allowances shall be made for unavoidable
variations in weight, leakage, shrinkage, stretch-

ing, evaporation and waste, due to causes be-

yond the control of the vendor. \

SEC. (16 ). The term "person" u.sed in tills

act shall include any person, firm, association,
or corporation.
SEC. (17 ). The tenn "container" used in

this act shall include any carton, box, crate,

basket, binder, bag, barrel, or fraction of a
barrel, keg, drum, bundle, package, jug,, jar,

flask, demijohn, bottle, hamper, pail, can, ca.se,

parcel or other receptacle, and also the spool,
roll, form or wrapper upon which certain goods
herein referred to are wound or wrapped.
SEC. (18). Contracts made within this state

for work to be done or for anything to be ,sold

or delivered by weight or measure or nimierical
count must be construed according to the
standards of this state.

SEC. (19 ). That this act shall be in force
and take effect from and after its passage, pro-
vided however that no penalty of fine or im-

prisonment or confiscation or otherwise shall be
enforced for any violation of its provisions as
to products prepared prior to eighteen months
from and after its passage.
SEC. (20. ) All acts and parts of acts con-

trary to the provisions of this act or inconsistent
therewith are hereby repealed.

Peas Croquettes:
—Boil until thoroughly

done, two cupfuls of Scotch peas. Rub
in a colander add two well beaten eggs,
aJittle minced parsley, a small grated
onion salt to taste and dry breadcrumbs

enough to make quite stiff. Form into

croquettes, roll in beaten eggs and bread-

crumbs and bake in oven about ten

minutes, A cup of chopped . walnuts
will improve the croquettes.
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Eggs and Omelettes.

Eggs are very nutritious, a dozen

being equal to two pounds of beef steak.

If cooked properly they are the best

and most easily digested food for in-

valids and delicate people. Raw eggs
are very often given to those who can-

not eat other solid food. There are so

many ways of cooking ,eggs that an al-

most endless variety of dishes can be

prepared from them. Bread crumbs
and dry bread can be used in preparing
these delicate breakfast and lunch dishes;
half a dozen eggs, half a loaf of bread
or a cup of bread crumbs, a tomato or

two, and a little butter properly put
together, and you have a breakfast

for a family of four. No one who under-

stands how to properh' use eggs will

ever be at a loss to prepare a meal.

In beating eggs always beat one way;
in making custards, cakes, pies or pud-

Ben Hur
Baking

Powder

A Home Product

for

Discriminating Buyers

Ben Hur Baking Powder

is made of cream of tartar and hi-carhonate

of soda, with starch filler, according to the

best scientific blends. The blending xs 'per-

fectly done. EQUAL TO ANY
BAKING POWDER MADE ANY-
WHERE.

JOANNES-SPLANE COMPANY,
LOS ANGELES, GAL.

dings stir the mixture one way as much
as possible. By doing this the grain
of the egg is not broken and is much
lighter.

Omelette No. 1—Beat the whites and

yolks of 6 eggs separatelj'. To the yolks
add 3 teaspoons of corn starch or flour,
a little salt and 1 cup of milk. Stir in

the whites and pour in a hot buttered

pan. When it sets put it on the top
slide of the oven for a few minutes,
then fold and serve. A Jittle chopped
parsley or finely chopped ham makes a

variety, or a few cooked green peas, or

a few oysters seasoned and cooked in

their own liquor until the gills curl,

and spread over the omelette just be-

fore serving. Nice for an entree.

Omelette No. 2—Sure to be good and

light. 6 eggs, yolks and whites beaten

separately; 1-2 half tablespoon of butter;
1-2 tablespoon of flour; 1 cup of milk;
make a white sauce of the butter, flour

and milk, and when cold add first the

yolks well beaten and then the whites

beaten to a stiff froth; have the pan
very hot, brown quickly, fold and serve.

If possible put the pan in the oTen for

a moment as it cooks more quickly.
This makes a delicious entree with a

little canned or green corn left from the

night before, made hot and folded in-

side; or a little stewed tomato; or some

asparagus tips cooked in a cream sauce;
or as a dessert with lumps of sugar on
the edge of the dish, upon which brandy
or rum has been poured and lighted;

bring it burning to the table and with

the serv^ing spoon throw the burning
brandy over the omelette.

Meat Omelette—Five eggs, a teacupful
of finely chopped cold meat, a slice of

bread, 2 tablespoons of milk, a table-

spoon of butter, pepper and salt to taste.

Soak the bread in the milk, beat the

yolks of the eggs, melt the butter, stir

all together, then add the meat, pepper
and salt. Beat the whites of the eggs
to a stiff froth, and stir in slowly. Have

frying pan ready with butter in it keat-
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ed. Pour in the mixture and when
done on the underside place in the oven
for a few minutes; fold over a hot platter
and serve. Ham, veal, beef, chicken

and boiled tongue are nice in this ome-
lette.

Individual Omelette—Frep&re the same
as meat omelette, and bake in large

gem tins. Place the tins on the bottom
of the oven until partly done, then put
them on the grate. Bake slowly and
do not scorch.

Bread Omelette— I teacup of sweet

milk, 1 teacup of fine bread crumbs with-

out crust, salt and pepper; beat all

together, add 2 well beaten eggs; put
in a frying pan a small lump of butter,
let it melt and run all over the pan; pour
in the omelette and cook gently until

it sets, loosen the edges and fold one
half over the other, and turn on hot

plate. Serve at once.

Spanish Omelette—Put 2 large table-

spoons of butter with 2 large bell peppers
chopped fine, into a frying pan with
6 or 7 large tomatoes skinned an!

chopped. Cook till tender; add 2 or

3 large onions, cook all together until

tender; season with salt, and red or

black pepper to suit taste. Make an
omelette of 1 or 2 eggs to each person;
when partly done add the above filling

and make a turnover.

Sweetbread Omelette—Boi\ and skin

a pair of sweet breads, and cut in small

pieces; brown some butter; put in the

sweet breads, when brown pour over
it the eggs prepared as for any omelette;
add a little chopped green onion and

parsley.

LOG CABIN COOKIES

Warm three cups of Towle's Log
Cabin Syrup in an enameled saucepan
until it will melt one cup of butter. Add
the yolks of four eggs well beaten, then
one cup of milk, and finally enough
flour into which has been sifted two tea-

spoonfuls of baking powder to roll a

soft dough. Add the whites of the

eggs beaten stiff before putting in the

last half of the flour. Roll out, cup in

the desired form and bake in a moderate
oven.

Look for another next month.

Bird's Nests—3 eggs for five guests;
boil 10 minutes, then lay in^cold water
to cool. Separate whites from yolks
of eggs; press whites through fruit

presser, then add to cream. Have
toast arranged upon a platter; having
pressed yolks through fruit presser,

pile upon each piece of toast; pour
cream around; add salt and pepper to

taste. Serve immediately.
Egg Nests on Toast—6 eggs, 6 slices

of toast, 2 tablespoons butter, 1-2 tea-

spoon salt. Separate the eggs and keep
the yolks whole by letting them remain
in half the shell until ready for use.

Beat the whites to a stiff froth with the
salt. Dip the^toast into hot salt water,
butter, and heap each piece with the
beaten whites. Make a depression in

each mound and drop in a little piece
of butter and the yolk of the egg. A
dash of paprika on the top of each. Place
in pan and bake in moderate oven about
3 minutes, or until the whites are a

light brown.
Tomato and Egg Entree—Allow 1

tomato for each person, scrape out 1-2

the center, put in granite dish, and drop
an egg in the center of each, season
with salt, pepper and butter and bake
until the egg sets, and serve at once.

These are nice served with lamb chops,

putting tomatoes in center of platter,
with chops around. Also serve in rame-
kins.

To boil eggs
—Put them in a saucepan,

pour fast boiling water over them,
cover tightly and remove at once to

back of stove. Let stand 6 minutes,
or 10 if required harder. When done

properly the white should be jellied but
not hard.

rORXiOLD OR HOTWATER o|

iFORPfVRDOR SOrr.WATER

y^OA* CO^

AT ALL GROCERS
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Egg TimbcUes—6 eggs, 3 gills of milk,
1 teaspoon salt, 1-8 teaspoon pepper,
1 teaspoon chopped parsley. 1-4 teaspoon
onion juice. Beat the eggs with a fork,

add the seasoning and beat another

minute, now stir in the milk thoroughly.
Pour the mixture into buttered, medium
sized tamale molds and put the molds
into a deep pan, pouring in hot water

enough to reach nearly to their top.
Place in moderate oven and bake about

20 minutes, or till firm at center. Turn
them out on a warm platter and serve

with a tomato or cream sauce around

them.

Pickled Eggs
—Boil eggs hard; after

removing the shells put in vinegar, pepper
and salt to taste. Cut lengthwise to

serve.

A Nice Breakfast Disk—8 hard boiled

eggs chopped; 1 pint of cream sauce as

follows; 2 tablespoons butter and same
of flour; 2 1-2 cups milk, season and cook;
1 heaping cup chicken, ham or tongue.
Put in baking dish in layers with bits

of butter and fine bread crumbs. Bake.

PRETTY TABLE IDEAS FOR MAY.

The prettiest kind of decoration for

a May day reception can be carried out
with wisteria and blooming wild locust.

A little white silk parasol tilted up-
side down, and suspended from the chan-
delier, a foot or so from the center of

the table, by white and pale lavender

ribbons, will make a charming receptacle
for the flowers. The spokes of the para-
sol should be gilded, and wistaria, wild

locust and smilax, should be piled light-

ly in the lap of the parasol, arranged so

as to drop gracefully over its edge and
twined around the gilded spokes and
handle.

Strands of smilax should extend up-
ward, from around the edge of the table,

to join the overhanging wistaria and
locust blossoms in the chandelier.

Dozens of great falling locusts and wis-

taria, forming a perfect bower of flowers,
should be attached to the smilax strands,
and from each gilded spoke of the dainty
parasol, delicate threads of smilax and
scattered wistaria flowers, should hang
down over the edge of the table and fall

nearlv to the floor.

PHOSPHflFOODSU
NON-STARCH ceREAi,

Best Body Building Breal<fast Foods

t iV\EAL=FLOUR=RY=LAX

Delicious Nutritious

Economical

^ .\l\ the virtu* of grain without digestive
* strain.

AT ALL GROCERS

PHOSPHO FOOD CO.

LOS ANGELES. - - CALIFORNIA

For a little child's party. May flowers,
can be quaintly pressed into service, for,

so they tell us in the nursery, the May-
apples belong especially to the fairies.

Have a growing May-plant at every
cover, in a tiny flower-pot. Envelope
the pots in dainty coverings of crepe

paper and ^ay little ribbons. Set each

little pot in a bed of moss and .smilax,

and have a tiny fay or wood-fairy perched
under the shelter of the leaves, at the

root of each flower. Strands of bright
ribbon may run from each little wood-

fay to the top of a little Maypole, which
is set in the center of the table, and to

entertain the little guests, one may tell

them fairj'-stories of how, in the spring,
the wood-fays coax 511 the little flowers

up out of the dark, brown earth.

"Mistress Mary, quite contrary," and
her garden of flowers, suggests another

pretty little idea for children in May.
Lay out the table as a dear, little,

old-fashioned garden
—make a dainty

little flower-bed of primroses, cowslips,
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buttercups and violets for the center-

piece.
Have stiff little gravel walks, running

straight from the flower-bed to every
cover. As they approach the edge of

the table the walks should broaden out

into semicircles to accomodate the plates,
knives and forks of the guests.

Outline the walks, with running bor-

ders of cowslips and buttercups and

hedges of boxbush. Set the candle-

holders in prim little beds of flowers,
and make attractive candle-shades, by
cutting a garden fence out of white card-

board, passing it around the candle-

shade and having artificial violets and

buttercups peep through and over the

palings.
Finish the garden walks with
"Silver bells and cockle shells,"

and around the edge of the table have
a circle of

"Pretty maids all in a row."—
dainty Jittle dolls, one at each place.

Each doll may be provided with a little

hoe or a package of seed, on which the

little guest's name may be written, bon-
bons may be wheeled from place to

place in the little wheelbarrows, and
Mistress Mary may show her contrari-

ness, by cutting the cake with a trowel,
and by passing delicious ice-cold lemon-
ade in tiny individual watering-pots.

Jflocrctft Libnit^
Whether Robin Hood and Maid Marian

were really chosen the King and Queen
of May, I am sure I do not know.

Tradition insists they were, and the

story offers such an excellent suggestion
for a May day party, that I think we
should design a May table accordingly.
The center piece should be a willow-

wand, pushed down in some damp sand
and gayly decorated with scarlet ribbons,

garlands of bright flowers and strands

of smilax.

Little heart-targets should be hung
from the flowers, and from the tip of

this little Maypole a streamer of scarlet

ribbon should fall to each place and be
tied to a willow bow and arrow. ' Ken-
daf" green crepe paper should be used
for the flat centerpiece and also for the

place doilies. The edges of the paper
should be hidden under the garlands of

flowers.

Candle-shades may be made of red,
white and blue concentric circles, re-

presenting practice targets, and during
the luncheon, guests may test their

marksmanship, by shooting with the
little bows and arrows at the heart-

shaped target. The most successful

couple will be chosen King and Queen
of May.
The affair could be made more elab-

orate, by requiring each guest, to dress

in costume to represent either Robin
Hood or one of his Merry Men or one of

his would-be captors. This idea could

be handled capitally by a party of

school or college girls.

The results of the archery may upset
some of our favorite traditions. Robin
for the first time, maiy be outdone by
the wily Sheriff of Nottingham, and who
knows but that Friar Tuck may establish

without question, a right to be crowned.

Pork Pie—To be served cold with

breakfast or lunch. Cup up some cold

roast pork into rather large dice: have

2-3 meat and 1-3 fat; put the bones

and trimmings in a saucepan and make
a good gravy out of them. Put the

pork into a deep dish and season well

with salt and pepper, a little sage and

a very little chopped onion. Fill half-

way with part of the gravy (cooled and

seasoned), cover with a good plain short

crust, ornament with paste leaves, and

bake about 3-4 of an hour in a moderate

oven until brown; then take it out and

pour the remainder of the gravy (hot)

through the hole in the center until

nearly full.

"Cleans like Magic"

Keeps the

Hands

Soft and

White

Instantly cleans

kitchen pots,

pans, sinkboards

and brass and

metal wares.

Best toilet soap for mechanics.

BIG CAKE 5c
at Orocera

HOLMES & STOCKARD
351 E. 2d St. Los Angeles, Cal.

A 6257 Main 3363
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Confections.

Fondant for Cream Candy—2 cups

granulated sugar, 1-2 cup cold water,
1-4 teaspoon cream tartar, 1 teaspoon

vanilla, almond or any flavoring desired.

Boil sugar, water and cream of tartar

together until it hairs from a spoon;
add the flavoring; set in a cool place and
when nearly cold beat until light and

creamy; when cold enough to handle,
mold into any shapes desired; place on
a platter to harden. Melt unsweetened
chocolate in a double boiler, and with

a long pin dip the creams in the choco-

late and set aside to harden. A nice

variety mox be made by removing
the pits from dates, and filling"with plain
cream shaped to fit, or with cream
into which chopped nuts have been

mixed. Almonds blanched and placed
on the creams before they are quite cool,

or walnuts halved and creams put be-

Silver L»caf
UAKD

SWEET AND^PURE
Made from Corn-fed

,
Eastern Porkers

::

•

I
Los Angeles stock always fresh because it * •

* reaches us within nine days from the time \

*

it is drawn from the kettle in Kansas City

J SWIFT & COMPANY

tween them make a pleasing variety.

Divinity Fudge—2 cups white sugar,
1-2 cup syrup, 1-2 cup cold water,
whites of 2 eggs, 1 cup walnut meats.
Cook until it makes a soft ball in water.
Remove from fire, flavor and pour over
the beaten whites slowly, beating con-

tinuously, add walnut meats and beat
till creamy; pour in buttered pan.

Divinity Candy—2 cups granulated
tugar, 1 cup walnuts sliced fine wth
a knife, 2-3 cup thick cream and 1-3

cup golden drip syrup, 1 teaspoon vanilla.

Boil sugar, cream and syrup together
until you can make a soft ball. Try
in cold water. Add last, when cooked
walnuts and vanilla. Beat hard for

several minutes and pour on buttered

pan. When nearly cold cut in small
blocks.

Sea Foam—3 cups sugar (brown)
1 tablespoon vinegar. 1 cup of water,
boil until a soft ball in water. Pour
over the beaten wliites of 1 or 2 eggs,
add flavoring and a cup of walnut meats.
Beat until creamy and drop from spoon
on waxed paper.

Maple Cream—2 cups maple sugar,
1-2 cup cream, 1-4 cup almonds blanched
and chopped. Boil until crisp in water.

Put in nuts after taking from fire, stir

until cool.

Turkish Delight
—Soak 1 package of

gelatine in a cup of cold water for twenty
minutes, then add 1 1-2 cups of boiling

water, 2 pounds granulated sugar, boil

twenty five minutes; when you take off

fire add flavoring, pour on dry plates;

when^cold and set cut in strips, roll in

powdered sugar, cut in squares, again
roll in sugar.

Candied Popcorn
—Cook 1 cup pulver-

ized sugar, 1 tablespoon butter, 3 table-

spoons water until it hardens when

dropped in cold water. Have about 3

quarts popcorn in pan, pour mixture

over slowly, stirring briskly. Nuts may
be added to the pop corn. By two work-

ing the corn may also be made into balls,

if preferred. .
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Useful Household Hints.

Home Bookbinding, An Inexpensive Way
of Binding Your Magazines.

First take a large paste-board box,
such as tailors use to send out goods,
and cut two pieces, one from the box
and one from the cover the exact size

of the magazine you wish to bind.

You next bring into service an old

crash skirt, ripped, washed and pressed.
From this cut a strip, two and one half

inches longer, than twice the width of

the magazine, and one and one-half

inches longer than the length.

Then, at last, with a bottle of glue,

you are ready for work. Spread the
crash flat on the table, place the two

pieces of paste-board on it, so that there

is a three-quarter inch margin, along
each outer side, and also the top and
bottom.
Between the two pieces of paste-board

leave sufficient space of crash to carry
the number of magazines you desire
to cover and bind.

Then having glued the pieces tightly
down to the crash, turn the edges over
like making an ordinary hem, and glue
them to the card board and there you
will have a binding neat and strong.
Each month when your magazine is

ready to be put away you can then put
it away, by opening it in the middle and

stitching it to the plain piece of crash,
left between the stiff covers for that

purpose.
Thus at the end of the year you have

all your magazines well preserved and
a veritable storehouse of useful know-
ledge and interest.

The Care of a Bird.

No doubt all owners of canaries are

Flavory—
Firm--

Tender—
Macaroni,

Spaghetti, Vermicelli,

Egg Noodles, Alphabets
Made in "the Los Angeles factory that spent $5,000 to be clean."

Always fresh, dainty, appetising; better than imported, Sold by
your grocer.

Visit the Factory^^^Always Open to Visitors

r^ \»£ » -Kn * r^ los angeles and commercial srs
L^alllOrnia Macaroni L^O, Los Angles, California
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aware of the importance of keeping
them sheltered from drafts and the hot

rays of the summer sun, as well as pro-

tecting them from the cool night air,

by means of suitable covering (being
careful to leave sufficient ventilation )

but there is another cause of trouble,

which everyone may not realize, and that

is, that a bird, is sometimes forced to

remain in a cage, which has become sat-

urated from the effects of his bath, there-

b}^ causing asthma, pains in the feet and
loss of song. It is well at the time of

the bird's bath, to place the dish some
distance from the cage (which will also

give the bird an opportunity for much-
needed exercise in taking a few turns

about the room. )

The cage will thus remain dry, and
after the bird has shaken and mbbed
off some of the water, he can be returned

to the cage, which easily can be accom-

plished by placing the detached top
over him, if he is not tame enough, to

admit of ready handling.
Sunshine on a cloudy day will of course

be appreciated by the bird while drying.
It is also well to bear in mind, that the

perches should not be washed, unless

there is plenty of time for thorough dry-

ing before the bird uses them. It is

better, as general practice, to keep them
clean by scraping.

should lie in the saucer, which is also its

place, after stirring the contents of the

cup in a quiet manner.

Little Hints on Good Breeding.

At a reception, it is unnecessary to

take formal leave of the hostess—unless

when passing her, she perceives your
intention, when you should stop for a

word of farewell.

At a dance or dinner, to omit this

courtesy would be exceedingly rude,
and a few but brief but cordial words
of appreciation of her hospitality wQuld
be in order.

A widow's card should be engraved,
with her husband's name prefaced by
"Mrs." just as before his death. The
name is hers by courtesy still and for

all social purposes she is so addressed

.by letter.

A man thanks his partner after danc-

ing, but a woman does not. By all the
rules of chivalry, she is the one who is

supposed to confer the favor.

The Best Fruit Cake You Ever Ate.

1 i pounds of grated maple sugar, 1 *

pounds of butter, 15 eggs, li pounds of

browned flour, 1 cup of sour cream, 1

teaspoonful of soda dissolved in a table-

spoonful of hot water, 2 pounds of dried

cherries, 1 pound of glace cherries,
3 pounds of candied pineapple, 2i

pounds of seeded raisins, 1 pound of chop-
ped pecan meats, ^ pound of chopped
almonds, 1 ounce of cinnamon, \ ounce
of nutmeg, J ounce of mace. 1 gill of

N. O. molasses.

Mix fruit and nuts with the flour.

Bake in a very slow oven.

When thoroughly cold co^'er and it

will keep at least thirty days.

Lentil and Nut Loaf:—To a pint of

rather dry lentil pulp add one cup of

grated Brazil nuts and sufficient bread

crumbs to make a stiff mixture. Season

with salt and sage if desired. Press

into a bread tin and bake in a slow oven
one hour or longer.

Good or bad breeding, is made more
evident at table than anywhere else

when drinking from a cup, the spoon

Delicious Fruit Fla^oring.

A delicious flavoring for cakes, etc.,

can be made from the peel of lemons
or oranges. Soak the peel over night
in salt and water, and, in the morning,
cover with fresh water, and let it come
to a boil. Throw this water away and
cover once more with fresh water, this

time adding enough sugar to make a

thick syrup. Let the peel simmer in

this until it has become tender, and, by
this time the syrup should have thickened

considerably though not enough to candy.
Remove from the fire and seal tightly.

Some of this peel, chopped fine, and
a little of the syrup added, gives a flavor

to a cake that cannot be surpassed.
In making a filling for a cake, chop the

peel fine, add confectioners' sugar and

sufficient water to bring it to the proper

consistency.
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Swiss Roast.

Take a thick round-steak—from two
to two and a half inches in thickness—and pound it into as much flour as it

will take, using the edges of a heavy
plate for that purpose. When the flour

has been pounded into both sides, put
the meat into a skillet with some lard,
and brown it on both sides. Then cover
it with water, adding onions enough
to flavor and a whole ripe tomato, or
an equal quantity of canned tomatoes
when the fresh vegetables are not in

season. Cover tightly and cook for

two hours, adding more water as neces-

sary during this time. Just before the
meat is done, salt and pepper it to taste.

Delicious as this dish is when served hot,
it is also very nice when cold.

Keeping Mashed Potatoe.«^ Warm.
I .suppose every housewife has made

more or less effort to solve the problem
of liow to keep mashed potatoes warm

for one or two members of the family
when w^ork has compelled them to re-

port, late for dinner. Like others, I

made many experiments, and, finally,
I mastered the mystery. In the very
beginning, I had discovered that pota-
toes could be kept hot, by being left in

the crock in which they had been mashed,
the latter being placed in the oven of
the heater, but when they were uncovered
it was always noticeable, that the char-
acter of the vegetable had undergone
a change for the worse, the action of

the steam, having made them undesir-

ably porous. To overcome this, I beat

the mass of potato with a large spoon,

just as though it were so much cake

dough. If the mixture has become dry,
I add a little milk, but, under this treat-

ment, the former creamy consistency
of the mashed potatoes always re-

turns.

Some Appetizing Sandwiches.

Two things are essential in the making
of a sandwich which shall tempt the

appetite; first—good bread which is not

just baked, but is not over a day old;
second—slices cut very thinly, buttered

sparingly and tiimmed of all very hard
crust. Ordinary cmsts may be left on

usually, as they keep the bread from

crumbling and if cut very thinly are

easy to masticate.
A few years ago, a sandwich meant

two slices of bread with a thin slice of

meat between; nothing more unless it

was a bit of mustard, and nothing less.

Nowadays a plain sliced meat sandwich
is the exception and not the rule. Bis-

ciiits which must be fresh baked, crackers
of various kinds, are used as well as

bread for the outside and there are

any number of toothsome fillings, to

take the place of the sliced beef, ham or

tongue.
Chicken Sandwiches.—Properly pre-

pared these are delicious. Canned chick-

en can be used in an emergency but

freshly boiled delicately sliced chicken
is of course preferable. The best way

is to skim the liquor in which the chipken
has been boiled, till it is free of all fat.

Pick the chicken meat apart in small

pieces cutting where necessary. Add
the cut up or shredded meat to the

liquor, season delicately with pepper
and salt and put the mixture into a
bowl. Leave in a cool place till the mix-
ture forms a jelly in which the meat is

imbedded. Turn out and slice thin.

Have ready thin, lightly buttered slices

of bread and butter, with a crisp, clean,

dry lettuce leaf on half the slices. Lay
over the lettuce a slice of the chicken,
cover this, spread a very little home
made mayonnaise dressing. Place a

slice of bread on top, press down and.
cut each sandwich into three. If they
are made for any length of time before

they are to be eaten, wrap each separately
in waxed paper, or pile on a plate and

envelope the plate in a towel or napkin.
Sardine- Sandwiches—Empty a box

of good sardines, using a very little of

the oil and discarding the rest. Add a

tablespoonful of lemon juice. Pound the

sardines, juice and oil to a paste and
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spread thinly on lightlj'^ buttered bread.

Salmon Sandwiches—Use a can of good
salmon, with the bones carefully removed,

press out all lumps with a silver fork,

spread liberally on the buttered bread,
cover with a thin layer of home made
dressing a formula for which is given
below.

Cream Cheese and Olive Sandwiches—
Take a cream cheese and a dozen or

more pitted olives, the latter cut up fine.

Mix thoroughly and make up into balls

about as large as a walnut. Place the

balls on thin unsweetened crackers such
as baronet biscuit. Do not cover the

balls, but serve as many crackers with
out the balls as there are with. Some
cooks add finely chopped walnuts to

the cheese and olives.

Cream Cheese and Peanut Sandwiches—
Spread slices of lightly buttered bread,

thickly with cream cheese, sprinkle the

cheese liberally with finely chopped
roasted peanuts. Nuts must be used
which have been toasted lightly and are

not too brown and drv.

Chicken, Ham and Tongue Sand-
wiches—Remnants of cold fowl, of cold

boiled or fried ham and of cold boiled

tongue may be ground together in a
meat chopper, seasoned with pepper,
salt and a tiny pinch of ground nutmeg
mixed with melted butter, two table-

spoonfuls to a cup of meat being about
the right proportion, and spread on
either bread and butter or biscuit sand-
wiches. This meat mixture will keep
some time if it is packed tightly in an
earthen jar and covered all over with
melted butter.

Potted Meat Sandwiches—Get a pound
of top round steak, cut in pieces and
stew gently for several hours with just

enough water to cover. When done put
the meat through the chopper with the
finest grinder on so that it will be re-

duced to paste. Add the gravy in which
it was boiled (there should not be over a

cupful) a tablespoonful of buttfer and

pepper and salt to taste. Press into

a bowl. Spread liberally on thin slices

of buttered bread. These are specially

THE FRESHEST

SHORTENING

OBTAINABLE IN

LOS ANGELES

IS

SUETENE

30 Days Fresher than

Eastern Shortenings

THE CUDAHY PACKING
COMPANY

LOS ANQELES
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adapted for children's luncheons, and
the meat so prepared will keep several

days.

Chipped Beef Sandwiches—These are

also favorites with the children. Put
a piece of butter about the size of a

walnut, into the frying pan, turn into

it a small jar of chipped beef and shake
over the fire till the beef frizzles, then
mix in a tablespoonful of flour and lastly
add nearly a cup of sweet milk. Boil

up till the milk thickens. Spread the

meat on buttered bread and cover with

the white sauce and another slice of

bread. No seasoning is needed.

Vegetable Sandwiches—Thinly sliced

fresh cut cucumbers, which have stood
for a few minutes in vinegar, thinly
sliced firm tomatoes overlaid with home
made dressing, lettuce leaves with dress-

ing, beets which have been boiled,

sliced thin, sea.soned lightly nnd dipped

in vinegar, all make good sandwiches
when there are no meats at hand.

Chopped walnuts, almonds, peanuts or

pecans, with or without lettuce and

dressing are also a pleasant change
from the simple meat sandwich.

Sweet Sandwiches—Stone dates and

pound them to a paste. Spread the
sandwiches with them and sprinkle

thickly with chopped walnuts, or open
and stone large raisins, spread them on
bread and butter or crackers, add chopp-
ed walnut meats and serve.

The Home Made Dressing—A table-

spoonful of butter one of either lemon

juice or vinegar, one egg. Beat and stir

over a slow fire till it thickens. Add a

tablespoonful of thick sweet cream if

you have it.- If it is to be used with

meats a very little mustard must be

added.

!'
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